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Foreword 

Usually when a professor and one of his students 
publish a report as co-authors, it is the senior author 
who is considered responsible for the results and who 
consequently gets the main credit. The present report is 
different in this as in other respects. It is the work of a 
professor and his former student, but it is also the work 
of two distinguished scientists whose contributions to the 
book are equally valuable and essential; hence they must 
share the responsibility and the credit. For the final pub
lication of the results of the impressive archaeological in
vestigations presented here, I cannot think of a better 
combination of authors. In the description and analysis 
of this exciting, immense material, the two authors, who 
differ considerably in working method and temperament, 
complement each other in an excellent way. 

Full credit goes, of course, to the late professor J. L. 
Giddings, the originator of the whole project which ulti
mately led to this publication. It was not accidentally 
that the project centered around Kotzebue Sound, be
cause it was in Kotzebue that Giddings, in the winter of 
1934-35, had his first contact with Eskimos, and it was 
in the same region he, in 1940, started his career as an 
archaeologist. Actually, his primary interest was tree-
ring dating, but he realized that by combining it with 
archaeology he would be able to date Eskimo house 
ruins and their content of artifacts. The Kobuk River, 
which empties into Kotzebue Sound, seemed to be a 
good place to start; it had trees and its archaeology was 
completely unknown. Having worked three seasons on 
the Kobuk and obtained a chronological sequence of 
Eskimo cultures of about 1000 years, he moved his 

investigations to Norton Bay, another region with 
Eskimos living at the forest edge and where he expected 
to find old sites containing datable wood. Not only did 
he find cultures comparable to those on the Kobuk, but 
he also found two much older cultures, the older of 
them, the Denbigh Flint complex, presumably the earliest 
form of Eskimo culture and 4000-5000 years old, which 
is way beyond his tree-ring chronology. 

With his newly acquired knowledge of the time-
depth of Eskimo culture, Giddings returned to the 
Kotzebue Sound region in 1956, the year which marks 
the beginning of a new epoch in Eskimo archaeology and 
of the project described in this book. The event that 
ushered in the new epoch, the introduction of beach 
ridge dating, is best described by Giddings himself. It 
should, however, be emphazised here what a stroke of 
genius it was of Giddings to combine the formation of 
series of beach ridges with the preference of sea mammal 
hunting Eskimos to settle as close to the sea as possible. 
Assuming that the beach ridges were built up with some 
regularity, they could be used as time markers and serve 
in a sort of horizontal stratigraphy. In order to test the 
validity of his hypothesis, he spent the years 1958-1961 
looking for and investigating shores with a number of 
beach ridges; and wherever he found them, he found 
confirmation of his assumption. The final proof came at 
Cape Krusenstern where he found about one hundred 
fourteen beach lines and all known culture stages from 
the Denbigh Flint complex to present-day Eskimo 
represented, with the oldest beaches as much as five 
kilometers inland from the coast. 
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As soon as Giddings had satisfied himself about the 
validity of beach ridge dating, he immediately attacked 
another problem which had come up during the investi
gations at Cape Krusenstern. On the mainland behind 
the beach area, he had found remains of three culture 
stages which he was sure antedated the Denbigh Flint 
complex. Because the beach ridge chronology did not 
reach beyond this stage, he had to find another way to 
determine their chronological position. One way would 
be to turn to the old archaeological method of vertical 
stratigraphy, the problem being to find a deposit that 
was deep enough. Fortunately, he remembered that in 
1941 he had found three microcores and a microblade in 
a house from about 1400 A .D . at Onion Portage on the 
Kobuk River. He now knew that they could not belong 
in a house as late as that, but that there was the possi
bility that the house had been dug into an earlier 
deposit. He was so anxious to check this possibility that 
he made a trip to Onion Portage in the middle of the 
1961 season at Cape Krusenstern. The conditions ap
peared to be even better than he had hoped. The 
deposit was five meters deep and had several culture 
layers older than the Denbigh Flint complex. After this 
discovery, Giddings concentrated his field work on the 
excavation of the Onion Portage site which, in extent, 
thickness, and number of culture-bearing layers, turned 
out to be the best stratified site ever found in the Arctic. 
He lived to see its magnitude and to write about its 
significance, but not to see the work completed. A tragic 
accident in 1964 ended the life of the man who by virtue 
of his energy, intuition, and productivity will be remem
bered as the foremost Eskimo archaeologist of his time. 

Fortunately, his student and co-worker since 1960, 
Douglas Anderson, was asked to continue and complete 
the excavations at Onion Portage. He was absolutely the 
best choice for the task. In the first place, the two had 
collaborated so closely in the field as well as in the 
laboratory that he was wholly familiar with Giddings' 
ideas and could continue his line of thoughts. Secondly, 
Anderson soon proved that he was fully qualified to lead 
an excavation of the magnitude of Onion Portage. To 
excavate a site covering a couple of acres and consisting 
of more than thirty culture layers, some of them very 
thin, alternating with layers of sterile sand, demands a 
comprehensive view, the utmost care, and precision. In
vited to spend some time at the site during the excava
tion, I was greatly impressed by the way Anderson 
handled the work and I venture to say that I doubt very 
much that any archaeologist could have done it better. 

Meanwhile, we are fortunate, not only because he 
completed the excavations at Onion Portage, but also be
cause he took upon himself to complete the descriptions 
of the Kotzebue Sound archaeological materials left by 
Giddings in the form of manuscripts (more or less ready 
for publication) and to complete the materials analysis 
gathered by himself which make up this report. Ander
son's own studies are essentially a continuation of the 
problems connected with the beach ridge chronology of 

Kotzebue Sound. In the first place, he returned to Cape 
Krusenstern to complete some unfinished work, and sec
ondly, he made archaeological surveys of the Noatak 
River and tributaries in 1961-1966, and, later, archaeo
logical and ethnographical investigations on Selawik, the 
third of the major rivers that empty into Kotzebue 
Sound. What makes the present report particularly 
significant, besides presenting a wealth of information, is 
the fact that the two authors had the same approach to 
Eskimo archaeology, namely to evaluate each find in its 
proper ecological and ethnographical perspective. In con
trast to some archaeologists, who only spend the short 
digging season in Alaska and have little or no contact 
with the local population, both authors had an intimate 
knowledge of the Eskimos in their region and of the 
nature of their surroundings. They had both spent sum
mers as well as winters among the Eskimos and knew 
from personal experience the essentials of living condi
tions in the region, the prehistory of which is presented 
in this report. 

Helge Larsen 
Danish National Museum 
Department of Ethnography 
Copenhagen 
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Preface 

Over the centuries, Kotzebue Sound has played an 
important role in the history of northern Americans. Lo
cated at the terminus of three major rivers that drain 
northwestern Alaska, and centrally positioned between 
the coast of the Arctic Sea to the north and Bering Strait 
to the west, the people of Kotzebue Sound have had ac
cess to a wide variety of resources and to diverse human 
groups and ideas. By the early nineteenth century, trade 
networks were operating between the Kotzebue Sound 
Eskimos and many other northern groups: the Arctic 
whalers of Point Hope and Point Barrow who had a sur
plus of whale blubber, the people from Cape Prince of 
Wales who could obtain goods from Siberia, the 
Diomede Islanders who had plentiful supplies of ivory, 
the Nunamiut (via the Noatak River) who could obtain 
caribou with tundra products, and the Kobuk and 
Selawik Eskimos who had access to Athapaskan goods 
from the northern Yukon drainage area. 

The natives of Kotzebue Sound were also in the 
enviable position of having abundant resources them
selves, including fish, waterfowl, caribou, and the 
smaller sea mammals. They lacked only whales and 
walrus—at least in the historic period—and this lack 
played an important role in promoting interregional 
trade. They also had the advantage of being linked by 
partnerships and kin ties to Eskimos who dwelt along 
the Noatak, Kobuk and Selawik Rivers, so that any 
decreases in coastal resources were easily offset by 
resources from the upriver areas. The ecological condi
tions, social arrangements, and wealth of different ideas 
available to the Kotzebue Sound Eskimos through con

tinual contacts with their neighbors are the major themes 
by which we interpret the prehistory of the region in the 
following report. 

The archeology of Kotzebue Sound was almost 
single-handedly developed by J. L. Giddings, who first 
visited the region in the 1930s. Dr. Giddings' early 
ethnographic work at Kotzebue in the 1930s and 1940s, 
his excavations along the Kobuk River and at Kotzebue 
in the 1940s, and his development of tree-ring dating 
and other work before his death in 1964 led to an 
impressive analytic approach to data that guided all his 
subsequent work. He was concerned with developing a 
precise, regional, chronological framework that was 
independent of chronological schemes from neighboring 
areas, while at the same time depicting the archeology of 
the region in such a way as to show how the people 
lived at different periods in the past. As an outgrowth of 
these concerns, Giddings developed a deep understand
ing of cultural changes and how they related to changes 
in the habitat. He recognized that many cultural changes 
came about through readjustments by the people to fluc
tuations in local conditions and not through the meeting 
and mixing of culturally different groups (Giddings, 
1948, 1952c). 

Much of Giddings' research design can be gleaned 
from his book Ancient Men of the Arctic (1967). In this 
book, he depicted the history of the Eskimos around 
Bering Strait as the result of cultural changes within an 
essentially continuous population over time. This point 
was the cornerstone of his thinking; only the most tightly 
argued evidence to the contrary could persuade him to 
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accept the opinion that population replacements accounted 
for the changes observed in the archeological record, and 
even then, he suspected that the whole story was not yet 
known. Two of his early writings (1952c and 1960) 
present his reasoning on the matter. 

Because three decades have passed since Giddings 
began his attempts to unravel the prehistory of Kotzebue 
Sound, it is easy to lose sight of how little was known in 
the 1950s of the Eskimo development in this key area. 
Despite the outstanding work of Collins (1937b), Ford 
(1959), and Rainey (1941) on St. Lawrence Island, at 
Cape Prince of Wales and at Point Barrow, and despite 
the excavations of Larsen and Rainey (1948) at Point 
Hope, and Giddings (1952b) along the Kobuk River, the 
time depth for the region was shallow and the chronol
ogy of many areas imprecise. Consequently, Giddings 
felt it of great importance to concentrate on establishing 
a basic chronological scheme for the Kotzebue Sound 
region. Of equal importance to him was the need to pro
vide a cultural reconstruction of the people whose re
mains he was excavating. He always tried to excavate in 
culturally meaningful whole units such as houses or 
camps, for he believed that these best reflected signifi
cant cultural activities, and anything less than that de
prived the investigator of a true picture of the way of 
life represented. He also avoided midden excavations 
wherever possible, because the mixture that occurs when 
people are camped on their own or on their ancestors' 
refuse obscures many of their spheres of activity. He had lit
tle faith in attempts to sort out subtle cultural changes from 
slight differences in artifact elevations within the middens. 

Two aspects of excavation upon which Giddings did 
not concentrate would, in hindsight, have enhanced the 
findings of this report. First, the significant cultural units 
of excavation ought to have been an entire settlement, 
rather than a house. Giddings knew this, and many 
times said we ought to excavate as many different types 
of features in the settlements as possible. But owing to a 
variety of practical reasons—most particularly, his need 
to delineate the chronology of the sites—he did not carry 
out his conviction. Fortunately, the settlements at Cape 
Krusenstern (except the excavated house ruins) are still 
intact, and we intend to return to concentrate future 
excavations on these settlements. Second, greater preci
sion should have been taken in locating the artifacts and 
debitage within each of the house areas. Giddings felt 
that there was a point of diminishing returns in the care 
taken to locate artifacts precisely, primarily because dur
ing his years as an ethnographer among Eskimos, he was 
made well aware of the myriad random factors that in

fluence the final deposition of objects in houses. His 
observations led him to conclude that the precise posi
tion of any artifact on the house floor almost always 
owed to causes that would defy pattern analysis. In 
hindsight, we suspect that some of our present question 
about activities within the houses might have been 
resolved had precise locations of artifacts in the house 
areas been determined. 

DOUGLAS D. ANDERS 
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98. Bifaces, potsherds and shaft smoother from Kugzruk Island, Site 1, House 2, Norton culture. 
99. Points, scrapers, potsherds, and other objects from Singauruk, Sites 1 and 3, Norton culture. 

100. Potsherds from Feature 774, Norton-Near Ipiutak beach 38, Cape Krusenstern. 
101. Arrowhead end-blade insets from cache, Feature 267, Norton-Near Ipiutak beach 40, Cape Krusenstern. 
102. Points, bifaces, adzes and other objects from Norton-Near Ipiutak beaches 40 and 43, Cape Krusenstern. 
103. Antler prongs and arrowheads from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle Rock phase. 
104. Antler projectile heads from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle Rock phase. 
105. Miscellaneous objects from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle Rock phase. 
106. End- and side-blade insets from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle Rock phase. 
107. Engraved antler objects from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle Rock phase. 
108. Adz head, flaking tools, and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
109. Dart heads, figurine, needles, and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
110. Harpoon parts, arrowheads, and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
111. Scrapers, drill bearings, and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
112. Bifaced projectile points from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
113. Scrapers and flakeknives from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
114. Large bifaces from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
115. Knives, burins, and drill bits from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
116. Adz blades, knives, and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
117. Slab knives and other slate work from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
118. Abraders and other objects from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula. 
119. Points, blades, drills, and other objects from Choris beaches 44 and 45, Cape Krusenstern. 
120. Potsherds from Feature 259, Norton-Choris beach 44, Cape Krusenstern. 
121. Potsherds from Feature 725, Norton-Choris beach 44, Cape Krusenstern. 
122. Points, knife blades, burins and other objects from Choris beaches 45 and 46, Cape Krusenstern. 
123. Knife blades, scrapers, and other objects from Choris beaches 46 and 47, Cape Krusenstern. 
124. Cache of weapon points and knife blades from Feature 486, Choris beach 46, Cape Krusenstern. 
125. Adz blades, flakeknives, and other objects from Feature 392, Choris beach 47, Cape Krusenstern. 
126. Potsherds from Features 715-717, Choris beach 47, Cape Krusenstern. 
127. Knife blades, points, scrapers, and other objects from Feature 226, Choris beach 48, Cape Krusenstern. 
128. Projectile points and knife blades from late Choris "areas," Choris Peninsula. 
129. Flakeknives, knife blades, scrapers, and other objects from late Choris "areas," Choris Peninsula. 
130. Points, knife blades, and other objects of Norton-Choris culture, from Site 3, Agulaak Island. 
131. Stone and pottery from early Choris sites at Cape Espenberg. 
132. Points, blades, and other objects from Choris sites on the DC Beach at Cape Espenberg. 
133. Knife blades and points from Old Whaling Houses 20 and 21, Cape Krusenstern. 
134. End scrapers from Old Whaling Houses 20 and 21, Cape Krusenstern. 
135. Flakeknives, scrapers, and other objects from Old Whaling Houses 20 and 21, Cape Krusenstern. 
136. Bifaces and points from Old Whaling House 21, Cape Krusenstern. 
137. End scrapers, flakeknives, and other objects from Old Whaling House 21, Cape Krusenstern. 
138. Large and small points, and other bifaces from Old Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern. 
139. Scrapers, flakeknives from Houses 21 and 22, Cape Krusenstern, Old Whaling culture, beach 53 (Segment IV). 
140. Flakeknives, gravers, and other objects from Old Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern. 
141. Lamps from Old Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern. 
142. Organic objects from Old Whaling Beach 53, Houses 21, 22, 23, and 24, Cape Krusenstern. 
143. Large and small points, and bifaces from Old Whaling House 23, Cape Krusenstern. 
144. End scrapers and biface blanks from Old Whaling House 23, Cape Krusenstern. 
145. Flakeknives, gravers, and other implements from Old Whaling House 23, Cape Krusenstern. 
146. Large and small points, bifaces, and other objects from Old Whaling House 24, Cape Krusenstern. 
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147. Flakeknives and end scrapers from Old Whaling House 24, Cape Krusenstern. 
148. Flakeknives and other objects from Old Whaling House 24, Cape Krusenstern. 
149. Flakeknives, end scrapers, bifaces, and other objects from Old Whaling House 201, Cape Krusenstern. 
150. Organic objects from Old Whaling Houses 21, 201, 202, 203, and 205, Cape Krusenstern. 
151. Large and small bifaces and points, and other objects from Old Whaling House 202, Cape Krusenstern. 
152. Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 203, Cape Krusenstern. 
153. Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 24, Cape Krusenstern. 
154. Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 205, Cape Krusenstern. 
155. Knife blades, adz blade, burin spalls, and other objects from early Choris beaches 53, 54, 57, and 59, Cape 

Krusenstern. 
156. Miscellaneous objects from early Choris beach 78, Cape Krusenstern. 
157. Miscellaneous objects from early Choris site at Cape Espenberg. 
158. Blades, microblades, burins, and other objects of late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-90, Cape Krusenstern. 
159. Bifaces, microblades, burins, and other objects from late Denbigh beaches 75 and 80, Cape Krusenstern. 
160. Flakeknives, flakes, burin spalls, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, Cape Krusenstern. 
161. Flakes, microblades, burin spalls, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, Cape Krusenstern. 
162. Flakes, blades, burins, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, Cape Krusenstern. 
163. Flakes, scrapers, blades, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, Cape Krusenstern. 
164. Blades, microblades, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 82 or 83 and Segment Va, Cape Krusenstern. 
165. Burins, side blades, microblades, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern. 
166. Burins, burin spalls, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern. 
167. Burins, microblades, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern. 
168. Microblades, flakeknives, burin spalls, and other objects from Agulaak Island, Sites 1 and 3, Denbigh-related culture. 
169. Microblades and other objects from Lower Bench site, Cape Krusenstern. 
170. Miscellaneous finds from Battle Rock site. 
171. Unaltered cherts: points, knives and scrapers, Palisades site, Cape Krusenstern. 
172. Unaltered cherts: knives, scrapers, and other objects from Palisades site, Cape Krusenstern. 
173. Weathered artifacts: choppers and core tools from Palisades site, Cape Krusenstern. 
174. Weathered artifacts: projectile point and flakes from Palisades site, Cape Krusenstern. 
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Introduction 

The present analysis of the archeological findings 
from the Cape Krusenstern area deals with the continu
ity of cultures and the settlements of the people who 
lived around Kotzebue Sound in prehistoric times. Each 
specific site is described both in its own time period and 
in relation to earlier or later sites around the shores of 
northwestern Alaska. Kotzebue Sound, a part of the 
eastern Chukchi Sea, is a 56 by 129 kilometer area lo
cated at 66°45' North latitude and 163 °00' West longi
tude (Orth, 1967). The westernmost limits of the sound 
follow an imaginary line between Cape Krusenstern on 
the north and Cape Espenberg on the south. Although 
most of our archeological investigations took place at 
Kotzebue Sound, some were conducted immediately out
side, at Battle Rock, located twenty-one kilometers north 
of Cape Krusenstern and along the shores of northwest
ern Seward Peninsula near Cape Prince of Wales. To 
keep the discussions brief, I often include all of these 
sites in my general comments on the prehistory of 
Kotzebue Sound, even though these latter sites lie out
side the limits of Kotzebue Sound proper. 

At the outset, it will be useful to define my use of 
certain words and concepts, especially the terms culture, 
tradition, and settlement. These are clarified below, and 
other terms are defined as they appear in the text. 

An archeological culture is regarded as the constellation 
of artifacts, methods of doing things, and patterns of ar
rangements that characterize a group of people at a partic
ular time and in a particular place. In northwestern Alaska, 
an archeological culture is analogous to the material cul
ture characteristic of a society (Burch, 1975) or a band, 

as defined from ethnographic research. While a culture is 
thus characteristic of a group of people who share the 
occupation of a particular region and who normally in
teract with each other, it is conceived of as a cultural 
tradition when this culture can be traced over generations. 

Tradition is a cultural unit in which a sequence of 
archeological complexes exhibits technological continu
ities (Willey and Phillips, 1958). As used here, tradition 
implies material cultural continuity, but not necessarily 
genetic descent—that is, even where clear-cut evidence 
exists that styles of material culture changed gradually, 
in step-by-step transformations indicative of in situ 
change, a genetic continuity of the people who made the 
tools cannot be inferred. For example, I have used the 
terms Paleo-Eskimo and Proto-Eskimo in the text and in 
some chapter headings. Both of these terms were origi
nally used by Steensby (1916) to propose a theoretical 
reconstruction of Eskimo racial, cultural and linguistic 
development that, in light of some seven subsequent dec
ades of research and thought, is no longer tenable. When 
divested of their racial and linguistic attributions (for 
which we have little information), the terms are never
theless useful because they direct our attention to the 
general evolution of the culture of the residents of north
western Alaska from a full land orientation to a part 
land, part coast orientation, to a full maritime orientation. 

By Paleo-Eskimo, I refer to the culture of the prede
cessors of the Inupiat Eskimos in Arctic America. The 
Paleo-Eskimo culture may well have been a source (but 
not the only source) of Inupiat culture. The term Paleo-
Eskimo implies a continuity, at least in part, of culture. 
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Whether or not there is genetic continuity is not yet 
known. By using the term in later parts of this book, I 
am directing the reader's attention to the question, "Are 
the archeological remains discussed those of ancestral 
Eskimo culture?" As I indicate in the text, the question 
cannot yet be answered. 

My use of the term Proto-Eskimo directs the reader 
to consider whether the technology and artifact styles 
discussed in Chapter 16 are in some even more remote 
way also linked to an Eskimo continuum of cultural 
development. Because of the millennia separating the 
Inupiat from these early cultural remains in Alaska, the 
question of possible genetic links is at present meaning
less and is in no way implied by the use of the term. 

In summary, I see three levels in assessing the likelihood 
that the cultural remains discussed in this study are part of 
the Eskimo cultural continuum. The remains of the North
ern Maritime tradition are highly likely the leavings not 
only of generalized Eskimos but of the Inupiat branch of 
Eskimos. The remains of the Arctic Small Tool tradition 
may well be those of people who contributed at least in 
part to the cultural development and perhaps even the 
genetic makeup of Eskimos, and, if so, might appropri
ately be termed Paleo-Eskimo. The remains of the pre-
Arctic Small Tool microblade sites may one day prove 
to be culturally linked to the Arctic Small Tool tradi
tion, but as yet we have insufficient chronological data 
to demonstrate it. If it does prove to link up, then the 
remains may also be seen possibly as made by people 
who, at least in part, contributed culturally to the devel
opment of Eskimo culture. Thus the term Proto-Eskimo 
could be appropriately applied to the archeological remains. 

The term settlement denotes any location at which 
people have resided or camped. This includes village 
sites with several houses, isolated single house sites, and 
all campsites containing one or more hearths. Since we 
cannot always determine archeologically whether hearth 
sites were in fact tent sites rather than the remains of 
out-of-doors fires, and since we cannot tell whether they 
were used for days or only for hours, I consider all 
hearth areas as settlements. I employ this convention be
cause, first, in hunting and fishing societies, the settle
ment pattern often includes both permanent villages or 
house locations and temporary camps; and, second, I as
sume that the presence of campsites evidences a custom
ary use of the area by the people responsible for the sites 
and are thus part of their settlement pattern. When I 
refer to a site as a settlement, I characterize it with 

reference to the most permanent type of occupation evi
denced there. For example, a site at which hearth re
mains are the most permanent feature is termed a camp, 
whereas a site at which both hearths and some house 
ruins are present is termed a village. Not considered a 
settlement are such special-purpose areas as quarry sites, 
burials, and lookouts even though they are part of the 
settlement pattern. A summary of attributes characteristic 
of northern Alaskan settlements follows: 

Attributes used in defining settlement types 

Cluster of houses 
Single house 
Tent rings, etc. 
Hearths 
Burial 
Quarry 
Pits, etc. 
Butchering remains 
Flint-knapping 

Village 

X * 

X 

X 

X 

X 

rare 
X 

X 

X 

House 
site 

X* 

X 

X 

rare 
X 

X 

X 

X 

Camp 

X* 

X* 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Special 
purpose 

X* 

X* 

X* 

X* 

X* 

'Minimal attribute for designation of settlement type (only one need be 
present, but any other attributes may also be present). 

While the analysis that follows presents the data 
collected mostly by Giddings and incorporates both his 
and my interpretations of the excavations, it is also 
intended as a basis for future research. Only the initial 
research stage has been concluded at Kotzebue Sound. 
New phases of work will involve such questions as how 
and why the changes in settlement patterns came about. 
To get answers to these questions, a broader range of 
settlement types throughout northwestern Alaska must 
be examined, along with the relationship of settlements 
to non-settlement use areas, and of paleoecological 
changes throughout the region over a long period of time. 

At present, all of the archeological collections 
described in this study are housed at the Haffenreffer 
Museum of Anthropology, Brown University, located in 
Bristol, Rhode Island. 

DOUGLAS D. ANDERSON 
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PARTI 
BACKGROUND 

Chapter 1 

Archeological Research 
Around 

Kotzebue Sound 
D. D. Anderson 

Early Years: 
The Beginnings of Beach Ridge Archeology 

The Inupiat Eskimos of Kotzebue Sound, who are 
now concentrated in the village of Kotzebue on the tip 
of Baldwin Peninsula, formerly dwelt in small winter set
tlements dispersed along the coast of Alaska from north
ern Seward Peninsula northward to Kivalina (fig. 1). 
These settlements, located on beach areas adjacent to the 
sea from which the people obtained much of their win
ter's food supply, ranged in size from a solitary sod and 
driftwood house to small villages of five or six large 
houses. The residents of these settlements remained there 
all winter, making forays out on the ice to hunt seal or 
into the interior to hunt caribou as weather and need di
rected. They normally left the settlement in late spring 
or early summer to camp at coastal locations where seal
ing and fishing were good. Occasionally, a family also 
traveled long distances outside the region to trade. His
torically, many of the families often dispersed in the 
spring to camp at isolated spring-summer sealing camps. 
At some of the most favorable places, numerous mem
bers of a band often came together for a summer camp. 
Where resources were particularly plentiful or at some 
special, agreed-upon place, people of several bands 
camped together, usually maintaining separate sectors of 
the camp where they lived surrounded by the people 
with whom they were most familiar. 

The development of this historic-period settlement 
pattern was a direct response to food-getting require
ments. Elsewhere in the world, settlement patterns have 

been determined sometimes by the need for defense 
against enemies or by attachment to holy places, but 
such considerations have played only a minor role in the 
Inupiat Eskimos' choice of location and, except when 
several bands camped together, arrangement of settle
ments. The Eskimos' specific subsistence pursuits have 
been a direct result of several factors: the availability 
and abundance of the resources, the technological capa
bilities of the people, their preferences, and their ability 
to arrange all these factors into a workable schedule. 
Overriding all these considerations, however, has been 
the need to maintain enough flexibility in their settle
ment and subsistence patterns to allow the people to 
revise their schedules whenever some portion of their 
subsistence activities was underproducing. 

The archeology of the region shows that settlement 
patterns have changed dramatically over time. Deter
mining the nature and causes of these changes has been a 
painstaking process, one that has involved years of 
archeological, ethnological, and historical research. 
Much of this work has been undertaken on the beach 
ridges of northwestern Alaska, where the majority of the 
coastal people lived and camped. 

The first archeological investigations around Kotzebue 
Sound were conducted in the 1940s by J. L. Giddings as 
part of his attempt to establish the efficacy of tree-ring 
dating in the Arctic. Giddings, in 1941, excavated two 
house ruins from a cluster of some thirty pits along the 
beach ridges west of the present site of Kotzebue village, 
and three more in a cluster of "dozens" of houses located 
between the first site and the village. Tree-ring dates in-
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Fig. 1. Map of Northwestern Alaska. 

dicated that the two clusters dated to A.D. 1400 and 
A.D. 1550 respectively. Uncovering another four house 
ruins at the first settlement in 1947, he again found that 
the houses dated to A.D. 1400, suggesting that there had 
been a small village there. This also implied that the sec
ond house group, which resembled the first in the tight
ness of the cluster, was a second village, occupied some 
150 years after the first. To these periods Giddings gave 
the names Old Kotzebue and Intermediate Kotzebue 
(Giddings, 1952b). 

James Van Stone later excavated more house ruins 
at Kotzebue, and, having determined that many of these 
dated to the period between A.D. 1400 and 1550, sug
gested that the site had been a more stable, continuously 
occupied village than heretofore suspected (Van Stone, 
1955:134). Since Van Stone's work there, no further 
professional excavations have been conducted at 
Kotzebue. Kotzebue has continued to yield many arti
facts, however, but now from the shovel of the collector 
and from the blade of the bulldozer rather than from the 
trowel of the researcher. In fact, picking up artifacts to 
sell to tourists or to keep as private collections has long 
been a favorite pastime of Kotzebue residents, and at 
present, it is questionable whether the once extensive 
beach ridge series of house sites is sufficiently intact to 
resolve the question of the evolution of Kotzebue village. 

The next archeologist to work in the Kotzebue Sound 
area was Helge Larsen (1951) who excavated the Ipiutak 

site at Deering in 1949 (fig. 1). Acting on a 1948 field 
report by geologist David M. Hopkins, Larsen also exca
vated in 1949 the Early Man site at Trail Creek Caves 
(Larsen, 1968a) where, in addition to Pleistocene-age re
mains, he uncovered a series of Holocene archeological 
components in sequence, including an early microblade 
horizon and Denbigh Flint materials from the lowest levels, 
heavy bifaces from the middle levels, and Ipiutak arrow
heads and recent Eskimo artifacts from the upper levels. 

As a result of this early research around the shore of 
Kotzebue Sound, the prehistory of the region was beginning 
to emerge in the area where Giddings began his studies 
of the beach ridges (fig. 2). What was needed was the 
details to make a coherent picture of cultural development. 

Complex 

Recent 
Intermediate Kotzebue 
Old Kotzebue 
Ipiutak 
Near Ipiutak 
Middle Trail Creek 
Denbigh Flint and other early microblade 

complexes 
Early Man 

Date 

A.D. 1550-present 
A.D. 1550 
A.D. 1400 
A.D. 300-900 

7 

7 

Pre-2000 B.C. 
13,000 B.C. 

Fig. 2. The prehistory of Kotzebue Sound as it was understood in the 
mid-1950's. 
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Giddings' discovery in 1956 of large oval house 
ruins on Choris Peninsula, which gave evidence of the 
use of pottery and polished slate, opened a new era of 
research in the Kotzebue Sound region. While obviously 
related to the then well-known Norton artifacts of Nor
ton Sound (Giddings, 1964), the Choris artifacts also 
bore a relationship to Near Ipiutak objects found at 
Point Hope (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) and to objects 
from the middle levels of the Trail Creek Caves. Choris 
culture still remains pivotal in the interpretation of Es
kimo cultural development, and arguments still continue 
about whether the complex is part of an early Eskimo 
prehistory or is non-Eskimo (McGhee, n.d.; Clark, 1976). 

In 1958 and 1959, the field work of Giddings pro
duced evidence that extended the known physical range 
of early coastal cultures like Denbigh Flint, Near Ipiutak, 
and Western Thule. It also yielded evidence of previ
ously unsuspected archeological complexes. The prehis
tory of at least two of these—Old Whaling and Lower 
Bench—is still not satisfactorily understood. Old Whal
ing, for example, was a large village of year-round 
coastal dwellers whose artifactual remains are entirely 
different from the rest of the assemblages from the re
gion. They seem to have been made by a group of people 
who appeared suddenly on the scene, and, in a decade or 
so, disappeared with scarcely a trace. 

After the close of the 1962 field season, Giddings re
fined his chronology of the Kotzebue Sound region to in
corporate these new findings and the radiocarbon dates 
that had become available. This refinement appeared in 
a chart (Giddings, 1966:134) as the coastal counterpart 
of a general sequence for northwestern Alaska. In the 
chart, the Lower Bench site was still considered a part of 
the Denbigh Flint complex, so it was not singled out for 
special mention. Only recently have we begun to realize 
the complexity of the prehistory represented by the Lower 
Bench artifacts. It now seems likely that the site is not 
Denbigh-related at all, but belongs to some much earlier 
microblade horizon. When the Lower Bench site was dis
covered, the only early microblade horizon recognized in 
Alaska was the one to which Denbigh Flint belonged. The 
few unassigned microblade sites discovered in the state 
were therefore considered to be also approximately of 
Denbigh Flint age (Solecki, 1951; Giddings, 1954a). With 
the recovery of more microblade sites in the interior of 
Alaska and northwestern Canada, the existence of a sec
ond microblade tradition, called Northwest Microblade, 
was postulated (MacNeish, 1962). Although now discarded 
because it included complexes generally seen to be 
unrelated (Workman, 1978:427), the postulation of the 
tradition served a useful role in the evolution of our 
thinking. It directed our attention to the multiple devel
opment and periodization of microblade industries in 
northwestern North America. Only in 1965, after the 
early American Paleo-Arctic microblade components at 
Onion Portage were dated, did we finally have proof of the 
antiquity of pre-Denbigh Flint microblade sites in Alaska. 

Other aspects of the Kotzebue Sound chronology— 
especially those concerning the first and second millennia 
B.C.—have also been clarified since 1964. Giddings 
originally defined the Choris period on the bases of the 
cultural content and the age of the village site on Choris 
Peninsula. While recognizing the in situ derivation of 
this Choris culture around Kotzebue Sound, he had not 
yet developed a consistent terminology for similar 
archeological remains found elsewhere. For example, he 
called one collection from Cape Krusenstern "pre-
Choris" (Giddings, 1963), whereas he called others from 
northwestern Seward Peninsula Choris-related or 
Denbigh-derived (field notes, 1960, 1961). Yet he con
sidered them all to be the same thing. I have used the 
term Early Choris to refer to the earliest post-Denbigh 
Flint remains and have kept the term Choris to describe 
the rest, including the Choris village site, that we now 
know dates to the terminal part of the Choris period. 
Giddings used the term Late Choris for some remains, 
such as from the "Areas" on the beaches seaward from 
the village site on Choris Peninsula; yet except for their 
location on the beach ridge and the presence of some 
Norton traits (for example, slab knives), there are no 
data to allow us to determine how much more recent 
they are than the artifacts from Choris village. 

From other sites, such as Battle Rock, evidence was 
found of Early Norton, for which Giddings used the 
terms either Early Norton or Choris-Norton. Yet the Battle 
Rock burial collections contain categories of artifacts 
that are different from those of the house site and camp
site collections; they are scarcely comparable. Neverthe
less, there is congruence in a few of the artifact styles, 
such as end-blade insets, that are found in all sites; and 
in comparing these, we find it impossible to distinguish 
Early Norton from Norton-Choris or from Late Choris. 
Since all three terms pertain to a time of transition be
tween two periods of the same tradition, a specific defi
nition of the sub-phases—if found to be useful—must await 
our finding of more sites. The definition will undoubtedly 
be on the basis of differences in relative frequencies of 
the same artifact types. 

For the present, I use the term Norton-Near Ipiutak 
to refer to the materials more recent than the Choris 
"Areas" on Choris Peninsula that contain several diag
nostic elements—such as slab knives, chipped basalt in
sets, and net sinkers—but lack such diagnostic Choris traits 
as the burin and the burin spall core. I retain the desig
nation Late Choris for the "Areas," but the collection is 
quite small and may be comparable to collections that are 
elsewhere designated Early Norton. Battle Rock phase is 
likely the best term for the Early Norton phase, but inas
much as it is evidenced only in burial goods from Battle 
Rock Burial 4, we are as yet unable to say what the 
complex looks like or to make meaningful comparisons 
with Early Norton habitation sites. 
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With more research, additional divisions of the pe
riods presently defined may become useful. For now, the 
point to be stressed is that all of the complexes are 
phases of a developmental sequence in a small area, an 
area small enough to preclude the use of horizon markers 
to denote the beginning and end of each phase. In fact, 
the presence or absence of traits may reflect different ac
tivities at different seasons, the activities of different 
members of the group, or our own sampling error. The 
following cultural designations were used by Giddings 
and are used in this study. 

Designation used by Giddings 
(1967, including 

unpublished notes) 

Ipiutak 
Norton or Near Ipiutak 

Late Choris or Early Norton or 
Battle Rock 

Choris 

Denbigh related, Denbigh derived 
or pre-Choris 

Denbigh Flint, Denbigh Flint 
complex 

Denbigh-related 

Designation used in this volume 

Ipiutak 
Norton-Near Ipiutak-Battle Rock 

(an early phase) 

Choris (of which the village site 
is the latest stage) 

Early Choris 

Denbigh Flint (Late Classic) 

Proto-Denbigh 

Early Microblade (encompassing 
at least 6,000 years of time 
before Denbigh Flint times and 
including the American Paleo 
Arctic) 

Fig. 3. Comparison of cultural designations used in earlier publications 
and in this volume. 

Five Years of Excavations 

/. I . Giddings 

Archeologists in the Arctic, as everywhere, are for
tunate when a site they have been excavating proves to 
hold unexpected or unique artifacts. Even more fortunate 
are they when precise dates can be ascribed to their find
ings, for the artifacts and dates together may be just the 
knowledge needed to cement into place one of the previ
ously missing rungs in the ladder of human history. This 
report concentrates on the development of beach ridge 
chronology on the seacoast of northwestern Alaska and 
the discoveries of several archeological cultures whose 
existence was unknown until recent years. 

1956 Field Season 

A search for new archeological sites in northwestern 
Alaska—sites that might extend our already established 
tree-ring calendar for Kobuk River locations farther back 
in time*—began in 1956, made possible by a grant from 
the Arctic Institute of North America and the Office of 
Naval Research, Department of the Navy, to reconnoiter 
the Buckland River Valley (fig. 1). The Buckland seemed 
a good choice for two reasons: Eskimos live there now, 
as their legends indicate they have done for a long time; 
and trees growing along the river fall within the area of 
climatic stress most favorable for tree-ring dating. Two 
graduate students, Melvin Reichler of Brown University 
and Robert Ackerman of the University of Pennsylvania, 
accompanied me on the field trip. We added a fourth 
man, Almond Downey, at Kotzebue. Downey, a native 
of Noatak, the only village on the Noatak River, pro
vided our transportation—a skiff of whipsawed spruce 
planks with an outboard motor. Although he was 
younger than most of the Eskimo men who had previ
ously worked for me as interpreters, laborers, and boat
men, Downey had valuable knowledge about his coun
try and its people. 

Choris Peninsula 
Heading for the Buckland River, we traveled most 

of the sixty-five kilometers from Kotzebue to the south
ern tip of Choris Peninsula in a leisurely way, putting in 
here and there to look for camping places of early peo
ple, but the only house pits observed were those of re
cent centuries. Late in the day, as we approached the 
southern end of the peninsula, the wind blew up and we 
had to race for shelter. The western shore offers no cove 
or inlet, and the sea was soon too rough for a safe land
ing on the gravel beach, so we let the wind take us 
around the southern shore where we set up camp on the 

*This and other developments in tree-ring dating in Alaska are reported 
in Giddings, 1938, 1941, 1943, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1951a, 1952a, 1954b, 
1962a; Oswalt, 1949, 1951, 1954, 1958; Van Stone, 1955. 
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Eschscholtz Bay side of the peninsula. By the following 
day, the rain had ceased, but the gale continued 
unabated, and it was impossible for us to cross the 
shallow, treacherous bay to reach the mouth of the 
Buckland River. Except for the loss of time, however, I 
was not upset by the delay. It meant an opportunity to 
examine the beaches and slopes of this now uninhabited 
place of which I had heard old Eskimos tell weird stories. 

A series of narrow beach ridges ran north and south 
here along the east side of Choris Peninsula, but a care
ful search revealed no sign of permanent occupation. On 
the second day, we climbed over a steep and tundra-covered 
hill to the west side of the peninsula. There, from the top 
of a steep cliff, we saw a series of wide, old beaches, and 
immediately below us, the unmistakable impressions of 
house ruins. We lowered ourselves through an alder 
thicket to the foot of the cliff and began an enthusiastic 
walk the length of the parallel strand lines. The house pits 
observed from the cliff were clearly of the prehistoric 
period, but, at best, they promised to be no more than a 
few hundred years old. 

To make the most of the nearly two-kilometer-long 
walk to the other end of the beach ridges, each of us 
took a different crest, noting the surface signs as we pro
gressed. Not entirely by accident, I chose to walk the in
ner beach, knowing the odds of greater age for any ruins 
that might be found there. Halfway along, my beach 
crest widened so much that I had to slow down con
siderably in order not to miss any flints or other signs of 
occupation. Then came a rare experience, one that can 
be appreciated by all archeological excavators. There, 
just ahead, was a huge, oval depression, obviously man-
made. My first hope that this could be a house pit was 
dimmed by the knowledge that no other pit of these 
dimensions had been reported in the region. But I saw a 
second large oval a short distance ahead, and equally 
distant beyond that, a third. 

I called the others from their beach crests, and after 
some speculation about the pit, we laid out a test area 
for excavation. Our test soon revealed the typical dark 
layer of a gravel floor such as one finds in house pits of 
the Ipiutak and Norton cultures. A distinctive piece of 
linear-stamped pottery and a few root-marked bones in 
the first test pit assured us that we had found the site of 
an early people whose conception of a house was differ
ent from that of their successors in Alaska. With some 
reluctance, we left the house unexcavated and its con
tents a mystery until after the trip to Buckland River. 
Later, however, the oval pits were fully excavated, 
outlining a material culture called Choris. 

only forty-nine kilometers upstream from Eschscholtz 
Bay, without damaging the motor. Since the forest lay 
sixty-five or more kilometers farther upstream beyond 
the village, there seemed no possibility of our reaching it 
in the time available. Moreover, I was discouraged to 
learn from natives of Buckland that they had seen no 
house pits along the edge of the stream within the forest, 
though all knew of house pits between the village and 
the seacoast. This information, while not decisive, in
dicated that we could not expect to find a major site for 
archeological dating on the Buckland, although the con
ditions for aboriginal hunting and fishing seemed ex
cellent. After recording some of the recollections and the 
life history of John Hadley, the oldest man in Buckland 
Village, we turned back downstream. 

The several individual house pits and village-like 
clusters that we examined on the way back to the coast 
were of the recent or recent-prehistoric Kotzebue Sound 
phases of culture, with little promise of well-preserved 
wood from which to extend our tree-ring chronology. 
Though it yielded little to us that season, nevertheless 
the Buckland River might reveal archeology if navigated 
during a time of high water in early summer. 

On the way back to Choris, we stopped to examine 
the frozen mud banks at Elephant Point that were first 
reported a century and a half ago by their Russian dis
coverer, Captain Otto von Kotzebue (1821). With each 
season's thaw, the fossil bones of mammoths, horses, 
and other late Pleistocene mammals wash out from these 
banks. At one end of the ice bluff lies the village of 
Eskimo Point, seasonally occupied but empty when we 
were there. The ground ice at Elephant Point has a 
special historical significance, for not only was it 
examined in 1816 by von Kotzebue but was visited a 
decade later by Captain F. W. Beechey (1831). The 
divergent interpretations made by the naturalists who ac
companied these men still figure in studies of the nature 
and origin of Arctic ground ice. 

After a search along a section of the northern coast 
of Seward Peninsula for other series of beach ridges (which 
we found at the mouth of the Kiwalik River and elsewhere) 
and for more oval house pits (which we did not find), 
we returned to Choris Peninsula and spent the remainder 
of the short season excavating one of the houses. 

Buckland River 
The Buckland River trip was frustrating in the ex

treme. The river was smaller than I had expected, and its 
level, at the end of that dry season, was exceedingly 
low. We found it difficult to reach Buckland Village, 
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Beach Ridge Dating 

I did not go to Alaska in 1957, but made plans and 
submitted applications for the means to enable me to re
turn the following year. Meanwhile, the study of the house 
form unearthed at Choris Peninsula and other elements 
of this new-found Choris culture caused me a good deal 
of speculation. The thought became insistent that a care
ful study of beach ridges in western Alaska might help 
us find still earlier manifestations of culture, and indeed, 
predict them. Heretofore, although early sites had some
times been found on stranded beaches rather than on shores 
of the open ocean, the element of prediction had seldom 
figured in their finding. No one, in fact, seemed to know 
much about the mechanics of formation of these beaches 
or anything at all about the time required for one beach 
crest to supplant another. A conviction grew in my mind 
that the beaches had formed through some kind of peri
odicity, perhaps one related to sea-level phenomena and 
thus to minor shifts of world climate. 

In applying to the American Philosophical Society for 
funds for use in 1958, I emphasized my planned new ap
proach to the search for sites in coastal Alaska. This "beach 
ridge dating" method was predicated on the likelihood 
that Eskimos and their predecessors have lived on beach 
crests mainly because they wanted to be near the water. 
I proposed a search of the shores of Kotzebue Sound for 
successive beaches where campsites might be found, with 
the aim of separately dating the deposits by radiocarbon, 
tree-ring, and other methods. By these means, the vari
ous phases of archeology we uncovered could be put in 
chronological order and then we might better understand 
beach ridge formation and sea-level change. The first 
quest was for a suitably long series of beaches. 

1958 Field Season 

With support from the American Philosophical 
Society as well as from the Arctic Institute of North 
America and the Brown University Faculty Fund, I 
returned to Alaska in June of 1958 and set about finish
ing the excavation of the oldest Choris Peninsula site. 
My assistants that season were two students from Brown 
University, William S. Simmons III and N. Terrell 
Robinson. Almond Downey again furnished the boat 
and motor and his already skilled labor. Mrs. Downey 
with their three small children and my eleven-year-old 
son James added agreeably to the personnel. We were 
essentially a small Arctic village wherever we set up 
camp during the summer. 

Seward Peninsula Beaches 
After first excavating more fully the old Choris site 

and some of the more recent features on Choris Penin
sula, we set out on July 10 for a shoreline traverse of 
Kotzebue Sound. Travel in a small boat such as ours, 
particularly a boat overloaded with the belongings of so 

many people, was hazardous at times. If the wind blew 
up, as it often did, we headed at once for the nearest 
break in the shoreline—a river mouth, a jutting cliff, or 
a point of land—where our many hands made light 
work of unloading and beaching the boat. Such slow 
progress had its advantages, too, for it enabled us to 
stop and examine any shore where there seemed likely to 
be a succession of beaches. 

We found minor and recent series of beaches at the 
mouths of the Kiwalik and Kugruk rivers and a series 
on which the town of Deering is built at the mouth of 
the Inmachuk River. Going on, we examined the beaches 
at Cape Espenberg at the most northern part of Seward 
Peninsula (fig. 1). Here we no longer found the gravel of 
other Kotzebue Sound beaches, but instead, the eastern 
terminus of a long, sandy beach stretching continuously 
from Cape Prince of Wales. 

Cape Espenberg, behind its windblown shoreline 
front of active sand dunes, exhibits a series of wide, 
stable beach crests with intervening parallel ponds and 
marshes. No one previously had found significant ar
cheology at the Cape, but keeping the "beach ridge 
dating" theory in mind, we walked directly to the oldest 
beach in the series, two kilometers or so inland from the 
shore of the open sea, and there in windblown breaks in 
the sand found occasional patches of bare ground con
taining chips and other leavings of early campers. Ar
tifacts like those from the Choris houses were found on 
both of the two most inland beaches, while flints of the 
presumably much older Denbigh Flint complex appeared 
only on the older of those two beaches. 

As there seemed a good chance of finding similar 
series farther west, we followed the coast as far as Shish-
maref Inlet. The beaches along all of this coast are of 
sand, shifting in the form of dunes except where stabilized 
by a thick sod, and exhibiting no wide seriation of 
ridges. Shishmaref Village stands on the outer two or 
three wide crests of a short series of beach ridges, but 
the archeological site upon which the village is partly 
built appears to be fairly recent. We found no promising 
archeology in the few older crests behind. 

Sisualik 
We returned on July 26 to Kotzebue, a town built 

on a series of gravel ridges. By this time, we had amassed 
a good deal of information on the beach ridges of Kotzebue 
Sound and there remained to be examined only the strip 
of coast from north of Kotzebue to Cape Krusenstern. I 
knew from exploration two decades earlier that a sizable 
series of beach ridges existed across Hotham Inlet at 
Sisualik, the site of a large, early summer village of 
white whale and seal hunters, most of whom were winter 
residents along the Noatak River. 
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We moved then to Sisualik, where the Downey 
family was pleased to be among relatives and friends. 
We made a special effort here to find sites that would 
span a long period of time and permit arrangement in a 
serial order of excavation. The inner beaches, two and a 
half kilometers from the tent village, contained many 
cache pits, but the only house pits found were like 
Western Thule-related ones in other parts of Alaska. It 
became evident that Sisualik had been occupied over the 
years mainly by tent dwellers, for nothing but deep, cir
cular cache pits were in evidence on most of the beaches. 
On the oldest, large, substantial crest, we excavated one 
house, which proved to be of Western Thule culture. It 
was an excavation well worth making, however, not only 
for cultural comparisons but because it enabled us to set 
a time limit for the formation of the fifteen or so beach 
ridges at Sisualik. 

Cape Krusenstern 
The discovery of Cape Krusenstern as an archeolog-

ical site of importance came late in the 1958 season. Al
mond Downey by this time understood the meaning of 
our search for beach ridges, and although he may not 
have appreciated fully the age significance, he knew that 
people of early times had camped on beach crests far from 
those which modern Eskimos would choose for their homes. 
He told us of "Sealing Point," or Cape Krusenstern, 
where, as a reindeer herder, he had learned to appreciate 
the solid footing of a wide terrain made up of gravel beach 
ridges. His description sounded too good to be true, and 
we all looked forward to a visit to Sealing Point. 

We soon set off, and as was not unusual, winds forced 
us shoreward before we could reach our destination. 
Downey headed his boat into a small cove where during 
the spring of each year a sluggish stream awakens briefly 
to empty a big lagoon directly into the sea. Though this 
outlet was closed off in August, we skidded the boat 
over a gravel ridge and into a protected channel which 
could take us, by an intricate inland waterway, to the 
western end of Cape Krusenstern (fig. 5). 

Proceeding along this sinuous route for some ten 
kilometers, we came to the base of a steep hillside where 
we stopped to make coffee. While it brewed, Simmons 
and I climbed to a sixty-meter-high bench above our rest 
stop and almost immediately began to see microblades 
on exposed patches of the surface. After first returning 
to fortify ourselves with coffee, we began climbing with 
great anticipation to a much higher, level place, at 
perhaps one hundred fifty meters elevation, where we 
found other kinds of flint chips, but no microblades. 
Among the chips were some very weathered specimens 
and one notched point of obsidian. I had seen a point 
similar to this in a quite recent house floor on the upper 
Kobuk River, and I assumed that this piece, if not all of 
the other chips, were used at this lookout point by fairly 
recent Eskimos. We found out during the coming seasons 
how wrong that conclusion was. 

The beach ridges at Cape Krusenstern spread far 
inland—far beyond my most hopeful expectations. Row 
after row of gravel deposits stood like the parallel fur
rows of a gigantic field. All of the crests were about the 
same height above sea level—none more than three meters— 
and some extended almost uninterruptedly for as much as 
thirteen kilometers. We were able to count at least one 
hundred fourteen beaches that had been built successive
ly over the millennia. 

A surface search quickly established the fact that the 
older, inner beaches contained microblades and other 
flints of the old Denbigh Flint complex people, while the 
more recent, succeeding beaches contained flints that 
ranged in sequence through all the known phases of 
western Alaskan culture as well as some flints unlike 
those of any other known sites. Two house pits were ex
cavated on widely separated beaches during what re
mained of that 1958 season: one, a large pit of Western 
Thule culture (House 7), and the other, a small one of 
Ipiutak culture (House 11). 

The Cape Krusenstern beaches, the last sequence 
examined that summer, thus represented a kind of 
amalgamation of all the information we had obtained 
from other beaches about Kotzebue Sound. We said 
goodbye to the Downeys at the end of the season with 
the firm hope that we would be back again soon. 

1959 Field Season 

At the beginning of 1959, I applied to the National 
Science Foundation for support of my project of beach 
ridge archeology and beach ridge dating and received 
from the foundation, through Brown University, a grant 
enabling me to continue two more seasons of field work. 

Point Spencer 
We began the 1959 field season at the southwestern 

side of Seward Peninsula, south of Bering Strait, where 
we intended to reconnoiter a known beach ridge 
sequence at Point Spencer (Black, 1958), and then close 
the gap in our shoreline search by moving to Cape 
Prince of Wales and northward. We would then assess 
the prospects in that area and return to Cape Krusen
stern for the season's major exploration. My assistants 
were Brown University students William Simmons, for 
his second season, and Samuel Friedman. We arrived at 
Teller, Alaska, on June 10 and engaged the services for 
the next few weeks of Chester Topkok, with his boat 
and motor. 

I had studied aerial photographs of Point Spencer 
and felt that, from the more than forty discernible beach 
ridges, we should be able to find another succession of 
archeological sites. As it turned out, however, military 
operations during World War II had destroyed the 
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greater part of what may have been a significant series 
of sites. The long landing strip for Air Force planes and 
the buildings of the base had, logically enough, been 
constructed on the highest ground. It was here in 1949 
that Helge Larsen, investigating reports that archeologi-
cal specimens had been found at the base, located two 
small deposits of ivory and flint artifacts (Larsen, 1951, 
pp. 67-70). Locating these deposit sites by way of a letter 
Larsen wrote me, we found that they could be more or 
less related to the parallel beach crests beyond the land
ing strip. But as far as we could discern, the remaining, 
forward crests contained no identifiable house or cache 
pits or other deposits. This, it seemed evident, was due 
to the forward crests' being so near sea level that they 
were subject to flooding in some years. 

Cape Prince of Wales 
A small bush plane was engaged to take Friedman 

and me to Wales on June 18, while Simmons and 
Topkok were to traverse the precipitous coastline by 
boat to search especially for flint sites located high 
enough to have escaped the attention of previous investi
gators. When our airplane arrived, the pilot expressed 
doubt that we could land at Wales because of bad 
weather. Since two trips were required to get us and all 
of our equipment there, Friedman and I decided to 
divide the load and fly separately, each to be equipped 
adequately for an isolated landing somewhere along the 
coast. I took the first flight. 

As the pilot had anticipated, we were unable to 
round Wales Mountain and land because of dense 
clouds, so we instead climbed over them and flew north
ward until we saw an open beach about twenty-four 
kilometers beyond. As we landed, I noticed along an in
let three Eskimo hunters who had drawn up their boat 
and erected a canvas shelter. My pilot, observing that 
the clouds were settling more determinedly, decided to 
return at once to Point Spencer and transfer Friedman to 
Teller until such time as he could land at Wales. 

Before he was fully aloft, the three hunters were 
running toward me, and I soon learned that they were 
Wales men who had been caught by the storm without 
adequate camping equipment and would be returning to 
the village with the first calm weather. They had spent 
two nights behind a small windbreak, napping occa
sionally, while the wind whipped smoke and sparks into 
the shelter. But they had ducks and geese in their larder, 
and when I furnished provisions from mine, we enjoyed 
some degree of banqueting while waiting for the weather 
to change. Two of the men, Phillip Kugzruk and Jonah 
Tokeinna, were pleased at the prospect of working with 
our party in exploring and digging in the vicinity of 
Wales. I explained as well as I could what it was I hoped 
to find along this desolate, sand-blown beach, and my 
companions explained that the place to dig for "old 
things" was in the mound behind the old village of 
Wales, and not here where nothing was known. 

Undaunted, I turned inland and walked steadily for the 
distance of nearly two kilometers toward a streak of 
white sand that I had seen from the air, hoping that it 
would prove to be an old ocean beach crest. Crossing wet 
tundra and wading across the ends of long marshes, I came 
at length to the strip of sand, and, incredibly enough, saw 
microblades at once. I had fortuitously hit upon one of 
several of the rare spots where flints of the old Denbigh 
Flint complex lay visible in basins of windblown sand. 

The camp the Wales men had set up was on Agulaak 
Island, a segment of beach surrounded by the large Lopp 
Lagoon to the east, two tidewater inlets, and the Chukchi 
Sea (fig. 15). When I left for Wales shortly thereafter 
with my new companions, it was with the keen antici
pation of returning to search out the archeology on 
Agulaak's several discernible beach ridges. At the 
village, however, an unexpected obstacle appeared. The 
men of Wales were interested in our project all right, but 
they pointed out that I must have permission from the 
town council before carrying on any research in the 
vicinity. Although Dwight Tevuk, postmaster and 
mayor of the village, was uncertain about the limits of 
the town's jurisdiction, he and the others agreed that 
there must be a special town council meeting to hear my 
reasons for coming to Wales. Tevuk, incidentally, had 
assisted Henry B. Collins in his 1936 excavations in the 
village (Collins, 1937a). 

While I was fully sympathetic to the mayor's desire to 
restrict archeological work to those who were fully qual
ified, I nevertheless felt called upon to use my most per
suasive rhetoric in describing to the austere council 
members the nature of the work I had previously done and 
my hopes of finding something new at Wales. The council 
members examined my maps, diagrams, the permit to dig 
issued by the United States Department of the Interior, 
and other pertinent papers. Only after some discussion 
in the Eskimo language was it decided that our group 
might carry on whatever excavations were required in 
the vicinity of Wales. 

Friedman had arrived in the village ahead of me, 
and we were pleased to greet another archeologist, 
Dr. Paul J. F. Schumacher, of the United States National 
Park Service, who was touring Alaska to see as many of 
the archeological sites as possible which were then being 
considered by the Park Service for special preservation. 
Schumacher spent a day or two excavating with us at 
Agulaak Island, and Simmons and Topkok joined us a 
little later after completing their survey of the coast. 
They reported that nothing old had been found despite 
hours of walking the high benches and other likely spots 
at each of the stream mouths between Teller and Wales. 
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A site we sought in particular lay on another island 
where, as one of the town elders described it to us, there 
was a legendary pond somewhere on the beach ridges and 
in it, when the sun was right, one could see "shiny things 
and old ivory." While other archeologists had failed to 
find this place, Tevuk believed it existed and promised to 
look into it for us. We did find it later, partly by accident, 
and it proved to be a highly productive site. 

The series of sandy beach crests on Agulaak Island and 
elsewhere in the vicinity gave us valuable insight into the 
archeology of western Alaska as we tested each new site. 
The sequence outlined in the Wales area began with the 
Denbigh Flint complex and extended forward to a phase of 
late Norton culture with elements of Old Bering Sea culture. 

Nome and Vicinity 
Our reconnaissance of the Wales region ended on 

July 10, for I had arranged to meet the Swiss archeol-
ogist, Professor Hans-Georg Bandi, in Kotzebue at about 
that time. I asked Simmons, meanwhile, to make still 
another survey that I had scheduled for that summer. 
This was done at the instigation of Dr. David M. 
Hopkins of the United States Geological Survey, who 
suggested that we look for flints on Nome's "second 
beach," where any flints found might be those of the 
more ancient Alaskans, and that we examine a cave and 
other possible sites on the Salmon Lake road north of 
Nome. Simmons spent two days on this investigation, 
joining us in Kotzebue on July 12. While he found no 
flints on the second beach during the few hours spent 
there, he brought back encouraging reports from the 
other localities visited. 

Kivalina Cave 
While the testing of the beach ridges was proceeding 

at Cape Krusenstern during the latter half of the 1959 
season, I took an opportunity on August 1 to track 
down a legendary site in the mountains north of 
Kivalina. I had first heard of an enormous cave in that 
vicinity while spending the winter of 1934-35 in 
Kotzebue. Later, in 1946, I talked with Arthur Field, the 
man who had found the cave and looked into it. He 
reported the bones of animals lying about in an expan
sive hall in the rocks, access to which, he said, was 
limited to a small opening in the side of a mountain. 
Friedman, Downey, and a Kivalina guide, Oscar Swan, 
who thought he knew the location of the cave, spent the 
better part of two days with me walking across the deep 
and frustrating tundra on low hills in search of a place 
called "Heart Mountain." 

When we got there, our guide became uncertain as 
to whether or not the cave existed and, when pressed for 
more information, recalled that he had only seen what 
he thought might be the cave mouth while sledding past 
in the winter. The spot he had seen, on the mountain he 
thought was the right one, proved to be only a blank 
wall. After hours of search, however, we located the 

cave mouth on the north side of the mountain. The 
opening was at the top of a rock slide, below a slightly 
overhung cliff fronting a creek. Along the banks, 
willows grew to a considerable size. 

A test showed that animal bones lay a half meter or 
more under the surface of the talus slope and were scat
tered, as well, on the surface of the floor of the cave. 
The skull of a young musk ox looked fresh where it lay 
on the cave floor, though musk oxen had become extinct 
in Alaska by the middle of the last century, and, as far as 
I knew, had not previously been recorded this far south. 
Our survey of the cave thus offered promise for another 
field season. 

Cape Krusenstern 
Our major efforts that season were at Cape Krusen

stern. Professor Bandi had been met in Kotzebue as planned, 
and mid-July found us excavating an Ipiutak burial at 
the eastern extremity of the beaches. A little later, with 
our crew increased by three—Almond Downey (for his 
third season with us), his brother Murphy, and Julian 
Towkshjea—we settled farther west on the beaches and 
spent the remainder of the summer excavating the sites 
of several cultural periods. We were fortunate in having 
Dr. George Moore and Mr. John Cole, geologists studying 
shoreline deposits for the Atomic Energy Commission, 
camp for two weeks in our vicinity at Cape Krusenstern. 
These geologists, as well as Dr. David M. Hopkins, who 
spent two days in mid-August looking over the beach 
ridges and slopes with us, brought to the archeology a 
much-needed geological perspective. 

Two large Ipiutak houses (H 16 and 18) were un
covered as was a composite house of Western Thule 
culture (H 25a and b). On older beaches were potsherds 
and hearths of Norton people, and on beaches two kilo
meters inland from our oceanfront camp, we found 
Denbigh-made tools (Giddings and Bandi, 1962). 

Old Whaling Locality 
One of the more significant revelations at Cape 

Krusenstern in 1959 came from a beach midway in the 
large series, beach 53. House 21 was found there, along 
with the artifacts that came to be associated with the 
Old Whaling culture. Simmons had first noted three 
shallow, oval depressions on this beach more than a 
kilometer from the oceanfront. Although these looked 
little different from many other natural depressions on 
the same beach, they were larger, and we tested them as 
a matter of course. Test squares in the bottom of each 
pit revealed nothing but clear gravel to a depth of nearly 
a meter—the top of frost, which then prevented our dig
ging deeper—and we reluctantly left this place which we 
thought might yield more oval house pits like those at 
Choris Peninsula. 
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Later, on August 7, Simmons, who had been look
ing for hearths on some of the inner beaches, again 
walked past the large depressions and felt impelled to dig 
deeper into one of the now-thawed test holes. His jour
nal for that day states, "I shoveled down another foot 
through clean gravel; then I hit wood fibers and my 
heart jumped five beats. After widening the hole, I went 
down to a thick, black floor, full of charcoal and well 
preserved wood. I dug out a small pile of bones and 
flakes and quit. The bones were all seal, no caribou." 
The excitement we all felt at this discovery was height
ened with each day's excavation during the remainder of 
the stay at Cape Krusenstern, for the artifacts and the 
underground house that slowly came to light were unlike 
anything we had expected to find in Alaska. 

Palisades Site 
Late in the 1959 season, we had the pleasure of a 

visit from an old friend, Dr. Henry C. Staehle, a moun
taineer and photographer who at my invitation took 
leave of his research duties with the Eastman Kodak 
Company and spent two weeks recording our work at 
Cape Krusenstern with still and motion picture cameras. 
While he was with us, we made visits to the Lower 
Bench and Palisades sites, first visited the previous year. 
The flints from those sites had borne close scrutiny at 
the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology over the 
winter, and I hoped to get a larger sample to show more 
clearly just what their discovery meant. We examined 
minutely the flaking limestone surface of the Palisades 
and recovered a number of artifacts including a very 
weathered-looking notched point. Bill Simmons volun
teered to camp atop the windy spot and collect as many 
more flakes as he could. When he returned to camp 
three days later, he had not one but two collections. The 
first included patinated, old-appearing scrapers and 
notched points; the second was a group of tools that 
seemed not only much more primitive but chemically 
altered through time. These two Palisades collections, 
with the one from Lower Bench, seemed to represent at 
least three periods of time, all of which preceded the for
mation of the beach ridges. At least one of them was 
very old indeed. 

artifacts and animal bones together with other materials 
needed for our beach ridge analyses. We would have to 
try to duplicate some of these finds another season to 
help alleviate this great misfortune. 

1960 Field Season 

Continuing our grant from the National Science 
Foundation, we returned to Cape Krusenstern early in 
June of 1960 and worked steadily until the end of 
August, excavating houses of Western Thule, Ipiutak, 
and Old Whaling cultures together with smaller features 
such as caches, hearths, and burials wherever on the 
earlier beach ridges these were found. In addition to 
William Simmons, for his third season, Julian Towkshjea, 
Raymond Lee, and the Downey family, for whom arche
ology was now an accustomed summer's occupation, our 
party included Douglas D. Anderson, a Brown Univer
sity graduate student in anthropology, my wife Bets, and 
two of our children, Ann and Russell. Visiting scientists 
and scholars, some of whom briefly tried their hand at 
excavation, included Mr. and Mrs. Alan Cooke of Dart
mouth College, Professor Frederick Hadleigh West of the 
University of Alaska, Drs. George W. Moore and David 
W. Scholl of the United States Geological Survey, and 
Dr. Hansford T. Shacklette and his assistant, David 
Parr, botanists of the Geological Survey. During the last 
month, two students of the University of Alaska, Jack De 
Ville and Ronald Boyce, joined our force. 

Throughout the season, the elements seemed to be 
against us. Ice made the Cape inaccessible by boat until 
June 15. As late as the middle of July, when the ice in a 
normal year would have been clear of the Sound, weird 
crags stood above blocks of ice grounded near shore. 
One day, when the children were playing on the ice, a 
spire dislodged and struck eleven-year-old Ann, fractur
ing her hip. After expert treatment by the resident doc
tors at the Kotzebue hospital, she returned to camp in a 
cast and recovered fully during the summer on the 
beaches. Then, later in the season, repeated storms made 
coastal travel hazardous, and Almond Downey was 
twice tipped over in his boat, though luckily without 
permanent damage to himself or his passengers. 

Loss of Archeology 
The success of our 1959 field season was seriously 

marred by one event. As usual at the close of our expe
dition, we freighted by air from Kotzebue most of the 
lighter, more fragile, and rare objects that would be 
needed for early examination and comparison at the 
Haffenreffer Museum. Shipped by sea were the several 
cases and barrels of heavier materials and those less im
mediately needed. On this occasion, however, the freight 
did not go by the usual steamer to Seattle but was, in
stead, placed upon an open barge towed by a tug. This 
barge overturned somewhere in the North Pacific, and 
all of the goods were lost. While an insurance claim was 
later honored, this by no means made up for the loss of 

Settlement Patterns Emerge, Cape Krusenstern 
A highlight of the season was the discovery of 

rather complex settlement patterns for both the Ipiutak 
and the Old Whaling cultures. Surrounding a large, cen
trally located Ipiutak pit house with roof entry were 
several smaller, shallowly excavated dwellings and a 
variety of caches and burials. In another large Ipiutak 
house were found the skeletons of two children and a 
woman who had apparently tried, but failed, to dig their 
way out under the walls of their burning house. The Old 
Whaling settlement proved to consist of a winter village 
of five large pit houses in a compact cluster, and, farther 
along the same beach ridge, an equally compact summer 
village of large, oval, surface-built houses. 
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That year we learned to identify burials of Western 
Thule and Ipiutak times, and we also investigated a 
unique burial ground at a place called Battle Rock, a few 
kilometers northward from Cape Krusenstern. 

Battle Rock Site 
I first saw Battle Rock from the window of a small 

plane being flown to the experimental station of the 
Atomic Energy Commission at Cape Thompson, Alaska, 
in July of 1959. Not far north of Cape Krusenstern, Battle 
Rock is the dome-shaped terminus of a low ridge extend
ing from the neighboring mountains to the Chukchi Sea. 
From the air, I could see it had a well-developed sod 
covering except at the water's edge where the pounding 
of waves had exposed large areas of limestone—it seemed 
a place eminently suited for an Eskimo sealing lookout. 
The higher ground seemed to bear small, grass-covered 
piles of rocks that might have been fallen cairns or the 
remains of caches or burials. 

Later, on questioning the natives thereabouts, I 
found that the place was called Ochrorurok, meaning 
greasy or oily rock, a reference to the slick, grayish, 
blubber-like appearance of the exposed limestone. The 
site was mentioned as the scene of ancient battles be
tween the peoples of Kivalina and Cape Krusenstern, 
and a famous whaling chief, presumably one of the battlers, 
was reported buried there with his valuable belongings, 
among which was reported to be a "diamond" lip plug. 
All of these signs pointed to some archeological significance 
for Battle Rock. 

Later that year, on August 1, some of us who were 
traveling by boat to Kivalina went ashore and searched 
the site, but without much success. The piles of rock 
were no more revealing from the ground than they had 
been from the air. In a slow walk over the terrain, we 
collected only three or four chips and a nondescript flint 
artifact. Under pressure of time, we postponed a more 
careful search, but the dramatic location of Battle Rock 
as the only high sealing point between Kotzebue Sound 
and Kivalina made it a goal for the next field season. 

In June of 1960, Anderson, Downey, and I traveled 
to Battle Rock to test the site. Ignoring for the moment 
the several small mounds of moss-covered rock that I 
had seen from the air, we chose to test a wide, green 
area, slightly depressed, near the crest of the mound. 
Removing our initial square of sod, we came upon the 
first of a remarkable series of antler artifacts, those 
subsequently designated and described as belonging to 
Battle Rock Burial 4. As the work of removing sod con
tinued, our enthusiasm could scarcely be contained, for 
arrowheads and other objects of well-preserved antler 
kept presenting themselves in profusion, and along with 
the arrowheads were a few human bones, suggesting a 
displaced burial. 

Having established the presence of sites at Battle 
Rock, we returned to Cape Krusenstern to continue our 
work there and to plan a controlled excavation of the 
site. In July, my family and I made camp at Battle Rock 
to continue the excavations. We set up our tents at the 
mouth of a three-kilometer-long creek on the north side 
of the high ground. Parenthetically, most hunters' camps 
at the site down through the ages would probably have 
been made on the perishable and shifting gravel beach 
near this freshwater stream rather than on the slope 
itself. Only after our tents were set up did we walk to 
the dome with shovels to begin excavation. As the ex
cavation developed, we found the tangible parts of a 
large, rock-lined tomb which had contained more than 
one, and probably three, adult burials. All the elements 
of this feature, except heavy rocks, had been thoroughly 
redistributed by many generations of ground squirrels. 
On top of the Battle Rock hill, we discovered several 
more rock-lined features, and upon testing these, found 
them to be graves of Western Thule people. 

The Kivalina Cave Again 
In mid-July of 1960, William Simmons, Murphy 

Downey, and our previous guide, Oscar Swan, aided 
by two Kivalina natives, established camp at the Heart 
Mountain Cave, near Kivalina, that I had first investi
gated in 1959. From then until mid-August, they exca
vated a broad and deep trench into the mouth of the 
cave. The results were largely negative. While caribou 
and musk ox bones were plentiful in the upper few centi
meters of the deposit, the remainder of the trench was 
sterile, and in view of the probable twenty-meter depth 
of the cave's detritus, the excavation was reluctantly discon
tinued. In spite of our disappointment at Kivalina, 1960 
was our best archeological season to date at Cape Krusen
stern and its environs, for we had excavated a large 
number of houses and sites and we had learned settlement 
patterns and burial practices for several cultures. 

1961 Field Season 

The questions to be resolved by excavations at Cape 
Krusenstern had continued to grow throughout the 1960 
field season, and the National Science Foundation again 
provided funds for continuing field work in 1961. Dr. Helge 
Larsen of the Danish National Museum flew with his 
wife, Gerda, across the Atlantic to join us in Rhode 
Island, and together with Douglas Anderson, we drove 
across Canada and up the Alaska Highway to Fairbanks. 
Anderson and I took an early flight to Kotzebue and 
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spent three days scouring the hills east of the mouth of 
the Noatak River for an obsidian site reported by local 
Eskimos. We did not find it then, but did later on a 
beach or moraine a few miles inland from Hotham Inlet. 
We were joined shortly at Kotzebue by the Larsens and 
our two undergraduate assistants for that season, Robert 
Stewart of Brown University and Paul K. Dayton, III, of 
the University of Arizona, and we began work at Cape 
Krusenstern on June 15. 

Hearths and Tent Sites, Cape Krusenstern 
While continuing to excavate house pits and other 

features in the old settlements, we scoured all of the 
beaches for less obvious sites of any age. Surface hearths 
just under the sod (probably in most cases tent sites) became 
a special goal. We found no house pits on the beaches be
tween the Ipiutak and Old Whaling sites or on the 
Denbigh beaches; but from the artifacts collected from each 
hearth on one ridge or another, together with all the 
other features of that particular ridge, we began to see a 
consistent picture. The inclusions on all of the Choris-
related beaches were quite distinct from the contents of 
later ridges, and we found the culture of the Denbigh 
people came to an unexpectedly abrupt end in a string of 
hearths on what presumably had been one continuous 
beach ridge. 

Summer visitors to the site included Dr. Don Charles 
Foote, who, with Mrs. Foote, had been studying the 
Eskimo economy at Point Hope and Noatak Village, and, 
for a welcome second visit to Cape Krusenstern, geologist 
David M. Hopkins. 

Extensions: Point Hope, Noatak River, Kobuk River 
By early August, we were ready to divide our crew 

into three sections to look into areas peripheral to 
Kotzebue Sound for possible answers to some of our 
questions about culture contacts and change. Helge 
Larsen went to Point Hope, where he had excavated the 
large Ipiutak site with Dr. Froelich Rainey between 1939 
and 1942. There he reassessed the beach ridge evidence 
and found that the Near Ipiutak hearths and middens 
were, as he had come to suspect, as early as or earlier 
than the Ipiutak manifestations. 

Anderson, with Murphy Downey, spent August 
searching for early sites on the middle and lower Noatak 
River. They were fortunate in finding some twenty flint 
sites that appeared promising for future excavations 
(Anderson, 1972). 

The Downey family, Dayton, Stewart, and I traveled 
up the Kobuk River. Near the village of Kiana, we dis
covered a microblade site and other features on the top 
of a high fossil beach, or morainal terrace. At Onion 
Portage, on the upper river, we worked in a deeply 
stratified site that gave promise of furnishing vertical 
stratigraphy to supplement the horizontal stratigraphy of 
the beach ridges, effectively bridging the gap between 
coast and interior (Giddings, 1966). 

Analysis and Writing 

D. D. Anderson 

Giddings spent his sabbatical year of 1962-63 at the 
National Museum in Copenhagen, Denmark, analyzing 
the artifacts he had obtained from the beach ridge sites. 
He made progress in describing the pre-Ipiutak period 
sites and artifacts but had to return to his teaching duties 
at Brown University before he had time to begin a de
tailed analysis of the materials from Cape Krusenstern. 
During the early part of 1964, he completed the Wales, 
Cape Espenberg, and Battle Rock analyses, and these are 
presented here unaltered, except for editorial and orga
nizational changes. Giddings planned to complete his 
monograph by 1966 as the first part of a larger study of 
northern Alaskan prehistory that was to include data 
from interior Arctic Alaska, particularly from Onion 
Portage. But because of his untimely death in 1964, these 
plans were never realized. 

I also spent 1962-63 at the National Museum, 
Copenhagen, under a Fulbright Fellowship grant. My 
primary task was to compare the Ipiutak and Western 
Thule series from Cape Krusenstern with the Ipiutak col
lections from Point Hope and the extensive Thule collec
tions from the eastern North American Arctic. I had 
unlimited opportunities to discuss the research with 
Giddings and, as his student, I had the great advantage 
of gaining significantly from his extensive knowledge of 
Arctic archeology and ethnology. Helge Larsen, who 
was instrumental in arranging for our being at the 
National Museum, also took a personal interest in the 
work. He and Giddings discussed the Cape Krusenstern 
findings, the analyses, and the interpretations at great 
lengths, and these discussions were invaluable in my 
future work. 

In the summer of 1963, on the invitation of the National 
Museum, Copenhagen, Giddings and I had the opportu
nity to participate in excavations directed by Hans Berg 
in Godthaab Fjord, Greenland. In August, Giddings left 
the Greenland project to return to Onion Portage, 
Alaska, with his son James, and there he continued to 
deepen his test excavation. Later that fall, he concen
trated on his manuscript Ancient Men of the Arctic 
(1967) which posthumously presented his ideas on the 
significance of his Alaskan beach ridge finds. In 1963, he 
also prepared a proposal for submission to the National 
Science Foundation for the funds needed to fully exca
vate Onion Portage. In the meantime, I went to the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania to study for my doctorate under 
F. G. Rainey. 
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The death of Giddings in Rhode Island in December 
of 1964, following his exceptionally successful summer 
field season at Onion Portage, came just when he had 
obtained the first stratigraphic evidence of an early 
microblade horizon in northern Alaska, one that preced
ed both the Denbigh Flint and the Palisades periods. Un
fortunately, he had not had time to record his opinions 
on the relationships between the very early and the later 
microblade horizons, and his views are thus lost. 

I was engaged by Brown University in the spring of 
1965 to complete the research on the Kotzebue Sound 
beach ridges and also to continue the excavations that 
Giddings had begun at Onion Portage. Commencing the 
work at Cape Krusenstern in June that year, I first 
excavated a house ruin we had discovered and tested on 
the last day of our 1961 field season. Since it was 
located on the landward side of the main Ipiutak beach 
ridge (ridge 35 in from the ocean, out of a total of 114 
ridges), on a part of the ridge that had yielded very few 
features, the ruin promised to shed light on the early 
Ipiutak period. Upon close examination of the beach 
ridges in the vicinity of the dwelling, we realized that the 
main ridge at this point splayed out into four smaller 
ridges, and the house was on the innermost of these. 
According to our beach ridge dating, the house might be 
early Ipiutak, or possibly even pre-Ipiutak in age. The 
configuration of the ridge also suggested that the main 
Ipiutak ridge had taken some centuries to form and that 
possibly other early Ipiutak house ruins had been 
covered up by subsequent aggradations of the ridge. 

Assisted by Bruce Lutz, a student at the University 
of Pennsylvania, and Clifford Hickey, a student at 
Brown University, I completed the excavation in three 
days. The materials, although including some objects not 
found in other Ipiutak settlements at Cape Krusenstern, 
were not definitive enough to resolve the question of age. 

Later in the 1965 field season, Ruth Warner Giddings, 
accompanied by her son Russell and by Ronald Kreher, 
returned to Cape Krusenstern from Onion Portage to 
search for early pottery-associated hearths. 

John P. Cook, who had assisted Giddings during the 
1964 field season at Onion Portage, spent a week in 
September that year at the Palisades and Lower Bench 
sites behind Cape Krusenstern. He found several arti
facts, and those from the Lower Bench site were particu
larly important in view of the earlier loss of some original 
finds from there. 

No further archeological work was carried out at 
Cape Krusenstern until 1973, when I undertook the 
mapping of the unexcavated features of the Ipiutak and 
more recent settlements. This work was assisted by 
William Schauffler, a student at the University of Penn
sylvania, and, briefly, by E. James Dixon and Jo Ann 
Gal, students at Brown University. 

My own analysis of the beach ridge sites began in 
1965 at the same time that I began editing and complet
ing Giddings' descriptions of the sites and artifacts. My 
descriptions and analyses cover the Palisades and Sisualik 
collections as well as the early Choris, Ipiutak, and 
Northern Maritime collections from Cape Krusenstern. I 
also completed the descriptions and analysis of Choris 
culture on Choris Peninsula. Although I have written all 
of the conclusions and interpretations presented in this 
study, my intellectual debt to Giddings, who was my 
mentor for so many years, must be strongly emphasized. 
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Chapter 2 

The Sites 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

The excavations around Kotzebue Sound between 
1956 and 1962 more than doubled the number of known 
archeological sites in northwestern Alaska. The major 
sites are located along the beach ridges at Cape Krusen-
stern, Kotzebue, Choris Peninsula, Sisualik Spit, and the 
northwestern coast of Seward Peninsula between Cape 
Prince of Wales and Cape Espenberg (fig. 1). Other 
important early burial and lookout sites are situated on 
the high promontories at Lower Bench and at Palisades 
behind the lagoon at Cape Krusenstern, and at the 
Tulaagiaq site behind Sisualik Spit. 

The house sites at Kotzebue, the first to be exca
vated in the region, have been fully described by 
Giddings (1952b) and Van Stone (1955), so will not be 
discussed in detail in this study. The Tulaagiaq site 
(NOA 000),* the most recently discovered site in the 
region, is also discussed elsewhere (Anderson, 1978). 

The greatest concentration of sites is at Cape Krus
enstern (NOA 002), where 205 settlements, houses, 
campsites, and burials have been excavated. Another 409 
have been identified and plotted on our maps. Still more 
undoubtedly remain as yet undetected, especially along 
the southern and eastern end of the Cape, where the 
ground is low and thickly covered with vegetation. 

Sisualik Spit, located about fifteen kilometers east of 
Cape Krusenstern, has yielded several sites (NOA 007, 
KTZ 005) dating to within the last millennium. These 
sites are especially important in showing the transition 
from the prehistoric to the historic periods in the region. 

*This and other designations in parentheses refer to the site registration 
number in the Alaska State Site Registry. 

The sites on Choris Peninsula (SLK 007) are located on 
three large, broad beach ridges that appear to cover the 
same period of time encompassed by the 114 beach ridges 
at Cape Krusenstern. However, not as many different cul
tural periods are represented. I feel certain, however, as 
Giddings did, that the remains of a variety of cultures 
have been deeply buried at Choris by the constant depo
sition of new beach gravels on the outer ridge. 

Cape Espenberg (KTZ 002) and other coastal areas 
near Cape Prince of Wales also have low beach ridges 
like those at Cape Krusenstern, but they are few in number. 
They are also sandy and pock-marked by dunes and "blow
outs," so that they are generally more disturbed than are 
the rather solidly vegetated sites at Cape Krusenstern 
and at Choris Peninsula. Also, in contrast to the beaches 
of the latter two areas are the beaches along the north
western coast of Seward Peninsula. These have not built 
out or up to any great extent, and sites of different cultural 
periods, such as at Agulaak (TEL 012), Singauruk (TEL 011), 
and Kugzruk (TEL 000), are often located on the same 
beach ridge, occasionally adjacent to each other. 

The Battle Rock site (NOA 082) is on a rocky lime
stone outcrop overlooking the Chukchi Sea. While not 
favorable as a camping area, it is an important promon
tory used as a lookout, and as evidenced by our exca
vations there, also as a burial ground. Lower Bench 
(NOA 084), directly overlooking the lagoon behind Cape 
Krusenstern, and Palisades (NOA 083), located inland 
from Lower Bench, are also on limestone outcrops that 
are only sparsely vegetated. They, too, seem more 
suitable as lookouts than as camping spots. 
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Cape Krusenstern 

Approaching Cape Krusenstern by boat from the 
southeast, after having passed many kilometers of steep 
muck banks eroding into the sea, one is struck by the 
sudden appearance of a low flat landscape. A large, bar
ren beach composed of loose, pea-sized gravel extends 
from the shore to a three-meter-high crest about twelve 
meters from the water's edge. A closer scrutiny of this 
beach reveals that, in many places, its slope is gently 
stepped, and along the water's edge are small, irregular 
mounds of gravel. These shore edge features, obliterated 
with the first series of storms in summer, are caused by 
wind and ice action during May and June. In storms, 
gravel and sand are thrown high up on the beach above 
the zone of normal wave action. When a beach crest has 
built up high enough to remain above the high tide line 

of autumn storms, it stabilizes. Then, since the storm-
tossed gravels can no longer add to the stable beach, 
they begin to accumulate closer to shore in the next 
episode of beach ridge building. 

Once stable, the beaches begin to support isolated 
patches of grass, and from the second or third beach 
back, grass, sedge, and herbaceous plants grow in profu
sion, forming a dense covering over both the ridges and 
swales. Storm waves never reach these vegetated ridges. 
As one walks away from the ocean and crosses earlier 
beaches, one notices that the sod deepens in the swales 
and on the ridge tops (fig. 4). On some of these ridge 
tops, irregular lines of earth show through. These are the 
paths that generations of people, caribou, and, more re
cently, herds of domesticated reindeer have worn into 
the crests of the old, parallel beaches—Cape Krusenstern's 
natural roadways. 
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Fig. 5. Aerial view of Cape Krusenstern. 

Turning to the aerial photograph of Cape Krusenstern 
(fig. 5), we see a pattern of light and dark streaks sug
gesting the rings of a rotten stump or the annular mark
ings in polished stone. If we adjust our perspective to see 
the black areas as wet and the white ones as dry, we 
soon see bodies of water bordering on ribs and slopes of 
land. The more intense black that extends around the 
left side and the bottom is the deep water of the Chukchi 
Sea; the smaller black areas, square-ended to the left and 
rounder to the right, are deep lakes and ponds of clear 
water within the beach ridge sequence. Other dark areas 
are marshes, swamps, swales, and the brush-covered slopes 
of neighboring hills; the large, dark, central expanse is a 
shallow, brackish lagoon, the muddy bottom of which is 
frequently stirred when its cover of thin water is agitated 
by prevailing west and east winds. 

When storms cause a sudden, heavy volume of extra 
water—enough to change the level of the lagoon—the 
excess is dealt with by seepage through the beach barrier 
to the west. Should that prove inadequate, the surplus 
water is absorbed both by flow into a series of small 
lakes and ponds, and by coursing through a devious 
channel to the east, shown on the right-hand side of fig
ure 5. This channel, named Anigaaq, meaning "place of 
going out" in Inupiaq, the language of the Inupiat, is 
filled at irregular times during the spring season, when 
its mouth opens and gives access to the lagoon from the sea. 

The base of the hill on the northern side of the la
goon forms part of a nearly straight erosion line that 
was probably the ocean beach for a relatively short time 
before the rising post-Pleistocene sea level had stabilized 
enough to allow the beach ridge series to form. Presum
ably, the first gravel beaches to build extensively away 
from the mountain slopes curled southward in a long sand 
spit similar to the narrow ocean beach seen in the upper 
left of the photo. As time passed, some combination of 
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Fig. 6. Map showing locations of excavated settlements at Cape Krusenstern. 

events, perhaps in part climatic, caused one ocean front 
beach ridge to be replaced by another, and then by others, 
until the growing sand spit had formed itself about a 
sizable bay that was eventually sealed off entirely from 
the sea, becoming the present lagoon. We can see several 
stages of the building of this enclosing peninsula if we 
trace a beach ridge eastward from its point of origin to 
the pond or swamp in which it terminates. The direction 
of movement of the gravel that forms the greater substance 
of these beach ridges has invariably been southward 
along the coast. 

A study of a greatly enlarged print of figure 5 re
veals the borders where older beaches were cut into by 
the sea and then replaced by beaches that formed at an 
angle to the earlier ones. There appear to have been six 
or seven rather abrupt shifts, relatively speaking, in 
wind direction over the thousands of years since the first 
beach ridge formed at Cape Krusenstern (Moore, 1968). 
While in some cases testifying to the erasure of occupied 
beaches, the breaks or unconformities between one series 
of beaches and another provide us with an excellent means 
of identifying the time and culture of the sets of beaches. 

The lines in figure 6 indicate, as precisely as is prac
ticable from photographs and surface observations, the 
beach continuity as it now exists. As may be seen, sev
eral major changes in wind direction or other causes cre
ated a change in deposition patterns, and, significantly, 
several major cultural changes roughly coincided with 
these changes in beach deposition patterns. The ridges in 
Segment I, which encompass the eight most recent beaches, 

appear to contain only the sites of Kotzebue-period Eski
mos and their present-day successors. Within Segment II 
(beaches 9-35) are sites of Western Thule culture, Birnirk 
culture, and, at the earlier margin, Ipiutak culture. In 
•Segment III and in the few beach ridges at the west end 
forming Segment Ilia (beaches 36-43) are found a few 
sites of Norton and Near Ipiutak culture. 

In Segment IV (beaches 44-53) are many sites affiliated 
with Choris culture, particularly the materials best 
known from the middle levels of the Trail Creek caves 
on Seward Peninsula (Larsen, 1968a). Several of these 
sites are described in earlier publications (Giddings, 
1966) as "pre-Choris." On beach 53, the earliest beach of 
Segment IV, is a village of Old Whaling culture. 

The more recent eastward beaches (54-77) of Seg
ment V have yielded only slight evidence of human 
occupation. This is almost certainly due to the swampy 
nature of the ridges. Therefore the cultural affiliation of 
these beaches is uncertain. The one main feature, taken 
from beach 77, yielded early Choris artifacts. Five older 
Segment V beaches (78-82) contained Denbigh Flint com
plex campsites, as did Segment Va. When occupied, 
these segments undoubtedly ran uninterruptedly along 
the sea. At its western margin, Segment VI (beaches 
83-114) contains numerous hearths and campsites of an 
earlier or classic phase of the Denbigh Flint complex. 
While the distribution of sites strongly suggests periods 
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Fig. 7. Aerial view of the Palisades and Lower Bench sites. 

of greater and lesser use at Cape Krusenstern, the beaches 
nevertheless seem to have been occupied throughout their 
period of formation. 

Two extensive sites occur on the slopes of Ingitkalik 
Mountain behind the beach ridge sequence at Cape Krus
enstern. The Lower Bench site, about sixty meters above 
sea level, contains microblades in quantity on several 
surfaces where the rocks are exposed between vegetation. 

The Palisades site (NOA 083), about one hundred 
fifty meters above sea level, is unlikely to have been 
covered by brushy vegetation at any time in its past 
(fig. 7). Here are found the materials—chips and arti
facts—that are older than any from the beach ridges. 

The vastness of the beach ridge series at Cape Krus
enstern can scarcely be appreciated from a glance at a 
map. It stretches nearly thirteen kilometers along the 
sea. One may walk the crest of a beach ridge for miles 
without more inconvenience than crossing an occasional 
large frost crack or pond that has expanded through 
some part of the crest. The shortest distance one must 
walk to reach the lagoon from the sea is about two 
kilometers, or one and a half miles. This is from a point 
at right angles and to the north of the main body of 114 
countable beaches. Since many of these beaches extend 
the full thirteen kilometers, there are literally several 
hundred kilometers of beach crests over which occu
pants might have established themselves at some time in 
the past. 

In general, the higher and drier parts of broad ridges 
were chosen for house building, but some of the narrow
est ridges were used for surface camps and for burials. 

The seaward slopes of the ridges were also occasionally 
chosen for campsites, presumably for spring seal hunting 
camps. The first, or oceanfront, beach of today often 
approaches or slightly exceeds three meters above mean 
sea level. Where it does, it is as high as or higher than 
other, older crests behind it. Beach 35, the main Ipiutak 
culture ridge, is a few centimeters higher than any mea
sured part of the first beach. The earliest, or inner 
beaches near the lagoon tend to be lower on the average 
than the later ones, but the crests of certain of them rise 
to more than two meters above sea level, which puts 
them within the range of the lower heights of the current 
ocean beach. Figure 8 shows a cross section of about 
half the beach ridge series at the western tip of Cape 
Krusenstern, cutting through the beach crests from the 
sea toward the lagoon. Regularly spaced beach ridges 
such as these are characteristic of several parts of the 
series, while in other places, the beach ridges have 
drawn together as though narrowed consistently by a 
bend of the sea current. 

Sisualik Spit 

Sisualik Spit, located about forty-four kilometers 
east of Cape Krusenstern and twenty-three to thirty-four 
kilometers northwest of Kotzebue, is an important hun
ting and fishing station along the northern shore of the 
entrance to Hotham Inlet (fig. 9). During the twentieth 
century, the spit has been used primarily by people from 
the Noatak River and from the village of Kotzebue. 
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Fig. 8. Cross section of the major Cape Krusenstern beach ridges along transect T,; from present shoreline to large lake, in meters. The lagoon 
edge is an additional 640 meters beyond the 1850-meter column. 

Fig. 9. Aerial view of Sisualik Spit. 
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Hg. 11. Map of Choris Peninsula and siles. 

They go there to hunt bearded seals, small seals, and 
white whales during the late spring and early summer, 
and they fish for salmon, whitefish, and Arctic char dur
ing the middle and late summer. As many as fifty families 
set up camps during the peak period of the early summer 
activities. In late summer, the population decreases 
dramatically, and only one or two families remain by 
fall. Until the early part of the twentieth century, 
Sisualik was also a noted summer trading center for 
native groups from many different regions. 

Geologically, Sisualik Spit is a beach ridge plain 
that appears to be in an earlier stage of development 
than is the beach ridge plain at Cape Krusenstern. Ac
cording to Moore (1966), "dated beach ridges [at Cape 
Krusenstern and Sisualik] indicate that several thousand 
years ago the tip of the former Cape Krusenstern spit 
arched back toward the coast until it impinged against 
the shore again. Since that time, permanent deposition at 
Cape Krusenstern has been reduced, and most beach ma
terial has bypassed the Cape and is being deposited at 
Sheshalik [Sisualik] Spit, thirty kilometers southeast. 
The shape of Sheshalik Spit is such that no coarse sedi
ment can pass it, and the material moving onto the spit 
is permanently deposited." Approximately eighty percent 
of Sisualik Spit has been formed in the last millennium, 
with the shore-line building out in a southeasterly 
direction. 

Choris Peninsula 

Choris Peninsula is not simply a southward extension 
of the low, flat-topped mass of Pleistocene sediment that 
makes up most of Baldwin Peninsula. Rather, it is the 
largest segment of an isolated ridge of rock that must 
have been an island at various times while the seas were 
high between glaciations. In the days when the glaciers 
lay nearby and had not yet melted enough to drown the 
land, it would have been a convenient lookout point for 
hunters who wished to scan surrounding plains. Now it is 
almost an island again. Detached from Chamisso, another, 
smaller island to the south, and connected to Baldwin 
Peninsula on the north by only a thin line of gravel, 
Choris Peninsula's edges have been steeply weathered by 
the encroaching post-Pleistocene sea. Bluffs of bare rock 
stand an almost sheer ten to thirty meters above the water, 
where they join the smoothly rounded, tundra-covered 
slopes. Between the rocky outcrops at various points 
around the peninsula are gravel beaches that lend them
selves as dry camping grounds for people who wish to 
wait for seals or who need to weather out a storm. 

One such embayment, between rugged cliffs, con
tains the succession of beaches where we found and 
excavated houses and camps of several periods. The 
beach here, two kilometers long, straightens out the 
shoreline of this part of the southern end of the penin
sula, enclosing a crescent-shaped plain that is nowhere 
more than three meters above present sea level (fig. 10). 
A traveler in a small boat may, in relatively calm 
weather, haul his craft onto a gently sloping beach of 
rounded pebbles, then walk to a sharply cut bank of 
gravel, overhung by a blanket of thick sod that com
prises the first and highest beach crest. Mounting this 
and walking inland, he comes to a succession of shallow 
swales and gentle crests until he reaches, at length, the 
densely vegetated lower slopes of the steep, moss-car
peted hillside. 

The succession of archeological and recent structures 
in relation to the Choris beach ridges is shown in figure 
11. At about one hundred fifty meters from the steep 
slope and cliff edge that mark the northern end, a group 
of three pit houses was found, two separated from the 
third by a washed out area. These pit houses represent a 
late prehistoric phase of culture. House 4 was excavated. 

Three hundred meters from the northern end lies a 
group of three house pits of which one, House 5, was 
excavated. House 5 revealed a post-Thule cast of culture. 
Nearer the widest part of the embayment, also on the 
first beach crest and about seven hundred meters from 
the slope, is the deep pit of a house of historic form, 
probably occupied around the turn of the century. One 
hundred fifty meters farther is a standing whalebone 
monument and decayed wooden grave box of an Eskimo 
whaler. 

Inland from the burial, more than two hundred 
meters from the present sea, is found the old Choris 
"village" of large, oval house pits, each with its accom
panying, smaller oval pit. Continuing southward, on the 
second beach ridge, preceding the ridge containing the 
old house remains, one sees the three Choris "Areas" of 
midden deposit. At the southern end of the same beach 
is a succession of shallow late Choris hearths, some 
containing potsherds and flakes. 

Returning to the sea edge west of the late Choris 
hearths, we see, at one thousand five hundred meters 
from our starting point, a large house pit inexplicably 
dug down into a swale behind the first beach. At the 
base of the hillside are several other large, overgrown 
pits. These are believed to have been wells dug by sum
mer campers at Choris for whom the matter of drinking 
water became a problem, as it does today after the 
snowbanks have melted. 

At one thousand seven hundred meters, a recent, 
rectangular pit, presumed to be a burial, was located. 
Beyond this are the walls of a recent pit house and, on 
the first beach, two standing pit houses that have been 
occupied occasionally within recent years. Finally, just 
below the steep cliffs of the propitious sealing point that 
terminates this shore, lies a house pit of presumed late 
prehistoric times. 

The beach ridges at Choris are composed of the 
coarse sands and small gravels that are most desirable 
for a house or tent floor. The first beach by the sea has 
a thinner sod on its crest than do the earlier beaches. 
Yet, even on the first beach, the floor of one's tent may 
remain carpeted for some days with thin lichens and 
heath before they eventually are worn away by tram
pling. The earlier beaches show few signs of casual 
camps. There are exceptions, however, at certain spots 
where ground squirrel activity has been intense. We 
observed that near the south end of the inner and middle 
beaches, flint chips in profusion could be collected from 
the earth thrown out by the squirrels from their bur
rows. Disappointingly, however, excavations around 
these squirrel holes showed that the original deposits had 
been just under sod and not, as one might have hoped, 
on floors deep under the surface. 
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Fig. 10. Beach ridges at Choris Peninsula, with Almond Downey. 



Fig. 12. A wind-eroded beach ridge at Cape Espenberg. 

Although at first the old Choris houses appeared to 
be on the earliest gravel beach ridge, we later found that 
a still earlier crest had existed, now covered over by sed
iment from the slopes. In the few places where the top of 
this beach could be examined, we found nothing artifac-
tual, and testing at random through the accumulated silt 
and vegetation was not then feasible. 

The network of deep frost cracks that pervades the 
earlier beaches at Cape Krusenstern is lacking at Choris, 
though the inner Choris beaches dimly show the forma
tion of frost polygons only a few meters across. Thickets 
of willow and alder flourish at the base of the hillside; 
and, where seepage provides continuous summer mois
ture, a dense growth of large-leaf plants and ferns covers 
the silty soil that is encroaching upon the beaches. 

The wide and high beach bearing the oldest Choris 
houses vanishes to the south of House 3 under the thick 
outwash from the hillside. Rivulets fed by snowbanks 
that linger into the summer create muddy or marshy 
footing everywhere back of the prominent beach of the 
"Areas" and late-Choris hearths. No Choris artifacts 
have been found forward of the late-Choris beach, 
although chipping places identified around squirrel bur
rows exist at the south end of the succeeding large beach 
ridge. Here, both the materials used and the flaking tech
niques suggest Norton rather than Choris culture, 
though we failed to identify with certainty the precise 
cultural phase. The first two beach ridges, counting back 
from the sea, appear to contain only the materials of 
people who came after Western Thule times. 

Cape Espenberg 

The beach ridges at Cape Espenberg, the north-
westernmost extension of Seward Peninsula, have been 
formed through two natural agencies: the first, waves 
beating in from the north and west that deposit clean 
white sand, free of pebbles; and the second, west winds 
that pile up the most recently deposited sands into 
dunes. The forward dunes, in particular, ceaselessly 
change both in form and in height. Parallel to and 
behind the active, oceanfront dunes are the wide crests 
and swales of earlier rows of dunes, showing that some 
form of periodicity has influenced these windblown 
beaches even as it has the gravel beaches in other parts 
of Alaska. 

At least nine old crests are discerned seaward from 
the stable old Pleistocene land edge. Moving away from 
the sea, one finds only the first one or two crests with 
vegetation creeping over their leeward slopes. Inland 
from these, the crests are carpeted by thick, tundra-like 
vegetation, and the swales become long lakes and marshes, 
so difficult to cross on foot that we found it impractical to 
walk the central beaches, because the breaks in cover were 
so few that they promised almost no cultural revelation. 
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Fig. 13. The Cape Espenberg area. 

Farther back, the beaches were considerably pitted 
in places by wind erosion (fig. 12). It was here in 1958 
on the beaches marked "C" and "DC" (fig. 13) that we 
found chips and artifacts falling into either the pattern of 
late Choris culture or of early Choris-Denbigh Flint com
plex. Since the beach succession is twenty-seven kilo
meters long and from one and one half to two kilo
meters wide throughout most of its length, our sampling 
was necessarily thin. We walked slowly along the beach 
crests, watching for breaks in the sod and examining 
each of these breaks with care. We discerned few ob
vious hearths or campsites, but numerous artifacts (pri
marily in groups) presented themselves in blowouts (fig. 
14). One type of group contained flinty artifacts with 
small chips of the same material resembling Denbigh ob
jects; another group contained early Choris objects; and 
another group contained bits of charred bone, fragments 
of silicified slate, and potsherds and artifacts like those 
of late Choris culture. 

One late Choris deposit gave us a short culinary 
story. Scattered among clumps of black sand, perhaps 
originally oil-soaked and then cemented by burning, 
were many charred bones along with a few artifacts and 
fragments. The bones proved to be the leg and pelvic 
bone fragments of a large male ringed seal, a smaller 
ringed seal, and a harbor seal. Presumably the animals 
had been brought to the campfire and eaten there. Of 
the more than thirty bones recovered, all were of seal 
and all were charred. 

None of the blowouts of these inner beaches showed 
signs of habitation, other than possibly tents in which 
fires had been made. The early Choris-Denbigh-related 
artifacts invariably occurred on the innermost beach 
where this abutted the slopes of high ground preceding 
the first beaches of the series. None appeared on the next 
beach of the western segment or on any of the beaches 
of the eastern segment past the wide, inner one (marked 
"C," fig. 13). It thus appeared that the first wide beach 
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Fig. 14. Artifacts in a blowout at Cape Espenberg. 



Fig. IS. Kugzruk, Agulaak, and Singauruk sites, Lopp Lagoon. 

of sand to form at Cape Espenberg had been camped 
upon both by people of the late Denbigh complex and 
by those of an early Choris culture. 

During our 1958 visit to Cape Espenberg, we did 
not walk all the way to the east end of the peninsula. 
Later, in examining aerial photographs, we became 
aware of a disconformity between the prominent beach 
and a series of somewhat lower beaches that angled 
away from it toward the east end of the point. These 
remnants of beaches clearly were the oldest to have 
remained undisturbed at Cape Espenberg, and there 
seemed a strong probability that if they contained 
cultural material, it would be older than the Denbigh 
Flint complex. 

Returning for a two-day search of these beaches in 
1960, we were discouraged to find that the entire series 
of remnant beaches was heavily moss covered. Neverthe
less, we had the good fortune to find the discolored sand 
of an ancient campfire in a windblown area that was one 
of the very few breaks in the surface ("D," fig. 13). A 
few of the fire-broken small pebbles characteristic of 
Denbigh hearths, a chert chip, and the burin spall of 
translucent chert shown in plate 1571 were located here. 
As this was the only burin spall found at Cape Espenberg 
and was of a classic Denbigh type, we felt confident that 
the small remnant beaches at the east end corresponded 
in time with the earliest deposits at Cape Prince of Wales 
and the Denbigh-related beaches at Cape Krusenstern, 

while the more prominent beach that stretches innermost 
all the way to the west end of the Espenberg series was 
occupied by people of only a Denbigh-derived culture 
and their late Choris successors. Other finds from one of 
these remnant beaches confirmed our hunch. 

At a spot on a more recent beach ridge ("IP," fig. 
13) we picked up a number of chert flakes and two 
pieces of ivory, one of them a worked piece containing a 
lashing slot. Since these pieces are compatible with 
Ipiutak culture and since a square Ipiutak-like house 
depression lay outlined under the moss of the same 
beach crest, we may guess that this was a beach near the 
waterfront in Ipiutak times. 

It appears, then, that the first set of beaches to form 
at Cape Espenberg after the sea level rose to its present 
height has not been erased, except for the truncated 
crests on the bay side of the peninsula. It was there that 
the Denbigh hearth was found, suggesting occupation by 
only Denbigh people. After a period of time, a higher 
beach ridge than any of those earliest ones became the 
first permanent beach beyond the Pleistocene shoreline, 
extending out toward the present point to form a trun
cating sand spit. On this, walked people of Denbigh cul
ture, and later, those of early Choris (a Denbigh-derived 
culture), followed by people of the late Choris culture. 
This beach was not necessarily at the oceanfront during 
all of this time. Rather, it may have been chosen by people 
of the later cultures as a convenient place overlooking 
the bay that would give protection for their boats, and 
also allow them to be launched easily. This might ex-
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Fig. 16. Prehistoric components found in sites around Lopp Lagoon. 

plain the prevalence of Choris-like material on this beach 
where it extends the length of the peninsula. No Norton-
Choris artifacts other than those described were found 
closer to the sea. This is not conclusive evidence that the 
area was not also occupied at later times, however, for 
little bare ground that could be excavated was found on 
the middle beaches. With the exception of a possible 
Ipiutak site found much nearer to the sea, the only other 
sites observed were several fairly recent structures in the 
still shifting dunes of the currently forming, oceanfront 
beaches. 

Lopp Lagoon 

(Agulaak, Kugzruk, and Singauruk) 

The coast of Seward Peninsula, southwestward from 
Cape Espenberg, is characterized by a long line of sandy 

barrier beaches that span the mouths of large, shallow 
lagoons. The beaches are much more sandy than those 
along the northern coast of Kotzebue Sound, and, as a 
result, they are sparsely vegetated. As at Cape Espenberg, 
they are marked by blowouts and sand dunes. Dissected 
by outlet channels that drain the lagoons, several of the 
barrier bars in front of the lagoons are now small islands. 

We began our investigation of these beaches in 1959, 
just northeast of Cape Prince of Wales. After a short 
search along the shores of Lopp Lagoon, we found several 
sites on the beach strands of two small islands, which we 
named Agulaak and Kugzruk, and along Singauruk Chan
nel (fig. 15). In contrast to the usually isolated sites else
where around Kotzebue Sound, some of these sites appeared 
to have several components which, because of their 
spatial separation, we have termed localities (fig. 16). 
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Since we devoted a considerable amount of time to the 
excavation of these Lopp Lagoon sites, we did not under
take a concerted search of other beaches between there and 
Cape Espenberg. We feel certain that many more sites 
exist on these other beaches, and they deserve attention. 

Agulaak Island 

Agulaak Island, located on one of the barrier bars 
in front of Lopp Lagoon, has been formed by the cutting 
of two channels across a series of fossil beach ridges. 
The highest part of the island is a high grassy patch of 
well-drained ground five hundred meters up the channel 
that separates Agulaak from Kugzruk Island and four 
hundred meters from the high tide line (fig. 15). Parallel
ing the present ocean shore is a prominent beach com
prised of low dunes cut through by wind channels; this 
was probably the oceanfront of several hundred years 
ago. A few harpoon heads, arrowheads, and potsherds 
found in blowouts indicated that people had frequented 
the beach after Western Thule times, probably later than 
A.D. 1400. We called it beach 2. 

Closer to the sea was beach 1, a more prominent 
series of sand dunes representing a ridge at least one 
hundred fifty years old. Here the dunes were much more 
active and sod had scarcely begun to stabilize the ground 
surface. A thin layer of vegetation extended from the 
present tide line to First Beach, while the area extending 
back of beach 1 to beach 2 was filled with ponds and 
low growing plants. 

Northward along beach 1, about one kilometer from 
camp, were the remains of recent houses. The outlines of 
these composite pits were clearly seen where the sand 
had blown away—four of them particularly well 
defined—and the remains of other house or cache pits 
were partly revealed nearby. The typical house of this 
group appears to have had a large, square-to-rectangular 
main room with an entrance tunnel from which side tun
nels led to living or storage rooms on either side. The 
outer end of the tunnel widened to a rectangular "storm 
shed." When we set about excavating the House 1 com
plex, we found bottles and tin cans at its floor level and 
soon withdrew our crew for employment at something 
less recent. 

Inland from the first two beaches lies a third beach, 
separated from the second by well-developed swamp and 
sod. If distinct crests once existed on beach 3, they are 
now leveled off and hidden from view by an extensive 
ground cover. The beach rises in a slight terrace which 
in places is crested to the east as well as to the west. 
Because of the relative dryness of the old beach and its 
slopes, the wind has cut through the sand and its 
cultural content in many places. A walker finds himself 
on fairly solid ground, and as he proceeds, even though 
the sod forms a nearly continuous covering, he can note 
the constant line of the ridge by its windblown bare spots. 

Deposits of artifacts were discovered on three parts 
of this old beach: Norton, Choris, and Denbigh remains 
were located at both ends where channels cut through 
from the lagoon to the sea (Sites 2 and 3), and Choris 
and Denbigh remains were located at a spot a few dozen 
meters from the south end (Site 1). 

Kugzruk Island 

Kugzruk Island, another part of the barrier beach in 
front of Lopp Lagoon, lies between Agulaak Island and 
Singauruk Channel. It resembles Agulaak and appears to 
be composed of a larger series of low beach ridges. The 
most interesting sites came from the second prominent 
beach, where we located two Norton-period house pits 
and presumably a third that has now been eroded into a 
pond. These sites, all localities of Site 1, are named 
Kugzruk Pond, Houses 1 and 2. 

Besides the early site on Kugzruk Island, we ex
amined a number of features on the more prominent of 
the older beaches that formed after the Site 1 period. 
These lay closer to the ocean and were marked by sand 
dunes in various stages of erosion. We chose not to dis
turb tipi-burials blowing out of dunes at intervals, since 
we did not wish to take the time either to excavate or to 
convince the Wales Village Council that these were not 
Christian burials. We made surface collections only from 
Kugzruk Sites 2, 3, and 4. In Site 2, we found a nearly 
whole, coiled pot and a handsome chert arrow point 
with a T-shaped stem. They came from the edge of 
dunes that lay in a row behind the most recently formed 
dunes, and may date anywhere within the period A.D. 
1700 to 1900. A potsherd and a set of six bola weights 
lay beside one of the most recent house pits (Site 3) in 
the most recent beach dunes; and a potsherd and three 
objects of ivory were found beside a sand-covered house 
pit (Site 4) in the second row of recent dunes. 

Singauruk Channel 

The first break in the beach ridge series north of 
Wales is the inlet called Singauruk Channel. This is one 
of three narrow waterways between the Chukchi Sea 
and Lopp Lagoon. The channel flows briskly with each 
change of tide and becomes a millpond when the lagoon 
level has stabilized. Since the banks of such a channel 
offer a cross section of the beach ridge successions, we 
were able to identify former beaches that were almost 
indistinguishable on the surface, and to search for buried 
levels in the sheer faces of gray sand. Three such floors, 
or lenses, were discerned at wide intervals on the main
land bank of the channel (fig. 15). While each of the 
three appeared to be only the edge of a washed-away 
house, we were able to collect small but distinctive 
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Fig. 17. Well preserved Norton-period arrowheads, found at Battle Rock site. 

samples from two of them, and a large, but possibly 
mixed, sample from the third. The distinctive samples, 
from Sites 1 and 3, are clearly from the Norton period, 
but the samples from Site 2 contain some artifacts of 
Old Bering Sea style, such as found on St. Lawrence 
Island (Collins, 1937b), as well as of Norton style. 

Battle Rock 

The Battle Rock site is located on a limestone head
land. Strikingly different from the adjacent coastal beach 
sands and gravels and from the dark reddish-brown tun
dra soils inland from the site, the soil capping Battle 
Rock is a black, dense soil known by pedologists as Alpine 
Pitch-Rendzina (Kubiena, 1970). Because this type of soil 
is perennially saturated and has a high, well-insulated 
organic content, it usually remains frozen year round. 

This has permitted a remarkable preservation of artifacts 
even a few centimeters below the surface (fig. 17). 

The site is marked by several clusters of limestone 
blocks jutting out from the vegetation. Three of these 
clusters appeared at first to be cairns, but proved upon 
closer examination to be coverings of Western Thule-age 
burials (Burials 1-3, see Appendix 2). In other parts of the 
site, the surface is pitted with depressions, most of 
which appear to have resulted from frost action. One of 
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Fig. 18. Excavations at Battle Rock. 

these depressions looked somewhat artificial, however, 
and we decided to investigate it. We began excavations 
by removing sod from the shallow depression and soon 
detected a certain order among the largest exposed rocks 
(fig. 18). Those in an area about four meters long and 
three meters wide had been placed on end, or edge, so as 
to form a vertical, somewhat oval wall. A few of the 
rocks appeared to have fallen inward from the periph
ery. Under these, at some depth below the surface, was 
relatively clear soil containing artifacts; this was in con
trast to the deep parts of the rocky ground outside the 
wall where artifacts were not found. 

Just beneath sod, however, there was an almost 
even distribution of artifacts, both within and without 
the rock-lined enclosure, spreading over an area seven to 
eight meters in diameter. As excavations progressed, we 
found that this diameter represented the broad base of 
an inverted cone that contained cultural materials. The 
cone was deepest—more than two meters—at a spot 
centered within the perimeter described by the upright 
central stones. 

Puzzled though we were at first by this excavation, 
it slowly became evident that a multiple burial with an 
abundance of grave goods had been made within the 

oval or rectangular rock-lined area, and that only later 
were the contents redistributed by ground squirrels to 
such an extent that no concentration of artifacts remained 
at the original burial level. We designated this Burial 4. 
The floor of the tomb could be identified solely by frag
ments of badly rotted timbers at the bases of the wall 
stones. While the smaller artifacts, especially arrowheads 
and such small human bones as those of the feet and 
hands, had been widely scattered, the larger human 
bones were concentrated within and below the probable 
site of original burial. Unfortunately, with the exception 
of two incisor teeth, no skulls or their parts were found. 

The abundance of artifacts of distinctive kinds remain
ing in the heart of the excavation aided us in keeping the 
more peripheral Burial 4 cultural material distinct from 
the grave goods of an Ipiutak burial that slightly over
lapped at the westward end of the feature. Since (1) all of 
the human bones in Burial 4 were within the area of con
centrated burial goods, (2) they were mostly in as excel
lent condition as the antler artifacts, and (3) human bones 
were seldom found preserved with any of the neighboring 
Ipiutak artifacts, there is little question that Burial 4 
represents a single multiple grave. 
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Chapter 3 

Chronology of the 
Kotzebue Sound Sites 

D. D. Anderson 

The excavations around Kotzebue Sound have given 
rise to many new site names and cultural periods. Because 
several of these cultures are defined here for the first 
time, their chronology and cultural relationships will be 
presented before detailed descriptions are given. 

The chronology of sites found in the Kotzebue 
Sound area is based on forty radiocarbon dates (Ralph 
and Ackerman, 1961; Gfeller et ah, 1961; Stuckenrath et 
ah, 1966), on several series of tree-ring dates (Giddings, 
1954a; Oswalt, 1949; Van Stone, 1955), and on the relative 
position of sites on the beach ridges at Cape Krusenstern. 
No radiocarbon dates were obtained from the Battle Rock, 
Cape Espenberg, or Sisualik sites because, for the latter 
two, the cultural remains could be more precisely placed 
in time by typological comparisons to tree-ring-dated 
sites, and for the former, we located no datable charcoal. 

Of the forty radiocarbon dates obtained, thirty-two 
are from Cape Krusenstern, four are from Choris Penin
sula, and four are from sites around Lopp Lagoon. To 
break them down further, as shown in figure 19, eigh
teen of these radiocarbon dates were from Old Whaling 
settlements at Cape Krusenstern; four dates were from 
Choris houses and an area site on Choris Peninsula; four 
dates were from the Norton-period sites at Lopp Lagoon; 
seven dates were from Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak houses; 
three dates were from two Birnirk houses and one 
Birnirk-early Western Thule burial on Cape Krusenstern; 
three dates were from Western Thule settlements; and one 
date was from a Kotzebue-period house at Cape Krusen
stern. The radiocarbon dates shown in figure 19 are 
based on a 5,568-year half-life, calculated as so many 

years ago from 1950. Although the University of Penn
sylvania Museum Applied Science Center for Archaeol
ogy (MASCA) correction factors (Ralph et ah, 1973) 
have been applied to establish the overall chronological 
framework shown in figure 20, the discussion that 
follows is based on the uncorrected dates. 

The radiocarbon dates for the Kotzebue Sound and 
northwestern Seward Peninsula coastal sites are largely 
consistent with the radiocarbon-dated sequences through
out the rest of northern Alaska. However, the dates of 
sites determined by radiocarbon as about A.D. 1000 and 
A.D. 1150 differ from the dates determined by tree-rings 
from similar sites. The radiocarbon dates seem to be 
somewhat too early, although they correspond to the 
MASCA corrections.* Since the MASCA corrections are 
not yet universally incorporated into chronologies, we 
still cite the dates in radiocarbon years. 

The early cultural complexes from the Kotzebue 
Sound area sites are not radiocarbon dated themselves, 
and their ages are estimated by comparisons to nearby 
sites that, in many cases, have been radiocarbon dated. 
These include the early microblade sites along the coastal 
plain, the Palisades complex, the Denbigh Flint complex, 
and the early Choris assemblages. 

The Palisades site likely dates to about 5,800 years 
ago, an estimate based on comparing its artifacts with 
artifacts from the lowest levels of the dated Palisades 

'MASCA found its radiocarbon dates for the tenth century A.D. to be 
erroneously early; to bring its radiocarbon dates into line with tree-ring 
dates, MASCA suggested that forty to eighty years be added to all its 
dates for that period (Ralph et ah, 1973). 
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Site 

CK Old Whaling H 20 
CK Old Whaling H 21 
CK Old Whaling H 21 
CK Old Whaling H 22 
CK Old Whaling H 22 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 23 
CK Old Whaling H 24 
CK Old Whaling H 24 
CK Old Whaling H 24 
CK Old Whaling H 24 
CK Old Whaling H 24 
CK Old Whaling H 205 
CK Old Whaling H 204 
Choris H 1 
Choris H 1 
Choris H 2 
Late Choris, Area 3 
Kugzruk Norton H 2 
Kugzruk Norton H 2 
Kugzruk Norton Pond 
Agulaak Norton Hearth 
CK Ipiutak H 30 
CK Ipiutak H 30 
CK Ipiutak H 60 
CK Ipiutak H 11 
CK Ipiutak H 17 
CK Ipiutak H 17 
CK Ipiutak H 18 
CK Birnirk H 32 
CK Birnirk H 33 
CK Birnirk/Thule B 6 
CK Western Thule H 6 
CK Western Thule H 4 
CK Western Thule H 25 
CK Kotzebue H 50 

Sample 
Number 

P-627 
B-280 
P-402 
P-626 
P-405 
P-624 
P-401 
P-623A 
P-403 
P-621 
P-615A 
P-400 
P-614 
P-617 
P-618 
P-404 
P-619 
P-616 
P-96 
P-175 
P-203 
P-611 
P-598 
P-592 
P-629 
P-599A 
P-597A 
P-595A 
P-596A 
P-225 
B-266 
P-612 
B-280 
K-851 
K-816 
P-613 
K-817 
K-850 
B-281 
K-837 

Material 

Wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and wood 
Wood 
Wood 
Wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and wood 
Wood 
Wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and wood 
Wood 
Antler 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and sand 
Charcoal and sand 
Wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Charcoal and bone 
Charcoal 
Skin and wood 
Charcoal 
Charcoal 
Food remains 
Charcoal 

Radiocarbon Date 

2775± 50 ( 825 B.C.) 
2470 + 150 ( 520 B.C.) 
3082+ 63 (1134 B.C.) 
3647± 53 (1697 B.C.) 
3583± 65 (1633 B.C.) 
3571 ± 66 (1621 B.C.) 
3630± 53 (1680 B.C.) 
3291 ± 65 (1341 B.C.) 
2850± 63 ( 900 B.C.) 
2859± 63 ( 909 B.C.) 
2907± 55 ( 957 B.C.) 
3678± 63 (1728 B.C.) 
3655± 58 (1505 B.C.) 
2989± 50 (1039 B.C.) 
2865± 49 ( 915 B.C.) 
2829± 63 ( 879 B.C.) 
3024± 51 (1074 B.C.) 
2998+ 62 (1048 B.C.) 
2635±125 ( 685 B.C.) 
2244±133 ( 294 B.C.) 
2646±177 ( 696 B.C.) 
2190± 51 ( 240 B.C.) 
2566± 53 ( 616 B.C.) 
2583 ± 60 ( 633 B.C.) 
2306± 38 ( 356 B.C.) 
2402± 43 ( 452 B.C.) 
1499± 57 (A.D. 451) 
1944± 52 (A.D. 6) 
1730± 61 (A.D. 220) 
1651 ±130 (A.D. 80) 
1450± 80 (A.D. 500) 
1441± 58 (A.D. 509) 
1250 ±100 (A.D. 750) 
1180±110 (A.D. 770) 
1100±100 (A.D. 850) 
906± 56 (A.D. 1044) 

1070±100 (A.D. 880) 
1000 ±110 (A.D. 950) 

770±120 (A.D. 1180) 
1180 ±110 May be contai 

Norton level k 

Author of the Article in which 
Radiocarbon Date was Published 

(unpublished) 
Gfeller et al. 1961 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
(unpublished) 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Ralph and Ackerman 1961 
Ralph and Ackerman 1961 
Ralph and Ackerman 1961 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Ralph and Ackerman 1961 
Gfeller et al. 1961 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
Gfeller et al. 1961 
(unpublished) 
(unpublished) 
Stuckenrath et al. 1966 
(unpublished) 
(unpublished) 
Gfeller et al. 1961 

ninated with charcoal from 
elow house floor 

Fig. 19. Radiocarbon dates for Kotzebue Sound archeological sites (5,568-year half-life). 



DATES BATTLE ROCK CHORIS AGULAAK KUGZRUK ISLAND SINGAURUK CAPE ESPENBERG KOTZEBUE SISUALIK ' CAPE KRUSENSTERN 
PENINSULA 

B.C. p. 1950'i Recent Houses 
I House 1 and camping Site 3**** House 14*** 
; House4 areas**"* <v . . . . . . Kotzebue Houses 31, 50**** 

Sites2, 4 „ , . . . . . . . 
! Intermediate Houses 34, 35 

Kotzebue**"* 

B.P. I 1 5 0 0 " H ° U S e 5 Old 
500 j Kotzebue**** Late Western Thule Houses 25-29* 

I Western Thule 
: Burials 1-3** 
; 1000( i Western Early Houses 4-6* 

1000 I Thule Houses 1, 2 Western Thule Houses 7, 8** 
'• Birnirk Houses 32, 33* 

j ! House 18* 
1500* 5 0 ° " Si te2;OId House 40*** 

• Bering Sea House 17* 
; Ipiutak burials Affiliated** Ipiutak locale** Ipiutak Houses 16, 10, Camping A r e a s " * 
I (Features 1-5)** House 60* 

• ' Houses 11,* 30* 

2000 j ° " Site 1: Norton* ' House 7 0 " 
1 BattleRock Late Choris middens Site 1(1); Site 2 Site 3: Nor ton ' " 
• Bur ia ls" and Camping areas* Norton* Site 1 Pond; Norton* 

; Beach 35*** 
I SOOi i Norton hearths 

2 5 0 0 j „ , , . , . o . Choris Houses 1-3* Site 1, HI, 2; Norton* l Beach 45*** 
; Battle Rock _ . , , ., 

n . , . . C beach hearths: 
Burials -., . , , a . . . . . . 

; Choris Beach 45 
; . . . . c . , . , - , , Choris hearths 
: 10001 i Site 3(1): mixed 

3000 : Choris and Early Beach 48*** 
i C h o r i s " Old Whaling Houses 20-24, 201-205, 
i Beach 53* 
: DC beach hearths: Beaches 53-59*** 
• 1500(1 Early C h o r i s " Early Choris 

3500 I Site 1(2): Site3(2) Re.rh77>** 
; Denbigh Flint Denbigh Flint D beach hearths: 
i complex complex** Denbigh Flint Beaches 78 -80" 
1 camping a r e a s " complex" Denbigh Flint 
1 20001 I complex 

4 0 0 0 ; Beaches 102-104** 

1 Key: * Radiocarbon dates (see Fig. 19) 
( 25001 i ** Dated primarily by comparisons to radiocarbon-dated ' 

4500 ' sites in northwestern Alaska 
Earlier *"* Dated primarily by beach ridge position Palisades (ca. 5800 B.P.) and Lower Bench (earlier 
than Pre-Denbigh . . . . D a ( e j primarily by comparisons to tree-ring dated sites : than 4200 B.P.)** 
1500 li. P. | a r " ' - " - ' s " | | |̂  | | | | | 

Fig. 20. Chronology of sites in the Kotzebue Sound area. 
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complex at Onion Portage. Particular Palisades site arti
facts, for example spade shaped, side notched points and 
irregular, thin end scrapers, were like those in the early 
horizons of the Palisades period at Onion Portage, but 
not later. 

The Lower Bench site at Cape Krusenstern is esti
mated to date between 8,000 and 4,200 years ago. If the 
assemblage is affiliated with Proto-Denbigh, as we once 
suggested, then its age would be about 4,200 years; but 
if, as we now believe, it is unrelated to Denbigh, then it 
is probably much older than that. 

The Denbigh Flint complex hearths on the Cape 
Krusenstern beaches cluster into two beach ridge units: 
those on beaches 102 to 104, and those on beaches 78 to 
90. Both sets of hearths contain classic Denbigh artifacts 
with flake scars characteristic of the Arctic Small Tool 
tradition. Based on comparisons to the age of Denbigh 
Flint at lyatayet (Giddings, 1964) and at Onion Portage 
(Anderson, 1968), we estimate that the age of all the 
Cape Krusenstern Denbigh campsites ranges between 
4,100 and 3,700 years ago +/— 100 years.1 Although 
we know that the Denbigh Flint complex was widely dis
tributed throughout northwestern Alaska by the begin
ning of the second millennium B.C., it has been difficult 
to determine the precise age span of the classic Denbigh 
Flint phase. The radiocarbon dates at lyatayet suggest an 
age of 4,100 ± 200 B.P. At Onion Portage, the radio
carbon date for the earliest level of classic Denbigh is 
3,950 ± 70 B.P. (P-998) (Lawn, 1975). 

Immediately underlying classic Denbigh at Onion 
Portage was a level of Proto Denbigh. From this we had 
expected to date the period when Denbigh attributes first 
began to emerge. The two Proto Denbigh radiocarbon 
dates were anomalously recent, however, so I have had 
to fix the age for Proto Denbigh by interpolating between 
the 3,950 ± 70 B.P. radiocarbon date for classic Denbigh 
immediately above it and a date of 4,270 ± 70 B.P. 
(P-1072) for the Portage complex level2 that lay immedi
ately below it (Lawn, 1975). Taking into consideration 
all the radiocarbon dated sequences at Onion Portage, I 
believe that Proto Denbigh dates to about 4,200 years 
ago. This means that initial, classic Denbigh ought to 
date to about 4,100 + / — 100 years ago, a date that 
should apply to both the Onion Portage and the Kotzebue 
Sound Denbigh Flint sites. 

Based on the dates for the uppermost Denbigh levels 
at Onion Portage and for the late Denbigh site at Punyik 
Point (Irving, 1964), the most recent phases of Denbigh 
are about 3,600 +/— 50 years old. 

'The convention ± is used to denote the statistically calculated standard 
error in radiocarbon dates. The symbol +/— is used to describe the 
estimated range in dates based on conclusions from evidence in addi
tion to radiocarbon dates. 

'Portage complex, a derivative of Palisades complex, is a later phase of 
the Northern Archaic tradition to which Proto Denbigh is unrelated. 

The early Choris period at Cape Krusenstern directly 
followed the Denbigh period, ending before the forma
tion of Old Whaling beach 53. This puts the age of 
Choris at about 3,600 +/— 50 years B.P., the exact 
date depending on the age established for the most recent 
Denbigh sites. 

The range of dates for the Old Whaling culture is 
disconcertingly broad (fig. 19). Since all of the dates per
tain to the same, apparently short-lived, settlement, 
much of the problem must lie with the samples. We sub
mitted two different materials for dating: wood from the 
wall and house posts, and charred material (which we 
originally labeled charcoal) from the hearths. We also 
submitted several samples of mixed wood and charred 
material. The hearth material was a hard, black, coke
like substance such as that produced from burning sea 
mammal fat, wood, and bones together. The dates aver
aged 2,848 ± 57 years B.P. for six wood samples, 3,522 
± 59 years B.P.for six charred material samples, and 
3,090 ± 60 years B.P. for the mixed materials. These 
averages do not include the anomalous date obtained for 
sample P-614 or the date obtained from the Bern Radio
carbon Laboratory for sample B-280. Although the dates 
for wood are unacceptably recent since they conflict 
with charcoal dates from the region, the dates for 
charred material seem too old. Also, dates from the resi
dues of burned seal fat and other substances obtained 
from the eastern Arctic have been too old. According to 
Robert Stuckenrath, such tests tend to err by increasing 
the carbon-14 age by about ten percent (McGhee and 
Tuck, 1976). Applying this "correction" to the Old 
Whaling dates, we obtain a date of 3,170 ± 59 years 
B.P. This is an acceptable age for Old Whaling, consid
ering the entire Kotzebue Sound sequence. It would al
low about four centuries for the building of the twenty-
four beach ridges between the Denbigh Flint and the Old 
Whaling periods that were occupied by early Choris 
peoples—a reasonable amount of time. 

The phases of Choris culture that followed the Old 
Whaling interval therefore date to between 3,170 and 
2,500 +/— 50 years ago. These dates are based on the 
position of the campsites on the Cape Krusenstern beach 
ridges and the dates of the Choris houses on Choris Pen
insula. Choris Houses 1 and 2 date to 2,641 ± 151 B.P. 

The precise ages of late Choris and early Norton 
cultures cannot be determined because we do not know 
whether campsites assigned to the latest Choris culture 
are earlier than or contemporary with those assigned to 
earliest Norton. If Choris is earlier, then it could reason
ably be seen as simply an earlier phase of the tradition 
that includes Choris and Norton. If the two are contem
poraneous, then we might view each as having developed 
somewhat independently, perhaps in different regions. 
The only suggestion for the coexistence of Choris and 
Norton complexes, other than overlapping radiocarbon 
dates, comes from Cape Krusenstern where hearths of 
both cultures are found on beach 45. But since beach 44, 
the adjacent seaward beach, is definitely a Norton-period 
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beach, Norton people could easily have moved back one 
beach so as to camp on the older Choris beach. Further
more, no Choris hearth is located forward of beach 45, 
as might be expected if people with two different subcul
tures were living at Cape Krusenstern during the same 
period of time. A third alternative relative to the differ
ences between late Choris and Norton is that the two 
cultures reflect different activities undertaken by the 
same people. This does not seem likely, however, since 
the artifacts came from the same type of campsites. 

As represented in the Kugzruk and Agulaak sites, the 
early Norton period on Seward Peninsula dates to between 
2,500 and 2,400 B.P. + / - 100 years. Norton-period 
sites around Norton Sound (Giddings, 1964; Bockstoce, 
1979; Lutz, 1972) date to between 2,200 and 1,700 B.P. 
+ / — 100. In the Naknek River drainage, dates for Norton 
and Norton-derived sites indicate that the culture lasted 
to as recently as 1,000 years ago in southwestern Alaska 
(Dumond, 1977). But in Kotzebue Sound, Norton culture 
has not yet been dated to within the Christian era; for 
our purposes here, it is dated to between 2,500 and 
2,000 years ago, give or take a hundred years (550-50 
B.C. + / - 100). 

Ipiutak culture appeared at Kotzebue Sound shortly 
after the beginning of the Christian era and continued 
there for at least seven hundred years. It was obviously 
contemporaneous with the later stages of Norton culture 
to the south, and perhaps it coexisted for a time with the 
Norton-related Near Ipiutak culture at Point Hope. Ipiutak 
had a duration of nine hundred or one thousand years, 
from 1,900 to 1,000 + / - 50 years B.P. (A.D. 50-950 
+ / — 50) in the North Alaskan region as a whole. Con
centrated in northwestern Alaska, Ipiutak flourished during 
the first five or six centuries A.D., as witnessed by the 
abundance of settlement remains. The latest Ipiutak settle
ments, dating to between the eighth and tenth centuries 
A.D., were confined to such areas as Cape Krusenstern 
and Point Spencer. 

Birnirk period at Cape Krusenstern is represented by 
the ruins of Houses 32 and 33. The cultural remains 
from these houses are rather curious, for Ipiutak style, 
chipped stone artifacts were found with such non-Ipiutak 
objects as ground slate harpoon end-blade insets and 
knives, and curvilinear stamped pottery. No artifact type 
that might be considered uniquely Birnirk was present—all 
slate artifacts and potsherds could be early Western 
Thule in style—but the entire collection of non-Ipiutak 
artifact styles is found in other Birnirk sites. For north
western Alaska as a whole, Birnirk dates to about A.D. 
450 to 950 +/— 50 years. Considering the entire range 
of radiocarbon dated first millennium sites, we have 
been struck by the nearly 500-year overlap in age of 
Ipiutak and Birnirk sites (Rainey and Ralph, 1959). The 
latest Ipiutak sites and the earliest Birnirk sites appear to 
have coexisted in northwestern Alaska for that amount 

of time. Perhaps just when the Birnirk people, who em
phasized sea mammal hunting, began to occupy the major 
sealing points around the bays, the earlier indigenous 
Ipiutak people, who maintained a more balanced reliance 
on sea mammals, fish, and land mammals, also began to 
concentrate in bay settlements. 

The Western Thule period at Cape Krusenstern began 
earlier than was suggested by the precise tree-ring-dated 
sequence along the Kobuk River. Stylistically, the Cape 
Krusenstern Houses 7-8 and 4-6 groups, which date to 
about A.D. 950 ±50 years, appear most closely related 
to Ahteut, an early Arctic Woodland Eskimo culture 
from the middle Kobuk River, dated by tree-ring count 
to A.D. 1250 (Giddings, 1952b). Certain artifact forms 
such as the harpoon heads in the Houses 7-8 group defi
nitely suggest a pre-Ahteut age, however. Supporting the 
existence of a pre-Ahteut phase of Western Thule is a 
house ruin at Onion Portage that contained early Western 
Thule artifacts and was dated at A.D. 1050 ±50 years 
(P-1112) (Lawn, 1975). Therefore, the earliest stages of 
Western Thule in northwestern Alaska apparently predate 
the Ahteut phase by as much as a couple of centuries. 
Since exceptionally early dates for the Western-derived 
Thule culture in northeastern Canada and Greenland 
have been obtained (Tauber, 1973), the early Western 
Thule dates are reasonable. 

For the rest of the sequence around Kotzebue 
Sound, we have relied exclusively on cross ties with the 
tree-ring-dated sequences from the Kobuk River and 
from Baldwin Peninsula (Giddings, 1952a, b; Oswalt, 
1949; Van Stone, 1955). Western Thule phase, defined 
on the basis of the florescence of whaling in Kotzebue 
Sound, ends in the region at about A.D. 1400, at which 
time settlements became smaller and more dispersed 
along the coast. The settlement pattern appears to have 
been rather static from that date until the period of intense 
foreign (Euro-American) contact in the early nineteenth 
century. The beginning of intense foreign contact, as seen 
in the archeological remains, began sometime between A.D. 
1700 and the early nineteenth century. Cape Krusenstern 
Houses 31 and 50 clearly postdated the beginning of the 
foreign influence, and Houses 34 and 35 apparently pre
dated it. But in order to obtain a more precise date for 
the beginning of intense foreign contact, we must examine 
the numerous late prehistoric and early historic house 
sites that lay both at the northern and the southeastern 
ends of Cape Krusenstern. 
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Fig. 21. Eskimo summer camp at Sisualik. 
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PART II NORTHERN MARITIME 
TRADITION: DEVELOPMENT 

OF INUPIAT ESKIMO CULTURE 

Chapter 4 

Recent Times and the Kotzebue Period: 
The Link Between Today's Inupiat and 

Their Prehistory 
D. D. Anderson 

Because direct contact between Euro-Americans and 
the Inupiat around Kotzebue Sound began fairly recently, 
perhaps only shortly before the time of Otto von Kotzebue's 
expedition in 1816, scholars had an opportunity to study 
the culture intensively before it became subject to con
siderable outside influence. In tracing the history of the 
Kotzebue Sound Eskimos back from the present generation 
to their great grandparents' generation, we immediately 
enter the time of prehistory. 

I have named the period that bridges the late prehis
toric and the early historic times the Kotzebue period, a 
term used originally by Giddings to describe what is 
now seen as its earliest phase. Beginning around A.D. 
1400, this period is a local aspect of the Northern Maritime 
Tradition, the cultural tradition that encompasses the 
last millennium of Eskimo history (Collins, 1964). The 
Kotzebue period ended some time in the early part of the 
nineteenth century, when, as archeological sites have 
shown us, numerous Western goods were being used by 
residents of the region. 

Old Kotzebue, the earlier phase of the Kotzebue 
period, is characterized by the material culture of a 
people whose rather well-balanced subsistence pursuits 
included sea mammal hunting, fishing, and caribou 
hunting. Their houses were built of a "four-post central" 
construction with a floor arrangement typical of 
Kotzebue Sound houses. 

Intermediate Kotzebue, the second phase of the 
Kotzebue period, dates to about A.D. 1550. It was 
characterized by a fishing technology that was more 

elaborate than in the earlier phase. A complete descrip
tion of these cultural phases is given in Giddings (1952b) 
and Van Stone (1955). 

Our knowledge of the transitional period between 
prehistoric and historic times around Kotzebue Sound 
comes from the evidence found in relatively intact sites 
at Cape Krusenstern and at Choris Peninsula, and from 
historical writings about Sisualik. Sisualik and Cape 
Krusenstern have been a focal point of native subsistence 
activities throughout at least the last one and a half cen
turies, and these activities are well documented in early 
explorers' accounts and in subsistence studies by Cooke 
(1960) and Uhl and Uhl (1977). 

Inupiat Around Kotzebue Sound 

(Middle Nineteenth to Twentieth Century) 

Sisualik: Meeting Place of the Inupiat 

Sisualik, a sandy spit on the northern shore of 
Kotzebue Sound, is a popular summer gathering place 
for Eskimos (fig. 21). Wooden tent frames, cache frames, 
and drying racks dot almost the entire length of the spit. 
According to the description of Sisualik by Cooke 
(1960), the spit divided between "real" Sisualik, meaning 
the Kotzebue end located about seven kilometers west-
northwest from Nuvurok, and Nuvurok, the point at the 
southeastern tip. "Real" Sisualik has been traditionally 
occupied by families from Kotzebue, and Nuvurok was 
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occupied by families from the Noatak River area. In 
1962 when we last surveyed Sisualik, two permanent 
frame houses and fifteen to twenty tents were scattered 
in a line along the main outer ridge at the Kotzebue end. 
At Nuvurok, the tents of the Noatak Eskimos were lo
cated in a much more compact arrangement, two or 
more rows deep. 

During the first part of the twentieth century, and 
probably for a long period prior to that time, Sisualik 
was the summer campsite of many different Eskimo 
groups. For them, Sisualik was a kind of fairground for 
trading where, after having spent the early summer in 
small sealing camps, the people could gather to exchange 
goods and news. 

Most of the Eskimos from the village of Kotzebue 
assembled at Sisualik in mid-July to fish and hunt for 
beluga as well as to trade. Earlier in the summer and in 
the late spring, they had been dispersed in small groups 
along the shore north of Sisualik as far as Cape Krusenstern 
to hunt seals. According to information pieced together 
from the diaries of California friends of missionaries 
who went to Kotzebue, the largest spring campsite of the 
Kotzebue Eskimos was at or near Sealing Point (Samms, 
n.d.) . Some families departed from Kotzebue as early as 
March, while others left in April or May. Occasionally, 
a family would make the trip alone, presumably choos
ing to camp by itself, but more often two or three fam
ilies, usually linked by sibling ties, traveled together to 
spring camp and apparently also camped together for the 
duration of the sealing season. Precisely when these fam
ilies moved back to Sisualik from their sealing camps 
was not recorded in early writings, but present-day 
Kotzebue residents state that the return move began 
when the drifting ice and seals disappeared from Cape 
Krusenstern, and the salmon appeared at Sisualik, usually 
during the second or third week in July. 

Eskimo groups from the Kobuk and Selawik rivers 
camped along the coast between Cape Krusenstern and 
Sisualik for the spring hunt and also assembled at 
Sisualik in mid-July. People from different areas appar
ently did not camp together but stayed in their own 
groups. For example, in 1900, according to missionary 
diaries, many of the Kotzebue Eskimos camped at Seal
ing Point, whereas most of the Selawik River Eskimos 
camped at Akoolik (Ahkolok) (Hadley, 1969). Early in 
this century some of the Kotzebue Eskimos occasionally 
remained at Sisualik through the spring and summer, 
perhaps to attend weekly services at the newly established 
church at Kotzebue. 

As a trading center, Sisualik perhaps was at its 
greatest prominence during the second half of the nineteenth 
century. Through the involvement of Euro-Americans in 
exploration and trade, we have some excellent written 
accounts of the period. According to Cantwell (1889), 
the "village" was a settlement with a population of about 
1,200 people in late August of 1884. 

Two men from the revenue steamship Corwin, plying 
the coastal waters of Alaska in 1881, provide the most 
vivid picture of Sisualik during the late nineteenth century. 
Their descriptions follow: 

From Cape Blossom we proceeded to Hotham Inlet, and 
came to anchor about two miles from the native settlement 
called Sheshorelek, "Sheshore" being the name of the white 
whale (Beluga) and the termination "lek" meaning "the place 
of." This settlement was variously designated on board as 
White Whale City, Belugaville, etc. The schooner Fowler was at 
anchor here with a large number of natives on board trading. 
Soon after anchoring we were visited by a number of the natives, 
and after making them presents of tobacco and needles, we in
formed them that we wished to buy some reindeer-skins for 
clothing. As it was blowing fresh they did not bring off any 
that evening, but the following morning, long before the decks 
were washed down, a dozen oomiacs full were alongside, wait
ing for permission to come on board and trade. After breakfast 
the permission was given, and a general scramble ensued, the 
decks being filled in a few minutes with bundles of reindeer-
skins, which upon examination proved to be winter skins and 
unfit for clothing. They had saved the best skins, supposing 
that we did not know the difference, and, laughing heartily 
when they found their attempts to deceive had been detected, 
they brought out their best skins, of which we bought a hun
dred or more, with some trousers, boots, parkies, mittens, etc., 
paying for them in tobacco, calico, and ammunition. Mr. Nelson 
took some photographs of the natives ashore, and also of the 
settlement, which consisted at this time of about two hundred 
drill tents, arranged in regular rows and surrounded by kyacks, 
sleds, dogs, and upturned oomiacs. Scores of natives also ran 
in every direction, each with some article which he hoped to 
sell or exchange for something more coveted. The whole scene 
was a most animated one. These natives, who are from all 
parts of the coast, visit this place annually for the purpose of 
meeting the traders and exchanging with each other, and also 
for the purpose of indulging in a dance and athletic sports. 
They come from the southward, Cape Prince of Wales, the 
Diomedes, and King's Island, and from the Siberian shore as 
far as Cape Yachan, from the Alaska coast to the northward as 
far as Point Hope, and from the rivers emptying into the head 
of Kotzebue Sound and Hotham Inlet. 

(Hooper, 1884) 

and: 
At Hotham Inlet, near the head of Kotzebue Sound, on 

the 15th of July of the same year, a large gathering of Eskimo 
from Kowak and Noatak rivers was seen. They were living in a 
row of conical lodges extending in a line for more than a mile 
along a low, sandy spit parallel to the shore of the sound . . . 
This camp was arranged with almost military precision; along 
the beach, above high-water mark, with their sterns to the sea, 
were ranged between sixty and seventy umiaks, turned with the 
bottom upward and toward the prevailing wind, tilted on one 
rail, the other being supported on two sticks 3Vi to 4 feet long. 
Seventy-five yards back from the umiaks, in a line parallel to 
the beach, were ranged over two hundred kaiaks, supported 
about three feet from the ground on low trestles made of 
branching stakes. Below each kaiak, supported on a rest 3 or 4 
inches above the ground, was the set of spears, paddles, etc., 
belonging to the boat. The kaiaks were all of the long, slender 
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Fig. 22. Eskimo summer camp at Cape Krusenstern. 

pattern common at Kotzebue sound, and were ranged parallel 
to each other, pointing toward the sea, in a line with the 
umiaks. Fifty yards back from the kaiaks and ranged in a line 
parallel with them, were the conical lodges occupied by the 
people; they were framed by slender poles standing in a circle, 
with the upper ends meeting and held in place by a strong 
wooden hoop lashed to the poles with rawhide cord midway 
between the ground and the top. . . . 

The frames were about 10 feet high and from 12 to 15 feet 
in diameter at the base; they were covered with untanned 
winter deerskins sewed into squares containing about six deer
skins, which were thrown over the framework with the hair 
outward. Several of these squares were necessary for each 
lodge. In some cases the deerskins were covered with a large 
sheet of drilling or calico. . . Behind the lodges were stakes to 
which each family had tied its dogs, fastened so as to be just 
out of reach of each other. 

This was a summer trading camp of these people, and con
tained from six to eight hundred persons. . . . 

In size and methodical arrangement this camp presented a 
very striking appearance and was the only one I ever saw in 
which the Eskimo had followed a deliberate plan. The large 
number of boats, and the necessity for having clear space to 
enable each crew to launch without interfering with its neigh
bors, must have brought about this plan, which could not have 
been improved, as the entire camp could embark and paddle to 
a trading vessel in less than five minutes. 

This was a temporary camp which is located here for a 
few weeks each summer for the purpose of trading with vessels 
which cruise in these waters, as well as for meeting and trading 
with the people from both shores of Bering Strait. 

(Nelson, 1899) 

Cape Krusenstern: Recent Eskimo Culture 

(Beach Segment 1: Beaches 1-8) 
At Cape Krusenstern, the remains of camp sites, that 

is, the square outlines of tent stakes, patterned arrange
ments of driftwood used as tent weights, and pockets of 
refuse, are scattered here and there for many kilometers 
along the gravelly beach ridge closest to the sea. Eski
mos, in fact, still occasionally set up camp at the Cape 
(fig. 22). Several tent frames still used occasionally in the 
1970s are located on the first and second vegetated 
ridges near the northern end of the Cape. Next to these 
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are the outlines of other tent stakes, drying-rack frames, 
garbage pits, refuse, and, a little farther away, at least 
one cold storage cache, or meat cooler (fig. 23). This 
campsite has been known as Itiptigvik (meaning "place 
to portage") since at least the late nineteenth century. At 
the southeastern edge of the campsite is a graveyard 
marked by several standing crosses, some with birth 
dates carved in the wood that go back to the 1920s and 
death dates that go back to the 1950s. 

From about the middle of the twentieth century, Eski
mos camping at Cape Krusenstern have gone there primarily 
for seal hunting in the spring, reindeer herding in the 
summer and winter, and berry picking in the fall. Of these 
activities, spring sealing has been the most constant. 

Families from Kotzebue make an effort to travel to 
Sealing Point, as the area between Anigaaq and Itiptigvik 
is known, no later than May in order to assure them
selves of sufficient ice and snow to make the journey 
easily by sled (Uhl and Uhl, 1977). Although they could 
hunt along the sound at this time of the year, they prefer 
Sealing Point for its greater concentration of seals. If 
they arrive while the melting snow still covers the vege
tated high ridge nearest the shore, their families set up a 
temporary camp on the sloping, gravelly beach adjacent 
to the water's edge, where unimpeded drainage provides 

a dry camping area. During the month of May, ringed 
seals (Phoca hispida) swim near shore. These are shot 
with rifles from the shore's edge. After the snow melts 
from the grass covered ridges and the ground has suffi
ciently dried, the families move their camp to the higher 
ridge top, where the moss and humus provide a soft, 
comfortable floor for their tents. 

By about the first of June the ugruk (bearded seals: 
Erignathus barbatus) appear in great numbers among the 
ice floes off shore. Using rifles, hunters pursue them in 
earnest, either from the shore or, more frequently, from 
boats. At this time of year, when spring flood waters 
from the swollen Noatak, Kobuk, and Selawik rivers flow 
northward past Cape Krusenstern, whitefish (Coregonus 
sp.) and Arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) become plenti
ful. The men and a few women hunt seals. And when
ever the wind is blowing away from the land, other 
women set gill nets for the char at right angles to the 
shore, keeping a constant watch for drifting ice that 
might damage the nets. Ducks, especially the American 
pintails (Anas acuta) and widgeons (Mareca americana), 
that nest along the shores of the lagoon and small lakes 
at Cape Krusenstern are also hunted (Uhl and Uhl, 
1977), and ducks' eggs are gathered from the nests in the 
marshes around the lakes. After a storm, shellfish and 
other tidal animals are gathered from the water's edge. 
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Fig. 24. Hunters returning from a seal hunt. Cape Krusenstern. 

The greatest effort, however, is put into hunting 
seals (fig. 24), drying the meat, storing the seal oil, and 
preparing the sealskins for fall and winter use. The meat 
is cut into strips and hung on racks to dry. The oil is 
rendered from the fat, unheated, by placing it in con
tainers, and the sealskins are stretched and pegged to the 
ground to dry. Hunting for both ugruk and small seals 
continues until the first week in July, when the sea mam
mals decrease in numbers with the disappearance of the 
ice. The families then move back to Sisualik to fish or to 
join in the hunt for white whales (Delphinapterus luecas). 

Until recently, Cape Krusenstern was also occasion
ally used in summer for reindeer pasturage. It is excellent 
for this purpose because its near-shore breezes keep the 
mosquitoes down; on the occasions when mosquitoes are 

bothersome, the deer can wade into the water for respite. 
The large warble flies that plague reindeer in the interior 
are uncommon at Cape Krusenstern. Areas around the 
Cape have also served as winter reindeer grazing grounds 
because they are somewhat isolated from the bands of 
caribou that might attract the domestic animals to the 
wild. A winter reindeer herder's cabin stands along the 
shore about eight kilometers east of the beach ridges. It 
was used until the 1960s. 

Edible plants are also gathered in the summer. Sour-
dock (Rumex arcticus), especially plentiful along the 
eastern edge of Cape Krusenstern, is most popular. As 
much as 400 pounds of the leaf have been collected by 
single families to be stored for winter (Uhl and Uhl, 1977). 
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In the fall, the prized salmonberry (Rubus chamae-
morus) grows profusely in marshy ground around the 
lakes and swales, and blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum), 
cranberries (V. vitis-idea), and blackberries (Epetrum 
nigrum) grow along the dryer areas. Women from Sisualik 
and Kotzebue often spend a week or two picking them 
at the end of August or the beginning of September. 

During the first half of the twentieth century, and 
probably as far back as the 1880s, numerous Kotzebue 
families, in the tradition of their descendants, traveled to 
the Cape Krusenstern area annually in the spring to hunt 
seals and to fish. Among the historic records of life at 
Cape Krusenstern is an account by Muir, who, in July 
1881, observed that the Eskimos from Cape Blossom and 
vicinity were residing at Cape Krusenstern in tents 
(Muir, 1917). Neither Muir nor others who visited Cape 
Krusenstern in the late 1900s mentioned seeing winter 
habitations. Lacking both written and archeological 
evidence of such dwellings on beaches 1 to 8, we conclude 
that Eskimos did not customarily spend their winters 
there between the 1880s and 1950s. 

Winter settlements at Cape Krusenstern are recorded, 
however, for the period prior to 1880. They are noted in 
the earliest recorded reference to Cape Krusenstern, that 
of Ot to von Kotzebue in 1816. Having spent two weeks 
exploring the southern shore of the sound, which later 
was named after him, von Kotzebue sailed north to the 
promontory that forms the sound's northern entrance. 
He wrote: 

On the 14th of August, at eight A.M., we reached the promon
tory, which forms the northern entrance of the sound, which 
received the name of Krusenstern. What I had taken, on enter
ing the sound, for islands in the north, was very high land; on 
a low tongue of land which extends from it to the west, were 
many habitations, and we saw not only people running to and 
fro on the shore, but also two baydares, which sought in vain 
to come up with us, as the wind, which blew briskly, had 
given the Rurick wings. We observed a building on an eleva
tion, resembling a European magazine; the habitations on the 
tongue of land, which are under ground, appeared like little 
round hills, with fences of whalebones. 

(von Kotzebue, 1821) 

The promontory called Krusenstern by von Kotzebue 
is most likely Ingitkalik Mountain. Since the early twentieth 
century, the beach ridges themselves have been called 
Cape Krusenstern. As to von Kotzebue's mention of a 
building resembling a European magazine, the structure 
he described may have been an elevated tower for sight
ing seals or open water. There is presently such a tower 
at the cape, built by Eskimos forty or fifty years ago to 
serve as a seal hunter's lookout for open leads during 
winter. We know of no other such towers for any period. 

Fig. 25. Distribution of Kotzebue-period sites around Kotzebue Sound 

We have not determined the exact location of the 
settlement mentioned by von Kotzebue but suspect that 
it was near the northern end of the cape, immediately 
south of Itiptigvik, where numerous deep house pits line 
the outermost beach ridge. The most likely candidate is 
the Houses 87-94 cluster. A decade later, neither 
Capt. F. W. Beechey nor his officers mentioned any win
ter houses at Cape Krusenstern, despite the fact that they 
sailed past the coast several times and that Beechey was 
in the habit of recording such villages when he encoun
tered them. Beechey does refer to constant encounters 
with umiak-loads of Eskimos from Cape Krusenstern in
terested in trading, however. Smythe, one of Beechey's 
mates, made reference to tents and numerous drying 
racks between Cape Krusenstern Point and Sisualik, and 
at Sisualik, Beechy noted many Eskimos in their camps 
(Beechey, 1831; Bockstoce, 1977). In neither account is 
Sisualik referred to by name, however. 

From records of the nineteenth century, we know that 
at least one winter settlement was present at Cape Krusen
stern early in the century, and several summer camps were 
dispersed from the cape southeastward. Sisualik appar
ently enjoyed as prominent a role as a summer hunting 
and fishing ground then as it did a century later. 
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Fig. 26. Forms and groupings of Birnirk and Kotzebue-period house depressions on the northern section of beaches at Cape Krusenstern. The blackened 
house outlines have been excavated and are discussed in the text. 

Kotzebue Period Settlements 
(A.D. 1400 to Early Nineteenth Century) 

Kotzebue period sites are numerous around Kotzebue 
Sound (fig. 25). Many of these are located in previously 
unoccupied areas, suggesting that the settlement pattern 
during this period differed from that of earlier periods. 

Cape Krusenstern 

Nearly thirty house pits dot the forward beaches at 
Cape Krusenstern. Twenty-one of these are located at 
the northern end of the cape where beaches 1 through 9 
have merged into one high composite ridge. Some of 
these are isolated ruins (H 31, 83, and 84). Some occur 
in pairs (H 85-86 and 95-96), and others are in larger 
clusters (H 50, 80-82, and 87-94) (fig. 26). The depres

sions in the largest cluster (H 87-94) are particularly 
large and deep, similar in topography and vegetation to 
recent house depressions that have been reported from 
other parts of northwestern Alaska. We believe them to 
be among the most recent house ruins at Cape Krusenstern, 
and to date to either the end of the Kotzebue period or 
the early part of the Recent period. We did not attempt 
to excavate any of these house ruins, and so we cannot 
confirm their precise age, nor can we determine how 
many were simultaneously occupied. 

The ruins south of the Houses 87-94 cluster are 
more shallow and appear to be slightly older. Of these, 
we excavated one isolated ruin (H 31) and one of a 
group of four (H 50). 
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The remains of another Kotzebue period settlement 
are situated on a low forward beach ridge about one 
hundred meters south of the houses illustrated in figure 26, 
and several more individual single-roomed house ruins 
are scattered at the southeastern end of Cape Krusen-
stern. Of these, we excavated Houses 34 and 35 (fig. 33) 
and House 14 (fig. 27), the artifacts from which were 
lost during shipment back to Brown University. 

House 31 Settlement 
House 31 was the southernmost in the line of post-

Western Thule house depressions extending for more 
than a kilometer at the northern end of Cape 
Krusenstern. It lay very near the northern end of the 
Ipiutak, Birnirk, and Western Thule beach ridges at the 
point where they have been terminated by the subse
quent formation of beach 19. At this point on the beach 
ridges, houses of Ipiutak, Birnirk, and historic Eskimos 
lie within a few dozen meters of each other. 

House 31 proved to be the best-preserved house ruin 
excavated at Cape Krusenstern. Its depression was from 
0.66 to 0.70 meter below the slight mound surrounding 
it and about 0.40 meter lower than the general level of 
the ridge crest. The floor midden, which was from 0.10 
to 0.15 meter thick in places, lay at a depth between 
0.50 and 0.60 meter below the sod. We excavated the 
house by first removing all of the sod from the house 
area back to beyond the rim. The sod was relatively 
thick (0.10 to 0.15 meter), a characteristic of the more 
recent house ruins at Cape Krusenstern. We began to en
counter numerous seal and caribou bones in the midden
like soil immediately below the sod level. Many bones 
apparently had been discarded on the roof of the house 
or perhaps had been incorporated into sod and earth used 
in making roof repairs. In troweling through the roof 
midden, we encountered more bones, some artifacts, and 
the well-preserved remains of surprisingly few roof and 
wall timbers. Because there were so few roofing and sid
ing planks, we felt that most of the planking had been 
removed, probably after the abandonment of the house. 
Most of the recovered artifacts came from within the 
confines of the house depression, but it was impossible 
to distinguish floor midden from roof midden, except 
where the roof or wall timbers had fallen across the floor. 

The house floor was trapezoidal in plan (fig. 28), 
with the rear wall shorter than the front wall. The two 
sides of the floor flared out near the front of the house, 
so that the widest part of the room was about a meter in 
from the front wall. Posts, erected in each of the four 
corners, apparently supported a square frame for the 
roof. A fifth post was located in nearly the center of the 
room. Although none of the roof beams were extant, the 
location of the interior post, with respect to the floor 
area and particularly to the hearth, suggested that the 
roof had a center beam, reinforced in the middle by the 
interior post, and that the center beam extended from 
side wall to side wall. The roof planks would therefore 
have extended from both the front and the back wall 

Fig. 27. Plan of House 14, built in 18th or 19th century at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

beams to the ridge beam. The smoke vent in the roof 
would have been placed in the sloping front part of the 
roof. The platform area was apparently across the rear 
of the house and, if extended out to the edge of the inte
rior post, was 2.6 meters deep. The roof construction 
and the platform arrangement bear many points of simi
larity to the Point Barrow houses described by John 
Simpson in the mid-nineteenth century: 

The roof has a double slope of unequal extent, that on the 
south side being the larger, with a square opening or window, 
covered with a transparent membrane stretched into a dome-
shape by two pieces of whalebone arched from corner to comer, 
and is generally a little more than five feet high under the 
ridge. The smaller part of the roof has between it and the floor 
a bench, on which a part of the family sleep at night, and sit or 
lounge during the day. The walls are of stout planks, placed 
perpendicularly, close at the seams and carefully smoothed on 
the inside; the floor and sleeping-bench are the same, whilst 
overhead are small rounded beams, also smoothed and scraped, 
sustaining the weight of the earth heaped on top. As the bench 
and the sleeping-place beneath do not in many instances exceed 
four feet from the wall to the cross beam at the edge, which 
serves as a pillow, the occupants cannot be supposed to lie at 
full length, but this limited extent of the bed-place gives greater 
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Fig. 28. Plan ol Kotzebue-period House 31. Cape Krusenstern. 

space in the other part of the hut, which is thus left nearly 
square, and is generally occupied by the women sewing or per
forming other household duties. The entrance and bed-place 
are at opposite ends, and on either hand is an oil-burner or 
fire-place, having a slender rack of wood suspended over it, on 
which articles of clothing are placed to dry, also a block of 
snow to melt and drip into a large wooden vessel. Beneath the 
last again are other vessels for different purposes, some of them 
frequently containing skins to undergo preparation for being 
dressed. These vessels are each made of a thin board of the 
breadth required, bent into the form of a hoop, and the ends 
sewed together neatly with strips of whale bone, the bottom being 
retained in its place by a score like the end of an ordinary cask. 

(Simpson, 1875) 

The tunnel entrance of House 31 appeared to be a 
small tipi-like structure in which one entered before step
ping down into the passage (fig. 29). The passage walls, 
0.75 meter apart, were primarily of short vertical planks, 
spanned by six roof supports. Although nothing of the 
tunnel roofing material remained, the roof supports sug
gested planking extending longitudinally atop the six 
roof supports. The tunnel terminated in a 1.25-meter-
wide alcove immediately before the threshold into the 
main room. The threshold itself was about 0.30 meter 

Fig. 2°. Excavating the tunnel ol Kotzebue Ftouse 31, Cape 
Krusenstern. 

higher than the tunnel floor. Inside the confines of the 
house floor, a hearth area lay immediately to one side of 
the entrance. Timber fragments, which apparently were 
side wall planks that had collapsed, lay on top of the 
floor midden, and sections of more substantial wall or 
roof planks lay fallen across the rear portions of the 
house floor. Short planks, one near each of the side 
walls, lay perpendicular to the front and rear walls of 
the room and may also have been the remains of roofing 
planks. 

A curious arcuate line of posts stood from 0.50 to 
0.75 meter beyond the south side wall of the house. It 
enclosed a floor area at the same level as the house floor 
and may have served as a kind of storeroom entered 
directly from the main room. The presence of wooden 
planks lying at original ground level immediately beyond 
the posts, however, suggests that the storeroom may in
stead have been entered from outside the house. 

House 31 Collection 
Of the fifty artifacts, excluding pottery, recovered 

from the roof and floor midden, seventy percent were of 
antler; nine percent were of ivory; eighteen percent were 
of stone; and three percent were of other materials. Of 
the stone tools, only one of five objects was slate; the 
other four were chert. Most of the artifacts from the 
House 31 floor midden are illustrated in plates 1 and 2. 
In addition to six miscellaneous artifacts, ten were 
associated with household activities, five with sea mam
mal hunting, three with land mammal hunting, eight 
with fishing and bird hunting, fourteen with manufactur
ing, and two with transportation. Five objects were 
associated with household equipment for food and clothing 
preparation. 
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Fig. 30. Detail of antler cleats on bent sprucewood bucket, Kotzebue House 31, Cape Krusenstern. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

About ten potsherds from at least two different pots 
were recovered from the floor midden. The sherds were 
grit tempered, apparently with beach sand. Since no 
basal sherds were located, it is impossible to determine 
the shape of the vessels. The sherd walls, on the aver
age, were one centimeter thick near the rim. The rim 
had somewhat thickened, outward-curving lips. Three 
different decorative patterns were present: 1) a pair of 
shallow horizontal grooves around the rim, apparently 
produced by dragging two fingers around the upper part 
of the pot; 2) a large, check-stamped pattern impressed 
against the walls of the pot; and 3) dentate impressions. 
The sherds showed variations from thick, coarse, and 
poorly fired pottery to thinner, much harder pottery. An 
additional twenty-five potsherds, recovered from the 
roof and tunnel midden, exhibited the same characteris
tics as those from the floor. 

Wooden containers 
A bent-wall spruce bucket with a spruce bottom was 

located in the front corner of the house between the wall 
planks and the hearth. The bucket walls were made of 
two split sections of spruce between 6.0 and 6.5 centi
meters broad that were bent into a cylinder shape and 

joined by sewing with some organic material, perhaps 
willow root. The upper of the two sections was joined to 
the lower one by antler cleats (pi lv). Another antler 
cleat, like the one shown in plate lr, was positioned ver
tically across the joined edges of the sections (fig. 30). 
Cleats q and r in plate 1 lay near the bucket, -nd very 
likely were also used to join the two sections. The bot
tom of the bucket was made of three sections of split 
spruce about 0.5 centimeter thick. The inside diameter of 
the bucket was 46.5 centimeters and the height was 13.5 
centimeters.This form of bucket, though usually only 
one slab high, was common throughout northwestern 
Alaska during the last century. 

Spoon 
A shallow spoon of horn (pi lbb) was fashioned by 

a stone side-scraper-like implement that produced a lon
gitudinally striated finish over the entire surface. A hole 
in the handle, probably for a suspension line, was 
gouged out. The handle and shallow bowl are in the 
same plane, making the implement difficult to use for 
liquids. 
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Fig. 31. Decorated antler wrist guard from Kotzebue House 31, Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Skin scraper 
A tanged chert implement (pi. ll) had a steeply re

touched end, slightly polished through use. In addition 
to the extensive flaking on the dorsal face, the margins 
of the ventral face were also flaked. Before the working 
edge had become polished from wear, it was damaged as 
if from use against a hard wooden surface. The use-
polishing is relatively slight compared to that on Eskimo 
skin scrapers of the last century; it could have resulted 
from slight use on skin scraping or from heavy use on 
wood scraping. 

Sewing equipment 
A fragment of caribou bone was pointed to produce 

a piercing implement probably used as an awl (pi. lx). 
The point, including the tip, is highly polished, with 
faint wear striations ringing it. The striae are impressed 
into the surface, not incised, indicating use on a soft 
material like leather. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

Located in the floor midden were three closed-socket 
harpoon heads, of which two are double barbed and one 
has a bone end-blade inset. The largest head (pi. la) is 
thick ivory with a diamond-shaped cross section along 
the barbed tip and a nearly round cross section along the 
shaft. The flat surface of the spur, the barbs, and the 
line hole are parallel to each other. The head with the 
end-blade inset (pi. lb) is made of antler. It has a more 
oval cross section than the first, though it is slightly 
crested on both faces. Its end-blade inset, also of antler, 
has a deeply concave, almost V-shaped base and broad, 
laterally beveled margins. The inset is held in place by 
two tiny wooden rivets. The end-blade slot, line hole, 
and flat face of the spur are all parallel to each other. 
The head resembles the Nuwuk type at Barrow (Ford, 
1959). The third head (pi. lc), of ivory, has a bifurcated 
spur parallel to the line hole and the barbs. The barbed tip 
is triangular in cross section and nearly as thick as it is 
wide. A crude groove rings the shaft around the line hole. 

Seal hunting accessories 
Two detachable foreshafts of antler (pi. ld,e) match 

in size the sockets of the two larger harpoon heads. A 
third object resembling a foreshaft, though smaller, may 
be a fixed foreshaft (pi. If). Its tip appears too thin and 
delicate, however, to have been functional. It is possible 
that the object was for a toy harpoon. It is of antler. 

Arrowheads 
One stone arrow point (pi. In) of red chert and an 

antler arrowhead blank (pi. lw) are the only land mam
mal weapon points in the collection. The chert point has 
a shouldered tang, ground in the notch but otherwise 
unground, and a lenticular cross section. It resembles 
some of the Ambler Island points (Giddings, 1952b). The 
antler arrowhead blank has angular facets, indicating 
something of the process of its manufacture. It appears 
that the blank was essentially square cut to form its 
shape before the corner edges were rounded to achieve a 
finished form. This piece has a hole drilled in the tip, 
purpose unknown. 

Archery accessories 
An antler wrist guard (pi. lz, fig. 31) is decorated 

with incised circle and dot elements around its edge. It has 
two small slits near the lateral edges for the wrist lashings 
and two long slits parallel to these for decoration. It is 
nearly identical to a late nineteenth-century wrist guard 
from the Barrow region illustrated by Murdoch (1892). 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
An unfinished fish hook shank of ivory (pi. ly) appears 

to be the blank for a sheefish hook. One of two fish
hook barbs (pi. Is) of antler is the type used with such a 
shank. Conical in form, it would have been jammed into 
a diagonal hole piercing the thick end of the shank. A 
second fishhook barb (pi. It) has a flattened area near 
the widest end, which may have been lashed to the shank. 

One thick, unilaterally barbed antler point (pi. lg) 
resembles a multipronged fish arrow point illustrated by 
Nelson (1899). It has a scarfed, wedge-shaped tang and a 
flattened area opposite the barbed portion. 

An antler fishnet sinker (pi. 2o) with line holes 
gouged through two corners was found in the floor midden. 
This is the only indication of the use of nets from the 
settlement. Although it is possible that the nets were used 
for some purpose other than fishing, for example, sealing 
or beluga hunting, they were most likely used for fishing. 

Two large antler leister prongs (pi. li,j) have unilat
eral rows of barbs. The barb row of each is set off from 
the shaft by incised lines running the length of the 
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pieces; the lines probably served as guide lines for the 
making of the barbs. The barbs on / were subsequently 
cut or broken off, and the tip repointed, as if the imple
ment had had a secondary use unrelated to its original 
use as a leister. The prongs are of a type used around 
the turn of the century for either bird or fish spearing. 

A more delicate antler leister prong (pi. Ih) was 
probably a fish spear prong like those illustrated by Nelson 
(1899). It is triangular in cross section and terminates in 
a spatulate tang that is slightly knobbed at the end. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

A tiny, crescentic, unifacially flaked gray chert knife 
blade (pi. lo) resembles the blade of a curved knife. Extensive 
unidirectional step-fractures show use along the curved edge 
and indicate that it was probably used on harder-than-wood 
surfaces, such as the horn spoon described above. 

Two antler hafts had end slots for blades. One was 
a knife handle (pi. 2a), with a slot cut in from the side. 
At the base of the slot was a round hole drilled through 
the piece at right angles to the four larger holes drilled 
along the grip of the handle. The purpose of this hole is 
unknown. The tang of the blade was evidently lashed 
into the handle along a 1.8-centimeter-wide groove. An
other small hole, also at right angles to the four holes 
along the grip of the handle, was drilled at the butt, 
probably for a string to hang the knife by. The second 
haft (pi. 2j) was also end slotted, but, because it is frag
mentary, we are not certain whether it was a knife han
dle or part of a lance head. It is essentially wedge 
shaped, apparently to be secured to a longer shaft or 
handle. Much of its surface is scarred to facilitate 
hafting. 

Two halves of antler composite knife handles had 
narrow slits that must have been designed for metal 
blades. The two halves do not fit together, so were parts 
of different knives. The larger half of a handle (pi. 2d) 
had a wooden rivet running through it, which would 
have helped to secure the opposite half. The smaller handle 
(pi. 2c) has an awl-like point at the end opposite the 
blade slit. 

All of the handles probably had metal blades, since 
no stone knife blades were located in the floor midden. 

Burin 
A metal-bladed implement (pi. 2b) with an antler 

handle resembles the grooving burins of antler that Eskimos 
used at the turn of the century. The metal blade, apparently 
of iron, has a rectangular cross section and a beak-like 
working edge. 

Adz socket 
An elongate antler adz socket with a blade slot 1.6 

by 0.9 centimeters wide and approximately 2.9 centi
meters deep (pi. 2l) lacked a blade. The scarfed surface 
for attachment to the handle is 5.0 centimeters long. 
Opposite it are five rows of nicks, used to roughen the 
area for the lashings. 

Saw 
A crescentic slate or schist artifact, partially ground 

on both faces (pi. 2n), had one edge worn flat, which is 
characteristic of stone saws. No sawed stone fragments 
were located in the house midden, but this is the type of 
saw found in contemporaneous houses along the Kobuk 
River associated with cut jade pieces (Giddings, 1952b). 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Sled shoes 

Two 1.5-centimeter-thick sled shoe fragments 
(pi. 2g,m) and one possible sled shoe fragment 0.7 centi
meter thick (pi. 2f) indicate the presence of sleds. The 
shortest fragment is scarfed at one end, indicating that 
the runner segments were overlapped. The thin fragment 
has too many holes to make a practical shoe and may 
have been reused as a reinforcement piece. All three are 
made of heavy rib bone, probably whale or walrus rib. 

Unidentified Objects 
An ivory object with a gouged hole in one end (pi. lu) 

has a scored spatulate tang on the other end that appears 
to have been inserted or lashed to some other object. It 
is 0.5 centimeter thick. A bone object (pi. 2i) has one 
thin, smoothly rounded, lateral edge that must have 
been used on soft material. The entire object is polished. 
A thin strip of antler (pi. 2k) is scored with irregular in
cisions on both faces and must have been a reinforce
ment piece for some object. A crudely chipped chert ob
ject (pi. lm) appears to be a blank for a bifacially flaked 
knife blade. A long antler section (pi. Ik) is spatulate at 
one end and pointed at the other. The point is exception
ally delicate and sharp, and, while it was undoubtedly 
used for piercing, it must have been intended for use on a 
soft material such as skin. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Comb 

A small antler comb (pi. laa) is undecorated. Three 
incised lines, each extending from a notch between the 
teeth of the comb, appear to be accidental slips of the 
knife during manufacture. 

Wedges 
Two wedge tips, one of antler (pi. 2e) and one of 

ivory (pi. 2h), represent woodworking activities. 
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Bead 
A pale blue glass bead, 0.85 centimeter in diameter 

(pi. lp), was located in the floor midden. The color is 
much more of a lavender shade than are the later "blue" 
trade beads. 

Design Elements 
The only design elements present in the collection 

are on the wrist guard and on some of the potsherds dis
cussed above. The design field on the wrist guard is set 
up through a shallow incised line following the shape of 
the object, about 0.8 centimeter in from the outer 
margin. This line flares out toward the edge next to the 
lashing slits. Eighteen compass-made, shallow circles and 
deep dots fill the space between the margin and the in
cised line (pi. Iz, fig. 31). There are no traces of ticked 
lines in the design. 

The pottery designs include dentate and waffle-iron 
types of impressions and crude, paired-finger draglines 
around the necks of the vessels. 

House 50 Settlement 
House 50 was located 133 meters northwest of 

House 31. It is the southeasternmost of a cluster of four 
houses that appears to belong to a single settlement (fig. 
26). The base of the House 50 depression was about 0.35 
meter below the general ground level, but nearly 1.75 
meters below the crest ringing the depression. Although 
the walls of the depression were steep, they curved 
smoothly to form a deep cup shape. Five large whale 
vertebrae lay embedded in the sod along the midline of 
the house and tunnel, but they appeared to have been 
deposited after the house was no longer inhabited. Fire-
cracked beach pebbles were also scattered about in the 
sod lining of the depression, as if the pre-existing house 
depression had been used as a temporary campsite. 

Our excavations disclosed a single-roomed house 
with a 3-meter-long tunnel (fig. 32). The entrance to the 
tunnel appeared to have been via an abrupt 0.75 meter 
step down to the tunnel floor from the surface. The tun
nel floor sloped downward to the edge of the floor of 
the room, at which point it adjoined a 0.62-meter-high 
step of upright posts at the threshold. The posts ap
parently served to retain the house floor at the entrance 
to the room. The floor of the room was flat, without 
any raised sleeping or working areas. The rear wall was 
narrower than the front wall, giving the room a trape
zoidal shape. The floor midden was for the most part 
only 1 or 2 centimeters thick, indicating a short term of 
occupation. Artifacts lay distributed over the floor of the 
tunnel and room. 

Although we did not excavate the other three houses 
of the group, the shapes of their main rooms, as revealed 
by the depressions, were the same as that of House 50. 
The overall design of the two middle houses differed, 
however, from House 50. The house closest to House 50 

Fig. 32. Plan of Kolzebue House 50, Cape Krusenstern. 

apparently had a small alcove off the south side of the 
tunnel near the entrance to the main room. The adjacent 
house appeared to have had an alcove or storm shed at 
the front of the tunnel. 

Upon testing below the floor of House 50, we dis
covered a hearth area unrelated to the house, with fire-
cracked rocks and three chert flakes lying about 0.10 
meter underneath the rear wall. About 0.30 meter below 
the floor of the house, we discovered a relatively heavy 
occupation layer containing Norton-like artifacts, in
cluding a stemmed end-blade inset. It was obvious that 
the lower occupation layer represented a Norton age 
beach surface that was subsequently covered over by 
gravels from the action of storm waves. 

House 50 Collection 
Of the thirty identifiable artifacts from House 50, 

eight were associated with household tasks, three with 
sea mammal hunting, one with land hunting, four with 
fishing, one with general winter activities, and eleven 
with manufacturing. Two ornaments were also present, 
but no potsherds. A summary tabulation of these arti
facts is given in figure 66. 
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Household Equipment 
Lamp 

One stone lamp (pi. 3f) was located on the floor of 
the house. Flat and shallow, it was hollowed out by 
"pecking" with a rounded stone. There are no troughs or 
ridges for the wick as are found on some Eskimo lamps. 
The lamp resembles one Murdoch (1892) described as a 
traveling lamp. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
A two-handed scraper of a split caribou cannon 

bone (pi. 3d) has been polished over the entire surface. 
The working edge is relatively sharp and has use stria-
tions running at right angles to it. This is a type of 
scraper common along the Kobuk River (Giddings, 
1952b) that also was used by Alaskan Athapaskans. 
When seen in use, it was employed for dehairing skins 
(McKennan, 1965). Such scrapers have also been found 
in the Point Barrow region (Ford, 1959) and along the 
Alaskan coast to the south. 

A large, coarse-grained stone scraper (pi. 3c) plus a 
14 by 4.2 by 1.2 centimeter elongate, skin-softening 
stone scraper were found in the house. The coarse
grained scraper has a bifacially chipped edge that is 
worn down through use. The wear striations are essen
tially on the edge, indicating that the scraper was held at 
about a 55-degree angle to the work surface. The scraper 
may have been hafted like a similar specimen from 
southwestern Alaska illustrated by Nelson (1899). This 
type resembles the fez' tho found in Western Thule sites 
at Cape Krusenstern. The elongate stone tool used for 
skin softening has a blunt working end with striations at 
a slight angle to the long axis of the object. These stria
tions extend from the edge farther down on one side 
than on the other. Such features indicate that the tool 
was pushed away from the user. This implement also 
has a hollow, ground-flat surface across an entire flat 
face, which indicates its use as a whetstone, probably for 
a metal implement. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Seal hunting accessories 

A detachable harpoon foreshaft (pi. 4h) made of 
antler has a rounded tip for use with a closed-socket har
poon head. Its base fits the antler socket piece shown in 
plate 4p, which has two lateral grooves along the bulb 
portion for the harpoon and foreshaft lashings. 

Fishing equipment 
An ivory fishhook shank pi. 4c), probably for 

sheefish, is carved in the form of a fish. It has metal inset 
eyes and a mouth incised around the V-shaped margin. 
The diagonal hole for the barb is gouged out and entirely 
pierces the shaft. The line hole at the opposite end of the 
shaft, running at right angles to the barb hole, is also 
gouged out. Above the line hole, the shaft is hollowed 
on both sides to recess the line. 

A stone fishnet sinker weighing 302 grams (pi. 3b) 
is a flat, waterworn cobble notched along the two long 
sides. A net gauge of antler (pi. 4s) has two different 
gauges on the same implement, each about 6 centimeters 
wide. Nets with meshes this size are relatively small, cer
tainly smaller than those used for catching salmon or 
similar sized fish. 

An antler ice pick (pi. 4q) has a shouldered tang to 
be inset in the butt of the shaft. The piece was subse
quently used as a drill base, producing a 2.0 centimeter-
diameter burned pit on the piece. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

A large chert biface with rounded ends (pi. 4n) is a 
thick knife blade that shows no signs of having been 
hafted. Since no part of the edges shows a sign of wear, 
it was probably used for cutting meat. 

Two small composite knife handle halves of antler 
(pi. 4i,j) have matching short, thin blade slits for a metal 
blade and are probably halves of the same knife. An 
antler knife handle (pi. 4g) is of two scarfed parts riveted 
together with tiny antler rivets. The grip of the handle 
has deeply carved grooves across one edge. 

Wedge 
A heavy walrus-rib wedge (pi. 4r) shows signs of 

heavy battering along the flat butt. The opposite edge is 
sharp and only slightly damaged. It is heavily scarred 
along both flat surfaces, as if it had previously served 
some reinforcing function. 

Chisel 
A beaver tooth (pi. 4e) with a diagonally worn edge 

was probably the blade of a chisel. Since no beaver 
bones were located in the site (and since beavers do not 
occur at Cape Krusenstern), the tooth was likely brought 
to the site for use. 

Arrowhead 
A single-barbed antler arrowhead (pi. 4b) has an in

cised line along the blade portion that bifurcates near the 
barb. The conical tang is separated from the round shaft 
by a relatively abrupt, though evenly cut, shoulder. The 
tang has two opposing spurs, one nearer the shoulder 
than the other. 
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Adz 
A heavy adz socket made from a rib bone (pi. 4l) 

has a blade slot 0.7 centimeter wide and 3.6 centimeters 
deep. It has two lashing slots on one side and grooves 
around the other side for lashing to the handle. The 
grooves serve to recess the lashing lines, probably to 
keep them from being damaged during the use of the adz. 
It also has a charred and shallow-drilled pit on one face. 

Drills 
A red chert hand drill (pi. 4f) has a blunt tip that 

was extensively crushed through use. Step fractures from 
the heavy use show along the longer of the two edges of 
the point, nearly to the shoulder. 

Drill Base 
An antler tine (pi. 3e) has a 1.0-centimeter-diameter 

pit that is charred from the friction of a drill bit. 

Unidentified Objects 
A long, pointed object of antler (pi. 4a) may have 

been a piercer for skins. Its tip is too delicate for use on 
harder material. The antler section shown in plate 4o has 
been carefully hollowed and polished. It may have been 
a container for some important breakable item, such as a 
harpoon head. A large antler section has two rows of 
drilled holes at opposite ends (pi. 3a). The tines have 
been cut to wedge-shaped edges and are damaged as if used 
to dig or cut through sod; plate 4m is an antler reinforce
ment piece, with one spatulate narrow end that has been 
scarred by irregular incisions on both faces. It also has a 
small drilled pit that shows it was used as a drill bearing. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusement 
Comb 

A small undecorated comb (pi. 4k) is made of 
polished antler. It is crudely made. 

Pipe 
A tobacco pipe bowl of ivory (pi. 4d) indicates contact 

with traders, probably from Asia. The boat-shaped base 
has lashing grooves on both sides of the bowl to permit 
lashing to the pipestem. The hole, drilled straight through 
the bowl, shows signs of burning. Its diameter is 1.1 cen
timeters at the outer end and 0.7 centimeter at the end 
attached to the stem. It is identical to those illustrated by 
Nelson (1899). 

Houses 34 and 35 Settlement 
Houses 34 and 35 (fig. 33) were the smallest of the 

recent houses excavated at Cape Krusenstern. The House 
34 ruin, 1.5 by 4 meters in extent, was a slight depres
sion only 0.12 meter below the general ground level. The 
House 35 depression was deeper, being 0.24 meter lower 
than the surrounding area; it was ringed by a rim from 
0.15 to 0.24 meter above the general ground level. A 
slight trough connected the two house depressions, sug
gesting to us that the houses may have been joined, but 

Fig. 33. Plans of Kotzebue Houses 34 (upper) and 35 (lower), including 
cache pits, Cape Krusenstern. 

excavation yielded no evidence to support this theory. A 
cache pit was located at the rear of each of the house de
pressions. The floors of both houses lay only 0.10 to 
0.15 meter below the surface of the depressions, im
mediately under the sod. The floor middens were not 
over 1 centimeter thick except in the hearth areas; and in 
some areas near the northern walls, they were scarcely 
perceptible. A 2.5-meter-long tunnel adjoined House 34 
at the middle of the front wall. The tunnel floor sloped 
upward toward the threshold into the house with a 0.10 
meter step up to the main house floor. The house had a 
single, long, narrow room perpendicular to the tunnel 
and a hearth in the middle of the floor. In this last 
respect, it resembled the akiligialik (akilia: someone who 
is across), or two-family house built by some nineteenth-
century Eskimos of the interior. In the akiligialik, the 
two living areas are situated opposite each other across 
the central hearth area. 
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Fig. 34. House 35 excavation, with lulian Towkshjea, Cape Krusenstern. 

House 35 was a nearly square, single-roomed house 
(fig. 34) with an entrance tunnel extending from the 
south end of the front wall. The tunnel floor was en
tirely level over its 2 meter length, meeting the house 
floor 0.15 meter below the threshold. The hearth area 
was near the side wall and in line with the tunnel. House 
35 might well be regarded as a variant of the House 34 
construction, in which only one side area was required, 
perhaps as a single-family dwelling. 

In both houses, the small hearth area was situated 
directly in line with the tunnel opening, about midway 
between the front and rear walls. The entrance passages 
of both houses were short in comparison to those built 
in the Western Thule period and in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. 

At Kotzebue, where Giddings excavated similar 
houses from a village of the Intermediate Kotzebue period, 
dated by tree-ring calculations to about A.D. 1550, his 
House 12 measured 2.3 by 3.3 meters; it had a 2.3-
meter-long tunnel, which is nearly identical to the tunnel 
of Cape Krusenstern House 34 (Giddings, 1952b). Gid
dings noted the absence of middle support posts, the 
roof having rested upon four stout posts nearly flush with 
the corners. The living areas were along the sides. An
other significant point in common between the Intermedi
ate Kotzebue houses and the Cape Krusenstern houses 
was the short entrance passage, usually without an en
trance chamber or storm shed. 

Houses 34 and 35 date to sometime between A.D. 
1400 and 1800, a conclusion based on the presence of an 
arrowhead style that occurred only after A.D. 1400, and 
on the lack of western trade goods such as those usually 
found in nineteenth- or twentieth-century house ruins in 
the region. The houses are similar to dwellings described 
by Simpson (1875) as ". . .built of undressed timber, and 
some-times of very small dimensions, with two recesses 
opposite each other, and raised a foot above the middle 
space." Such houses were common on the shores of 
Kotzebue Sound during the late nineteenth century. In 
view of the fact that a comb (fig. 35) from House 35 ap
pears to have been decorated with animal figures popu
lar in the last two and a half centuries, we believe that 
the settlement may well date to the eighteenth century. 

Houses 34 and 35 Collection 
Of the twenty identifiable artifacts, excluding pot

sherds, from Houses 34 and 35, two were associated 
with household activities, four with sea mammal hunt
ing, one with land mammal hunting, twelve with manu
facturing, and one with ornamentation. In addition, one 
undecorated, grit-tempered potsherd was recovered. 
Most of the artifacts are illustrated on plate 5 and figure 
35. A tabulation of all artifacts is given in figure 66. 

Household Equipment: Food and Clothing Preparation 
Ulu 

A fragment of a semilunar ground slate blade (pi 5n) 
appears to be part of a thick ulu blade. The only portion 
of the original edge, the convex part of the edge, has a 
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Fig. 35. Decorated antler comb from Kotzebue House 35; right: obverse; left: reverse. 

rounded cutting margin that has been ground through 
use. A fragment of a thin ground slate blade (pi. 5h) has 
a sharp, double-beveled edge that might be part of an 
ulu blade. However, it is too fragmentary to classify. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Harpoon heads 

The tip of an end-slotted harpoon head of antler (pi. 5k) 
has the thick, round cross section of a closed-socket 
head from the historic Eskimo period. The larger of two 
ground slate harpoon end-blade insets (pi. 5f) fits the 
slot well. This inset has broadly beveled lateral margins 
and a triangular, hollow-ground area on both faces. The 
base was apparently V-shaped, but the sides of the V 
had broken off. The other inset (pi. 5g) is less regularly 
made than the first; it is thinner and has been hollow-
ground on only one face. 

Seal hunting accessories 
The end of a spool-like inflation nozzle of ivory 

used on sealskin floats is illustrated in plate 5e. It has an 
eight-millimeter-diameter hole drilled through the middle. 

Arrowhead 
The base of an antler arrowhead (pi. 5c) has a 

sharp, broad shoulder above a small tang. The tang has 
been scored all over by random cut marks. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

A crude grey chert knife (pi. 5i) has a bifacially re
touched edge that may have been used for cutting. A 
better-made, broad knife blade fragment (pi. 5d) appears 
to be a butchering knife, with no traces of wear along its 
edge. Plate 51 is a large, utilized flakeknife of black 
chert. The use marks are all unidirectional. 

Adz 
The working edge of a ground jade adz blade (pi. 5m) 

has been entirely obliterated through heavy use. Instead 
of a sharp, ground edge, it has a heavily step-fractured 
margin, with all the fractures extending onto only one face. 
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Drill 
A hand drill (pi. 5b) that is relatively thin in cross 

section has a working end covered by tiny step flakes. 
The edges of the working point, which is bifacially 
flaked along only one edge, have been ground through 
use. The wear is typical of use on bone or wood. The 
drill is made of gray chert. 

Flint flaker point 
A wedge-shaped piece of antler (pi. 5j) was used to 

flake flints. It has two rows of cut marks that probably 
served to roughen the surface for lashing. The thick end 
has been heavily damaged through use. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Comb 

An antler comb (pi. 5a) has sides that converge 
toward the toothed end, a concavely curved butt, and 
incised line decorations on both faces. The geometric designs 
appear to have been more carefully put on than the anthro
pomorphic designs on the one face; the designs on the 
opposite face appear to be essentially scribblings (fig. 35). 
The geometric design is made up of a pair of parallel lines 
following the margins of the body of the comb. The 
outermost line has a few randomly spaced spurs extend
ing toward the inner line, but not touching. The inner 
line along the butt has a series of seven Y-designs, with 
the Y part facing inward toward the middle of the body. 
These are often interpreted as whale fluke representa
tions. In the open space on the body of the comb are 
carved figures that appear to be a boat, perhaps an 
umiak, and two sea mammals, probably seals. In the 
middle, between the three figures, is a crude hexagon. 
The incisions on the opposite face appear to be random 
scratches and forked lines. There is also a rough sketch 
of the marginal lines similar to the outer one on the opposite 
face, as if the artist had used this side for practice before 
starting the opposite side. 

Choris Peninsula 

At Choris Peninsula, two very recent house remains 
on the first beach still contain wooden bunks and rusty 
stoves; on the walls hang cooking utensils, steel traps, 
and items of winter clothing. To construct these houses, 
which are probably less than fifty years old, the builders 
had excavated a meter or more below the level of the 
beach, then shaped the houses of driftwood logs and a 
few planks, banking them over with sod, except at the 
doorway and at the opening for the glass windows set in 
the south slope of each gabled roof. In place of a tunnel 
or stormshed, a sloping path led to the door. 

We excavated two older structures, Houses 4 and 5 
near the north end of the first and second beaches, in 
order to get an idea of the time span represented by the 
first beach. 

Fig. 36. Plan and profile of eighteenth-century House 4, 
Choris Peninsula. 

Houses 4 and 5 
House 4 proved to be a very small house, hardly 

conceivable as the comfortable living quarters of more than 
two people. Its less than five square meters of floor 
space, together with a short entrance tunnel, would have 
caused the original householder few problems either in 
construction or in maintenance. The floor was widest at 
center, tapering to a one meter width at the edges 
(fig. 36). A small recess in back, opposite the entrance 
passage, was probably for storage. Construction depended 
upon eight posts, four at the corners and two each near 
the mouth of the tunnel and the mouth of the recess. A 
flat stone formed a sill from which one stepped down 
thirty centimeters to the floor of a tunnel only one and a 
half meters long. This allows too little room for the tun
nel to have functioned as a cold trap. Standing at the 
tunnel's center, a grown man could evidently reach into 
the main room of the house and upward into the mouth 
of the tunnel simultaneously. In spite of the diminutive 
size of the house, its floor indicated occupancy for a 
considerable period of time, possibly more than one win
ter, and the artifacts recovered show the range of activ
ity one might expect in a family house. The artifacts are 
shown in plate 6: 
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Fig. 37. Plan and profile of fifteenth century House 5, 
Choris Peninsula. 
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i, the tip fragment of a double-barbed antler arrowhead. 
;', a leister side prong of antler, scored and reused. 
k, the fragment of an arrowhead of antler; it shows a 

paired-line ownership mark just above the stem. This, 
as well as o and others, has the sharp shoulders 
characteristic of western Alaskan arrowheads from 
A.D. 1400 to the present century. 

/, appears to be a pendant of ivory with a groove for 
suspension. 

m, a nail-shaped ivory labret part for a composite labret. 
n, an end scraper of black chert, the working end of 

which is beveled strongly as though in imitation of a 
ground specimen. One like it was found at the Ambler 
Island site on the Kobuk River (Giddings, 1952b). 

o, an antler arrowhead fragment similar to k above. 
p, the outer surface of one of sixteen potsherds, most 

presumably from one vessel. The outer surface of the 
sherd is covered by very fine striations from some 
form of brush. This ware is coarse and sandy, con
taining fiber temper (including feathers) in such a 
small amount as to appear negligible as temper. The 
outer surface appears to be unstamped. 

q, the rim sherd of a pot with a groove on top and a 
slight lip outward, presumably part of the same pot 
as p above. 

r, an exfoliated sherd showing a perforation for suspension. 
s, an end scraper of chert, retouched in traditional 

fashion as contrasted to n above. 
t, the fragment of a shale whetstone, rubbed on all four 

long faces. 

a, an unfinished toggle harpoon head, antler, of a "flat" type 
made after A.D. 1500 at Kotzebue (Giddings, 1952b). 

b, a broken harpoon foreshaft of antler, the shaping of 
which has been done by drawing a narrow, chisel-like 
blade, presumably a rodent's tooth, lengthwise toward 
the two ends. 

c, a harpoon foreshaft of antler. 
d, an antler leister or fish spear side prong, the barbs of 

which (some broken) are accentuated by a guideline 
on either face. 

e, an arrowhead of antler, the upper right side of which 
has been broken away, removing the tip and other 
possible barbs. 

/, a center prong of ivory for a bird or fish spear, with 
lateral guidelines on either face. 

g, an end-socketed knife handle of antler. 
h, an altered caribou scapula, the toothed edge of the 

left side indicating its use as a scraper, presumably as 
a fish scaler (Giddings, 1952b). 



Fig. 38. Variations in forms of houses with central post construction. All except f are characteristic of houses built by Native Alaskans over the past 200 years. 
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u, a short spoon fragment of antler. 
v, appears to be the tip fragment of an antler harpoon 

head which was originally symmetrically barbed on 
both edges. 

w, the tooth of a ground squirrel; two others were also 
found on the house floor; all were presumably hafted 
in some manner as whittling implements. 

x, the fragment of a polished slate ulu blade. 
Besides these objects, other fragments of shafts and 

whetstones were found in the house. There were also an 
ice pick of ivory, fragments of red ochre, and a few 
bones of seal and caribou. 

Small though it was, House 4 corresponded in shape 
and contents to Kotzebue period houses investigated at 
Kotzebue, along the Kobuk River, and at Cape Krusenstern. 
It was most likely constructed in the eighteenth century, 
at a time before beads and metal trade goods from 
Siberia became widely disseminated. The form continued 
well into the nineteenth century in north Alaska, in the 
Mackenzie River area, for example (Savoie, 1970). 

House 5 proved to be both larger and earlier than 
House 4. Its plan and manner of construction made it 
closely similar to Old Kotzebue houses, especially to 
House 12 (Giddings, 1952b). As indicated in figure 37, 
the house proper was wider than it was long, the front 
walls angling toward the tunnel. A central fireplace lay 
between horizontal logs that marked the edges of bed 
areas, and the central floor was originally covered by 
split logs and planks, except at the edge of the hearth 
where several flat slabs of schist had been placed. The 
sleeping areas were a few centimeters higher than the 
floor. A step down of one half meter led from the house 
floor to the entrance tunnel. The floor level of the tunnel 
was constant, and at its outer end a ladder or bench 
once probably led to the ground surface. The roof was 
supported by four central posts. 

All of the artifacts from House 5 were lost in shipment. 

Kotzebue Period Culture 

Houses dating to between the fifteenth and the early 
nineteenth century at Cape Krusenstern and at Choris 
Peninsula were typical of the Kobuk River-Kotzebue 
Sound region houses of that period, but, except for 

House 31, atypical of houses from other Arctic coastal 
areas (Simpson, 1875). The principal difference in the 
Kobuk River-Kotzebue Sound houses was the location of 
their main roof support posts near the middle of the 
front and rear walls. The house posts in other Arctic 
coastal areas occurred at the four corners of the dwell
ing. The Cape Krusenstern and Choris houses were usual
ly wider than they were deep; that is, the front and rear 
walls were longer than the side walls. Owing to Simp
son's observations and to other historical references to 
houses of this type, made while the houses were still in 
use, we know something of the interior arrangements. 
The living areas, serving as work areas by day and sleep
ing areas by night, were located to the sides of a central 
hearth or cooking place, not along the rear of the room, 
as was common in other Arctic coastal Eskimo houses. 

The house frame consisted of two pairs of main support 
posts that straddled the mid-axis of the house from front 
to rear, and four short corner posts. By spanning all adja
cent posts with short beams, a frame was created for a 
double-pitched roof, sloping from a flat roof top. From this 
basic pattern of posts, houses of different sizes and with 
different numbers of living areas were easily constructed. 
For example, a rectangular house with two opposing rec
tangular living areas was made by placing the four front 
posts in a line parallel to the four rear posts. This is the 
type represented by Cape Krusenstern Houses 50 and 34 
(fig. 38a). To obtain more living space around the cen
tral hearth, either the front pair of posts (as in Choris 
House 5) or both of the middle sets of posts (as in Choris 
House 4) could be placed farther apart, making a hexag
onal house floor plan (fig. 38c) and a trapezoidal com
partment plan. To add a third living compartment, two 
or more posts could be placed still farther out beyond 
the rear midposts and the area incorporated into a 
T-shaped house floor area (fig. 38d) as in the Agergognat 
House 1 near the mouth of the Utorqaq River (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948). Another pair of posts could be added 
out beyond the front midposts, forming a kind of front 
alcove (fig. 38e) which, when lower than the house 
floor, could serve as a cold trap at the inside end of the 
entrance passage (Savoie, 1970). The floor area could be 
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further expanded by running connecting beams across 
any two adjacent outer posts and leaning wall planks 
against them (fig. 38f). This last variant has never been 
documented ethnographically or archeologically, yet it 
would seem to be a logical link to another actual house 
type: the central four-post house (fig. 38g), in which the 
midposts are placed inside the line joining the corners, or 
the corner posts placed out beyond the midposts. Except 
for the house shown in figure 38f, all of the above vari
ants were characteristic of houses over much of southern 
Alaska, the interior of northwestern Alaska, and some 
parts of the northern Alaskan coast during the last two 
centuries (Larsen and Rainey, 1948; de Laguna, 1934). 

The version of the central four-post house shown in 
figure 38g has been present in Alaska at least since the 
Ipiutak period (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), and, if we have 
interpreted the construction details of Cape Krusenstern 
Houses 20 through 24 correctly, it has been used since 
the time of the Old Whaling culture, some three thou
sand years ago. In some instances, the post pattern of 
the mid-wall-post house type was modified in such a 
way as to resemble the corner-post pattern of Arctic 
coastal houses. This occurred either when the house was 
very small or when the builders had rugged driftwood logs 
available, making mid-support posts unnecessary. With
out the mid-support posts, the post arrangement was 
identical to that of the corner-post house type (fig. 38b). 
The platform area in the latter type of house was placed 
along a side, however, and not in the rear. House 35 is 
an example of this variant. 

Between the late fifteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies, settlements at Cape Krusenstern and at Choris 
Peninsula were characteristically only one or two small 
winter houses. Based on the number and size of sleeping 
platforms in the houses, each platform occupied by no 
more than two families (Simpson, 1875), the largest set
tlements contained a maximum of six nuclear families. 

Until we excavate more of the houses at the north 
end of Cape Krusenstern, we cannot know the size of 
settlements from the middle to the end of the nineteenth 
century. There is some evidence to suggest that during 
the period that House 50 was used, settlements increased 
in size to include four or more houses. House 50 itself 
appears to be one of four in a cluster. It should be noted 
that this house, in addition to Houses 31 and 14 which 
were only a little earlier, had corner posts and rear plat
forms. This construction pattern indicates that during 
the last phase of winter settlements at Cape Krusenstern 
the mid-wall-post type of house had ceased to be made. 
Such a conclusion is supported by the apparent shape, 
which conforms to a corner-post pattern, of the unexca-
vated house depressions at Cape Krusenstern, apparently 
dating to the mid-nineteenth century. However, as noted 
by Simpson (1875) the mid-wall-post house type was still 
in use in the 1870s around Hotham Inlet. 

Unfortunately, few seventeenth- or eighteenth-century 
coastal houses have been excavated around Kotzebue 
Sound. Because houses of a central four-post type and 
houses of a corner-post type were built in surrounding 
areas, we cannot suggest which of the two types were 
used at Cape Krusenstern during those two centuries. A 
sixteenth-century house on the Noatak River at Kangiguksuk 
Creek corresponds in general form to House 34, in that 
the house had living areas marked off along the sides, 
lacked a central four-post construction, and had a short 
entrance passage (Hall, 1971). On the other hand, at the 
eighteenth-century Ambler Island site in the Kobuk River 
valley, the houses were exclusively of the central four-post 
construction type (Giddings, 1952b). The early eighteenth-
century Kayak site, situated along the Kobuk River between 
Ambler Island and Onion Portage, contained some houses 
with a central four-post construction and some with a 
corner-post construction (Hickey, 1968). The small 
eighteenth-century House 4 at Choris Peninsula also had 
a central four-post construction. 

To judge from the relative abundance of hunting and 
fishing equipment in the settlements, subsistence activities 
from the late fifteenth to the early nineteenth centuries at 
Cape Krusenstern and at Choris were centered around 
seal hunting and fishing. The importance of seal hunting 
at Cape Krusenstern is indicated also in the large number 
of seal bones recovered. About fifty percent of the 
animals represented in the faunal collection from the 
houses were small seal, and another ten percent were 
large seal. The remainder of the bones were from 
caribou (ten percent), other land game (fourteen 
percent), birds (ten percent), and miscellaneous other 
animals (six percent). 

Harpoon heads for sealing were all of the closed-socket 
types; one of these, from Cape Krusenstern House 31 
(plate lc), had a bifurcated tang, a feature that relates it 
to some examples of the Nuwuk type from the Barrow 
region (Ford, 1959) and to those illustrated from the late 
nineteenth century by Nelson (1899) and Murdoch (1892). 
Caribou hunting was represented by bones and by only 
a few arrow points, so few in fact that caribou must 
have contributed only slightly to the subsistence of 
fifteenth- to nineteenth-century Eskimos at Cape 
Krusenstern. 
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The use of chipped stone implements was confined 
to end scrapers, hand drills, and a few unifacial and bifacial 
knife blades. Ground slate, though sparse, was used for 
harpoon end-blade insets, ulu blades, and stone saws. Jade 
working was indicated through a few jade fragments and 
one jade artifact from Cape Krusenstern Houses 34 and 
35 and in a stone saw from Cape Krusenstern House 31. 
Houses of similar age along the Kobuk River, the pre
sumable source of the jade (Giddings, 1952b), contained 
many more jade items. Undoubtedly, many items had 
been of metal which had disintegrated over the years. 
Evidence of this comes from the relative abundance of 
narrow-slotted knife handles and the scarcity of stone 
knife blades. The few fragments of iron that were found 
had undoubtedly been preserved by chance through spe
cial, localized conditions. In addition to the pieces of 
iron found in Houses 50 and 31, other items indicative 
of outside trade markets were the blue glass bead found 
in House 31 and the tobacco pipe bowl found in House 50. 

In contrast to the decorative work of earlier cultures, 
such as Western Thule, incised designs seem to have 
been rare among the Kotzebue period Eskimos. Only one 
wrist guard and only one of three combs showed any 
traces of incised designs. A few potsherds also showed 
surface decorations. 
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Chapter 5 

Ancestors of the Inupiat: Development of 
the Northern Maritime Tradition 

D. D. Anderson 

The Inupiat Eskimo culture of northwestern Alaska 
is rooted in the Northern Maritime tradition (Collins, 
1964), a tradition well established on the Alaskan main
land by the fifth century A.D. The earliest phases of this 
tradition, dating to before the Christian era, have not 
been located on the Alaskan mainland but have been 
found on St. Lawrence Island and Chukotka, in areas 
now occupied by Asiatic Eskimos who speak a Yupic di
alect. Since the archeology of these latter areas also dem
onstrates cultural continuity into recent times, both the 
Inupiat and the Yupic Eskimos can trace their cultural 
origins to the same tradition. Despite this shared tradi
tion, each branch has a distinct culture and language. 
Many hypotheses have been proposed to account for 
precisely how and to what extent the two branches of 
Eskimos were originally related to each other (Collins, 
1937a; Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Ford, 1959; Giddings, 
1960; Dumond, 1968; Arutiunov and Sergeev, 1968), but 
the question remains unresolved. For our purposes, we 
need concentrate only on the cultural developments of 
the Northern Maritime tradition within northwestern 
Alaska and can save a discussion of the precise historical 
relations between the Alaskan and Siberian Eskimo 
branches of the tradition to a future date. 

In northwestern Alaska, the earliest phase of the 
Northern Maritime tradition is known as Birnirk, a term 
derived from the 1912 discovery of archeological remains 
at the Birnirk Site, Point Barrow (Stefansson, 1914), 
which dates to between A.D. 400 and 950. The second 
phase is Western Thule, a term first used by Larsen and 

Rainey to describe one of the cultures they found in 1939 
at Point Hope. It refers to the archeological collections 
uncovered about two decades previously in the Thule 
district of Greenland (Mathiassen, 1927). Larsen and 
Rainey selected the term Western Thule to emphasize the 
relatedness between the cultures of the eastern and 
western Arctic during this period, now known to date 
between A.D. 950 and about 1400. Despite many simi
larities between the eastern and western sites, there are 
differences between artifact styles and house forms suffi
cient to warrant the geographical distinction implied by 
the terms. The excavations at Cape Krusenstern have 
revealed Western Thule settlements of several different 
ages, and we are now able to divide the Western Thule 
period into early and late phases. 

Late Western Thule Settlements 
(A.D. 1300-1400) 

Evidence of Western Thule occupation in northwestern 
Alaska has been found at several locations (fig. 39). The 
culture of the late Western Thule phase, dating between 
A.D. 1300 and 1400, is best known from Cape Krusen
stern where, because the settlements are physically iso
lated from each other, we have had the opportunity to 
identify single components. In other regions, such as at 
Point Hope, Cape Prince of Wales, and Point Barrow, where 
Western Thule materials have been reported, the artifacts 
from the fourteenth century A.D. are found only in mid
dens where they are mixed with earlier and later remains. 
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Cape Krusenstern 

The late Western Thule settlements at Cape Krusenstern 
were situated along the southeastern series of beach 
ridges. The largest of these sites was a cluster of six 
house depressions (H 25a, 25b, 26-29) that lay on beach 
10 about 1.3 kilometers southeast of the Cape Krusen
stern Point (fig. 40). We excavated three of these (H 25a, 
25b, and 29) in 1959 and completed two more (H 26 and 
27) in 1961. The depressions were large and exception
ally deep, with high mounds of earth and sod ringing 
them. They were between four and ten meters across 
from crest to crest and between two and three meters 
deep from the crest to the middle of the depression. The 
depressions were about one meter below the natural 
ground level. Clearly a great deal of digging was re
quired for the original excavation and construction of 
the houses. A dense layer of sod, in some places 0.3 
meter thick, covered the depressions. We removed the 
sod by cutting it into manageable rectangles, prying 
these away from the gravelly base, and carrying them to 
one side of the excavation. We troweled through the 
blocks to make certain nothing was missed, but the sod 
contained very few artifacts or bones. Once the sod was 
cleared, we began troweling the earth, where we en
countered sterile gravel that we delicately shoveled away 
until we reached roof and floor matrix, which lay from 
0.1 to 0.5 meter below the top of the gravel. Until we 
encountered midden, there were few artifacts or bones. 

Upon digging deeper, we encountered a darker midden, 
which in places was frozen, and we found well-preserved 
logs or planks as well as posts which outlined the walls. 
Planks covered, or partially covered, the floors of many 
rooms, and midden often covered the planks, as if dur
ing later stages of occupancy the floors had been layered 
with earth. It may be, however, that this midden was all 
or part of the roof debris. None of the houses had more 
than one layer of floor planks; the greatest concentra
tions of artifacts and bones were embedded in the floor 
or roof midden. No artifacts were found in the sterile 
gravel under the planked flooring, although occasionally 
a bone or artifact jutted into the gravel from between 
the planks. 

Once into the midden, we initially encountered decayed 
fragments of wood in a dense, brown, gravelly soil mixed 
with bones and artifacts. In most cases, the wood in the 
upper part of the midden was so fragmentary that we 
could not trace out individual logs or planks for more 
than one meter, and none of these aligned themselves in 
any recognizable pattern. The log and plank superstruc
ture of the houses had decomposed completely in most 
cases or had been removed by people who came after 
the abandonment of the settlement. 

Fig. 39. Distribution of Northern Maritime tradition sites in the area of 
Kotzebue Sound. 

Houses 25a, 25b, and 29 Settlement 
Houses 25a and 25b (fig. 40,41) were a pair of adjacent 

houses, similarly constructed. Each house featured a 
main room outlined by four corner posts and a platform 
marked off across the rear. The rear area was separated 
from the front by a plank parallel to the rear wall. Two 
posts, also equidistant from the rear wall, were situated 
adjacent to the plank. A second room, probably a kitchen, 
extended diagonally from the front right corner (facing 
forward from inside the house) of the main room in 
House 25a. This room was long, narrow, and broader in 
the rear than at its entrance from the main room. The 
unplanked floor was composed of a thick, charred, 
greasy, coke-like material, probably the remains of sea 
mammal fat. Piles of bones lay in the corners. 

Both houses had long tunnels built with square 
frame supports one meter apart and covered longitudi
nally by long planks. Extending somewhat diagonally 
from the front wall, the tunnels nearly merged at their 
outer ends. Although neither tunnel evidenced an outer 
storm shed, planks lying at ground level around the tun
nel entrances suggest the possibility of surface construc
tion, perhaps a flimsy shed that connected the two tun
nels. House 25a also had a small rectangular storage 
compartment off the tunnel near the entrance to the 
main room. A whalebone-framed cache pit was situated 
between the houses, nearly touching the front corner of 
House 25b. We at first considered this to have been the 
kitchen to House 25b, but we found no evidence of an 
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Fig. 40. Plan of late Western Thule settlements, Houses 25 through 29, Cape Krusenstern. 

entrance to it from the main room and no traces of kit
chen midden on the floor. It must, then, have been a 
cache pit. Although Houses 25a and 25b were situated in 
the same cluster of house ruins as Houses 26 to 28, their 
artifacts were of styles that suggested a slightly more re
cent age than those of Houses 26 and 27. 

House 29, excavated late in the 1959 season, was 
situated about twelve meters to the east of House 25b, 
on the same ridge, but slightly forward (fig. 40,42). Al
though most of its artifacts were shipped from Alaska by 
barge and lost at sea, those that remain indicate late 
Western Thule age. The house was similar in construc
tion to Houses 25b and 26. It had a single main room 
built on a four-corner-post plan, with a platform area 
across the rear half of the room. One post, near a side 
wall, stood at the edge of the platform, with a kitchen 
area extending diagonally off a front corner of the main 
room. The widest part of the kitchen was along the wall 
opposite the entrance from the main room. No posts 
were discovered around the perimeter of the room, so its 
construction details are unclear. The kitchen floor was 
scattered with charcoal and broken stones (probably 
boiling stones). The tunnel also extended diagonally 
from the main room and was floored and sided by hori
zontal logs or planks. About halfway along the tunnel, a 

one and one half meter-by-two meter room extended off 
the side opposite that toward the kitchen. There was an 
extensive use of whalebones in the construction of the 
side room. 

Houses 25a and 25b Collections 
Of the 263 artifacts from House 25a and 25b, fifteen 

percent were related to household activities, fifty-five 
percent to food-getting activities, and thirty percent to 
other activities (fig. 67). 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

The settlement contained hundreds of potsherds. 
Unfortunately, these were in the shipment that was 
lost,and so are unavailable for analysis. 

Pottery paddle 
A whale-rib pottery paddle (pi. 14h) has a smooth 

undecorated surface, indicating that at least some of the 
pottery was plain. 

Bucket 
A flat spruce bottom of a bucket (pi. 9p) indicates 

the presence of the kind of bent-wall buckets made by 
Eskimos until the early part of the nineteenth century. 
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Fig. 41. Plan of late Western Thule Houses 25a and 25b, Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Handle 
A decorated antler handle (pi 16k) was probably 

the handle to a bucket. It has notched ends for attach
ment and is decorated with a pair of incised ticked lines 
paralleling the lateral margins. The ticks are deep and 
irregularly executed. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
Only one narrow skin softener (pi. Ill) was located 

in the house middens. This was converted from a 
broken, large, ground-slate lance or butchering knife 
blade; it had a thick, rounded edge and its shape was 
that of skin-softening implements. Tci tho-type scrapers 
and broad-edged slate skin softeners are present in the 
collection, but rare. The fact that no sharp-edged 
scrapers were present suggests that ulus, not special-
purpose skin scrapers, were used in the initial stages of 
hide preparation, a conclusion supported by the type of 
wear on some of the ulu blades. 

Sewing equipment 
Numerous ivory, antler, wood, and bone implements 

have delicate points that likely functioned as piercers or 
awls (pi 9l-o; 16b, d). Several have scarred opposite ends 
that may have been set into a haft. Another unillustrated 
but typical form is like that of the awl found in House 31 
(pi lx). 

Ulu blades 
Ground slate ulu blades (pi lla,b,g-i) are relatively 

uniform in size. The cutting edges were sharpened from 
both faces and the edge wear is generally the smooth 
polish characteristic of use on skin or softer materials. 
Some of the edges also have rounded striations at right 
angles to the cutting edges, indicating use for scraping as 
well as for cutting. 

Fig. 42. Plan of late Western Thule House 29, Cape Krusenstern. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

Harpoon heads from the settlement include three 
Thule type 2 heads (pi 13o-q) and two unbarbed heads 
with blade slits parallel to the line holes (pi 13 l,n). One 
of the latter two (n) which is decorated, conforms to the 
Sicco type (Ford, 1959). The other (I), which has a hex
agonal cross section, is a closed-socket type. A fragment 
of a sixth head (pi 13m) is the decorated spur of another 
closed-socket harpoon head. One of the antler Thule 
type 2 heads (p) has a lashing groove instead of lashing 
slits with which to secure it to the foreshaft. A fragment 
of a thin, triangular, slate harpoon end blade (pi lie) 
has a narrow, beveled edge along the lateral margins. It 
conforms in thickness to the slit of the Sicco type heads. 
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Harpoon dart heads 
Three detachable sealing dart heads of antler (pi. 13a-c) 

have round line holes and gently shouldered tangs. One 
of the two double-barbed examples (c) appears to have 
been resharpened. Single-barbed dart heads (such as a) 
are almost nonexistent in the Cape Krusenstern collec
tions of any period. A fourth basal fragment, unillus-
trated, has a barb-like design incised on the upper edge 
of the thickened line hole area of the shaft. 

Seal hunting accessories 
Four detachable foreshafts (pi. 13d,f,g; 47a) of antler 

have oval cross sectioned bases; the latter three, which 
are complete, have rounded oval tips that fit the closed 
harpoon heads. An unfinished fixed foreshaft of antler 
(pi. 13e) has a flattened tip that matches the open-
socketed harpoon heads. Two antler socket pieces (pi. 
14d,e) have apertures suitable in size for all the fore-
shafts. Socket piece e best fits foreshaft d on plate 13. 
The good preservation of wood in the houses has al
lowed the recovery of harpoon shaft fragments, such as 
plate 9f, which is the butt end to which was attached an 
antler ice pick of the tanged variety such as that shown in 
plate 14). Another wooden shaft fragment (pi. 9c) has a 
scarfed surface which might be for the attachment of a 
scarfed ice pick or for splicing onto another part of the 
shaft; since no ice picks with scarfed tangs were present, 
the latter function is more likely. Two finger rests of 
ivory (pi. 13h,j) have narrow bases to attach to small-
diameter harpoon shafts or possibly to dart shafts. 

One inflation nozzle of ivory (pi. 13i) for a sealskin 
float is of the typical spool-shaped form used by Alaskan 
Eskimos during the nineteenth century. It has fragments 
of a wooden plug still in the hole. Wooden or antler 
bellbar-shaped objects are probably sealskin float bars 
(pi. 9d; 10k) like that illustrated by Ford (1959, fig. 38e) 
from Point Barrow. A smaller but similar specimen of 
antler, 7.2 centimeters long, is unillustrated. Tiny ivory 
wound pins (pi. 13k), used for closing the wounds in 
dead seals to keep in the blood as they are dragged 
across the ice, are a further indication of the presence at 
Cape Krusenstern of the typical Western Thule seal-
hunting tool kit. Wound pins do not occur much farther 
south, perhaps because winter hunting conditions there 
are different. 

Arrows 
One definite arrowshaft fragment (unillustrated) and 

three possible arrowshaft fragments (pi. 9j,k; 15l) are 
made of smoothly rounded willow-like wood. The unil
lustrated specimen is 1.2 centimeters in diameter and 
about 52 centimeters long from the nock to its broken 
end. The nock end is flattened and has an eared U-shape 
like those from Nukleet illustrated by Giddings (1964). 
The other shafts have a somewhat smaller diameter. The 
presence of an arrowshaft feather (pi. 15a) demonstrates 
that the shafts were fletched. 

Arrowheads of antler or ivory were abundant in the 
collection, and when considered along with the many 
caribou bones, they reflect the importance of land hunting. 
Although no two are alike, most arrowheads fall into 
one of two varieties. One is the single-barbed arrowhead 
(pi. 15p,q) that resembles the most common early Western 
Thule type. The other is the unilaterally multi-barbed 
arrowhead (pi. 15m-o, and possibly t, u) with tiny hawk-
beaked barbs. There are also some short unbarbed heads 
(pi 15b, d-e) that may be either center prongs for fish 
spears or short-pointed arrowheads. Most of the other 
arrowheads in the collection, for example, those shown in 
plate 15c, r, s, are too fragmentary to classify. The tangs 
on all the arrowheads are relatively uniform. Most are 
set off from the shaft by sharp, though small shoulders. 
One specimen (pi. 15m) has a ring-like collar around the 
tang. A striking feature of nearly all the tangs is that 
they are particularly long and drawn out below the bulb 
area. 

Archery accessories 
Rectangular platelets of antler, two of which are 

illustrated on plate 15), k are common in all the Western 
Thule settlements (Giddings, 1952b) and also in the 
Thule sites of the eastern Arctic. According to Mathiassen 
(1927,1, p. 27), "these small carvings occur in such 
numbers that it cannot be accidental: they must have 
had some definite use or other, such as 'Men' for a 
game, or something similar." Giddings (1952b) also con
sidered such objects as probable gaming pieces. How
ever, a bow from the Asiatic Eskimos in the collection of 
the National Museum, Copenhagen, has two such pieces 
placed between the sinew and the back of the wooden 
bow. The pieces may thus be cable stops for twisted 
bow sinew, used in conjunction with marlinspikes and 
sinew twisters. 

A chunk of graphite (pi. 101) has a series of short 
striations incised into an edge. We interpret such pieces as 
having resulted from rubbing bow strings to give them a 
better finish from which to launch an arrow, a procedure 
described to us by an elderly Kobuk River resident. 

Spear point 
One symmetrical blade of ground slate has the shape 

of a spear point (pi. lie). Although it is a form also 
used for knife blades, the lack of wear along the cutting 
edges suggests its use as a weapon head. 
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Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Three unilaterally barbed antler points have short 

barbs near the tip, which is characteristic of fish arrow 
prongs (pi. 12a,d,f). Specimen d has a heel-like projec
tion at the base to facilitate hafting. The largest speci
men, a, which is nearly twice as long as the other two, 
may have been a leister prong. 

Several unilaterally barbed antler points may be small 
leister prongs for bird or fish spears, as for example on 
plate 12g,i. The shape of the bases suggests that they were 
to be hafted to the sides of a shaft. 

The ivory pieces seen in plate 12k, I are nobbed and 
pointed; they resemble salmon spear barbs to be hafted in 
side prongs of antler or wood in the manner of some 
found by Giddings (1952b) along the Kobuk River. 

Angling for large fish is indicated by the presence of 
large fishlure hooks. Sheefish and salmon are presently more 
easily hooked in Hotham Inlet than off Cape Krusenstern, 
so these objects may have been used away from the settle
ment. A tiny shank of the size used along the coast today 
for tomcod is plate 12). Along the rivers it is used for 
grayling. The shanks shown on plate 12, antler shanks 
o-r,u and bone shank s, are the size used for sheefish. 
They have a groove and collar line attachment, which more 
recent shanks do not. The line, if present, would be tied 
around the collar and extended from the shank through 
a trough running off the tip. The opposite ends on these 
hooks have a diagonal hole, usually penetrating the shanks 
for insertion of a straight barb, as illustrated by plate 12s, t. 
Ladder designs representing fish gills were incised at 
suitable places on the shanks and ivory eyes were set in. 
This form of hook is also known from sixteenth-century 
settlements at Kotzebue (Van Stone, 1955). 

A fish hook shank of antler that appears to have been 
converted to part of a composite knife handle is illus
trated on plate 16c. Other fishhook barbs are illustrated 
on plate 12b, m, n, o, t. A fishline sinker (pi. 12e) of 
mammoth ivory has the same general form as some of 
the fishhook shanks. The main difference is that the line 
hole, which might be confused with the barb hole on a 
hook, is only crudely gouged put and is at right angles 
to the shaft, not at a diagonal. For pulling the fishline 
out of water, often a shaft or fishline guide was held in 
the opposite hand from the one holding the fishing pole, 
in the manner illustrated by Nelson (1899, fig. 47). By 
draping the line over the shaft, a longer line could be 
hauled out with one motion. The wooden shaft fragment 
in 12v seems to be such a fishline guide. 

For skimming newly formed ice off fishing holes in 
the winter, scoops resembling lacrosse sticks were used. 
Two antler halves of an ice scoop frame (not illustrated) 
were found in the House 25 floor midden. 

Three different techniques of bird hunting—spearing, 
shooting with arrows, and ensnaring with bolas—are 
evidenced in the collection. Bola weights (pi. 14a,b) 
weighing 16 and 20 grams respectively are irregularly cut 
sections of ivory. The first one is polished on both ends, 
whereas the second one is crudely worked. Blunt arrow
heads of antler (pi. 15g-i) have, respectively, two-cusp, 
four-cusp, and six-cusp patterned tips. The most com
mon type of tang is bifurcated, designed to fit over a 
wedge-shaped end of an arrowshaft. A crude, blunt ar
rowhead with a conical tang, (pi. 15f) appears to have 
been made from a broken caribou bone; plate 12c is a 
bird spear side prong of ivory. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

Slate knife blades have a variety of forms. One is a 
large, square-ended form (pi. llf.j, the cutting edge on / 
being to the left). These may have been snub-nosed 
whale-butchering implements; plate 111 was the shouldered 
tang of a large butchering knife (or perhaps a lance 
head) that was converted to a skin softener. There are 
numerous other slate knife fragments, too incomplete to 
allow us to determine their original form. Two wooden 
knife handles (pi. 9g,h) are end slotted for the receipt of 
approximately 2 millimeter-thick tangs of blades. Com
posite knife handles (pi. 16a, c) have very thin blade slits, 
about 1 millimeter thick, that indicate the use of metal 
blades; plate 16c was originally a fish hook shank. 

Whetstones 
A fine-grained whetstone, roughly hexagonal in cross 

section, is shown on plate Ilk. In view of the abundance of 
ground slate artifacts in the collection, it is surprising that 
this is the only whetstone recovered. It is of shale. 

Wedges 
Bone and antler wedges (pi. 14g,i,k) show signs of 

heavy battering on the butts. Two of these appear to have 
been hafted, as if they had originally been used for some 
other purpose. 

Picks 
Picks are of various sizes and shapes; plate 14f, 

which may be a root pick head, is a well-made antler 
piece with the tip broken off. Simpler pick heads are of 
split walrus ribs which have been side-notched along the 
lower half for the lashings. 
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Adz 
The fragment of an antler artifact (pi. 14c) is like 

the seating at the end of an adz handle onto which a 
socket piece or a blade was lashed. The lashings were 
made secure through a drilled hole in the head and 
through a broad lashing groove. The dimensions of the 
seating are 7.0 by 3.0 centimeters. No socket pieces or 
stone adz blades were located in the settlement, sug
gesting that this fragment may have been lashed to some 
other kind of blade, such as metal. 

Drills 
In addition to several fragments of wooden drill 

shafts, one complete specimen of wood (pi. 9a) was 
found in House 25. Since no drill points of stone were 
present, perhaps some of the pointed ivory, bone, or 
antler implements from the collection were used for 
drills. Metal points are also a possibility. The round-
drilled hole on a possible adz handle fragment (pi. 14c) 
is 0.65 centimeter in diameter. Most of the other holes in 
implements from House 25 are irregular and thus not 
produced by a bow drill. 

Reinforcement piece 
More than a dozen plates of antler with roughened 

surfaces, holes, or grooves are reinforcement pieces of 
different shapes and sizes for various objects. Plate 16} is 
one of these with beveled ends roughened. 

Shafts 
Various wooden shaft fragments (pi. 9b,i,n) were 

recovered, but their functions are indeterminable. They are 
all smoothly rounded and, where cut on the ends, were 
first grooved and then shaped. Their diameters ranged from 
1.0 to 1.5 centimeters, and some had charred, rounded 
ends, as if used for lamp wick tenders. 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Snowshoes 

The crosspiece of a wooden snowshoe frame (pi. 9e) 
indicates that snowshoes were used by late Western 
Thule residents at Cape Krusenstern. The presence of 
snowshoe needles like the one shown in plate lOi further 
indicates that the webbing for these snowshoes was of a 
small mesh, like that of snowshoes from the interior arc
tic and subarctic. In more recent times, snowshoes used 
along the coast were very simple, not requiring the use 
of such delicate needles to weave the webbing. 

Unidentified Objects 
Unidentified pieces include plate 10a, an ivory object 

grooved around one end, and plate lOj, a small rectan
gular antler object with a hole in the middle. Plate lid is 
a fragment of a ground slate blade that is too small to 
permit a guess as to its original shape. It is unusual in 

Fig. 43. Decorative elements on objects from late Western Thule-period 
House 25a, Cape Krusenstern. Dotted lines indicate the outlines of 
objects f and g. 

that it bears a rivet hole for securing it to a handle or 
shaft. Plate 16i is a knotted piece of baleen, perhaps part 
of a small frame or rack. Plate 16h is an openwork ivory 
piece that appears to have been designed for attachment 
to a cord. Its use is unknown. 

Ornament, Decoration, and Amusements 
Brow bands of antler (pi. 10c,e-h), common in the 

collection, are all decorated with incised lines. Plate 10b 
and plate 16e are ivory engraving tool handles with tiny 
grooves at one end for a point about the size of a pencil 
lead. Although no engraving tool points were located, 
the smallness of the grooves suggests that they may have 
been made of metal. Pendants are of small teeth, either 
grooved (pi. 10m,n) or with a tiny drilled hole at the 
small end for attachment to a cord (pi. lOo). 

Plate 16f and g are a wooden drum frame with a 
wooden handle. The frame is a single piece of wood 
with scarfed ends bent around to be lashed to each 
other. The handle has a deep notch on the opposite side 
for lashing. The drum frame is only 20 centimeters in 
diameter, much smaller than drums known from the 
nineteenth century. Because of its smallness, it may have 
been a toy. 

A small, rectangular block of ivory (pi. lOd) has no 
readily apparent function and may be a gaming piece. 

Design Elements 
Many of the artifacts from the House 25 settlement 

have incised designs. Essentially they are variations on 
the ticked line. In contrast to earlier Western Thule 
styles, the House 25 harpoon heads are generally undec-
orated. The larger of two decorated fragments of heads 
(pi. 13n) has a raised, triangular spine extending from 
the tip to the broken end. Paralleling the margins are 
two incised lines that form the sides of an elongate 
triangle whose vortex is at the end of the blade slit. The 
upper point of the triangle is filled in with horizontal, 
scarred lines; and the lower half of the triangle has 
paired, spurred lines extending downward (fig. 43a). The 
second fragment (pi. 13m) has spurred lines on both 
sides of the harpoon spur (fig. 43b). The other closed-
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Fig. 44. Plan of late Western Thule House 26, Cape Krusenstern. Cache 
pit is at rear. 

Fig. 45. Plan of late Western Thule House 27, Cape Krusenstern. 

socket harpoon head (pi. 131) also has a V-shaped line 
near the spur. An engraving tool handle (fig. 43c; pi. 10b) 
has an elongate triangle incised on one face that is filled 
in with ticked lines. A dashed line decorates one of the 
edges of this same piece (fig. 43d). A gaming piece (fig. 43e; 
pi. lOd) has a series of parallel ticked lines. 

All of the brow bands have incised lines paralleling 
the margins, singly, in pairs, or in threes (fig. 43f,g). 
Usually they are ticked with deep triangular incisions. 
On the brow band shown on plate lOe, the ticks connect 
a pair of lines, forming a ladder design. This piece has 
Y-shaped design elements with filled-in areas that appar
ently represent whale tails (fig. 43g). A ladder design de
picting fish gills is present on four fishlure hook shanks 
(pi. 12q-s,u). A spurred line arranged in a herringbone 
design decorates the small fishlure hook shank illustrated 
on plate 12). 

Houses 26-28 Settlement 
House 26 (fig. 44) differed from Houses 25a and 25b 

only in certain details. Its kitchen area was a room off 
the tunnel, not off the main room, and the tunnel had a 
storm shed. The main room was built around four corner 
posts, and perhaps because of poor preservation, there 
was no trace of a divider log to mark off a rear living 
and sleeping area as in the other houses. For construc
tion of the tunnel, whalebones were used in place of hori
zontal planks on one side. The kitchen was a long narrow 
room sided with closely spaced vertical poles. The floor 

of this room was a dense charcoal midden. The storm 
shed, a small rectangular room joined to the outer end 
of the tunnel, was apparently framed by four corner 
posts that supported beams around the outer wall in the 
same manner as in the main room. 

House 27 (fig. 45) was the largest and most complex 
house excavated on any of the beaches at Cape Krusenstern. 
It consisted of five individual rooms. Two rooms were 
entered through passages leading off the tunnel, which 
also had an entrance to the main room. The basic con
struction pattern for each of the dwelling rooms was 
based on the standard four corner support posts. The 
main room was at the end of the tunnel, had a rear plat
form area marked off by a line of three posts in a line 
parallel to the rear wall, and a floor that was entirely 
planked. The side rooms, entered from the tunnel, were 
also planked, but had no traces of rear platform areas. 
A smaller room, also planked, extended off the larger of 
the two side rooms. The tunnel, which joined the main 
room squarely, was of the standard Western Thule con
struction, that is, it was built of equally spaced rectangu
lar frames covered by horizontal planks or logs. The 
longer of the two passages to the side rooms from the 
tunnel was roofed with horizontal planks and sided with 
vertical planks. The kitchen, similar to that of House 25a, 
extended diagonally off the front corner of the main 
room, adjacent to the tunnel. A thick, oil-soaked char
coal mass covered the middle of the unplanked floor and 
animal bones were piled along the outer end of the 
room. No corner posts were found at the outermost corners 
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of the triangular floor and it may be that the rear wall 
sloped inward toward the two mid-side-wall posts, in the 
fashion of a Nunivak Island house illustrated by Collins 
(1937b). The walls of the kitchen consisted of small ver
tical planks, whereas most of the walls of the other 
rooms were of long horizontal logs or planks. 

House 28, which was not excavated, showed a depres
sion about the same size as the House 26 depression (fig. 40). 
Its shape indicated a house with a single living room at 
the end of a tunnel and a kitchen off the front southeast 
corner of the main room. The tunnel may have joined 
the house at a diagonal. No storm shed at the outer end 
of the tunnel appeared to have been present. 

At least three large cache pits, presumably meat 
coolers or storage structures, were located at the rear of 
Houses 26 and 27. The one nearest House 26 was exca
vated and proved to be a 2.0 by 1.5 meter rectangular 
box-like structure with planked flooring and horizontal 
log walls. No artifacts were found in it. 

Houses 26-28 Collections 
Most of the artifacts described below from Houses 

26-28 not unexpectedly came from House 27, which was 
far larger than the others. Numerous artifacts were recov
ered from House 26 during excavation, but these were 
lost in the shipment from Nome to Seattle during a 
storm. Only some of the pottery from Hotise 26 and a 
few stone tools that were packed in some of the air 
freight boxes to fill space were saved. Of the many arti
facts from House 27, excluding pottery, thirty-two per
cent related to household activities, thirty-four percent 
related to food-getting activities, thirty percent related to 
manufacturing, and four percent were connected with 
other activities. 

A shallow wooden dish, measuring about 36 by 14 
centimeters, was found in the floor midden. It was prob
ably a serving dish. 

Handles 
Plate 25c shows a crude wooden handle for a small 

bucket. A much finer-made handle, probably for a bag 
or some other light container, is illustrated on plate 45p. 
It is of polished antler, with gouged holes for attaching 
to the lines. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
A two-handed scraper of caribou bone, split in the 

plane of the bone (pi. 25b), has been heavily worn on 
both long edges. The only other scraper located in the 
collection is a ground sandstone scraper, ulu shaped, 
with a slight tang on one side and a broad, rounded 
edge showing use striations at right angles to that edge. 
The bluntness of the edge indicates that it was a skin 
softener. In addition, one chert end scraper (pi. lit) was 
found, but the wear along its edge indicates that it was 
used for scraping hard materials, not skin; it is further 
described in the section on finishing scrapers. The collection 
has a half-dozen complete tci thos and several fragments. 
The edges are, for the most part, ground down through 
use. They range in size from 6 to 13 centimeters in 
diameter. 

Sewing equipment 
A bird bone tube (pi. 45b), cut and rounded at both 

ends, resembles simple needle cases of late nineteenth-
century Eskimos around Kotzebue Sound. Polished end 
fragments of ivory and pointed implements of antler 
were probably awls. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

Pottery vessels are essentially round bottomed, 
though some have a flattened base 3.0 to 5.0 centimeters 
in diameter, possibly caused by setting the undried pot 
on a flat surface. Most of the rims are flat and some
what thicker than the walls of the pots. In cross section, 
the rims are angular. A few sherds from House 26 have 
a lip protruding beyond the outer edge. Temper is 
mainly coarse-grained sand, though some includes larger, 
pebble-sized particles. From House 27, all but one 
sherd is plain; the decorated sherd has a curvilinear, 
stamped design. Most of the House 26 sherds, which are 
from several different vessels, also have curvilinear, 
stamped decorations. 

Containers 
The base of a large, curved, wooden bucket measures 

21.2 by 18.3 centimeters. It was made to taper slightly 
along the edge in order to fit into a groove of a curved 
wooden bucket wall. 

Ulus 
Sixteen nearly complete ulu blades are included in 

the collection. They range in shape from broad oval to 
elongate semilunar, and they measure from 12 by 8 
centimeters to 6 by 5 centimeters. About a third of the 
edge fragments have use striations running at right 
angles to the edge, indicating use as scrapers. The others 
have smooth, rounded, cutting edges, indicating wear 
only in cutting soft materials like skin or meat. 
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Fig. 46. Decorated objects from late Western Thule House 27. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

Two harpoon heads located in House 27 were the 
open-socket type (pi 35u,v). The larger of the two, u, 
was ivory and had a hexagonal cross section. Its end-
blade slit was parallel to its drilled line hole, and a slight 
knob on the upper part of the spur was reminiscent of 
"vestigial spurs" on early Western Thule harpoon heads. 
The lateral edges of the head are waisted just below the 
level of the line hole. The smaller harpoon head, v, of 
antler, belongs to the Sicco type (Ford, 1959). Incised 
lines decorate both faces and its flanged lateral margins 
(fig. 46b). A closed-socket head of antler (pi 35w) has 
two asymmetrical barbs and a short spur. A miniature 
harpoon head of ivory (pi 35q) is a toy in the form of a 
Thule type 2 head, with a lashing groove around the 
middle of the open socket. It was located in House 26. 
Other toggle harpoon accessories are scarce in the collec
tion. One is a fragment of a detachable foreshaft of 
ivory (pi 18n) which was converted into a composite 
knife handle. Plate 25h may be a wooden float bar used 
as a toggle to which a float line was attached. It differs 
from most of the others, however, in lacking knobs at 
the two ends. 

A slate harpoon head end-blade inset (pi 37f) has 
narrow beveled margins on both faces. It is only one 
millimeter thick, thinner than the inset slits in the two 
harpoon heads just described. 

Dart heads 
A sealing dart head fragment of antler has a long, 

tapering tang (pi 35s). It is widest at the shoulder, just 
above the tang, and has incised line decorations along 
the middle of the two edges and along the two lateral 
margins, terminating in barb-like decorations just above 
the shoulder. An unusual, asymmetrically barbed antler 
fragment may be the upper section of another dart head 
(pi 22w). It is a little thinner than the standard type of 
sealing dart, however, and may have been used for some 
other type of game. 
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Arrowheads 
Arrowheads are either unilaterally barbed, usually 

with a single barb (pi. 46j,n-q) or unbarbed (pi. 46m,v). 
The tangs are set off from the shaft by irregularly cut, 
sloping shoulders. The tangs also have bulbs about mid
way along their lengths. One tang is a double conical 
form, present in Birnirk and common in the earliest 
phases of Western Thule (pi. 46o). The larger of the un
barbed heads illustrated (pi. 46m) is a split bone with a 
sagittate-shaped tip. A stone arrowpoint of red chert (pi. 
17w) has rounded shoulders and a pointed tang like the 
Kavik types from interior northwestern Alaska (Campbell, 
1962). A toy arrow (pi. 25e) of a single piece of wood 
has a rounded, knob-like head and a U-shaped nock. 

Archery equipment 
A wooden fragment of an arrowshaft (pi. 25p) has a 

U-shaped nock. The end, though smaller in diameter 
than the middle part of the shaft, is flattened, as was the 
case for the House 25 arrowshafts. Two other shaft frag
ments (pi. 25k, I) are of the same thickness as plate 25p. 
The midsection of a bow (pi. 25g) is oval in cross sec
tion, measuring 1.4 centimeters thick and about 4.0 cen
timeters (reconstructed) wide. The wedge shape of the 
fragment's ends is due to natural breaks in the piece. An
other fragment, probably from the same bow, is illus
trated on plate 25d. Plate 45q is a bow reinforcement 
piece of antler. It is wedge shaped at both ends and has 
a groove running longitudinally along the midline. This 
is the best indication that sinew-backed bows were used 
at the House 27 settlement. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Plate 22i is a center prong of ivory for a fishing 

leister such as illustrated from Point Barrow by Ford 
(1959, fig. 73a). Triangular-shaped antler artifacts, 
pointed on one end and prepared for lashing on the 
other, may be fish spear barbs (pi. 22f,n). They are very 
different from the knob-ended barbs from other Western 
Thule collections, however. Fish-shaped lures (pi. 41a,e; 
fig. 46c) are realistically carved in the round. The larger 
lure, a, of ivory, has inset eyes, gill decorations, and a 
crosshatched scale pattern. The smaller one, e, of antler, 
is more crudely incised. The larger lure has lashing slits, 
whereas the smaller lure has two lashing notches along 
the lower ends for attachment of two suspension lines. 

Two ice picks of antler are shown in plate 45h and 
possibly plate 25a. The former has a scored bifurcated 
tang to be fit over and lashed to the end of a shaft. The 
latter has a broad, incised decoration on one face and 
lacks the lashing scars typical of the hafted end of such 
pieces. Perhaps it was, instead, a fish piercer for string
ing fish. Tools of similar form and function were used 
by nineteenth-century Eskimos in Alaska. 

Net sinkers, made of bone or antler, weigh between 
206 and 443 grams. Some antler specimens, such as the 
one in plate 27g, have a hole drilled at only one end as 
if to be suspended hanging down, while others, like plate 
27h, }, have suspension holes at both ends. The weights 
are heavier than most net weights from eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century Eskimo fishing nets, and they must 
have been designed for use during seasons when the cur
rent was strong, probably in the spring. There is also a 
stone sinker (pi. 27a), made from a flat waterworn pebble, 
that has been notched on the two long sides and weighs 
222 grams. 

Leister prongs for bird hunting or for fishing include 
a barbless example (pi. 22m) of antler that has a knob 
for securing to the shaft. Since it is barbless, it is much 
more likely to have been intended for hunting birds than 
fish, which could easily escape off a smooth point. Other 
exceptionally large leister prongs include two antler spec
imens with large barbs (pi. 22q,t). 

Bola weights (pi. 46y-aa) are mainly of ivory or rib 
bone. The string of unfinished bone weights (aa) illus
trates the method of manufacture: a piece of ivory or 
bone was first divided into sections, next grooved, and 
then separated into individual weights by breaking it at 
each groove. For the final stage, each individual weight 
was drilled for attachment to the strings. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

Four ground slate knife blades are unbroken and, 
because they resemble the House 25 forms, are not illus
trated. One fragment is the tanged midsection of a blade 
like that illustrated on plate lie, except that it is smaller. 
Both original margins are missing, but the width of the 
artifact was probably 3.7 centimeters and the shaft width 
2.4 centimeters. A smaller tanged knife blade measures 
1.1 centimeters across the 2.5-centimeter-long tang, and 
the shaft is 1.2 centimeters wide and 1.4 centimeters 
thick. Another is lanceolate in form, measuring 7.2 cen
timeters by 1.9 centimeters by 0.4 centimeter. A third 
form is a large, thick, triangular blade that was probably 
a whale blubber butchering implement. There are many 
more slate blade fragments, but they are not complete 
enough to suggest their original forms. 

Composite knife handles (pi. 18m,n) are parts of 
two different knife handles into which were set small 
thin blades. Judging from the size of the slits (1 mm.), 
the blades were metal. The smaller of the two, n, was 
made from a broken ivory detachable foreshaft. The 
larger specimen, m, is antler. 
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Whetstones and other stone-working tools 
Surprisingly few traces of stone-working implements 

came from the Houses 26-28 settlement. The single com
plete artifact is a grindstone (pi. 7g) from House 27. In 
view of the presence of numerous ground slate artifacts, 
the lack of whetstones is difficult to explain. 

Wedges 
Wedges were common in the collection. Although 

most are of antler, the one illustrated (pi. 29k) is a large, 
heavy wedge of bone, considerably battered on the butt. 
Ivory was also used for wedges. 

Picks 
Picks include two unusually well-made ivory examples 

designed to be hafted to handles (pi. 8a,b). The pointed 
ends on both are broken off, suggesting that whatever 
they were used for was quite resistant. A pointed antler 
object (pi 29e) may be a pick, but the lower half of the 
handle has a flat seating cut on one side and a scarfed 
surface opposite it, designed to be attached to a handle. 
Such long-handled pieces could serve as blubber or boat 
hooks. The ice picks found in House 27 are described 
under the section on fishing and bird hunting equipment. 

Adzes 
Two adz handles (pi 29a, b) are sections of antler 

cut in such a way as to use the branch areas as lugs for 
lashing the head. Although no adz sockets were located, 
the adzes must have had some kind of socket piece into 
which the blade was set, a conclusion based on the shape 
of the adz blades in the collection. Three of the six ground 
adz blades from the floor midden of House 27 had uneven 
faces, which do not seat well, directly atop the handles. 
One is a triangular, silicified slate head, bifacially flaked. 
Both faces are ground along the widest end, and the two 
edges meet at a 95-degree angle. Three other adz blades, 
trapezoidal to rectangular in form, also have relatively 
thick cutting edges. One of these is from a waterworn 
cobble with the working end bifacially ground to a 
90-degree angle. The other specimens have 85-degree an
gles. The wide angles indicate that the adzes were used 
to work ivory (Rudenko, 1961). A fifth adz blade has a 
78-degree angle and is therefore probably an implement 
for working antler or wood. A sixth specimen, a split
ting adz blade made from a waterworn cobble (pi 7e), 
has a lashing groove that has been shaped by pecking. 

Finishing scrapers 
Two stone scrapers were apparently implements for 

scraping the surfaces of wood, antler, and ivory. One is 
a chert end scraper (pi 171) with a gently rounded, 
unifacially retouched edge that has been used. The edge 
wear is a series of step-fractures extending onto the re
touched edge that has no traces of use polish. Plate 17s 
is a chert side scraper that has a heavily crushed edge 
that subsequently developed an irregular sheen. 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Snowshoes 

Several fragments of wood have the typical D-shaped 
cross section of a snowshoe frame. The longest piece (pi 
25q) appears to be the middle section that fits between 
the crosspieces. The piece has no lashing holes along the 
sides, suggesting that the webbing was wrapped around 
the frame, as was typical among easterly American Indians. 

Sled parts 
Three antler shafts (pi 30c,g,h) appear to be cross-

pieces for the bed of a sled like one illustrated by Nelson 
(1899). Their ends are shaped and drilled for insertion 
into and lashing onto the runners. Holes are drilled or 
slit farther along the shaft to permit lashing the longitu
dinal slats of the bed. A fourth antler piece is notched at 
the unbroken end and may be part of the rear brace of 
the sled (pi 30d). 

Unidentified Objects 
Two antler tines (pi 451,m) have been cut in such a 

way as to suggest that they were implements. No traces 
of wear or further modification through use can be dis
cerned on them. A fragment of a wooden object, perhaps 
a composite bow (pi 25o), has three carefully finished 
surfaces, one of which is a rounded edge, the opposing, 
a flat edge, and the third, a rounded face. The opposing 
face is heavily scarred with a crosshatched pattern to 
which something was obviously attached. Plate 25i, m, n 
are small wooden shaft fragments with carefully rounded 
edges. 

Fragments of frames include plate 8c, of antler, 
which has lashing striations along half its length as if for 
splicing to another piece, and plate 25r. A rectangular 
piece of baleen has a large hole cut through it near one 
end (pi 25)). No other distinguishing marks are present 
on it. 

Drill 
Plate 17v is a chert hand drill with a broken tip. 

The straighter of the two edges of the shaft is heavily 
crushed on the retouched edge, indicating that it had 
been used in one direction. The fact that some implements 
have deep, regular, drilled holes suggests the presence of 
rotated drills. The shaft fragment shown on plate 25f is 
smooth and rounded; it may have been a drill shaft, though 
it is too fragmentary to be certain. 
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Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Brow band 

The decorated antler fragment illustrated on plate 
45k is the middle section of a brow band. See below for 
a discussion of the design elements. 

Skin piercer 
Plate 45d is a double-pointed implement of antler 

that was probably used for piercing. The points are too 
delicate for use as an awl, so it may have been a skin 
piercer, such as used for tattooing or lancing. 

Design Elements 
Only a few decorated pieces are present in the col

lection from the House 27 settlement. The ticked-line ele
ment is present on the harpoon head shown on plate 35v, 
where it fills in the space in an elongate triangle from the 
base of the line slit to below the line hole. Lightly incised 
lines on the flanges of the head parallel to the sides of 
the triangle have single, long, spurred lines, and a line 
following the margin of the spur also has a spurred line 
(fig. 46a). These spurred lines form triangles and are also 
filled in with ticked lines. 

On the decorated brow band (pi. 45k), the field is 
marked out by two long incised lines. Several different 
elements are seen, including the ticked line, circle and 
dot, elongate triangle, and crosshatching such as noted 
on the harpoon head shown in figure 46b. Paralleling the 
extant lateral margin is a line from which ticked lines in 
clusters of nine, seven, seven, and four, respectively, are 
cut. In the middle of the field are three elongate triangles 
in tandem, each separated by a circle and a dot. From 
the two circles and dots, paired spurs branch off in both 
directions. The paired spurs and the areas within the tri
angles are filled in with crosshatching or a series of 
straight lines. 

The antler fishlure (pi 41e; fig. 46c) is an exceptionally 
lifelike carving in the round, though it is finished only 
on one side, opposite the spongy area of the antler piece. 
The incised decoration on it is simply a longitudinal line, 
or, in some places, a pair of lines, bisecting the fish from 
mouth to tail. On the upper half of the fish and over the 
back are a series of roughly parallel, incised lines and a 
couple of light, crossed lines. These lines begin on the 
other side, above the spongy area, cross over the back, 
and extend down to the longitudinal line. An ivory lure 
(pi 41a) is much more expertly incised. As with the antler 
lure, only the upper half is decorated, but the back of 
the ivory lure has a crisscrossed design, giving it a scale
like texture. The gills are depicted by two concentric arcs 
from which ticked lines radiate; the eyes are inset pieces 
of ivory. 

Late Western Thule Culture 

The late Western Thule settlement at Cape Krusenstern 
may have contained a relatively large number of people. 
If each house were occupied by at least one family—and 
the sizes of the main rooms and kitchens suggest occu
pancy by more than one family per house—the settle
ment was comprised of at least six families. It is difficult 
to know whether or not the people engaged in whaling, 
for despite the extensive use of whalebones in construction, 
no artifacts definitely attributable to whaling were located 
in the excavations. The presence of composite houses 
and large meat coolers, however, suggests the possibility. 

One of the most interesting questions concerning 
this late Western Thule settlement is whether the houses 
were occupied successively or concurrently. Judging 
from stylistic indicators such as harpoon heads, arrow
heads, fishing equipment, etc., Houses 26 and 27 seem to 
have been occupied earlier than Houses 25a and 25b, 
perhaps by fifty years. The evidence is not absolute, 
however. Further, since the artifacts from House 29 were 
lost, its association with the House 25 group is based on 
similarities in construction details and proximity. The as
sumed association of House 26, most of the artifacts of 
which were also lost, with House 27 is based on similar
ities in construction, in its proximity to House 27, and in 
the descriptions of artifact styles entered in our field 
notes. 

The harpoon heads from both the House 25 group 
and House 27 include the "developed" Punuk, or Sicco, 
style, with hexagonal cross sections, line slots perpendic
ular to the line holes, and a slight lateral constriction in 
the area around the open socket. Both house groups also 
have a common Punuk type of harpoon head with pro
nounced, flared sides above the line hole and incised, 
ticked-line decorations. The elements are different, 
though. Whereas the ticked lines are perpendicular to the 
main lines in the House 27 harpoon heads, they are diag
onal spurs off the main line on the House 25 heads. No 
temporal factor can account for this difference. Both 
house groups have Thule type 2 heads without vestigial 
spurs and with a lashing groove instead of two slits. Al
though not identical, the harpoon heads from both 
houses are thus very similar to each other. No other fea
tures of sea mammal hunting suggest a difference in age 
between the two house groups. 

The arrowhead styles from the two house groups do 
suggest a difference in age, however. The arrowhead 
tangs of House 27 are generally of an older character 
than those of House 25. That is, in House 27, the tangs' 
shoulders are much less abruptly separated from the 
shaft, a trait that appears more like Ahteut-period 
arrowheads than arrowheads of any later period. One 
tang even has the double conical form characteristic of 
early Western Thule. Arrowheads from both houses 
have tangs with bulb-like areas midway along the 
length, but the trait is more variable in the House 27 
than in the House 25 group. In both house groups, the 
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arrowheads have unilateral, most often single, barbs. On 
none of the arrowheads are barbs located near the tip. 
The House 27 group also yielded some very small, un
pointed barbs, such as are found in the earlier periods of 
Western Thule. In all, arrowhead styles from Houses 25 
and 27 suggest an age between Ahteut and Ekseavik, 
perhaps around A.D. 1300-1400. 

The fishing equipment between House 27 and House 
25 group differs in kind as well as in style. Fishlure 
hooks are present in House 25, but absent in House 27. 
This might be due to a temporal difference, since Gid-
dings (1952b) found fishlure hooks in the Ekseavik/Old 
Kotzebue period but not in the Ahteut period. The spe
cific lure hook style, with a groove ringing the proximal 
end instead of an eye to attach the line, is present in 
Kotzebue houses dating by tree-ring measures to about 
A.D. 1550 (Van Stone, 1955). However, other traits 
from the sixteenth-century houses at Kotzebue are quite 
different from the traits of the Cape Krusenstern House 
25 group, and they indicate a more recent age than 
House 25. House 27 contained some large leister prongs, 
whereas House 25 contained only small ones. The same 
seems to be the case with three-pronged fish spear parts. 
House 27 had exceptionally large fish spear barbs, but 
House 25 had small ones. In view of the stylistic longevi
ty of barbs and leister prongs of all sizes, the difference 
can probably not be attributed to changing preferences. 

It is difficult to determine what differences in subsis
tence activities are indicated by the differences in fishing 
equipment. The large fishlure hooks are more similar to 
modern sheefish hook shanks than to anything else. 
Their present distribution near Hotham Inlet, the Kobuk 
River, and the Selawik River, but not the Noatak River 
or farther north on the coast, corresponds to the distri
bution of sheefish. Sheefish are most plentiful around 
Kotzebue in spring just before breakup, and again in late 
fall and early winter. Sheefishing is not practical at Cape 
Krusenstern, so the presence of the hooks indicates that 
the people traveled to Hotham Inlet, probably in spring. 
There seems to be no season that would favor small 
three-pronged fish spears over larger ones, and as far as 
we can determine, the same applies to fish leisters. 

Early Western Thule Settlements 
(A.D. 950 + / - 50 - 1300) 

Cape Krusenstern 

Five house depressions on beaches 10 and 11 at 
Cape Krusenstern date from the early Western Thule period 
(fig. 47). Three of these, Houses 6, 7 and 8, lay 120 
meters behind Houses 4 and 5. The artifact types of 
Houses 7 and 8 date to the earliest Western Thule phase 
and are so similar to each other that the houses likely 
were occupied concurrently. Houses 4 and 5, similarly 
situated next to each other on a single beach ridge, also 
share artifact styles with each other. The artifacts in 

Fig. 47. Early Western Thule period settlements. 

these two houses appear to be somewhat more recent 
than those of Houses 7 and 8 and indicate that the 
Houses 4 and 5 group was occupied a little more recently. 
House 6, situated on the same beach ridge as Houses 7 
and 8, is equidistant from House 7 and House 4. Its arti
fact styles are most similar to those from Houses 4 and 
5. For the present, House 6 is regarded as part of the 
same settlement as Houses 4 and 5, although we cannot 
be certain of this. 

Artifacts from Houses 7 and 8 compare most closely 
with artifacts from Ahteut and Jabbertown, but a radio
carbon date from House 7 of about A.D. 1000 suggests 
that the houses are about 150 years earlier than Ahteut. 
In view of a date of A.D. 1050±50 (Lawn, 1975) for an 
Ahteut-like house at Onion Portage, the Ahteut period 
appears to have lasted more than a century. Houses 4, 5, 
and probably 6 likely date to the latter part of the thir
teenth century. 
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Fi£. 48. Excavations of early Western Thule House 4, Cape Krusenstern: left photo, main room; right photo, kitchen and tunne 

Houses 4-6 Settlement 
Houses 4, 5, and 6 of the early Western Thule period 

were excavated in 1961. House 5 was of the same type 
as House 7, investigated in 1959, and Houses 4 and 6 
were of the same type as House 8, investigated in 1960. 
House 4 (fig. 48,49) was the smallest of the three, made 
up of a single living room and a tunnel extending diago
nally toward the tunnel entrance of House 5, adjacent. 
House 5 (fig. 50) had, in addition to its main room, a 
kitchen and a side room. The side room, with a planked 
floor and four-corner-post construction, was reached 
through a side tunnel off the main tunnel. The main 
room, also built on a four-corner-post plan, had a plat
form or bench area across the rear half. The kitchen, off 
a front corner, was constructed entirely of upright piles. 
A small alcove lay off the main tunnel near the entrance 
to the side room. It was a rectangular structure measuring 
3.75 by 1.50 meters, with log walls and a planked floor. 

House 6 was very similar in construction to House 4. 
The large kitchen area (fig. 51), which angled off the 
front corner of the main room, was built of closely 
spaced vertical poles unsupported by a heavy post and 
beam construction. The main room used the four-corner-
post construction, with a platform across the rear. Two 
other posts were located at the front edge of the plat
form, along the side walls. The tunnel was at right angles 
to the front wall of the house and terminated in an enlarged 
area that was probably a storm shed. There was no evi
dence that the floor of the storm shed had been dug 
down below the surface. All three house depressions 
were associated with one to four deep cache pits. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

Most of the pottery is relatively thin ware, hard 
baked, and decorated with curvilinear impressions. The 
vessel shapes are bowl-like, with high walls and either 
rounded or slightly flattened bases, as if set on a flat sur
face while wet. The base areas are twice as thick as the 
walls. The rims have thickened lips, protruding outward. 
Some rim sherds from House 4 are essentially straight 
with a slight inward-protruding lip. Most of the sherds 
from House 6 have basketry impressions on the inside. 
The weave appears to be the same as that in basketry 
fragments found in the same house (see below). 

Basketry 
Charred fragments of twined basketry {pi. 20a-d) 

were located in the midden of House 6. The weave is the 
same as the impressions on the interiors of potsherds, 
but the fragments are too small to suggest how the 
baskets were shaped. 

Ladle 
A possible ladle from House 6 (pi. 45j) is of antler, 

and has lashing grooves and slits at the narrow end for 
the attachment of a handle. The wide end has two nar
row slits parallel to each other, perhaps to drain liquid. 
The function of this implement is difficult to determine 
through ethnographic comparisons because slotted ladles 
seem to have been unknown to nineteenth-century Eski
mos. Both the bowl and the two slits are too small to 
have made it practical to use as an ice scoop. 

Houses 4-6 Collections 
Of the 488 artifacts, excluding pottery, from the 

Houses 4-6 group, twenty-eight percent are related to 
household activities, twenty-nine percent to food-getting 
activities, forty percent to manufacturing, and two per
cent to other activities. 

Handles 
An antler bag handle from House 4 (pi. 20n) has a 

lashing eye missing at one end. Since it is so delicate, it 
must have been used for a lightweight bag, perhaps for 
small equipment. A decorated fragment of a possible 
handle (pi. 201) is also from House 4. The eye at the end 
has been carved with an open side so that a loop could 
be set in without having to thread it. 
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Fig. 49. Early Western Thule House 4, Cape Krusenstern. Fig. 50. Early Western Thule House 6, Cape Krusenstern. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
All but one chipped stone end scraper in the collec

tion lacked the polished and striated surfaces associated 
with skin scraping, so they were probably tools for 
working wood, antler, and ivory. These will be dis
cussed below, under polishing tools. The single chipped 
stone exception is a black chert, cortex-flake end scraper 
with a unifacially flaked working end and a double-
shouldered tang (unillustrated). The working end was 
worn to a polished edge, across which were a few irregu
larly spaced striations. The band of wear was at an 
angle, indicating that the tool was pushed away from the 
user (ventral face down). One large slate skin softener 
was found in House 5 (pi. 37a). The working end was 
bifacially flaked and ground to shape, then subsequently 
nicked through use. The edge damage probably came 
from chopping, an activity for which this brittle and 
delicate tool was unsuited. Where the nicks have not 
obliterated the original working edge, there are tiny 
striations of the sort produced by scraping. 

Round, pancake-like tci tho scrapers of slate, schist, 
and sandstone were also numerous. Ranging in size from 
5.0 to 12.0 centimeters in diameter, most were bifacially 
flaked around the margins. The wear along these edges 
indicates scraping functions. Two, from House 6, are 
illustrated (pi. 27c,f). A half-dozen flat beach pebble 
scrapers from House 5 had single, bifacially flaked ends 
that probably served to scrape skins. They have none of 
the wear striations that might be expected from such 
functions, however, perhaps because of the nature of the 

Fig. 51. Early Western Thule House 5, Cape Krusenstern. 
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stone. A two-handed bone scraper (pi. 29d) from House 
4 was a diagonally-cut caribou leg bone. It has wear stri-
ations perpendicular to the edge. Three other two-
handed scraper fragments, also from House 4, were cut 
in a plane parallel to the flat bone. 

Sewing equipment 
Well-made awls were rare in the collection, although 

pointed antler, bone, and ivory fragments that probably 
served as awls were numerous; plate 45c is a bone awl 
with a polished point from House 6. The tip of the point 
has been crushed, as if used on a hard material. Two 
other awls from House 6 also have well-made points, 
one fashioned from a broken bird bone, the other a 
heavy-duty point on the end of a broken ivory artifact. 

Ulus 
Ground slate ulu blades were particularly plentiful 

in the houses, especially in House 6. A range of their 
shapes and sizes can be seen on plate 37g, h, j , I, m and 
plate 40f, i, j , I, n. All of the ulu blades have the 
rounded, polished edges obtained through prolonged use 
in cutting skin and softer materials, and over half of the 
edge fragments show microscopic wear striations perpen
dicular to the cutting edge, indicating their use as 
scrapers as well as cutters. The large blades have the 
greater percentage of striations. 

Cleaver 
A large ground slate blade with an edge damaged 

through multiple use in a chopping motion may be a 
cleaver (pi. 7a). Found in House 6, it is a unique piece in 
the collection. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

Only four sealing harpoon heads were located in the 
settlement. One is a single-barbed, open-socket head 
(pi. 35h) from House 5. It lacks any of the vestigial char
acteristics of many single-barbed heads of this type, such 
as an extra spur or a side blade slit decoration. It con
forms to the Natchuk type found by Ford (1959) in the 
Barrow area. The second, from House 6, is an unusual 
open-socket head with a trifurcated spur and a single 
lashing slit (pi. 35r). The blade of the head is parallel to 
the line hole, which is unique in the entire Western 
Thule collection from Cape Krusenstern or, for that mat
ter, from any part of Alaska. It is similar to such forms 
as Tuquok from the Barrow area (Ford, 1959, fig. 28a) 
except that the House 6 specimen lacks any inset slits. 
The third head, this one of antler, is the blade portion of 
a double-barbed Thule type 2 head from House 6. The 
fourth head, from House 5, is a fragment too small to be 
classified. Two triangular ground slate end-blade insets 
(not illustrated) came from House 6. Both have very nar
row, beveled margins on both faces. 

Dart heads 
Two antler sealing dart heads were found in House 

5. One (pi. 35o) appears to have been resharpened after it 
had been broken just above the double barbs. The second 
(pi. 35z) which was poorly preserved, has a double 
pair of barbs and a wedge shaped tang that began about 
at the level of the line hole. Two other barbed fragments 
from House 5 and one from House 6 appear to be parts 
of dart heads. 

Lance blades (?) 
Two long slate blade fragments (pi. 37e; pi. 40g) 

have exceptionally long, delicate cutting edges; they may 
have served as lances, perhaps for whaling. The same 
form, however, has also been used for butchering knives. 

Seal hunting accessories 
Socket pieces (pi. 47q,r,t) include one large tube-like 

specimen of antler (t) and two smaller double-socketed 
specimens of ivory (q) and antler (r). The end of the 
shaft for which the largest specimen was designed to fit 
must have been itself hollowed out for receipt of the 
foreshaft, so that the socket piece served primarily to 
prevent the shaft from splitting. The two smaller speci
mens had bowl-like sockets for seating sealing dart 
heads. A sealskin float bar of wood found in House 6 is 
the typical form illustrated by Ford (1959, fig. 37). 

An ivory ferrule (pi. 47i) from House 6 has a hole 
for the insertion of an 8-millimeter-diameter shaft. This 
type of implement is identical to objects used to tip snow 
probes or dog whip handles during the nineteenth century. 
Two other ferrules, from House 5, are not illustrated. 

Arrowheads 
The majority of the arrowheads from the early 

Western Thule settlement are single-barbed forms, with 
the barb located halfway down the head and the barbed 
side of the head sharpened from tip to barb (pi. 31c,h,i,l,m; 
pi. 46h,k,r,s,u). Other heads are round in cross section 
and have thick, beaked barbs, usually multiple (pi. 31 j). 
Others are thinner, with multiple-barbed heads like those 
in plate 46g, t. Unbarbed arrowheads, though rare, were 
present in all of the houses of the settlement. A bone 
arrowhead (pi. 31a) is from a fragment of a caribou leg 
bone. It has an oval tang that has been only slightly 
rounded. An unusual single-piece antler arrowhead 
(pi. 46w) has a single lateral barb, and two tip barbs and 
point that resemble an end-blade inset; plate 31 o is a flat 
antler head with a slot at the end that may be the end-
blade slit from an arrowhead. The latter piece is much 
thinner than the other arrowheads, however, and may 
have had some other function. Blade shaft and tang frag
ments, too incomplete to classify, include plate 31d, f, g, 
k. All of the heads except the one of split bone (pi. 31a) 
have irregularly cut, sloping shoulders and a bulb part 
way along the tang. 
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Archery accessories 
Because wood was so poorly preserved in the settle

ment, we were unable to obtain any bows or arrow-
shafts. The presence of a bow reinforcement piece 
(pi. 31n) and sinew twisters (pi 31p) indicates that 
sinew-backed bows were used. Rectangular antler 
platelets (pi. 48d-m), perhaps used in conjunction with 
tightening the sinew of the bows, may be bow cable 
stops. One well-made marlinspike (not illustrated) from 
House 6 was probably used for penetrating the sinew 
cable. 

Spear points 
Stone spear points from House 5 have gently slop

ing shoulders and rounded tangs (pi. 17x,y). The tips of 
both are missing. Two other broken specimens (pi. 
17z,aa) appear also to have had rounded tangs. None of 
the bases are ground. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Fish spear barbs were made of antler or ivory. 

Three of them (pi. 22c,d,h) had knobs at one end adja
cent to a scored area of the shaft for lashing onto the 
side prongs; another (pi. 22g) had three lashing holes 
drilled in the shaft. Fish-shaped lures were found in 
Houses 4 and 5. One (pi. 41b) is a pike-shaped lure 
made of a flat section of mammoth ivory. The others, 
also of ivory (pi. 41c, d), are carved in the round, with 
holes, instead of slits, drilled for the line attachments. 

Two small, sturdy antler prongs (pi. 22k,v) for a 
multiple-pronged fish arrow, had wedge-shaped tangs. 
Two other barbed fish arrow prongs of antler (pi. 22b,u) 
have rounded tangs suggesting that they were center 
hafted. A single-barbed antler point (pi. 22a) is identical 
to fishhook barbs used by nineteenth-century Eskimos. 
However, since it is a unique piece in the collection, and 
since no other indications of fishhooks were present, it is 
more likely a tiny fish arrow prong. 

A stone net sinker (pi. 27d) weighing 323 grams in
dicates the use of nets by members of the settlement. 
Located in House 5, it is a flat, elongate, waterworn 
pebble that has been notched on both long edges. The 
edges of the notches are blunted by grinding. Heavy 
bone net sinkers with holes cut in the ends for attach
ment to the nets were more common than the stone 
sinkers and were mostly from House 5. They weigh 
between 190 and 320 grams. 

Leister prongs for either bird or fish spears include 
;', /, p, r, and s on plate 22. All are hafted along the 
sides of the shaft head. 

Bird spears with a center point at the end of the 
spear and side prongs lashed midway along the shaft 
were also found; plate 31b is a bird spear center prong 
of antler with the characteristic small barbs on both 
sides of the shaft. Bird spear side prongs of antler and 
ivory (pi. 22e; pi. 31q-s; pi. 48b) have triangular, cross-
sectioned tangs and lashing notches part way up the 
shaft for securing to the spear shaft. They were found in 
all of the houses. 

Blunt arrows are represented by only one example 
from the settlement. This is a four-cusp head of antler 
from House 6 that has a bifurcated tang (pi. 48c). Bola 
weights (pi. 31t) are barrel-shaped sections of ivory. 

Ice picks for the ends of harpoon shafts or for ice 
pick shafts are all of the same type. The tangs are round 
to oval in cross section and are heavily scored for inser
tion and for lashing to the base of the shaft; plate 22o 
and plate 451 are of antler, and plate 47u is of bone. The 
last one is a particularly well-made example with both a 
long shaft and a blade carved out of one piece. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

Slate knife blades (pi. 37b,c,e,k; pi. 40a-d,g) are 
usually tanged, symmetrical forms with two cutting 
edges. Some (pi. 37e and pi. 40g) have long, delicate cut
ting edges and, rather than knives, may have been lance 
blades. However, all stone lance blades of nineteenth-
century northwestern Alaskan Eskimos described by 
Murdoch (1892) and Nelson (1899) are of chert, not 
slate. Long slate blades probably were not suitable for 
lances because slate is relatively brittle and would break 
easily when thrust into a moving animal. These long 
slate blades are therefore more likely knives, used in 
butchering whales. 

Other slate knife blades (pi. 37b, c) are relatively 
large and thick; quite likely they were blubber-cutting 
implements. Others of the same tanged form are smaller, 
only about nine or ten centimeters long. Also present are 
some crescentic knife blades (not illustrated). 

Chert knife blades (pi. 17o,p,u) are bifacially flaked, 
asymmetrical implements. The largest example, p, is 
side-notched, probably with a rounded base before part 
of it was broken away. The blade may have been con
verted from a broken spear point. A large side-hafted 
knife handle (pi. 18j) from House 6 has a long, straight, 
narrow slit that may have been designed for a metal 
blade. At any rate, no slate blades from the houses are 
thin enough or of the right shape to have fit the handle. 

Composite knife handles (pi. 18f,g,i,k,l,o-r), usually 
of antler but occasionally of ivory, have short narrow 
blade slits, as if designed for metal blades. 
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Whetstones and other stone-working tools 
No stone saws were found in Houses 4-6. Two rods, 

cigarette size or a little larger, one of bone and the other 
of antler (unillustrated), have blunted ends like those of 
much-used flint-flaker points, but no handles were lo
cated. A heavy ivory flaking hammer from House 4 
{pi. 45o) was also heavily battered. Grinding stones 
{pi. 37d,n,o; pi. 40e,h) were of different sizes and grits. 
Some were undoubtedly whetstones for slate knives or 
for adz blades; others—the flatter, larger pieces—must 
have been used in shaping other types of implements. 

Wedges 
Wedges {pi. 29g,i) are typically short sections of 

antler with blunted, but not excessively damaged, wedge-
shaped ends. Bone and ivory wedges were also recov
ered, but in fewer numbers. Usually their cutting ends 
are spalled and quite damaged. 

Picks and mattocks 
Fragments of large walrus rib or whale rib mattocks 

were found in all the houses. Most of the rib pieces are 
either the wedge-shaped tips, usually reused as wedges, 
or the butt ends which were occasionally reused for a 
variety of other purposes, such as net weights; plate 81 
shows a bone mattock head with the tip broken off and 
the butt lashed to the handle around two wide lashing 
grooves set about fourteen centimeters apart. The handle 
for this piece must have been wooden, since it would be 
nearly impossible to make a seating of the right size 
from a piece of antler. A small antler mattock head with 
a broken tip {pi. 8e) is also hafted by means of two 
lashing grooves; it may have had an antler handle. Plate 
8h is a crude bone pick head with a polished, rounded 
point at one end and scored areas around the widest part 
of the shaft for lashing and for seating atop a handle. A 
decorated pick handle from House 4 {pi. 20o) has two 
lashing holes and a V-shaped trough cut in the tip as a 
bed for the pick head. This elaborate, well-made ivory 
handle stands in sharp contrast to the simple, often 
crude pick heads. 

Adzes 
Adz blades {pi. 26e,g; pi. 37i; pi. 40m) were gener

ally sub-rectangular, of silicified slate, and carefully 
ground near the working end. The blades were originally 
shaped by flaking the piece to the desired form and then 
grinding the ridges on the two flat faces. Most of the 
deeper flake scars, especially along the lateral margins, 
were not ground off. The cutting edges are of two types: 
one, a broad flat bevel meeting the upper face at a 90- to 
100-degree angle, as in plate 26e, g; the other, a thin 
edge often with an additional narrow bevel at the mar
gin forming about a 60- to 80-degree angle. The latter 
type (unillustrated) was found in Houses 4-6 and was 
similar to those from Houses 7 and 8 {pi. 26a, b,d). The 
adz handles {pi. 29c) were all of antler sections, cut in 

such a way as to provide a seating for the socket piece 
or blade. As was the case with the previously described 
later Western Thule settlement, no indisputable adz 
socket pieces were located. A splitting adz blade of stone 
{pi. 7h) from House 6 is grooved over the top for lashing 
to the handle. The implement is relatively narrow, but 
the angle of the cutting edge is broad, almost blunt. The 
piece looks very much like nineteenth-century grooved 
splitting adzes from northwest Alaska. Such edges were 
particularly popular in the inland drainage systems of 
Alaska (de Laguna, 1947). 

Chisels and gravers 
A beaver tooth from the floor of House 6 may have 

been used as a chisel, although the edge wear does not 
appear much greater than is common on unutilized 
beaver teeth. In addition, a flaked stone artifact was 
found that had two tiny projections showing microscopic 
polish on their tips; they were most likely used as gravers. 

Finishing scrapers 
Stone end scrapers {pi. 17g, m, n) are unifacially 

flaked chert tools with extensive edge wear along 
the working ends. The wear, in the form of multiple 
step-fractures, extends only onto the retouched edge, in
dicating unidirectional use on hard surfaces like wood, 
antler, or ivory. None of the implements show any trace 
of edge polish as would be expected if they were used on 
skin. Stone side scrapers or flakeknives {pi. 17l,r,bb) 
have the same kind of edge wear as the end scrapers; 
plate 17bb is a tiny scraper on a flake that resembles a 
microblade, but no trace of microblade production, 
other than an occasional microblade-like flake, occurs in 
any of the Western Thule collections. 

Shovel 
A shovel head {pi. 281) from House 6 was made 

from a walrus scapula. It was cut around the edge to a 
smoothly curved surface and two holes were drilled for 
lashing to a handle. 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Sled crosspieces 

Two antler shafts are sled crosspieces {pi. 30a,b) 
that have shaped ends and adjacent lashing slits for in
sertion and lashing onto sled runners. Other slits are lo
cated near the middle of the shafts to lash the slats to 
the sled bed. 

Unidentified objects 
An ivory object that appears to be a line fastener 

{pi. 45n) is possibly for use with harpoon lines; plate 45e, g, 
the latter of which is especially well made, may have 
been reinforcement pieces; plate 45f is a nobbed piece of 
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Fig. 52. Decorative elements found on objects from early WesternThule Houses 4, 5, and 6, Cape Krusenstern. 

ivory that may be an unfinished fish spear side barb. 
However, the lashing scorings on it suggest that it was 
used in its present form. A tube of bird bone, cut at one 
end (pi 45a), may have been a needlecase; plate 40k is a 
piece of bitumen such as was used in other periods for 
making small objects like insets. No bitumen artifacts 
were found, however. Knotted baleen fragments (pi. 
45r-t) were found in the floor of House 4, but are too in
complete to suggest a function. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Brow bands 

Decorated antler brow bands were found in Houses 
4 and 6 of the early Western Thule settlement (pi. 
20g,h,i; pi. 42k; pi 46x). The latter item had been 
remade into a bow stop. For a discussion of their or
namentation, see the section on design elements below. 

Comb 
An incised ivory comb from House 5 (pi 20k) has a 

spatulate handle that has been decorated on both faces. 
See below for a discussion of its ornamentation. 

Unidentified objects 
A spatulate ivory object (pi 20m) has a series of 

ticked lines incised along one side. The ticked lines are 
distributed in five pairs along a single long line. An ant
ler object with three columns of ticked lines is shown in 
plate 20f. 

Design Elements 
The people of early Western Thule Houses 4, 5, and 

6 decorated many of their artifacts with geometric in
cised lines. Examples of the major design elements are il
lustrated in figure 52. A basic motif on combs, brow 
bands, and handles is a pair of curved or straight paral-
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lei lines off or between which extend various elements. 
These elements include ticked lines (fig. 52a,d,e,f,y), tiny 
triangles (fig. 52h, i), and, on one brow band from 
House 4, whale tails (fig. 52g; pi. 20i) Another whale tail 
design (fig. 52r), more elongate than those on the brow 
band, is incised on the opposite face of the comb shown 
on plate 20k. Occasionally the ticked lines are between 
parallel lines and resemble a ladder design (fig. 52u) or 
they angle off both sides of a line and resemble a her
ringbone design (fig. 52v). 

A second basic motif, primarily incised above the 
line holes of harpoon heads, is an elongate triangle filled 
in with parallel lines (fig. 52o). To these triangles are oc
casionally added spurred or ticked lines (fig. 52p,q). A 
handle fragment from House 4 (fig. 52c; pi. 201) has 
both of these triangular design elements. 

Several harpoon heads also have delicate spurred 
lines or crosshatching (fig. 52w,x,z), usually incised 
along the spur. Small dots or triangles joined by lines 
(fig. 52m,n) are present on the brow band illustrated on 
plate 42k. Triangles, either single (fig. 52i), in paired 
straight rows (fig. 52s), or extending from curved lines 
(fig. 521), also decorate such items as fishlures, where 
they simulate fish scales. A seal drag handle from House 
5 {pi. 20); fig. 52c) was carved in the round in the form 
of two polar bear heads and was decorated with tri
angles punctated with small dots at the vertices. A large 
ivory handle from House 4 {pi. 20o) has two human 
faces and a human figure with arms extended over the 
head carved in relief along one edge. The rest of the 
handle is elaborately decorated with the typical ticked 
lines and triangles shown in figure 52k. 

Houses 7 and 8 Settlement 
House 7, the larger of the two earliest Western 

Thule houses in the group of five houses that were inves
tigated on the Cape Krusenstern beaches (fig. 47), was 
excavated in 1959. It had two large rooms, the smaller 
of which was connected to the main tunnel by a side 
tunnel, and one small room extending from a front cor
ner of the main room (fig. 53). The two large rooms 
were built in a typical four-corner-post plan. Both tun
nels had rectangular frames of two vertical posts and 
one horizontal crosspiece spaced at intervals and covered 
with horizontal logs or planks. The small room with an 
entrance into the main room was built of upright planks 
without any apparent supporting frame; it may have 
been A-shaped. This room had charcoal scattered over 
the floor; and, in spite of its small size, it was probably 
the kitchen. In contrast to the floor arrangements of all 
other Western Thule houses, the floor of the main room 
had both a rear and a side platform area marked off by 
posts. The rear platform, covered with planks paralleling 
the rear wall, extended out to about the middle of the 
room; the side platform, covered with planks parallel to 
the side wall, was situated along the side opposite the 
entrance to the kitchen. The side platform area was 1.5 

Fig. 53. Early Western Thule House 7, Cape Krusenstern. 

meters wide and appeared to have been an extension 
built onto that side of the house. Without the side plat
form, the room would have been identical in size to the 
other large room of House 7 and to the main rooms of 
most of the other Western Thule houses. There is no 
evidence, however, to suggest that this area was built 
after the rest of the house was built. 

House 8, excavated in 1960, consisted of a single 
living room and a large kitchen extending off one of the 
front corners (fig. 54). The main room had the typical 
four-corner-post construction and a platform across the 
rear half of the room. Two interior posts in a line paral
lel to the rear wall were situated in the middle of the 
room presumably near or at the edge of the bench plat
form. The kitchen was relatively large—only slightly 
smaller than the main room. Broken potsherds, heaps of 
bones, and thick greasy charcoal midden covered the 
kitchen floor. The walls were closely spaced vertical 
poles, unsupported by any post and beam substructure. 
The tunnel had at least two rectangular frames support
ing the horizontal plank cover. The tunnel floor was 
only partially planked. 
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Fig. 54. Early Western Thule House 8, Cape Krusenstern. 

Houses 7 and 8 Collections 
Of the 1,025 artifacts, excluding pottery, from 

Houses 7 and 8, twenty-four percent are related to 
household activities, forty-four percent to food-getting 
activities, twenty-eight percent to manufacturing, and 
three percent to other activities. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

Most of the potsherds from early Western Thule 
Houses 7 and 8 have deeply impressed curvilinear deco
rations. The rims are the same thickness as the walls, 
with no overhanging lips; the tops of the rims are deco
rated with parallel lines. The pots are conical with a 
small flat base that would be produced by setting the pot 
down while the clay was still wet. The bases are about 
twice the thickness of the walls. Undecorated pottery is 
also present, though rare. Temper in all pottery is coarse 
grit and grass-like fiber. 

Handle 
Very little wood was preserved in the settlement, so 

there were no remains of buckets or wooden handles. A 
handle fragment of antler (pi. 36t), meant for a large 
bucket, has drilled holes at opposite ends for attachment 
of the lines. One end is broken across the lashing hole, 
which is at right angles to the first hole. A more fragile 
handle fragment (pi. 36w) of ivory has a lashing slot in 
the center of two lashing grooves that ring the piece. A 
second slot or notch is at the broken end. Similar 
handles, complete with two line hole attachments at the 
ends of tool bag handles, were illustrated by Nelson (1899). 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
Cut scapula scrapers (pi. 36u,v) have worn, long 

edges; they are wear-polished but have no striations such 
as would have been produced by scraping. Along the 
Kobuk River, this form of tool was used for scaling fish, 
but considering the lack of evidence of fish netting and 
perhaps hooking, such a use at Cape Krusenstern is un
likely. According to Nelson (1899), this type of tool was 
used to clean or scrape bird and small mammal skins. A 
two-handed scraper of caribou leg bone (pi. 29]) was cut 
in the plane of the bone, and both long edges were used 
for scraping. Tci tho scrapers of stone show a variety of 
sizes ranging from 7.0 to 11.5 centimeters in diameter 
(pi. 27e,i,k,m). Their edges, crushed from wear, bear no 
striations. Two stone ulu-like blades have extremely 
worn and striated edges that could not have served as 
cutting implements. These are likely skin scrapers (pi. 
34],k) that had once been ulu blades. A discoidal scraper 
(pi. 39v), which is a bifacially flaked chert artifact re
sembling discoidals from the Ipiutak and Birnirk periods, 
has a heavily worn edge. Another unusual scraper or 
softener is a broken flat pebble (pi. 26k) from House 7; 
it has use striations along both of the broken narrow 
edges. 

Sewing equipment 
An antler needle (pi. 23c), with an eye at the thicker 

end, is the only eyed sewing needle located in the West
ern Thule settlements at Cape Krusenstern. The imple
ment is flat and has a narrow slit for the eye. Needle 
cases include an undecorated, hollow section of bird 
bone (pi. 36g) that has a twisted sinew fiber inserted in 
the tube. Two needle case fragments, one of ivory (pi. 36k) 
and the other of bird bone (pi. 36]) are decorated. The 
ivory fragment is a zoomorphic figure with a large nose 
and two dots for eyes. The bone fragment has heavy in
cised lines as decorations. Plate 42e is a complete ivory 
needle case with the same shape as the ivory fragment. 
Its only decoration is incised lines. 
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There are numerous pointed objects of ivory, antler, 
and bone that must have served many different func
tions. Most were presumably awls and piercers (pi. 21s, t; 
pi. 23b,d; pi. 24j,m-p; pi. 33a-c,f,g,m; pi. 36s). One of 
the carefully pointed and finished awls, plate 24q, is an 
antler tine cut so as to serve as a handle. The cut section 
has been rounded and pointed. Other awls include 
pointed ends of broken caribou leg and bird leg bones. 

Ulu 
Ground slate ulu blades (pi. 34a-d,l) are mostly 

crescentic forms with at least one rounded end. One is 
tanged for insertion into the handle, but the rest are not. 
Drilled rivet holes for attachment of the handles occur, 
but are not common. Most were sharpened from both 
faces, and the edges of all are rounded and polished 
through use. On nearly all the edges of the large ulu 
blades, additional wear marks include striations running 
perpendicular to the edge, as would be produced by a 
scraping motion. A decorated ulu handle (pi. 24k) made 
of ivory would have fit a small ulu blade. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

The settlement contained sixty-two sealing harpoon 
heads, twenty-four from House 7 and thirty-eight from 
House 8. All but three of the heads are open-socketed. 
These three exceptions, plate 35f, y of antler and plate 
44k of ivory, are barbless. The two with complete blade 
portions (pi. 35y; pi. 44k) have blade slits parallel to the 
line hole, whereas the fragment (pi. 35f) apparently was 
self-pointed. 

Several of the harpoon heads belong to the Punuk 
type. For example, plate 35b and plate 44b are identical 
to the early Punuk type III(a)x from St. Lawrence Island 
(Collins, 1937b). The harpoon head blank from House 7 
(pi. 33h) appears to be another example of this type. 
Variants of the Punuk type harpoon heads were also 
found in the settlement. These include two elongate, hex
agonal, cross-sectioned forms (pi. 44a,c) that resemble 
the Sicco type from Point Barrow (Ford, 1959). 

Single-barbed harpoon heads of the Natchuk type 
(Ford, 1959) are illustrated on plate 35k, m, n, t and 
plate 44n, p. Most of these have vestigial side blade slit 
decorations opposite the barb. Some have vestigial sec
ond spurs. Plate 33h has a single barb but two irregular 
spurs; it apparently is made from some other implement, 
perhaps a sealing dart head. 

Double-barbed, open-socket heads of Thule type 2 
include plate 35d, g, i and plate 44d, f, j . These seem to 
have taken the heaviest treatment in use—at any rate, 
end fragments are more common among this type than 
among other types. 

A flat, self-pointed harpoon head of antler (pi. 35x) 
has a broad lashing groove bordering the open socket, 
instead of lashing slots. This is a Thule type 1 harpoon 
(Mathiassen, 1927). 

Basal fragments of harpoon heads (unclassifiable) 
include plate 35c, j and plate 44g-i, I, m, o. Plate 44e is 
a harpoon head fragment that has been repointed, pre
sumably for use as a piercing implement. Plate 35a is an 
unusual head with tiny barbs and an end-blade slot. The 
barbs are reminiscent of, but not identical to, the small 
barbs on Old Bering Sea and some Early Punuk heads 
from St. Lawrence Island. Plate 35e is the only multiple-
spurred head from the Houses 7 and 8 settlement. The 
cross section of the shaft is a four-leaf-clover pattern, 
similar to the shaft of the head on plate 35a. It has two 
major spurs and a third vestigial spur. The decorations 
on the heads are primarily elongate triangles carved in 
relief above the line holes, such as shown on plate 35i 
and plate 44p. The early Punuk-type ivory harpoon 
head from House 8 (pi. 35b) and two Thule type 2 
heads, one from each house (pi. 35d of ivory; pi. 44d of 
antler) have spurred or ticked line decorations. No 
harpoon blade insets were located in the settlement. 

Whaling harpoon heads 
Only two whaling harpoon heads were found in the 

early Western Thule settlements, both from the earliest 
group. One was fragmentary, but the other (fig. 55) is a 
complete head of rib bone with a large slot for an inset. 
No slate blades of the proper shape or dimensions to fit 
the heads were found in the collections, although numer
ous thin fragments of ground slate may be the remains 
of some. A whaling harpoon head blank of ivory (pi. 47v) 
has the same dimensions as the complete specimen. 

Dart heads 
Multiple-barbed sealing dart heads of ivory or antler 

(pl.43f; pi. 47e,f) are more plentiful in the collection 
than single- or paired-barbed dart heads. Plate 47d is an 
ivory fragment with a paired barb, but the proportions 
of the head and the shaft are so unlike others of this 
type that the piece may have been remade from some 
other object. Plate 21o of antler and apparently plate 
47g of ivory are single-barbed dart heads. Plate 43) is the 
base of an antler sealing dart head with an off-center line 
hole and two barb-like spurs immediately above the long 
conical tang. 

Seal hunting accessories 
The Houses 7 and 8 settlement also contained 

numerous sealing harpoon accessories. Detachable fore-
shafts of ivory (pi. 431; pi. 47b) are the most common 
type of foreshaft. These have slightly flattened, oval or 
pointed tips that are suited for seating open-socket 
heads. A fixed foreshaft of ivory (pi 43k) has a round 
tip suitable for seating a closed-socket head. Socket pieces 
are mainly hollowed antler sections (pi. 43a, b; pi. 47s) 
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Fig. 55. Whaling harpoon head from early Western Thule House 7. 

used to fit over the ends of the wooden shafts. The hole 
for insertion of the foreshaft would have been in the 
wooden end itself, so that the antler piece would serve 
essentially as a ferrule. Plate 47h is a dart socket section 
of antler. An ivory finger rest {pi. 43c) has a curvature 
on the underside that fits the small diameter of a dart 
shaft. 

Wound pins {pi. 43g,h; pi. 47k-p) used for binding 
up the wounds of harpooned seals to save the blood 
while the animals are being dragged to land, are of simi
lar size and shape. Ivory inflation nozzles {pi. 43e,i) are 
spool shaped with narrow necks. A ferrule of antler {pi. 
47)) has a hole one centimeter in diameter for the shaft. 
Two elaborately carved handles with eyes in the center 
resemble seal drag handles (Nelson, 1899), although they 
may be handles for drill cords instead. 

Arrowheads 
Arrowheads for hunting caribou are shown on plate 

38. The majority are of antler and have single barbs at 
the base of thin, sharp, unilaterally bladed tips. The 
blade portion is most commonly half the length of the 
head {pi. 38b,d,e,g,h,s,t,z); plate 38c is the same type, 
though it has been resharpened; plate 38f is a double-
opposing-barbs specimen of the same flat form. Plate 
38i, q, r and u show double barbs in tandem along a 
sharp blade edge. Plate 38a, w, and bb have round 
shafts with thick, beak-like barbs; plate 38cc is a single-
piece arrowhead with a barbed tip resembling a tri

angular end-blade inset. Unbarbed examples include 
plate 38), p, and aa; p is a bone head with a rounded 
conical tang. The arrowhead on plate 38v is an unusual 
ivory artifact, its purpose unknown, with a barb going 
in the wrong direction. Basal fragments of arrowheads 
include plate 38k-o. 

Smaller arrowheads similar to the above are numer
ous {pi. 19c,i; pi. 21q,r; pi. 46a-f,i,l), but it is difficult to 
determine what animals were hunted with them since 
few bones, other than seal and caribou, survived. A 
bone specimen {pi. 43d) is similar in form to tanged 
ground slate points, and since none of the arrowheads 
from Houses 7 and 8 have end-blade slots for receipt of 
stone points, it is likely that this point was hafted di
rectly to an arrowshaft. Two bifacially flaked points il
lustrated on plate 39 may be arrowheads: plate 39o is a 
black chert point with a rounded stem and shoulders, 
and plate 39n, of chalcedony, is of the same form, only 
somewhat thicker. Both are from House 8. 

Archery equipment 
Objects used in archery are shown on plate 48. 

Sinew-backed bows are indicated by the presence of 
S-shaped sinew twisters, specimens ee-gg; marlinspikes, 
aa-dd; bow braces, n and o; and bow cable stops d-j, I, 
and m. A polished bone implement with two spatulate 
ends {hh) appears to be a feather setter. Two nock ends 
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of wooden bows (ii,jj) were found in House 7; // is 
D-shaped in cross section and has a round, peg-like 
nock. There are no indications that this bow was sinew 
backed, although it is possible. The other bow fragment 
(ii) has a slight U-shaped cross section. It is likely that 
one side was hollowed to seat a sinew backing. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Fish arrow prongs are tiny, multiple-barbed antler 

points designed to be side-hafted in an arrowshaft tip. 
One is illustrated on plate 19g; two others are shown on 
plate 21d, f. Fish leister center prongs of antler or ivory 
include the specimens shown on plate 19d; plate 21a, c, 
m; and plate 38x, y. Fish spears with a center point and 
two opposing barbs on wooden or antler prongs were 
popular in the settlement. An antler side prong is il
lustrated on plate 21u, and fish spear barbs of antler or 
ivory on plate 19a, b and plate 21i, j . Other small 
pointed ivory objects resemble fishhook barbs (pi 
21k,I; pi 23i-k,m). Plate 19e is an antler fish arrowbarb. 
The fact that no shanks were located, however, suggests 
that these were barbs for some other kind of object. 

Leister prongs of various sizes, either of antler or 
bone for bird or fish leisters, include plate 19f, h, j-t and 
plate 21b, e, g, h, n, p. All are designed to be side-
hafted, and they presumably tipped the spear shafts. 

The presence of bird spear side prongs (pi 48a, a), 
meant to be hafted midway along the shaft, indicates 
that some of the points in the collection must have been 
bird spear center prongs. It may be that some of the un-
barbed points and arrowheads served the function, since 
this type of bird spear does not require barbed center 
prongs. 

Bola weights are numerous. Most are irregular 
pieces of ivory, weighing between 10 and 15 grams, and 
only minimally shaped after they were cut off from the 
section (pi 48r-z). Plate 48p is a tooth that has been 
drilled for attachment of a line. 

Ice pick 
Ice picks of antler, bone, or ivory for the butts of 

wooden harpoon shafts or for ice pick shafts are cigar 
shaped (pi 8f; pi 36x; pi 43m,n; pi 47c). The hafted 
ends were scored or roughened for a firm seating to the 
shaft and then inserted and lashed into the ends of the 
shafts. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

Slate knife blades, as illustrated on plate 34 from 
House 8, range from long-bladed butchering knives (h 
and i, probably) to smaller bladed forms like / and g. A 
well made tanged point (e) may have been either a knife 
blade or a lance point. A large slate butchering knife 
blade, like a western Thule type of slate blade from 
Tigara (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), is one of the few com
plete blades from House 7. As many as thirty other frag
ments of knives also come from the floors of House 7. 
Chert and chalcedony knife blades are more numerous in 
this than in all of the later settlements. Several of these 
are bifacially flaked and slightly shouldered (pi 17h,q). 
Others are knife side blades resembling Birnirk and 
Ipiutak types (pi 17i-k; pi 39r,t,u). 

End-slotted knife handles of antler (pi 24g,h), from 
House 8, have slots large enough to fit the shouldered 
chert bifaces. A short, thick, ivory handle (pi 36a) from 
House 7 has a small, round hole for the insertion of 
some kind of small, cylindrical implement, perhaps a 
piercer. Plate 24l from House 8 is a side-slotted knife 
handle of ivory; its narrow slot is suitable for a ground 
slate blade. Composite knife handles (pi 18a-e,h; pi 
24b-f,t) are particularly common in the collection. Small 
rectangular pieces of iron probably were hafted into 
them, and the knives were then used for grooving antler 
Such antler pieces are illustrated on plate 23n-p. The 
slots in this type of handle tend to be somewhat wider 
than the slots in composite knives. 

Whetstones and other stone-working tools 
A hexagonal ivory flaking hammer (pi 39p) from 

House 8 has a scarfed flat seating for hafting to a handle 
and a drilled hole for lashing. Both edge-shaped ends are 
battered through use. Flaker points from both houses 
(pi 33d,e,i; pi 39y) are usually of bone, though a few 
are of antler. No flaker handles were recovered from the 
settlement. Whetstones for sharpening the ground slate 
knife blades include six fragments that came from House 
8. One of these is a hard, naturally smoothed, beach 
pebble, whereas the others are of a soft siltstone. 
Coarse-grained grindstones of various shapes and sizes, 
of which several fragments were found in the houses, 
must have been imported from somewhere else, since 
they are of soft sandstone, a material that does not oc
cur in the beach gravels. 

Wedges 
Antler wedges are common in the collection; plate 

29f and h from House 8 are two of the smaller, more 
common variety. Others are about twice the size. 

Picks and mattocks 
Pick heads (pi 8d,g,i,j) made of bone, antler, or 

ivory usually have a pair of grooves near the butt to 
lash it to the handle. One long pick head of bone (pi 
8m) from House 7 was apparently secured to a handle 
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without the benefit of lashing grooves; it probably rested 
in a trough along the top of a handle, such as the handle 
illustrated from House 4 (pi 206). Mattock heads are 
much less common than pick heads. The most complete 
specimen (pi 8k), a bone mattock head from House 7, 
has lashing grooves at the butt and notches near the tip, 
as do some mattock heads from southwestern Alaska. 
The working end is heavily battered. 

Maul 
Plate 7b is a basalt hammerhead with a lashing 

groove around the middle. One end is heavily battered 
from use, probably against stone. 

Adzes 
Adz blades, made from silicified slate and other 

hard, readily polished materials, were initially shaped by 
percussion flaking, then ground along both faces to 
achieve the final form. The bits were evenly polished 
and beveled to a sharp edge. Two different types occur, 
one with a sharp edge at an angle between 60 and 80 
degrees (pi 26a,b,d,f,h,i), and the other with the sharp 
edge at an angle between 90 and 110 degrees (pi 26c, j). 
The more acute-angled edge types were sharpened by 
beveling the already thin edge from one face, whereas 
the more obtuse-angled edges were sharpened by re-
grinding all the thick, flat bevel. Use damage to the 
edges of the adzes, though minimal on both types of 
blades, caused tiny nicks that extend across the edges at 
right angles; on some, large flake scars produced by 
heavy blows, though obviously accidental, removed 
large sections of the edge. Use polish does not appear on 
any of the edges of the blades. The more acute-angled 
blades must have been used on softer materials, such as 
wood or antler, for otherwise the edges would be more 
heavily damaged than they are. The blunt-angled adzes 
would have been most functional on the harder, more 
brittle materials like ivory, for the thick bevel could 
withstand heavy blows with little damage. Adz handles 
were unrecognizable in the collection, if they were 
present. In view of the quality of the adz blades, it is 
probable that the handles were of wood, which decom
posed over the years. Splitting adzes with thick, ax-like 
bits are present in both houses. Some splitting adz heads 
(pi 7c,d) from House 7 have grooved butts for hafting. 
Others (pi 7f) are ungrooved. 

Bone or ivory gauged drills (pi 231, q; pi 33j-l) are 
common in the Houses 7 and 8 collections. These are 
round shafts with shouldered, straight-sided points. 
Since the wear on the tips and sides of the points is not 
great, these were likely used for making holes in soft 
material like skin or wood. 

Three decorated ivory handles perforated in the 
middle (pi 33n; pi 42a,i) resemble drill cord handles for 
two-man drills used by nineteenth-century Alaskan 
Eskimos (Murdoch, 1892, p. 180; Nelson, 1899, pp. 
82-83). On the other hand, the two elaborately carved 
specimens (pi 42a, i) also resemble seal drag handles, 
used for pulling seal carcasses or other heavy objects 
across the ice and snow (Nelson, 1899). 

Chisels and gravers 
Beaver teeth (pi 24a; pi 36d) with worn edges, 

possibly from working wood, were found in both 
houses. These were the only beaver parts located in the 
Houses 7 and 8 settlement, which indicates that the 
teeth, obtained elsewhere, were imported into the settle
ment. 

Finishing tools 
In contrast to the later Western Thule phases, stone 

end scrapers in the Houses 7 and 8 settlement were used 
mainly for scraping skin. The few flakes with steeply 
retouched distal ends that have the step-fracture type of 
edge wear characteristic of use on wood, bone, and 
ivory are illustrated on plate 32a-e, g-j and plate 39a-e. 
Flakeknives (pi 32n,o,t,w,x; pi 39s) with regular, steep
ly retouched, long edges would have been relatively ef
fective as cutting and scraping implements; step-fracture 
edge wear is only sporadically present on them, however. 
They appear to relate stylistically to side scraper forms 
from earlier periods in northwestern Alaska (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948; PI. 17). Stone side scrapers (pi 
32k-m.ps,u; pi 39f-l,q) with heavily step-fractured 
edges, probably used for scraping antler or ivory im
plements, are less regular in form than the flakeknives. 

Choppers 
Heavy bifacially flaked stone tools resemble chop

pers (pi 39w,x) from other parts of the world. Since 
these are the only two specimens from the Cape 
Krusenstern beach ridges, their function is problematic. 

Drills 
Chipped stone hand drills with bifacially flaked tips 

(pi 17a-f; pi 32v; pi 39m) were usually made from ir
regular flakes with carefully retouched tapering points. 
In all cases where the tips are unbroken, they show signs 
of wear on a hard material, such as stone or ivory. 

Shovels 
Walrus scapula shovel fragments (pi 28j,k) from 

House 8 have two gouged holes near the proximal ends 
for hafting to handles. The edges have been smoothly 
cut around part of the circumference, particularly along 
the distal ends. 
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Fig. 56. Decorated snow goggles from Early Western Thule House 7, Cape Krusenstern. 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Sleds 

Sled crosspieces (pi. 30e,f,i-k) of antler are like 
those from the more recent Western Thule settlements. 
They have worked ends for insertion into the sled runner 
and slots both near the ends and near the mid-areas for 
lashing. Two ivory sled shoes (pi. 28a, b) from House 8 
indicate that sled shoeing is at least as ancient as the 
Western Thule period in Alaska. An ivory object (pi. 
28c) appears to be the runner of a small sled of the type 
used for hauling seals or kayaks over ice (Murdoch, 
1892, p. 355). 

Kayaks 
Possible crosspieces for kayaks (pi. 28d-i) occurred 

in both houses. They are flat pieces of antler with single 
or double pairs of notches at each end. 

Unidentified Objects 
There are numerous unidentified objects from the 

Houses 7 and 8 settlement. Most of these are fragments 
of quite regular and well-made objects, suggesting that 
they were made for a specific purpose. On plate 23a, 
e-h, and plate 24s are shown spatulate or wedge-shaped 
antler objects of different sizes. Some have polished sur
faces. Plate 23r is a cylindrical ivory object with ends 
tapering to points. Plate 24r is a cylindrical section of 
antler with a bowl-like end; it resembles an ivory frag
ment that was probably a swivel (pi. 24i). Another 
antler object (pi 24u) appears to be an unfinished han
dle. A broken conical ivory object incised with parallel 
lines (pi 33n) may also have been a handle. A per
forated segment of mammoth ivory (pi 33o) was found 
in House 8. At first we suspicioned that it was a net 
sinker, but since it is lighter (74 g.) than any of the 
easily identified sinkers from Cape Krusenstern and since 
it has only one hole, medially placed, rather than two 
end-drilled holes, this function does not seem likely. No 
definite indications of the use of fish nets were found in 
the settlement. 

Several unidentified objects from House 7 are illus
trated on plate 36. Plate 36f is a curved bone object that 
appears to be complete; h is a flat, polished antler object 
with two series of three nicks along one edge; / is a split 
tooth grooved in the middle—its wider end is triangular
ly shaped and may represent the head of some animal. 
Object o is an ivory piece with a horseshoe-shaped foot 
on one end and a slot at the other; p is the wedge 
shaped base of some object, perhaps a boot sole creaser; 
and r is a thin, flat piece of antler that may be a rein
forcement piece. Small pieces of amber (pi 36q; pi 42h) 
were found in both houses, derivation unknown. A piece 
of pyrite (pi 361) was also found in House 7. It may 
have been used as a strike-a-light, though it shows no 
signs of battering as would be expected from such a use. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Engraving tools 

Plate 36e shows a delicate, ivory shaft fragment of 
an engraving tool handle. The main body is rectangular, 
terminating in a cylindrical neck. Plate 42] is a complete 
ivory engraving tool handle with a scarfed surface at one 
end for attachment of the point. 

Pendant 
Pendants include tiny teeth with drilled or notched 

suspension holes (pi 36m, n; pi 42g). Two large teeth 
from House 7, one with a large drilled hole (pi 36b) and 
the other with a notch (pi 36c), also appear to be pen
dants. 
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Fig. 57. Decorative elements, found on objects from early Western Thule Houses 7 and 8, Cape Krusenstern. 

Brow bands 
Two antler brow band fragments (pi. 42b,c) from 

House 8 are decorated. See below for discussion of the 
decoration. 

Comb 
Only one comb was found in the settlement (pi. 

421). It is undecorated and made of antler. The body is 
simply cut square. 

Figurine 
Plate 42f is an exquisitely carved ivory figurine 

with body decorations. 

Design Elements 
The people of the early Western Thule Houses 7 and 

8 settlement decorated their goggles (fig. 56), harpoon 
heads, combs, needle cases, handles, and brow bands 
with elaborate incised designs typical of the entire 
Western Thule period. The most common of these de
signs are illustrated in figure 57. The harpoon heads fre
quently have elongate triangles carved above their line 
holes, usually filled in with a series of horizontal lines 
(b), but occasionally with spurred, ticked, or dashed 
lines (c-e,p,u,x). As in the more recent Houses 4 to 6 set
tlement, parallel lines, from which extend ticked lines, 
triangles or dots, were common elements (f-l,y). Paired 
arcs or straight lines with dots at their junctures (m) 

resemble Punuk designs from St. Lawrence Island (Col
lins, 1937b). Dots enclosed in geometric figures formed 
by the juncture of paired straight or arced lines, such as 
on the ulu handle from House 8 illustrated by h, are also 
typical of Punuk designs (Collins, 1937b). The whale tail 
design (v) decorates one brow band from House 8 (pi. 
42b), but it is not a common design element. Zigzags or 
wavy lines and curved lines with spurs (fig. 57a,n-o,q-s,x) 
are common designs on all types of artifacts, such as an 
ivory object (pi. 42d) and a comb (pi. 421) from House 
8. The crosshatched lines (fig. 57t), such as on the han
dle fragment from House 8 illustrated by plate 42m, are 
a typical design on handles that required a roughened 
surface for a secure hold; they apparently served both a 
functional and a decorative purpose. 
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The sketch of a "thunderbird" (pi. 20e; fig. 57w, 
fig. 58) was found on a piece of antler from House 7. A 
bodkin from House 7 has a hunting scene incised on it, 
depicting an umiak (fig. 57z) and two standing hunters 
killing a caribou with spears thrown from atlatls. The 
hunting scene on the bodkin presages the Eskimo ivory 
carvings of hunting scenes so popular during the nine
teenth and twentieth centuries. 

Sisualik 

Four house depressions lying in a row along Sisualik 
beach 7 or 8, situated about two kilometers northwest of 
Nuvurok, had long tunnels characteristic of Western 
Thule period houses. Three of these had been nearly 
destroyed through previous artifact collecting, but the 
fourth was sufficiently undisturbed to warrant excava
tion. This ruin, Sisualik House 1, contained many arti
facts that pointed clearly to an early Western Thule age. 
Sisualik House 2, adjacent to House 1, was a larger 
house depression; although it had been disturbed by arti
fact collectors, we excavated it to determine its floor 
outline. Since we could not determine whether Houses 1 
and 2 were concurrently occupied, we do not regard the 
two as part of the same settlement, even though their 
proximity to each other suggests that they were. 

Sisualik Houses 1 and 2 
Sisualik House 1 had a single main room, roughly 

trapezoidal in floor plan and 1.3 meters below the 
surrounding ground surface (fig. 59). The rear wall 
measured 3 meters in length, and the front wall narrow
ed to 2.5 meters. The tunnel, parallel to the beach, was 
7 meters long and lay 0.3 meter lower than the house 
floor. The northern part of the front wall opened into a 
kitchen area 1.5 meters wide and 3 meters long. This 
area contained a midden deposit of ash, charcoal, animal 
bones, broken pottery, and other artifacts. The cultural 
material found in the house proved to be essentially like 
that from Houses 7 and 8 at Cape Krusenstern. 

The outer walls of House 2 were sufficiently intact 
to indicate the shape of the floor and tunnel. Despite its 
larger size, House 2 was very similar to House 1, and its 
artifacts were practically identical to those of Cape 
Krusenstern Houses 7 and 8. The artifacts from Sisualik 
Houses 1 and 2 therefore appear to represent a Sisualik 
aspect of early Western Thule culture. 

Fig. 58. Detail ot "thunderbird" on an antler object from early Western 
Thule House 7, Cape Krusenstern. 

Sisualik Houses 1 and 2 Collections 
A total of two hundred eighty-seven identifiable ar

tifacts, excluding potsherds, were recovered from 
Sisualik House 1, and an additional fifty, also excluding 
a pottery lamp and potsherds, were recovered from 
Sisualik House 2. Since we obtained only the few ar
tifacts from House 2 that were missed by pot hunters, 
they are not included, except for some wooden items, in 
our discussion. All of the stone, antler, and ivory ar
tifacts were stylistically like those from House 1. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

Both decorated and undecorated pottery sherds were 
found in the houses. The decorated ware is relatively 
thin (1 cm. thick) and has lightly stamped, curvilinear 
designs. The rims are slightly thickened on the inner 
edge. The temper in all sherds is a mixture of grit and 
feathers. No basal sherds were located. 
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Fig. 59. Plan of Sisualik House 1, early Western Thule period. 

Wooden Containers 
The fragment of a wooden dish (pi. 49b) found in 

House 1 is relatively flat and has upturned edges. The 
dish is nearly oval in shape, though a little broader at 
one end, and the walls are thick. Plate 54) from House 2 
is a slightly hollowed section of wood with a handle; it 
may have been a ladle. Birchbark containers were 
located in both houses. The fragment of a birchbark 
basket (pi. 49a) has two seams of split spruce (or willow) 
root stitches that extend the length of the piece. The 
stitching is similar to that found on long, flat serving 
trays of birchbark. 

Handle 
Plate 50n is a crude antler handle with drilled 

suspension holes at each end. The handle, broken across 
one end, is short and may have been used as a bag 
handle. 

Sewing equipment 
Plate 50q is a small, hollow section of bird bone 

that has been cut across both ends. It may have served 
as a small needle case. Plate 50c is a split awl of bird 
bone with a polished round tip; d is an ivory fragment 
that has a similarly polished point; a narrow slit near the 
opposite end must have been related to the artifact's 
original use, perhaps as a harpoon foreshaft. Plate 50p is 
a well made, highly polished, pointed implement prob
ably used as an awl for skin working. Small, ground 
slate ulu blades for sewing are relatively abundant in the 
collection; most are equal to or smaller than the ulu 
blade illustrated by plate 51s. A wooden pointed object 
(pi. 54e) may have served as an awl. The point shows 
no heavy wear, however. 

Ulus 
Over forty edge fragments of ground slate ulu 

blades were located in the settlement. All were sharpened 
by beveling evenly from both faces. The blades ranged 
in size from the large, tanged specimens illustrated by 
plate 51q, t to blades smaller than the crescentic shaped 
ulu blade illustrated by plate 51s. As noted above, the 
small ulus would have been used for sewing. A large 
semilunar cleaver (pi. 52i) has bifacially flaked edges 
suited for heavy cutting. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
No skin scrapers of chert were located in the house 

middens. However, several porous, soft beach pebbles, 
probably used for skin softeners, had striated edges 
caused by rubbing or scraping. The skin softener shown 
in plate 52b was shaped by chipping and was meant to 
be inserted in a handle. The round edge opposite the 
tanged end has striations at right angles to the edge. Tci 
thos are particularly plentiful in the collection. Most are 
made from thin sections of schists or schist-like stones 
rounded by bifacial edge chipping (pi. 52e,h,k). A few 
artifacts that apparently served the same function as tci 
thos were flat beach pebbles, bifacially retouched along 
only one edge (pi. 52c). None of these show any edge-
wear striations, but this may be due to the friable nature 
of the material. The edges do have multiple step-frac
tures, many of which were likely caused by the breaking 
of the edges during use on skins. A broken pebble 
scraper like one from Cape Krusenstern House 7 (pi. 
26k) was also found in the floor midden of House 1. It 
has the same kind of edge-wear striations that the House 
7 specimen has. 
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Fig. 60. Decorated ivory harpoon head found in House, 1. Sisualih. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 
Sealing harpoon heads 

Six complete, one blank, and two fragments of har
poon heads were located in House 1. Five are open-
socket types and one is a closed-socket type. Plate 50b is 
an antler specimen that appears to have been a blank for 
a Thule type 2 harpoon head. A finished Thule type 2 
antler head (unillustrated) and the midsection of another 
(pi. 50k) were found in the house midden. One Natchuk 
type, identical to one from Krusenstern House 8 (pi. 
35n) was of antler. An unusual, open-socket, ivory head 
(unillustrated) has an unslotted lanceolate blade, unlike 
any from the Cape Krusenstern Western Thule houses. 
The sole example of a closed-socket head was found in 
House 1. It was of ivory, with a diamond-shaped cross 
section and a blade slit at right angles to the line hole. It 
is nearly identical to a decorated specimen from Krusen
stern House 7. A decorated ivory harpoon head (fig. 60) 
is very similar to the antler specimen from House 27 
illustrated on plate 35v. Fragments of four ground slate 
harpoon end-blade insets were also present. The most 
complete, (pi. 51l) has a narrow beveled edge on both 
faces; the others have no bevel at all. 

Dart head 
A multi-barbed sealing dart head of antler (pi. 50a) 

has a gouged lashing hole off center from the widened 
part of the base. The tang, as well as the rest of the 
specimen, is flat in cross section and unshouldered. 

Seal hunting accessories 
An inflation nozzle for a sealskin float (pi. 50l) from 

House 1 is a small, spool-shaped ivory specimen. A 
larger inflation nozzle for a bladder dart float (unillus
trated) is like one illustrated by Nelson (1899). Plate 54m 
is a curved, wooden object that resembles a sealskin 
float bar, except that it lacks the usual knobs at the end. 

Arrows 
Only one complete arrowhead and four fragments, 

all of antler, were located in the settlement, a fact that is 
difficult to interpret in light of the abundance of bow 
fragments. Plate 50e is a single-barbed arrowhead with a 
double conical tang like some from Cape Krusenstern 
Houses 7 and 8 as well as like some from the Point Bar
row Birnirk period. Plate 50f is a complete specimen 
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with a single unpronounced barb of a medially thickened 
tang, like most from the Western Thule period. The 
other arrowhead fragments are midsections of lenticular 
cross-sectioned heads, insufficiently complete to 
characterize further. Two chalcedony spear points (pi. 
51d and one unillustrated) and one wooden lance head 
(pi. 54f) were also recovered. 

Archery accessories 
Over seventeen large bow fragments were located in 

the midden area of the house. The bow ends had nobs 
for attaching the string (pi. 54a, b; pi. 50j). Two small 
bows (pi 50h and one unillustrated) were probably 
fragments of toy bows. Plate 54g is the midsection of a 
bow. All of the bows appear to be single-piece, simple 
bows, with no trace of sinew backing. The fact that no 
accessories for sinew-backed bows were located in the 
settlement is further evidence that bows were not sinew 
backed. Lumps of graphite (pi 51o), presumably for 
coating the bow strings, were present in both houses. 
Striations can be seen on two large fragments. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
The presence of three stone net sinkers (pi 53a, c,e) 

indicates that nets were used for fishing. All three stones 
are relatively heavy, weighing 597, 458, and 726 grams 
respectively. Plate 53c and e are elongate and approx
imately equal in size to antler or bone sections used as 
sinkers at other sites. Leister prongs for either fish or 
birds were present, though rare. They resemble the frag
ments from House 7 illustrated on plate 21g, h. The base 
of a fish leister side prong (pi 50r) of antler resembles 
those illustrated by Ford (1959). This fragment has a 
slight knob on the end for securing to the side of a shaft. 
A large ivory barb (unillustrated) resembles fish spear 
barbs like the one illustrated by plate 22h from House 4 
at Cape Krusenstern, except that it is more than two 
centimeters larger. It may, instead, have been a blubber 
hook like that illustrated by Murdoch (1892). A fishlure 
of ivory (unillustrated) was recovered from House 1, in
dicating that fish spearing through the ice was practiced. 
The antler fragment of an ice scoop frame (pi. 50u) is 
further indication of ice fishing. 

Birds were hunted with at least three different types 
of weapon: the bola, the side-pronged bird spear, and 
the arrow. Bola weights (pi 50m,t,w), made of either 
ivory or antler, were irregular in form. Because m has 
such a large line hole, it appears to have been originally 
the handle of some larger implement. Side prongs for 
bird spears were either barbed on one side, as illustrated 
by plate 50g, or on two opposing sides. Two unillus
trated blunt arrowheads of antler have shouldered tangs 
and two-cusp patterned tips. They are unlike any others 
from Cape Krusenstern. 

A fragment of an antler ice scoop (pi 50u) is like 
those used by ninteenth-century Eskimos to remove the 
continually forming ice from their ice fishing holes. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

Ground slate knife blades of several different shapes 
and sizes were found in Houses 1 and 2. Plate 51 u is a 
symmetrically tanged blade with pronounced shoulders. 
The edges are bifacially beveled, the blade portion thin 
and flat. Because of its symmetry and thinness, this may 
be a lance blade, not a knife blade. Plate 51g is the frag
ment of a more typically shaped butchering knife blade, 
ridged along both faces to give it strength. Both lateral 
edges and the tip are broken away, apparently from 
heavy use. An asymmetrically tanged knife blade (pi 
51v) has a single cutting edge, backed by a smooth flat 
edge. Both edges of the tang are smooth and flat. Two 
or three other fragments of this type of knife blade are 
present in the collection. Elongate, double-edged knife 
blades (pi 51n,p) are also present; p has a rivet hole 
drilled near one edge. 

Flaked chert knife bifaces are less numerous than the 
slate knife blades. Plate 51e is a tanged specimen with 
rounded shoulders and a rounded base. The tang is 
longer than the blade portion, but otherwise conforms to 
other round-tanged examples from Western Thule. Plate 
51 k is a crude biface that may be the fragment of a 
blank; plate 51r is a fragment of a large semilunar knife 
blade, a form that is very rare in Western Thule collec
tions. A composite knife handle half (pi 50s) from 
House 1 has a counterpart in House 2. Both have long, 
thick blade slots that were probably used to haft slate 
blades. No blade fragments designed to fit the slots were 
located in the floor middens, however. 

Whetstones 
Grinding and whetstone fragments were numerous. 

Coarse-grained sandstone grindstones of various sizes are 
elongate and irregular. Plate 52a, d are naturally worn 
beach pebbles of igneous origin that have been flattened 
by grinding. No striations are present on either 
specimen. Irregular pieces of soft, powdery siltstones 
have been worn through use as whetstones. 

Wedges 
Two antler wedges (unillustrated) were heavily bat

tered on the butt ends. They measure 10.3 centimeters 
and 16.3 centimeters respectively. 
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Picks 
Only one pick head of ivory (pi. 50x) was located in 

House 1. It has a flat lashing notch for seating on a han
dle and extensive scarfing striations for lashing. Another 
ivory tip resembles the lower end of this specimen, but 
the piece is too incomplete to know whether it was an 
ice pick or a digging pick. The way it was cut suggests 
that it may have been a blank for an ivory harpoon 
head (whaling head). 

Adzes 
Adz blades of various materials number thirteen 

from the two houses. Several of these are of a green
stone unlike any found at Cape Krusenstern, but most, 
such as plate 52f are of silicified slate. All but the split
ting adz blades have thin, acute-angled cutting edges 
with only slight sharpening bevels. The splitting adz 
blade shown in plate 53d has a flat surface for seating on 
a handle and a three-quarter groove for lashing. The 
angle of the blade is 74 degrees, and the blade is sym
metrical in cross section. Plate 53b is a similar stone 
head with the narrow end heavily damaged. A faint 
lashing groove is discernible about midway along the up
per surface. The thick end shows signs of battering, as if 
it had been used also as a hammerstone. No adz handles 
or socket pieces were located in the settlement. A large 
ax-like implement (pi. 52]) has a crudely flaked, wedge-
shaped end and a flat base that is 5.3 centimeters thick. 

Hammerhead 
In addition to the large hammerhead discussed 

above, the collection includes a fist-sized cobble with 
one battered end (unillustrated). This specimen also has 
traces of a lashing groove around most of its circumfer
ence. A small hammerstone fragment of sandstone (pi. 
52g) has a flat, heavily battered end. It may have been 
part of a flaking hammer. 

Drills 
Hand drills are represented by one unillustrated 

specimen. It is of chert and has a short tip. Bow drill 
bits are represented by the chert specimen shown in plate 
51) and by a tiny, highly polished jade cylinder with a 
four-faceted bevel on the tip (unillustrated). The latter is 
unique to Western Thule collections, although it is rela
tively well known from more recent Eskimo tool kits. 
Bow drill shafts (pi. 54k and perhaps i,l,n) also indicate 
the presence of bow drills. 

Finishing tools 
Beaver tooth chisel tips (pi. 50o) show signs of 

heavy use. The two specimens from the settlement have 
also been heavily modified, apparently for insertion into 
some kind of handle. Chert and chalcedony end scrapers 
(pi. 51a,b,f,m) all have step flake scars along the distal 
edges. On some, a slight polish obliterates part of the 

flake scars; this would have occurred if the piece had 
been used extensively for scraping wood or bone. Side 
scrapers (pi. 51c,h,i) have the same edge configuration as 
the end scrapers and were apparently used for the same 
purpose. 

Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Kayaks 

A wooden rib section of a kayak frame (pi 54c) has 
a broad, edge-notched end. It is the only apparent kayak 
part, although a model of a kayak (pi 54d) was found. 
The proportions of length to width of the kayak resem
ble modern Kotzebue Sound kayaks, but the overall 
shape does not. 

Sleds 
A wooden sled runner fragment (unillustrated) and 

two small ivory fragments (pi 50i) appear to indicate 
the presence of sleds of two different sizes. The latter are 
runners from tiny kayak-hauling sleds. 

Unidentified Objects 
Plate 54h is a wooden section, flat on one side, that 

may have been a reinforcement piece. Plate 50v is a 
tiny, ivory, button-like object with a large central hole. 
No function can be suggested for either piece. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Doll 

A bark doll, located in the floor midden of House 2, 
is similar to bark dolls found at the Nukleet site in Nor
ton Sound, as illustrated by Giddings (1964). 

Design Elements 
Very few of the artifacts bear decorations. The most 

elaborately decorated object excavated from House 1 is 
the midsection of a harpoon head, which has simple, 
parallel, curved lines running its length (fig. 60). The 
decoration appears to be related to a curvilinear style, 
prevalent on St. Lawrence Island during the early Punuk 
and Old Bering Sea periods. 

Western Thule Burials 

Despite the relatively large population probably liv
ing around Kotzebue Sound during the Western Thule 
period, burials from this period are rare. Some burials 
from Cape Krusenstern most likely date to the Western 
Thule period, but may be more recent. These have few 
or no diagnostic burial goods associated with them, so 
their dating can only be determined through yielding 
part of the skeletons to radiocarbon dating. For a dis
cussion of these burials see Appendix 2. 
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Battle Rock: Stone-lined Burials 

The prominent rock piles on the surface of the 
higher parts of the Battle Rock site, situated twenty-one 
kilometers north of Cape Krusenstern, were investigated 
in 1960. Six heaps of stone were easily distinguishable as 
the works of man. There was a marked contrast between 
them and the large, exposed rocks of limestone that ir
regularly crop out of the ridge from the edge of the 
dome-like terminus to the base of the distant mountain. 
We excavated five of these sod and lichen covered rock 
piles and found three to be burials, each with a stone-
lined recess in which lay a human skeleton. The other 
two, with no well-defined inner chamber, may have 
been caches of some kind, or perhaps they were thor
oughly disturbed burials from which the human bones 
had been removed. The sixth mound, probably a burial, 
was not excavated for lack of time. 

The three excavated burials appeared to be about 
the same age, judging from their state of preservation 
and the degree to which vegetation had grown over the 
rocks. Disappointingly, few grave goods were found in
tact in any of the burials. The pieces recovered, how
ever, suggested that the interments were not made in re
cent centuries but were from within the period of 
Western Thule influence. This could be as early as Bir-
nirk or as late as initial Kotzebue times, that is, as late 
as A.D. 1400. The finding of these burials as well as an 
older Battle Rock burial (Burial 4, to be described later) 
in carefully prepared stone-lined tombs suggests a line of 
continuity with the stone-lined graves of eastern Thule 
culture (Mathiassen, 1927). 

Burial 1 
Near the center of a pile of stones roughly 4 meters 

in diameter, on a flat soil surface, was a stone-lined rec
tangle created by seven large stones placed on end so 
that their flat edges faced inward. Bits of decayed wood 
indicated this tomb had been covered first with logs or 
planks, and then with heavy stones of irregular form 
which we had to remove in order to expose the skeleton. 
The nearly rectangular stone facing of the tomb enclosed 
a space 1.60 meters long by 0.80 meter wide. 

The burial was that of a large male who had been 
placed on his back, head to the north, face upward, 
elbows extended to the sides, and hands on the pelvic 
region. The legs had been bent to the left and flexed, so 
that the body took up no more room in the short tomb 
than the distance from head to knees. The right leg had 
been broken, presumably just before burial, leaving only 
a few centimeters of the tibia bent sharply back from the 
humerus. No other bones of this leg were found. 

Burial 2 
The pile of rocks for Burial 2 was larger than that 

for Burial 1 but contained only a single skeleton at its 
southern end. The burial chamber was about the same 
size as the first—a rectangle 1.80 meters long by 0.75 or 
0.80 meter wide. The skeleton was of an old man, which 
took up less space than the Burial 1 skeleton, because 
flexure at both hips and knees had drawn the bones of 
the legs parallel to one another just at the base of the hip 
region. The other bones indicated that the body had lain 
on its back, with knees flexed to the left and arms placed 
over the lower abdomen. Two whale ribs had stood 
upright at the foot of the grave, possibly extending 
above the covering rocks, and a hewn segment of antler, 
possessing three tines, had possibly formed a support for 
the west wall of the burial. There were signs, also, that 
wood had been employed to reinforce the grave. 

Burial 3 
In a medium-sized rock pile, another adult male had 

been buried supine, with flexed knees. His skull was 
missing, and the general disturbance by ground squirrels 
leaves doubt as to how the arms were placed. The cham
ber of Burial 3 was less well defined by large rocks than 
it was in the other two burials, and the measure of the 
interior, though roughly the same as the others, could 
not be precisely determined because of the displacement 
of the large rocks in earth loosened peripherally by 
ground squirrels. 

Early Western Thule Culture 

In each of the early and late Western Thule settle
ments at Cape Krusenstern, the houses appear to have 
been grouped to include one composite (i.e., multi-
roomed) house and one or more single-living-room 
houses. All houses had kitchens, so it appears that all 
contained at least one domestic unit; there is no ethno
graphic precedent in northern Alaska for a public build
ing to have included a kitchen. None of the houses ap
pears to have been a kazigi, at least as we know it from 
ethnographic descriptions. Based on the settlement pat
tern, variety of rooms, and distribution of artifact types, 
we suggest that each settlement had at least one impor
tant person around whom the settlement was nucleated. 
In view of the number of whalebones, the quantity of 
baleen, and, in Houses 7 and 8, the number of whaling 
harpoon heads and blades, we further suggest that these 
were whaling settlements in which one family was re
garded as the primary unit around which whaling was 
organized, that is, in a capacity assumed more recently 
by an umelik. Whaling equipment was probably stored 
and perhaps worked on in one of the side rooms of the 
umelik's house. This room may have served, too, as a 
general work and meeting room; in other words, the side 
room may have served as the kazigi did in a later 
period. 
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No multiroomed Western Thule houses were located 
at Sisualik, but whether this owed to our not surveying 
the area carefully enough or whether the different 
ecological setting—i.e., farther from the whaling areas— 
is the explanation, we cannot say. 

The artifacts from Houses 7 and 8 are remarkably 
similar to each other, both stylistically and in relative 
frequencies. Harpoon heads include the Punuk, the 
Thule type 2, and the developed Punuk (Sicco) type. 
They appear to represent early versions of these types in 
that they possess vestigial side-blade slits and vestigial 
barbs. The Punuk type, with widely flared upper halves, 
has the characteristic Punuk-style ticked-line and tri
angle-incised decorations, whereas other harpoon heads 
do not. One Thule type 1 harpoon head of antler was 
found in House 8 and only one of the harpoon heads 
from House 8 has a closed socket. 

Unfortunately very few harpoon heads were recov
ered from the Houses 4 to 6 settlement. House 5 had a 
single-barbed head of the Natchuk type, which lacked 
any trace of a lateral slit decoration. From House 6 came 
the tip of a typical Thule type 2 harpoon head and a 
unique head with a complicated spur consisting of a 
main spur, slightly bifurcated at the end, and a pro
nounced vestigial spur. The cross section of the shaft of 
the latter is diamond shaped, with the greatest width 
parallel to the line hole. It looks most like a Tuquok 
harpoon head type but lacks slits for side-blade insets. 

The arrowhead styles of early Western Thule are 
characterized by tangs with sloping, irregular shoulders 
and often by bulges on the tangs. Houses 7 and 8 also 
had a relatively large number of arrowheads with in
verted conical tangs and regular, sharp-cornered cone 
bases halfway along the stem, a form first described by 
Larsen and Rainey at Jabbertown (1948). Nearly all the 
arrowhead barbs from Houses 7 and 8 were unilateral, 
whereas bilateral barbed heads predominated in Houses 
4 to 6. 

Birnirk Settlements at Cape Krusenstern 
(A.D. 8 0 0 + / - 5 0 ) 

The Birnirk period in northwestern Alaska is repre
sented archeologically by coastal sites at Point Barrow 
(Ford, 1959), Walakpa (Stanford, 1976), Point Hope 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948), Cape Prince of Wales (Col
lins, 1937a), and Safety Sound (Bockstoce, 1973) (fig. 
61). Except for Safety Sound, these sites contain abun
dant organic remains, including such diagnostic Birnirk 
artifact types as the single-barbed and side-bladed Bir
nirk style harpoon head. Around Kotzebue Sound, the 
Birnirk period is poorly represented, and where it is 
found, many typical artifacts, such as the Birnirk style 
harpoon head, are lacking. Because of these regional dif
ferences, the term Birnirk is used here in a broad sense, 

Fig. 61. Distribution of Birnirk sites in Northwestern Alaska. 

based on temporal consideration and comparison of gen
eral artifact categories. With more sites and a closer ana
lysis of each Birnirk-age collection, it may be fruitful to 
restrict the term Birnirk to only those sites that share 
many of the specific traits of the original Birnirk collec
tion. 

Houses 32 and 33 Settlement 
Two crescent-shaped depressions and one, deep, cir

cular depression were located on the landward side of a 
composite beach ridge at Cape Krusenstern at the point 
where the Western Thule period ridges truncated the 
main Ipiutak ridge. Since the crescent-shaped depressions 
were of housepit size, if not of house shape, we decided 
to excavate one in 1960. After much more digging than 
we had anticipated, we uncovered a small, single-
roomed house, House 32, with an entrance passage join
ing it at right angles, somewhat off center from the front 
wall (fig. 62). We realized, while digging, that the house 
depression had been nearly totally filled in and obscured 
by the aggradation of the high Western Thule period 
beach ridge 9; the crescent-shaped depression was only 
the rear part of the original house depression which had 
escaped being covered. The artifacts presented a curious 
mixture of typical Western Thule curvilinear-stamped 
pottery, Western Thule ground slate and organic artifacts, 
and Ipiutak-like chipped stone artifacts. Aware of the 
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Fig. 62. Plan and cross section of Birnirk House 32 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

disagreement of the artifact types, we looked for traces 
of possible mixture, which seemed reasonable since the 
House 30 Ipiutak settlement lay less than thirty meters to 
the south and the recent Houses 31, 34, and 35 lay less 
than twenty meters to the southwest and west of the 
house depressions. However, we found that most of the 
artifacts from House 32 were embedded in the roof/floor 
midden which had been compressed into a thin three- to 
four-centimeter-thick deposit which lay under gravels 
deposited by the past Western Thule beach aggradation. 
No artifacts were located in the test excavation outside 
the floor area. However, some chips and artifact frag
ments were found in paper-thin organic layers alter
nating with gravely layers from one to three centimeters 
thick on top of the roof/floor midden. Quite likely, 
these were derived from the debris that lay in the sod 
blocks used to cover the house. These chips were infre
quent, however, and the sod block remnants were clear
ly distinguishable from the floor midden, so that there is 
little chance that the artifact concentrations in the floor 
midden were derived from earlier deposits. 

The second house, House 33, was excavated the 
following year. Because of its implications of Birnirk and 
Ipiutak relationships, Helge and Gerda Larsen excavated 
this one, encountering the same frustrating experience of 
having to uncover a house ruin buried deeply under a 
later-formed beach ridge. The house and tunnel turned 
out to be of the same shape and size as House 32, but 
there was, in addition, a second room that joined the 

Fig. 63. Plan and cross section of Birnirk House 33 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

main room off the front wall (fig. 63). As in House 32, 
the artifacts included ground slate tools, curvilinear-
stamped pottery, and organic artifacts resembling 
Western Thule pieces, plus chipped stone artifacts 
resembling Ipiutak objects. 

The two house ruins lay adjacent to each other with 
their entrance passages oriented more or less toward the 
northwest. The tunnel of House 33 lay at a more oblique 
angle to the house in order to provide space for the sec
ond room. The main room of House 32 measured about 
three meters square; in House 33, it measured a little 
over two and a half meters square. The houses had posts 
in three or four corners, but none along the walls, and 
thus conformed to a four-corner-post construction pat
tern. Both houses had single side platforms across half 
the room, raised about fifty centimeters above the floor 
level. In House 32, a hearth containing fire-cracked 
stones, burned bones, and ash was situated on the floor 
in front of the entrance passage. The entrance passages 
of both houses merged with the room at floor level and 
were built with horizontal logs or planks, supported at 
intervals by a rectangular frame of two posts and a 
crosspiece. An alcove off the north side of the House 32 
tunnel had a planked floor, one straight wall, and one 
curved wall, formed, at least partially, by upright posts. 
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The second room in House 33 was presumably a 
kitchen, connected to the northern half of the front wall 
by a ten-to-fifteen centimeter step up to the platform 
(fig. 64). The floor of the room was entirely planked 
over, and some of the roofing lay diagonally atop it. We 
found no corner posts at the outer edges of the room, so 
it may have had a shed-like roof of planks or logs, in
clined from the outer edges of the wall to the upper edge 
of the main room. Fire-cracked rocks and concentrations 
of bone and pottery sherds lay scattered on top of the 
planking, but no hearth was present. 

The third house depression, unexcavated, lay imme
diately north of House 33. It was much deeper from the 
present surface than the Houses 32 and 33 depressions, 
although the original house floor was at about the same 
level as the floors of the other two houses. Owing to its 
similar shape (with possible front kitchen as in House 
33), similar orientation toward the northwest, and prox
imity to Houses 32 and 33, it may be of similar age. 

It was impossible to determine with certainty, either 
through excavation or through artifactual comparisons, 
whether Houses 32 and 33 were concurrently occupied. 
The artifact styles are identical, however. In view of the 
houses' proximity to each other, they probably were oc
cupied at the same time. Owing to the small size of the 
houses, no more than one family could have occupied 
each. 

We have characterized the two houses as Birnirk 
primarily on the basis of their radiocarbon dated age of 
A.D. 770±110 and 850±100 (K 851 and K 816, respec
tively). Although most of the artifacts are compatible 
with Birnirk culture, no artifacts exclusively associated 
with typical Birnirk assemblages are present. Instead, the 
assemblages of Cape Krusenstern Houses 32 and 33 can 
be best characterized as containing Ipiutak-like chipped 
stone implements and Birnirk and early Western Thule 
organic artifacts. The latter include an undecorated 
antler, closed-socket harpoon head and an antler comb 
with typical late Western Thule decoration. Since we are 
certain of the association of these artifacts, however, we 
can only infer that Birnirk period culture in the Hotham 
Inlet area was somewhat different from the Birnirk cul
ture at Cape Prince of Wales, Point Hope, and Point 
Barrow. The differences may also have had economic 
significance. At Point Hope and Point Barrow, the Bir
nirk people were engaged in whaling, whereas at Cape 
Krusenstern, they were engaged in caribou hunting and 
sealing. 

Houses 32 and 33 Collections 

Fig. 64. Detail of Birnirk House 33 excavation. Cape Krusenstern. 

Although the height and diameter of the original pots 
could not be reconstructed from the sherds, the bodies of 
the pots were either cylindrical or slightly expanding, 
and they terminated in flat or slightly rounded, 
undecorated rims. The rims were thicker than the side 
walls, but did not form distinct lip flares. The tempering 
material was primarily grit, ranging from very coarse 
sand to small gravel; a few sherds also had some organic 
temper, such as grass or feathers. The sherds, for the 
most part, are nearly black or dark gray in color, but 
they often have patches of lighter color, suggesting that 
the pots were fired around an open fire, not in a kiln. A 
thick organic substance coats both the inside and the 
outside of many sherds. 

Skin scrapers and softeners 
Bifacially flaked discoidals (pi. 56q-s; pi. 58r-t) have 

a polished edge produced from scraping skins. The 
polish is localized along only part of the edge, indicating 
that, once hafted, the blade was not rotated. One 
discoidal was made of obsidian, a material never used 
by coastal Ipiutak people in northern Alaska. Unfor
tunately, it was lost when sent to the laboratory to be 
obsidian dated. A split caribou leg bone fragment has 
polished edges that suggest that it was once a two-
handed scraper or beamer. 

Sewing equipment 
A small, pointed implement of antler may be the 

point of an awl. The tip is flattened and slightly 
spatulate. 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

Several hundred potsherds were located in the floor 
midden of the two houses. Most of the body sherds of 
the pots bore curvilinear stamping with intersecting 
spirals. Wall thicknesses varied, ranging from nine to 
eleven millimeters thick. The bases were rounded and 
tended to be about twice as thick as the side walls. 

Ulus 
Numerous pieces of ground slate with double-

beveled cutting edges are fragments of ulu-like semilunar 
knives. They vary greatly in size (pi. 57j-l; pi. 59c,f,g,i). 
Other ground knife blades with cutting edges similar to 
ulu blades are large and nearly oval (pi. 59a, b). 
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Fig. 65. Artifacts from Birnirk House 32 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Hunting and Fishing 
Sealing harpoon heads 

A closed-socket harpoon head (fig. 65e) of antler 
has a broad slot for an end blade that is parallel to its 
drilled line hole. The cross section of the head is essen
tially rhomboid, with both sides beveled from the mid
line. The spur is single and thick. Tiny chert harpoon 
side-blade insets (pi 56o) and somewhat larger ones for 
either harpoon heads or arrowheads {pi. 561,p; pi. 581, m) 
are abundant. Three broad-based end-blade insets {pi. 
56m; pi. 58e,f) resemble types usually hafted in harpoon 
heads, although they were occasionally used also in 
arrowheads. Plate 57d is a ground slate harpoon end-
blade inset with only slightly beveled edges. 

Seal hunting accessories 
Two ivory foreshafts were present in the assem

blage. The smaller of the two {pi. 55e) has a delicate tip 
that fits the closed-socket harpoon head. A rectangular 
lashing slit was placed about midway along its length. 
The opposite end has a flat, spatulate shape. The larger 
foreshaft {pi. 55f) has a thin, rectangular cross section 
and a lashing slit near the base. The opposite end has 
been broken. A conical antler fragment {pi. 55s) from 
House 32 appears to be the base of a sealing dart head 
such as found in the early Western Thule settlements 
{pi 43j). 

Arrows 
One large antler arrowhead fragment (pi. 55g; fig. 

65b) has two unilateral barbs and a spatulate tang 
oriented perpendicularly to the plane of the barbs. The 
tip has been broken off. A second implement is a split 
caribou bone point with a lanceolate tip and a crude 
oval tang (pi. 55d). It is reminiscent of split bird bone 
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points found in more recent Eskimo phases (Murdoch, 
1892). In addition to the chipped stone insets described 
under harpoons, there are a number of arrowhead end-
blade insets. These include the straight-based examples 
g-k and n on plate 56 and g-j on plate 58. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Tiny barbed ivory prongs appear to be fish spear or 

fish leister prongs (pi. 55). Two have unilateral rows of 
barbs (m,p), while another has a single barb near the tip 
(o). A fourth (pi. 55n; fig. 65c), which has a delicately 
shouldered tang, has two tiny, asymmetrical barbs near 
its tip; it may have been a center prong for a fish spear. 
The base on plate 55m, although broken, has a lashing 
groove around its circumference. 

Two ivory bola weights (pi. 55j,k) have small, drilled 
line holes. The weights are relatively irregular and ap
pear to have been made with no attempt to standardize 
weight or shape. Bird bones found in the house middens 
belong to ducks and geese, both of which could have 
been caught with bolas. 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Knives 

A wide variety of chipped and ground stone knife 
blades are present in the assemblage. Semilunar side 
blades for knives (pi. 56a-d; pi. 58a-c) are of the same 
shapes as Ipiutak forms (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 
Some, such as a knife end blade of chalcedony (pi. 58d), 
are like Ipiutak shouldered end blades (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948); other knife blades, such as plate 58p, 
have no Ipiutak counterpart. Narrow side blades for 
knives (pi. 56e,f), mostly fragmentary, are relatively 
common. An unusual ground silicified slate knife blade, 
illustrated by plate 57h, has a straight cutting edge that 
has been beveled from one face, and a side notch for 
hafting. Large, ground, rectangular knife blades with 
double-beveled edges, such as the fragment on plate 57c, 
resemble some of the rectangular skinning knives of 
bone used by Athapaskans, but not by Eskimos, in the 
twentieth century. Three narrow, ground slate, end-
hafted knives (pi. 59d,e,h) are double-beveled along one 
curved edge; the opposite edge is only roughly shaped, 
apparently not for cutting. The two complete specimens 
have slightly shouldered tangs for hafting. 

Adzes 
A large, silicified slate adz blade (pi. 57i) was found 

in House 32. It is relatively thin, measuring only 1.8 cen
timeters thick along the broken edge, and has a cutting-
edge angle of approximately 80 degrees. Owing to its 
great width (6.2 cm.) it was likely not socketed, but 
rather hafted directly to a handle. 

Whetstones 
Numerous coarse-grained whetstone fragments were 

found in both Birnirk houses. The hollow-ground exam
ple illustrated in plate 57a is one of the complete speci
mens, probably used as a knife sharpener. A large piece 
of the same coarse-grained sandstone, which came from 
the floor midden of House 33, appears to have been a 
grinding slab. Smaller pieces of fine-grained siltstone (pi. 
59j) and silicified slate (unillustrated) have polished sur
faces and were apparently used as sharpening stones. 

Wedges 
An antler wedge (pi. 55q) has a heavily battered 

butt and a tip that has been unusually blunted or bevel
ed to a 55- or 65-degree angle. Such an angled edge is 
not typical of wedges and suggests that the tool may 
have been reused for some other purpose. 

Drills, chisels, and pointed implements 
A chipped stone hand drill (pi. 56t) has a bifacially 

flaked tip that shows signs of use. Three other pointed 
stone tools (pi. 56v,x,aa) also have worn drill or graver 
tips. A ground silicified slate burin-like implement (pi. 
57e) is identical to Ipiutak implements from Point Hope 
and Cape Krusenstern (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Its 
sharp edge matches a V-shaped groove in a split antler 
section, indicating that the tool was used for splitting 
antler by incising it with the V-shaped part of the edge, 
not with the squared, chisel-like edge. Since the chisel 
edge is too wide to have been used for making the rec
tangular slits on the foreshafts or the end-blade slit in 
the harpoon, some other tool must have been used to 
make such types of slits. 

Finishing tools 
Numerous unifacially flaked chert tools are inter

preted as flakeknives or side scrapers. We describe the 
thicker, more steeply retouched specimens as flakeknives 
(pi. 56u,y,z; pi. 58n,q,u,v), and the thinner, less steeply 
retouched pieces as side scrapers (pi. 56bb-dd; pi. 58o). 
Most of these unifaces have broad, convexly curved 
edges resembling curved knife blades. These are identical 
to Ipiutak unifaces described by Larsen and Rainey 
(1948) as side scrapers. 

Shovel 
A walrus scapula shovel head from House 33 has a 

pair of gouged holes for attachment to a handle (pi. 60i). 
It is like forms used from the Ipiutak period (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948) until the historic Eskimo period. 
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Transportation Equipment and Accessories 
Sleds and kayaks 

Antler sled frame pieces with triangular gouged 
holes and shaped ends indicate the presence of upright 
sleds {pi. 60a-e). These pieces are very similar to 
Western Thule sled frame pieces from Cape Krusenstern 
settlements, such as illustrated on plate 30. The sleds 
would have resembled Chukchi and St. Lawrence Island 
Eskimo sleds of the historic period, such as one il
lustrated by Nelson (1899, fig. 62). Kayak frame pieces 
of antler {pi. 55r; pi. 60g,h) are like Birnirk forms from 
the Barrow region (Ford, 1959). 

Gaming piece 
A small, prismatic antler object {pi. 55i) has been 

cut and polished on all sides. It has no apparent function 
but resembles objects that are often called gaming pieces 
in the Arctic literature (Giddings, 1952b). 

Red ochre 
Red ochre {pi. 57g) was present in lump and powder 

form. Although it is impossible to determine its use, red 
ochre was used by historic Eskimos of the region to coat 
wooden equipment such as sleds for decorative and pre
servative purposes. 

Unidentified objects 
A pointed antler tine section {pi. 55u) has a worn 

tip that is like those used as piercers. Another pointed 
antler piece (pi. 55i) is the polished tip of a blunt-ended 
implement. Plate 55l is a thin antler fragment, perhaps a 
reinforcement piece, with a hole drilled in the middle. A 
lump of chalcopyrite (pi. 57f) may have been a firestone. 
Plate 56ee is a crudely flaked chert object that was 
probably either an artifact blank or a core. 

Ornaments, Decoration, and Amusements 
Comb 

An antler comb (fig. 65d; pi. 55a) has delicately 
carved, wing-like extensions (one is now broken off) 
above the main part of the body. The body has been in
cised with large, scored, V-shaped areas, separated by 
rows of horizontal, ticked lines. The same motif is pres
ent on the opposite face, but the rows of ticked lines are 
longer and separated by only one scored, V-shaped area. 

Brow band 
A polished antler brow band has crudely incised, 

ladder-like elements on a slightly curved surface (fig. 
65a, pi. 55c). The surface is divided longitudinally by 
three lines creating two fields in which the incised 
elements are placed. Both the ladder-like designs and in
cised arcs, the latter filled in by irregular scoring, are 
distributed along the midline. Near the line hole is a 
V-shaped area, also filled in. The opposite end has been 
broken. 

Incised pebble 
One flat beach pebble located in the house floor of 

House 32 is incised very much like the incised pebbles 
from Ipiutak (fig. 65g; pi. 80h). The design is slightly 
more delicate and complicated than most of the Ipiutak 
forms, however. 

Design Elements 
Most of the Birnirk design elements from Cape 

Krusenstern Houses 32 and 33 resemble Western Thule 
styles. The decoration on the brow band illustrated in 
figure 65a is largely made up of ladder designs extending 
between parallel lines. Two small, mound-like arcs and 
one V-shaped element are also present. The comb illus
trated in figure 65d, which is decorated on both faces, 
has a design field made up of elongate triangles, filled in 
with horizontal lines and a series of parallel, ticked lines. 
By comparison to similar Western Thule design ele
ments, these are more heavy handed. 

In contrast to the incised decorations on the organic 
pieces from the Cape Krusenstern Birnirk settlement, the 
incised designs on the single etched pebble from House 
32 (fig. 65g) are exceptionally delicate. The herringbone 
designs on the pebble resemble motifs on Ipiutak etched 
pebbles and appear unrelated to the Birnirk designs or 
motifs on organic artifacts. 

Labret 
A cylindrical, fine grained object of bitumen (fig. 

65f; pi. 55h) appears to be a chipped labret blank ready 
for polishing. In view of the fact that no labrets were 
found in Birnirk or Western Thule sites of the region, 
however, this identification is not certain. 

Bead 
A single bone bead (pi. 55b) was located in the floor 

of House 32. The hole of this unique specimen is regular 
and was apparently drilled. 
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Birnirk Culture 

Birnirk, originally identified from the cultural re
mains of fifth- to ninth-century A.D. seal-hunting 
Eskimos near Point Barrow, represents a culture clearly 
ancestral to recent Inupiat culture. The Houses 32 and 33 
settlement at Cape Krusenstern (eighth or ninth century 
A.D.), which we attribute to Birnirk culture, lacks many 
of the characteristic Birnirk objects found in the Point 
Barrow excavations, but in many respects both sites 
share a common material culture: pottery with 
curvilinear-stamped decorations, ground slate tool styles, 
house form, and some specific artifact types. 

The culture of the residents of Houses 32 and 33 is 
characteristic of hunters and their families, whose life-
ways centered on land- and sea-mammal hunting. The 
hunters used weapons often tipped with composite stone 
and antler heads; they manufactured stone tools for 
working ivory, antler, wood, and skins; and they pro
duced decorated objects quite reminiscent of objects used 
by more recent northern Eskimos. 

The food-getting activities appear to have been 
about equally divided between the hunting of small seals 
and the hunting of caribou. Seal bones outnumbered 
caribou bones in the settlement by twenty percent (fig. 
66), but caribou hunting weapon parts were more abun
dant than those for seal hunting. Birds were hunted by 
bolas and spears. Judging from the faunal remains and 
hunting equipment, the settlement seems to have been 
occupied during fall and winter. The presence of some, 
but not many, ugruk bones suggests also that the houses 
were occupied until after the beginning of ugruk hunting 
in late April or early May, but were abandoned before 
the spring/summer hunting season got underway. 

The houses in the settlement were each too small for 
more than one family to occupy. The platform area of 
each house, which was raised nearly one meter off the 
level of the floor, extended along one side of the house 
and enclosed an area of three square meters. In one of 
the houses, the kitchen area was located in a small 
alcove off the front wall; in the other, it was in the main 
room. The floors and tunnels of the houses were deep, 
so the interior must have been easily heated, even during 
the coldest winters. 

The residents were skilled in working antler, ivory, 
and slate, but their ability to manufacture chipped stone 
tools was less than that of their Ipiutak predecessors, 
even though they seem to have shared the same imple
ment styles. 

Possibly some of the Cape Krusenstern Birnirk sym
bolism, represented by the etched pebble, was handed 
down from Ipiutak predecessors. On the other hand, 
possibly a Birnirk resident picked up the pebble from 
one of the abandoned Ipiutak houses nearby. The 

presence at Cape Krusenstern of a possible labret blank 
of the form resembling the "trainer labrets" of more re
cent Inupiat suggests the continuous use of labrets 
among northwestern Alaskan Eskimos, perhaps for 
several centuries. In many other respects, for example, in 
the use of slate and pottery, the continuity between Bir
nirk and Western Thule culture at Cape Krusenstern is 
obvious. 

A Site of Old Bering Sea Affiliation 

Singauruk Site 2 

Singauruk Site 2, located along Singauruk Channel of 
Lopp Lagoon, proved to be an exceptionally important 
site containing materials more related to Asian Eskimo 
archeology than to mainland Alaskan archeology. 

Well back from the present shore and out of the 
way of active sand dunes and exposed beach crests, Site 
2 was in a position where a post-Norton, pre-Western 
Thule phase was most likely to occur. Even more than 
other sites found around Lopp Lagoon, however, it had 
been washed out of the sand bank and its materials dis
tributed to such an extent that it is impossible to say 
which objects belong to one time period and which ones 
are intrusive. 

Traces of an old floor, buried about one meter deep 
in the beach crest, yielded only a few artifacts before we 
cut to its inner margin. Apparently the structure which it 
represented had been the source of most of the bones 
and stone objects scattered along the slope and stream 
edge in a fan-shaped distribution from the floor level. 
Since there appeared no merit in attempting to localize 
these objects, we collected as many as possible from the 
limited strip of beach on which they occurred. We 
thought at the time of collection that all came from the 
same feature in the beach, but upon analysis we decided 
they might be an admixture of Northern Maritime and 
Norton-period objects. The Northern Maritime artifacts 
are illustrated in plates 61 through 65; of these, plates 64 
and 65 show the most Norton-like objects. 

Singauruk Site 2 Collections 

Household Equipment 
Pottery 

A rather large number of potsherds lay with other 
artifacts at the site. Invariably thick, coarse sherds, they 
show tempering with coarse sand and little organic mat
ter. Their rims flare outward (pi. 62e) or inward, or 
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FIG. 66. TABULATION OF NORTHERN MARITIME TRADITION ARTIFACTS FROM 
SETTLEMENTS ON CAPE KRUSENSTERN AND SISUALIK BEACH RIDGES 

ARTIFACTS 

HOUSEHOLD 

Pottery: 
Plain and unidentified 
Curvilinear 
Other decoration 

Pottery paddles 

Lamp: 
Pottery 
Stone 

Wick tenders 

Buckets and plates 

Cleats 

Container handles 

Spoons and ladles 

Ulus: 
Blades 
Possible blade fragments 
Handles 

Cleavers 

Skin scrapers: 
Chert end scrapers 
Cobble sections (Discoidall 
Groundstone softeners 
Two-handed bone scrapers 
Tci-Thos 
Scapula scrapers 

Needles and needle cases, bone tubes 

Awls, piercers (pointed implements) 

Boot sole creasers 

Basketry and matting 

TOTALS 

HUNTING AND FISHING 

Harpoon heads totals, sealing 

End-blade insets 

Whaling harpoon heads 

Dart heads 

H32 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

3 

(3) 

2 

I 

Birni 
H33 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

4 

12 

1 

(2) 

1 

k 

Total 
N 

1 

1 

7 

12 

1 

(5) 

27 

1 

2 

1 

H7 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

7 

32 

40 + 

1 

I 

16 

10 

3 

37 

1 

H 8 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

10 

25 

30 

1 

14 

4 

12 

5 

Total 
N 

1 

17 

57 

70 

1 

1 

1 

30 

10 

7 

49 

6 

250 

2-1 

8 

2 

5 

38 

1 

3 

62 

8 

3 

8 

Early Western Thule 
SHI SH2 Total 
N N N 

3 3 

3 3 

1 1 

15 15 
40 + 40 

2 2 

1 1 
3 3 

30 o 36 

1 1 

7 7 

1 1 

113 

9 1 10 

4 4 

1 1 

H4 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

3 

5 

1 

4 

3 

2 

H5 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

13 

20 + 

15 

2 

1 

H 6 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

3 

9 

30 + 

1 

I 

1 

16 

3 

1 

3 

1 

Total 
N 

1 

6 

1 

27 

51 

1 

1 

1 

4 

34 

3 

3 

6 

1 

140 

2 

2 

•1 

2 

2 

1 

4 

4 

5 

H26 

N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

2 

1 

6 

5 

10 + 

Late Western 
H27 Total 
N N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

2 2 

3 5 

16+ 17 
7 13 

1 1 
6 11 

3 3 

20+ 30 

82 

1 

2 

3 4 

1 1 

2 4 

Thule 
H25 

N 

Total 
N 

+ 
+ 
+ 

1 

11 

1 

2 

9 

1 

2 

11 

1 

39 

9 

3 

H31 

N 

+ 

+ 

1 

5 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Kotzebue 
H50 H34-5 
N N 

+ 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Total 
N 

1 

1 

5 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

•1 

20 

3 1 

2 

4 

2 
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TABULATION OF NORTHERN MARITIME TRADITION ARTIFACTS (cont'd) 

ARTIFACTS 

Harpoon accessories: 
Detachable foreshafts 
Fixed foreshafts 
Harpoon socket pieces 
Dart socket pieces 
Shafts 
Finger rests 

Sea Mammal hunting accessories: 
Inflation nozzle, bladder 
Inlation nozzle, spoon shaped 
Sealskin float bar 
Wound pin 

Spear points, stone 

Side blade insets 

End blade insets 

Arrowheads, stone 

Arrowheads, antler and ivory (bone) 

Arrowshafts 

Archery accessories: 
Bow reinforcement pieces 
Bow cable straps 
Feather setters 
Sinew twisters 
Marlin spikes 
Wrist guards 
Graphite 

Bows 

Fish net equipment: 
Net gauges 
Wooden net floats 
Stone sinkers 
Bone sinkers 
Antler sinkers 

Fish angling equipment: 
Fish-hook lures 
Fish line guide 
Fish-hook barbs 
Fish gorge 
Fish line sinkers 

Fish arrow prong 

Fish arrow and spear prong 

Fish spear barbs 

Fish lures 

Fish spear or leister prongs 
(includes possible bird spear 
points) 

H32 
N 

2 

3 

19 

1 

I 

Birnirk 
H33 Total 
N N 

2 
2 2 

2 5 

8 27 

1 

1 

5 5 

H7 
N 

5 
1 
2 
1 

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

116 

3 

7 
S 
2 
4 
4 

2 

1 

19 

2 

16 

H8 
N 

9 

1 

5 

2 

6 

78 

1 
4 

1 
1 

8 
1 

7 

1 

12 

Total 
N 

14 
1 
3 
1 

1 

2 

7 

6 

8 

194 

3 

8 
9 
2 
5 
5 

2 

9 
1 

26 

1 

2 

28 

Early Western Thulc 
SHI SH2 Total 
N N N 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 1 2 

4 1 5 

17 3 20 

2 2 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

H4 
N 

1 

1 

5 

4 

2 

4 

H5 
N 

2 
1 

2 

4 

2 

22 

1 

1 

2 
4 

8 

1 

2 

H6 
N 

1 

1 

25 

2 
1 

1 

12 

2 

2 

1 

Total 
N 

1 

2 
1 

1 
2 

5 

3 

52 

3 
1 

1 
1 

2 
4 

24 

5 

4 

5 

Late Western Thule 
H26 H27 Total 
N N N 

1 1 

1 1 2 
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 2 

1 1 

1 30 31 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

9 9 

1 1 2 

1 1 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

H25 
N 

Total 
N 

4 
1 
4 

10 
4 

1 
3 
2 

1 

1 

49 

4 

2 
4 

1 

1 

10 
1 
5 

1 

3 

8 

2 

H31 
N 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

Kotzebuc 
H50 H34-5 
N N 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

Total 
N 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

I 
1 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 
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TABULATION OF NORTHERN MARITIME TRADITION ARTIFACTS (cont'd) 

ARTIFACTS 
H32 
N 

Bird spear center prongs 

Bird spear side prongs 

Blunt arrowheads 

Bola weights 

TOTALS 

SEA MAMMAL HUNTING TOTALS 

LAND MAMMAL HUNTING 
TOTALS 

BIRD HUNTING TOTALS 

FISHING TOTALS 

HUNTING AND FISHING TOTALS 

MISCELLANEOUS WINTER 
EQUIPMENT 

Ice scoops 
Ferrules 
Ice picks 
Shovels 
Rakes 

MANUFACTURING 

Knives: 
chert blades 25 
slate blades 3 
small fragments (3) 

(not included in count) 

One-piece handles 

Composite handles 

Beaver-tooth chisels 

Drills: 
Hand-drill 3 
Drill bit 
Drill shaft 
Drill base 
Drill cord 
Drill handle 

Axe heads 

Adzes: 
Sharp blades (50°-70° angle) 1 
Blunt blades (80°-110° angle) 
Splitting adz blade 
Handle 
Socket piece 

Wedges 1 

Birnirk 
H33 Total 
N N 

2 2 

49 

8 

34 

2 

5 

49 

2 2 

9 34 
7 10 

(16) 

2 5 

1 

1 

H7 
N 

2 

15 

H8 
N 

10 

Total 
N 

2 

25 

446 

110 

242 

27 

67 

446 

12 

5 
41 

2 

9 

8 

8 
11 

1 

14 

2 

7 

1 
6 
2 

9 
12 

8 

6 

7 

2 

1 

6 

1 

9 

1 
18 
2 

14 
53 

10 

15 

15 

8 
11 

3 

1 

20 

2 
1 

16 

Early Western Thule 
SHI SH2 Total 
N N N 

2 2 

2 2 

3 3 

61 

18 

29 

7 

7 

61 

1 1 

2 2 4 

5 5 
36 8 44 

1 1 

1 1 2 

2 2 

3 2 5 
1 1 
1 1 

1 1 

10 3 13 

1 1 

2 2 

H4 
N 

2 

1 

H5 
N 

2 

1 

H6 
N 

3 

1 

1 

Total 
N 

2 

6 

1 

2 

141 

20 

66 

11 

44 

141 

1 

17 

2 

1 

1 

2 

3 

2 
4 
1 

1 
21 

1 

3 

1 

6 

1 

7 

1 
2 
1 

2 
41 

2 

5 

1 

2 

1 

1 
1 

3 

3 
7 
2 

3 
79 

5 

9 

1 

3 

8 

1 
4 

13 

Late Western 
H26 H27 Total 
N N N 

1 1 

4 4 

77 

14 

39 

5 

19 

77 

3 3 
1 1 

1 1 2 
2+ 14 16 

2 2 4 

1 1 
5 5 
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
4 4 
1 1 
2 2 

16 16 

Thule 
H25 Total 
N N 

1 

8 

2 

145 

41 

62 

11 

31 

145 

4 

5 

12 
3 + 

2 

3 

6 

1 

5 

1 

16 

Kotzebue 
H31 H50 H34-5 
N N N 

Total 
N 

28 

1 

5 

12 

28 

1 

1 

1 1 2 
2 

2 1 

4 2 

1 1 

1 

1 + 

1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 

1 

4 
2 

3 

6 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 
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TABULATION OF NORTHERN MARITIME TRADITION ARTIFACTS (cont'd) 

ARTIFACTS 

Hammerheads: 
(Stone) 
Ivory and bone 

Mattocks or pick handles 

Mattock heads 

Pick heads 

Finishing tools: 
End scrapers 
Utilized flakes & side scrapers 

Stone-working tools: 
Saw 
Flaking hammer 
Flaker point 

Whetstones, grindstones 

Groover or burin-like tools 

Snowshoe needles 

MANUFACTURING TOTALS 
{Including misc. winter 
equipment) 

TRANSPORTATION 

Sled cross pieces 

Sled runners and shoes 

Kayak frame 

Snowshoe parts 

TRANSPORTATION TOTALS 

H32 
N 

42 

1 
5 

1 

1 

Birnirk 
H33 Total 
N N 

1 1 

2 2 

14 56 

1 
5 10 

1 

124 

7 8 

8 

H7 
N 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 + 
20 

4 
8 

2 

5 

H8 
N 

2 

24 

15 
11 

1 
1 
8 

4 

3 

3 

Total 
N 

1 

1 

4 

26 

17 
31 

1 
5 

16 

202 

6 

3 

8 

17 

Early Western Thule 
SHI SH2 Total 
N N N 

2 2 

4 4 
5 1 6 

1 1 

9 9 

105 

2 2 

2 

H4 
N 

1 
1 

1 

1 

8 

1 
8 

1 

1 

H5 
N 

1 

1 
5 

5 

2 

1 

1 

H6 
N 

1 

2 

2 

3 
1 

13 

Total 
N 

2 
1 

1 

3 

11 

4 
6 

1 
8 

18 

2 

195 

2 

1 

1 

4 

Late Western Thule 
H26 H27 Total 
N N N 

1 1 

2 3 5 

8 8 

2 2 
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

77 

4 4 

5 5 

9 

H2S 
N 

Total 
N 

6 

1 

1 

1 

1 

68 

3 

3 

H31 
N 

1 
1 

1 

1 

2 

Kotzebuc 
H50 H34-5 
N N 

5 

Total 
N 

1 
1 

5 

1 

1 

36 

2 

2 
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TABULATION OF NORTHERN MARITIME TRADITION ARTIFACTS (cont'd) 

ARTIFACTS 

DECORATION & AMUSEMENTS 

Engraving tools 

Combs 

Labrets 

Brow bands 

Pendants 

Dolls 

Gaming (?) pieces 

Miniatures 

Unidentified engraved objects 

Pipes 

Beads 

Drum parts 

DECORATION, ETC. TOTALS 

MISCELLANEOUS AND 
UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS 

TOTAL ARTIFACTS 

Materials: 
Chert 
Slate, ground 
Wood 
Bone 
Ivory 
Antler 
Baleen 
Jade 
Bitumen 
Amber 
Iron pyrite 
Red ochre 
Sinew 
Birchbark 

H32 
N 

1 

1 

1 

7 
4 
2 

1 

1 
1 

Birnirk 
H33 
N 

1 

1 

3 

8 
8 

1 
5 

2 

Total 
N 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

3 

216 

15 
12 
2 

1 
5 

1 

1 
3 

H7 
N 

2 

1 

4 

H8 
N 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

Total 
N 

4 

1 

1 

3 

5 

1 

15 

5 5 

1,025 

17 

1 
4 

48 
29 

+ 

+ 
+ 

35 

2 
4 
5 

22 

+ 

52 

3 
8 

53 
51 

Early Western Thule 
SHI SH2 Total 
N N N 

1 1 

1 1 

2 

2 2 4 

287 

12 5 1 7 

54 54 

47 13 60 

4 1 5 
4 4 
5 6 n 

+ 
1 1 

H4 
N 

3 

H5 
N 

1 

H6 
N 

2 

Total 
N 

1 

5 

6 

1 1 2 

488 

5 

16 
+ 

17 

4 
10 
19 

1 

4 

4 

5 
49 

1 
1 

26 

8 
15 
84 

2 
1 

H26 
N 

Late 
H27 
N 

1 

1 

Western Thule 
Total 
N 

1 

1 

2 

1 1 

248 

17 

1 
6 

32 
29 

1 

21 
38 

+ 

38 
38 
1 
6 

32 
29 

1 

H25 
N 

Total 
N 

4 

1 

2 + 

1 

8 

263 

9 
4 

41 
8 
2 

11 

2 

1 

H31 
N 

1 

4 

1 

Kotzebue 
H50 H34-5 
N N 

1 1 

1 

Total 
N 

3 

4 

1 

1 

9 

1 1 2 4 

99 

1 

7 

3 

1 

1 

7 

3 

1 

Fig. 66. Tabulation of Northern Maritime tradition artifacts from settlements on Cape Krusenstern and Sisualik beach ridges. 
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have only an inner lip. They are covered on the outside 
with the curvilinear, paddled design of Birnirk and 
Western Thule pottery (pi. 62a). At least two sherds 
show the faint marks of textile on the inner surface. 

Other Equipment 
Certain bone and ivory artifacts from Site 2 seem to 

belong to cultural periods more recent than those of 
Singauruk Sites 1 and 3, described in Chapter 8, but 
earlier than Western Thule. 

Plate 61a is a small bird bone firmly inset into 
another, a trait known from Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948) and later phases. Plate 61b is a pointed implement 
of antler decorated with a single, shallow groove at the 
heavy (broken) end. Plate 61c is an antler arrowhead, 
one face of which (the reverse of the one shown) is split 
away, the complete head apparently without blades, 
oval in cross section, and undifferentiated at the stem. 
The tip is beveled to a quadrangular cross section. The 
decoration recalls that of Battle Rock in that two double-
pointed elements parallel one another, one in the center 
of the face shown, the other along the left edge. A third, 
much shorter element of the same character crosses at an 
angle below the first. These double-pointed elements are 
thinner than those on the Battle Rock pieces and have in 
the center only a single ridge; yet their uniform widening 
toward the center and their drawing to a fine point at 
either end differentiates them from Ipiutak design 
elements. 

Plate 61d is an ivory bird spear side prong, the 
barbs of which are set off from the shaft by guidelines. 
The piece is closely approximated in some of the deeper 
side prongs from Miyowagh, presumably of Old Bering 
Sea age (Collins, 1937b), and it resembles Old Bering 
Sea specimens more than it does specimens from Okvik 
or Ipiutak. Plate 61e is the tip fragment of a thick, and 
probably large, antler weapon head. The manner of off
setting the barb is distinctive and unlike that commonly 
found in later cultures. 

Plate 61f is an ivory center prong of a bird or fish 
spear; it is rounded on the surface shown, and flat on 
the opposite one. Plate 61g is an ivory fishline sinker, 
notched at one end for suspension and provided with a 
slot in the opposite end for the probable attachment of 
small hooks. This kind of fishing appliance is more 
readily associated with Western Thule, Punuk, or later 
cultures than with the early ones. Plate 61h is an ivory 
segment, bluntly pointed at one end. Plate 611 is a 
Western Thule or later style harpoon head of antler. 
Open-socketed, provided with a lashing groove, a drilled 
line hole, and paired barbs in a plane opposite that of 
the line hole, this specimen is unique in having a shallow 
groove, ground at its tip in the plane of the line hole. 
Since this groove is not deep enough for the attachment 
of a stone blade, its purpose is not readily apparent. 

Plate 61) is an antler arrow point with a single barb 
and a stem like that found in the Jabbertown phase of 
Western Thule culture (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Plate 
61k is the ivory half of a double-ended composite knife. 
Plate 611 is a gauged drill of bone, and plate 61m is a 
broken ivory object, grooved for suspension. Plate 61n 
is a thin, spoonlike object of antler, drilled for suspen
sion at one end and worn at the edges as though used in 
its present form. Plate 61o is a long antler implement 
with a suspension hole and a pointed end opposite. 

A whaling harpoon head fragment of ivory (pi. 61p) 
retains part of the original surface. On it are seen the 
fine line, Old Bering Sea decorations of large circles 
centering about a small drilled hole and the accompany
ing curved line and dashed line decoration, characteristic 
of Style 3. The latter style has "pairs of elevated concen
tric circles or ellipses, usually with a small pit at the 
center, placed on either side of the line hole and often on 
the basal spur" (Collins, 1937b). The line hole of the 
Singauruk specimen slants downward toward the spur, 
but a groove to accommodate the line moves upward 
toward the socket. The socket is circular, drilled in a 
series of "steps" as though the maker used a bow drill 
and stopped now and then to inspect his progress. 

Plate 61q is the proximal section of a broken whal
ing harpoon foreshaft, quadrangular in cross section, but 
wider at the bowed, right-hand margin than at the other. 
Both edges are scored for lashing from a point two centi
meters from the base to a point six centimeters from the 
base. Plate 61r is probably the distal part of a broken 
ivory whaling harpoon foreshaft that was sharpened at 
the tip after the break and provided, in the narrower, 
right-hand edge, with a thin, deep, longitudinal groove 
such as might have accommodated a metal blade. Plate 
61s is the heavily scored stem of an ivory harpoon ice 
pick. Plate 61t is the broken tip fragment of a large 
ivory object, roughly quadrangular in cross section; 
plate 61u is the broken-off, sharpened end of an ivory 
wedge. 

Some of the objects in plate 61 are deeply stained, 
presumably throughout, and thus give evidence of 
considerable age. These are: c-f, h, k, and m-u. 

Another organic object (pi. 62m) is a shovel frag
ment made of walrus scapula. This conforms almost 
precisely to a fragment from Old Bering Sea culture 
described by Collins: "The concave inner surface, shown 
in the photograph, served as the front or upper side of 
the shovel; it was smoothed down by cutting away the 
processes of the proximal end, the longitudinal crest or 
spine, and the thickened opposite edge. The handle was 
lashed on by means of two round holes" (Collins, 
1937b). A somewhat similar shovel is illustrated from 
Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

A sandstone whetstone (pi. 621) is relatively thick, 
with four ground faces. In this respect, it is similar to 
whetstones from the Hillside Site of Old Bering Sea 
culture (Collins, 1937b). Plate 62k is a shaft smoother of 
sandy schist. Plate 62) is a split ball of pyrite; plate 62h 
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is the fragment of a burin-like implement, made of 
silicified slate. Plate 62g, a drill fragment of silicified 
slate, is beveled at the tip and resembles Old Bering Sea 
specimens (Collins, 1937b) and Norton specimens (Gid-
dings, 1964). 

Plate 62d, f, and i are adz-like scrapers recalling 
those illustrated from the Hillside Site (Collins, 1937b); 
plate 62d and i are of basalt, and f is of silicified slate. 
Each specimen has been worn at a chipped margin that 
shows uppermost in the plate. Other edges are simply 
flaked. Plate 62f is polished on both faces and may have 
been used first as an adz blade. 

Plate 62b and c are worn adz blades of silicified 
slate, each of which has a strong, nearly 90-degree bevel 
at the end uppermost in the photograph. 

The non-flint stone tools fall into two general cate
gories not often encountered in the same site. On the 
one hand, there are polished slate knife blades and pro
jectile points, generally like those from Old Bering Sea 
to modern cultures; on the other hand there are relative
ly crude slab knives and other objects of slate and 
silicified slate. 

Plate 63 shows slate knife blades, most of which ap
pear to have been designed for hafting. Probable ulu 
blades are the wide specimen, a, broken at the left 
margin; e, broken at the right; i, a plain specimen; and 
/, a fragment penetrated by a drilled hole. Other blades 
(b-d, f-h) suggest insetting in the deeply grooved lateral 
edge of some form of handle. Plate 63g is notched on the 
upper margin and has been chipped by use along the 
curved blade. Marked indentations for handle attach
ments are seen in b, c and f, the last of which is broken 
at the right margin and was probably a long, straight-
edged knife, the blade of which projected toward the tip. 
Plate 63k is a thick piece of slate, sharpened along most 
of both long edges; it possibly served as a cleaver. 

Plate 64 begins with a selection of projectile points 
and lance blades of polished slate from Singauruk Site 2: 
a, a short, broad lance blade with corner-notched stem, 

probably used in whaling; 
b, an asymmetrical blade, once possessing at least three 

drilled holes for attachment to its shaft; 
c, e, f, h, fragments of stemmed points showing some 

degree of bevel toward the center (/ is flattened on 
both faces and beveled toward the edges); 

d, a very worn fragment of a point with an expanding 
base. A similar piece is illustrated by Collins (1937b) 
from the Hillside Site; 

g, apparently the tip of a long point, beveled toward the 
center on each face. 

Stemmed projectile points similar to some of the 
above are found in Old Bering Sea sites and may be 
found singly in most of the slate sites in northwestern 
Alaska. 

In sharp contrast to the polished slate objects char
acteristic of Northern Maritime tradition sites are the 
Singauruk Site 2 slab knives and other objects of slate 
and silicified slate that are clearly related to Norton cul
ture. These are shown in plate 65: 
a, e, long silicified slate side blades, carefully chipped on 

both faces; 
b, a stemmed, slate end blade or projectile point, the 

flaking of which is restricted to the edges; 
c, the basal fragment of a slate point, lightly polished at 

the center of each face but chipped about the edges, 
with a slight basal contraction to form a stem; 

d, f, g, m, n, r, slab knives or fragments of varied size, 
probably all hafted as lateral or end blades in some 
form of men's knife; 

h, a small slate point, flaked at the edges but polished 
on the faces; 

i, a small knife blade of silicified slate, flaked from the 
edges across both faces; 

;', an adz-like scraper of silicified slate, roughly flaked 
except at the rounded upper end which is smoothed 
by use; 

k, a thick, flaked piece of silicified slate, probably the 
blank for a point or drill bit; 

/, the fragment of a bifaced, silicified slate blade, prob
ably of a whaling harpoon head; 

o, q, fragments of large silicified slate slab knives of 
unknown function; 

p, a slab knife, flaked about two edges and bearing on 
its third edge, shown to the right, the mark of a stone 
saw; of silicified slate, the piece is complete except for 
the nick in the lower corner. 

The flints from the site are rather nondescript but 
more strongly suggest Norton than other cultural forms. 
They are shown in plate 64: 
i, a fragment of a chert side blade; 
;', a carefully formed chert biface of undetermined use, 

retouched about all edges of its rounded, triangular 
margin; 

k, a chert flakeknife with a drill tip prepared at the up
per left, as shown; 

/, a plano-convex flakeknife of chert; 
m, a curious implement of chalcedony, bifaced only near 

the tip, possibly for use as a drill; 
n, a very thin biface of chalcedony, probably a side 

blade; 
o, Norton form of large chert side blade; 
p, a large side blade of red jasper similar to Ipiutak 

specimens; 
q, the thick, bifaced end of an undetermined implement, 

possibly a drill, made of red jasper; 
r, a flakeknife or drill fragment of chert; 
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A possible interpretation of the site, but one which 
cannot be further tested in this collection, is that during 
late Old Bering Sea times at St. Lawrence Island—when, 
conceivably, some plain Birnirk harpoon heads were 
already appearing among the decorated heads of Old 
Bering Sea style—a group of hunters with strong Asian 
cultural affiliations made their home where Singauruk 
Channel now cuts through to the sea. There they bor
rowed implements of a Norton cast or assumed the tech
niques of the Norton stone work that was still then in 
use among their American neighbors. Perhaps they even 
made pottery with a newly introduced curvilinear stamp. 
This would mean that the pottery of Singauruk does not 
belong with the late Western Thule harpoon but is, in
stead, the first curvilinear-stamped pottery yet reported 
in the Bering Sea region. The site might then be seen as 
a one-period deposit of materials from the last stage of 
Old Bering Sea culture which, on St. Lawrence Island, 
was already turning into Early Punuk with a strong Bir
nirk cast. 
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s, a very thick, plano-convex object of chert, complete 
as illustrated, deeply flaked on the upper and left 
edges after the fashion of an end scraper; the upper 
right corner, as shown, projects slightly, as might a 
graver tip; each of the left and bottom facets, steeply 
rising, is a single flake scar; 

t, an end scraper of basalt designed from the cortex 
flake of a small pebble so as to provide a scraper 
edge by evenly flaking from both faces; it resembles, 
in this respect, the working edges of discoidal 
scrapers from Ipiutak and Norton cultures (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948; Giddings, 1964); 

u, another object made of the cortex flake of a brown 
chert pebble, showing use on its two sharper edges; it 
was perhaps used as a knife; 

V, a bifaced discoidal scraper of chert, rather carefully 
retouched about the upper half of the circumference; 

10, a chert flake with two edges carefully prepared for 
use as a knife, the lower left one by flaking only on 
the face shown, the upper, by careful parallel flaking 
on both faces to produce an exceptionally straight, 
sharp cutting edge; 

x, a unifaced chalcedony blade, retouched at the edges 
of the face shown, with its base providing a long 
thinning-flake scar. 

The above-described artifacts and traits, excluding 
many artifactual fragments not of statistical importance, 
bring up the question of what degree of mixing, if any, 
has taken place. The strong Old Bering Sea component 
indicates the direction of one part of the deposit; yet it is 
not easy to explain why no pottery other than the 
curvilinear-stamped variety turned up, if, indeed, both 
Old Bering Sea and Norton people camped on the site. If 
a Western Thule culture component is present, it can be 
recognized only in the harpoon head, arrowhead, and 
fish line sinker, together with the pottery. 



Chapter 6 

Northern Maritime Eskimo Cultural 
History Around Kotzebue Sound 

D. D. Anderson 

The archeology of northern Alaska points clearly to 
a continuity of culture spanning the past fifteen or more 
centuries. Easily recognized as representing an Eskimo 
tradition, this cultural continuity has been labeled the 
Northern Maritime tradition by Collins (1964) and the 
Arctic Whale Hunting culture by Larsen and Rainey 
(1948); it also conforms in the main to Steensby's (1916) 
Neoeskimo stage of cultural development. Because of the 
wider applicability of the term Northern Maritime, we 
prefer Collins' term, despite the fact that in some areas 
the tradition is also found in interior, non-maritime con
texts. According to Collins (1964), the tradition com
prised a series of closely related, sequential, cultural 
stages. In northwestern Alaska, the archeological re
mains belonging to this tradition include those from Bir-
nirk, Western Thule, and all of the more recent Eskimo 
phases. 

For Kotzebue Sound, the developments within the 
Northern Maritime tradition are most easily discussed in 
terms of three cultural periods: Birnirk, Western Thule, 
and Kotzebue. Birnirk is characterized by a subsistence 
pattern oriented primarily to seal hunting but also to the 
hunting of caribou and other mammals. Its cultural 
elements relate to earlier Eskimo stages on St. Lawrence 
Island and on the Chukchi Peninsula as well as to the 
Ipiutak phase that immediately preceded Birnirk on 
mainland Alaska. Western Thule may be characterized 
as the florescence of whale hunting, with the concom-
mitant social and material adjustments for its successful 
pursuit. The Kotzebue period reflects regional adjust
ments in subsistence after whale hunting ceased around 

Kotzebue Sound; it was a period of time when most 
northwestern Alaskan Eskimo groups concentrated on 
exploiting different localized conditions; archeologically, 
northwestern Alaska hosted a whole series of local cul
tural variants like the Kotzebue variant. 

At Cape Krusenstern, more than fifty known house 
depressions, of which seventeen were excavated, date 
within the past fifteen centuries. The greatest number of 
house ruins are of either Western Thule age, from about 
A.D. 950 to A.D. 1400, or of late Kotzebue age, which 
ended in the early nineteenth century. Settlements during 
the late Kotzebue period were relatively large, containing 
from two to five large houses. During the early part of 
the Kotzebue period, settlements seem to have been 
small, each having only one or two small houses. The 
settlements were larger at such locations as Kotzebue, 
however (Giddings, 1952b; Van Stone, 1955). Settle
ments during the Western Thule phase were comprised 
of groups of two to four large houses, and in each settle
ment, one of the houses was multi-roomed, apparently 
in order to accommodate a workshop or communal area 
for the group. By contrast, Birnirk and Old Kotzebue 
settlements were comprised of only one, two, or possibly 
three small, single-roomed and presumably single-family 
houses. No campsites of the Birnirk, Western Thule, or 
Kotzebue periods were found at Cape Krusenstern. 

Parts of the fifteenth-century span of occupation 
may be underrepresented by the surface features at Cape 
Krusenstern. Major shifts in the direction of beach ridge 
formation, which occurred about A.D. 900, when beach 
19 was at the ocean edge, and about A.D. 1300, when 
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Artifact 
Categories 

Household equipment , 
excluding pot tery 

Hunt ing and fishing 
(sea mammals) 
(land mammals) 
(birds) 
(fish) 

Manufactur ing equipment 

Transpor ta t ion equipment 

Ornamen ta t i on and 
amusements 

Others 

T O T A L S 

C.K. 

N 

27 

49 
( 8) 
( 34) 
( 2) 
( 5) 

124 

8 

5 

3 

216 

Houses 32,33 

% 

13 

23 

57 

4 

2 

1 

100 

C.K. 

N 

250 

446 
(110) 
(242) 
( 27) 
( 67) 

292 

17 

15 

5 

1025 

Houses 7,8 

% 

24 

44 

28 

2 

1 

0 

99 

Sisualik Houses 1,2 

N 

113 

61 
( 18) 
( 29) 
( 7) 
( 7) 

105 

2 

2 

4 

287 

% 

39 

21 

37 

1 

0 

1 

99 

C.K 

N 

140 

141 
( 20) 
( 66) 
( 11) 

( 44) 

195 

4 

6 

2 

488 

Sites 

Houses 4-6 

°'o 

29 

29 

40 

1 

1 

0 

100 

C.K. 

N 

82 

77 
( 14) 
( 39) 
( 5) 
( 19) 

77 

9 

2 

1 

248 

Houses 26-28 

% 

33 

31 

31 

4 

1 

0 

100 

C.K. 

N 

39 

145 
( 41) 
( 62) 
( 11) 
( 31) 

68 

3 

8 

0 

263 

Houses 25a&b C.K. Houses 34,35, 
50, & 31 

% 

15 

55 

26 

1 

3 

0 

100 

N 

20 

28 
(11) 
( 5) 
( 0) 
(12) 

36 

2 

9 

4 

99 

°'o 

20 

28 

36 

2 

9 

4 

99 

Fig. 67. Northern Maritime tradition artifacts classified according to activities. 

beach 9 was the front beach, resulted in the erosion of 
several ridges, both about a mile southeast of Sealing 
Point. The beaches that would have been occupied dur
ing the Birnirk period were thereby extensively destroyed 
by the subsequent beach formations, a fact that may 
help to account for a one- or two-century gap in our 
cultural record between the Birnirk and the early 
Western Thule finds at Cape Krusenstern. 

For purposes of discussion, the Arctic Maritime 
tradition around Kotzebue Sound has been divided into 
the following periods; the dates shown are based on 
MASCA corrected radiocarbon dates (Ralph, et al., 
1973): 

Kotzebue period A.D. 1400-early 19th century 
Western Thule period A.D. 950 + /-50—1400 
Birnirk period A.D. 450—950+/-50 

The artifacts from the Northern Maritime tradition 
sites around Kotzebue Sound number over two thousand 
six hundred (fig. 66); for purposes of analysis, they have 
been classified here into five major categories: household 
activities, hunting and fishing, manufacturing, transpor
tation, and ornaments, decoration and amusements (fig. 
67). An additional category of miscellaneous and uniden
tified artifacts includes objects which, because of their 
fragmentary nature, cannot be identified as to activity. 
For a synopsis of the cultural changes during the North
ern Maritime period, see figure 68. 

Birnirk Period 

Birnirk period is represented at Kotzebue Sound by 
a single settlement comprised of two or three small 
houses. The inhabitants of these houses hunted both 
land and sea mammals, for which they used weapons 

tipped with composite heads, primarily of antler and 
stone (fig. 67). Seal bones outnumbered caribou bones in 
the settlement by twenty percent (fig. 68), but caribou-
hunting weapon parts were more abundant than those 
for seal hunting. Bolas and spears for bird hunting were 
also used. 

The houses in the settlement were small—too small 
for more than a single family per house. The platform 
area, which was raised about fifty centimeters off the 
level of the floor, extended along one side of the house 
and enclosed an area of three square meters. 

The derivation of this Birnirk house is intriguing. 
Most Birnirk-age houses in northwestern Alaska had 
floor-level sleeping or working areas across the rear of 
the room, but Birnirk House A (Mound J) at the type 
site near Point Barrow also had a side platform (Ford, 
1959). Houses with narrow platforms along a side wall 
were present in northwestern Alaska at least as early as 
the Near Ipiutak period, (Larsen and Rainey, 1948); and 
by the Ipiutak period, this type of platform arrangement 
seems to have been widespread. Houses of the Birnirk 
people also possessed tunnels, a feature that distinguishes 
them from the Ipiutak and Near Ipiutak houses. Houses 
with tunnels were present, however, south of Bering 
Strait during the Norton period, and they were present 
during the Norton-Ipiutak-related period at Onion Por
tage. The fact that one of the two excavated Cape Kru
senstern Birnirk houses had an open hearth in the main 
room and that the other house had an open hearth in a 
separate kitchen-like room off the front wall suggests 
that the settlement was occupied at a time when house 
forms were in the process of changing. During the 
following Western Thule period, all the houses at Cape 
Krusenstern had separate rooms for cooking. The 
presence of lamp sherds in both Birnirk houses indicates 
that lamps were used, probably for cooking, despite the 
presence of open hearths. 
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Settlement Pattern in Kotzebue Sound Winter Settlement Type at Krusenstern 
Subsistence Activities At Cape Krusenstern 
(*Major Activities) 

RECENT Multiple houses at Cape Krusenstern. 
Large summer tent settlements along and 
coastally-based groups. 

Large cluster of single-roomed Sealing* 
households, each with single sleeping Fishing* 
platforms. 

KOTZEBUE Multiple houses at Kotzebue. Small settle
ments at Cape Krusenstern and elsewhere 
along coast. Summer pattern unknown. 

One or two small, single-roomed house- Sealing* 
holds, each with 1 or 2 sleeping plat- Fishing* 
forms. Caribou hunting 

LATE 
WESTERN 
THULE 

Multiple houses at Cape Krusenstern. 
Summer pattern unknown. 

One major house with multiple rooms, 
flanked by single-roomed houses. 
Deep cache pits. 

Caribou hunting* 
Sealing* 
Whaling* 
Fishing* 
Bird hunting 

EARLY 
WESTERN 
THULE 

Multiple houses at Cape Krusenstern. 
Summer pattern unknown. 

One major house with multiple rooms, 
flanked by single-roomed houses. 
Deep cache pits. 

Caribou hunting* 
Sealing* 
Whaling* 
Fishing* 
Bird hunting 

BIRNIRK Small settlement at Cape Krusenstern. 
Summer pattern unknown. 

Two or three single-roomed houses, 
each with single sleeping platform. 

Caribou hunting* 
Sealing 
Fishing 
Bird hunting 

Fig. 68. Synopsis of settlement and subsistence changes around Kotzebue Sound during the Northern Maritime Period. 
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The Birnirk artifacts at Cape Krusenstern were made 
in styles that curiously combined the "old" and the 
"new." Chipped stone tools were very similar to Ipiutak 
forms, such as end-blade and side-blade insets, semilunar 
knife blades, burin-like implements, and discoidals. The 
same is true of Birnirk at Barrow, as seen in such finds 
as small side-blade insets for harpoon heads, the 
"willow-leaf shape" points (Ford, 1959), and some knife 
blades from Birnirk-period burials (ibid.). On the other 
hand, Cape Krusenstern Birnirk ground slate implements 
such as ulu blades and harpoon head end blades were 
identical to slate forms that continued until the twentieth 
century. Other typical Eskimo slate tools, such as butch
ering knives and lance blades, did not appear in Birnirk, 
however. Pottery with deeply impressed, curvilinear 
designs occurred in the Birnirk as well as in the Western 
Thule period at Cape Krusenstern. 

A closed-socket harpoon head from the Cape Kru
senstern Birnirk settlement was so abberant that it at 
first appeared to have been intrusive from a more recent 
period; its closed socket, lack of decoration, and simple, 
single spur suggested harpoon head forms from the last 
two or three centuries around Kotzebue Sound. Certain
ly nothing like it occurred at other Birnirk sites. How
ever, two harpoon heads from the Van Valin Barrow 
collection (Mason, 1930, PI. V, 1, 2) and several from 
Walakpa, south of Point Barrow (Stanford, 1976, fig. 
29), did have closed sockets and simple spurs.They differ 
from the Cape Krusenstern form in being more triangu
lar than parallel sided and in having the blade slit at 
right angles to the line hole, not parallel to the line hole 
as with the Cape Krusenstern form. Therefore, even 
though the Cape Krusenstern Birnirk harpoon head ap
pears at first glance to be very different from other Bir
nirk forms, it nevertheless shares some attributes. 

The age of Cape Krusenstern Birnirk—eighth cen
tury A.D.—indicates that the settlement comes from the 
latest Birnirk period. If the relative ages of Birnirk at 
Cape Krusenstern and at Barrow are correct, then it ap
pears that the archaic cultural elements persisted at Cape 
Krusenstern after the Northern Maritime traits had all 
but completely taken over in the areas both north and 
south of Kotzebue Sound. Very early dates for Birnirk 
culture in Siberia (Okladnikov and Beregovaia, 1971) 
suggest to us that Birnirk culture may have enjoyed a 
long period of development across the northern areas 
and at the whaling points such as Cape Prince of Wales 
and Barrow, coterminous with the later phases of 
Ipiutak culture in nonwhaling areas. 

The earliest evidence of whaling by Birnirk people is 
from Barrow and Point Hope where it dates to the 
eighth and ninth centuries A.D. However, in light of the 
fact that Birnirk culture was a century older at Cape 
Prince of Wales than at Barrow, dating to A.D. 
637±230, and contemporaneous with the St. Lawrence 
Island whalers (early Punuk) with whom there must 
have been contact, it is possible that in Alaska, the Bir
nirk people began to hunt whales earlier at Cape Prince 
of Wales than farther north. Although we cannot yet say 
why the Birnirk residents at Cape Krusenstern did not 
hunt whales, since whale hunting was pursued elsewhere 
at the time, we suspect that the reasons were ecological. 

Western Thule Period 

After an initial period of development at Barrow, 
Point Hope, and, presumably, Cape Prince of Wales, 
whaling spread into Kotzebue Sound and elsewhere 
along the northwestern coast of Alaska. Evidence of 
whaling was found in the Houses 7 and 8 group, the 
earliest Western Thule settlement on the beach ridges, 
dating between A.D. 900 and 1000. The houses in this 
settlement had large central rooms with sleeping plat
forms that occupied nearly four times the area of the 
platforms in Birnirk houses. House 7 had an additional 
room with a planked floor and no platform area along 
the rear wall. In addition to the end platform, the main 
room of House 7 had a side platform, suggestive of 
earlier floor arrangements. Both Houses 7 and 8 had a 
separate room used as a kitchen. 

The other excavated Western Thule house groups at 
Cape Krusenstern were occupied successively during part 
of the tenth or eleventh century A.D. (Houses 4-6 
group), the early fourteenth century (House 27 group), 
and the late fourteenth century (House 25 group). The 
length of time each settlement was occupied cannot be 
determined, but, judging from the thickness of the floor 
middens and the quantity of artifactual and faunal re
mains in all of the houses, it must have been con
siderable. As with the earliest Western Thule settlements, 
each of these later settlements has one house with a main 
living room and one or more extra rooms that lack the 
usual living arrangements. This house plan suggests the 
incorporation of a special workroom in one house of 
each settlement. These special workrooms may represent 
a Western Thule variant of the Eskimo kazigi, a place 
associated in some way both with a person of special 
status, such as an umelik, and with whaling villages. 

The isolation of each settlement, except for the 
House 25 and House 27 groups, has provided an ex
cellent opportunity to seriate artifact types from the 
Western Thule period more finely than has heretofore 
been possible. Among the notable differences between 
the house collections of Western Thule artifacts at Cape 
Krusenstern are those relating to subsistence activities 
(fig. 67). Generally, the nature of the differences is in the 
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presence or absence from one house group or another of 
whole artifact groups related to specific activities such as 
whaling, fishing with nets, etc., which can best be 
understood as cultural changes in subsistence procure
ment techniques. Most of the changes noted at Cape 
Krusenstern appear to be generally applicable for the rest 
of northwestern Alaska, although the date and order of 
appearance of new subsistence techniques are slightly 
different in each area. In some cases, such as whaling, 
whole pursuits were abandoned over time, but in most 
cases, new techniques, such as fishing with a hook, were 
added, one by one, to the general subsistence repertoire. 
Once a new type of subsistence activity appeared, it 
generally persisted without much change throughout the 
Cape Krusenstern Western Thule sequence. In fact, the 
lack of appreciable stylistic changes from the Western 
Thule period into the historic period has provided us 
with our major justification for relying so heavily on 
ethnographic analogies to assign functions to artifacts. 

Whaling, which had begun at least by the time of 
the earliest Western Thule people, apparently continued 
throughout the Western Thule period at Cape Krusen
stern but ceased abruptly during the latter part of the 
fourteenth century. The primary evidence for Western 
Thule whaling at Cape Krusenstern comes from the 
whaling harpoon heads found in the earliest Western 
Thule house group and the presence of probable whale 
butchering equipment in all of the Western Thule set
tlements. Secondary, and circumstantial evidence, comes 
from the extensive use of whalebones used in house con
struction and the use of baleen for various implements. 
In some places, of course, beached whales are a source 
of baleen and bones, but at Cape Krusenstern during the 
period of occupation by the Western Thule people, 
marine currents would not have carried dead whales to 
shore from the whaling migration lanes. 

During the Cape Krusenstern Western Thule phase, 
knife blades of all types were generally made of ground 
slate. This is in contrast to Birnirk, where only ulu 
blades were generally of slate, and other knife blades 
were of flaked chert. The most common form of Western 
Thule slate lance or knife blade has a straight base; 
parallel, straight sided tang; slight shoulders; and a long, 
parallel sided or gently converging shaft. In some cases, 
these implements have a midridge extending from the 
tip on both faces. The largest of them were likely whale 
butchering implements, which compare closely to whale 
butchering implements from Jabbertown House 2 at 
Point Hope (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) and from 
Nunagiak near Point Barrow (Ford, 1959). It is worthy 
of note that most categories of artifacts from Houses 7 
and 8 were similar, but the large, slate, butchering im
plements were found only in House 7, along with the 
whaling harpoon heads. It is also noteworthy that the 
only other houses at Cape Krusenstern that had such 
large butchering implements were the multiroomed 
houses, House 27 and House 5. 

Some stylistic differences in knife forms may be 
noted among settlements, but because so few examples 
were found in each settlement, we cannot say for certain 
that the differences in fact represent cultural changes. 
One type is single-edged and is either end-hafted or side-
hafted, a form that appears late in the sequence else
where in northwestern Alaska (cf. Ford, 1959: fig. 81, u, 
m; Larsen and Rainey, 1948, PI. 90, 19, 20). 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment was greatly 
diversified through time. During the earliest phase of the 
Western Thule period, fishing was carried out predomi
nantly—and perhaps solely—by means of fish spears, 
leisters, and multipronged arrows. Taking fish by spear
ing is particularly productive at Cape Krusenstern during 
late spring, but not during other seasons. For example, 
Arctic char are numerous in June and can be readily 
speared in the shallow water from rotten or hummocked 
ice along the shore. It is true that if conditions during 
the Western Thule period were similar to those of the 
twentieth century, a successful fall fishing season would 
have been possible near Sisualik. However, since white-
fish weigh only between one and two pounds in the fall, 
fishing methods such as trenching, flooding, and dam
ming ditches in the shore gravels would have been much 
more effective than spearing. Small whitefish weighing 
from one-half to two pounds are also numerous in the 
lagoon behind the Cape Krusenstern beach ridges during 
the winter. Their small size was perhaps less important 
than the opportunity to vary seal meat with fresh fish, 
which could be speared whenever expansion cracks 
opened up. 

Evidence for the importance of fish spearing in the 
early Western Thule period comes also from sites on the 
Kobuk River, at Point Hope, and at Point Barrow. The 
Ahteut site on the Kobuk River contained numerous 
fish spear barbs, leister prongs, and fish arrow prongs. 
Only three net sinkers were discovered in the site, how
ever, indicating that catching fish in nets was relatively 
unimportant. The numbers of net sinkers in sites around 
Hotham Inlet increased dramatically during the In
termediate Kotzebue period (A.D. 1550). At Point Hope, 
none of the Western Thule or more recent archeological 
sites contained fish netting equipment, although Arctic 
char have been netted there during the middle decades of 
the twentieth century. At Barrow, fish netting is totally 
absent from the archeological and early ethnographic 
records. 
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Fishing with hook and line appears to have begun at 
Cape Krusenstern later than netting. The earliest hooks 
are from the House 25 settlement. Known as fish lure 
hooks, they are of a style characteristic of the Kotzebue 
Sound area. During recent times, they were most fre
quently used for catching sheefish in Hotham Inlet, in 
Selawik Lake, and along the Kobuk and Selawik Rivers. 
Along the Kobuk River, fishing with hooks was prob
ably not practiced until the Ekseavik period. It is true 
that three fishhook-like barbs were located in a site of 
the Ahteut period, but, since no shanks were recovered, 
the function of these artifacts must remain conjectural 
(Giddings, 1952b). At Barrow, fishhooks were used 
only after the beginning of the historic period. The 
Utkiavik and Nuwuk sites near Point Barrow had hooks, 
but they usually had metal barbs (Ford, 1959). 

Bird hunting equipment during the Western Thule 
period at Cape Krusenstern included side-pronged and 
end-pronged leisters or spears. Side prongs characteristic 
of Western Thule spears were common throughout the 
period, as were leister prongs. Bola weights were also 
used throughout the entire period, but they seem to have 
been particularly popular during the earlier part. Blunt-
tipped arrows did not appear until the time the Houses 
4 to 6 settlement was occupied. 

Along the Kobuk River, blunt arrowheads did not 
appear until the Ekseavik period; at Point Hope, not un
til the modern Tigara period (Larsen and Rainey, 1948); 
and at Barrow, not until the Utkiavik period (Ford, 
1959). Stylistically, the Cape Krusenstern Western Thule 
blunt arrow with wedge-shaped tangs compares to one 
located in the Utkiavik site at Barrow; the split tangs at 
Cape Krusenstern compare with similar forms from 
Utkiavik and Nuwuk. 

Although neither the techniques for caribou hunting 
with bow and arrow or spear nor the techniques for 
seal hunting seemed to change during the Western Thule 
times, the styles of arrowheads and harpoon heads used 
in these pursuits did reflect changes. According to Larsen 
and Rainey (1948) and Giddings (1952b), arrowhead 
tangs and shoulder configurations were in a state of 
change during all the period of Northern Maritime tradi
tion. The tang, for example, became increasingly well 
defined, having evolved from a conical base, demarcated 
from the rest of the arrowhead, to a slightly shouldered 
tang and, finally, to a flat shouldered tang. During the 
Western Thule phase, the change was an increasing 
abruptness of the round shoulder. The knobbed tang (a 
tang with a rounded, bulb-like protrusion located part
way along its length) also persisted throughout the entire 
Western Thule period, but, in the later phase, the por
tion of the tang below the knob was usually longer than 
in the other phases. The double conical tang with a flat 
shelf around the basal cone characterized only the 
earliest phase. At Barrow, it was present from Birnirk 
times until Nunagiak (Ford, 1959); and at Point Hope, it 
was present in Western Thule Jabbertown House 2 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

The fact that the two Ahteut arrowheads (Giddings, 
1952b) were knobbed rather than the double conical 
variety suggests that the middle parts of the Cape Kru
senstern Western Thule sequence correspond most close
ly in time to Ahteut, a suggestion consistent with radio
carbon dates. In the latest Western Thule period, some 
tangs showed raised rings instead of knobs, with an in
crease in the number of unilateral barbed arrowheads 
throughout the sequence; these were much less common 
than the single-barbed variety in the earlier phases. 

Chipped knife and projectile point forms occurred 
throughout the Northern Maritime tradition at Cape 
Krusenstern, but the discontinuity in forms was nearly 
complete between Birnirk and early Western Thule. 
Whereas Birnirk weapon heads were delicately flaked 
end- and side-blade insets resembling those of Ipiutak 
types, Western Thule weapon heads were generally self-
pointed and barbed. Where stone insets were used, they 
were of ground slate. The difference appears to owe 
largely to the change from end-slotted arrowheads in the 
Birnirk period to self-pointed arrowheads in the Western 
Thule period (Ford, 1959; Larsen and Rainey, 1948). The 
evidence from Cape Krusenstern is inconclusive, 
however, owing to such a small artifact sample. A few 
possible arrowheads of chipped stone do occur in the 
Cape Krusenstern Western Thule period. Two in House 
8 (pi. 39n,o) had slightly rounded shoulders and rounded 
narrow tangs. This form, in an arrowhead with a 
relatively shorter tang and somewhat more pronounced 
shoulders, also occurred in House 27 (pi. 17w). It 
resembled the Kavik type from interior northwestern 
Alaska (Campbell, 1962b, pi. 6, 2) and points from Old 
Kotzebue and Ekseavik (Giddings, 1952b, pp. 44-45). 
Large knife or point bifaces occurred in the earlier 
phases of Cape Krusenstern Western Thule, but not in 
the later phases. They had rounded, slight shoulders a 
little below the midline, with generally rounded bases. 
One from House 6 (pi. 17p) is slightly side-notched. 
Most of these are symmetrical, although two from 
House 7 (pi. 17h,q) are asymmetrical. 

Small side-blade insets in Cape Krusenstern Birnirk 
indicate the presence of at least some of the side-bladed 
varieties of harpoon heads. By Western Thule times, all 
heads lacked side-blade insets, and the only end-blade 
insets were ground slate ones. The Punuk style harpoon 
heads in House 8 are typical of the early Punuk heads 
on St. Lawrence Island (Collins, 1937b) from which must 
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have evolved the smaller, more delicate, Sicco-type 
heads of Nunagiak (Ford, 1959) and the later phases of 
Western Thule at Cape Krusenstern. This suggests that 
Nunagiak may be more recent than Cape Krusenstern 
Houses 7 and 8. Double, conical, stemmed arrowheads 
are also present in Nunagiak, however, so that Nunagiak 
cannot be too much more recent than Houses 7 and 8. 
Early Nunagiak probably falls in between the Houses 7 
and 8 settlement and the Houses 4 to 6 settlement, that 
is, between A.D. 1050 and 1100. 

Taylor (1963) believes that in the Point Barrow 
region there was a temporal gap between the Birnirk and 
earliest Western Thule people. According to him, this is 
demonstrated through the sharp differences in harpoon 
head and arrowhead styles between the Birnirk and 
Nunagiak periods, differences that would not be so great 
if the continuity were unbroken. In harpoon head styles, 
about forty percent of the Birnirk-period heads were the 
Birnirk open-socket type, with a single lateral barb and 
an opposing side-blade inset, whereas in the Nunagiak 
period, there were no harpoon heads of this type. Most 
of the other sixty percent of the Birnirk-period heads 
were unbacked, multispurred heads, with side-blade in
sets or, as in the case of the Naulock type, with slight 
barbs and end-blade insets, none of which appeared in 
the Nunagiak period. Since Birnirk types appear in Cape 
Krusenstern Houses 7 and 8, our evidence supports 
Taylor's contention and further provides an example of a 
transitional Birnirk-Western Thule assemblage. 

Kotzebue Period 

Kotzebue Eskimo culture is largely an outgrowth of 
its Western Thule ancestry, so much so that our date of 
A.D. 1400 for the beginning of the Kotzebue period is 
quite arbitrary. The major change that may be seen to 
initiate this period is the cessation of whaling around 
Kotzebue Sound. Surprisingly, except for the disappear
ance of whaling-related equipment from the sites, there 
seems to have been little immediate alteration in the arti-
factual inventory as a result of the dramatic turnabout in 
the subsistence pattern. For example, Western Thule 
Houses 25a and b (A.D. 1300-1400), the last of the whal
ing settlements in the region, and Old Kotzebue (A.D. 
1400) (Giddings, 1952b), a nonwhaling settlement, exhibit 
nearly identical artifact types in all categories except 
whaling tools. 

In contrast to Western Thule settlements, Kotzebue-
period settlements varied in size. Many small groups of 
people seem to have wintered in small, isolated settle
ments scattered around the shores of Kotzebue Sound, 
while other groups occupied a large settlement, at least 
intermittently, at Kotzebue. Excavations in the city of 
Kotzebue have not yet established whether a large settle

ment was typical of all periods there. The Kotzebue set
tlement seems to have numbered more than ten houses 
during parts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but 
it is uncertain whether there was a settlement there in 
the early nineteenth century. 

The smaller size of settlements following the Western 
Thule period is concurrent with the decline and eventual 
cessation of whaling in the area, which was caused, in 
large part, by environmental changes. The climate dete
riorated during the fourteenth century and the northwest 
winds that had previously prevailed in the summers 
changed to southeast winds after the fourteenth century. 
These changed conditions at the end of the Western 
Thule period made whaling in Kotzebue Sound no longer 
possible. Baleen whales have been absent from Kotzebue 
Sound since at least the nineteenth century. With a ma
jor resource gone, people in the large coastal settlements 
must have been forced to disperse in order to take ad
vantage of resources elsewhere. Later, as they improved 
their techniques, they were able to tap other plentiful 
resources, such as salmon. 

The changes in subsistence-related artifacts, apart 
from the disappearance of whaling equipment in the 
Kotzebue period, were primarily stylistic. As was true 
for northwestern Alaska in general, harpoon heads dur
ing the Kotzebue period were exclusively the closed-
socket type. Other harpoon head attributes were varia
ble. Some heads had bifurcated spurs, for example, 
while others had single spurs; some had barbs, and 
others had end slots or both barbs and end slots. 

Fishing equipment from the Kotzebue period was 
much the same as the fishing equipment used by the late 
Western Thule people. Netting was perhaps more impor
tant in Kotzebue times, but there were too few artifacts 
to be certain of this. 

In manufacturing arrowheads, the Kotzebue people 
seem to have achieved an objective sought for centuries, 
namely, a tang that could be firmly seated on the shaft 
and, at the same time, could be easily removed. This 
was achieved through the combination of a squared 
shoulder and a spurred tang that could be secured by 
twisting the tang under similar spurs or ridges in the 
socket of the shaft. 
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Chipped stone arrowheads were uncommon in the 
Kotzebue phase collections, and the typical T-shaped 
points of the later nineteenth-century North Alaskan 
Eskimos seem to have been absent. Other items of 
chipped stone continued to be made throughout the se
quence, even into the post-historic contact period, and, 
in fact, even showed a slight revival, while ground slate 
tools decreased in importance. The decline of slate was 
also noted by Giddings in post-fifteenth-century sites 
along the Kobuk River, a decline that he attributed to 
the increased use of local jade (Giddings, 1952b). At 
Cape Krusenstern, at least in the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, ground slate may have been used less 
because of its replacement by metal. Since large, chipped 
stone knife or point bifaces occurred in the late Kobuk 
River and Kotzebue village sequences (Giddings, 1952b, 
pi. I), it is surprising that such pieces were absent in the 
post-fourteenth-century houses at Cape Krusenstern 
where only two examples were found, both from House 
31. The difference in materials used for implements 
might also be explained by the greater availability of 
metal-bladed knives and lances on the coast, obtained 
through trade with Asia. If not much metal was distrib
uted to the interior through native trade, obviously the 
inland people would have continued to use stone. 

In the rest of the categories of material culture, the 
changes noted above for the coastal areas around Kotze
bue Sound are the same as noted by Giddings along the 
Kobuk River (1952b). 
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PART HI LATER ARCTIC 
SMALL TOOL TIMES: 

PALEO-ESKIMO? 

D. D. Anderson 

Immediately preceding the establishment and devel
opment of the Northern Maritime Tradition, there ex
isted in Arctic America a tradition that spanned nearly 
three millennia: the Arctic Small Tool tradition. 
Originally named for an early horizon of microblade 
complexes in the Arctic that included Denbigh Flint in 
Alaska, pre-Dorset in Canada, and Independence I in 
Greenland, the tradition was defined on the basis of 
numerous shared traits: large numbers of microblades 
struck from conical cores; burins with extensive retouch 
on one or both faces and prepared for hafting; burin 
spalls retouched for use as minute engraving tools; many 
small bifacially retouched inset side blades; many small 
biface points without stems or notches; medium-sized bi-
face points and knife blades without stems or notches; 
few implements made by grinding or polishing; at most 
sites, the absence of pottery; and a unique style of fine 
workmanship (Irving, 1962). 

I have expanded the concept of the tradition to in
clude all the complexes that had roots in these early 
components. In Alaska, this includes the Denbigh-
derived Choris, Norton-Near Ipiutak, and Ipiutak com
plexes. The question of interest here is to what extent do 
these Arctic Small Tool remains represent ancestral 
Eskimo culture and to what extent do they represent an 
entirely different line of cultural development? Because 
the Arctic Small Tool culture appears so Eskimo-like in 
basic technology and subsistence patterns (though not in 
style of artifacts), I feel that the tradition does indeed 
represent an older form of Eskimo culture. I accordingly 

refer to the tradition as Paleo-Eskimo, a term given by 
Steensby (1916) to the hypothesized ancestors of the 
Inupiat and Yuit and more recently used by Larsen for 
Ipiutak culture (Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Larsen, 1961). 
On the other hand, stylistically, only a few artifacts 
from the latest stage of the Arctic Small Tool tradition 
resemble those of the earliest Northern Maritime 
tradition, so the links between the two traditions cannot 
be direct, at least in northwestern Alaska. 
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Chapter 7 

The Ipiutak Villagers: Large Populations 
at Cape Krusenstern 

D. D. Anderson 

Ipiutak is the name given by Larsen and Rainey 
(1948) to their remarkable finds at Point Hope. Ipiutak 
culture is now documented in many other parts of north
western Alaska, including Battle Rock, Cape Krusen
stern, Deering, Point Spencer, and Feniak Lake (fig. 69). 
Once claimed to rival Fairbanks in size (Rainey, 1942), 
the Ipiutak site at Point Hope included more than six 
hundred house ruins. Later, this site was seen to be a 
composite of an uncounted number of small settlements, 
probably occupied successively as the beaches built out
ward like those at Cape Krusenstern. Because Ipiutak 
culture changed so little during its centuries of existence, 
Larsen's and Rainey's early attempts to seriate the find
ings on the basis of their relative beach ridge location 
showed little promise of success. Had they succeeded, 
beach ridge dating in northwestern Alaska might have 
begun twenty years sooner than it did. 

The 1948 Ipiutak report by Larsen and Rainey 
stands as one of the classics in Arctic archeological liter
ature, both because of the broad framework in which it 
was written and because of the detail given in the 
descriptions. A mark of its quality is that thirty years 
later it is still one of the most frequently referenced 
works on Arctic prehistory. It was used extensively in 
preparing the discussions that follow about the Ipiutak 
villagers at Cape Krusenstern. 

Ipiutak Settlements 
(A.D. 50-900 + / - 5 0 ) 

Cape Krusenstern 

Farther inland from the beaches containing the 
Northern Maritime settlements at Cape Krusenstern, the 
ridges become less heavily sodded. The highest and 
broadest of these ridges, beach ridge 35, has a sod layer 
that is only between five and ten centimeters thick. The 
ridge itself is intersected in several places by nearly 
meter-deep, open, ditch-like frost cracks running perpen
dicular to the ridge. It is on this ridge that most of the 
Ipiutak-period archeological sites around Kotzebue 
Sound are located. 

History of Excavations 
In the 1958 to 1962 site surveys of Cape Krusen

stern, the archeological features were more numerous on 
the Ipiutak-period beaches than on any others. In fact, if 
we were to estimate population density by the number 
of house remains, we would conclude that Cape Krusen
stern was more heavily populated during the Ipiutak 
period than at any other time. At least eight compact 
settlements of between five and fourteen structures each, 
and thirty-five isolated houses lay along the several 
Ipiutak ridges. In addition, the remains of Ipiutak tent 
and camp sites appear to cover large areas immediately 
seaward of the settlements. On the rear part of beach 
ridge 35, in one of the few areas where an early surface 
of the ridge lay exposed (elsewhere it was covered with 
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Fig. 69. Distribution of Ipiutak sites around Kotzebue Sound. 
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additional layers of storm-washed sands), we located an 
early Ipiutak-period house ruin, House 70. The location 
of this house has implications for the prehistory of the 
area, because it suggests that other early Ipiutak remains 
may be buried under the crest of this large ridge. Accord
ing to radiocarbon dates for the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak 
sites, the house settlements near the ends of the series of 
ridges are more recent than the ones along the middle 
areas (fig. 19). 

In 1958, as part of the effort to date the north
eastern series of beach ridges, House 11, the first of the 
Ipiutak house ruins discovered, was excavated. Unfor
tunately, it was in such a poor state of preservation that 
we were unable to obtain any construction details. Ironi
cally, however, it yielded the best-preserved harpoon 
head (fig. 94) from the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak culture; 
the head had been embedded in the dense, perennially 
frozen hearth material. Tests during the same year along 
several other parts of the beach ridges revealed other 
large Ipiutak house ruins, but, since the season was nearly 
at a close when they were found, they were left unex-
cavated. 

Ipiutak Houses 16, 17, and 18 were excavated dur
ing the 1959 field season. As had been hoped, preserva
tion in at least one house, House 17, was sufficient to 
determine the details of house construction. House 17, 
on beach 30, and House 18, on beach 29, were located 
ninety meters apart on the southeastern portion of the 
beach ridges, each on a high, broad ridge separated by 
an intervening low ridge that elsewhere at Cape Krusen
stern was part of beach 28. The high ridges were fifty 
meters apart from crest to crest. The locations of the 
houses on the beach ridges suggested that House 17, the 
more seaward of the two, might be slightly younger than 
House 18, but the artifacts from the two appear to be of 
nearly the same age. Unfortunately, we have only a few 
artifacts from these two settlements because the large 
quanti ty of faunal remains and most of the stone imple
ments that we recovered were lost in shipment. House 16 
was located several hundred meters to the east of Houses 
17 and 18, on beach ridge 35. 

The first Ipiutak house ruin uncovered in 1960, 
House 30 on beach ridge 35, was excavated a quadrant 
at a time. Vertical controls were maintained by leaving 
unexcavated, meter-wide zones across the depression at 
right angles to each other. During the excavation of this 
deep house ruin, we did not fully realize the significance 
of several nearby shallow depressions. Depressions were 
everywhere on the beach ridges, and, of the many that 
were manmade , most were cache pits that yielded little 
or no artifactual material or construction data. To our 
surprise, a routine test of those around the completed ex
cavation of House 30 yielded charcoal and chipping 
debris. We quickly realized that these were the remains 
of small houses. By the end of the season, we had exca
vated seven structures of the House 30 group, and had 
located and excavated five structures in another settle
ment, the House 40 group (fig. 70). 

Excavations of Ipiutak features in 1962, the final full 
season at Cape Krusenstern, were confined to seeking 
answers to questions that had arisen while analyzing the 
work of previous years. Our three major goals were: a) 
to determine the time limits of the Ipiutak period at 
Cape Krusenstern, b) to verify previously noted con
struction details of one variety of Ipiutak house, and c) 
to determine what kinds of information could be derived 
from the areas between the obvious features in the settle
ments. Three house depressions, 9, 10, and 60 (fig. 70), 
and their adjacent areas appeared to have direct bearing 
on the first two matters and were therefore chosen for 
excavation. Sampling the settlement area of the pre
viously excavated House 40 group offered the greatest 
possibilities for solving the third problem, and large 
areas beyond the limits of the houses in the settlement 
were thus exposed. 

Because our overall research aim was to outline the 
cultural periods at Cape Krusenstern, we were unable to 
fully investigate the spatial arrangements within any one 
settlement. A full picture of Ipiutak settlement patterns 
would have required all house groups to be excavated 
and a statistically significant sample of camping areas, 
such as Feature 737, to be tested. 

In 1965, we were able to return to Cape Krusenstern 
for four days to excavate an early Ipiutak or late Near-
Ipiutak house, House 70, discovered by us on the land-
wardmost segment of beach 35 at the end of the 1961 
field season. 

Settlements 
In all, twenty house ruins, constituting only a part 

of eight tightly clustered, former Ipiutak settlements, and 
one isolated house ruin, House 70, were excavated on 
the Cape Krusenstern series of beach ridges. Excluding 
House 70 from consideration here, the surface configura
tions of these ruins were of three forms, which, upon ex
cavation, proved to correspond to three different types 
of house construction (fig. 96). Six house depressions 
were large, comparatively deep, and surrounded by a 
high rim of sod-covered earth; these are hereafter re
ferred to as type 1 houses. Nine were small and shallow, 
rimmed only by a slight rise in the topography (type 2); 
and five were large but shallow, confined by a trough
like border (type 3). The shallow depressions were 
square, the large ones somewhat square with rounded 
corners. 
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Fig. 70. Ipiutak Settlement Patterns, Cape Krusenstern. 

The houses of the first type (type 1) were substan
tial, having been framed with heavy logs, sided, and 
covered with planks and sod. Their floors were dug in to 
about one meter below the bottom of the sod. The 
houses of the other two types were built of much less 
permanent materials and had floors just below the sod 
level. Although the indications of the wall construction 
of type 2 houses were clear, the nature of the covering 
or roofing of the houses remains unknown. The type 3 
houses are more vague. In each house area our excava
tions revealed only a few timber fragments outlining the 
thickly packed floor area. We hesitated to accept the 

negative evidence that no substantial posts were driven 
into the ground within the limits of the floor area until 
we could confirm our observations. During the final 
season, we had the opportunity to excavate two more 
houses of this type, and the findings substantiated our 
original observations that the houses contained no 
evidence of vertical wall posts sunk into the ground. 
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Camping areas were also an important component 
of the Ipiutak settlements, even though they are scarcely 
visible now to the casual observer. We tested several of 
these campsites but excavated only one large area in its 
entirety, Feature 737 on beach ridge 29 (fig. 71). Once 
we removed the sod, we exposed an area of over ninety 
square meters scattered with fire-cracked and fire-
reddened beach pebbles. Most of these were concen
trated in clusters of about one meter. In other areas, the 
gravel beach held concentrations of hard or oil-soaked 
gravel and an occasional broken pebble. At least twelve 
concentrations of oil-soaked gravel or fire-cracked peb
bles were present, probably the remains of fireplaces in 
which seal fat and wood were burned, producing fires 
that left few or no solid pieces of charcoal as residue. 
These campsites may have been spring campsites of seal 
hunters. 

Artifacts 
Since I am not as certain about the specific func

tions of Ipiutak artifact types as I am about those of the 
Northern Maritime tradition, I have adhered, with some 
exceptions, to Larsen's and Rainey's (1948) classification 
for Ipiutak at Point Hope. The Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak 
artifacts fall into thirty-eight categories. The paren
thetical remarks after several of the following artifact 
types refer to the descriptions and illustrations used by 
Larsen and Rainey: 

1. Sealing harpoon heads (harpoon head type 3; pi. 37, 
7, 8) 

2. Whaling harpoon heads (unlike the large rare har
poon heads, pi. 37, 13, 14, but probably serving the 
same function) 

3. Harpoon end-blade insets (harpoon end blades; pi. 
2, 34, 39) 

4. Harpoon shafts 
5. Arrowheads (arrowhead type 2; pi. 1, 5-9) 
6. Arrowhead end-blade insets (arrowpoints, all types) 
7. Weapon side-blade insets (inset blades, all types) 
8. Fish spear barbs (barbs for salmon spear) 
9. Discoidal scrapers (discoidal blades, all types) 

10. Knife side blades (side blades for knives and semi
lunar blades, all types) 

11. Knife end blades (end blades, all types) 
12. Handle for end-bladed knife (knife handle, type 2) 
13. Flakeknives (side scrapers, various types) 
14. Side scrapers, single edge (side scrapers, various 

types) 
15. Side scrapers, multiple edges (side scrapers, various 

types) 
16. Curved knife blades (end scrapers, right slant and 

left slant, and convex side scrapers) 
17. Ground burin-like implements (small chisels; pi. 47, 

13-16) 
18. Flint flaker points and handles 
19. Whetstones, grindstones, shaft smoothers 
20. Adz blades 
21. Adz sockets (adz heads, various types) 
22. Adz handles 

Fig. 71. Ipiutak campsite on beach 29 at Cape Krusenstern. 

23. Gravers and drills 
24. Wedges 
25. Mattock heads 
26. Shovel heads 
27. Slab knives 
28. Organic pointed implements 
29. Miscellaneous stone implements 
30. Ice picks 
31. Fixed foreshafts 
32. Birchbark 
33. Crude discoidals and blanks 
34. Pendants 
35. Labrets 
36. Stone lancets 
37. Masks or goggles 
38. Incised pebbles (stones with petroglyphs; pi. 10, 12, 

13) 
The frequencies of artifacts of each type found in 

the Ipiutak settlements at Cape Krusenstern are listed in 
figure 72. 
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Ipiutak Artifacts from Cape 
Krusenstern Settlements (N = 863) 

SUBSISTENCE-RELATED 

1. Sealing harpoon heads 

2. Whal ing ha rpoon heads 

3. Harpoon end-blade insets 

4. Ha rpoon shafts 

5. Ar rowheads 

6. Ar rowhead end-blade insets 

7. Weapon side-blade insets 

8. Fish spear barbs 

SKIN PREPARATION 

9. Discoidal scrapers 

BUTCHERING 

10. Knife side blades 

1 1 . Knife end blades 

12. Handle for end-bladed knife 

MANUFACTURING 

13. Flakeknives 

14. Side scrapers, single edge 

15. Side scrapers, multiple edges 

16. Curved knife blades 

17. Ground burin-like implements 

18. Flint flaker points or handles 

19. Whets tones , grindstones 

20. Adz blades 

2 1 . Adz sockets 

22. Adz handles 

23. Gravers and drills 

24. Wedges 

MISCELLANEOUS A N D 

UNIDENTIFIED ACTIVITIES 

25. Mat tock heads 

26. Shovel heads 

27. Slab knives 

28. Organic pointed implements 

29. Miscellaneous stone implements 

30. Ice picks 

3 1 . Fixed foreshafts 

32. Birchbark 

33. Crude discoidals and blanks 

TOTALS (Excluding ornamenta t ion , 

decorat ion, etc. , below) 

34. Pendant 

35. Labrets 

36. Stone lancets 

37. Masks or goggles 

38. Incised pebbles 

TOTALS (including ornamenta t ion , 

decorat ion, etc. , above) 

House 70 

No. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

2 

2 

2 

0 

0 

9 

2 

2 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

2 

16 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

1 9 

% 

(0%) 

(13%) 

(13%) 

(53%) 

(20%) 

(99%) 

House 60 
Settlement 
(H60-62) 

N o . 

19 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

10 

7 

0 

2 

2 

23 

23 

0 

0 

17 

6 

2 

4 

2 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

0 

0 

0 

I 

69 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

69 

% 

(28%) 

(3%) 

(33%) 

(24%) 

(12%) 

(100%) 

House 11 
Settlement 

(H9, 11) 

N o . 

25 

1 

0 

2 

0 

0 

8 

14 

0 

10 

10 

45 

44 

1 

0 

59 

18 

6 

14 

7 

1 

0 

5 

1 

0 

0 

7 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

140 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

142 

% 

(18%) 

(7%) 

(32%) 

(42%) 

(1%) 

(100%) 

House 10 

N o . 

15 

0 

0 

1 

0 

2 

6 

5 

1 

3 

3 

26 

25 

1 

0 

6 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

l 

l 

56 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

59 

% 

(27%) 

(5%) 

(46%) 

(11%) 

(11%) 

(100%) 

House 40 
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(H40-44) 

No . 

32 

0 

0 

1 

0 

5 

19 

7 

0 

15 

15 

47 

43 

4 

0 

56 

11 

16 

7 

11 

1 

0 

4 

2 

3 

0 

1 

0 

13 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

c 
11 

163 

1 

0 

1 

0 

85 

250 

% 

(20%) 

(9%) 

(29%) 

(34%) 

(8%) 

(100%) 

House 30 
Settlement 

(H30, 36-39) 

N o . 

20 

0 

0 

0 

1 

3 

10 

6 

0 

11 

11 

85 

77 

7 

1 

117 

15 

11 

16 

22 

9 

0 

11 

10 

5 

3 

14 

1 

9 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

5 

242 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

244 

% 

(8%) 

(4%) 

(35%) 

(48%) 

(4%) 

(99%) 

House 18 

No . 

30 

0 

1 

0 

0 

4 

8 

17 

0 

3 

3 

22 

20 

2 

0 

22 

9 

2 

1 

3 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

3 

0 

11 

0 

1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

88 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

89 

% 

(34%) 

(3%) 

(25%) 

(25%) 

(12%) 

(99%) 

Fig. 72. Tabulation of artifacts found in each Ipiutak-period settlement at Cape Krusenstern. 
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House 17 Settlement 
The House 17 settlement on the crest of ridge 30 

was characterized by a large type 1 house and several 
shallow features that flanked it on both sides. At first, 
these were not recognized as small houses, and the exact 
number of them is still unknown. All were aligned with 
respect to the sea, or to the beach ridge on which they 
were constructed, so that the front walls squarely faced 
the old shoreline of the ridge. The long axis of House 17 
was perpendicular to the long axis of the beach ridge. 

House 17 was excavated in 1959 by Dr. Hans-Georg 
Bandi of the Bern Historical Museum, and the following 
description is based entirely on his drawings and mea
surements. 

The top of the floor lay comparatively deep; it was 
well over a meter below the original ground level (the 
exact measurements are not available). The floor encom
passed a rectangular space 7.5 meters by 6.0 meters, the 
largest floor area of an Ipiutak house uncovered at Cape 
Krusenstern (fig. 73). The remains of posts, either single 
or multiple, were situated in each of the four corners 
and in the middle along the two longer sides. As usual, 
in Ipiutak houses, long horizontal timbers, probably 
fallen beams which had once been supported by the cor
ner posts, outlined the floor area. The floor plan of this 
house clearly demonstrated the use of the central four-
post construction. Large, substantial posts, each about 
2.0 meters in from a respective corner, formed a 3.0 by 
4.6 meter rectangular pattern, symmetrically situated in 
the middle of the floor area. Few traces of the super
structure remained, although a number of plank or pole 
fragments were found on the east corner of the floor, ly
ing perpendicular to the southeast side. A rectangular 
hearth, 1.2 by 1.5 meters, was centrally located and 
outlined by the remains of four pegs. A circular, fired 
area lay within this, probably representing the most re
cent fire in the house. 

House 17 Collection 
The stone artifacts from House 17 were part of the 

shipment lost en route to the Haffenreffer Museum. 
However, all were typical Ipiutak-style forms. Fortunate
ly, the organic artifacts were brought back with the 
hand luggage and were thus preserved. The organic arti
facts from House 17 are particularly important because 
of the presence of a whaling harpoon head from the 
floor of the house—the only definite indication in exis
tence of Ipiutak whaling. The harpoon head and the six 
other organic artifacts are described below. 

Fig. 73. Plan of Ipiutak House 17 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Whaling harpoon head 
The fragment of an ivory whaling harpoon head 

(fig. 74; pi. 66c) measures 9.25 centimeters long, 3.6 cen
timeters wide, and 2.0 centimeters thick. It has a large 
oval line hole, 2.6 centimeters long and 0.7 centimeter 
wide, that is oriented parallel to the long axis, but off 
center. The harpoon head is broken just below the line 
hole, but, fortunately, far enough down to retain the 
end of the socket for the foreshaft. This socket, which is 
off center along the opposite side of the head from the 
line hole, measures 1.1 centimeters in diameter. Ob
viously a closed socket, it terminates in a blunt, rounded 
hollow that likely matches the shape of the foreshaft tip. 
Curiously, shallow lashing grooves one centimeter broad 
have been carved into both sides of the harpoon head, 
about level with the lower half of the line hole. The 
presence of these grooves is difficult to understand, since 
such grooves normally occur only on open-socket har
poon heads, where they serve to hold the foreshaft in 
place; they are unnecessary on closed-socket harpoon 
heads. 
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Fig. 74. Whaling harpoon head from Ipiutak House 17 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

The head has the remnants of an end-blade slot at 
right angles to the line hole for the receipt of a stone in
set. Since the stone artifacts from the house were lost, 
we unfortunately have no information on the shape of 
the end-blade inset that would have fit the slot. How
ever, the base of the blade slot is slightly concave, so it 
may well be that the base of the inset was slightly con
vex. There appears to be deep beveling immediately 
below the line hole for the seating of the line, but this is 
only on one face. 

Because the outer layer of the ivory has flaked off, 
we are now unable to discern any decoration. Our field 
notes state, however, that immediately after excavation, 
some incised line designs in Ipiutak style were faintly 
visible. 

Except for the lashing grooves and the deep uni-
facial beveling along the line hole, this harpoon head 
most closely resembles Okvik whaling harpoon heads 
from Uelen (Arutiunov and Sergeev, 1968), especially in 
the presence of a blade slot at right angles to the line 
hole, the large oval line hole parallel to, but set off 
from, the longitudinal midline of the piece, and the oval 
cross section of the upper portion of the head. 

Knife handle 
A composite knife handle of antler (pi. 66a) has a 

scarfed face with a narrow slit at one end for the receipt 
of a blade 1.9 millimeters in diameter. The opposite end 
has been fashioned to an awl-like point which has been 
incised. This is like the Point Hope Ipiutak knife handle 
type 3 (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

Awl 
An ivory awl (pi. 66b) has an evenly tapered point 

which, as revealed by microscopic inspection of the 
shaft, has mainly longitudinal wear striations, such as 
would be expected from use as a punch. The tip itself 
has circular wear striations which would also be consis
tent with its use as a punch. 

Flaking hammer 
An ivory object with a deeply scarfed butt flattened 

for attachment to a handle (pi. 66g) is likely a flaking 
hammer head. The tip appears to have been battered, 
but the piece is so badly weathered that it is impossible 
to say for certain. The opposite end is rounded to a 
mask or face-like knob common in Ipiutak art pieces 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948), but it lacks facial markings. 

Miscellaneous objects 
Plate 66e is a section of antler notched at both ends. 

One face is flat, or slightly hollowed, as if to fit on a 
slightly rounded object; it may have served as a brace. 
Plate 66d is a reworked ivory artifact appearing to be a 
large weapon head broken at the slot for a side-blade in
set. The broken surface along one end has been whittled 
to a flat, spatulate surface, at the end of which was 
carved a hook-like notch. Part of the original stone 
blade inset still remains in the broken slot at the op
posite end. 

Plate 66f is a worked antler section with two 
longitudinal grooves that appear to have resulted from 
attempts to cut up the piece with a burin-like implement. 
The grooves match in size and shape the working edge 
of the hafted, burin-like implement from House 30 
(fig. 83). 

House 18 Settlement 
The House 18 settlement, located on beach 29, con

sisted of one large house and many smaller houses flank
ing it on both sides. At least three small houses with 
depressions identical to the depressions of type 2 houses 
were immediately northwest of the large house. 

The thickness of the sod helped to keep the site 
frozen, which, in turn, assisted in preserving the organic 
remains. Numerous antler and ivory artifacts, as well as 
heaps of bones, were found in and around the large 
house. 
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House 18, excavated like House 17, by Dr. Hans-
Georg Bandi in 1959, was nearly square in floor plan. 
The sides perpendicular to the shoreline and the front 
wall facing the shore were 10 meters long; the edge of 
the floor along the rear of the house was 10.6 meters 
(fig. 75). 

Post remains were situated at each of the four cor
ners; and horizontal timbers, joining each other at right 
angles, outlined the floor area. The western timber lay 
about 50 centimeters outside the posts, while the eastern 
one lay somewhat inside the adjacent posts. A firepit, 
off center, was located 1.5 meters from the front timber, 
to the south, 4 meters from the rear timber, and equidis
tant between the two side timbers. The top of the floor 
lay about 40 centimeters below the original surface and 
the floor midden was from 10 to 15 centimeters thick. 
Two small piles of white pebbles lay in the culture layer 
near the center of the floor. 

The floor area was disturbed to the point that it was 
impossible to determine whether posts had at one time 
been situated in the center of the house. Judging from 
the other features, we presume that the house was built 
of a four-post central construction like the Cape 
Krusenstern type 1 houses. 

Ipiutak House 18 Collection 
Of the eight-nine artifacts excavated from House 18, 

thirty-one are illustrated on plate 67. 

Arrowheads and arrowhead end-blade insets 
Four antler arrowhead bases, three of which are il

lustrated on plate 67i-k, have the typical Ipiutak form of 
evenly tapered tang and have four longitudinal incised 
lines as decoration. The arrowheads are too fragmentary 
to be more closely compared to the Point Hope Ipiutak 
types. Two arrowhead end-blade insets of chert (pi. 
67b,e) have straight bases and conform to Larsen's and 
Rainey's type 1 arrow points. 

Weapon side-blade insets 
Four complete and thirteen fragments of chert side 

blades belong to several of the inset blade types described 
by Larsen and Rainey (1948). Plate 67c, d, and g are like 
Larsen's and Rainey's type 1. Owing to the shape and 
size of d, it may have been a harpoon inset. Plate 67p is 
like Larsen's and Rainey's type 5 inset; it may have served 
as a small knife blade instead of a weapon inset. Plate 
67f is the midsection of a side-blade inset that may have 
resembled plate 67h, a long, narrow example probably 
set into an arrowhead. The latter resembles Larsen's and 
Rainey's type 4 inset. 

Fig. 75. Plan of Ipiutak House 18 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Discoidal scraper 
Fragments of three chert discoidal scrapers were un

covered from the house floor midden. Plate 67z was ap
parently a round form. 

Knife side blades and end blades 
Bifacially flaked, chert knife side blades were uni

formly double convex forms, ranging in width from 
moderately broad (pi. 67m-o) to broad (pi. 67v). One 
knife end blade had a straight base (pi. 67a) and another 
was double pointed, with two evenly retouched convex 
edges (pi. 671). 

Flakeknives 
The flakeknives, all of chert, have straight or mod

erately curved steep edges (pi. 67y,bb). A side scraper 
(pi. 67aa) with two steeply retouched, concave edges 
conforms to Larsen's and Rainey's concave side scraper 
types. 

Curved knife blades 
Plate 67x is a thick, steeply retouched chert uniface 

with a convexly curved end, like some of Larsen's and 
Rainey's convex side scrapers. The tiny step-fractures on 
the curved, distal edge suggest use as a knife, and, given 
its shape, as a curved knife. 
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Fig. 76. Plan of Ipiutak House 16 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Ground burin-like implement 
The tip of a single ground, burin-like implement of 

silicified slate (pi. 67q) has a double-beveled working 
edge, perpendicular to the long axis, like chisels shown 
by Larsen and Rainey (1948). The two lateral edges are 
also beveled, so that the implement has a hexagonal 
cross section; the two faces are hollow ground. It was 
probably used to groove antler. 

Whetstone 
An irregular, hollow ground sandstone object (pi. 

67cc) is the only whetstone from the house. It has two 
parallel striations on the face, possibly grooves for 
sharpening needles. The presence of only one whetstone 
is consistent with the paucity of ground stone imple
ments in the house. 

Gravers and drills 
Several pointed implements of chert were present. 

Plate 67u and w are pointed, steeply retouched unifaces 
like Larsen's and Rainey's type 1 and type 3 gravers. A 
small, pointed, bifacially flaked spall produced by a 
burin blow (pi. 67s) also has numerous tiny step-
fractures on its tip, indicating wear. Although its form 
suggests a burin spall, it is unique in the Ipiutak collec
tion and was most likely fortuitously produced. 

Miscellaneous implements 
A delicately retouched midsection of a thin chert 

biface (pi. 67t) appears to be part of a lancet; plate 67r is 
the tip of an ivory tool, like that described by Larsen 
and Rainey (1948) as a type 1 awl-shaped implement. 
Plate 67dd and ee are flaked, tabular schistose stones 
described by Giddings as slab knives (1957, p. 129). 
They are common in Choris and Norton collections, but 
absent from Point Hope Ipiutak. 

House 16 
House 16, also excavated in 1959, was located sev

eral hundred meters southeast of the Houses 17 and 18 
settlements on beach ridge 35. The floor of this type 3 
house lay 36 centimeters below the sod. The outline was 
rectangular, 5.1 by 4.9 meters along the sides (fig. 76). 
No traces of posts were found in or around the floor 
area. A hearth 50 centimeters in diameter was situated in 
the center area adjoined by a dark-colored area. 

No data were collected on the presence or placement 
of neighboring depressions and features, except for the 
excavation of one disturbed area nearby (originally 
labeled House 15). This area was strewn with artifacts 
and bits of charcoal lying immediately below the sod. It 
may have been a summer camping area. 

All but seventeen of the artifacts excavated from 
here were part of the collection lost in shipment. The 
surviving artifacts include two arrowhead end-blade in
sets, one crude biface, eight knife side blades, two flake-
knives, one curved knife blade, and three side scrapers. 

Houses 30-39 Settlement 
At the northern end of Cape Krusenstern, we dis

covered a large house group on the shoreward side of 
beach 35, the main Ipiutak ridge. The ridge, lying in a 
northwest-southeast direction, is severed at the northern 
end by an unconformity that resulted from the forma
tion of a more recent beach ridge tending north-south. 
The Ipiutak area was marked by seven house depressions 
(fig. 70). Our excavations disclosed the ruins of a settle
ment consisting of one large house (H 30), nearly square 
in floor plan (Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak type 1), and a 
cluster of six small, rectangular houses (Cape Krusen
stern Ipiutak type 2) to the southeast. The houses, all 
oriented with respect to the shore line, were built pre
sumably fronting the sea, with the long axis, where one 
was significantly longer than the other, paralleling the 
shoreline. Three of the smaller houses (H 37, 37a and 38) 
were situated side by side, and two others (H 36 and 
36a) were behind these. The sixth small house (H 39) 
stood about fifteen meters southeast of the main group. 
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Fig. 77. Plan and cross section of Ipiutak House 30 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

A midden fifty meters thick lay immediately for
ward and to the northwest of the largest house ruin. 
Through a limited excavation, we located numerous 
faunal remains, artifacts, and peg or post molds, in a 
linear arrangement that suggested the presence of racks. 

A sizable mound of seal skulls lay at the apex of the 
ridge, about three hundred meters to the east of the 
houses. 

House 30 
The House 30 excavation revealed a large, rectan

gular floor area measuring six and a half by seven 
meters (fig. 77). The floor had been originally dug to a 
depth of thirty centimeters; during occupancy of the 
house, debris accumulated to an overall thickness that 
averaged ten centimeters. An overburden of charred and 
decayed organic material, averaging thirty-five cen
timeters in thickness, lay on the floor (probably the re
mains of the roof timbers). Above this was a twenty-
centimeter-thick covering of recent sod. Remains of 
substantial posts were situated at the four corners of the 
excavated floor. Long timbers or planks, outlining the 
floor area, lay immediately outside. A large circular 
hearth, one and a half meters in diameter, was located in 
the center of the floor area, about fifteen centimeters 
lower than the surrounding floor level. A half-meter-
wide platform covered by a layer of unwoven grass lay 
along the northwest side about twenty centimeters above 
the floor level. Opposite the platform, a three-meter-long 
by two-meter-wide midsection of the floor was also 

Fig. 78. Skeleton from floor midden of Ipiutak House 30, Cape 
Krusenstern. 

covered with straw. A small cache pit, containing re
mains of fur, was situated nearby, to the southwest of 
the grass area. A second cache pit, larger and deeper 
than the first, had been dug near the west corner of the 
floor, next to the corner post. 

Five post molds, or remains of the posts themselves, 
were found in the floor area, well in from the sides. The 
location of three of the posts, each of them two meters 
from a corresponding corner of the floor (north, south, 
and west corners), suggested that a fourth post originally 
stood at a similar position with relation to the east cor
ner. The post arrangement of House 30 was very similar 
to that of the other Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak type 1 
houses. 
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Fig. 79. Skeleton of a youth with an adz in hand from the floor midden of House 30 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Shortly after we began excavating, it became ap
parent that House 30 had been destroyed by fire. In ad
dition to a blackened layer of the remnant humus used 
for the house covering, charred sections of the house 
posts and roof beams lay across the floor where they 
had collapsed among the charred remains of some 
wooden artifacts. Below these ruins lay three partly 
burned skeletons, testimony to the tragedy that had 
taken place there. One, which was more a shadow of a 
skeleton than the actual remains, was that of a slightly 
built adult; it lay near the middle of the floor, partly 
flexed on its side (fig. 78). The tip of a projectile point 
lay embedded in the matrix which made up the pelvic 
region, suggesting that the person may have been 
wounded at some previous time. The other two skeletons 
were of children. Each lay in a shallow pit partly under 
the walls of the house, one with a single adz (fig. 79), 
and the other with two adzes in hand, as if they had 
been trying to dig down to escape the fire. 

House 36 
The floor dimensions of the House 36 ruins were ap

proximately three meters by two meters; the long axis 
paralleled the sea front (fig. 80). A layer of organic soil, 
possibly the remains of earth and sod walls, surrounded 
the rectangular floor in a broad band. We were unable 
to determine the exterior dimensions of the house 
because there was no sharp boundary between the ex
tremities of the band and the outside surface. The depth 
of the original floor was between forty and fifty centi
meters below ground level; over twenty centimeters of 
floor debris had accumulated on the floor by the time 
the occupants abandoned the house. A circular firepit, 
sixty centimeters in diameter and fifteen centimeters 
deep, was situated in the center of the floor; a vertical 
cross section of the floor showed that it had become 
correspondingly thicker as the amount of floor midden 
increased. A platform ten centimeters above the floor 
level was formed by a band of gravel seventy-five centi
meters wide along the northwest side of the floor area, 
and by an adjacent forty-centimeter-wide section along 
the northeast side. Numerous post remains dotted the 
floor area, especially around the hearth, but they formed 
no apparent pattern. 
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Fig. 80. Plans and cross sections of Ipiutak Houses 36, 36a, 37, and 37a at Cape Krusenstern. 

House 36a 
House 36a was nearly rectangular, with the long 

axis paralleling the coastline (fig. 80). The bottom of the 
floor was forty centimeters below the sod and fifty cen
timeters lower than the original ground level. The floor 
midden was thirty centimeters thick. A firepit, located in 
the western corner of the structure, may have been to 
one side of the door, allowing the single opening to 
serve as both a draft and an entrance. There was no ap
parent platform arrangement as in the other houses, but 
two pegs along the southeast wall probably held a 
horizontal log which partitioned off the sleeping area. 
Posts, the remains of which were found in three of the 
four corners and along the front and back edges of the 
floor, may have served as the main beam and wall sup
ports. Traces of numerous stakes or pegs surrounded the 
hearth area. 

House 37 
House 37 was nearly square in floor plan; the side 

facing the sea was slightly longer than the others, that is, 
two and fourth tenths meters as opposed to two and two 
tenths meters (fig. 80). The firepit lay forward of 
midfloor. The top of the floor was at least ten centi
meters below the sod covering; the floor midden was 
about twenty-five centimeters thick in the thickest places 
(near the center of the floor). A raised platform, thirty 
centimeters high, extended across the back wall and was 
confined by a horizontal plank. The platform was at 
least thirty centimeters wide, although we were not able 
to determine absolutely its outer limits. Horizontal 
timbers, the remains of the unusually well-preserved 
superstructure, lay around the edges of the floor. Post 
remnants were arranged along the forward and rear 
edges of the floor and around the central hearth. A cen
tral four-post substructure was indicated by such a post 
arrangement, but, as in the other type 2 house excava
tions, the positions of the posts lacked the symmetry 
usually found in this type of construction. An 
unanswered question is to what extent the excavated 
post remains represent the total number of posts actually 
used in the construction of the house. A large patch of 
fur, identified by our Eskimo workers as that of a polar 
bear, lay in a twenty-centimeter-thick deposit immediate
ly to the front of the floor area. 

Fig. 81. Plans and cross sections of Ipiutak Houses 38, and 39 at Cape Krusenstern. 
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As in the House 30 excavation, human skeletal re
mains were located in the House 37 ruin. Here, however, 
there were two complete skulls, but without any of the 
post-cranial bones. 

House 37a 
House 37a was not entirely excavated. Based on its 

size and slight depression, it appeared to have been 
similar to Houses 36 and 37 (fig. 80). 

House 38 
The excavation of House 38 presented some difficul

ties at first. There was no clear distinction between the 
northern floor area and the space occupied by the walls 
bordering it, a situation that caused us to overlook the 
presence of a raised platform until we had excavated 
down to the level of the sunken floor next to it. As a 
result, we were able to define the floor clearly only 
along two sides and the edge of the platform abutting 
the floor (fig. 81). The floor plan, once squared with 
reference to the three observed corners, assumed the 
features consistent with this type of house. Its floor ar
rangement, in fact, turned out to be nearly identical to 
that of House 36. It had a rectangular two-meter by 
three-meter interior floor area, a central firepit (diameter 
40 cm.), and ten-centimeter-high benches (widths prob
ably less than 50 cm.) extending along the northeast and 
northwest sides. The post remains were located around 
the hearth and along the front edge of the floor, and one 
post had bordered the edge of the northeast platform 
next to the floor. 

House 39 
House 39 was somewhat asymmetrical in floor plan; 

neither opposing pair of sides was of equal length (fig. 
81). The longest side, measuring three and a half meters, 
faced the shoreline; the side opposite was a half-meter 
shorter. The two adjacent sides were two and three tenths 
meters (northwest side) and two meters (southeast side) 
in length. Post remains were found in each of the cor
ners. The remains of another post were uncovered at the 
edge of the floor, nearly midway along the back side, 
and the remains of another were found inside the floor 
area, about thirty-five centimeters from the southern 
corner. The bench, with an overall height of twenty 
centimeters and width of fifty-two centimeters, lay along 
two and a half meters of the front wall; this contrasted 
with the floor arrangements of all other type 2 houses of 
the House 30 group, where the raised platform lay along 
one side and the back. The floor was strewnwith char 
and ashes, forming a floor deposit several centimeters 
thick. It was consequently impossible for us to ascertain 
theMocation of the hearth. The floor midden, about 
twenty centimeters thick, was slightly thinner than in the 
other houses. The top of the floor lay thirty centimeters 
below the original surface, in contrast to the twenty-
centimeters depth of the other house floors. 

Seal Skull Mound 
A large mound of seal skulls, immediately to the 

southeast of the House 30 settlement, covered an area 
five meters in diameter (fig. 82). The skulls of at least 
five hundred sixty-six ringed seals and one hundred fifty-
six bearded seals, as well as the jaw bones of a few polar 
bears, made the heap one half meter thick in places. 
Since we collected only half of the bones, more than one 
thousand animals must have been represented in the 
mound. The remains of three substantial posts, outlining 
a triangular area one and a half meters to a side, were 
located below the skulls, somewhat off center of the 
mound. The relation of the posts to the skulls is un
known. Although the three posts conceivably supported 
a platformed cache containing the seal heads, it is doubt
ful whether a cache as small as is indicated by the post 
arrangement would have been able to support the weight 
and number of skulls present. Nine artifacts, including 
g, h, j-m on Plate 79, were found within the mound. 

The mound was unique and impressive. Although 
no similar feature has been noted in northwestern 
Alaska, small heaps of seal skulls around individual 
winter houses were observed by F. W. Beechey near 
Elephant Point, Alaska, and also by D. Crantz in West 
Greenland. According to Beechey (1831), in front of a 
deserted village "was a quantity of driftwood raised 
upon rafters; and around them there were several heaps 
of bones, and skulls of seals and grampuses, which in all 
probability had been retained conformably with the 
superstitions of the Greenlanders, who carefully preserve 
these parts of the skeleton." Crantz's brief account, 
referred to by Beechey states, "The heads of seals must 
not be fractured, nor must they be thrown into the sea, 
but be piled in a heap before the door, that the souls of 
the seals may not be enraged, and scare their brethren 
from the coast" (1767). 

The mystical regard for the carcass of a game 
animal is a widespread characteristic of circumpolar 
Eskimo beliefs in animal souls. The special regard for the 
head is a well-known Ipiutak feature. The Ipiutak seal 
skull mound at Cape Krusenstern therefore suggests an 
Ipiutak religious observance that, by analogy to religious 
observances of Eskimos during the nineteenth century, 
reflects a belief in animals' souls and the need for their 
propitiation. 
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Fig. 82. Detail of seal skull feature associated with the Ipiutak House 30 group at Cape Krusenstern. 

Houses 30-39 Collections 
Of the three hundred sixteen artifacts from the 

House 30 settlement, two hundred one came from House 
30 itself, forty-five from the rest of the houses, sixty-one 
from the sampled middens around House 30, and nine 
from the seal skull mound. The artifacts from the mid
den and seal skull mound not included in the tabulation, 
are as follows: five arrowhead end-blade insets, eight 
weapon side blade insets, eighteen knife side blades, 
seven flakeknives, one curved knife blade, seven side 
scrapers, seven gravers and drills, two. adz blades, and 
six organic artifact fragments. These are not included in 
the calculations of artifact frequencies because the 

unexcavated midden areas in the other Ipiutak settle
ments at Cape Krusenstern made it impossible to com
pare the counts. 

Arrowheads and insets 
The base of an unfinished antler arrowhead (pi. 68a) 

has a pointed tang like many Ipiutak arrowheads from 
Point Hope. Two other antler implements, which may 
be unfinished arrowheads, have no counterparts at Point 
Hope. Although they appear to be arrowheads, they 
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have wedge-shaped tips instead of points (pi 76a). One 
of them also has lateral projections that might be un
finished barbs (pi. 77k). Of sixteen arrowhead end-
blade insets from the settlement (pi. 68b,d; pi. 77o; pi. 
78a), eight are from House 30, two from the smaller 
houses, five from the middens, and one from the seal 
skull mound. Nearly all removed from the houses have 
straight or slightly concave bases like Ipiutak types 1 
and 2 arrow points from Point Hope. The arrowhead 
end-blade inset from the seal skull mound (pi. 79]) has a 
slanting diagonal base like the Point Hope Ipiutak type 
2A arrow points. 

Weapon side-blade insets 
Fourteen chert side-blade insets and fragments came 

from the settlement, of which four were from House 30, 
two from the smaller houses, and eight from the mid
dens. Several small insets, such as plate 68c, f, h and 
plate 77n, appear to be harpoon heads, while other 
larger ones, such as plate 68e, g, i, j and plate 78c, e ap
pear to be for arrowheads. Others could have been the 
inserts for either harpoons or arrows (pi. 77l,m; pi. 78f). 
All have single convex edges like the Point Hope Ipiutak 
type 1 inset blades. One unusual form (pi. 78b) has op
posing straight ends. 

Harpoon shaft 
The burned end fragments of a wooden shaft (pi. 

68n) had a slightly enlarged end, not unusual for the 
socketed ends of harpoon or ice pick shafts. 

Discoidal scrapers 
Chert discoidal scrapers from the settlement number 

eleven in all; seven are from House 30, the rest from the 
smaller houses. Six of these are slightly expanded along 
part of the margin (pi. 71a-c,j; pi. 77d,t) and resemble 
Larsen's and Rainey's type 1 discoidal blades. Most of 
the others are round to oval in outline (pi. 71d-f). Edges 
on the discoidal scrapers are polished in such a way as 
to suggest use in scraping skins. 

Knife side blades 
Of ninety-seven complete and broken chert knife 

side blades, sixty (62%) came from House 30, seventeen 
(17%) from the smaller houses and twenty (21%) from 
the midden. Although all of Larsen's and Rainey's types 
were present, types 2, 3, and 4 predominated (pi. 
68m,o,q,r; pi. 69a-s; pi. 70a-v; pi. 77q,r,u,v,x-z; pi. 
78g-p,s,t). Only three knife side blades from the collec
tion had straight bases (pi. 681,p; pi. 77e). Since most of 
the knife side blades—most likely butchering or hide-
cutting implements—came from the large house, these 
activities appear to be associated with this house, and 
not with the smaller ones. 

Flakeknives and side scrapers 
The majority of the twenty-five chert flakeknives, 

defined here as thick flakes with steeply retouched lateral 
edges, from the settlement are single, straight-edged 
specimens (pi. 72e-n; pi 73p,q,s,t; pi. 78d,q) which con
form in all respects to Larsen's and Rainey's types 3 and 
7 side scrapers. Plate 72a, d, o and plate 77s are concave 
flakeknives like the Larsen and Rainey concave side 
scraper, and plate 72p is a convex-edged flakeknife. 
Although all of the Larsen and Rainey types are present, 
single working-edged forms outnumber double-edged 
forms. All but two of the twenty flakeknives found in 
the house excavations (the other five were from the mid
dens and seal skull mound) were located in House 30, 
which suggests that the activities associated with 
flakeknives tended to be carried out in the large house of 
the settlement, not in the small houses. This conclusion 
was confirmed in the other Ipiutak settlements at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Side scrapers, defined here as irregularly flaked ob
jects with irregular or steep lateral retouch, are illus
trated on plate 68k and on plate 77c, f, h, i, w. 

Curved knife blades 
This artifact type corresponds for the most part to 

Larsen's and Rainey's end scrapers with a right or left 
slant. An inspection of the end damage on these chert 
artifacts indicates use on a harder-than-skin material in 
the manner of curved or crooked knives used by recent 
Eskimos. Of the twenty-nine from the settlement, nine
teen were found in House 30 (pi. 72b,c; pi 73g), and 
three were from the smaller houses (pis. 77g, 78r). Only 
seven were found in the middens. One of these artifacts 
from House 30 (pi 73m) resembles an end scraper and is 
a unique example in the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak collec
tions. The type and the location of wear on it indicate 
that it was a variant of the curved knife, not an end 
scraper. 

Ground burin-like implements 
House 30 had more ground, silicified slate, burin

like implements than had the rest of the Ipiutak settle
ments combined. This might be explained by the fact 
that this was the house that burned, and its inhabitants 
might not have had the chance to remove valuable arti
cles. One of these implements (fig. 83; pi 75g) was 
hafted in a slotted wooden shaft, preserved by having 
been charred. The slot, which was one millimeter wide 
and two and six tenths centimeters long, was cut into the 
end from only one side of the shaft. A one-centimeter-
broad, shallow groove around the tip of the handle was 
for lashings that held the stone tip firmly. Four of the 
nine tools had acute-angled working edges (pi 75b-e) 
and resembled the small chisels shown by Larsen and 
Rainey (1948). The hafted specimen, and also specimen f 
on plate 75 had nearly right-angled edges; the latter had 
a second right-angled working edge on the opposite end. 
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Fig. 83. Hafted burin-like implement from Ipiutak House 30 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Whetstones 
Whetstone fragments of coarse- to medium-grained 

sandstone and also of fine-grained siltstone were present 
in House 30, but absent in the rest of the houses. In 
view of the numerous large ground implements such as 
adz blades, it was surprising not to have found any large 
grinding slabs. All of the eleven whetstones were rec
tangular in cross section. Most were large (pi 76d,f-h) 
but some, such as plate 76e, were small, hollow-ground 
forms. 

The antler sockets for the most part had grooves 
that extended over the top and across the sides, and a 
flat bed to seat the handle (pi. 74c,f,g; pi. 79l). One 
unusual socket had a pair of grooves extending from two 
lashing holes (pi. 74h). This had the advantage of recess
ing the lashings so that they would not be caught on an 
object during adzing. No sockets for planing adzes or 
splitting adzes were present. 

Traces of adz handles were found in hafted posi
tions with the three adz heads associated with the skele
tons in House 30. These were wooden handles, between 
28 and 30 centimeters long, which were attached to the 
heads by lashings that ran through a hole in the handle 
located 6.75 centimeters from the adjacent end. The han
dle joined the head at a 70-degree angle. 

Gravers and drills 
Twenty-one chipped stone pointed objects, ten of 

which came from House 30, four from the smaller houses, 
and seven from the middens, are identical to Larsen's 
and Rainey's types 1 and 2 gravers (pi. 73a-f,h~j,r). 
Some of these resemble flakeknives, except that they also 
have points. Other, less regular types of pointed imple
ments from Cape Krusenstern (pi 73k,l,n,o) were not 
recorded from Point Hope, although, because of their 
irregularity, they might have been excluded from 
Larsen's and Rainey's classification. Drills with delicate, 
bifacially flaked points were absent from House 30 but 
present in some of the smaller houses (pi 77j, p). The 
S-shaped scrapers found at Point Hope were absent at 
Cape Krusenstern. Two ground drill points (pi 75h,i) 
are unique specimens. Their tips are ringed with faint 
wear marks that indicate use as rotating drills, apparent
ly as bow drill bits. 

Shovel heads 
Flat whalebone fragments of shovel heads (pi 76b, c) 

appear to differ somewhat from the Point Hope Ipiutak 
type 2 shovel in that they lack a recessed area for the 
handle. A mammoth-tusk shovel head (pi 79m) is iden
tical to those from Point Hope Ipiutak. 

Adz blades, sockets, and handles 
As with the burin-like implements, more ground adz 

blades came from House 30 than from all the other 
Ipiutak sites at Cape Krusenstern. In overall form, the 
silicified slate blades were rectangular or triangular, and 
fit into antler sockets lashed to wooden handles. The 
cutting edges were of two different types, one a flat, 
thick bevel (pi 74e) and the other a sharp, narrow bevel 
(pi 74a,b,d,f-h). Plate 75a is a large planing adz blade 
with a sharply beveled cutting edge. Fragments of splitting 
adz blades were also found, their edges wedge-shaped 
and often heavily battered. 
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Fig. 84. Decorated snow goggles or mask from Ipiutak House 30 at 
Cape Krusenstern. 

Miscellaneous and unidentified objects 
An antler handle (pi. 68s) is a cut section of antler 

with a deep slit for an end-hafted knife blade. Plate 79g 
is an antler wedge with a sharp, rather delicate tip pro
duced by cutting diagonally across the section. The butt 
shows signs of battering. Plate 79h is an antler rod 
tapered toward both ends. One end is spatulate, while 
the opposite end is cylindrical. The object resembles a 
fixed harpoon foreshaft, but since it is unlike any from 
Point Hope Ipiutak, this is conjectural. Plate 79k is the 
pointed end of some implement, such as an awl. Numer
ous stone artifact blanks were also found. In many 
cases, such as with h, k, and / on plate 71, it is difficult 
to determine what their intended shape was to be. Small 
lunate forms (pi. 71g,i) appear to be blanks for small 
knife side blades. Plate 77b is a tiny, unifacially flaked 
tool. Plate 77a is a bifacially flaked beach pebble resem
bling the slab knife characteristic of Norton culture. 

Incised pebble 
One incised pebble (pi. 80l), similar in design to 

other incised pebbles from the House 40 settlement, was 
found in House 38. 

Snow goggles 
Beautifully carved ivory snow goggles, or possibly a 

mask, lay in a small pit dug into the floor of House 30, 
fortunately below the effects of the fire that destroyed 
the house (fig. 84, 85). Measuring 12.5 by 5.4 centi
meters, the goggles are carved to fit a rather small, flat 
face, and are designed to be tied by a band around the 
head. The design is comprised of three elements: large 
concentric circles of two widths encircling the eye holes; 
small, ticked lines around the bridge of the nose section, 
the brows, and the eye sockets; and wing-like arcs along 
the lateral margins. Nostrils are depicted by tiny holes 
inlaid with bitumen plugs, and tear ducts are depicted by 
notches in the eye openings. 

The overall shape of the snow goggles resembles a 
Point Hope Ipiutak example illustrated by Larsen and 
Rainey (1948) in which the eye openings are round, 
rather than slit. All of the design elements on the House 
30 specimen are found in Point Hope Ipiutak art, but the 
way the designs are combined is unique on the Cape 

Krusenstern goggles. The small dots that punctuate much 
of the Point Hope Ipiutak art are missing from the Cape 
Krusenstern piece. The House 30 snow goggles exhibit a 
high degree of craftsmanship. Even such details as the 
lashing holes are carefully done; for example, in order to 
keep the lashings from showing from the front, the line 
holes are tunneled into the ivory from behind. 

Houses 60-62 Settlement 
A large group of possibly contemporaneous houses 

occupied about three hundred meters of the former 
beach front along the main Ipiutak ridge, number 35, in 
the series of beaches at Cape Krusenstern. It was located 
about 2.5 kilometers from the House 30 group. Visible 
from the surface were four large, rectangular house 
depressions, all of which represented type 3 houses; at 
least four smaller, square depressions of houses; and one 
circular depression. We excavated House 60, one of the 
large houses, and tested two of the smaller ones during 
the latter part of the 1961 field season. Because the close 
of the season was on us, we did not have the time to ex
cavate the two small houses fully nor did we have time 
to test the circular depression. Since this was one of the 
few large, circular depressions associated with the 
Ipiutak settlements, we later regretted passing over it. 
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Cape Krusenstern: top, obverse; bottom, reverse. 



Fig. 86. Ipiutak Houses 60 and 61. 

House 60 
House 60, a type 3 house, was the largest of the 

group. The floor area, lying twenty centimeters below 
the sod, was rectangular; the shorter axis, paralleling the 
seafront, was five meters long, and the longer axis was 
five and nine tenths meters long (fig. 86). The organic 
layer, ten centimeters thick, was a homogeneous mid
den. The floor deposit was indistinguishable from the 
roof, if the roof remains were present at all. The edges 
of the floor sloped abruptly downward, ending in 
trough-like depressions along the sides in the same man
ner as did the floor edges of House 41 (fig. 89). Horizon
tal timbers outlining the floor area lay along the inside 
of the troughs, under fifteen centimeters of midden. A 
circular hearth was situated in the middle of the floor 
area; instead of lying below the level of the floor, as 
most of the other hearths in Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak 
houses did, the House 60 hearth had apparently been 
constructed at floor level. 

Samples of the hearth matrix from each house con
tained a mixture of oxidized and charred wood and 
bone, in fragments too small to be more specifically 
identified. Although we did not so closely scrutinize 
matrices from other Ipiutak house hearths, their com
position appeared to be identical to those from Houses 
61 and 62, and we assume that wood and bone was a 
common fuel mixture for the Ipiutak period. In view of 
the evidence supporting intensive seal hunting from the 
Ipiutak settlements, the bone may well have been seal. 
At any rate, seal bone, as we learned from our Eskimo 
informants, is an excellent fuel, which, once ignited, 
throws off a great deal of heat. 

Houses 61-62 
Both Houses 61 (fig. 86) and 62 were approximately 

three-meter-square depressions with circular hearths in 
the centers. House 61 had a fifty-centimeter-wide area 
along all four sides that was slightly higher than the cen
tral floor and may have been the remnant of a platform. 
In both houses, the margins of the floors were indistinct. 
They were identifiable only through tracing out the 
covering of midden on the gravels, a covering that coin
cided with the margins of the square depressions. 
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Fig. 87. Ipiutak House 40. 

Fig. 88. Ipiutak Houses 41, 42 and 43. 

Ipiutak Houses 60-62 Collections 
A total of sixty-nine artifacts came from the House 

60 settlement. Of these forty-six came from House 60. 
All the artifacts were typical of Ipiutak at Point Hope 
and of the other Ipiutak houses at Cape Krusenstern, ex
cept for a large grinding slab from House 60. Measuring 
40 by 15 by 5 centimeters, this slab was of coarse-grained 
rock, smoothly hollow-ground on one face. Ironically, 
the only Cape Krusenstern house containing a grinding 
slab from the Ipiutak period contained no ground stone 
artifacts. We assume that most Ipiutak adz blades were 
shaped on such slabs. Of the artifacts from the settle
ment, seven are illustrated on plate 79a-f and i. For the 
total list of artifacts from Houses 60-62, see figure 72. 

Houses 40-44 Settlement 
The House 40 group was situated about 1.6 kilo

meters southeast of the House 30 group on the fifth low 
beach ridge (beach 30) in front of the main Ipiutak ridge. 
It consisted of four house depressions and a large, 
disturbed area between them (fig. 70). Upon excavation, 
the house depressions revealed the ruins of one large 
house (H 40, type 1), two slightly smaller houses (H 41 
and 42, type 3), and one small house (H 43, type 2). We 
also excavated a large, bone-filled midden outlined by 
post molds (Structure 44) in the center of the disturbed 
area. Two other depressions which went unexcavated 
may be the remains of two more small houses. 

The orientation of the house floors with respect to 
the beach ridge indicated that the houses had been built 
facing the sea. Their front walls lay in a northwesterly-
southeasterly direction, paralleling the long axis of the 
ridge. House 40 was situated on the back side of the 
ridge, away from the sea, whereas the other houses lay 
in front of it. 

House 40 
The original floor of House 40, which covered an 

area nearly 6 meters square, had been excavated to a 
depth more than 50 centimeters below ground level (fig. 
87). While the house was occupied, it accumulated a 
midden deposit 7 centimeters deep. A 1.7 by 1.5 meter 
rectangular firepit, 11 centimeters deep, was dug in the 
center of the floor. After abandonment of the house, the 
roof and walls collapsed inward, leaving a 30-centimeter-
thick layer of timbers and sod blocks on top of the floor 
area. Our excavations uncovered the bases of large 
posts, all more than 10 centimeters in diameter in each 
corner. The remains of pegs and smaller posts, ranging 

in size from 2 to 8 centimeters in diameter, were clus
tered in groups of three to fifteen around the corners of 
the central hearth area. The larger of these may repre
sent the upright supports for the roof superstructure; the 
smaller may have been pegs or stakes driven into the 
ground around the hearth. The bases of three other large 
posts found within the limits of the floor formed no ap
parent regular pattern. They were perhaps the remains 
of additional roof supports. Narrow platforms 20 centi
meters higher than the floor level lay along three sides of 
the floor. Along the fourth, the side facing the seafront, 
a much wider platform extended from the edge of the 
floor nearly to the edge of the hearth; it joined the plat
form on the eastern, but not the western, side of the 
house. A large, saucer-shaped pit, 30 centimeters deep 
and over one meter in diameter, had been dug in the 
floor at the junction of the front and side platforms. 
Large, horizontal timbers, at least three along each side, 
lined the floor area, with the ends lying over the bases 
of the corner posts. Their positions indicated that they 
were the remains of the collapsed wall logs. Planks or 
timbers, fallen inward at right angles to the sides, prob
ably represent part of the roof framework. Through ex
tensive testing outside the floor area, we found that sod 
had been removed around the house to a distance of 
4 meters in all directions. It was presumably used as in
sulation for the house. 

House 41 
House 41 seemed out of line with what we had pre

viously known about Ipiutak houses. Later, after exca
vating similar Ipiutak houses at Cape Krusenstern, we 
designated it type 3. 

The floor was a rectangular area 3.3 meters by 4.0 
meters, lying 40 centimeters below the original surface 
(fig. 88). Its long axis paralleled the seafront. The floor 
deposit was 20 centimeters thick, on top of which lay 
about 10 centimeters of sandy earth. A 10 centimeter 
covering of recent sod had grown over the ruins. A cir
cular hearth area, 1.2 meters in diameter, was hollowed 
out in the middle of the floor and partially surrounded 
by the curved edge of the platform. No remains of posts 
or post molds were found within the limits of the floor. 
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Fig. 89. Two views of the cross sections of the edge of the Ipiutak House 41, floor at Cape Krusenstern. 

The edge of the floor sloped abruptly downward at its 
extremities, forming a U- or V-shaped trough between it 
and the outside surface (fig. 89). The angle of slope in
dicated that the walls inclined inward from all four sides 
at about a 60-degree angle, but whether they rested on a 
post-beam support or against some other frame could 
not be determined. Oval patches of fur (possibly polar 
bear) from 1.0 to 1.5 meters in diameter were found 
along both ends of the house, somewhat beyond the 
limits of the floor area. The similar appearance of fur 
around House 37 suggested its use in the construction of 
doorways. 

House 42 
The floor of House 42, which had been disturbed 

through ground squirrel action since the abandonment of 
the house, was originally a large, rectangular area 3.3 
meters square (fig. 88). The configuration of the floor 
margin suggests that the construction of the house was 
similar to that of House 41. The floor edges sloped 
abruptly downward, ending in trough-like depressions 
that extended along the entire length of the sides. Re
mains of a horizontal timber lay on the slope along a 
section of one side (although we found no other traces of 
wood along the borders). Two small fragments of planks 
or timbers lay at random on the floor near the center. 
The floor midden, about 20 centimeters thick, lay direct
ly below 20 meters of clean gravel and the recent sod 
covering. We found no charcoal or ashes within the 
floor area, which suggests the possibility that the house 
was occupied solely in the summer. As in House 41, no 
traces of posts were located in or near the house ruin. 
The paucity of wood, in fact, suggests that the substruc
ture of the house, if of wood, had been removed shortly 
after abandonment. 

House 43 
House 43 was the only Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak 

type 2 structure excavated in the House 40 settlement. 
The depression extended over a somewhat rectangular 
area 3.1 by 2.7 meters in maximum dimensions (fig. 88). 
The excavations revealed a nearly 2.3 by 2.2 meter 
rectangular floor plan bordered by a 70-centimeter-wide 
area of thick sod from a depth intermediate between the 
floor level and the original surface. The sod indicated a 
raised bench area upon which lay organic materials that 
promoted the growth of humus, subsequent to the aban
donment of the house. At a depth 35 centimeters below 
the original ground level, the floor was outlined by post 
molds. Fifteen centimeters of midden had accumulated 
on the floor during the period of occupation, and 
fragments of planks, interspersed with old sod remnants, 
lay above the floor. The fragment-free middle area of 
the room was outlined by four well-preserved planks ar
ranged in a rectangular pattern. Apparently these were 
part of the floor arrangement, not part of the collapsed 
superstructure. A pair of post molds was situated on the 
inside of two opposing planks. We located no hearth 
within the limits of the floor, which, as in the case of 
House 42, suggests its use as a summer dwelling. A 
large, 19-centimeter-deep pit lined with birch bark had 
been dug into the floor at one corner of the house; it 
was elliptically shaped, with a 1.7 by 1.2 meter rim 
dimension. A small pile of round, white pebbles, their 
purpose unknown, was located immediately beneath the 
outer rim of sod, at a level 20 centimeters above the 
floor. The pebbles may have lain on an entrance plat
form or step along that side, although we did not note 
the existence of such a feature at the time of excavation. 
Similar piles of pebbles were found in House 16. 
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Fig. 90. Plan of Ipiutak Structure 44 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Structure 44 
A large, disturbed area lay between Houses 41 and 

42 (fig. 90). It was characterized by vegetation associated 
with old midden deposits. Two low mounds, thickly 
covered with this vegetation, lay at the south end of the 
area. Realizing that the disturbance was not a typical 
house ruin, we thought it worthwhile to excavate it com
pletely. The area uncovered was only slightly lower, if 
at all, than the original surface. The remains of four 
posts outlined a large rectangular area 6.6 by 4.4 meters 
within the ill defined limits of the disturbance. Twelve 
other post bases lay within the rectangle, along straight 
lines between adjacent corners and parallel to the ends. 
Seal bones were spread over the original surface and 
heaped into piles 0.5 meter thick. 

A third mound of seal bones, not apparent from 
surface indications, was situated at the north end of the 
disturbed area. The post remains, which lay along 
parallel lines, indicated that this had not been a dwell
ing. Rather, it appeared to have been one or more rack 
structures, suitable for drying or storing meat out of the 
reach of animals. Large piles of bones scattered around 
the area reinforced our interpretation. 

Houses 40-44 Collections 
Of the one hundred sixty-five artifacts (excluding 

eighty-five incised pebbles) from the House 40 settle
ment, one hundred forty came from House 40, four from 
the rack area, and twenty-one from the floor middens of 
the small houses. Since nearly all of the stone artifact 
types duplicate those from the Point Hope Ipiutak settle
ments and the Cape Krusenstern House 30 settlement (pi. 
68-pl. 79), only the less typical artifacts are illustrated on 
plate 81 through plate 83. For a complete list of artifacts 
from the House 40 settlement, see figure 72. 

Arrowheads and arrowhead end-blade insets 
Five antler arrowhead fragments (pi. 81a,e,f,v,z) 

correspond to types found by Larsen and Rainey at 
Point Hope. Plate 81a has a shallow end-blade slit for an 
inset. Plate 81f has a deep groove at the tip that may 
have been the start of a slit. The midsection (pi. 81e) has 
a short, blunt barb, marked off from the shaft by in
cised, longitudinal lines. In view of the bluntness of the 
barb, which is like a Point Hope Ipiutak barbed prong 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948), but unlike barbed arrow
heads, this may be the midsection of a leister prong. The 
arrowhead bases of plate 81v and z have tapered, con
ical tangs typical of Ipiutak arrowheads from Point 
Hope. Each of the arrowhead fragments also has the 
four decorative longitudinally incised lines that are also 
typical. An antler shaft with slots located at one end and 
along one side (pi. 81u) is a weapon head with a small 
projection at the base. 

Most of the arrowhead end-blade insets of chert have 
straight or slightly slanted bases (pi. 81c,d,g,h,j,k,m-p, 
s; pi. 83d) like Larsen's and Rainey's type 1 and type 1A 
arrowpoints, but the Cape Krusenstern insets vary in 
shape from oblanceolate to triangular. One so-called 
fishtail inset was also present (pi. 81i). 

Weapon side-blade insets 
Chert side-blade insets were not common in the 

assemblage. Those shown on plate 811, q, and x are fair
ly broad or long and were probably used for arrow
heads. Plate 81r and plate 83m are small insets that 
could have been set into either an arrowhead or a har
poon head. Plate 83e is an inset fragment with both 
lateral edges broken off. Plate 81w is an inset with a 
pointed lateral edge. 

Discoidal scrapers 
Discoidal scrapers of chert were more numerous 

from the House 40 settlement than from any of the other 
Ipiutak settlements at Cape Krusenstern. Most came 
from House 40 itself, of which plate 83r is an example. 
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Fig. 91. Designs incised on pebbles from Ipiutak House 40 at Cape Krusenstern. 
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Fig. 92. Close-up of incised pebbles from Ipiutak House 40 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Knife side blades 
The chert knife side blades illustrated on plate 83f-i 

are slender to moderately broad, like those of Larsen's 
and Rainey's types 1, 2, and 3. All of the Ipiutak knife 
side blade forms reported from Point Hope were also 
found at Cape Krusenstern. Plate 83b is a well-made, 
atypical example with a straight base. 

Flakeknives and side scrapers 
Straight-edged flakeknives or side scrapers of chert 

(pi. 82f,i,j; pi. 83c,q) predominate in the collection, but 
some concave ones, like plate 82e, g, k, m and plate 83), 
and some convex ones, like plate 82b, I, q, are also 
present. 

Curved knife blades 
Eleven curved knife blades of chert were found in 

the settlement, all but one, plate 83k, from House 40. 

Ground burin-like implements 
Only one ground, silicified slate, burin-like imple

ment (pi. 831) was found, this in one of the small houses. 
The absence of these implements in House 40 is in 
marked contrast to the situation in other Ipiutak settle
ments at Cape Krusenstern. The single example has an 
acute-angled, chisel-like edge, hollow-ground on both 
faces. 

Whetstones 
Small rectangular whetstones (pi. 82o,p; pi. 83n) are 

hollow-ground of fine grained sandstone or siltstone. 
One siltstone piece is very long and slender (pi. 83a). 

Adz blades and sockets 
Only two heavily worn, silicified slate adz blades 

were found in the settlement. Plate 82n had a sharp 
beveled edge; the edge on the blade shown on plate 83p 
was entirely broken away through battering, as if it had 

been used on a very hard material. Traces of red ochre 
are present in the fractured surfaces of the cutting edge. 
An antler adz socket is grooved on both sides and has a 
flat surface on one face for the seating of the handle (pi. 
83o). Cut marks score the opposite face, apparently to 
secure the lashings better. Two other adz socket 
fragments were also found in the settlement. 

Gravers and drills 
Only one bifacially flaked drill of chert (pi. 82b) 

was found in the settlement. It is triangular in form with 
a thick, diamond-shaped point, which has been heavily 
worn. A possible graver (pi. 82d) is a thick-pointed chert 
flake with some traces of wear. 

Miscellaneous and unidentified objects 
Plate 81b is a pointed bird bone object that may 

have been an awl. Plate 81y is the midsection of an 
antler shaft. Plate 81t is an ivory pendant with a drilled 
line hole. Plate 82a is a quartzite flake that resembles a 
microblade; since it is a unique object, it probably is for
tuitous and has nothing to do with actual microblade 
technology. Plate 82c is a delicately pointed, bifacially 
flaked chert object that may have been a lancet. 

Incised pebbles 
Eighty-five water smoothed, incised pebbles were 

found in the House 40 settlement, most of them from 
House 40. They appear to represent schematic faces with 
tattoo marks around the mouth, as illustrated on 
decorated objects of ivory and antler from Point Hope 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948, fig. 28, 29). The primary 
motif includes herringbone and ticked lines radiating 
from an arc (fig. 91-92). 

House 10 Settlement 
The House 10 settlement, located on beach 34, was 

about 1.6 kilometers from the House 30 group. In the 
House 10 settlement there were two large, deep house 
depressions (House 10 and an adjacent house); five 
small, shallow, house depressions clustered to the north
west of the large houses; one small, shallow depression 
to the southwest; and two large, shallow, house depres
sions, one located about twenty meters to the northwest 
and the other about twenty meters to the southwest of 
House 10. In addition, two cache pits were located west 
of House 10 and a large mound lay near its east corner. 
A camping area containing burned rocks and seal bones 
lay forty meters northwest of House 10. We excavated 
only House 10 in the settlement and tested the camping 
area. 
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Fig. 93. Ipiutak Houses 9, 10 and 11. 

House 10 
House 10 was the smallest of the Cape Krusenstern 

Ipiutak type 1 houses that we uncovered (fig. 93). The 
original floor had been excavated to a depth sixty centi
meters below the surface. From fifteen to twenty-five 
centimeters of midden had been deposited on it during 
the period the house was occupied. After abandonment 
of the house, fallen roof and wall timbers, unusually 
well preserved, supplied an additional five to fifteen cen
timeters deposit on top of the floor; and the original sod 
covering, plus the sod that formed subsequently, added 
thirty centimeters more. The rectangular floor area was 
four and a half meters long by four meters wide; the 
long axis paralleled the seafront. Numerous logs or 
planks lay side by side on top of the floor around its ex
tremities. Remains of four posts, each at a corner, were 
located immediately outside the horizontal logs. The logs 
probably were part of the now caved-in lower walls that 
formerly had been held vertical by the corner posts. 
Timbers or planks fallen on top of and at right angles to 
the horizontal logs found along three sides were ap
parently the remains of a roof that had sloped outward 
from the center of the house. 

A thirty-five-centimeter-wide circular hearth, the 
bottom of which was between ten and fifteen centimeters 
lower than the floor level, lay near the middle of the 
floor. Remains of three posts were situated around the 
hearth in such a fashion as to suggest that they had once 
been part of a central four-post support for the roof; our 
excavations, however, failed to reveal traces of the 
fourth. The bases of two posts in the northeast portion 
of the house floor appeared to have set off a platform 
area along the rear of the house. A post remnant in the 
southern part of the floor, fifty centimeters in from the 
corner post, may have been part of a narrow platform 
along the southeast side, or it may have served as an 
added support for the roof. Evidence of three or possibly 
four posts along the side of the house facing the sea, two 
of which were near the center, may indicate an entrance 
framed by posts; this was the only excavated house in 
which such indications occurred, however. If these re
mains do represent a door frame, the entrance would 
have been over one meter wide, and the heating problem 
resulting from such a large aperture, even if kept closed 
by a covering, might have been so great as to make a 
door impractical. 

House 10 Collections 
Fifty-nine artifacts were recovered from House 10, 

all of which conformed to types noted in the House 30 
and House 40 settlements and in the Ipiutak collections 
from Point Hope. One ivory mattock from House 10 
was identical to one found by Larsen and Rainey (1948) 
except that the Cape Krusenstern piece lacks a pair of 
notches near the blade. For a list of the remaining arti
facts from the house, see figure 72. 

Houses 9 and 11 Settlement 
The Houses 9 and 11 settlement was situated on the 

forward side of the main Ipiutak beach ridge (35) about 
1.6 kilometers southeast of House 30. It was directly 
behind the House 10 settlement, separated by a wide 
swale and a long, sloping, forward flank of the main 
ridge. The settlement was comprised of one large house 
(H 11) which was so badly preserved that the construc
tion could not be determined; two type 3 houses (one, H 
9, excavated) on the southeast side of the settlement fac
ing inland, and at least eleven small houses, all but one 
on the northwest side of the settlement (fig. 70). Five of 
the small depressions, none of them excavated, conformed 
in size and shape to type 2 house depressions, except 

that these five, on the whole, were deeper. Several cir
cular cache pits were located near the house depressions, 
and large concentrations of bone from ringed and bearded 
seals were buried on the lower portions of the seaward 
flank. 

House 11 
The floor level of House 11 (fig. 93) was deep, 

about one meter below the surface. This was one of the 
first house ruins to be excavated at Cape Krusenstern, 
and many of the problems of preservation and distur
bance through ground squirrel activity common to Cape 
Krusenstern middens were first encountered here. With
out the benefit of prior experience in excavating Ipiutak 
houses at Cape Krusenstern, the 1958 team was unable 
to discover all traces of the floor outline. The house ruin 
seemed to suggest a structure with rounded corners. In 
time, after excavating additional Ipiutak houses, this 
came to appear unlikely; so in 1969, the House 11 ruin 
was reinvestigated. By expanding the excavation beyond 
the area first uncovered, we were able to determine that 
the house floor was larger than was thought, and that it 
was probably rectangular, a conclusion based on the 
presence of opposing side wall log fragments, oriented 
parallel to each other, and wall or bench log fragments 
at one end oriented at right angles to the side wall logs. 
However, since the second examination of the floor took 
place eleven years after the first examination, we did not 
feel we could draw firm conclusions. 

At any rate, post molds were located around the 
edges in the better-preserved areas: one along the north
west side, one in the middle of the northeast side (rear of 
the house), and one near the east corner. The remains of 
three pairs of posts were situated within the floor area at 
apparently random positions. Only a few traces of wood 
fragments were found around the edges. 

One large post mold was located in the south cor
ner, in an area where very few traces of the floor re
mained. The size and depth of the house ruin and the in
dications of substantial posts were reminiscent of a type 
1 house, but the apparent rounded corners were not. 
The data were too scanty to permit classification as to 
type. 

House 9 
House 9, a type 3 house, displayed the usual surface 

signs of a large but shallow rectangular depression (fig. 
93). When excavated, the floor was square, five meters 
to a side; the edges and corners of the floor were sharply 
defined. The top of the floor, about twenty centimeters 
below the surface, lay immediately below the thick sod 
layer. A hearth was situated in the center. The floor 
midden, on the average, was ten centimeters thick. 
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Fig. 94. Three views of an ivory sealing harpoon head from Ipiutak House 11 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Houses 9 and 11 Collections 
Seventy-four artifacts were found in House 9 and 

sixty-eight were found in House 11. They all conformed 
to Point Hope Ipiutak types described by Larsen and 
Rainey. The only sealing harpoon head from the Cape 
Krusenstern settlements was located in House 11, a situa
tion probably due to some localized soil condition in 
House 11 that preserved organic remains better there 
than in the other house ruins. The ivory harpoon head 
(fig. 94) corresponds in all respects to Larsen's and 
Rainey's type 3 harpoon head. It is self-pointed, has two 
side-blade insets and a bifurcated tang, and is decorated 
with deeply incised parallel lines from which extends a 
series of ticked lines. It has a closed socket and a round, 
drilled, line hole. 

The complete list of artifacts from Houses 9 and 11 
are given in figure 72. 

House 70 Settlement 
Cape Krusenstern House 70 was located during the 

last days of the 1961 field season, but it was not until 
1965 that we found time to excavate it. The location of 
the house was particularly significant because it was situ
ated on the landward beach of the series that composes 
the main Ipiutak beach ridge 35. This is the only area 
where beach 35 is not a single high ridge. Based on its 
beach ridge position, we expected the house ruin to be 
considerably older than structures in the House 40 settle
ment, which was located one hundred meters (and five 
ridges) directly seaward of House 70. 

House 70 had a rectangular floor plan, three and 
four tenths by 'two and a half meters in size, with the 
short axis parallel to the beach ridge (fig. 95). The floor 
and wall timbers were badly rotted, so that few con
struction details could be ascertained. Long pieces of 
planks lined the walls, apparently as in the type 3 
Ipiutak houses, but they lay near the top of the floor 
midden, unassociated with the trough-like configuration 
that lined the floor edges of characteristic type 3 houses. 
Other plank fragments lay near the middle of the room, 
suggesting that a roof frame might have fallen in when 
the house collapsed. The floor midden, only from five to 
ten centimeters thick, lay thirty-five millimeters below 
the bottom of the thin sod level. 
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Fig. 95. Plan and cross section of early Ipiutak House 70 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

House 70 differed from the rest of the Ipiutak 
houses in several respects. A shallow entryway, with a 
floor of organic debris unlined by planks, extended from 
the seafront wall for a distance of about one and two 
tenths meters. One part of the front wall itself was at a 
diagonal to the long axis of the house, and a substantial 
post remnant was positioned at the front edge of the 
wall, adjacent to the south edge of the passage 
threshold. This was the only post that we could identify 
in the house, although, owing to the fragmentary nature 
of the wood, we could not be certain whether or not 
other posts had originally been sunk into the floor. 
Although bits of charcoal lay in the floor midden, there 
was no well-defined hearth area in the middle of the 
floor as we had expected. We did find, however, parts 
of a human skull and two femora within the floor mid
den. A fragment of a large whale vertebra and a dog 
skull were also embedded in the floor matrix, the latter 
near the entrance passage. 

House 70 Collection 
Nineteen artifacts were found in the floor midden of 

House 70, far fewer than the number associated with 
other Ipiutak house ruins of comparable size. Stylistical
ly, they are of the type made by Ipiutak people; nothing 
suggests that they were from an early phase of Ipiutak 
or from a late phase of pre-Ipiutak, such as the position 
of the house in the beach ridge sequence had led us to 
anticipate. Artifacts not found in other Cape Krusenstern 
Ipiutak settlements include two discoidal bitumen plate
lets like some from Point Hope illustrated by Larsen and 
Rainey (1948). The rounded surface of each platelet has 
a broad, V-shaped groove running its length, and the 
opposing flat surface has a six-millimeter-diameter hole 
drilled into its center to a depth of seven millimeters. 
These platelets may be the outer part of composite 
labrets, which, if so, would have been attached to 
organic plugs for insertion through the lip or cheek. 
They were not found in direct association with the skull, 
however, but in the floor midden, each near a front cor
ner of the house. 

Organic artifacts included a split, hollowed, pointed 
antler object resembling an ice pick like that illustrated 
by Giddings (1952b, pi. 30, 8). The tip shows no signs of 
battering through use, nor are there lashing grooves 
along the opposite end as would be expected if the im
plement had been securely tied to a shaft. Implements 
similar to this have been used in the recent past as fish 
perforators for stringing dried fish. A barrel-shaped, 
ivory, flint-flaker head was the only other organic arti
fact found in the house floor midden. Both ends are 
heavily battered through use. 

Of the thirteen stone artifacts found in House 70, 
one is the tiny tip of a delicate piercer; two are 
fragments of broad knife side blades; two are straight-
edged side scrapers; and two are blanks for bifacial 
knives. Other pieces include a steep-edged, unifaced tool 
like the convex side scrapers found by Larsen and 
Rainey, that probably served as curved knife blades; a 
round discoidal, three and seven tenths centimeters in 
diameter, with part of the edge polished through use; a 
small fragment of a second discoidal; a two and fourth 
tenths by three by ten centimeter rectangular, hollow-
ground whetstone; and two adz blades. One of the adz 
blades is ground only at the working edge, which ap
pears to have been broken away by a heavy blow. The 
other, a fragment broken longitudinally along its mid
line, is partially ground all over. The ground edge has 
been broken away by a series of step-fractures through 
use. 

From the artifacts found in House 70, we cannot 
truly say that this house is an early form of Ipiutak. The 
arguments in favor of its antiquity are that the house is 
located on an early Ipiutak beach ridge, and, in possess
ing a passageway, that it is not a typical Ipiutak house. 
The passageway is more in keeping with Near Ipiutak 
house styles, but since House 70 lacked a well defined 
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central hearth, the house is not precisely a Near Ipiutak 
form either. On the other hand, the artifacts are typical
ly those made by Ipiutak people. Although most could 
also have been made by Near Ipiutak (or Norton) peo
ple, the two presumed labrets seem to preclude this 
possibility, for bitumen labrets of this form have been 
found only in Ipiutak remains at Point Hope. 

Regardless of its age, the presence of House 70 on 
the only preserved part of beach 35 that is separated into 
multiple ridges indicates that still more houses of the 
same age may exist at Cape Krusenstern; elsewhere along 
the beach, they are now buried by gravel deposited dur
ing the later stages of beach ridge building. 

Features 
The Ipiutak series of beach ridges at Cape Krusen

stern is marked by depressions, mounds, and areas of 
distinctive vegetation. A midden seven tenths meter 
thick in many places is located on a twenty-meter sec
tion of the ridge to the northwest of House 30. The en
tire section of beach ridge 35 extending several hundred 
meters southeastward from House 39 was marked by 
archeological features. Many of the depressions were 
originally deep caches. Our excavations revealed thin, 
organic layers outlining the pits, but no faunal or ar-
tifactual remains. Other depressions were presumably 
house ruins, situated where the exceptionally high beach 
ridge had provided dry ground. We tested several of 
these house ruins but did not excavate them. 

The remainder of the obvious depressions southeast 
of House 39 were burials. Of the skeletons uncovered, 
several resembled the Ipiutak physical type, but others 
were of a type associated with people from more recent 
periods. Artifacts that had accompanied the bodies in 
burial were so few that the dating of the burials is by no 
means certain. Other Ipiutak flint chips and artifact frag
ments were found throughout the burial fills, but these 
had most likely been left on the surface of the ground 
before the excavations for the burials were made. Two 
burials were probably of Ipiutak people; the others were 
of people who lived in the Ipiutak, Birnirk, or Western 
Thule periods. 

The section of the Ipiutak beach ridges southeast of 
House 40, extending several kilometers to and beyond 
the House 60 group, was densely strewn with buried ac
cumulations of ringed seal and bearded seal bones. Such 
accumulations were easy to locate from surface indica
tions, owing to the distinctive vegetation they support. 
The remains of single, articulated, bearded or ringed 
seals were frequently found buried in beach gravels on 
top of the ridges. These may represent seals stored by 
Ipiutakers for future consumption or, more likely, seals 
washed up on shore and subsequently buried by gravel 
during storms. A few artifacts were located among the 
seal bones, but they seemed to lie in no apparent pat
tern, giving no clue as to whether they had been 
deposited at the same time as the seal bones. 

Many bones of bearded seals and ringed seals, ap
parently discarded after a meal or meals in camp, lay in 
piles along the seaward flanks of the Ipiutak ridges. 
Often flat, fire-cracked beach pebbles were interspersed 
among these disarticulate remains. The smaller of the 
piles were roughly two meters square, and the larger 
piles upward of twenty meters. Areas with concentra
tions of flat pebbles also marked the forward side of the 
Ipiutak beach ridges, usually in places where the flank 
sloped gradually, rather than steeply, seaward. These 
areas of bone and pebble concentrations suggest camping 
sites; where large concentrations were present, they were 
probably semipermanent summer camps; and where only 
pebbles were found, they may have been overnight 
camping places at which little cultural refuse had time to 
accumulate. 

Burial 1 
In 1960, we located an Ipiutak burial (Feature 704) 

on beach ridge 40 that contained several artifacts, most 
of them related to hunting. The burial was a shallow, 
rectangular depression resembling many of the cache pits 
on the Ipiutak beach ridges. This grave, which later 
became the center of a ground squirrel colony, had been 
badly disturbed. Bones and artifacts were scattered ran
domly throughout the fill. As was true of other Cape 
Krusenstern plank-lined burials discovered later, this 
grave originally had been dug down about one and a half 
meters into the beach gravel, then lined with planks. 
After the body had been interred, the grave was refilled 
with loose gravel. The depression was apparently created 
by the subsequent decomposition and collapse of the 
wood lining. 

The grave goods were those of a hunter. Included, 
among other objects, were numerous stone arrow points. 
Like many of the graves from Point Hope, this burial 
also contained a highly decorated ivory object with 
typical Ipiutak designs. With the exception of the deco
rated snow goggles or mask found in Cape Krusenstern 
House 30, a few incised decorations on utilitarian pieces, 
and the incised pebbles, this was the only piece of art
work on organic material located in the Cape Krusen
stern Ipiutak sites. The burial implement, a handle (pi. 
84hh), is carved in the round in the shape of some 
creature with large, upturned nostrils and a half-opened 
mouth, defined by thick lips. It does not resemble a real 
animal. Curvilinear, incised lines, in pairs or in threes, 
radiate from incised circles around the eyes, and other 
lines follow the contours of the face on top and under
neath. Immediately behind the face are two large, bossed 
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areas; at the second one, the object is broken. The 
bossed areas are penetrated by drilled lashing holes. The 
underside of the piece below the lashing holes is scarfed 
to fit a flat surface of some other object. Although we 
cannot be certain of its precise function, it resembles a 
handle for a quiver rod such as illustrated by Murdoch 
(1892) from Point Barrow. 

Also found in the burial on beach 40 was a spool-
shaped labret (pi 84H); this was approximately 4.3 centi
meters in diameter across the flange illustrated and 3.4 
centimeters in diameter across the inner flange. The 
flange on the underside is somewhat hollowed. The 
highly polished outer edge circumscribes a rather ir
regular circle. Parts of both the outer and inner flanges 
have been broken, but we were unable to locate the 
missing fragments in the burial. Although it differs from 
labrets at Point Hope, its face resembles the jet plates 
from there (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) and from Cape 
Krusenstern House 70. Because of this resemblance, we 
suspect that such jet plates are also labrets which were 
worn in a manner we have yet to determine. 

Another burial object was a teardrop-shaped, sand
stone pendant (pi. 84jj), broken across one surface; a 
hole was drilled through its narrow end for suspension. 
This specimen is unique in that all pendants found in 
other Ipiutak sites are made of ivory. 

Other organic artifacts include a split bone piercer 
(pi. 84ff) with a symmetrically pointed tip, and a long, 
cigar-shaped rod of ivory (pi 84ee). The latter has a 
series of faint lashing grooves at one end along one-
quarter of its length, as if something had been lashed 
repeatedly to it. Similar rods have served as stiffening 
devices for quivers, although in periods more recent than 
Ipiutak, they are usually longer (Murdoch, 1892). 

No antler arrowheads were located in the burial, 
but twenty stone end-blade insets (pi 84a-r,v,w), nine 
stone side-blade insets (pi 84s,u,x-dd), and one end-
blade or side-blade fragment (pi 84t) were present. Most 
of the end-blade insets have diagonal bases like Larsen's 
and Rainey's Ipiutak arrow point type 1A. The side blade 
insets are from Ipiutak type 2 antler arrowheads. The in
sets from Burial 1 at Cape Krusenstern are better made 
and thinner than those found in the Cape Krusenstern 
houses, but they are very similar in workmanship to the 
insets from most of the Ipiutak sites at Point Hope. A 
utilized flake or side scraper (pi 84gg) of an irregular 
piece of chert completes the artifact inventory from the 
burial. 

It is difficult to interpret the symbolic meaning of 
the Ipiutak burial goods at Cape Krusenstern. Such well-
decorated objects as the handle may have been specifi
cally related to burial practices, since nothing like it was 
found in any of the houses either at Cape Krusenstern or 
at Point Hope. At Point Hope, however, the burial 
goods were by and large complete, whereas at Cape 
Krusenstern the handle, labret, and pendant were broken 
before they were placed in the burial. Burial goods seem 
to have been purposely broken or disassembled in the 

Battle Rock burials, too, inasmuch as the antler arrow
heads in those burials were all without stone insets, ex
cept for a few fragments left in the slots. Other Ipiutak 
burials at Cape Krusenstern lacked burial goods entirely, 
a situation rare at Point Hope. 

Battle Rock 

Our first examination of Battle Rock, a rounded 
outcropping of limestone twenty-one kilometers up the 
coast from the Cape Krusenstern beaches, left us feeling 
that we should return to see what else the site had to of
fer. This we did, one year after finding the site in 1959. 
A minute examination of the thin sod covering the better 
drained portions of the site revealed cultural signs we 
had missed in our earlier reconnaissance. White frag
ments of bone and antler protruding from the sod at sev
eral points usually proved to mark a concentration of 
Ipiutak antler and chert artifacts. These lay immediately 
beneath the sod and were in no case deeper than a few 
centimeters. They were probably left from Ipiutak sur
face burials; and because of their long exposure to the 
elements, the organic pieces in these features were in ad
vanced stages of decay, or, in the case of some whole 
pieces, covered with root marks that obscured any origi
nal engraving. These concentrations of artifacts tended 
to be in long ovals extending downslope. Since they 
were not in any order, it is assumed that erosion, soil 
creep, and the action of ground squirrels caused their 
redistribution through the centuries. We excavated five 
of these probable Ipiutak burials in addition to three 
Western Thule burials (Burials 1-3), and one multiple 
Battle Rock phase burial (Burial 0 -

Feature 1 
The first Ipiutak feature we excavated was probably 

a surface burial site. It yielded only arrow points, side 
blades of flinty material, fragments of badly decayed 
antler arrowheads, and one unidentified object. Artifacts 
on plate 85a-c show the fragments of three side-bladed 
arrowheads of antler, recognized by a single blade slot in 
one face. The artifact on plate 85a is 11.8 centimeters 
long; both this piece and plate 85b show a typical 
Ipiutak engraved, longitudinal line in one edge. Other 
faces and edges are too worn to retain these marks. Ob
jects d-h on Plate 85 show the base of an end-blade slot 
and are thus classed as end-bladed arrowheads of Ipiutak 
type; plate 85e and f had been barbed, as indicated in 
the presence of one barb each, by worn barbs, and by 
barb indentations. All five of these arrowheads retain 
traces of four longitudinal lines on their edges and faces. 
Fifteen other arrowheads were too fragmentary for typing. 
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Six chert end-blade insets (pi. 85i-n) are thin and 
delicate. Because they have either straight or concave 
bases, they may be classed with Point Hope Ipiutak 
type 1A and type 2 (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Six 
chert side-blade insets (pi. 85o-t) are also Ipiutak forms, 
perhaps all type 1 insets (ibid.). The long specimen (pi. 
85o) has the lower tip missing. Seven fragments of small 
bifaces are not complete enough for typing as either side-
or end-blade insets. 

Only one object from Feature 1 remains unidenti
fied. This is a ring or cylinder of antler (pi. 85hh) 
broken from some larger piece, possibly a swivel-like ob
ject comparable to those from Ipiutak (ibid.). Parts of 
two strong girdling ridges mark one side, and a deep 
groove, as shown, extends from the neck of the piece 
along one edge. 

Feature 2 
Like Feature 1, Feature 2 was probably a surface 

burial made by Ipiutak people. It lay contiguous to Bat
tle Rock Burial 4, a non-Ipiutak burial. The contents of 
Feature 4 lay just beneath the sod, but some antler pro
jectile heads of Battle Rock Burial 4 were scattered, pre
sumably by squirrels, into part of it. Badly decayed 
specimens, presumably intruded, have been removed 
from consideration of Feature 2. 

Objects from the feature are illustrated in plate 86. 
Plate 86b is a barbed, end-bladed arrowhead of antler, 
fourteen and six tenths centimeters long, oval to round 
in cross section, with a longitudinal line on either edge. 
In general, this resembles some of the arrowheads from 
Point Hope Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Plate 86c 
is the fragment of a side-bladed antler arrowhead of 
Ipiutak form. Plate 86d, e and i, j are side-blade insets of 
chert, two of which are fragmentary. Plate 86f is the 
base of a chert end-blade inset of Ipiutak type 2A (ibid.), 
while the basal fragment of another chert end-blade inset 
(pi. 86g) belongs to Ipiutak type 1. 

The openwork carvings and chains of Feature 2 are 
closely like Ipiutak pieces from Point Hope, although 
they differ in detail. Plate 86a has an openwork design 
based on a fish-like ivory head. Drilled pits, similar on 
both faces, represent eye and nostril sockets, and a pit of 
the same size terminates the strangely upward-curved 
mandible of the fish. This object resembles certain 
Ipiutak animal carvings (ibid.). Plate 86k is an openwork 
carving of ivory, drawn out to resemble a bird's tail at 
one end and provided with a swivel-like neck at the 
other. A drilled pit in the left edge of the illustrated face 
contains the remains of a jet plug. A deep, longitudinal 
groove under the tail region, on the face which is not 
shown, seems to be intended for protecting a taut line. 

Plate 861 is another ivory, openwork carving, 
possessing at the lower right end a concave surface such 
as might rest over a frame of some kind. The open space 
is approximately the right size to fit one's hand. The 
neck of the object is girdled by deep grooves, atop 
which a head is carved into a grotesque human face. 

Plate 86m is an object made of antler, perforated 
from face to face (as shown) and from the upper left 
margin into the center hole. At the bottom of the 
grooved, cylindrical base is a deep, rounded pit one cen
timeter in diameter, perhaps for the insetting of or
namental material. 

Plate 86 h, n, o are ivory chain links, found close 
together under the sod, that may have been part of a 
chain joined by rawhide bands. Plate 86p and q are or
namental ivory chains like those from Ipiutak burials 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Plate 86p consists of three 
links, the upper link knobbed, as for suspension, while 
the lower link terminates in a bird-like head with a pair 
of deep pits forming the eyes. Plate 86q is a pair of 
links, the upper link a bird's head and the lower, a 
grotesque animal with a huge snout. Both eyes and 
nostrils are formed by paired pits, and a bit of jet re
mains in each of the eye sockets of the bird. Plate 86r is 
an ivory chain link fragment with a fan-like element at 
one end. 

Besides these artifacts, Feature 2 contained four 
pieces of worked antler and six fragments of bifaced 
chert too small for typing. A few fragments of seal bone 
and one of caribou leg bone lay among the artifacts. 

Feature 3 
A few meters down the slope from Feature 2 was 

another area containing Ipiutak-like artifacts just beneath 
the sod. Some of the materials of this feature seem to be 
more similar to Near Ipiutak than do the other features 
at Battle Rock, suggesting that this was perhaps an early 
Ipiutak feature. The end-bladed arrowheads of antler, 
for example (pi 87c-e), are rather thick, and oval in 
cross section, though they display unbroken longitudinal 
lines, both on the faces and the edges. Although thinner 
and smaller in every respect, they call to mind Battle 
Rock phase arrowheads. Plate 87e is barbed. Plate 87b is 
a side-bladed antler arrowhead with one blade slot near 
center on the face shown and the other blade slot, four 
centimeters long, extending to within two centimeters of 
the tip on the opposite face. 

Plate 87n-p are side-blade insets of Ipiutak type 1 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Plate 871 is a chert end-blade 
inset also of type 1; plate 87u and v are delicately 
worked end-blade insets of type 2A (ibid.); and the 
relatively parallel-edged end-blade inset fragments of 
plate 87r and s are probably of type 1. 

An antler flaker handle (pi 87a) is Ipiutak-like in 
that it has a rounded trough in the upper surface, op
posite that shown, and a lashing slot at the tip. It dif
fers, however, in style of decoration. The engraving, 
dimly visible through the root markings, consists of a 
series of parallel, longitudinal grooves swerving toward 
the base to conform to the shape of the handle. Its entire 
length is sixteen and four tenths centimeters. 
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Plate 87f is a fish spear barb of antler. Its peculiar 
shape is unknown from other early western coastal sites, 
where fish spear barbs are provided with a slot, instead 
of a notch, for lashing. In its lack of a slot, this 
specimen resembles the barbs from the far inland Kayuk 
site of the central Brooks Range (Campbell, 1959). Plate 
87y is probably the center prong for a fish spear. This 
antler object is provided with lashing facets and terminal 
knobs at the base. Toward the tip and nearly all worn 
away are the remains of lateral barbs or blades. 

Plate 87g is a thick, ivory shaft fragment, one edge 
of which contains the part of a deep slot for a side 
blade. Plate 87h is a spoon-like ivory object, sharpened 
at the wide end and provided with three holes at the 
narrow end. Plate 87i is the fragment of a sandy schist 
plummet. The intact part of this instrument shows 
careful surface grinding, including a groove leading to an 
eyehole which has been formed by drilling from two 
faces. An unfinished specimen from mixed levels at the 
Onion Portage site on the Kobuk River appears to be 
precisely like this one, and another Kobuk plummet, 
with a drilled hole (Giddings, 1952b) is from the Ahteut 
site of Western Thule age. Plummets of stone, similar to 
this in size, are known from Norton culture (Giddings, 
1964) and sites along the Pacific coast of Alaska (Heizer, 
1956; de Laguna, 1934). 

Other artifacts from Feature 3 are fragments of two 
side-bladed arrowheads and four fragments of untyped 
arrowheads, together with four tip fragments of chert 
arrow points. 

Feature 4 
This is another aberrant, perhaps early Ipiutak fea

ture, probably a surface burial. Two or three antler ar
rowhead fragments {pi 87w,x) show they were provided 
with end blades, delicately barbed on only one edge. 
Chert end-blade insets include only one broken, Ipiutak 
type 1 specimen {pi 87q); a type 2 fishtailed specimen 
{pi 87]); a centrally constricted form {pi 87k) that is 
identical with a rare form from Ipiutak (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948); two specimens constricted toward the 
base {pi.871,m); and seven bifaced end- or side-blade in
set fragments, too incomplete for typing. 

Feature 5 
Another concentration of Ipiutak flint work was 

located between Features 2 and 4. These artifacts appear 
on plate 85. Plate 85ff is the worn remnant of a 
multiple-barbed, end-bladed antler arrowhead with a 
stem for a socket. Plate 85gg, also an antler arrowhead, 
has a single barb, strongly differentiated near its stem. 
Its distal end thickens toward the tip and has a slot for 
an end blade. Both specimens have been lined laterally, 
as well as on both faces, in the Ipiutak manner. Two 
other arrowhead fragments were unclassifiable. 

Plate 85dd is an eroded piece of openwork ivory 
carving which has a lashing slot, or hole, at the lower 
end and is presumably broken away at the other end. 
Remains of fine-line decoration are seen on the face 
shown, but the opposite face, flattened as though for 
attachment to a flat surface, is plain. Plate 85ee is the 
fragment of an antler flaker handle, slotted like a 
specimen from Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) and 
showing a trace of engraved decoration near the base of 
the grooved face shown. 

The flints of Feature 5 appear to have been consis
tently long and delicate. Excluding five chert fragments 
uncertain as to type, they include two broken chert side-
blade insets {pi 85u,x) and two whole ones {pi 85v, 
w); a broken chert end-blade inset of Ipiutak type 1 {pi 
85z); an end-blade inset of chert, the type of which is 
undetermined because its base is broken away {pi 85y); 
two complete, chert end-blade insets of Ipiutak type 1 
{pi 85bb,cc); and a chert end-blade inset of Ipiutak type 
2A (Larsen and Rainey, 1948, pi 35) with a concave, 
slanting base {pi 85aa). 

Kotzebue Sound Ipiutak Culture 

The Ipiutak period, from A.D. 0 to 900 ±50 (fig. 
19 and 20), was a particularly active period at Cape 
Krusenstern. During this time, at least eight multiple-
dwelling settlements and more than thirty-five single 
houses, of which we excavated twenty-one, were built, 
used, and subsequently abandoned. 

Through the abundant faunal and artifactual re
mains from the Cape Krusenstern excavations, we have 
been able to form a fairly clear picture of the Ipiutak 
people's culture, particularly their house forms, settle
ment patterns, subsistence cycles, and artifact manufac
tures. Their relationships to earlier and later Alaskan 
cultures are less clear. 
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Fig. 96. Ipiutak house types. 

Settlement Patterns and House Forms 

The Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak houses were built in 
three different styles (fig. 96). The first (type 1) is a rec
tangular, semisubterranean structure with the floor, on 
the average, at a depth one meter below the original 
sod base. Inclining slightly inward, the walls were sup
ported by corner posts and connecting beams. They 
were comparatively low, their height probably not ex
ceeding one and five tenths meters, judging from the 
amount of sod and earth accumulated around the house 
ruins. They were also formed by a base of horizontal 
logs, two or three logs high, that framed the floor area, 
and an upper portion of vertical logs, each tightly laid 
against the other. The basal ends of these horizontal 
poles probably rested on the excavated surface along the 
outer edges of the floor, and the upper ends probably in
clined against the beams connecting the four center 
posts. The roof also likely rested on the connecting 
beams of the central four-post construction. Because the 
floor sizes of this type of house varied, as did the 
distances of the central four posts from the outer edges 
of the floors, different forms of roof construction may 
have been used on some of the houses. Where the cen
tral four posts of a house were close together, the roof 
may have been supported by walls at one end and by 

the central four posts at the other. In a larger house, the 
pyramidal roof may have been of two levels. The lower 
and outer level would have been similar to the roofs of 
the smaller houses, but the upper level may have been 
cribbed, in a fashion similar to that used by recent 
Eskimos in the Norton Bay area (de Laguna, 1934). Sod 
and earth covered both the walls and roof. 

Inside the house a rectangular hearth area, lined 
with planks held in place by pegs, was excavated by the 
occupants in the middle of the floor directly below the 
opening. Along a side wall or back wall, or both, plat
form areas were marked off by retaining logs and pegs. 
The surface of the platform areas was usually on the 
same level as the rest of the floor, and it was covered 
with grass. No evidence was found regarding the loca
tion of the house entrance. It may have been an opening 
in the roof, or a side door at ground level, or both. In 
any case, there was neither a semisubterranean tunnel 
nor a cold trap separating an entrance from the house 
proper. Had there been a side entry, some indication of 
it should have appeared as a break in the ring of earth 
surrounding the house ruin. The rings of earth around 
all of the house ruins except House 40 were relatively 
smooth, however, and the break in the ring around the 
House 40 depression, on the seaward side, was the ter
minal end of a long frost crack, a crack that we believe 
developed long after the house had been lived in. 

Type 1 houses, characterized by four central posts, 
were widely distributed over the Arctic and sub-Arctic 
areas. Larsen and Rainey believe that most, if not all, of 
the Ipiutak houses at Point Hope were of the central 
four-post construction (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). They 
regard the house form as closely related to the type of 
house used by recent Nunatarmiut Eskimos: 

It [the Nunatarmiut dwelling] consisted of a framework of 
willow branches or spruce logs, covered with thin light moss 
turf (ibrulik), arranged like shingles. This layer increased in 
thickness towards the bottom and, with the whole structure 
covered with dirt, it looked like a dome-shaped or oblong 
mound of earth. The roof was usually supported by four posts 
arranged around a central fireplace, and often by an additional 
post at each of the four corners. The center posts were higher 
than the corner posts, resulting in a roof which was horizontal 
at the center and sloped downward all around. The house was 
entered through a short passageway or stormshed, the floor of 
which was level with the house floor. In earlier days the house 
was semi-subterranean, and the entrance floor formed a gentle 
slope from the surface to the house floor. A bearskin hung 
over the outer doorway, a caribou skin over the doorway lead
ing into the house proper. The center of the house was occu
pied by an oval or rectangular fireplace outlined by stones or 
logs. Around the fireplace, and inside the four corner posts, the 
floor was usually covered with split logs, or planks parallel to 
the four walls. At either side of this wooden floor were sleeping 
platforms of sand or gravel covered with willow. The inner 
edge of each platform was supported by a heavy log which also 
served as a pillow. The space behind the fireplace was used for 
storage. When the fireplace was not in use for cooking, a 
square opening in the roof above it was covered with a gutskin 
window or a cake of ice. The ground-plan of the houses varied 
considerably. Oblong or square houses, sometimes with rounded 
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corners, are the most common, but other forms occur. In the 
oblong houses the entrance is always on one of the long sides, 
in contrast to the Tareonrmiut house where the entrance is 
usually on the short side. Sometimes these houses also have an 
alcove in the back wall, a feature which is typical of the so-
called Mackenzie house. 

Larsen and Rainey, 1948 

The similarity between the type 1 Ipiutak houses at 
Cape Krusenstern and the house described by Larsen and 
Rainey is readily apparent. 

Based on Collins' (1937b) and de Laguna's (1934) 
analyses of Eskimo house forms, Larsen and Rainey 
noted further that the Ipiutak house was built on the 
same principle as that used by recent Bering Sea coast 
Eskimos and Mackenzie River Eskimos, but that these 
houses differ from the houses of the Arctic whale hunt
ing people (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

Houses of central four-post construction are also 
found in northeast Asia, among some Paleo-Asiatics, 
especially the Maritime Koryak and the Kamchadal. 
These are large, many-family dwellings with the primary 
entrance in the roof and a secondary entrance along a 
side, but the Ipiutak type 1 houses bear many resem
blances to them and obviously are related historically 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

The type 2 Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak house (fig. 96) 
is a small, semisubterranean structure with a rectangular 
floor area between 0.35 and 0.50 meter below the base 
of the original sod surface. Posts, placed at the four cor
ners and along the long sides, were found in an upright 
position, indicating that the walls were vertical and did 
not incline inward. Most traces of wood had disappeared 
from the shallow house pits, but four horizontal roof 
beams supported by the posts may have bordered the 
tops of the walls, circumscribing an area equal to that of 
the floor. Short poles spanning opposite walls would 
have been a simple and logical form of roof construc
tion. At any rate, in houses as small as these (the floor 
areas ranged from two to three meters to the side), it is 
likely that the wall posts served as the only supports for 
the roof. Although there were traces of fallen horizontal 
timbers, there were no traces of planks or split logs lying 
on top of the floor midden, suggesting the possibility 
that the walls and roof were made of perishable or easily 
removable materials such as animal hides or sod blocks. 
Narrow, gravel platforms, from ten to twenty centi
meters above the floor, customarily lay along two adja
cent walls. These were simply less deeply excavated por
tions of the house area, bordering the more deeply ex
cavated floor area. A circular firepit was located in the 
middle of the floor. The entrance to the house was prob
ably through a small opening along one side, although 
its location could not be determined from the archeologi-
cal remains. In one house, House 37, a patch of polar 
bear fur was found along the seaward side of the house, 
suggesting that the entrance, covered by a heavy polar 
bear skin, had faced the sea. 

This type of small, shallow, boxlike Ipiutak house 
at Cape Krusenstern has few known parallels in the 
region of Bering Strait, and none from elsewhere in 
Alaska. This does not mean that such houses were not 
built in other regions but only that the many ethno
graphic reports and travel accounts that mention houses 
outwardly corresponding to this type lack details on in
ternal construction, so that valid comparisons cannot be 
made. 

Early in the twentieth century, Bogoras mentioned a 
village of wood-framed houses at Anadyr Bay on the 
northeastern coast of Asia that may have resembled the 
Ipiutak type 2 house. He described two similar houses 
used in the winter by residents of Ven: 

Two families of those living in Ven [Mariinsky Post] not far 
from the site of the village mentioned [at Anadyr Bay], still 
construct for their winter lodges small huts with wooden 
frames covered over with earth and stones. The hut has a hole 
in the roof for the escape of smoke, and within is a sleeping-
room of the usual shape. The hut has a square wooden door 
covered with scraps of reindeer-skin for the greater warmth. 

Bogoras, 1909 

South of Cape Vancouver, Nelson observed small 
settlements of turf houses which were built over a 
wooden frame: 

In the second village south of Cape Vancouver, the houses 
were made of turf slabs laid up about the frail framework of 
small sticks and brush and covered with earth. This had been 
wet and frozen so that the walls were very firm, but the people 
stated that they would leave them early in the spring, for as 
soon as warm weather began the walls would melt and fall in. 

The smoke holes of the houses in all this district were covered 
with slabs of ice, from which the heat inside continually caused 
water to drop down the walls rendering the floor a soft and 
sticky mass except in the coldest weather. 

Nelson, 1899 

Any firm relationship between the houses in these widely 
separated areas remains to be demonstrated by substan
tial data. 
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Construction details of the type 3 Ipiutak houses at 
Cape Krusenstern are not yet fully known. Our excava
tions gave no evidence that the houses had either an in
terior system of upright supports or a corner-post and 
beam construction. Horizontal timbers found along the 
sloping edges of the house floors, if they are the remains 
of beams, indicate vertical walls. The angle of the four 
downward-sloping floor edges in each house strongly 
suggests that upright wall timbers were inclined toward 
the center at about a 30-degree angle to the vertical. In 
this case, the timbers were more likely placed around the 
edge of the excavated house floor, possibly as a footing 
for the wall planks or poles. The hearth, located in the 
center of the floor area, indicates that the house pos
sessed a smoke hole in the roof. 

It is conceivable that the house was pyramidal in 
shape, with four diagonal corner posts meeting one an
other above the middle of the floor (fig. 96). In this 
way, a solid substructure could be effected without 
embedding the posts in the earth. The lower ends of the 
posts could be wedged against the corners of the floor 
excavation. The covering of the house may have been of 
skin, insulated by sod or earth. The apex of the roof 
would undoubtedly have been left open as a smoke vent. 
As with the type 1 and type 2 houses, we could find no 
direct evidence for the location or nature of the en
trance; we know only that there was neither a tunnel 
nor a cold-trap arrangement. 

If the third type of house were indeed a pyramidal 
structure, it was a form of dwelling not previously 
ascribed to people of the American Arctic. Pyramidal 
houses have been recorded, however, from other Arctic 
and subarctic areas—from the middle Lena and the 
Anadyr rivers in Siberia and, in a slightly altered form, 
from the Thompson River to the southeast in British 
Columbia, Canada. 

The pyramidal house from the middle Lena River is 
associated with hunting and fishing groups of Yakuts 
and Yakutized Tungus. The Dolgans, a northern Yakut 
group, had two varieties of pyramidal houses, the 
golomo and the baltysak. The golomo, constructed by 
the hunting and fishing Dolgans, was a surface dwelling 
with a square floor area, used both in winter and in 
summer. The substructure was a frame of four thick 
poles. One end of each was placed in a corner of the 
house and the four were joined at their upper ends over 
the middle of the floor. The walls were of numerous 
small poles covered with sod and the door was of wood 
or of reindeer skin. The upper portion of the house was 
left open as a smoke vent. Inside the dwelling was a cen
tral, square firepit, lined by planks and packed with a 
clay base. 

The baltysak, constructed by the reindeer-breeding 
Dolgans for a winter habitation, was a slight variation 
of the golomo. The baltysak floor area was square and 
no less than six meters to a side (the dwelling was occu
pied by several families). It differed from the golomo in 
that the top was closed by timbers forming a small roof. 
A hole left in the middle of the roof served as a smoke 
vent for the central hearth. The walls were of poles and 
sod, and the door was either of wood or reindeer hide 
(Popov, 1952). 

The age of this form of house is uncertain, but Rus
sian authors consider the Yakut culture of considerable 
antiquity. Yakut people were present in the Lena basin 
before the Turkic movements northward from the Baikal 
region, that is, before the tenth and thirteenth centuries 
A .D . (Okladnikov, 1959). Some Russian anthropologists 
feel that the pyramidal form of house dates to the early 
Iron Age (Ivanova, 1952). There are ethnographic ac
counts of this type of structure from the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries (ibid.). 

The Yakut pyramidal house type also has apparent
ly been found in the region of the middle Anadyr River 
and on the Bear Islands and middle Omolon River of 
Siberia. Whether the houses were of the pyramidal or 
truncated pyramidal type is not clear, however: 

A few Chukchee families of the Middle Anadyr live in wooden 
huts somewhat similar to the Yakut "yurta." These were copied 
from the yurtas of the Anadyr Russians, who of late years, 
however, have replaced their yurtas with log-cabins of the 
usual Northeast-Siberian type. In ancient times wooden huts of 
this type may have been in more common use in this territory. 
Remains of huts found on the Bear Islands are more or less of 
this type. In the deserted villages of the Yukaghir situated on 
the Middle Omolon, and inhabited about seventy-five years 
ago, I have seen huts of the same type. It is not easy to decide 
whether it is an ancient type that developed independently. The 
construction had no stove with wooden chimney, but simply a 
central hearth, with a square hole in the roof just above it. 

[Bogoras, 1909} 

Comparisons to Point Hope Ipiutak Houses 

Although Larsen and Rainey were unable to isolate 
any concurrently occupied settlements at Point Hope, 
owing to the large number of house ruins in a relatively 
confined area, they were able, through excavating seven
ty house ruins, to obtain a great deal of information on 
the construction of individual houses. The Point Hope 
Ipiutak houses all exhibited a general similarity in floor 
plan and they all had a central firepit, but, in compari
son to Ipiutak houses at Cape Krusenstern, they differed 
much more from each other in details. These details, 
however, were often faint, and the poor preservation of 
the houses may have obscured real differences in some 
cases and occasioned only apparent similarities in others. 
As stated by Larsen and Rainey (1948): 
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. . . the houses have so many common features that a detailed 
description of each would result in a series of repetitions. Fur
thermore, the majority of the houses were in such a poor state 
of preservation that the only recognizable details of the house 
structure, after the overburden had been cleared away, were a 
fireplace, a layer of black, greasy gravel which represented the 
floor, and a few scattered pieces of badly decayed logs. 

The differences in details are seen in examining the 
descriptions of each house. Some houses had rounded 
corners; others were square. Some were deep and cov
ered with thick layers of sod; others were shallow and 
had only a thin coating of recent sod and gravel cover
ing the floor. Some had numerous remains of wall, roof, 
and floor timbers; and others had only a square, organic 
outline to mark the house's former existence (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948). 

The Ipiutak houses at Point Hope have many ele
ments in common with the Cape Krusenstern houses, but 
they also have many dissimilar elements. For example, 
most of the Point Hope Ipiutak houses had rounded cor
ners, but all of the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak houses 
were squared. Point Hope Ipiutak houses had short tun
nels or storm sheds, whereas no such entryways were 
found with Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak dwellings. Many of 
the Point Hope houses resembled the Cape Krusenstern 
type 3 houses, if only in their large, square, floor plans 
and trough-like areas at the floor edges. Several Cape 
Krusenstern houses resembled the deep, semisubterranean 
type at Point Hope (Larsen's and Rainey's House 65, for 
example). Many other Point Hope houses (such as House 
40) seem to have been similar to Cape Krusenstern type 
2 houses, except that the Point Hope dwellings were 
much larger. While the details given by Larsen and 
Rainey for each of the Point Hope Ipiutak houses are 
sufficient to suggest resemblances to the Ipiutak houses 
at Cape Krusenstern, more specific information about 
the floor plans of the Point Hope houses is needed to 
permit close comparisons with the houses at Cape 
Krusenstern and to fully understand the range of house 
forms used by Ipiutakers. 

Villages 
The Ipiutak settlements at Cape Krusenstern display 

two different patterns. In the first, a number of small, 
semisubterranean houses are clustered around one large 
house. In the second, single houses make up the settle
ment. House groups 11, 17, 18, 30, and 40 exhibited the 
first pattern; and at least one other settlement showed 
signs of the same arrangement, although its house ruins 
were not tested. The House 10 group was a variation on 
the first pattern, with two large type 1 houses, rather 
than one. The House 60 series, in which only two house 
ruins were excavated, differed in another way. This 
series consisted of four clusters of features. Each cluster 
had a large pyramidal house, and one of the large 
houses was accompanied by three smaller houses. In the 
other three groups, the houses were accompanied by 
various-shaped, small depressions which we are not cer
tain are the remains of houses. The four clusters lay on 
one beach ridge at about eighty-meter intervals. Here, 
rather than one large, deep, semisubterranean house sur
rounded by smaller ones of box and pyramidal types, 
each large house was of the pyramidal type; the small 
houses were probably all the box type. Whether the 
dwellings of the House 60 group were occupied concur
rently or separately over a period of years, we were not 
able to determine. We excavated none of the isolated, 
single-house settlements that made up the second pattern 
of house arrangements. 

Subsistence Activities 

Faunal Data 
The proportions of animal bones found on the 

Ipiutak beaches as well as in the excavated Ipiutak set
tlements on the beaches at Cape Krusenstern differ from 
the proportions found in pre- and post-Ipiutak set
tlements. The most striking difference is in the rarity of 
whalebones on the Ipiutak series of beaches. This is in 
contrast to the abundance of whalebones on beach ridges 
formed before and after the Ipiutak period, a fact consis
tent with the conclusion of Larsen and Rainey (1948) 
that Ipiutakers at Point Hope did not hunt whales. How
ever, one large whaling harpoon head, originally deco
rated with fine-line engraving compatible with Ipiutak 
designs (fig. 74), was found in Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak 
House 17. This artifact suggests that some whaling may 
have been carried on by Ipiutak-related people at Cape 
Krusenstern. The implications of whaling by people 
making Ipiutak-style artifacts are extremely important in 
considering not only the Ipiutak economy at Cape 
Krusenstern but also the relation between the Point 
Hope and Cape Krusenstern Ipiutakers. Whaling har
poon heads, highly prized or religiously regarded by 
their owners, are not commonly recovered from any ar-
cheological site. Their absence from the other Cape 
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Fig. 97. Tabulations of faunal remains from the Ipiutak-period set
tlements of Cape Krusenstern. 

Krusenstern Ipiutak house ruins therefore does not ex
clude the possibility that all the Ipiutak groups on the 
beaches practiced some whaling. Even at Point Hope, 
two large harpoon heads found in Ipiutak burials might 
originally have been used for whaling (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948). The most we can say at this point about 
the role whaling played in the Ipiutak economy is that it 
is not yet known. 

The number and kind of faunal remains recovered 
from a site have, of course, been affected by time and 
nature. Bones were well preserved in some Ipiutak house 
ruins, especially where the ruins had been covered by a 
thick layer of sod; but in others, the bones were badly 
decomposed. Although, as far as we can judge, the 
range of species represented in the house middens consti
tutes the major proportion of animals hunted by the 
Ipiutak people, whole classes of animals whose skeletons 
cannot endure the rigors of time may be absent. There
fore, their part in the Ipiutak economy cannot be learned 
from a faunal analysis. No fish bones, for example, were 
found in any of the excavations, but, because of their 
perishability, we did not expect to find them. Many 
bones were so badly decomposed that they left barely 
identifiable yellow streaks in the floor middens. Bone 
fragments that could be lifted out of the organic soil 
matrix were collected. Of these, three thousand five hun
dred seventy-five were sufficiently whole to make iden
tification possible as to anatomical position and genus; 
an equal number of fragments were large enough to per
mit assignment to the proper genus but were too small 
to reveal their anatomical position. Our analysis (fig. 97) 
is based on the fully identified bones; the provisionally 
identified fragments merely lent supporting data. In the 
case of post-cranial small seal bones, the distinction be
tween spotted and ringed seal was based on comparisons 
to the two spotted (male and female) and two ringed 
(male and female) seal skeletons in the Arctic faunal 
laboratory of Brown University. Our identification of 
other faunal remains from the Ipiutak beaches has not 
been checked by pinniped specialists, so that we are not 
fully confident the two species have been correctly iden
tified in all cases. 
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Percent of Minimum Number Percent of 
Species of Number of Total Bones of Animals Total Animals 

House Animal Bones for House Represented for House 

House 30 Settlement 
HOUSE 30 Bearded Seal 37 28.2 6 33.3 

Small Seal 83 63.3 10 14.4 
Caribou 7 5.4 1 5.6 
Walrus 1 0.8 1 5.6 
White Whale 2 1.5 1 5.6 
Large Whale 1 0.8 1 5.6 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 131 100 20 100.1 

HOUSE 36 Bearded Seal 10 25.0 2 40.0 

Small Seal 30 75.0 3 60.0 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 40 100 5 100 

HOUSE 36a Bearded Seal 9 36.0 2 40.0 

Small Seal 16 64.0 3 60.0 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 25 100 5 100 

HOUSE 37 Bearded Seal 26 46.4 3 33.3 

Small Seal 22 39.3 3 33.3 
Caribou 5 8.9 1 11.5 
Walrus 1 1.8 1 11.5 
Dog 2 3.6 1 11.5 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 56 100 9 101.1 

HOUSE 38 - 0 0 0 0 

HOUSE 39 Bearded Seal 13 61.9 3 50.0 
Small Seal 7 33.3 2 33.3 

Caribou 1 4.8 1 16.6 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 21 100 6 9o.o 

SEAL SKULL Bearded Seal 338 22.3 156 21.4 

MOUND Small Seal 1162 76.7 566 78.0 
Caribou 4 0.3 1 0.13 
Polar Bear 7 0.5 3 0.4 
Walrus 3 0.2 1 0.13 
TOTAL NUMBERS: 1514 100 727 100 

House 40 Settlement 
HOUSE 40 Bearded Seal 69 15 0 7 20.6 

Small Seal 276 c.0.0 11 32 4 
Caribou 97 21.1 8 23.5 
Whale 1 0.2 1 2.9 
Dog 12 2.6 2 5.9 
Fox 5 1.1 5 14.7 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 460 100 34 100 

HOUSE 41 Bearded Seal 27 54.0 5 50.0 
Small Seal 23 46.0 5 50.0 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 50 100 10 100 

HOUSES 42 - 0 0 0 0 
& 43 

STRUCTURE Bearded Seal 247 20.3 12 20.3 
HOUSE 44 Small Seal 971 79.6 46 78.0 

Caribou 1 0.1 1 1.7 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 1219 100 59 100 

House 60 Settlement 
HOUSE 60 Bearded Seal 4 80.0 1 50.0 

Small Seal 1 20.0 1 50.0 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 5 100 2 100 

HOUSE 61 Bearded Seal 9 82.0 2 66.7 

Small Seal 2 18.0 1 33.3 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 11 100 3 100 

HOUSE 10 Bearded Seal 14 31.2 4 50.0 
Small Seal 29 64.4 3 37.5 
Fox 2 4.4 1 12.5 

TOTAL NUMBERS: 45 100 8 100 



The food-getting activities of the Ipiutak people 
varied from settlement to settlement at Cape Krusen-
stern. Since all the settlements belong to a single cultural 
complex, however much separated in time, the varia
tions suggest temporal fluctuations in the available food 
supply, rather than changes in food preferences (Ander
son, 1962). Short-term cyclic variations in animal popu
lations along the northwest Alaskan coast have been 
noted in the recent period by several observers. No 
doubt this was true also in Ipiutak times. 

In the House 30 settlement, over half the bones 
recovered were those of small seal (ringed and spotted), 
and an additional quarter were of bearded seal. Bones of 
caribou, walrus, white whale, and large whale, presum
ably baleen, were also present in small numbers. Bird 
bones, as well as the bones of small fur-bearing animals, 
were notably absent from the house ruins. Whether the 
bones had disintegrated, whether they had been depos
ited outside the houses, or whether the animals had not 
been hunted, could not be determined. 

All the houses of the House 30 settlement had ap
proximately the same high percentage of ringed and 
bearded seal bones. Bearded seal bones were more abun
dant than those of small seal in two of the small houses, 
but the total number of bones in any of the small houses 
was too small to be statistically significant. 

Nearly half the bones uncovered in the seal skull 
mound near House 30 were collected for analysis. 
Because most of these bones were mandibular halves of 
seals, which can be identified as to species, we have been 
able to distinguish between the two species of small seal 
(ringed and spotted) that we have lumped elsewhere in 
our bone counts. The mandibular halves of ringed seals 
numbered one thousand one hundred twenty-eight; spot
ted seals, fourteen; and bearded seals, three hundred 
thirty-eight. In addition, there were six jaw bones and 
one leg bone from three polar bears. No caribou skulls 
were located in the mound, although a caribou long 
bone fragment, possibly intrusive, lay among the seal 
skulls. 

About ninety percent of the faunal remains collected 
from the House 30 settlement were of mature animals. 
The rest were bones of newly born or rather young ani
mals whose age could not be precisely determined. 
Because of limited sampling, statistical differences be
tween the houses must be viewed with extreme care. The 
percentage of immature bones was higher in the small 
houses than in the seal skull mound, which contained 
the highest percentage of adult bones, with a less than 
ten percent collection of immature bones. 

Ringed seal, bearded seal, and caribou contributed 
the largest portion of the food supply to the Ipiutak peo
ple. Other animals eaten in smaller proportions by the 
Ipiutakers were spotted seal, white whale, walrus, polar 
bear, dog, and baleen whale. 

Butchering techniques are suggested by the skeleton 
parts found in both the houses and the seal skull mound. 
The heads of ringed and spotted seals were removed, 
then deposited in a nearby pile before the carcasses were 
brought into the dwellings. In the houses, the absence of 
seal atlases and the presence of axes suggest that the 
heads were often severed between the first and the sec
ond cervical vertebrae. Atlases found in the bone pile 
immediately outside the floor area of House 36 indicate 
that the separation may also have been between the skull 
and first vertebra. The total absence of cervical vertebrae 
in the seal skull mound indicates either that the heads 
were detached from the carcasses above the atlases or 
that by the time the skulls were deposited, they were 
devoid of flesh. Each of the limb bones, except the radii, 
are numerous and appear in reasonably equal proportion 
in the houses. The presence of astragali and calcanea as 
well as numerous (but uncounted) metapodials demon
strates that the flippers were saved and brought into the 
house. 

The bearded seal bones in House 30 were mainly 
forelegs. In addition, three astragali and several bones of 
the hindfeet and forefeet were present. The bones of 
white whales were rare in the houses, but we did not ex
cavate the old shore line in front of the settlement where 
the bones would more likely have been present. 

Small and bearded seal bones appeared in large 
numbers among the ruins of the House 40 group. Their 
presence indicates heavy dependence upon sea mammal 
hunting by Ipiutak residents. Land hunting, evidenced 
by an abundance of caribou bones in the large house, 
was an important secondary activity. Small seal bones 
constituted nearly half the total; bearded seal contributed 
twenty percent, and caribou, twenty-five percent. There 
were also two crania, several femora, and a number of 
bone fragments of dogs. Numerous ground squirrel 
skeletons were also recovered, but these were un
doubtedly intrusive since the House 40 area was greatly 
disturbed by ground squirrel activity. 

Preservation was poor in the smaller dwellings of 
the House 40 settlement. We were therefore unable to 
recover enough bones from House 41 to be of statistical 
value; and in Houses 42 and 43, we found only unidenti
fiable traces of faunal remains. 

Butchering techniques are more clearly defined in 
the House 40 settlement than elsewhere, owing to the 
numerous faunal remains found there. Marrow bones, 
scapulae, and probably skulls of caribou were brought 
into the houses. The numerous calcanea, astragali, and 
lower leg bones indicate that the entire carcass was 
brought home from the hunt. In recent times, hunters far 
from camp will often disjoint the third and fourth meta
carpals and metatarsals at the kill, carrying home the 
rest of the carcass. The rib cage and vertebral section of 
the animals either were not taken in or were not left in 
the house. Recent practice has been to throw ribs and 
vertebrae to the dogs after the bones have been boiled 
and stripped of meat and membranous tissue. 
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The caribou bones were all of mature animals. Since 
caribou calves are born in the spring, and no immature 
bones were found, fall or winter hunting is indicated. 
Judging from modern Eskimo butchering techniques, the 
caribou were probably killed sufficiently near the winter 
dwellings to permit the entire carcass to be brought back 
to the settlement. 

Seal skulls were rarely left in the houses and not at 
all within the area of Structure 44. Since no seal skull 
mound was discovered in the vicinity of House 40, the 
skulls were probably disposed of in a way distinctively 
different from that used by the House 30 residents. The 
distal bones of small seal forelegs generally numbered 
fewer than the other bones. The other seal bones were 
abundant, an indication that all parts were equally 
treated after the meat had been removed. Ribs of both 
bearded and small seals were in great abundance, as 
were the vertebrae. 

Bearded seals were butchered differently from small 
seals. Numerous bones of the hind and front extremities, 
including twenty-four astragali and nine calcanea, were 
found within the area of Structure 44. The bearded seal 
flippers were included among the stored cuts of meats. 

If our interpretation of Structure 44 is correct, the 
ratio of seal to caribou between House 40 and Structure 
44 may be due to the purposeful selection of seal to be 
stored on the racks. The piles of seal bones in the struc
ture may have been devoid of flesh before being placed 
there since almost none of them lay in articulated 
arrangements. Had they lain on the ground surface, the 
dogs would likely have rearranged or devoured them in 
a short time. There is also the possibility that the bones, 
already cleaned of flesh, may have been stored as a fuel 
supply, to be burned with wood in the hearth. 

Bones from the House 60 group numbered so few 
and were in such a poor state of preservation that little 
statistical value was obtained from their analysis. Only 
small seal and bearded seal bones were present. 

House 10 also yielded only small and bearded seal 
bones, but in a larger number than yielded by Houses 60 
or 61. The heads of the small seals were brought into the 
house, but apparently the flippers were eaten elsewhere. 
No bearded seal skull fragments were found within the 
area of the house. 

Activity represented by 
artifacts from the Cape 

Krusenstern Ipiutak houses 

Subsistence-related 
artifacts 

N = 151 %=100 
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Fig. 98. Comparisons of subsistence-related artifacts and faunal 
remains from the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak settlements. 

Artifactual Data 
The lack of individual artifact variation within 

Ipiutak types at Point Hope is equally true at Cape 
Krusenstern. This is not only the case within each settle
ment, but also between settlements through time. An ar
tifact from a second-century A.D. Ipiutak settlement is 
indistinguishable from its counterpart in a ninth-century 
A.D. Ipiutak settlement. Not only is the Larsen and 
Rainey (1948) classification scheme for Point Hope 
Ipiutak equally applicable for Cape Krusenstern, but also 
all of the categories of stone tools documented for Point 
Hope Ipiutak, except some of the harpoon blade insets 
and the various rare forms. Further, the same range of 
artifact types in the collections is duplicated individually 
in each settlement at Cape Krusenstern. 

The assigning of functional categories to the Cape 
Krusenstern Ipiutak tools is hampered by the paucity of 
hafting elements, such as handles, which would provide 
clues about their use. The dearth of hafts in all likeli
hood owes to their having been made of antler and wood, 
materials that decompose more readily than bone. Were 
they made of bone, most would have been preserved, 
for unworked bones were found in quantity and in good 
condition in all of the excavations. The functions assigned 
to Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak artifacts are therefore iden
tified on the basis of the functions assigned by Larsen 
and Rainey to the Ipiutak counterparts from Point Hope, 
where preservation of the organic remains was excellent. 

Food-getting activities are represented in the Cape 
Krusenstern Ipiutak settlements by one hundred forty-
one artifacts (fig. 98). These activities are also 
represented by the faunal remains of eight hundred 
eighty-eight food animals. 
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Sea mammal hunting activities represented by the 
implements from the Ipiutak houses include harpoon 
heads, end- and side-blade insets, and a harpoon shaft 
fragment. Nearly all of these are implements for sealing. 
The single, large harpoon head from House 17 indicates 
that whaling was also carried on at times. Since the im
plications of Ipiutak whaling are discussed elsewhere, 
they are not repeated here. 

Sealing is greatly underrepresented in the artifact in
ventory, as is apparent from the fact that 97 percent of 
the faunal remains were of seal. Only one Ipiutak sealing 
harpoon head (fig. 94) was located at Cape Krusenstern. 
The stone artifacts associated with sea mammal hunting 
are also underrepresented. Of the sixty-seven end-blade 
insets, less than one percent were for harpoon heads. 
This discrepancy may not reflect a lack of sea mammal 
hunting, however, since such insets are usually 
associated with type 2 harpoon heads, which, according 
to Larsen and Rainey, are for walrus hunting. Cape 
Krusenstern, presently outside the walrus migration 
lanes, was probably also outside them two thousand 
years ago. 

Side-blade insets for sealing harpoon heads are diffi
cult to distinguish from arrowheads. Sometimes their 
size can be the determining factor: side-blade insets tend 
to be shorter and more crescentic than arrowhead or 
lance head side-blade insets. Based on the criterion of 
size, three end-blade insets from House 11, one from 
House 60, four from House 30, and two from House 10 
are classified for sea mammal hunting (fig. 98). But these 
comprise only eighteen percent of the weapon side-blade 
insets (10 out of 56), and seem to be too few. 

The underrepresentation of sealing equipment may 
be the result of poor preservation in the houses, since 
few organic artifacts of any sort were recovered in our 
excavations. Since unworked bone remains were plenti
ful, however, the underrepresentation may reflect factors 
unrelated to subsistence pursuits or problems in preser
vation. Perhaps the fact that many harpoon heads (and 
arrowheads) were interred with the Ipiutak dead meant 
that these objects had a ritual function as well as a sub
sistence function. A reverence for subsistence-related im
plements would, in fact, be compatible with the ritual 
and presumably religious attitude toward the animals 
hunted, as indicated by the large number of seal skulls 
buried by the Ipiutak people of the House 30 settlement. 

In contrast to the high ratio of seal bones to sealing 
equipment in the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak settlements is 
the low ratio of caribou bones to caribou hunting equip
ment (fig. 98). Although caribou remains constituted 
only 1 percent of the animals represented in the settle
ments, caribou hunting weapon parts constituted about 
86 percent of the subsistence-related implements. 

Fishing by the Ipiutak people at Cape Krusenstern is 
indicated by only one artifact, a fish spear barb from 
House 10. Since poor preservation may have caused the 
disintegration of fish bones, we cannot determine from 
the artifact count or from the faunal count the impor
tance of fishing to the Ipiutak people. There are few 
references in the literature to the use of fish spears along 
an open coast, but mention is made of their imprac-
ticality. According to Murdoch (1892): 

There is so little tide, however, on the northwest coast, that 
this method of fishing [spearing with a trident or fish spear] 
can not be practiced, and, as far as I know, there is no locality 
in the range of the Point Barrow natives, a region of open 
shoal beaches, and rivers free of rocks, where this spear could 
be used in which a net would not serve the purpose much bet
ter. Taking into consideration the scarcity of these spears and 
the general use of nets, I am inclined to believe that this spear 
is an ancient weapon, formerly in general use, but driven out 
of fashion by the introduction of nets. 

The numerous fish spear parts found in all of the 
archeological sites along the northwestern coast of 
Alaska (including the ruins of winter habitations) suggest 
that the people did not have to go far to find a good 
fish-spearing location. I am not sufficiently familiar with 
fishing along that part of the coast to judge the possibili
ties of coastal fish spearing previous to the introduction 
of nets. However, Arctic char, which begin to migrate 
along the coasts in spring, are large enough to be 
speared from the ice off Cape Krusenstern in May. On 
the other hand, the presence of fish spear parts at 
Tplaagiaq, an Ipiutak-period site forty-five kilometers to 
the east of Cape Krusenstern in the delta of the Noatak 
River (Anderson, 1978), may indicate that fishing was 
more important to the Ipiutak people of Kotzebue Sound 
than is indicated by the remains at Cape Krusenstern. 
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Seasonal Round 

The evidence from our excavations suggests that the 
Ipiutak people lived at Cape Krusenstern during at least 
part of all four seasons. From ethnographic examples, we 
know that semisubterranean houses were most efficiently 
constructed just after the onset of freezing weather in the 
fall, when the humus has frozen sufficiently to allow sod 
blocks to be cut easily and when the underlying soil or 
gravel is still unfrozen, allowing easy excavation of the 
house pit. Such houses were constructed for use during 
the winter, a period of sufficient duration to make the 
effort of constructing a well-insulated house worthwhile. 
From what we know of northern settlement patterns, we 
feel that the Ipiutakers at Cape Krusenstern would not 
have built their semisubterranean houses for spring, 
summer, or fall occupation but primarily for winter oc
cupation. 

The non-semisubterranean types of Cape Krusenstern 
Ipiutak houses might have been built for occupation at 
any time of year. Even with its light construction, the 
type 2 house may well have been a winter house, with a 
floor excavated to below the bottom of the sod and 
walls made up of a light pole frame covered with frozen 
sod blocks. Such houses are known ethnographically. 
The type 3 house is somewhat more questionable as a 
winter house, despite the fact that its floor was ex
cavated to a depth from 0.25 to 0.50 meter below the 
sod level. The house was so large that to cover the entire 
structure with thick insulation, such as sod blocks and 
earth, would have required a substantial frame. We have 
no evidence for such a frame, however. But if the house 
was pyramidal, as suggested here, it could have been 
covered with skins, humus, or driftwood without the 
need for such a strong frame. However, so little wood 
was found within the confines of the house ruins that the 
latter explanation is not confirmed. On the other hand, 
we have learned from other excavations in northwestern 
Alaska that sod decomposes rapidly, and if a house floor 
has been only slightly dug into the ground, the old sod 
covering is not sufficiently buried for preservation in 
permafrost. We, therefore, cannot assume that the 
absence of a thick layer of fossil sod and wood over the 
shallow house depressions of this type means that they 
were not used in the house construction. 

Evidence from the faunal remains suggests that the 
settlements were occupied at least in late spring, the 
prime, bearded seal hunting season. Other remains sug
gest a winter and fall occupation, but could be explained 
by chance animal catches during other seasons. One of 
the difficulties in relying on faunal remains for indicating 
season of occupation is that carcasses are easily pre
served (by drying or freezing, depending on the season) 
and easily stored during part of the year, to be eaten 
later or to be transported to other habitations for part of 
the year. Since the bones of one type of animal do not 
necessarily mean that the animal was hunted from that 
settlement, we must use faunal data carefully. However, 
if we uncover large quantities of bones from one animal 
type, we can be reasonably certain that they were 
hunted from that settlement. Furthermore, only certain 
cuts of major animals, such as seal and caribou, are nor
mally transported. The bony cuts of small seal and 
ugruk that are normally dried for later consumption are 
the rib sections. Other strings of meat to be dried are cut 
in thin sections off the bone. If the faunal remains of a 
site come from transported meat, we should expect to 
find an overrepresentation of ribs. On the other hand, 
seals hunted from settlements are normally brought back 
to the settlement intact and butchered there, so we 
should expect to find a normal distribution of bones in 
settlements where people are actively sealing. 

Caribou are often disarticulated where they are 
killed, so that often the less useful parts are left behind. 
In the 1960s we observed that the head is severed be
tween the first and second cervical vertebrae; the tongue 
is retrieved; and the first phalanges and hoofs remain in 
the field. If the caribou must be transported long 
distances to the settlement, there is little likelihood that 
the lower parts of the legs will be brought along. In fall, 
the ribs are often eaten in the field; in spring, the rib 
cage is brought home, where it can be hung to dry, 
along with thin slices from the meaty parts of the car
cass. Therefore, if rib cages are overrepresented in the 
faunal remains of a settlement, we can suspect that they 
were brought to the settlement and dried. 

If caught in the spring, ducks and geese would likely 
have been consumed shortly after they were killed. 
Those killed in the fall might have been frozen for later 
consumption. Therefore, bird bones reflect late spring, 
early summer, fall, or possibly early winter occupation. 
Small seals indicate winter or spring residence at Cape 
Krusenstern, but a disproportionately high number of 
ribs indicates spring, summer, or fall occupation. It must 
be stressed, though, that these are only trends in bone 
frequencies. Field observations in Eskimo villages during 
the 1960s and 1970s indicate that the faunal remains 
around any house are but a small proportion of the 
bones actually discarded. Most of the bones are fed to 
the dogs, or otherwise disposed of, so that in most cases, 
an analysis of the bones is indicative of disposal patterns 
rather than of use or procurement. 
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Manufacturing Activities 

Besides artifacts related to food harvesting, numer
ous artifacts from the Ipiutak settlements at Cape Kru-
senstern relate to manufacturing and processing, and a 
few relate to arts and ornamentat ion. These are cate
gorized below: 

Wood, ivory, and antler-working implements 
Adzes: blades, sockets, handles 
Knives: side-bladed, end-bladed, curved 
Side scrapers: convex, concave, straight-edged 
Gravers and Drills 
Burin-like groovers, chisels, gouges 
Wedges 
Shaft smoothers (concave-edged side scrapers) 
Utilized and retouched flakes (not listed on fig. 72) 

Skin-working implements 
Discoidal scrapers 
Awls (organic pointed implements) 

Stone-working implements 
Flint flakers 
Whetstones 
Hammerstones 
Grindstones 

Earth-working implements 
Mattocks 
Shovels 

Art and Ornamentation 
Etched pebbles 
Snow goggles or masks: plain or decorated 
Labrets: plain or decorated 

By far the greatest numbers of artifacts from the 
Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak settlements relate to manufac
turing and processing activities. Except in House 70, 
knives of various sorts comprised from twenty-five to 
forty-six percent of the artifacts. Of this percentage, the 
narrow, side-bladed forms comprise more than half the 
total; large semilunar forms are rare. 

It is difficult to determine the function of the 
bifacially flaked knife blades that have been separated 
from their handles. They could either flense or whittle, 
depending on the shape of the handle and the position at 
which the blade was set. From our experiments at cut
ting different materials with bifacially flaked knife 
blades, we conclude that most, if not all, were used to 
cut flesh or skins, not wood, bone, or ivory. 

The narrow knife blades, presumably meat butch
ering knives, are either side-hafted or, more commonly, 
quarter-hafted, that is, hafted from the side with the 
point protruding from the end. End-hafted blades occur 
only rarely in the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak assemblages, 
and none of the tanged forms present at Point Hope 
have been found. 

Of the implements for reducing antler or for work
ing on ivory, the ground, burin-like implements (small 
chisels in the Larsen and Rainey classification) are most 
readily identifiable. Some of these were likely used for 
grooving antler in the manner of their more recent 
Eskimo iron counterparts, but, as has been noted by 
Cook (1964), most have a pattern of wear that cannot be 
explained by a grooving function. Burin-like implements 
have two kinds of working-edge configuration: one angled 
acutely with the margin beveled at a 20- to a 40-degree 
angle, and the other, nearly right-angled. The former are 
like all those found at Point Hope, whereas the latter are 
typical of those from Houses 30 and 11 at Cape Krusen
stern. Reasonably, the acute-angled specimens would not 
have been used for the same functions as the right-
angled ones, but we have not found any differences in 
wear marks between them. Of the burin-like implements 
with edges beveled between 20 and 40 degrees, two come 
from House 9 and one each from Houses 43 and 10. Of 
those with angles between 80 and 90 degrees, four come 
from House 30 and one each from Houses 11 and 18. 
One of the right-angled implements from House 30 also 
has an acute-angled edge at the opposite end. Three 
other burin-like implements from the Cape Krusenstern 
Ipiutak settlements were broken, and their edge angle 
could not be determined. 

The relative frequency of burin-like implements in 
the Ipiutak assemblages differs between Point Hope and 
Cape Krusenstern. Whereas they account for 2.3 percent 
of the stone artifacts at Cape Krusenstern, only six speci
mens were found at Point Hope from among the several 
thousand artifacts. Since this is an important tool type 
that should be well represented in some form in any 
antler- and ivory-working culture, perhaps, as Larsen 
and Rainey have suggested, the Point Hope Ipiutak 
craftsmen also used iron for such implements. 

Culture History of the Ipiutak Period 

Despite the numerous Ipiutak remains from north
western Alaska, many aspects of Ipiutak culture are still 
poorly understood. What seasons the settlements along 
the coast were occupied, and why pottery, ground slate, 
and whaling were absent from a culture that followed a 
culture in which they were present are still unanswered 
questions. But solving such questions is important to our 
understanding of Ipiutak culture history. 

It has been suggested that the Ipiutak people at 
Point Hope occupied the coastal settlements only during 
the late spring and early summer. This would accord to 
the pattern of some Nunamiut groups of the recent past. 
By spending only a small part of the year at the coast, 
the Ipiutakers would have represented a level of Eskimo 
adaptation preceding full maritime adaptation (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948). This conclusion, that Ipiutak people 
were oriented economically to land resources, has re
solved several problems outlined above. As an essential
ly inland people, they would have been unaccustomed to 
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whale hunting and, therefore, would not have attempted 
it, even though they were living at a potentially excellent 
whaling station. They would also have been culturally 
distinct from fully maritime people who were able to 
hunt whales, live year round on the coast, and, as 
revealed by the archeology of the region, work slate and 
make pottery. 

A second possibility is that the Point Hope Ipiutak 
people occupied the site during the winter (Anderson, 
1962), a conclusion that fits better with the presence of 
semisubterranean houses and some of the seal hunting 
techniques documented for Ipiutak. To accept the theory 
of winter occupation leaves the absence of ground slate, 
pottery, and whaling unexplained, although it suggests 
the three may be interrelated and, therefore, part of one 
problem. For example, ground slate may be related to 
whale butchery which requires long, easily sharpened 
knives. Pottery lamps may relate to a supply of sea 
mammal oil used for fuel as well as for food. Whaling, 
of course, depends on the presence of whales in the 
vicinity, which is related to a variety of local environ
mental factors. Regardless of how the problem is resolved 
for Point Hope, the evidence from our excavations sug
gests that the Cape Krusenstern Ipiutak settlements were 
occupied in winter as well as during other seasons. 

Stylistically, Ipiutak culture is remarkable in its con-
servativeness. Just as noted for Point Hope, Cape Kru
senstern Ipiutak tool forms do not seem to have changed 
during the six-hundred- or seven-hundred-year span 
represented by the settlement ruins. If changes occurred 
through time they are in proportion to artifact types, but 
even here the differences are so slight that we are unable 
to discover them statistically. 

Ipiutak sites have been found only in northwestern 
Alaska. The major sites are along the coast at Deering, 
Cape Krusenstern, Battle Rock, and Point Hope, but 
sites have also been found in the Arctic interior, such as 
at Feniak and Tuluak lakes in the Noatak River Drainage. 
In contrast to the more permanent Ipiutak settlements 
along the coast, the interior sites appear to have been 
temporary camps and villages. 

Ipiutak artifact styles are reminiscent of those in the 
Denbigh Flint complex, despite the fact that cultural 
complexes like Choris and Norton intervene in time. At 
present, Larsen and Rainey (1948) view Ipiutak as a 
Paleo-Eskimo-like cultural tradition. They distinguish it 
from a culture that may be closely related, with common 
roots, but a more maritime orientation. This view has 
not been voided by recent findings. It may well be, as 
Larsen and Rainey have suggested, that the Ipiutak 
culture is at home in northwestern Alaska and is distinct 
from the tradition that gave rise to the Arctic Maritime 
tradition. On the other hand, the culture was well 
adapted to winter life on the coast despite its lack of 
whaling. The resurgence of a Denbigh Flint-like culture 
may be due to an absence of whaling and the need for a 
more archaic type of seasonal round than was 
represented by Near Ipiutak. 
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Chapter 8 

Norton-Near Ipiutak Hunters and Fishers 

/. I . Ciddings and D. D. Anderson 

The period immediately preceding the time when the 
Ipiutak people lived in northwestern Alaska is relatively 
unknown. Preceding them, during approximately the last 
five centuries B.C., were the people of the Near Ipiutak 
culture. While their culture obviously derived from 
Choris and was apparently ancestral to Ipiutak, it ex
hibits several traits that seem more "advanced" than 
Ipiutak traits, inasmuch as they anticipate cultural 
developments that later were adopted by Northern 
Maritime Eskimos. 

In many respects, the culture of the Near Ipiutak 
people resembles the culture of people who lived south 
of Bering Strait during the same last five centuries B.C. 
Referred to by Giddings (1964) as Norton, this Bering 
Sea culture was more widespread and representative of a 
greater number of people than was its northern counter
part. In fact, Larsen (1961), who views Near Ipiutak as 
merely a northern regional variant of Norton, has pro
posed that the name Norton be applied to all of the re
mains from this period, both north and south of Bering 
Strait. For the present, we prefer to designate this 
"greater cultural entity" by the hyphenated term Norton-
Near Ipiutak, to signify that we have not yet determined 
the range of stylistic and artifactual differences 
distinguishing the regional variants. Clearly, however, 
some sites on northwestern Seward Peninsula are so 
similar to the type site that they might appropriately be 
classified with the Norton Sound variant. Norton has 
been regarded by some Arctic archeologists, such as 
Dumond (1965), as the ancestral culture of all Eskimos, 
dating back to the period immediately before they 
diverged into the Yupic and Inupiaq linguistic groups. 

South of Bering Strait, the Norton culture is well 
documented by large settlements (Lutz, 1972; Bockstoce, 
1979) and midden sites (Giddings, 1964) around Norton 
Sound. By contrast, Norton-Near Ipiutak culture north 
of Bering Strait is evidenced only by campsites at Point 
Hope, Cape Krusenstern, Cape Espenberg, and Lopp 
Lagoon; by house sites at Point Hope (one house) and 
Kugzruk Island (two or possibly three houses); and by 
gravesites at Point Hope, Tulaagiaq (Anderson, 1978), 
and Battle Rock (fig. 99). Although present evidence sug
gests that northwestern Alaska supported only small 
coastal populations immediately prior to the Ipiutak 
period, conditions during Norton-Near Ipiutak times 
may have favored settlements in areas of northwestern 
Alaska not yet investigated. 

The Norton-Near Ipiutak sites discussed here include 
those from Agulaak, Cape Espenberg, Singauruk, and 
beaches 36 to 43 at Cape Krusenstern. An early phase, 
termed Battle Rock, is discussed separately in chapter 9. 

Lopp Lagoon 

We spent much of the early 1959 field season ex
ploring the northwestern shores of Seward Peninsula. 
One of our first camps was located about thirty-two 
kilometers northwest of Wales village on one of two 
small islands formed by narrow channels joining Lopp 
Lagoon to the south. These islands, which are portions 
of the barrier bar in front of the lagoon, are made up of 
successive beach ridges reminiscent of those at Cape 
Krusenstern. They are unlike the washboard appearance 
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Fig. 99. Norton-Near Ipiutak sites in northwestern Alaska. 

Agulaak Site 1, locality 1 Collections 
The more distinctive artifacts from this Norton fea

ture are shown in plate 88. 

Pottery 

Plate 88n is a potsherd decorated with a typical 
Norton check-stamped design. This piece and a large 
stone side blade distinguish these Agulaak collections 
from Choris materials. 

Hunting equipment 

Plate 88c is an end-blade inset of silicified slate, 
carefully flaked on both faces and thinned at the base. 
Plate 88d-g are fragments of silicified slate projectile 
points, flaked at the edges and polished flat on the faces 
as though to thin for hafting or in imitation of slab 
knives. The first three examples are probably end-blade 
insets, although they are of a size that could have been 
effective as spear points. Plate 88e is evenly serrated 
along both edges; plate 88g is basally thinned on both 
faces and is probably a harpoon blade fragment. 

of the many parallel beaches at Cape Krusenstern, 
however, and are marked by lines of several widely 
separated, eroded sand dunes. Choosing Agulaak, the 
island at the northwestern end of the lagoon (fig. 15), as 
our primary target, we decided to test our beach ridge 
dating method for northwestern Seward Peninsula by 
sampling each of the ridges. We walked back from the 
shore across two lines of ridges and, setting foot on the 
third, almost immediately came upon signs of prehistoric 
occupation. Many of these signs were widely scattered 
over the surface in what appeared to be overlapping 
concentrations of camp debris. Because we could not 
isolate single campsites in all cases, we have termed the 
concentrations "localities." 

Agulaak Sites 

Manufacturing equipment 

Plate 88b is the large side blade for a knife that, 
with the above potsherd, distinguish these collections 
from Choris. Plate 88h-j, m, and p are slab knives of 
silicified slate that resemble forms present both at the 
Norton and Choris type sites (Giddings, 1957, 1964). 
Plate 88m is of unusual form, unpolished on any part 
and apparently complete as shown. Plate 88l is a thick, 
irregular chert biface of unknown function. It is broken 
at the lower left margin, as shown, and was possibly the 
stem of a hand drill. Plate 88o is a piece of brown 
pumice, smoothed by use as an abrading tool of a kind 
known from Choris and Norton sites elsewhere. Plate 
88a is the end of a grooved shaft smoother made of 
sandstone, also typical of Norton. Plate 88k is a utilized 
flake such as those found in many cultures of the region. 

Agulaak Site 1, locality 1 
Several small blowouts on a fifty-meter-long strip of 

beach 3 contained cracked pebbles, stone chips, and ar
tifacts of Norton and Denbigh Flint hearths. In the only 
Norton feature, we found sixteen artifacts and numerous 
flakes of silicified slate and white quartz, as well as 
fragments of small seal bones. A few slate and quartz 
chips characteristic of Norton assemblages were found 
within the range of the Denbigh Flint hearths, but owing 
to their equivocal position, they are removed from con
sideration in either collection. The campsite appeared to 
have been returned to periodically by new campers after 
sand had blown over part of the previously occupied 
surface. 

Agulaak Site 2 
At the southwestern end of beach 3, we found only 

a few objects (unillustrated), mainly fragments, of 
Norton workmanship, either lying exposed on the sand, 
sliding down the slope to the channel, or lying in a small 
dune. We excavated the area, hoping to find the remains 
of a structure, but to no avail. 

Kugzruk Island Sites 

In the summer of 1959, Phillip Kugzruk, a native of 
Wales, told us of a legendary lake on an island in Lopp 
Lagoon. The bottom of the island was reputed to be 
covered with ivory. We set out to search for it that same 
summer. With Phillip guiding us, we finally approached 
the island, and, upon learning that it had no name, 
called it "Kugzruk Island" (fig. 15). 
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Moving well inland, we followed a prominent sandy 
ridge of an old beach that paralleled the present sea 
edge. Although we walked around every pond and 
waterhole in the vicinity of our strand line, we found no 
ivory-bottomed lake. Farther inland, the older beaches 
were so obscure that it was difficult to find one manifest 
enough to follow. While tracing occasional spots of sand 
through the deep moss on one such ridge, we reached a 
point where its crest was broken by a wide, marshy 
swale leading to a pond. 

Kugzruk Site 1—The Pond 
The pond was only one hundred meters long by fifty 

meters wide, yet it was large enough to develop waves 
in a brisk wind. As we glanced through its riffles, we 
dimly recognized objects of wood and stone through the 
shallow water. 

During the next three days, we carried on a peculiar 
kind of underwater archeology, gingerly spooning up the 
artifacts and spreading them to dry in the sun. For some 
time, the pond water had been literally sluicing the ar-
tifactual matter from one or more house mounds that 
had formerly stood near the site. Only a thin edge of the 
original mound was left, forming a low bank that bris
tled with freshly washed wood, bone, and stone. We 
removed part of this mound remnant but found very few 
artifacts among many bones of sea mammals. 

Organic objects from within the pond were excep
tionally well preserved, no doubt because they had been 
encased for centuries in solidly frozen water. Though the 
ice now melts seasonally, we found the water tempera
ture in mid-June to be only a few degrees above freezing, 
still suitably preserving the organic pieces. 

The site was clearly of Norton culture, for we saw 
at once many of the cultural hallmarks, in the same pro
portions as in the Norton levels at Iyatayet. There were 
thin net sinkers, slab knives, a variety of cutting and 
drilling implements of silicified slate, quartz scrapers, 
chert end- and side-blade insets, and pottery with the 
familiar checks or lines paddled into the outer surface. 
New types of artifacts were there, too, especially among 
the organic pieces. 

A few truncated dunes lay near the northeastern 
margin of the pond on the same low beach crest where 
the original site must have lain. One such dune gave 
signs of use as a caching place by early people. We did 
not excavate it, however, for we soon discerned two 
rectangular areas on adjacent mounds that seemed to be 
house pits with tunnels. They were largely free of frost 
and we put our efforts into their excavation. The sun 
was at work, too, its heat penetrating our pits all the 
way down to the perennially thawed gravel beneath. In 
fact, the sun worked faster than we did, for on turning 
up for work one morning, we found our two excava
tions filled with melt water to the level of the pond. 
There was no possibility of excavating them further that 
season, and any other houses that might be found in 

swales as little differentiated as these would likewise be 
impossible to excavate, unless the ground were to remain 
deeply frozen during the working season. 

Kugzruk Site 1—The Pond Collections 

Pottery 

No attempt was made to save all of the potsherds 
dredged from Kugzruk Pond. A sizable collection was 
made, however, of those sherds bearing distinctive or 
typical shapes and treatment, and a few summary state
ments may be made from the examination of some two 
hundred of these sherds. 

The vessels were apparently squat and globular, 
thickening toward their bases which were flattened and 
from six to ten centimeters in diameter, providing ample 
support. They were treated on the outside with a check 
stamp or a linear stamp, the latter being more frequently 
found. The lines from the linear paddles both paralleled 
the rim and angled toward it. Pot rims were usually 
somewhat thinner than the adjacent sides and were 
either rounded over or flattened on top with a stamping 
paddle. Ornamental lipping was not observed. Suspen
sion holes were provided in some few sherds, presumably 
by inserting a removable plug into the wet clay. 

The ware is coarser and more crumbly than that 
found at Cape Denbigh or Choris Peninsula. The paste, 
invariably containing coarse grains of sand, is tempered 
mainly by densely packed, fibrous material. While the 
fibers are often like down feathers, other parallel rows of 
fibers appear to be of some unidentified plant. At any 
rate, the broken sherds show no impressions of feathers 
other than down, for no branching is observed. This 
organic temper appears in most cases to have been thor
oughly carbonized by firing. The color of the ware 
varies from gray to brown or black. Most often, where 
it is not too strongly smudged, the outer surface is 
brown, changing to deeper brown or black within the 
sherd. 

The insides of the pots sometimes show indentations 
from finger tips or even finger prints, but more often the 
inner surfaces have been scraped or wiped in a circular 
fashion with a coarse material, such as pads of grass. 
This procedure leaves light parallel grooves that show 
under magnification. Two or three sherds may have 
been lightly impressed with textile, as was the practice in 
some Western Thule and later sites (Giddings, 1952b, p. 
95). One such sherd, not sufficiently impressed to make 
identification certain, is shown in plate 89k. 

Fine linear stamping is seen in plate 89h and coarse 
linear stamping shows in plate 89b. Check stamps range 
from long-rectangular to square. Some lightly stamped 
and some plain sherds have a mottled exterior, sug
gesting the use of pigment for decoration. Plate 89m and 
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n show two of these. Plate 89m has a particularly sug
gestive row of small black dots above which is a band of 
irregular dots and patches. While these marks may have 
been fortuitous, there seems merit in searching for 
painted decorations on other early Alaskan pottery. 

Other sherds in plate 89 are: 
a, a rim segment with a suspension hole, showing finger 

marks and striations on the inner surface of the 
vessel; 

c, a rounded rim, linear-stamped, with a suspension 
hole; 

d, e, i, I, check-stamped sherds, e with a flattened rim; 
/, a piece with linear stamping at right angles to the 

rim; 
g, one of several sherds that are light grayish-brown 

throughout; 
;', one of the rare, thin sherds (0.5 to 0.6 cm.) bearing a 

very lightly impressed linear stamp of a wavy kind 
(perhaps corded) not encountered elsewhere; 

o, a thick, linear-stamped wall sherd fragment, 1.4 cen
timeters thick. 

The usual wall thickness for the potsherds of 
Kugzruk Pond is one centimeter or more, while base 
thickness reaches two centimeters. In this respect, the 
ware resembles the thick Eskimo pottery of Asian sites 
and that of times later than Birnirk in Alaska. 

Hunting equipment 
The large number of bones collected from the pond 

indicates that the site's residents primarily hunted sea 
mammals. Most bones were of small seal, though bearded 
seal, walrus, and whale were also represented in that 
order of abundance. Very few caribou bones were ob
served, though there were some tools and worked frag
ments of antler. Whaling evidence is indirect; the pres
ence of whalebones and baleen and the use of the latter 
as lashing material seem to suggest that whale products 
were actively sought—but we do not know if this was 
through trade, scavenging, or hunting. For sealing, the 
evidence is more direct. 

Sealing harpoons. Plate 90d shows a sealing harpoon 
head in which are blended details of several early har
poon head forms. This particular harpoon head is 9.8 
centimeters long. It is made of antler, and is flat, or 
compressed, in a plane with the blades, and provided 
with slots in the edges for side-blade insets. The harpoon 
head is pierced by a divided line hole that begins as a 
single slot on the face opposite the socket and emerges as 
two slots on the opposite face. This kind of line attach
ment is reminiscent of that used in the Dorset culture 
(i.e., a similar arrangement of line holes in the Dorset 
harpoon heads). The larger part of one chert side-blade 
inset remains in its slot. This is a semilunar biface made 
to fit the 2.9-centimeter-long slit. The opposite side-blade 

slot is symmetrically placed and the same length. The 
form of these side-blade insets is illustrated in plate 91h. 
The foreshaft socket of this same harpoon head is very 
wide and shallow, and the spur, one side of which is 
continuous with the base of the harpoon head, is blunt 
ended. Both of these features are found on Norton culture 
harpoon heads from Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964, pi. 
36, 17-19). The lashing slot of the harpoon head is 
cleverly rounded to follow the curve of the foreshaft 
socket without breaking through a one-centimeter-long 
tunnel under the opposite face. It emerges then as a 
groove of the farther edge of the socket. Two pairs of 
longitudinal, engraved lines decorate the face opposite 
the socket, extending from the edge of the spur to where 
the tip begins to narrow. The line hole on that face, 1.2 
centimeters long, is continued as an extended, decorative 
groove. The other face has three deeper, wider grooves, 
the lateral ones widening proximally to become the 
paired line hole slots. 

The use of end-slotted sealing harpoon heads is also 
implied in this site by the presence of four triangular 
end-blade insets of a shape more easily associated with 
harpoons than with arrows. These are shown in plate 
91. Plate 91m is a biface of chalcedony, thinned toward 
the base by the removal of a broad flake and having as 
its opposite face the plane surface of a broad flake scar, 
altered here only by slight retouching of the margins. 
Plate 91n is greenish chalcedony. This also began as a 
plano-convex flake. The face shown is carefully retouched 
from the edges and the base, while the opposite face is 
simply straightened by retouching the tip from both 
edges and thinning the base by removal of a wide flake. 

Plate 91o is a red jasper, plano-convex end-blade in
set. It has had little alteration from its original status as 
a large microblade or small blade. There has been light 
retouching of the edges and thinning around the base of 
the opposite face. A remarkably large thinning flake has 
also been removed from the face shown. This fishtailed 
form is unusual, though occurring in Norton levels at 
Iyatayet (Giddings, 1964) and in a Norton cache from 
Cape Krusenstern. An unusual form of triangular 
weapon head inset, probably a harpoon end-blade inset, 
is the diagonally flaked, slanting-base specimen of chert 
shown in plate 91u. 

Besides the above, the site yielded fragments of 
other blades, similar in form to one or another of these. 
The chert side-blade insets, plate 91i, j , as well as h 
already mentioned, are of a type that might have fit the 
harpoon head described above. Or possibly they were 
for arrowheads of forms not found at the site. Plate 91j 
takes the nearly triangular shape of a prevalent side-
blade form found in Norton (Giddings, 1964) and Near 
Ipiutak cultures (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), which con
tinues into Ipiutak culture proper (ibid.). 
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Arrows (or spears). Originally, plate 90h, an antler 
arrowhead fragment, was nearly round in cross section. 
It was decorated with longitudinal lines, one on either 
side of the blade slot on both faces, and provided with a 
second slot for the attachment of a shaft. Probably for 
caribou hunting, the piece resembles heads with bifur
cated stems from Near Ipiutak sites at Point Hope 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948) and even more nearly 
resembles an arrowhead from middle levels in the Trail 
Creek caves (Larsen, 1968a, pi. 5, 3). 

Some of the projectile points of silicified slate shown 
in plate 92 are shaped to fit into arrowheads the size of 
the one shown in plate 90h or in smaller heads. Plate 
92a is the basal fragment of such a point—diagonally 
flaked and rubbed lightly on both faces. Plate 92c is the 
fragment of a large point of undetermined form. Plate 
92d is a polished slate arrowhead end-blade inset, 
retouched at the edges of both faces, including the base. 
Plate 92g is also polished on both faces but flaked at the 
edges. Many silicified slate fragments appear to be end-
blade insets for arrowheads and spear points. 

Small end-blade insets, probably for tipping thin ar
rowheads, are shown in plate 91. Plate 91k is a chert, 
plano-convex specimen, retouched on the undersurface 
only at the edges. Plate 91l is an unstemmed, concave-
based, chert point that began as a plano-convex flake 
and had most of its plane underface removed by 
retouching from the edges and base. Both of these could 
have been made on large microblades. Together with the 
end-blade insets made of better materials, they resemble 
more closely the work done by Denbigh people than that 
done in the Ipiutak or Near Ipiutak cultures. Plate 91v is 
a plano-convex, but bifaced, chert end-blade inset with 
part of the side-notched stem broken off; and plate 91w 
is a unifaced end- or side-blade inset fragment of chert. 

It might be mentioned also that end-blade insets, 
both in hard flint and silicified slate, tend to be serrated. 
The degree of serration varies from extremely fine (pi. 
91n) to rather bold (pi. 91m). 

The fragment of a large knife, lance, or whaling 
harpoon end blade, originally perforated by drilling, is 
shown in plate 93c. It is of polished slate. 

Fishing equipment 

tachment of the barb. Finding this relatively perishable 
object was fortunate, for it shows that the earliest 
cultures did not fashion the elaborate antler and ivory 
salmon spear parts the Norton, Near Ipiutak, Okvik, 
Battle Rock, and, especially, Ipiutak phases of culture 
are known for. In less well-preserved sites, generally the 
only evidence that remains of the type of spear used is 
the barb itself. 

Plate 90b is a bone sliver similar in size to the fish 
spear barb and is possibly another example of this imple
ment. 

Plate 95m is the shank of what may have been a 
bone fish hook. The shank is provided with a lashing 
tab at its upper end but the barb is broken away. 

Tools: Manufacturing equipment 
A number of specimens are familiar working tools; 

others are problematical. Plate 92aa is a thick adz head 
of silicified slate, strongly beveled on the face shown 
which meets at a nearly 90-degree angle with a less 
strongly beveled, but broader polished face. Plate 92w, 
also of silicified slate, is an unfinished small adz blade 
of the more typical Norton form, while plate 96o, p, and 
s are nearly complete specimens. 

Knife blades and possibly some projectile points, 
mainly of silicified slate, are shown in plate 92. Plate 
92b is a silicified slate fragment, polished on both faces. 
Plate 92e and / are slate pieces polished to one sharp 
edge and roughly flaked on the other edge of each face. 
Plate 92h is a silicified slate end blade with a stem lightly 
edge-ground. Plate 92i, also of silicified slate, is similarly 
treated, though part of the stem is missing. Plate 91e-g 
are small, bifacially retouched insets that appear to have 
served as knife side blades, although e and / could have 
been weapon insets. 

Plate 92m and y are fragments of "slab knives"— 
simple slabs of silicified slate or similarly hard material, 
flaked from both edges of both faces (Giddings, 1957). 
In the Kugzruk Pond site, they take a variety of forms 
and sizes. Plate 92bb is the fragment of a very large one; 
plate 92z is ground on both faces but only roughly flaked 
at the edges; plate 92u is better flaked and oval in 
outline. Plate 92) is an elaborate slab knife, side-notched 
for hafting. 

A large number of thin stone sinkers (pi. 94a-h) 
were formed from beach pebbles of nearly all the same 
size. These are notched only at the ends and are identical 
to those of Norton culture at Iyatayet (Giddings, 1964). 
They were probably used with long set nets or seining 
nets. 

A well-preserved side prong segment for a fish spear 
is shown in plate 90a. The prong is made of a spruce-
wood branch, and the barb is a simple fragment of 
caribou leg bone, sharpened at one end. This is bound 
tightly to the side prong by a baleen strand of uniform 
width. The only preparation of the upper end of the 
wooden prong was the whittling of a flat surface for at-
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The importance of the slab knife in the Norton cul
ture of the Chukchi Sea coast, which extended from 
Wales to Cape Espenberg, is emphasized by the eighty-
three slab knife specimens salvaged from the pond, in 
addition to those previously mentioned. A typology of 
slab knives may become necessary as more sites of Nor
ton and Choris come to light. The variety of sizes and 
shapes of slab knives can be seen in plate 96: 
a, a slab knife or possible whaling harpoon blade; 
b, c, and i, pointed, cleaver-like forms; 
e, a long, slender form, perhaps side-hafted; 
/ and m, notched toward one end, resembling similarly 

notched bifaces from a Chagvan Bay Norton-related 
culture phase (Larsen, 1950, fig. 56a, 11-13); 

n, a rectangular form that probably encompasses also 
the fragment /, and the small, irregular forms, d and 
k; 

q, a rectangular beach pebble, not properly a slab knife, 
for only its lower edge is worked, by coarse flaking 
from both faces. 

Other slab knives range to even larger sizes, as we 
see from specimens in plate 93. Plate 93e and k are com
plete, as shown. They are retouched on both faces at all 
edges. The others are similarly treated, but incomplete 
because broken. Plate 93f, h, and / are broken at the 
right margin, and g, i and / are broken at the left. 

Probably some of the larger slab knife blades were 
inserted in antler handles like those shown in plate 95. 
Plate 95c is an antler tine, grooved deeply enough 
toward the tip to receive a large and thick slab knife; it 
is likewise grooved at the base, in such a manner as to 
hold a knife or scraper blade. This may have been a 
dual-purpose tool, with a cutting edge at one end and a 
scraper at the other. Plate 95d is another antler handle, 
with a deep, wide groove along only one edge. 

Three thick drills {pi. 92r-t) are made of silicified 
slate. Plate 96r is of basalt. Plate 92t is stemmed for 
hafting opposite the drill point. Another kind of drill is 
seen in plate 91p-t. The first three are fragments of 
plano-convex flakeknives, though their main function 
seems to have been drilling. The last two apparently 
began as flakeknives, but have had the plane face entire
ly removed by chipping. These, at least, were drill bits 
for hafting. Drilling is indicated in another function by a 
wooden cutting board and drill base {pi. 95e), with the 
charred pit evidently in the process of fire making by 
friction. 

Grooving was done with burin-like implements of 
silicified slate, such as those shown on plate 92n-p, and 
plate 96f-h. Plate 92q, broken at the lower margin, may 
have been either a silicified slate side blade or a burin
like implement. Typical narrow, much-worn schist whet
stones of Norton culture, probably designed for whetting 
the burin-like implements, are represented in plate 92 by 
two specimens: k and /. Also typical of Norton culture 
are a number of quartz scrapers, two being shown in 
plate 92v and x. Saws for cutting through such material 
as silicified slate are represented by a sandy schist 
specimen, plate 93a. Plate 93b is the fragment of a 
grooved, vesicular basalt "pointer." 

Other flaketools for scraping, whittling, and the like 
include five unifaces: plate 93d, a cortex flake struck 
from a basalt pebble and retouched at the left edge; and 
plate 91a-d, chert specimens similar to those from early 
phases of culture, including Denbigh and Ipiutak. 

Among other specimens from the Kugzruk Pond site 
are plate 91x, a basally thinned biface of black chert, 
evidently the end blade for a knife; plate 91y, a 
triangular biface of chert, all three edges of which are 
retouched; plate 91z, the fragment of a very large biface 
of chalcedony, probably a lunate blade for the long-
handled knives or hatchets of Ipiutak culture (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948; Larsen, 1951); and plate 91aa, a unifaced, 
pointed implement of chert, possibly an engraving tool, 
the end of which is broken off. 

Plate 91bb is a crude burin of chalcedony, unex
pected in this context. While it has the outline of certain 
Denbigh burins, the flaking has been uncertain and the 
results haphazard. Plate 91cc-ee, suggesting microblades, 
are retouched fragments of chert flakes. 

All in all, the workmanship from the Kugzruk Pond 
site on implements made of the finer cherts, chalcedony, 
and jasper more closely resembles that of the Denbigh 
Flint technology than it does the workmanship found in 
Ipiutak, Norton, or Choris cultures. 

Wedges were relatively common in the site, ranging 
from a small one of spruce wood {pi. 90k) to several of 
ivory, including plate 95h, probably originally the part 
of a larger implement, and plate 951, a complete 
specimen. Another wedge {pi. 95)) is made of walrus 
penis bone. Plate 95g is a long, split section of antler, 
the lower end of which shows use as a wedge. As this is 
exceptionally long, it seems possible that it was hafted. 
Plate 90) is a gauged drill of caribou leg bone. 

Other artifacts not positively identified as to use are 
shown on plate 95. Plate 95n is a bird leg bone tube, 
purposely broken by cross-grooving at the two ends and 
possibly used as a needle case; plate 95f is a nearly cylin
drical, wooden shaft fragment; plate 95a is a segment of 
antler, the lower end of which is a blunted, rectangular 
tenon, possibly for attachment to the frame of a boat or 
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sled; plate 95b is a pointed, wooden object; plate 95k, a 
dog or wolf ulna, is blunted by use at its narrow end and 
was probably used as a flint flaker; and plate 95l, a 
curved antler implement, blunted at the heavy end, was 
originally pointed at the other. Possibly it was a mar-
linspike. 

Plate 90c shows a rod of ivory that is broken at 
both ends. At the narrower end is the base of a lateral, 
hook-like extension, while at the wider end are the re
mains of a banding decoration. Each band consists of a 
narrow, raised element against which, both above and 
below, are the bases of long triangles. Two such bands 
of opposed triangles are centered 1.7 centimeters apart. 
Each triangle is 0.6 to 0.8 centimeter long. While trian
gles appended to lines are not unusual either in early or 
late Eskimo art, the arrangement and size of these is 
unique. 

Plate 90e is an ivory object of unknown use, thicker 
on one edge than on the other. Each edge is longitudinal
ly grooved and further decorated by the appending of 
short marks at intervals. The slanting, parallel lines, 
interspersed with triangular marks on the face shown, 
are repeated on the opposite face. Plate 90f is a thin 
antler object with a line hole and a groove at the upper 
end, which is possibly for suspension. The lower, 
spatulate end is slightly worn at the edges, as though the 
implement were complete in this form. Plate 90g is a 
fragment of a pointed wooden object. Plate 90i is an 
ivory implement, oval in cross section where it narrows 
to the tip, possibly a pick or marlinspike. Plate 901 is 
the broken tip of an antler holder for some thin, 
possibly metal, object, for which a deep slot reaching to 
the end is provided along one side. 

Plate 90m is an antler cylinder, blunted at one end 
and somewhat sharpened at the other, possibly a flaker 
tip. Plate 90n is the shell of a decayed ivory object, 
originally with a flattened face opposite that shown. 
Plate 90o is a thin, spoon-like segment of mammoth 
ivory. Plate 90p is nearly the whole of a very small 
walrus tusk, the upper end hollow, the lower end carved 
into three stepped elements as shown. Plate 90q is a 
fragment of a wooden cylinder which was once longer 
and possessed a series of deep notches, one of which is 
shown complete. This is reminiscent of log ladders such 
as Alaskan Athapaskans and Eskimos of the Lower 
Yukon and Kuskokwim rivers used for climbing into 
their caches; it is possibly the model of such a ladder. 

Plate 90r is a curious button of spruce wood. Judg
ing from its stepped, scarf face, it was designed for inser
ting into a spring clasp of some form, possibly to tip a 
shaft. Opposite, on the broad face, is a hemispherical pit 
0.6 centimeter in diameter. A much smaller, but closely 
similar object of antler was found in a Choris culture 
house (Giddings, 1961, fig. 9, top right). 

Kugzruk Site 1—Houses 1 and 2 
The pool that filled our house diggings, as a result 

of more rapid thawing than expected, prevented our ex
cavating the Kugzruk Island houses completely. There
fore, we can consider only the limited finds from each 
house. 

House 1 was apparently nearly square. We began 
excavating it in two rectangles which extended past what 
we estimated to be the floor area of the house and tun
nel. A strip in the center, which we thought to be over 
the tunnel, was left intact to serve as a stratigraphic 
guide. As it turned out, the surface depression represent
ing the tunnel lay east of the real tunnel, so that we ex
cavated more of the center of the house and only part of 
the tunnel before seepage interfered. Nevertheless, we 
could see how far the house floor extended in all direc
tions and where the tunnel began. 

Preservation in both houses was very poor, though 
we were able to observe post molds, rotten wood, a few 
decayed bones, and traces of ivory artifacts. Otherwise, 
the collections were of stone. The edge of a large charred 
area, undoubtedly a central fireplace, lay in the center of 
the house, in line with the entrance passage. The pass
age, itself, appeared to have had a step about 10 centi
meters high into the house. These observations, together 
with the floor remains of House 2, lead us to believe 
that the houses of this period were essentially like House 
7 at Iyatayet—a Norton-period house, square in outline, 
with an entrance passage only slightly lower than the 
house floor, and a central fireplace (Giddings, 1964). 

Kugzruk Site 1—House 1 Collection 
While neither pottery nor net sinkers were found in 

House 1, other artifacts certainly suggested Norton cul
ture motifs, though perhaps they differed in age from 
objects from the Kugzruk Pond site. They are shown in 
plate 97. Plate 97a, b could have been used as side blades 
for harpoon heads. Objects c-h, which are rather thick, 
appear to be knife blades for hafting into side-slotted 
handles. Other chipped stone implements from Kugzruk 
Norton House 1, also illustrated on plate 97, are: 
i, the faces of this leaf-shaped fragment of red jasper 

are retouched only near the tip; 
;', an ulu-like blade of silicified slate, treated only by 

rough splitting and edge dressing; 
k, a large silicified slate slab knife, its edges retouched 

from both faces where these edges are intact; the left 
and basal edges are broken; 

/, a broken, bifaced drill point of chalcedony; 
m, a delicate, Denbigh-like end scraper of chert, with a 

graver facet on the right edge; 
n, a pointed, chert flakeknife or graver; 
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o, a chert flake, retouched only on the upper edge of the 
face shown; 

p, a flake of chert, retouched only on the right edge of 
the face shown; 

q, a plano-convex specimen of black chert, retouched 
along both edges of both faces; 

r, retouched along both edges, this is similar to q; it is 
made of chert; 

s, a silicified slate, triangular end blade, polished on 
both faces; 

t, a knife blade of silicified slate, retouched at the 
edges; 

u, a plano-convex knife blade, retouched only on the 
face shown; 

u and w, fragments of Norton-type shale whetstones; 
x, a long slab knife, broken at the base; silicified slate; 
y and z, shaft smoothers of sandstone, the latter grooved 

as shown, also lightly grooved at right angles on the 
opposite face and rubbed on both slightly beveled 
ends; 

aa and bb, presumed hand drills of silicified slate; 
cc and dd, broken, burin-like implements of silicified 

slate; 
ee and ff, typical Norton adz blades, both of silicified 

slate; ee is unfinished; ff is beveled at the top and on 
the opposite face to form an edge at an angle of near
ly 90 degrees. 

In addition to the above artifacts, fragments of 
other slab knives, whetstones, side blades, end blades, 
and flakeknives were found. 

Other specimens shown in plate 98 are: 
a, a sandstone shaft smoother; 
b, a fragment of a silicified slate knife biface, polished 

on both faces, chipped at the edges, and ground light
ly at the lower edge above the broken stem, indicat
ing a quarter-haft; 

c, an arrowhead side-blade inset of chert; 
d, a large, bifaced chert side-blade inset for a knife or 

weapon; 
e, a flat, very sharp adz blade of silicified slate, flaked 

at the edges of both faces, except where ground; the 
edge is formed by the meeting of the polished, curved 
surface shown below; 

/, a crudely flaked side-blade inset of slate, with a part
ly polished face; 

g, a side- or end-blade inset of chalcedony; 
h, a side-blade inset fragment of silicified slate. 

Also found in the excavation were twenty or more 
other potsherds and the fragments of two silicified slate 
and two chert bifaces. 

The three sites together—the pond and the two 
houses—seem to represent two periods of Norton cul
ture, perhaps not separated by many decades. They add 
to our knowledge of earlier-than-Ipiutak cultures mainly 
through a previously unknown form of harpoon head 
and a style of decoration variant to patterns seen in 
Cape Denbigh Norton, Near Ipiutak, and Battle Rock 
Norton sites. 

Singauruk Channel Sites 

Kugzruk Site 1—House 2 Collection 
The collections from this house are probably of the 

Same age as the objects from House 1. At least two pot
tery vessels are represented by several sherds, all check-
stamped. This surface treatment, though small evidence, 
may indicate that the houses were later in age than those 
of the pond site. A few of the sherds are shown in plate 
98. Plate 98i, a rim sherd, is part of a vessel on which 
the rim was slightly out turned, a trait not observed in 
the pond site; plate 98] is another rim sherd, possibly of 
the same pot, where the longer sides of the checks, 
shown uppermost in the illustration, are vertical, and 
where the longer sides of the smaller checks are horizon
tal, paralleling the rim. Plate 98k is a basal sherd, 
possibly a third section of the same pot. It is brown, in
side and outside, and quite red in parts of the outer sur
face. This suggests the application of red ochre in the 
making of the pot. Its thickness ranges from 0.7 centi
meter along the body to 1.6 centimeters at the base. The 
curve of the pot bottom is toward a flattened base that 
was perhaps 10 centimeters in diameter. Check-stamping 
is applied to the base as well as to the side. Plate 981 is a 
sherd of a different pot, stamped in a pattern of smaller 
checks. This specimen is black throughout. 

Singauruk Sites 1 and 3 
Singauruk Site 1 was a Norton-related exposure in 

the form of a thin, charcoal-bearing lens about one 
meter below the present ground level. The lens was 
quickly exhausted by excavation, giving little informa
tion about what kind of original floor it represented. Its 
materials, easily seen to be compatible with Norton cul
ture, included check-stamped pottery and slab knives of 
silicified slate. Some are shown in plate 99d, f-q. 

Singauruk Site 3 showed itself as a dark, horizontal 
streak in the wall of a sloughing sand bank. It contained 
Norton-like artifacts in a distribution similar to that of 
Site 1. It is included here only because of its position in 
a beach ridge earlier than the others along Singauruk 
Channel, indicating a greater age. Besides the four arti
facts shown in plate 99a-c and e, Site 3 provided two 
slab knife fragments, two worked fragments of silicified 
slate, two potsherds, and seal bones. The two very small 
potsherds were lightly impressed by some form of 
stamp, possibly a cord-wrapped paddle. The paste was 
filled with fibrous material, either plant parts or down 
feathers, and it lacked coarse sand. 
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The diagnostic artifacts from Singauruk Sites 1 and 
3 are illustrated in plate 99. They are: 
a, the basal segment of a knife or projectile point of sili

cified slate, polished on both faces and edge-ground 
to provide a stem, Site 3; 

b, a drill point of silicified slate, Site 3; 
c, a thin, broken drill (?) of chert, Site 3; 
d, the fragment of a side-blade inset of chalcedony, 

coarsely flaked in diagonals on both faces, Site 1; 
e, a unifaced flakeknife fragment of chert, with a possi

ble burin facet along the lower right margin, evident
ly used as a knife, Site 3; 

/, the fragment of a chert biface, originally triangular in 
shape, with a straight base, Site 1; 

g, a unifaced knife blade of silicified slate, trimmed only 
at the edges of both faces and complete as shown, 
Site 1; 

h, a flat object of chalcedony, resembling a Denbigh 
end scraper or, in view of a small, sharp projection at 
the margin, a graver, Site 1; 

i, the base of a large projectile point, slightly beveled 
by additional polishing from the center of each face, 
and corner-notched for hafting; knife or lance blades 
of approximately this form and size are known from 
the Hillside site of Old Bering Sea culture (Collins, 
1937b, pi. 39, 13) but not from Norton culture sites 
of Alaska, Site 1; 

;', a broken, unifacially retouched flake scraper of sili
cified slate, originally almost circular in outline, with 
an untouched, thick base containing some of the 
striking platform of the original core, Site 1; 

k, a bifaced chalcedony artifact that resembles an end 
scraper, thick toward the upper end, which retains 
some of the cortex of the small beach pebble from 
which it was made, Site 1; 

Z, a large side blade of chalcedony, possibly a side-
hafted knife blade, a chip of which is broken from 
the lower end, Site 1; 

m, a large knife blade of silicified slate; the flaking on 
the left edge is finer than the wide parallel flaking on 
the right of the face shown; this indicates that the left 
edge, as the object is reversed, was the cutting edge 
of the blade, which was deeply inserted into a long 
groove, Site 1; 

n, an undecorated potsherd with a wide, prominent 
ridge; since this is not a rim sherd, the ridge may be 
part of a raised decoration like one reported from 
Miyowagh (Collins, 1937b, pi. 58, 14), thought to be 
"applied to the inner surface of a thick-walled vessel, 
apparently a lamp" (ibid.), Site 1; 

o, a small potsherd that bears a very light, curvilinear 
impression, not necessarily stamped, Site 1; 

p, a rim segment of a pottery vessel, having on the out
side the vertically arranged marks of some form of 
check-stamp; the stamp can hardly have been applied 
by means of the usual paddle, as the rim turns out
ward in a pronounced curve which could not have 
been uniformly reached by a flat paddle; rather, it 

suggests some form of cylindrical or rocker stamp; 
one strongly concave base fragment of a pot from 
Norton levels at Iyatayet had also been clearly 
stamped with checks (Griffin and Wilmeth, in Gid-
dings, 1964); this Singauruk Site 1 specimen is thinner 
than other specimens from the site, ranging from 0.6 
centimeter below the rim to 0.9 centimeter at the 
margin farthest from the rim; 

q, a potsherd with light check-stamping on the exterior; 
its inner surface (shown) bears a suggestion of textile 
impression; the treatment is too light for verification, 
yet it appears closely similar to the inner faces of 
sherds from Ahteut on the Kobuk River; on the 
Ahteut sherds, the ridging of twined basketry could 
be faintly detected on most of the insides of vessels, 
emerging only in spots where it had been pressed, 
Site 1. 

Most of the potsherds from Singauruk Site 1 are 
only thinly provided with fibrous temper; coarse sand is 
the characteristic temper. Where fine strands of fiber are 
observed, it is impossible to say at present whether these 
are the remains of vegetable fibers or down feathers. 

Cape Krusenstern Campsites 

Beach Segment III: Beaches 36-43 

The long, continuous ridge, Ipiutak beach 35, that 
served as the principal beach ridge occupied by the 
Ipiutak people at Cape Krusenstern, brings about an un
conformity with beaches 36 to 43 of Segment III, stretch
ing for about three kilometers toward the western end 
(fig. 6). More to the east, all of the Segment III beaches 
are easily discernible. 

On walking from the high crest of the western end 
of the Ipiutak beach onto the beaches that angle north
ward from it, one experiences a change in terrain. There 
are few frost cracks on the seaward side of the main 
Ipiutak ridge, but in the beaches of Segment Ilia, there 
are extensive, well-defined networks of broad polygons. 
In some places, the reticulated ditches resemble man-
made constructions, especially where they cut across 
several beach ridges in a succession of almost straight 
lines. 
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Fig. 100. Tabulation of artifacts from beaches 36-43 and beach ridge series Ilia, Cape Krusenstern. 

The same network of frost cracks may be seen in 
Segment III, where the crests are not only lower than the 
main Ipiutak ridge of Segment II, but separated from it 
by wet swales that frequently become long ponds. The 
most prominent beach of this older segment is the one 
numbered 38, which toward the east end frequently 
merges with the crest of beach 37. While there are places 
where one may walk dry shod from crest to crest, they 
are relatively rare, and it is sometimes necessary to walk 
one hundred meters or more to find firm footing between 

one crest and the next. Proceeding inland from beach 38, 
the next most prominent in the segment is beach 40. One 
may walk the crest of this one from east to west for 
seven or more kilometers, with only frost cracks as 
deterrents. Beach 43 is the earliest in this series and the 
first one to have been obscured, in part by the unconfor
mity at the west end. 
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BEACH 36 
No features recorded 

BEACH 37 
No features recorded 

BEACH 38 
Feature 138 probable Ipiutak remains, 

tested only 

Feature 139 probable Ipiutak remains, 

tested only 

Feature 774 potsherds, check-stamped 

BEACH 39 
No features recorded 

BEACH 40 
Feature 267 45 arrowhead end-blade 

insets, chert 

Feature 397 flakes, chert 

Feature 398 7 flakes, chert and 

chalcedony 

Feature 704 Ipiutak Burial 1 

Feature 705 no artifacts 
Feature 782 1 arrowhead end-blade 

inset, red jasper 
3 utilized flakes, chert 

BEACH 41 
Feature 266 91 flakes of chert, silicified 

slate, and red jasper 

BEACH 42 
Feature 238 no artifacts 

Feature 391 1 arrowhead, recent, chert 

BEACH 43 
Feature 263 2 arrowhead end-blade 

insets, chert 
1 hand drill, chert 

Feature 381 1 adz blade, ground, 
silicified slate 

1 arrowhead end-blade 
inset, chert 

1 flake, large, chert 

Feature 390 1 arrowhead end-blade 
inset, black chert 

1 end-blade inset (with 
burin facets), black chert 

Feature 555 1 arrowhead end-blade 
inset, chert 

1 weapon side-blade inset 
fragment, chert 

1 knife biface fragment, 
black chert 

1 utilized or retouched 
flake, chert 

Feature 633 1 arrowpoint or end-blade 
inset, chert 

Feature 698 1 weapon head or side-
blade inset, silicified slate 

1 side-blade inset, chert 
1 baked shale object 

13 flakes, chert and silicified 
slate 

Feature 788 23 flakes, chert, silicified 
slate, and obsidian 

BEACH RIDGE SERIES Ilia 
Feature 366 no artifacts 

Feature 367 burials, Birnirk-Western 
Thule 

Feature 376 54 flakes, chert and silicified 
slate 

Feature 785 3 arrowhead end-blade 
insets, chert and 
chalcedony 

1 knife biface fragment, 
chert 



Numerous features, mostly the remains of camp
sites, dot these beach ridges, and although each feature 
contains only a few artifacts, taken together they in
dicate that people whose village sites must have been 
elsewhere around Kotzebue Sound were camping at 
Cape Krusenstern throughout the Norton-Near Ipiutak 
period. A tabulation of the artifacts located in these 
features is provided in figure 100. 

Beginning at the east end of this segment and mov
ing westward, we find the features and their contents in 
the following order: 

Beach 36 
No features recorded. 

Beach 37 
No features recorded. 

Beach 38 

Feature 138 
This was a shallow, rectangular feature of Ipiutak 

culture. 

Feature 139 
Here was a rectangular house or cache pit presumed 

to be an Ipiutak house ruin, contemporary with House 
16. The beach number is apparently of no significance 
here, as the main Ipiutak crest terminates farther west. 

Feature 774 
Here were found the remains of a trampled pottery 

vessel that lay in a reindeer trail and beneath the moss 
on either side. Neither chips nor artifacts revealed this to 
be more than the site where a broken pot was discarded. 
Plate 100 shows some of its larger sherds. 

The check-stamped paddle presumed to have been 
used to mark the exterior of the pot was held at varying 
angles, with some blows covering parts of earlier marks 
(pi. lOOa-c). The checks are nearly square, their edges 
measuring only about 0.15 centimeter. The thickness of 
a few sherds is about 0.5 centimeter. Six sherds in plate 
100 are turned to show the inner surface. Of these, plate 
lOOd, e, and / are smooth, while plate lOOg, h, and i are 
relatively rough. Though possibly the parts of two ves
sels, the sherds all show the very light impressions of 
what appears to be either matting or a pad of grass. The 
impressions extend from side to side on some part, or on 
all, of each sherd. In addition, one sees in the smoother 
sherds (pi. lOOd-f) the impression of a fine fiber which 
was used as tempering material. Neither on these inner 
surfaces nor on exfoliated segments are seen the distinct 
shafts of feathers; yet in length and fineness the fibers 
resemble bird down. The possible impression of a frag
ment of grass stem shows in the upper left margin of 
plate lOOf. These sherds fall within the definition of Nor
ton check-stamped pottery (Griffin and Wilmeth, 1964). 

Fig. 101. Cache of weapon points found on Norton-Near Ipiutak Beach 
40 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Beach 39 
No features recorded. 

Beach 40 
On this broad and prominent beach crest, we exca

vated a burial of Ipiutak culture, presumably isolated on 
an earlier beach from that on which were contemporary 
dwellings. Surface signs indicated that a more deter
mined search might produce campsites but would dis
close no house pits. 

Feature 267 
Feature 267 was a surface cache of arrowhead end-

blade insets (arrow points). In the summer of 1959 at 
Cape Krusenstern, William Simmons was searching the 
crest of beach 40 when he came upon a hearth area 
signed by charred beach pebbles. After excavating it and 
finding only flakes, he slowly examined the sod-covered 
beach in hope of finding further clues on the otherwise 
noncommittal surface. Only a few meters from the 
hearth, he came across the tips of two thin flints, pro
truding through a bit of moss. Carefully clipping and 
removing the moss, he exposed to view a large number 
of exceptionally well-made chert and jasper arrow 
points, lying within a radius of 0.5 meter. Leaving the 
objects where he found them, Simmons returned to camp 
to tell us of his find and to get a camera to record it. 

Except for fragments scattered most likely by rein
deer hoofs, the points all lay in the same direction, a 
number of them nested as shown in figure 101. Although 
no trace of organic matter remained, these weapon 
points most likely represented a quiverful of arrows left 
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on the beach by some hunter more than two thousand 
years ago. He perhaps concealed them under the leaves 
of low willows or ground birches such as now crowd the 
sheltered slopes, probably expecting to return, but being 
prevented from doing so. The entire collection is seen in 
plate 101. 

This cache was of special significance to us archeo-
logically, for it offered a rare opportunity for cultural 
deduction. On the assumption that the whole points 
were clustered and oriented as found because they had 
been deposited together in a quiver, certain facts become 
meaningful. Of the points shown in plate 101, nineteen 
were found whole. The following winter, in the Haffen-
reffer Museum's laboratory, fragments that obviously 
belonged together were joined, making twelve additional 
whole points. These latter were probably broken by 
animal tramplings over the centuries but were whole 
when cached, so we conclude that the hunter had thirty-
one complete arrows in his quiver. Plate 101 shows only 
thirty complete points; plate lOlgg and mm have also 
now been joined, making the total thirty-one. Plate 
lOlkk may also have been whole, though we failed to 
find its missing part. 

Of the remaining fragments for which we found no 
completing parts, one is a tip, one a midsection, and 
eleven are bases. The imbalance between bases and tips 
suggests that even if some few fragments were scattered 
beyond the area we investigated, there were still far 
more bases than tips in the cache. The owner may thus 
have been out hunting when for some reason he decided 
to secrete his arsenal that contained more than thirty ar
rows ready for his bow, plus a number of shafts fired 
but recovered and still bearing their point bases. 

The insets all share certain traits, indicating that 
they are the products of a single flint worker, most like
ly the same man who used them for a day's hunt. Serra
tion of the edges is seen on the majority, though it is 
somewhat irregular in distribution. In seven specimens, 
serration is pronounced, while in twenty-seven, it is 
minute, forming many tips instead of a few. In only four 
pieces is there no obvious serration, while seven stemmed 
fragments are too small for observation of this feature. 

In four specimens, the flaking shows a downward 
slant to the left, usually associated with lefthandedness. 
Although the flaking might be generally described as 
diagonal, closer examination shows the following dis
tribution: one specimen has transverse flaking on one 
face and irregular flaking on the opposite one; twenty 
specimens are diagonally flaked on both faces; two 
specimens are diagonally flaked downward on one face 
and irregularly flaked on the other; two are diagonally 
flaked downward to the left on both faces; one is dia
gonally flaked downward to the left on one face and 
transversely on the other; fourteen are diagonally flaked 
on one face and transversely flaked on the other; three 
are transversely flaked on both faces; and three are 
irregularly flaked on both faces. 

The bases of these already thin arrow points have 
been further thinned by the removal of one or more 
flakes. None measures more than 0.2 centimeter in 
thickness. Usually, in the wide based specimens, a series 
of thin, parallel flakes was removed from one face, and 
either none was removed from the opposite face or a 
strong central flake was detached. 

The shapes of the bases take a variety of forms, as 
seen below: 

Base Form 
Straight or slightly concave 

Fishtailed 
Asymmetric, fishtailed 
Strongly asymmetric 
Round 
Retracting 
Three-pointed 
Unidentified 

Item number 
on plate 101 

a,c-k,m,o,p,r,w,x,ff 
jj-mm(gg),oo,qq,rr,tt 
l,s,t,cc,nn,ss 
b,q,u,v,ee 
y-bb 
n 
ee 
dd 
hh.ii 

N ( = 45) 
25 

6 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 

The materials are all the excellent kinds available in 
the Brooks Range. Twenty-four specimens are of trans
lucent gray chert; ten are of the more common, relative
ly opaque or mottled gray chert; seven are of black 
chert; three are of red jasper; and one is of light gray 
chalcedony. 

The cultural affiliation of these arrow points is first 
of all with Ipiutak, for many of their outlines are also to 
be seen in arrow points from Ipiutak houses and burials 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Yet on the average, these are 
longer and broader toward the tip than Ipiutak speci
mens are, and some of the bases—the fishtailed forms, in 
particular—are unlike Ipiutak pieces. Serration is seldom 
encountered in Ipiutak specimens, nor is the flaking 
often as regular and expertly performed as in these ex
amples. Arrow points from Near Ipiutak burials and 
middens, however, do have the serrations, the fishtailed 
base, and a widening toward the tip (ibid.). A fishtailed 
base is also seen on an arrow point or harpoon blade 
from the Kugzruk Island Pond site (pi. 91o), but other
wise there are no striking resemblances between the two 
sites. The serration and excellence of flaking on the 
points remind one of Denbigh workmanship, though 
none of the pieces here are of an overall form 
characteristic of the Denbigh Flint complex. 
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A final observation has to do with the type of 
whole arrow implied for this collection. The absence of 
side-blade insets suggests that any but end-blade arrows 
were used. The Ipiutak burials at Point Hope appear to 
have had side-blade insets as well as end-blade insets in 
nearly all of the instances where a quiver might have 
been buried as grave goods. Exceptions to this may be 
noted in some of the Near Ipiutak burials (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948, Burials 1, 3, and 4, in which end-blade in
sets far outnumbered side-blade insets). 

To summarize for this cache, it appears that a hunter 
of Near Ipiutak or earlier affiliation set out one day with 
a quiverful of forty-nine or more arrows. He may have 
located the special kind of game for which he had no 
need of side-bladed arrows, shot twelve of his weapons, 
breaking their tips, then retrieved his shafts in which the 
point stems were still embedded, and then, for some 
unaccountable reason, carefully concealed his quiver in 
such a way that it remained in place, slowly disintegrat
ing over the centuries and, until 1959, overlooked by all 
subsequent human beach walkers at Cape Krusenstern. 

Feature 397 
This was a campsite containing walrus bones and a 

whalebone. Several flakes were found here, but no arti
facts. 

Feature 398 
Four large black chert and three large chalcedony 

flakes were found here on the edge of a dried up pond. 

Feature 704 
Ipiutak Burial 1. Inasmuch as this burial contained 

Ipiutak style artifacts from the Ipiutak period, it is 
described with other Ipiutak sites in chapter 7. 

Feature 705 
A cache pit. Adjacent to Burial 1, this pit resembled 

the depressions of other Ipiutak burials and shallow 
cache pits. We found no artifacts or evidence of con
struction. 

Feature 782 
Of the many chips and four artifacts and fragments 

picked up at random on the crest of beach 40, only one 
merits description. This is a serrated arrowhead end-
blade inset of red jasper (pi. 102a). The base of this 
probable arrow point was originally concave with two 
prominent ears, the right one being nearly intact. The 
point is relatively thick (0.3 cm.) and the flaking, though 
diagonal on one face, is inexpertly done. The serrations, 
on the other hand, are evenly spaced and prominent. 
The other three artifacts are small, utilized flakes of 
chert. 

Beach 41 
Feature 266 

This excavated hearth disclosed the use of flat beach 
pebbles in the fired area and yielded only chips: fifty-
three of chert, seventeen of silicified slate, thirteen of 
black chert, and eight of red jasper. 

Beach 42 
Feature 238 

This was a hearth under sod, characterized by flat 
beach pebbles but no artifacts. 

Feature 391 
In the edge of a drying pond, there was found a 

chert arrow point of the kind recently used by Eskimos, 
characterized by a T-shaped stem. This was probably 
lost by a duck hunter some time within the past two or 
three hundred years. 

Beach 43 
Feature 263 

The beach top between two ponds was littered with 
chert chips, as though it had been the repeated campsite 
of people who made their artifacts on the spot. While 
chips lay exposed on reindeer paths and just under the 
thin moss, only one clear concentration emerged. This 
was a slight dome under which lay a whale vertebra and 
flat, burned beach pebbles. Near this hearth were three 
artifact fragments shown in plate 102. Plate 102b is the 
base of an arrowhead end-blade inset of chert. The inset 
is diagonally flaked and serrated. The form appears to 
be that of certain specimens from Battle Rock Burial 4 
(pi. 106c,k,m). Plate 102c may be the basal segment of 
another such end-blade inset, although the apparent 
straight base may be the result of a break, as no clear 
retouch appears. A third chert specimen, plate 102d, is 
the bifacially retouched mid-segment of a possible hand 
drill, broken at the characteristically thickened end of 
the bit and across the wide proximal end. 

Feature 381 
At the water's edge across the pond north of Feature 

390, there were three artifacts in close association. Plate 
102g is a typical Norton culture adz blade of silicified 
slate, beveled from both faces to a sharp edge and partly 
polished elsewhere on both faces. The polishing is not 
strong enough to conceal most of the original flaking 
scars. Many blades of this kind have been found in the 
Norton levels at Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964). 
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Plate 102h is the fragment of a larger used chert 
flake. It is included here because it shows the removal of 
a second large flake by striking directly below the point 
of impact of the first one, the scar of which is on the 
face shown. The flake, though quite thin, is markedly 
spoon shaped at the lower left margin above the frag
ment of original striking platform. This form of flaking, 
seldom encountered in the Denbigh Flint complex and 
later cultures of the region, is characteristic of the Old 
Whaling culture at Cape Krusenstern. Plate 1021 is an ar
rowhead end-blade inset of chert similar in size and 
asymmetric form to an end blade from Battle Rock 
Burial 4 [pi. 106)). The squared, retracting base of this 
object, together with plate 102b and specimens from Bat
tle Rock Burial 4 indicate a probable cross-dating. 

Feature 390 
At the edge of a drying pond (the ponds probably 

did not exist at the time the artifacts were deposited) 
were found two objects of black chert lying close together. 
Plate 102e is part of a broken end-blade inset; the right 
edge has been trimmed to form an angle by the removal 
of three very small flakes from the edge of the break, 
after the fashion of trimming a beaked burin. The piece 
may thus have been made on a broken inset and used as 
a burin. There is also the possibility that the burin spalls 
were accidentally detached as the artifact broke. The 
flaking of the original piece is carefully diagonal and 
down to the left, as though the work of a left-handed 
person. On the opposite face is a strong basal thinning 
scar. 

Plate 102f is a delicate, stemmed arrow point or 
end-blade inset, which recalls the arrow points of 
Ekseavik (Giddings, 1952b). But this specimen is far 
smaller than any stemmed points from recent periods 
with which we are familiar. It further differs from 
Ekseavik points in having the base squared on the face, 
shown by the removal of a relatively large flake. 

Feature 555 
This was a chipping place, littered with many flakes 

from which were recovered four artifact fragments. Plate 
1021 is the squared base of a chert arrowhead end-blade 
inset. Plate 102m may have been a triangular side-blade 
inset of Norton type (Giddings, 1964) and found also in 
Ipiutak and Near Ipiutak sites (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948). 

Plate 102p is the fragment of a large, black chert 
knife biface, broken at the left margin, relatively thick 
(0.9 cm.) at the break, and drawn to an edge at the right 
margin by flaking from both faces. Plate 102q, of chert, 
is retouched from both faces at the left margin. Broken 
the length of the right margin, it shows a curious, longi
tudinal flake scar on both faces. While the workmanship 
indicates that it was part of a carefully constructed im
plement, the original form is not clear. 

Feature 633 
A small, relatively thick, stemmed chert arrowhead 

end-blade inset (pi 102n), lightly serrated, lay here on 
the surface of the beach ridge. The stem has a strong 
basal thinning scar extending 0.8 centimeter on the op
posite face. 

Feature 698 
This locality, at the west end of beach 43, yielded 

several objects, two of which are Cape Denbigh Norton 
types: plate 102k, a crudely flaked arrowhead end-blade 
inset, or possibly a side-blade inset fragment of silicified 
slate, and plate 102o, a piece of baked shale rubbed on 
both faces and the left margin. The use of baked shale, 
first described by de Laguna for southern Alaska, ap
pears prominently in Cape Denbigh Norton culture (Gid
dings, 1964) but is seldom encountered north of Seward 
Peninsula. With these objects, in a hearth area, were a 
presumed side-blade inset fragment of chert broken at 
either end (pi 102)), six flakes of chert, and seven flakes 
of silicified slate. 

Feature 788 
This was a chipping place that yielded medium-large 

flakes: ten of black chert, ten of chert, two of silicified 
slate, and one of obsidian. 

Summary 
The beach ridges of Segment III appear to have been 

occupied only casually, in the open season, by people of 
Norton cultural affinity. The presence of a typical Nor
ton adz blade, baked shale, and a point of silicified slate 
attests to at least as much affiliation with the Norton 
culture of Cape Denbigh and Seward Peninsula as with 
the Near Ipiutak culture of Point Hope. Check-stamped 
pottery is another Norton trait, even though it appears 
also in the late Choris sequence. Excepting the one 
modern arrow point, the artifacts from these beaches 
show little or no evidence of having been left by people 
of Ipiutak or later cultures. The dating of Segment III 
perhaps spans a period of time comparable to that of the 
Norton culture deposits at Iyatayet, some of the Near 
Ipiutak deposits at Point Hope, and the Battle Rock Burial 
4 deposits. 
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Beach Segment Ilia: Truncated Ridges at West End 

The long, narrow segment of north-south trending 
beach ridges that lie next inland from the Segment I 
series at the northern end of Cape Krusenstern (fig. 6) 
represents a continuation of Segment Ill's beaches. (The 
two parts are permanently separated now by the later-
built Ipiutak ridges that cause an unconformity in the 
series.) Except for burials and a cache pit of Western 
Thule or later affinity, the Segment Ilia beaches contain 
only materials compatible with those of Segment III. 
Further, the Segment Ilia beaches are cut through by 
frost cracks in the same manner as are those of Segment 
III, and the vegetation in swales appears to be as old and 
established in the one part as in the other. 

Although it is mainly on physiographic evidence 
that the Segment III and Ilia beaches are presumed to be 
connected, a number of chipping places appear to be of 
Norton culture. Objects of silicified slate and inferior 
materials occur here, along with objects of chert. Fea
tures 368, 369, and 370 were left untouched, while those 
described below were excavated. 

Beaches 36-43 (exact beach number undeterminable) 

base is like that of plate 102a from Segment III. Plate 
102t is another thin arrowhead end-blade inset of chert 
that thickens and widens slightly toward the tip. In its 
slightly constricted stem, fishtailed base, and prominent 
serrations, it resembles specimens from Segment III and 
one from a Near Ipiutak burial at Point Hope (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948, pi. 80, 18). Less specifically, it 
resembles points from Ipiutak Feature 4 at Battle Rock 
(pi. 87k-m). 

The crudely retouched flake of gray chert, plate 
102u, is an unusual form of knife blade or scraper, used 
primarily at the edge formed by flaking on both faces 
from its lower margin. 

Summary 
Segment Ilia, like Segment III, appears to have been 

camped upon by people of Norton affiliation. Much 
later, it was used as a burial ground by those of more 
recent cultures. Our failure to find a single object of 
clear-cut Denbigh workmanship on these beaches indi
cates that they were not in production at the time when 
the beaches of neighboring Segment Va were crowded 
with Denbigh campers. 

Feature 366 
A deep cache pit containing no artifacts. 

Feature 367 
This site had two burials, Burials 3 and 4. The pres

ence of polished slate in them indicates that these burials 
do not belong to Norton but to Birnirk or Western 
Thule culture. As no campsite of these later cultures was 
found on the segment, it appears that the Birnirk or 
Western Thule people buried their dead on a beach con
siderably inland from where they lived. This was the 
case with Ipiutak Burial 1 at Cape Krusenstern. Eskimos 
of today follow this practice at Sisualik as well as at 
other places in western Alaska. 

Feature 376 
This was a chipping place at the southern end of the 

segment. It yielded twenty-five gray cherts, twenty-two 
black cherts, and seven silicified slate flakes. 

Feature 785 
This marks not a single spot but a general area on 

the ridge tops of Segment Ma, where four artifacts along 
with many chips of flinty materials were found on the 
surface. Plate 102r is the squared, basal segment of a 
chert arrowhead end-blade inset, similar to b and i on 
the same plate and to Battle Rock Burial 4 types (pi. 
106). Plate 102s is the basal segment of a thin, serrated, 
arrowhead or harpoon end-blade inset of chalcedony. 
One of the basal tips is broken off. The strongly concave 
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Norton-Near Ipiutak Culture 
(550-50 B . C . + / - 1 0 0 ) 

Norton-Near Ipiutak assemblages in northwestern 
Alaska appear to be rather varied. This may be due both 
to the specialized subsistence activities pursued at the in
dividual sites and to the relatively few remains recovered 
at each. At Point Hope, the presence of whaling har
poon heads in two Near Ipiutak burials (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948) demonstrates unequivocally that the Near 
Ipiutak people there hunted whales (in addition to 
smaller sea mammals and caribou). At Cape Krusenstern 
and the camping areas at Lopp Lagoon, the sites are ex
clusively seal hunters' camps. Evidence from the winter 
house sites on Kugzruk Island shows that the Norton-
Near Ipiutak people also probably fished with nets, an 
activity also important in Norton sites on the southern 
shores of Seward Peninsula (Giddings, 1964; Lutz, 1972; 
Bockstoce, 1979). 

We are at a loss to explain why so few Norton-Near 
Ipiutak winter houses have been found around the 
shores of Kotzebue Sound, especially since, from the evi
dence of the house remains at Point Hope, Kugzruk, and 
along southern Seward Peninsula, it is obvious that Nor
ton people were well adapted to winter life along the 
frozen coast. 

In comparing Norton-Near Ipiutak assemblages 
from sites between Point Hope and Cape Prince of 
Wales, we find whole categories of implements missing 
in some areas. No slate implements are associated with 
Norton-Near Ipiutak sites at Cape Krusenstern, for ex
ample, even though they were present at Point Hope and 
Kugzruk. One explanation may be that slate tools are 
not so advantageous to persons in camps as they are to 
persons in villages. Certainly slate tool making is not an 
activity easily carried out in camp, because slate produc
tion requires the use of heavy stone grinding slabs that 
hunters may not have wanted to carry with them on 
their forays. In contrast, chipped stone tools can be 
made by using only light manufacturing equipment, such 
as small hammerstones and flint flakers, that can be easi
ly carried in the traveler's tool kit. 

On the other hand, we must consider the possibility 
that, despite the lack of archeological evidence, the 
hunters used slate tools in camp that they had manufac
tured beforehand in their more permanent living areas. 
Once manufactured, slate tools were resharpened by 
means of a small whetstone easily carried along. Since 
the residue from sharpening slate tools is scarcely 
recoverable from the sites, we would not expect to find 
any trace of the material unless broken tools had been 
discarded. 

Norton-Near Ipiutak check-stamped pottery styles 
are clearly derived from Choris precedents. The pottery 
remains that were associated with hearths at Cape 
Krusenstern indicate that small, flat bottomed pots were 
customarily carried by seal hunters to their spring-
summer camps, and probably used there to boil foods. 

Other artifact styles in Norton-Near Ipiutak sites 
also appear to be derived directly from Choris 
predecessors. 
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Chapter 9 

Battle Rock: Glimpses of a Long 
Tradition of Artists 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

The Battle Rock site, a limestone promontory over
looking the Chukchi Sea about thirty-nine kilometers 
north of Cape Krusenstern, yielded, in addition to 
Western Thule and Ipiutak remains, a burial from an 
early phase of the Norton-Near Ipiutak period. The 
earliest of four burials from Battle Rock, this feature 
contained stone tools and pottery, plus an impressive 
number of organic artifacts which, because of the special 
soil conditions, were in an excellent state of preserva
tion. Perhaps the most significant of these are the 
decorated antler objects illustrated in figure 104. These 
shed light on the development of pre-Maritime Eskimo 
art in North Alaska. Because of the significance of Battle 
Rock Burial 4 to the prehistory of northwestern Alaska, 
we treat it here in a separate chapter, even though 
technically it belongs to the more broadly defined 
Norton-Near Ipiutak culture described in the preceding 
chapter. 

Battle Rock Burial 4 

Battle Rock Burial 4 was a deep, rock-lined burial 
that contained at least three individuals. Only a few of 
the bones from these individuals remained in the burial 
and of these none were articulated. We are uncertain 
whether the bones had been deposited in the grave as a 
secondary burial or whether the corpses had been origi
nally interred there intact, then subsequently disturbed 
through rodent or ground squirrel burrowing. At the 
time of our excavation, ground squirrels had made a 
nest in the burial, and since signs of present burrowing 
were clearly in evidence, we favor the latter explanation. 

Discovered during June 1960, Battle Rock Burial 4 
was excavated the following month along with the 
Ipiutak and Western Thule burials. The artifacts and 
bones were found at all levels of the original grave, from 
within the top sod level down to a depth of one and a 
half meters. Despite the obvious vertical displacement of 
many bones and artifacts, they were still horizontally 
confined to the one- by two-meter area of the original 
gravesite. 
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Battle Rock Burial 4—The Collections 

Of the three hundred forty-eight artifacts associated 
with Burial 4, the vast majority (310) were associated 
with hunting. A tabulation of the artifacts is provided in 
figure 102. 

Pottery 
A few small sherds of thin, gray pottery occurred 

near the heart of the excavation (pi. 105m-p). This is the 
fiber-tempered ware of Choris and early Norton culture. 
A surface treatment by linear stamp or cord marking is 
too obscure for certain identification. 

Arrowheads 
The projectile heads and accompanying flints from 

Burial 4 call to mind, first, forms of Norton and Near 
Ipiutak cultures, and then those of Ipiutak culture proper. 
This does not mean, however, that they take any of 
those forms precisely. They are, for example, much 
larger on the average than are other early projectile 
heads, and their styles of decoration are unique. Each 
type of projectile head, on the other hand, is functional
ly like a recognized type from the oldest Point Hope cul
tures, and this leads to revealing comparisons. Without 
exception, the Battle Rock pieces are of antler. 

We have classified the larger projectile heads 
separately from the arrowheads on the basis of their 
greater diameter and the considerably larger blades they 
were designed to bear. These larger pieces are more 
readily compared to heads of Near Ipiutak culture than 
to those of Ipiutak. 
Type 1 (end-bladed; 136 specimens). This type of arrow
head (pi. 103d-g,k-m) resembles Ipiutak type 2 (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948) in that it is designed for an end blade, 
has neither barbs nor side blades, and is decorated longi
tudinally. It is more closely related in form, however, to 
the Near Ipiutak rare form from Burial 85 (ibid.). 

In other respects, including the important criterion 
of size, the Battle Rock type 1 head is unique. It is 
double-pointed, oval in cross section, and has an undif
ferentiated stem end. There is no indentation or sign of 
lashing to leave an indication of how deeply the stem 
was embedded in the shaft or socket piece. The point 
end tends to be of about the same proportion as the 
stem end. 

The slot for the blade has been formed by grooving, 
burin-fashion, from both faces. A ridge is left in the base 
of the slot pointing forward where the two grooves meet 
(fig. 103b). This kind of slot would nicely accommodate 
a fishtailed blade, but this apparently was not the inten
tion of the makers, since most of the blades found, 
including three basal fragments in place, do not have 
concave bases. The blade slot is extended by a 
decorative line on the hard face, the outer side of a 
caribou antler segment. The line tapers to a finite point. 
Then, a few millimeters farther in the same line, another 
complete, double-pointed decorative element begins. 
Such a two-pointed element is a basic design trait of this 
cultural phase. 

The softer of the two faces of the arrowhead is usu
ally blurred or decayed because it is the large-celled, 
spongy zone of a piece of antler; but judging from a few 
well-preserved specimens, it appears that this adverse 
face was seldom engraved. A double-pointed element 
embellishes one or both edges, as well as a face in forty-
nine specimens. On five specimens, the second element 
below the blade slot is offset, breaking the symmetry of 
the face on which its appears. 

All of these arrowheads are remarkably uniform, 
yet small differences in forms and manufacturing tech
niques indicate that four or five craftsmen, rather than a 
single one, were concerned in the manufacture of the 
ninety-four specimens complete enough to be measured. 
The length of these heads averages 19.0 centimeters in 
eighty-one specimens, with a range from 15.5 to 20.7 
centimeters. Average width is 1.3 centimeters in eighty-
six specimens, with a range from 0.9 to 1.4 centimeters. 
The length of the slot averages 4.0 centimeters in ninety 
specimens, with a range from 3.1 to 4.7 centimeters. 
Thickness averages 0.85 centimeter in sixty-eight speci
mens, with a range from 0.6 to 1.1 centimeters. In con
trast to this, Ipiutak type 2 arrowheads range in length 
from 7.6 to 14.5 centimeters, with a range in diameter 
from 0.5 to 0.8 centimeter (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

The blades for the type 1 heads were clearly indi
cated by the presence of three fragments in place. Plate 
103d shows one of these. 
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BATTLE ROCK PHASE ARTIFACTS (NORTON-NEAR IPIUTAK CULTURE) (N = 348) 

Fig. 102. Tabulation of artifacts from Battle Rock Burial 4. 
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Artifact type Number Percent 

POTTERY (sherds) 6 1.7 

ARROWHEADS 226 64.9 

Type 1 (end-bladed) 136 
Type 2 (side-bladed, one blade slot) 37 
Type 3 (side-bladed, two blade slots) 9 
Type 4 (one blade slot in edge) 1 
Type 5 (barbed, stemmed, end-bladed) 2 
Fragments 41 

THICK PROJECTILE HEADS 27 7.8 

Type 1 (barbed, stemmed) 1 
Type 2 (stemmed) 10 
Type 3 (socketed, end-bladed) 16 

ARROWHEAD OR SPEARHEAD STONE INSETS 57 16.4 

End-blade insets 23 
Side-blade insets 7 
End- or side-blade inset fragments 27 

LEISTER AND FISH SPEAR PARTS 9 2.6 

Leister prongs for fish or bird spears 7 
Fish spear barbs 1 
Side prongs for fish spears 1 

MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT 9 2.6 

Scraper, two-handed 1 
Awl or Pin 1 
Spatulate objects 2 
Adz head, ground 1 
Flint flaker handle 1 
Flint flaker tips 2 
Whetstone 1 

ORNAMENTS 6 1.7 

Large incised antler segments 2 
Fragments of incised, flat, antler 4 

objects, probably of three masks 

MISCELLANEOUS 8 2.3 

Pick 1 
Ice pick 1 
Handle 1 
Worked antler 4 
Bear tooth 1 

TOTAL 348 100.0 



Type 2 (side-bladed, one blade slot; 37 specimens). This 
type of antler arrowhead (pi. 103c,i) lacks a slot for an 
end blade but has a slot for fitting in a lunate side blade, 
as is the case with Battle Rock type 3 heads described 
below; both are like Ipiutak type 1 heads (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948), but we make a distinction because there is 
indication of a consistent difference between arrowheads 
containing one side blade and two (fig. 103a). 

Nineteen arrowheads of Battle Rock type 2 were 
measured in most of their features; the other eighteen 
specimens were complete enough only for typing. The 
length of those measured averages 19.2 centimeters, with 
a range from 17.8 to 20.1 centimeters. Breadth is 1.1 
centimeters, the slight range being from 1.0 to 1.2 
centimeters—somewhat narrower than heads of other 
types in this burial. Thickness averages 0.8 centimeter 
in fifteen specimens, approximately the same as that of 
the other side-bladed heads. 

The depth of the blade slots in Battle Rock type 2 
arrowheads is somewhat greater than that in the type 3 
specimens, averaging 0.5 centimeter in sixteen specimens, 
with a range from 0.4 to 0.6 centimeter. The upper end 
of the blade slot begins from 3.7 to 6.1 centimeters 
below the tip of the arrow point in eighteen specimens, 
but a single, aberrant specimen has its blade slot 9.2 cen
timeters from the tip. The length of the blade slot ranges 
from 3.7 to 6.2 centimeters. 

Arrowheads of both types 2 and 3 have the sharp, 
undifferentiated stems of type 1, but their distal ends are 
different. Toward the point, they are slightly rounded on 
the same face with the blade slot, but the opposite face 
is doubly beveled toward the tip, giving the point a 
rather triangular cross section near this end. The bevels 
at first appeared analogous to those on the bases of bird 
spear side prongs of recent and late prehistoric vintage, 
but evidence from Ipiutak, where arrowheads were often 
found lying in place in burials, (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948), shows that this beveled end is invariably the tip. 

Type 3 (side-bladed, two blade slots; 9 specimens). Only 
four of these antler arrowheads (pi. 103j) were complete 
enough to measure length, which proved to range be
tween 20.0 and 20.5 centimeters. The breadth of seven 
specimens averages 1.3 centimeters, and the thickness 
averages 0.8 centimeter. Depth of blade slots averages 
0.4 centimeter, or somewhat less than that of type 2 ar
rowhead blade slots. The distal blade slot of all nine 
specimens ends between 4.5 and 5.5 centimeters from the 
tip, while the proximal blade slot ends between 7.0 and 
10.2 centimeters from the tip. The distal slot in all cases 
is longer than the proximal one. Again it is assumed that 
the beveled end is the tip, as in type 2. Decoration is 
usually present in the extension of the blade slot into a 
pointed element, or this extension plus a short, com
plete, double-pointed element. In a few cases, one of 
these elements is present on an edge of the arrowhead as 
well as on the face, which applies also to type 2. 

Fig. 103. Battle Rock phase arrowheads (a: Type 2; b: Type 1) and 

Type 4 (one blade slot in edge; 1 specimen). A flat antler 
arrowhead (pi. 103h), broadest toward the tip, contains 
a black chert side blade fragment in a deep, lateral 
groove. The whole side blade seems to have been rela
tively wide and crude. Like the other types, this arrow
head has an undifferentiated, conical stem. The distal 
end, however, differs from all the others in that it 
widens to 1.4 centimeters near the tip, giving it a strong
ly oblanceolate outline. It appears to be similar to a 
specimen from a Near Ipiutak burial (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948). 

projectile heads (c: Type 2 thick; d: Type 3 thick) from Battle Rock Burial 4. 

Type 5 (barbed, stemmed, end-bladed; 2 specimens). The 
barbed arrowheads of this type (pi. 104g,h) possess op
posed but alternating barbs along the edges, at right 
angles to the blade slot. The longer specimen (19.2 cm.) 
(pi. 104h) with a blade slot no longer than that of the 
type 1 arrowheads is decorated with the characteristic 
pair of pointed elements and no other markings except 
for a pair of short, opposed spurs off the upper of these 
two elements. These markings give the impression of 
ownership marks, used in later periods. The other speci
men (pi. 104g), 18.7 centimeters long, is decorated in 
similar fashion but without the small markings, unless a 
short, horizontal line on the right edge was intended as 
an identifying mark by its maker. The latter piece also 
has a double-pointed element along its left edge, above 
the barb. 

These heavy arrowheads bear only a superficial 
resemblance to the delicate heads from Ipiutak burials 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948), though they are typologically 
related. While the longer specimen has a blade slot 4.4 
centimeters long, the other has a slot 5.6 centimeters 
long, which is as long as the slots of the thick projectile 
heads. 

Fragments (41 untyped specimens). These are fragments 
of antler arrowheads that are either too small or too 
decayed for typing. 
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Thick projectile heads. 
Type 1 (barbed, stemmed; 1 specimen). In contrast to 
the arrowheads, this and the following projectile heads 
that are classed "thick" have a nearly round cross sec
tion, a blade slot to receive large and wide blades, and a 
generally heavy construction that suggests the head of a 
spear rather than that of an arrow. The single specimen 
of this type (pi 104p) is closely similar in outward ap
pearance to arrowheads of type 5. It is, however, short 
(13.4 cm.), thick, and deeply slotted (5.1 cm.). There are 
the usual two elements on one face—the blade slot ex
tension plus a short, double-pointed element—and there 
is a double-pointed element on the left edge above the 
barb. Two short parallel lines at a slight angle to the 
length of the head on the opposite face have the ap
pearance of ownership marks. 

Type 2 (stemmed; 10 specimens). Most of the antler pro
jectile heads of this type (pi 104m-o) are short and 
somewhat cigar-shaped. The lengths of eight specimens 
range between 12.0 and 15.8 centimeters, averaging 13.5 
centimeters (fig. 103c). Greatest width ranges between 
1.5 and 1.9 centimeters, and thickness, between 1.2 and 
1.5 centimeters. The wide and sometimes commodious 
blade slots range from 4.0 to 5.0 centimeters in length. 
Decorations are simple, consisting of the pointed 
elements on a face and an edge or on a face and two 
edges. No marks resembling those of ownership are 
observed. A broken object from a midden at Point Hope 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948) appears to be similar to these 
heads, though smaller. 

Type 3 (socketed, end-bladed; 16 specimens). Unlike 
other types of projectile heads, these socketed ones show 
a high degree of individuality (fig. 103d). Plate 104b is 
bulbous toward the tip and decorated by half of a double-
pointed element below the blade slot on one face and by 
an entire double-pointed element on each of the two 
sides. Another type 3 projectile head, not shown, is 
similar, but less bulbous. Plate 104a is circular in diam
eter and 9.2 centimeters long. It bears a longitudinal line 
or decoration on both faces and both edges. A badly 
worn specimen, not illustrated, has opposed longitudinal 
lines upward from the socket on two faces and a girdling 
line just above the socket, in addition to one double-
pointed element longitudinally placed on one face. 

Plate 104i, as well as an unillustrated head, have 
half-elements upward from the base on two edges. Each 
edge also has a double-pointed element, offset from the 
half-element, farther toward the distal end. On a face, 
two half-elements meet, one extending upward from the 
base, the other extending downward from the slot. Plate 
104j, an unusual specimen, is long (15.6 cm.), with a 
rather short blade slot. It lacks the taper of other speci
mens, but is decorated by a pair of pointed elements on 
each edge, the lower ones accentuated by pairs of short 
perpendicular lines. A double-pointed element also deco
rates a face beneath the blade slot. 

Five specimens are decorated by a series of girdling 
grooves 0.1 centimeter or more upward from the base. A 
specimen that was hacked with an adz before discarding 
(pi 104d) has six wide girdling grooves. Above this are 
three short lines pointing to the tip of the head as well as 
a conventional design element below the blade slot. Plate 
104c has four narrow girdling grooves from which two 
short and two long evenly opposed half-elements point 
upward; off center on a face is a double-pointed ele
ment. Plate 104e is generally similar in decoration, as are 
the longer specimens, plate 104f and k. 

A bulbous-tipped head (pi 1041) has a series of 
shallow girdling marks immediately above the socket, 
and, 0.1 centimeter farther toward the tip, what appears 
to be the beginning of another set of girdling marks. 
This suggests that the maker had intended to cut the 
head at the first set of marks, but changed his mind in 
order to add length to the piece. However, the aberrant 
shape of this piece could indicate its intended use as a 
grave offering similar to some of the functional arrow
heads at the Point Hope Ipiutak site (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948). 

While the lengths of the type 3 Battle Rock thick 
heads are diverse, their widths vary only between 1.5 
and 1.7 centimeters. The single exception is plate 104d 
which is 1.2 centimeters wide. Thickness varies between 
1.2 and 1.8 centimeters, and slot length between 4.0 and 
5.3 centimeters. The spread of the slot opening and its 
basal width indicate that these held the largest flints of 
all the projectile heads. 

Two small, socketed arrowheads of Near Ipiutak 
culture (ibid.) are similar in shape to this type, though 
unrelated in other ways. 

Arrowhead (or spear head) insets 
Fifty-seven whole and fragmentary chert end-bade 

and side-blade insets from Burial 4 appear to be grave 
goods. Of these, three fragments of end-blade insets (pi 
103d, plus two others) and one side-blade inset fragment 
(pi 103h) were firmly wedged in the blade slots of antler 
arrowheads. It seemed clear that the remaining insets 
had been removed from the projectile heads before the 
grave goods were deposited. It is possible, of course, 
that unfinished weapons were placed in the burial before 
insets had been fitted to them, but the appearance of 
many of the blade slots and the broken pieces remaining 
in some of them support a view that the weapons were 
"killed" to accompany the dead. The insets recovered 
are, in the main, larger than and distinct from the 
Ipiutak insets found at Battle Rock and other Ipiutak 
sites in association with burials. Nearly all are flaked 
diagonally and provided with serrations, though not as 
cleverly as are the Denbigh or Choris insets. 
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End-blade insets were either leaf-shaped, lanceolate, 
or oblanceolate, as indicated in plate 106f, h-w. Plate 
106o, q-s, and iv appeared to be basally edge-ground, 
possibly to prevent cutting the fingers while removing 
broken blades for replacements. There is no sign of 
lashing about this part of any of the arrow points. 

To judge from their size, the broad-based end-blade 
insets represented by plate 106c and d, and the tip frag
ment, e, were probably hafted in arrow or spear heads 
with long slots—specifically, barbed arrowheads and 
large, unbarbed projectile heads. The base of a wide 
end-blade inset like plate 106a would be readily accom
modated by the wide, long grooves of the socketed pro
jectile heads. Plate 106b is perhaps the base of another 
form of blade for the socketed heads. A rather thin, 
delicate inset of chalcedony (pi. 106g) is purposely 
shouldered by careful retouch on the face opposite that 
shown. The provision of this shoulder does not clearly 
accommodate the blade to any end-slotted projectile 
head in the collection, yet neither does it seem advan
tageous for hafting as a side-blade inset. 

Seven complete side-blade insets range from 3.0 to 
5.8 centimeters in length (pi. 106x-dd). The larger ones 
are commensurate with most of the side slots in arrow
heads, and at least one slot in an arrowhead is short 
enough to require a specimen as small as plate 106bb. 
These side-blade insets are irregular in outline, in con
trast to most of the Ipiutak specimens. 

The fragments not illustrated, which cannot be typed 
either as end- or side-blade insets, include seventeen of 
chert, four of black chert, four of red jasper, and two of 
chalcedony. 

Leister and fish spear parts 
Seven prongs, made of antler, for fish or bird 

leisters (pi. 103a, b) are similar at first glance to arrow
heads of types 2 and 3, but they lack provision for 
blades of any kind and are strongly beveled at what ap
pears to be the base. This makes them resemble fish or 
bird spear prongs of recent times. The strong double 
bend in some of the pieces appears intentional, rather 
than the result of having warped in the ground. Four of 
these pieces, when placed in such a way that the beveled 
faces come together as a round-sectioned pointed stem, 
fall naturally into place, as does the cluster of points on 
a leister or bird arrow. Lengths of five complete speci
mens range between 16.2 and 18.5 centimeters; the one 
shown on plate 103a has a length of 17.0 centimeters. 
The widths and thicknesses of the prongs vary from 0.8 
to 1.4 centimeters. 

A fish spear barb of antler (pi. 105k) takes a famil
iar form known from Ipiutak, Okvik, and later cultures 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Rainey, 1941). It is 7.7 centi
meters long and has a scarf face 2.7 centimeters long by 
0.8 centimeters wide for lashing to a side prong. A lash
ing slot, parallel to the outer margin, is 3.0 centimeters 
in length and was formed by grooving from two faces. 
The blunt end is large and rounded to take the shock of 
striking against rocks in the water. The point, somewhat 
dulled by use, most closely agrees in form with Near 
Ipiutak barbs (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) rather than with 
the shorter, short-slotted Ipiutak specimens. 

An antler side prong for a fish spear, which used 
barbs such as described above, measures 25.5 centi
meters in length and 1.7 centimeters at its greatest width. 
It has a scarf face 3.5 centimeters long for receipt of a 
barb (pi. 105f). Opposite the scarf face, on this thin, 
distal end is a lashing knob, part of which has been 
broken away. The outer face of the side prong is slightly 
hollowed lengthwise, possibly for decoration. The prox
imal end is broken off, leaving only a trace of the bevel 
for shaft attachment on the inner surface. This is a 
simpler form than those from Point Hope (ibid.). 

Tools: Manufacturing Equipment 
Scraper. The fragment of a thin two-hand scraper, made 
of caribou metapodial (pi. 105q), shows on its back the 
parts of two long decorative elements that are character
istic of other engraved pieces in the burial. Decoration of 
hard bone is extremely rare in the Eskimo region, and 
this is the first I have encountered in sites of western 
Alaska. This specimen resembles Near Ipiutak specimens 
more than those of Ipiutak in being cut at right angles to 
the long axis of the distal end (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

Awl or Pin. A long, tapered object, probably of dog 
ulna (pi. 105b) is sharply pointed at one end, while the 
condylar end serves as a thickened handle. A bone awl 
of Okvik culture has a similar form (Rainey, 1941). 

Spatulate Object. Two antler strips are distinguished by 
ends sharpened to a thin, spatulate point, such as might 
have been used in grooving wood or peeling bark. The 
shorter, sharper specimen (pi. 105j), 8 centimeters long, 
is prepared at only one end and may have been a feather 
setter. The longer one, (pi. 105i), 12.5 centimeters long, 
has duller spatulas at either end. 
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Adz. A partly polished splitting adz head of limestone 
(pi. 105r) is wedge shaped at one end and broken at the 
other. The intact end is 2.4 centimeters wide and polished 
in a rounded bevel on both narrow faces to form a sharp 
cutting edge. Grinding also shapes the remainder of most 
of the narrow faces, including a slight concavity for 
attachment of the handle near the broken end. Opposite 
this concavity is a shallow, pecked groove, also partly 
broken away, for lashing the adz to its handle. Where 
objects of somewhat similar form occur in Ipiutak cul
ture at Point Hope, they are presumably for hafting near 
one end (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). On the other hand, 
this piece suggests the possibility of a double-bitted 
head, functionally related to some more recent objects 
from the Kobuk River and Athapaskan sites of inland 
and southern Alaska (Giddings, 1952b; Heizer, 1956; de 
Laguna, 1934). 

Stoneworking Tools. A flaker handle of antler (pi. 105c) 
takes the flattened, slightly curved Ipiutak-Near Ipiutak 
form (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). It has a wide, shallow 
groove for receipt of a flaker tip, and a lip for lashing at 
the distal end. Although now broken, the proximal end 
widens to fit the palm. Two slight finger grooves are 
formed in the margins. The under surface bears the long, 
pointed elements characteristic of this Battle Rock burial. 
Two of the grooves are lateral, and one apparently ex
tended into the broken-away part of the handle. 

Two antler objects, each blunt at one end, are flaker 
tips to fit into a handle of the kind just described. One 
of these (pi. 105d), 8 centimeters long, is slightly beveled 
at its blunt, distal end, and appears to have a rounded, 
rectangular shape in cross section. The other (pi. 105e), 
which is similar in outline, tapers to a thin, damaged tip 
opposite its blunt end. 

A long, flat pebble of shale (pi. 105h) has been 
altered by rubbing, but only on its two long edges. It 
appears to be a whetstone for edging or polishing small 
stone blades. 

Ornaments and Decoration 
Not only the flints but other Battle Rock Burial 4 

pieces are large, in comparison to objects recorded from 
Ipiutak and other early Eskimo cultures. This is especial
ly apparent in the execution of designs engraved on 
antler. Elements are few, but sizable. They are used with 
skill to create pleasing patterns well fitted to the objects 
decorated. 

A basic design element, in keeping with that on the 
projectile heads, is a long, double-pointed groove that 
widens toward the middle and tapers evenly to delicately 
drawn out tips at either end. Each element is produced 
with machine-like precision, leaving no clue as to which 
end first received the engraving tip (pi 107a; fig. 104). 
The stroke, however it may have been made, appears to 
begin as an extremely thin line, and to widen and deepen-
evenly as far as the middle, after which it narrows again 
to a thread. As the groove deepens, two parallel ridges 
appear within it, as though the engraving tool had devel
oped one long, central and two shorter, lateral cutting 
edges. One might suppose, in fact, that a three-pointed 
metal instrument had been used in the process. Some of 
the complete engraved elements are as long as nine centi
meters. A variation in the use of this element is to end 
or begin it at center, and to attach the part of one ele
ment to a whole one without injuring the other. The 
whole element is either straight or curved. The half-
elements appended to a whole one are usually straight, 
and applied either at an acute angle (the more usual 
way) or at a right angle. 

Other design elements are girdling grooves on the 
bases of projectile heads, straight grooves on flat sur
faces (similar in effect to the girdling grooves on cylin
drical pieces), and short, parallel lines ticked at right 
angles to a pointed element or in series at an acute angle 
to the rim of a decorated piece. All of these designs and 
combinations are shown in figure 104, and in plate 107. 

The large engraved segment of antler (fig. 104; pi. 
107a) appears at first glance to have a naturalistic form. 
This was probably not intended. Nor is it clear what 
use, other than as a grave piece, this curious carving 
might have had. The reverse face is undecorated, but 
hollowed along the wider segments. All the edges are 
worn, as though intentionally polished, though they 
show no signs of special use. Two long slits have been 
provided by grooving, as with a burin-like instrument, 
one in the larger of the two top projections and the 
other extending thirteen centimeters upward from the 
base. Issuing from the inner end of each slit and continu
ing the straight line is the half of a double-pointed 
decorative element. The design elements on this artifact, 
simple though they appear at first, conform remarkably 
to the space available. When we remember that antler 
polishes to a creamy white surface when fresh and that 
early Alaskans frequently colored their engraved lines 
with red or black pigment, a carving such as this would 
have been striking, however displayed. 

Another large piece, plate 107f, is a segment of 
antler with one tine at right angles, separated from the 
whole antler at two points. It was probably part of some 
form of implement. Two lashing slots are provided near 
the end of the tine (shown upward). The slot at the tip 
end is partly broken away, but the other, in the upper 
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Fig. 104. Engraved Battle Rock phase antler objects from Battle Rock 
Burial 4. 

right margin, is intact. The lower right end of this ar
tifact, beyond the base of the tine, has been hollowed 
longitudinally to a depth of about two centimeters. The 
entire object is decorated with pointed elements in 
various combinations, as seen on the face photographed, 
as well as on figure 104. 

The other objects in plate 107 were either originally 
flat, or slightly rounded, thin segments of antler such as 
could be attached to, or faced against, a larger object. 
Plate 107b is decorated with halves of double-pointed 
elements joined at right angles. The margin of a broken-
away line hole shows at the left. Another specimen com
bines pointed elements with parallel bands analogous to 
the girdling grooves on projectile heads. Two fragments 
(pi. 107d,e) are parts of a single, long, thin band. The 
outer surface of each piece is decorated with pointed ele
ments (shown) while the inner surface has, as decora
tion, a series of slanted lines ticked from the upper 
margin. A small line hole is indicated at the left margin 
of plate 107d. Plate 107c resembles plate 107b, except for 
the lower portions. 

An explanation for the function of these four pieces 
came to light in the course of analysis, when two slen
der, rod-like antler pieces were found to fit one of the 
flat decorated segments (the two appendages now seen as 
part of pi. 107b). A groove, lightly hollowed with a 
beaver tooth knife on the inner face between the exten
sions, resembled the grooves in snow goggles, and began 
to make sense as a nose groove. But of what use would 
such a thing be without slits for the eyes? Each of the 
four objects appeared to have an accommodation for a 
nose. Not only plate 107b but also plate 107c had a 
hollowed-out projection, and plate 107d and e, together, 
had the slot indicated. 

At this point, I showed the latter, reconstructed 
piece to Helge Larsen. He recalled certain specimens 
from Point Hope that had been found in connection with 
Ipiutak or Near Ipiutak burials and were considered to 
be death masks (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). The four Bat
tle Rock objects now made sense, for they were clearly 
meant to be attached to the head in such a way as to 
cover, rather than to provide slits for the eyes. They 
were death masks, designed specifically for the burials of 
three individuals. 

The Battle Rock decoration is unique as a whole, 
yet the "double-pointed element" occurs in at least one 
Near Ipiutak site and, on a reduced scale, in Okvik 
engraving. I am indebted to Helge Larsen for an unpub
lished photograph of the reverse illustration of a har
poon head that appeared in the Ipiutak report (ibid., pi. 
78, 1). On that second face are three double-pointed 
elements, two or three centimeters in length, disjointed 
from other design elements and clearly to be compared 
with those of Battle Rock. The Okvik correspondence is 
more tenuous, because, while single-pointed elements are 
joined at angles comparable to those of Battle Rock, 
they are very small, and only in part duplicate the com
binations of Battle Rock. Many examples may be seen in 
the illustrations of Punuk and Okvik (Rainey, 1941), and 
a few may be seen in the presumed Okvik pieces illus
trated by Rudenko (1961). 

Miscellaneous 
Seven small pieces of worked antler include a tip 

fragment of what may be a fishing ice pick, with heavy 
scoring for lashing around one face (pi. 105g) and the 
fragment of a small grooved handle (pi. 1051). The only 
evidence concerning sea mammals in the burial is two 
split segments of walrus bone. The longer of these, thirty 
centimeters in length, is bluntly pointed and rubbed 
along one edge (pi. 105a). It may have been used as a 
pick or marlinspike. A fragment of a bear tooth is not 
distinguishable as to species. 
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Battle Rock Culture 

Since the only indications we have of the archeol
ogy of the Battle Rock phase of the Norton-Near Ipiutak 
period is from a burial, we are limited as to what we can 
say about the culture. 

The decorative art of this early Norton-Near Ipiutak 
phase may be compared to later engraving styles in sev
eral respects, such as the use of pointed and double-
pointed elements in the creation of larger designs. It dif
fers in several ways from the Okvik-Ipiutak-Old Bering 
Sea styles of engraving. Its elements are much larger, 
and its combination of elements unique. Lacking in Bat
tle Rock are the circles, small crosses, extremely fine-line 
framing of other elements, and the filling of all space 
with designs, as in the other styles. In fact, lacking is the 
entire curvilinear aspect of the early Northern Maritime 
Eskimo art. The tasteful placing of large, double-pointed 
elements to form rectilinear or slightly curved designs on 
a whole, irregular segment of antler appears to be no 
less artistically conceived than the finest of Northern 
Maritime Eskimo engraving. 

While the Battle Rock art differs from that of later 
periods, it undoubtedly contributed much to later art 
styles of the region. Even though the elaborate carvings 
and incised line decorations of Ipiutak culture owed 
much of their form to styles emanating from the Orient 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Collins, 1971), we now see 
that many of the basic Ipiutak art elements were present 
in the region long before the beginning of the Ipiutak 
period. These include not only the style of joining 
double-pointed and wedge shaped elements, but also the 
use of ticked lines, ridged, "screw-like" rings around the 
bases of socketed implements, and the outlining of rec
tilinear surfaces by single or paired parallel lines. 

The relatively large size of the Battle Rock weapon 
heads and implement parts brings up the question of 
why people of Ipiutak and related cultures preferred 
small and delicate forms. If those forms were inherited 
from the Denbigh phases of culture, the large Battle 
Rock style may have a different history, perhaps more 
related to inland Arctic Alaskan cultural developments. 
Significantly, Burial 4 showed no trace of sea-hunting 
activity, except for two pieces of walrus rib, though the 
burial was located at a point overlooking the Chukchi 
Sea. The Battle Rock phase, different though it is from 
Point Hope Near Ipiutak features, holds more in com
mon with this phase of culture than with either the 
Choris or the later Ipiutak culture of western Alaska. On 
the other hand, there are definite crossties with Choris 
culture, especially in the arrowhead and arrow point 
forms that indicate a close relationship. 
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Chapter 10 

Choris: Adaptation to Full 
Arctic Maritime Life 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

On all but the largest scale maps of Kotzebue 
Sound, Choris Peninsula appears as a tiny, insignificant 
extension of the southern end of Baldwin Peninsula. 
Despite its brief importance as an anchorage for early 
European explorers of the last century, it has not, within 
the memory of present-day natives of Kotzebue Sound, 
been as favored for settlements as have the more promi
nent capes or headlands where the present villages are 
located. But, surprisingly, a large prehistoric settlement 
appears to have thrived on Choris Peninsula for at least 
part of the sixth to the eighth centuries B.C. 

Prior to the beginning of our archeological research 
around Kotzebue Sound, the earliest people thought to 
have occupied the coast of northwestern Alaska year-
round were the people of Norton-Near Ipiutak culture. 
Because earlier winter villages containing ground slate 
artifacts had been found in southwestern Alaska (Chard, 
1958), and because the Norton culture had such artifacts, 
it appeared to some researchers that certain elements of 
the Norton-Near Ipiutak culture, such as ground slate, 
evidenced the northward spread of the coastal Eskimo 
culture from the sub-Arctic to the Arctic region of 
Alaska. 

The discovery of Choris culture at Choris Peninsula, 
as we came to call the remains from the sixth- to eighth-
century B.C. settlement, has occasioned a revision of 
this perspective. Many of the cultural elements found in 
the Norton-Near Ipiutak sites are now seen to have ap
peared in North Alaska by Choris times. It is true that 
Choris slate-working techniques are almost certainly of a 
southern Alaskan origin, but pottery making, unknown 
before Choris times in Alaska, was likely derived from 

Asia. Many other traits that occur in Choris culture are 
the result of indigenous developments in northwestern 
Alaska, going back to the still earlier Denbigh Flint 
times. Choris obviously represents some complex 
cultural developments that owe partly to influences from 
southwestern Alaska but also owe considerably to in
digenous developments and to influences from Asia. The 
locations of Choris culture sites are shown on figure 105. 

Village Site on Choris Peninsula 
(691 ±151 B.C.) 

The discovery and excavation of the first Choris site 
made it evident that the large house pits on Choris 
Peninsula were unlike any other house ruins previously 
reported in the American Arctic. They appeared to lack 
both an entrance passage and corners. As viewed before 
excavation, house pits from Ipiutak times until the pres
ent have been essentially rectangular in form. The 
Choris pits, too wide and shallow to have been much 
altered by filling, were evenly rounded in great ovals. 

Sod from the surface of the beach continued into 
the pits almost without change, except for the greater 
lushness of plants near the pit rims where they were 
more protected from continuous winds. Exceptions were 
found in parts of the house pits, especially in House 3 
where wide-bladed grass similar to oceanfront grass ap
peared in tufts and patches. We learned, however, that 
this grass had grown because of recent ground squirrel 
activity, and reflected no time factor in the occupation 
of the old houses. Frost lay under the thicker sod in the 
center of the houses, but this quickly disappeared with 
the stripping of the ground cover. 
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House 1 
The house pit farthest north on Choris Peninsula 

was excavated at the time of its discovery, in 1956. We 
first trenched across the pit near its center to ascertain 
the relationship of the floor to the surface rim (fig. 106). 
The gratifyingly rich floor deposit stopped short of the 
inner margin of the surface rim at both ends of the 
trench. This was an unexpected circumstance. In most 
early Eskimo house pits, the walls and edges of floors lie 
directly beneath the thickest part of the outlining rim. In 
excavating a square house, one counts on this and plans 
the excavation accordingly. Here, however, we were 
obliged to search out the limits by establishing a grid 
and excavating in alternate north-south strips. 

The floor was composed of dry gravel several cen
timeters thick. It was distinguishable mainly by its dark
ness and inclusions of artifactual material. In the absence 
of solid wood and other matter furnishing a zone of 
demarcation between roof, wall, and floor debris, we 
were obliged to pay close attention to the walls on either 
side of an excavated strip. The upper layer of sod and 
dark humus, ten to twenty centimeters thick, lacked 
cultural material. Under this were sand and streaks of 
light gravel, sometimes containing a few flint flakes. 
Floor level began from forty to seventy centimeters 
below the surface, depending upon its nearness to the 
rim of the depression. The floor gravel was thick, having 
been frequently churned under as it was walked on. 

Very few fibers of wood appeared on top of the 
floor layer, though some were traceable at higher levels. 
Those timbers that could be traced for some distance at 
either end of the house had become flattened until they 
were two centimeters or less. Rotten and matted with 
rootlets, they seemed to be the remnants of either a col
lapsed roof or the upper parts of walls. The bases of 
posts were often identified from a dark stain in the 
ground and from a mass of grass roots that had found 
special nourishment in those areas. 

A continuous dark stain that extended from eight to 
ten centimeters down into the gravel, around the outer 
limit of the inner floor area, probably indicated the base 
of a low wall that once separated the walked-on section, 
where people worked and ate, from the section where 
they slept. However, the dark, culture-bearing gravel did 
not end with these lowest traces of wall outlines. In pro
file, the dark streak that had been the walked-on floor 
rose rather sharply, then curved outward toward the 
center of the rim, marking the house depression on the 
surface. This could mean that a low, vertical retaining 
wall had supported a narrow bench at a higher level and 
that the wall of the house, as distinct from the wall that 
limited the floor, may have sloped inward from the sur
face of the ground at the time of building. 

Fig. 105. Sites of Choris culture around Kotzebue Sound and environs. 

Fig. 106. Excavation of Choris House 1, Choris Peninsula, 1956. 

The post molds fell into two patterns (fig. 107). The 
first was represented by six molds at the edge of the 
floor and two others at the eastern end, facing the sea. 
These may have been either the traces of a continuous 
retaining wall or the uprights that held in place a wall of 
another kind. Two deep post molds lay more than thirty 
centimeters beyond the floor edge on the south side. 
Though they suggested the side posts of an entrance, we 
saw no trace of a dip or any thickening of the floor level 
at this part of the house. The second pattern seemed to 
be that of two curved rows of central supporting posts, 
the rows bending toward one another at the ends and 
describing a long, narrow ellipse within the two large 
ellipses of floor outline and surface rim of the house. 
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Fig. 107. Plan and cross sections of Choris House 1. 
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The house did not have a well-defined fireplace. A 
small charred area in the floor, somewhat east of center, 
lacked the quantity of charcoal or ash that would iden
tify it as a regular cooking or heating place. Near this 
charred area was a large stone lamp (fig. 108). We may 
conclude from this that the house was heated and lighted 
by oil lamps rather than by an open fire of driftwood. 
Since stone boiling requires an open fire, cooking in such 
a house must have been done by heating food in con
tainers suspended over the relatively small flame of the 
lamp. Cooking in the house was strongly implied by the 
large number of potsherds found in and about the floor. 
At least two of the pots had suspension holes near their 
rims. 

The size of this building, eleven meters by five 
meters, was so great as to raise the question of its use as 
a dwelling. An Eskimo kazigi, or ceremonial house, is 
often larger than a family dwelling, and its plan is some
times variant. If the ceremonial house is used in the 

Fig. 109. Excavation of Choris House 2, Choris Peninsula. 

Eskimo way—that is, primarily as a workshop and club
house for men, and a place where community dances are 
held—its contents are likely to be weighted rather heavi
ly toward men's activities. There was no such concentra
tion of materials in the Choris house. Rather, it gave 
evidence of having been used as much by women as by 
men, if we may attribute the bone needles and pottery to 
women's sewing and cooking activities. Bones had been 
scattered about the floor and heaped at the ends of the 
house as they might have been in any dwelling where 
meat was cut up, cooked, and eaten by an untidy family 
group. 

House 2 
Returning to Choris Peninsula in 1958, we hoped 

that the excavation of two more large, oval houses 
would give further answers to questions about the 
Choris culture and house forms. We were by now fully 
aware of the problems of exposing floors in which no 
binding matter remained, and of locating walls whose 
edges could best be seen in profile. We divided House 2 
(a short oval on the surface) into quadrants, separated 
from each other by a wide, central cross that we left 
unexcavated until the last (fig. 109). This was the 
smallest of the three houses (8 m. by 6 m.), and, unlike 
the others, it divulged a central hearth and a pattern of 
post molds that indicated a somewhat different support 
of the roof and walls (fig. 110). The posts did not clearly 
align themselves into two longitudinal rows. There was a 
suggestion of a central four-post construction surround
ing the large hearth area. The hearth, though thin in its 
yellow ash stain and disintegrated charcoal, appeared to 
have been used persistently. In this house, we found 
clear signs of a roof or wall level beyond the limits of 
the builders' excavation. 

As shown in figure 110, there are three distinct 
zones relating to the original excavation and building of 
the house. The outer dotted ring indicates the center of 
the ridge of earth outlining the house pit. The solid ring 
next inward shows the extent of the Choris builders' cut. 
The point where the original sod of the beach ridge had 
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Fig. 110. Plan and cross section of Choris House 2, Choris Peninsula. 

been sliced through by the old Choris builders was clearly 
discernible in this pit, as seen in the profile. The next 
ring inward encircles the walked-on floor of the house. 
As in House 1, cultural deposits were found throughout 
this floor. The heavy stippling in figure 110 marks the 
most walked-on portion, and a bulge in the floor outline 
on the north side indicates a rise in the floor level, with 
an accompanying shortage of debris and artifactual 
material. The area with light stippling is interpreted as 
either a raised portion of the house floor or a sleeping 
bench, probably wide enough for a single individual. No 
sign of an entryway to the house was discerned. The 
original sod appeared unbroken about the entire peri
phery of the excavation. 

The outer wall of the finished house was probably 
constructed of sloping poles and sod. It seems to have 
led from the ground surface, at approximately the outer, 
dotted ring, to a framework of undetermined construc
tion, in some part of which was located the entrance 
aperture. Two rows of small posts were indicated, one 
to the east and the other to the north of the walked-on 
house floor, and an upright stone was shown at the east 
end of the floor area. None of these features closely 
resemble those of later houses excavated in the region. 

Fig. 111. Plan and cross section of Choris House 3, Choris Peninsula. 

House 3 
This largest of the Choris houses (13 m. by 6 m.) 

appears to have been built on the pattern of House 1. 
We excavated House 3 in a series of strips and pie cuts 
for convenience in locating the floor and wall details 
(fig. 111). A longitudinal strip was left in place until last. 
Each artifact in House 3 was marked as to location, but 
no clear-cut pattern emerged. As in the other two 
houses, bone refuse lay thickest at the ends. In addition, 
two small deposits of seal skulls were found, one at the 
north and one at the south wall, on either side of the 
house floor, slightly east of center. A similar cache of 
seal skulls was found on the House 2 floor near the 
north wall. 

We gave more attention to the details of original ex
cavation than we did in House 1, and found, as in 
House 2, that a regular, oval cut had been made through 
the original surface sod and that a retaining wall of some 
undetermined construction, probably wood, had en
closed the interior. While it was not possible to learn 
whether a roof or wall had extended back onto the 
original surface of the ground, there were a few indica
tions that it had done so. The house showed no signs of 
a fire's having been built on its floor. 

The presumed wood stain found throughout the 
house at the edge of the floor is indicated by the inner, 
solid line on figure 111. The posts were located as 
shown. The open circles and the filled ones represent all 
the post molds that we were able to identify, but their 
differentiation in the drawing reflects no diversity in 
their excavation. Rather, the filled circles are meant to 
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stress a possible design in the post arrangement of this 
house to correspond to that of House 1. Ground squir
rels had been especially active along the north wall and 
some post molds had probably been destroyed by them. 

In nearly all respects, this house was like House 1; 
yet in distribution of artifacts there was a difference be
tween it and both of the other houses. Needles and pot
tery, items generally associated with women's activities, 
were nearly absent from House 3, whereas several deco
rated and possibly ceremonial objects of ivory were pres
ent. Nevertheless, this is far too little evidence to prove 
that House 3 was a men's ceremonial house in contradis
tinction to a family dwelling. 

Caches and Other Features 

A small, oval pit lay southwestward and seaward of 
each large house pit. The pits accompanying Houses 1 
and 3 lay only a few meters away from the ends of the 
houses. A pit of like size lay in the same direction sea
ward from House 2, but fifty meters away, on a beach 
crest forward of the houses. 

These latter oval pits apparently were not dwellings. 
We excavated the one nearest House 1 and found only a 
fragment of scratched slate, a pumice abrader like those 
in the houses, and six chert flakes. A saucer-shaped 
floor, indicated by discolored soil that was denser than 
the surrounding gravel, may once have been of wood. 
Cache pits of similar shape found along the Kobuk River 
usually lacked a well-defined floor. If the small pits at 
Choris Peninsula were huts for women's confinement 
periods, as some along the Kobuk probably were, we 
might have expected to find artifacts and food bones. In
stead, the barren, but well-defined floor suggested that 
the small ovals were the remains of sweat baths, such as 
were characteristic of the Kobuk and neighboring inland 
regions, as well as parts of southern Alaska. Here, the 
inhabitants would have been warmed by stones heated 
outside the house (Birket-Smith and de Laguna, 1938; 
Heizer, 1956). 

Other small, shallow pits lay in the vicinity of each 
of the houses. Three of them lay to the north and north
west of House 1, one to the north and one to the east of 
House 2, and two to the north of House 3. Nothing was 
found in them. A somewhat larger oval pit lay just out
side the southwest margin of both Houses 1 and 2. At 
the west end of each was a charred area containing char
coal, burned bone, potsherds, and other refuse. The im
pression gained was that these latter spots were places 
where sweepings from the house floor had been dumped. 

If, on the other hand, the charred areas represented 
hearths, the pit and hearth may have been associated 
features, possibly an enclosed, or partly enclosed, cook
ing place outside the house. Each large, oval Choris 
house thus seems to have been part of a complex that in
cluded shallow storage pits, a deep cache or other struc
ture, and a place either for emptying house refuse or for 
cooking outdoors. 

Choris House Collections 

The artifacts from the Choris houses include the 
earliest large assemblage of organic implements yet 
found in northwestern Alaska. Their good preservation 
seems to be due to the thick, dense sod that covered the 
house sites, a cover primarily lacking on the pre-Western 
Thule beaches at Cape Krusenstern and the other beach 
ridge areas around Kotzebue Sound. Some of the follow
ing descriptive passages are taken from previous reports 
by Giddings, one published in American Antiquity 
(1957) and one submitted to the Arctic Institute of North 
America in 1956 but not published. A summary of 
Choris artifacts is given in figure 112. 

Household Equipment: Food and Clothing Preparation 

Pottery 
All of the pottery is a well-fired, fiber-tempered, 

thin variety stamped over all of the outer surface (pi. 
llli) much like that previously designated "Norton 
striated linear-stamped" (Giddings, 1949; Griffin, 1953; 
Oswalt, 1955). None of the check-stamped ware of 
Norton culture or other varieties of later pottery ap
peared in the Choris houses, although check-stamped 
sherds were present in the seemingly more recent Choris 
"Areas" to be discussed presently. 

A large part of one pot from House 1 has been 
reconstructed. It is a vessel about 18 centimeters in 
diameter at the rim, which bulges to about 24 centi
meters in diameter above the middle of the body, before 
narrowing to what was either a conical or a round base. 
One of probably two suspension holes is located 2.5 
centimeters below the rim. The rim is plain, rounded 
over, and no thicker than the remainder of the upper 
part of the vessel (9 to 12 mm.). The outer surface of the 
pot is covered with striations running continuously 
downward from the rim toward the right; these were ap
parently applied by many stampings of a paddle. The 
grooves are about 3.0 millimeters apart, and lands and 
grooves are about equal in width. At a few points about 
the periphery of this vessel, the paddle was first applied 
at right angles to the final pattern, adding a faint effect 
of crosshatching. 
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Choris artifacts, excluding pottery and ground slate fragment (N = 214) 

Houses Total 

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT (excluding pottery) 

Needle 
Lamp 
Scraped slate ulu 
Spoon 
Scapula scraper 
Rake or scoop 

(Pottery: Sherds) 

HUNTING A N D FISHING EQUIPMENT 

Harpoon head 
Harpoon dart head 
Ice pick 
Arrow (or spear) head 
Blunt arrowhead 
Rest or guard (archery accessories) 
Throwing board peg 
Bone tube 
Barb for fish hook 
Bifaced projectile point 
Side-blade inset 

MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT 

Wedge 
Punch 
Drill bearing 
Drill bit 
Hand drill 
Gauged drill 
Graver 
Adz head 
Adz blade (or bifaced skin scraper) 
Scraper (or ulu) handle 
Flaker tip, flaking handle 
Knife handle 
Quarter-haft bifaced knife blade 
End-hafted knife blade 
Blade-like knife 
Flakeknife and thin uniface cutter 
Large-flake scraper 
Steep, plano-convex scraper 
Burin 
Burin spall 
Microblade 
Beaver tooth knife 
Slab knife, ground slate 
Whetstone 
Grooved abrader 
Pumice 
Pick 
Hammerstone 

H-l 

7 
1 
7 
0 
2 
1 

(250) 

1 
2 
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

20 
0 

2 
1 
4 
2 
0 
0 

present 
2 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
3 
6 
1 
4 
0 
0 

H-2 

11 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

(28) 

0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
5 
1 

4 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 

H-3 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

(3) 

1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
2 

10 
0 

1 
0 
3 
0 
3 
1 

on other artifacts 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
1 
1 

0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
0 
1 
1 
4 
0 
3 
4 
1 
0 

Number 

31 

18 
1 
7 
1 
3 
1 

59 

2 
5 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 

35 
1 

115 

7+ 
2 
8 
2 
3 
1 

3 
6 
1 
2 
1 
5 
6 
9 
7 
6 
3 
5 
1 
2 
2 
8 
8 
4 

10 
2 
1 

Percent 

14.5 

27.6 

53.7 
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Choris artifacts, (cont'd) 

Houses Total 

DECORATION AND ORNAMENTATION 

Shaft 
Labret 
Brow band 
Pendant 
Bead 
Figurine 
Two-faced object 
Red ochre 
Swivel part 
Socket piece 

(GROUND SLATE FRAGMENTS) 

H-l 

1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(3) 

H-2 

0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
+ 
0 
1 

(1) 

TC 

H-3 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
+ 
1 
0 

(3) 

'TALS: 

Number 

9 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
+ 
1 
1 

214 

Percent 

4.2 

100.0 

Fig. 112. Summary of artifacts found in three Choris houses at Choris Peninsula. 

The concave surface of another sherd, presumably 
from the bottom of a vessel, shows clearly that it was 
stamped. This indicates that stamping devices other than 
flat or curved paddles were used. 

All the sherds of Choris ware are black or gray in
side, but the outsides range from gray to buff. The paste 
was thickly mixed with very fine, long fibers that we in
terpret as down feathers. The absence of shafts and 
branching barbs from whole feathers, such as were used 
for tempering most late North Alaskan pottery, makes 
identification difficult; but since down feathers lack these 
prominent features, they would seem to have been the 
material used. This pottery lacks the sandy texture of 
most of the Norton culture ware at Cape Denbigh. 

The pottery from Houses 2 and 3 differs in no im
portant respect from that of House 1; yet the distribu
tion was quite uneven. House 2 contained about two 
hundred fifty sherds, House 3, only three. 

One of the House 3 sherds is very thin (5 mm.). It is 
covered with linear markings, the grooves of which are 
only about 3.0 millimeters apart. In a rather thick-walled 
(8 mm.) series of sherds from House 2 (all apparently 
from the same vessel), several unpatterned, heavy mark
ings appear. Linear stampings, though present, do not 
clearly show. 

At least five vessels are representative of House 2. A 
suspension hole 5.0 millimeters in diameter penetrates 
one sherd, and a groove 3.0 millimeters deep cuts half
way through another sherd, as though it were a trench 
for cord wrapped around a pot to bind the vessel or to 
provide a means of suspension. The rim of another pot, 
which sloped slightly outward, was indented on top with 
the same linear stamp used on the sides. The marking on 
this pot ran at a slight angle downward to the left. There 
is a suggestion of textile impression inside this vessel, 
although the impression is so light as to make this only a 
tentative identification. 

Thirty-nine potsherds, together with a few fragmen
tary animal bones and charcoal, were recovered from 
the hearth area just outside the southwest edge of the ex
cavation limit of House 2. A few sherds came from areas 
similarly located with respect to the other houses. The 
information from all three Choris houses indicates that 
fiber temper was the rule, that vessels were linear-
stamped, and that they all likely had round or conical 
bases. 

Needles 
The relative abundance of needles in Choris houses 

allows us to infer for Choris culture an excellence of skin 
sewing. Of seven needles in House 1, one is whole and 
the others nearly so. Their thicknesses range from 0.8 
millimeter to 1.4 millimeters. The complete needle is 0.8 
millimeter thick and 43 millimeters long. Its small eye, 
only 0.2 millimeter wide, has been created by drilling 
from two sides. A broken needle, 1.4 millimeters in 
diameter, has a 0.5 millimeter eye made the same way. 
Two thin strips of bird bone, cut lengthwise by grooving 
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Fig. 113. Detail of stone lamp in Choris House 1 excavation, Choris 
Peninsula. 

with a burin or analogous instrument, seem to be blanks 
for needles. A wider strip of the same material shows 
zigzag, engraved lines on the outer surface, as though a 
needle were to have been made from a piece of previous
ly engraved bone. 

The floor of House 2 yielded whole or fragmentary 
needles of bone, ranging in thickness from 0.19 to 1.8 
millimeters and averaging about 1.2 millimeters. One 
complete needle (pi 109e) is 61 millimeters long and its 
eye is 0.5 millimeter in diameter. The lengths of two 
other complete specimens are 38 millimeters (pi 109f) 
and 52 millimeters. 

House 3, the largest dwelling, did not yield needles, 
suggesting that women's activities were curtailed within 
this structure; yet needles seem to have been made there. 
Seven pieces of grooved bird bone found in the house 
had been split lengthwise as if for needle making. Five 
such cut needle bones were found in House 2 as well. 
Two of the latter were not bird bones, however, but 
fragments cut from the nasal region of a large animal's 
skull (pi 108g). In contrast, only three cut needle bones 
came from House 1. The manufacture of needles in 
House 3 (where they were not ostensibly used) in con
junction with the scarcity of potsherds there, suggests 
the kind of activity that goes with a men's ceremonial 
house. 

Needles appear to have been proportionately more 
abundant at Choris than in the Ipiutak site at Point 
Hope. The eighteen needles in three houses comprise 
about four percent of the Choris artifacts, whereas the 
one hundred forty-eight finished Ipiutak needles from 
Point Hope represent only one and a half percent of 
those artifacts. Larsen and Rainey (1948) point out that 
"similar needles are known from most Eskimo" sites, but 
they do not stress the considerable number of needles 
they found at Point Hope. 

Few sites in the Eskimo area have produced needles 
in quantity. Preservation of bony materials from early 
sites has generally been poor. At any rate, in these two 
early Ipiutak and Choris sites, needles were not only 
numerous but as fine as any needles made of bone could 
be, and the women must have excelled as seamstresses of 
skin garments. The remarkable Dorset houses and mid
dens of the central Arctic also seem to have had a rela
tive abundance of needles (Collins, 1956; Meldgaard, 
1961; Taylor, 1960). 

Lamp 
The single lamp found in House 1 was a shallow 

basin, pecked from a squarish block of sandy schist (fig. 
113). A natural shelf about the basin formed its margins. 
We were able to expose and photograph the lamp, but 
when we attempted to remove it, it disintegrated into 
sand and mica. It was identical with stone lamps found 
in sites of the upper Kobuk River and in northwestern 
Alaska, heretofore known only from that inland region, 
where they have continued to be used until very recent 
times (Giddings, 1952b). Stone lamps are frequently 
found in Norton culture sites, but they are usually 
finished by pecking over the entire surface or, at least, 
about the rims. 

Scraped slate ulus 
If seven fragments of slate blades, all from House 1, 

are from knives functionally like the Eskimo woman's 
ulu, the form of ulu was not semilunar, but nearly 
straight-edged. Five such examples are shown in plate 
117n, o, s-u. Four of the fragments recall the type com
mon to many periods of the western Arctic (see Nelson, 
1899). One specimen (pi 117u) is drilled from both sides 
to form a hole eight millimeters in diameter, which was 
apparently one of two holes for the attachment of a han
dle. The smaller fragments have only three centimeters 
of polished edge each, and could be either parts of ulus 
or of long blades sharpened at one end. 

Spoon 
A spoon from House 3 (pi 108c) is fashioned from 

a thin plate, cut from a flat section of antler. The back 
of the spoon is the outer surface of antler. The bowl is 
hollowed to a depth of not more than two millimeters. 
The suspension hole, which is of about the same diam
eter as holes drilled in other objects, is formed by goug
ing from both faces with a narrow, chisel-like object, 
possibly a rodent's tooth. 
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Scapula scrapers 
Two scrapers from House 1, one of which is illus

trated (pi. lllh), and one from House 2 {pi. 111k) are of 
caribou scapula with the spine removed. They are very 
similar to those found in all periods of the Kobuk River 
culture (Giddings, 1952b), Norton culture (Giddings, 
1964), and Kachemak Bay III levels of southern Alaska 
(de Laguna, 1947). They were used recently by the 
northern Athapaskans along the Yukon River and by the 
inland Eskimos. Along the Kobuk River, these scrapers 
are primarily women's fish scalers. 

Rake or scoop 
Another object from House 1 is much like a 

woman's household implement recently used along the 
Kobuk River. It is common to earlier periods in that 
region (Giddings, 1952b). This is a broad "paddle" of 
caribou antler, the tines of which have been worn down 
short and the base of which has been cut off by girdling 
with an adz. 

Hunting and Fishing Equipment 

Sealing harpoon heads (?) 
An antler object from House 3 {pi. UOh) has the 

outline of a harpoon head, just as does a broken antler 
piece from House 1 {pi. llOg). Each of these specimens, 
however, is much thinner than most harpoon heads, and 
neither is provided with a foreshaft socket. The one 
from House 3, only six millimeters thick, is smoothed at 
the tip and spur, as though actually used, but there is no 
indication of how it might have been attached to a shaft, 
as would have been necessary had it been a true har
poon head. The other specimen has at its tip the sugges
tion of a bed for the receipt of a lashed-on blade, yet 
this is more likely a break resulting from the loss of a 
pointed tip. 

If these are not unfinished toggle harpoon heads, 
they may be toggling heads for a special form of hunting 
equipment. Eskimo white whale hunters in Kotzebue 
Sound now carry in their boats a shaft equipped at the 
end with a metal toggle of almost the exact form as the 
House 3 object. When this spear is thrust with the tip 
forward, the direction of the thrust ensures that the head 
will penetrate the skin of a whale. A backward pull 
engages the spur, causing the head to turn on a pin that 
fastens it to the foreshaft. 

The absence of true toggle harpoon heads in the site 
indicates the use of harpoon dart heads for seal and fixed 
harpoon heads for beluga. A fragment previously described 
as that of a harpoon head (Giddings, 1957) appears, on 
later evidence, to represent a harpoon dart head. 

Fig. 114. Barbed sealing dart head from Choris House 2, Choris 
Peninsula. 

Harpoon dart head 
Two forms of harpoon dart head occur at Choris. 

One has a pair or more of symmetrically placed opposite 
barbs and a stem designed to fit an oblong socket, while 
the other lacks a stem, is blunt-tipped, and is asymmetri
cally barbed. 

In the first group is an antler barbed sealing dart 
head from House 2 (fig. 114 and pi. 109a), about six 
millimeters thick at center. Still firmly fitted into an end 
slot is a bifaced point of chalcedony, resembling the 
head shown in plate 112a. The line hole is 4.1 milli
meters in diameter, precisely the same as that of the 
other specimen from House 2 (pi. 109h). This latter, of 
ivory, is six millimeters thick at the line hole, slightly 
rounded at the edges of the proximal end, and broken at 
the tip. On each specimen, the proximal end is formed 
by a plane at right angles to the length of the object. 

While no engraved decoration is discerned on either 
piece, it may be noted that the right barbs are slightly 
longer and more pronounced than those on the left. On 
the plate 109a head, the two upper barbs are joined by a 
continuous curve from which the shaft is cut away, 
thereby suggesting a separate point set on a shaft. This 
corresponds to an ivory fragment from House 1 (pi. 
109b) that appears to have been a head of the same 
type. A line of very small, drilled dots follows the curve 
of the barb guide line as a decorative element, and at 
least two dots appear on the opposite face. In Giddings' 
1957 publication, the obverse of this object was inter
preted as having a bed for receipt of a flint point, but it 
is now clear that there was originally a slot which split 
apart, after which a groove was made on the intact half 
for retention of a blade. A thin, stemmed point found in 
the same house (pi. 112b) fits the slot and may indicate 
another form of point for these heads. 

The second form of harpoon dart head differs so 
radically from the first as to suggest a difference of func
tion: possibly fishing, rather than seal hunting. A thin 
specimen of antler (pi. 110a) from House 1 has two 
barbs on one edge and one on the other. A line hole is 
drilled from both faces. The rounding of the barbs and 
tip, the irregular placement of the dull barbs, and the 
shapelessness of the proximal end remind one, in 
general, of specimens from early southern Alaskan 
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cultures, especially those of Cook Inlet (de Laguna, 
1934). The fragment of a probably similar antler 
specimen (pi. 110b) from House 3 originally had at least 
three barbs. 

Heads of this short, barbed form have been used by 
recent Eskimos as tips for bladder darts, but the form 
seems to be absent from Ipiutak and the early St. Law
rence Island cultures, though present in Dorset. 

Throwing board peg (?) 
An object of dense bone, probably bear, from 

House 2 (pi. 110c) is roughly flaked about all but the 
narrow surface, which is smooth and rounded at the tip. 
This is probably the peg of a throwing board. 

Ice pick 
A slender ice pick, twenty-six centimeters long, 

from House 1 (pi. lllg) is made of walrus penis bone. It 
is beveled at the proximal end for attaching to a shaft, is 
oval in cross section, and draws toward a point at the 
broken end. A drilled hole, five millimeters in diameter, 
penetrates the shaft end. This is similar to an ice pick of 
Ipiutak culture (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Ice picks also 
occur in Norton culture (Giddings, 1964) and in the 
earliest cultures of St. Lawrence Island (Collins, 1937b; 
Rainey, 1941). In view of the many "fishing ice picks" 
from the Kotzebue sites (Van Stone, 1955) and Kobuk 
River sites (Giddings, 1952b), we cannot be certain 
whether it was designed for sea mammal hunting or for 
fishing. 

Arrow (or spear) heads 
Four objects of antler (pi. llOl-o) appear to be the 

cut-down parts of long arrowheads, or spear heads, such 
as occur in most early sites of the region. It is puzzling, 
however, that only an altered form of head should ap
pear and that it should appear in each of the houses. 
One specimen from House 1 (pi. 1101) is slightly beveled 
from both faces at the end opposite the fork (which may 
have been either a blade slit or a stem in its original 
form). Plate 110m, also from House 1, is more delicate 
and better polished; one centimeter below the base of the 
slot, along either edge, the beginning of a groove is 
recognizable. Though rectangular in cross section, this 
groove is similar to the "double-pointed element" on 
some heads of the Battle Rock phase of culture (pi. 103). 
This object was thus almost certainly a conventional 
arrowhead which was later cut down and blunted. 

Specimens n, from House 1, and o, from House 2 
(pi. 110) have been shaped at the thick end by taking a 
rounded, converging slice from two faces. While these, 
also, are probably reworked, the alteration has been 
done with care, as though to create a new form of 
weapon or tool. 

A fifth specimen from House 3 (pi. llOp), blunted 
at the thick end, was almost certainly a double-forked 
weapon point like those from Trail Creek (Larsen, 1951). 
While most of its outer surface has peeled off, enough 
remains to show two sets of the very fine, paired lines 
that are typical of Choris decoration extending from the 
tip of the slot back to the cut or blunt portion. 

Bifaced projectile points 
Thirty-five artifacts and fragments, mainly of chert 

and chalcedony, from the Choris houses are represented 
by the twenty-five specimens illustrated in plate 112. 
Some of the smaller specimens, including a-c, were prob
ably designed to tip harpoon dart heads, such as the one 
illustrated in plate 109a. The largest of the unstemmed 
specimens (pi. 112d,e) probably fitted into the long slots 
of arrowheads like those proposed for the site, such as m 
shown on plate 110, and more specifically illustrated 
from the Battle Rock site (pi. 104) and the Trail Creek 
caves (Larsen, 1968a). 

The artifacts on plate 112 are: 
a, a relatively thick, stemmed point of patinated chal

cedony, lightly edge-ground at the stem, House 3; 
b, a thin (2 mm.), stemmed point of light gray chert, 

lightly edge- and base-ground, probably the point of 
the harpoon dart head shown in plate 109b, House 1; 

c, a diagonally flaked point of black chert, the basal 
edges and the base of which are lightly ground, 
removing serrations, House 3; 

d, a point of black chert; the cross section, at center, is 
diamond shaped, House 1; 

e, a diagonally flaked point of black chert, House 1; 
/, the tip of a large chert point, House 2; 
g, the tip of a thin black chert point, House 3; 
h, the tip of a thick red jasper point, House 1; 
i, the segment of a diagonally (?) flaked point of chert, 

probably of the same form as / following, House 1; 
/, a diagonally flaked, parallel-edged point fragment of 

chert, closely resembling in width and thickness a 
specimen from the Denbigh Flint complex (Giddings, 
1951b) and another from a purchase collection from 
Kotzebue (Giddings, 1948), House 1; 

k, segment of a diagonally flaked, chert point stem; it is 
thinner (4 mm.) than the following specimen and the 
stem is edge-ground, House 1; 

I, segment of a thick (7 mm.) chert point with edge-
ground stem, House 1; 

m, contracting stem of a diagonally flaked point of chal
cedony, House 3; 

n, fragment of a stemmed point of black chert, House 1; 
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o, edge-ground stem segment of a point of black chert, 
House 3; 

p, edge-ground stem segment of a chalcedony point; the 
face shown is basally thinned in a wide scar reaching 
nearly to the edges; the opposite face shows diagonal 
flaking, House 2; 

q, edge-ground base of a chert point, House 3; 
r, base of a chert point, House 2; 
s, base or tip segment of (probably) a large, diagonally 

flaked chert point; ripple marks indicate that the 
wide flake scar was struck from a larger piece at this 
point, after it was already broken, as in other 
specimens from this and other sites of the same 
period, House 1; 

r, basal fragment of a wide point or blade of black 
chert, thinned on both faces, broken at right and up
per margins, House 3; 

u, black chert, edge-ground stem fragment of a point 
basally thinned by parallel flaking on both faces, 
House 1; 

v, edge- and base-ground stem segment of a diagonally 
flaked point of highly silicified slate, House 1; 

w, edge-ground base of a chert point, House 1; 
x, edge-ground base of a diagonally flaked point of 

chert, House 1; 
y, edge-ground base of a black chert point, House 3. 

Most of the points and fragments in this group are 
both edge-ground at the base and serrated at the edges 
of the blade, in contrast to the usual practice of Norton 
and Ipiutak flint workers who did not grind the edges. 
Along with examples from the Choris "Areas," some of 
the fragments appear similar to early forms from the 
North American Great Plains. 

Large projectile points, perhaps spear points, are in
dicated by the diagonally flaked black chert fragment 
from House 2 (pi. 114a), the chert tip fragment from 
House 1 (pi. 114b), and the chert fragment from House 3 
(pi. 114c). The other specimens from House 1 are indi
cated by chert fragments. These may have been stemmed 
spear points like those made until recently along the 
western coast of Alaska (Nelson, 1899) or they may 
have been straight-based knives like plate 1151 from 
House 3 and like the larger pieces from the cache of 
Choris artifacts taken from Cape Krusenstern beach 46 
(pi. 124). 

Side-blade inset 
A thick, diagonally flaked, broken biface of chal

cedony (pi. 115]) is similar to side-blade insets of the 
Denbigh flint complex. This either indicates that delicate 
side-blading was occasionally practiced at Choris or that 
this piece was discovered somewhere by a Choris resident 
who then left it in House 2. No other side blade appears 
in either the houses or "Areas" at Choris. 

Archery accessories 
An ivory object from House 3 (pi. 109d) may be a 

bow guard like those used by Athapaskans to protect the 
wrist from the bowstring (Osgood, 1937; McKennan, 
1959). If so, this speaks for a bow without cable back
ing. The specimen is concave at the small end, as though 
to fit over a rounded surface (if a cylinder, perhaps 10 
mm. in diameter). Directly above this concavity, a deep 
groove encircles the stem, which is oval in cross section 
at this point. The stem was originally decorated with 
two pairs of engraved, circumscribing lines. The crescent 
formed by the wide end of the object is seven millimeters 
thick at the middle and nearly pointed at the ends. The 
edges of the inner surface of the crescent are lipped, and 
the lipping is outlined by a series of drilled dots. A sec
ond curved line of dots, from tip to tip of the crescent, 
loops lower on the face shown. Light engraved lines may 
be seen on the noneroded parts, indicating some further 
decorative design. Helge Larsen has called to our atten
tion two "implements of uncertain use," described in the 
Ipiutak report, which he now regards as bow guards 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

Another ivory object from House 3 (pi. 109n) is 
grooved as though for the receipt of a spear or cable and 
has two leg-like columnar projections with "feet" at the 
ends. The planes of the two feet do not meet, however. 
This object appears to be designed for lashing to a con
cave surface so as to support a shaft or cable lying in its 
groove. Decoration takes the form of very fine-line 
engraved rings at intervals of six millimeters or more. 

Bone tube 
Tubes of bird bone, presumably for use as hunters' 

drinking vessels, were found in Houses 2 and 3. The 
longer specimen (pi. 108d), from House 2, is marked by 
a shallow, longitudinal groove running its length and by 
the cutting and smoothing of either end. The other is a 
shorter, more curved specimen from House 3, the ends 
of which are not smooth. It, too, is marked by a single 
longitudinal groove. 

Fishing and bird hunting equipment 
Four pointed objects are barbs similar to some of 

those used for fish hooks by recent Eskimos. One of 
these is a double-pointed antler object from House 2 that 
could have served as a gorge, though it is shorter than 
known gorges in the area and lacks central grooves or 
notches. Another barb from House 2 (pi. 110k) is ivory 
and has three pairs of very shallow notches at the edge 
to act as secondary barbs. A large barb of ivory from 
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House 3, broken away toward the tip (pi. HOi), is pro
vided with a lashing shoulder at the intact end. Another 
from the same house is made of a bird rib, sharpened at 
one end and broken at an angle suitable for hafting at 
the other end (pi 110)). It is similar to the barb found 
hafted as part of a presumed fish spear prong at Kugzruk 
Island (pi. 90a). The V-shaped hook seems to be the 
form to which some of these barbs belong (Giddings, 
1952b). 

The view that the thin specimens described as ar
rows were not originally designed as blunt arrowheads is 
reinforced by the presence in House 3 of a blunt arrow
head (pi. llOr) such as traditionally made of antler by 
the Eskimos and used recently by Northern Athapaskans 
(McKennan, 1959). The piece has a hafting slot twenty-
eight millimeters in length, with three evenly spaced, 
faceted points at the distal end. This style of faceting is 
known from Near Ipiutak, but in association with sockets, 
rather than with bifurcated stems, for shaft attachment 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948). Ipiutak blunt arrowheads ap
pear to be less similar in form, although one specimen 
(ibid.) has a wedge-shaped stem. The only Norton 
culture specimen of blunt arrowhead (Giddings, 1964) is 
both faceted and socketed. 

Tools—Manufacturing Equipment 

The things most readily associated with the activi
ties of men, besides the weapons for food-getting, are 
working tools such as knives, drills, wedges, adzes, 
punches, scrapers, and flint flakers. 

Knives 
A knife handle of antler from House 2 measures one 

hundred fifty-three millimeters in length and has an oval 
cross section twenty-six millimeters by eighteen milli
meters (pi. 108q). It is provided at one end with a slot 
fifty-six millimeters long, thirteen millimeters deep, and 
about six millimeters wide. The cross plane of the distal 
end is slightly beveled away from the blade slot. Over 
the back of the handle (opposite the blade slot) are 
engraved seven equally spaced pairs of parallel lines. 
This decoration is so light as to be almost imperceptible 
in an ordinary light. The blade slot is of a suitable size 
to receive a flaked biface; were the blade in the slot, one 
end as well as an entire lateral edge would protrude. The 
bifaced knife blade of silicified slate, shown above the 
handle in the photo (pi. 108e), lay on the floor of House 
2 near the handle, in the relationship shown, and was 
probably meant to be inserted in a "quarter haft" as a 
skinning knife. 

Quarter-haft knife blades are so named because of 
the combination of handle and probable blade, described 
immediately above. Four other large bifaces probably 
hafted in this way are shown in plate 114, all with the 
proposed cutting edge to the right, as though the handle 
were to be attached at the lower left margin. Two black 
chert specimens from House 3 (pi. 114d,h) would thus 
have their more pointed ends forward. Two spatulate 
specimens, on the other hand, resemble a curiously 
hafted specimen found at the Platinum Village site of 
southwestern Alaska (Larsen, 1950). This resemblance 
suggests that they were designed to be placed in handles 
so that their rounded ends protruded. One of these (pi. 
114f), from House 1, is made of chert and the other (pi. 
114g), from House 2, is of chalcedony. 

Two fragments of black chert from House 3 (pi. 
115d,l) almost certainly are segments of long knives. In 
fact, these may have been quarter-hafted skinning 
knives. Some of the smaller bifaces were most likely 
hafted in this manner, for example, the chert specimen 
(pi. 115f) from House 1. 

Some knife blades appear to have been attached to 
the end of a handle, either by forcing them into a socket 
or by lashing them to a slot or groove. They are here 
called end-hafted knife blades. A plano-convex basalt 
specimen from House 2 (pi. 115h) is a raw flake, 
retouched around the complete edge of each face. Two 
other plano-convex blades of basalt from House 2, one 
of which is shown (pi. 115g), and a broken specimen 
from House 1 (pi. 115i) have shallow sides, notched by 
flaking and grinding. A large, black chert biface from 
House 3 (pi. 114e) is more deeply side-notched. 

An end-hafted knife blade fragment of special form 
is the eccentric one of black chert from House 1 (pi. 
115b). It is carefully retouched about the tongue-shaped, 
curved edge to form a thin cutting edge. A burin facet 
extends from the broken edge, along the left margin. 
Two other "crooked knives" of this type were found in 
the Choris "Areas" (pi. 1281), and curved blades similar 
to these occur in both Dorset culture (Harp, 1964) and 
Norton culture (Giddings, 1964). 

The manufacturing of bifaced knife blades was ap
parently not always successful, as witnessed by the pres
ence of several broken and whole crudely flaked bifaced 
specimens which were probably blanks for knife blades. 
Three blanks of black chert (pi. 114i,k, and pi. 115a), 
one of silicified slate (pi. 114)), and one of chalcedony 
(pi. 115c) were probably intended as end-hafted knife 
blades, but were inadvertently broken during manufacture. 

Two beaver teeth, one from House 3 and the other 
(pi. 1081) from House 2, were likely to have been used in 
whittling. They were hafted as some kind of knife. The 
tooth from House 2 had been sharpened by scraping the 
inner surface with some coarse cutting edge, presumably 
a flint scraper. 
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Wedges 
The wedges are sections of antler, adz-cut to 

straighten the concave face, then drawn to a wedge 
shape at the narrow end. Complete specimens, one from 
House 1, four from House 2, and one from House 3, are 
identical with wood-splitting wedges of antler from later 
Alaskan sites. Lengths range from fourteen to twenty-
eight centimeters longer, on the average, than those from 
other Kotzebue Sound sites. Sections of cut antler, ap
parently for fashioning into wedges, were found in each 
of the houses. 

A much smaller wedge is the antler specimen from 
House 1 shown on plate Hid. 

Punch 
A bluntly sharpened antler tine punch from House 1 

{pi. llle) and a broken specimen from House 2 are 
similar to objects in some of the Kobuk River sites (Gid-
dings, 1952b). 

Adzes 
A complete adz head of antler from House 1 has a 

closed socket twenty-five millimeters deep at its broad 
end, evidently to accommodate a blade with a U-shaped 
stem and a lenticular cross section {pi. 108a). Near the 
opposite end, a wide lashing groove deepens over one 
edge and merges, beyond the center, with a deep halting 
groove. The latter, whittled out to fit half of a cylinder 
(the actual handle may not have taken such a form, 
however), is twenty-two millimeters in diameter and 
enters the head from below at a 50-degree angle. The 
lower face of the adz head is not altered, except by the 
handle socket. This method of hafting an adz head ap
pears to be unique in the area. Outside the area, how
ever, one form of adz head from Kodiak Island (Heizer, 
1956) is similar to the Choris specimen in that it accom
modates a round handle set in the side. The Kodiak 
specimens seem to have been hafted at right angles. 

A blank for an antler adz head of similar size to the 
one just described, also from House 1, is provided with 
a blade socket. Otherwise it is unfinished. An adz head 
from House 2 is one hundred fifteen millimeters long by 
fifty-five millimeters wide by twenty-six millimeters 
thick. It is scored over its convex surface and provided 
at its wide end with a tongue-shaped slot forty-four 
millimeters deep. This antler head corresponds in form 
to the adz head blank from House 1, but the scoring in
dicates that it was a finished specimen to be lashed 
directly to a handle. 

A distinctive, large, bifacially flaked adz blade of 
black chert from House 1 {pi. 108f) is shaped to about 
nine millimeters thickness by the removal of wide flakes 
from both faces; its wide end has been boldly retouched 
by the removal of regular, parallel flakes from both 
faces. Finished, it has a very even cutting edge, almost 
straight despite having no plane or concave face, but 
only the meeting of two convex faces. The face that is 
slightly more convex than the other is shiny near the 

edge, as though from cutting through organic material, 
and the edge itself is slightly dulled. This particular piece 
fits the slot in the unfinished adz head almost exactly. It 
has been suggested that it is an adz blade not meant to 
be ground. 

Besides another broken specimen of black chert with 
the same meticulous edge treatment, House 1 yielded a 
small biface of red jasper that appears to be a small adz 
blade {pi. 116g). 

From the other houses came one fragmentary and 
three whole adz blades of the same type. A chert speci
men from House 2 {pi. 116a) is ten millimeters thick at 
center. Double convex, this one has a working edge 
slightly smoothed by use, though it is still sharp. A 
bifaced chert adz blade, likewise from House 2 {pi. 116b) 
is straightened on the end by parallel flaking from both 
faces. It shows considerable wear about the entire con
vex upper edge. A long, black chert specimen from House 
3 {pi. 116)) is eleven millimeters thick at center. Both of 
its faces are treated with equal care, the upper end is 
sharpened to an almost straight line by careful parallel 
spalling, and the working edge appears to have received 
little use after preparation. 

A bifacial fragment of chalcedony from House 2 {pi. 
116f) may also represent an adz blade. Its upper edge is 
somewhat dulled by use and its original shape appears to 
have been identical to specimens from Feature 392 on 
Choris beach 47 at Cape Krusenstern {pi. 125b, c). 

An adz blade of another type is represented by a 
silicified slate fragment from House 3 {pi. 117a). This is 
the working end of a presumably long head such as 
might have been hafted directly to a shaft. It is flaked on 
both faces and lacks polishing on the face shown. The 
opposite face, however, is ground to form a working 
edge. The grinding appears to have been an after
thought, presumably a sharpening process, for the 
original edge was formed by flaking; the scars show 
across most of the working edge. It is to be stressed that 
this object is beveled by flaking only on the face shown, 
while the patch of polishing on the opposite side is in a 
plane with the remainder of that face. As in the case of 
slab knives, the adz blade was first fashioned by flaking, 
receiving a polished plane as a secondary treatment. 

It thus appears that the Choris people mainly used 
flaked adz blades in antler heads, though the partly 
ground, silicified slate head prevalent in later periods 
and cultures was also present. 
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Drills 
Drill bearings, indicated as such by the shallow, 

drilled pits they bear, were made of strips from the 
hollow, proximal end of walrus tusks, as shown in plate 
Ilia from House 1, or from thicker segments of ivory 
and antler. An antler specimen from the same house (pi. 
111b) appears to be fashioned from the broken top of an 
adz head. Another ivory specimen and one of antler are 
from House 1; one ivory specimen is from House 2; and 
three ivory specimens and one of antler are from House 3. 

Two drill bits, such as were probably attached to 
shafts and used with drill bows, were found in House 1. 
One is the end of a thick chert biface, worn smooth 
about the edges (pi. 115e). The other, of black chert, is 
shaped like an arrow point, but the lower end is worn, 
as though by repeated use as a drill (pi. 116e). None of 
the polished drill bits of basalt and silicified slate that 
are numerous in Norton culture were found at Choris. 

A thick (7 mm.) hand drill of chert from House 3 
(pi. 116d) shows considerable wear at its tip, while a 
probable drill of black chert from the same house (pi. 
116c) is only four millimeters thick, unifaced, and lacks 
the wear of repeated drilling. Another probable drill 
from House 3 is the fragment of a large, parallel-edged 
blade. The protruding sliver along one margin is 
retouched at the tip, as though for drilling. 

A gauged drill from House 3, made of dense leg 
bone from some unidentified animal (pi. 108m), was 
originally double-ended. The upper tip has been broken 
away, but the opposite end is evenly gauged and its tip 
is wedge shaped, suggesting a drill for the production of 
a gauged hole. It seems no mere coincidence that this 
drill fits snugly into several of the holes and pits on 
handles shown in plate 109. In the absence of gauged 
stone or other kinds of drill points that might have been 
hafted at the end of a shaft, it appears that this is the 
kind of drill bit used by the Choris people in working 
organic materials. A drill such as this might easily have 
been hafted, although there are no certain marks of haft-
ing on this specimen. A near duplicate of it occurred in 
an early level of the Nukleet site at Cape Denbigh (Gid-
dings, 1964). 

Graver 
Some artifacts, especially flakeknives and side 

scrapers, have tiny projections on an edge or at a cor
ner. These delicate spurs were probably used for incising 
lines on organic surfaces, such as antler or bone, although 
their frequent association with end scrapers in other cul
tures suggests other possible functions. One large flake-
knife fragment (pi. 116h) has a tip on the upper right 
corner. On another tool (pi. 1161), the tip is located on 
the right edge. A plano-convex scraper (pi. 113m) and a 
flakeknife (pi. 116k) have more pronounced tips, shaped 
by extensive, unifacial retouching of the margins. 

Scrapers and Softeners 
Another possible use for flints, shaped like those 

described above as adz blades, is suggested by a singular 
form of antler handle from House 1 (pi. 108b). This is a 
thin piece of antler. The underside is somewhat planed 
by whittling or grinding, and the wide end is slotted to 
receive the stem of some form of tongued object. Three 
thin grooves penetrate only one face as far as the blade 
slot. If provided with a flint biface, this handle might 
have served either as a broad scraper or as an ulu-
shaped knife. In either case, it would be without exact 
known precedent in the region. 

In plate 113, large scrapers provided with one or 
more straight edges are illustrated. These implements are 
suitable for holding in the hand and could function for 
scraping slate. 

Plate 113a is a triangular chert side scraper from 
House 3, carefully retouched along two edges, each of 
which is fairly straight. The lower right tip, formed by 
the meeting of these two edges, is broken away. Plate 
113b, of black chert from House 1, is retouched along 
the two lateral edges and retouched by use across the 
wide end. This piece is particularly interesting because of 
a suggestion that it had been struck purposely to ter
minate in a sharp edge upon intersecting the second of 
two transverse flake scars. 

Plate 113c, a black chert side scraper from House 2, 
is carefully retouched by removal of parallel flakes on 
the upper edge and is slightly used on the other edges. 
Some of the large flake scrapers are bifacially flaked 
along one margin. Otherwise they are identical to their 
unifaced counterparts. On plate 113e, the bifaced edge is 
to the left; on plate 113o, it is to the right. 

Two large chert flake scrapers from House 1—the 
whole, ovoid one (pi. 113d) having been retouched along 
one edge—are closely similar to flints from early sites in 
the far interior of Alaska (Skarland and Giddings, 1948). 
Large flake scrapers occurred also on the Kobuk River in 
the Ahteut site (Giddings, 1952b) and in Choris levels at 
Onion Portage (Giddings, 1962b) as well as in sites of 
the Brooks Range (Irving, 1953). 

The black chert scraper fragment from House 3 (pi. 
113p) shows the removal from the left margin of a series 
of broad, parallel flakes in a style that distinguishes 
Choris flint work from most other types. 

Three steep, plano-convex scrapers, all of chal
cedony and all from House 3, take a form unique in the 
Kotzebue Sound region (pi. 113i,m,n). They are coarsely 
flaked on the convex face shown in the photograph to 
produce a very thick scraper. Two are retouched by use 
at the edge; one (pi. 113m) is steeply retouched along 
more than half of its edge, and it has a graver tip at one 
end. 
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Blade-like knives or scrapers 
While the flint technology of Choris shows a prefer

ence for long, thin flakes to be used as the raw materials 
for further manufactures, at least fourteen specimens ap
pear to be the parts of long, thin, exceptionally parallel-
edged, blade-like flakes. While no prepared cores were 
found, these specimens are unusual enough for special 
attention. 

Nine of the specimens are illustrated in plate 116. 
They are arranged, in each case, to show the convex or 
ridged surface (the opposite face is flat, except for a 
more or less prominent bulb of percussion). The blow 
detaching the flake from its core has been delivered from 
the lower end, as photographed: 
i, a small blade of chalcedony, broken at the tip, was 

retouched along both lateral edges, House 1; 
o, a basal segment of chert, was retouched along the 

right edge, House 3; 
p, a basal segment of chert, was retouched along both 

lateral edges, House 3; 
q, a basal segment of chert, was strongly retouched on 

the right edge and altered by use on the left, House 3; 
s, a chert specimen, is the longest piece recovered; one 

side of its tip is broken away; it was retouched by 
use at the intact tip and along both lateral margins, 
House 3; 

t, a basal segment of chert, was retouched along the 
edges, House 2; 

u, a retouched basal segment of red jasper, House 2; 
v, a chert piece, retouched at the edges and around the 

distal end, perhaps to be used as an end scraper, 
House 2; 

w, a basal segment of red jasper, retouched laterally, 
House 1. 

These specimens are the relatively unaltered ones. 
Other blade-like flakes of this kind seem to have been 
reworked to form other implements, such as some of the 
flakeknives and burins described below. 

Flakeknives or scrapers 
Thick, unifaced flakeknives, some of which were 

undoubtedly used as scrapers, drills, and gravers, are 
like those of the Denbigh-Norton-Ipiutak continuum 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Giddings, 1951b; Giddings, 
1964) and the earliest St. Lawrence Island phases of 
culture (Collins, 1937b). Two tip specimens (pi. 116k,I) 
from House 3 and House 1 respectively are of a large 
variety, heavily flaked over the convex surface. Both 
have graver tips along their margins. Four curved chert 
specimens from House 2 (pi. 113f,h; pi. 116n,r) and one 
from House 1 (pi. 113)) are retouched mainly at the 
edges. Plate 116h, a black chert flakeknife with a graver 
tip from House 1 is retouched on the two long edges and 
the squared tip. Wear about the tip suggests a grooving 
function. Another specimen, more pointed than the rest 
(pi. 113k), also may have served as a groover. 

Two long flakes of chert from House 2 (pi. 113f,g) 
may also be included in this category because of the 
retouch on the edges; though, with slightly straighter 
edges, they might come under the "blade-like knife or 
scraper" category. Plate 1131 is a fragment of a unifacial-
ly retouched, irregular scraper of chert, like many others 
from the house middens. 

Burins 
A red jasper object from House 1 (pi. 115r) gives a 

first impression of being a flakeknife, like those de
scribed above. At a second glance, however, it is seen to 
be a handsome bec-de-flute burin, based on a blade. 
This is unlike any of the burins from Cape Denbigh or 
related sites in the American Arctic, partly because of its 
technique of manufacture, but largely because it is 
designed to be held in the hand rather than hafted, as 
most American burins seem to have been. Some of the 
Denbigh burins, however, were bec-de-flutes, in that 
burin blows were directed at sharp angles to one another 
to give the burin a pointed working edge (Giddings, 
1964). 

The Choris specimen has been given both a heavy 
and a light burin blow on each edge to create a very 
sharp tip where the two scars on either side converge. 
The slanting edge at the end opposite the burin tip is no 
accident, but the result of careful blunting which creates 
a squared-off end. Trimming along the middle of either 
edge of the convex surface has provided blunt edges 
there as well. If this object is taken into the right hand, 
it settles naturally between the tip of the thumb and the 
second joint of the forefinger, with the tip projecting and 
the blunted opposite end firmly pressed against the mus
cle of the upper palm. Long burins have turned up also 
in the Choris or pre-Choris beaches at Cape Krusenstern 
(fig. 119). 

Another burin from House 1, this one of gray chert, 
is broken at the base and takes a different form at the 
tip (pi. 115o). A burin scar along the left margin is trun
cated by a curving scar over the right margin. This sec
ond scar shows the negative bulb of a true burin blow, 
but if it were intended to curve precisely as it did, this is 
an unusual element in the technique of burin making. 
About the edge of the plane face, opposite that shown, 
there is a slight scouring that indicates the implement 
was used as a plane or scraper. It appears likely that this 
burin was made on a broken flakeknife. 
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Fig. 115. A Choris burin spall from Choris Peninsula. 

A chert burin from House 3 (pi. 115n) is made on a 
broken, stemmed, bifaced projectile point. One burin 
blow has been struck at the upper right edge and another 
across the stem from the left, creating the lower margin 
of the object. Another burin on a broken biface (pi. 
115b) was apparently used as a knife, as evidenced by 
tiny step-fractures extending onto the burin facet (fig. 
115). A chert burin from House 2 (pi. 115k) approaches 
a bec-de-flute in that spalls have been struck from both 
of the upper edges at angles to one another. A notch 
separates the two points of origin, however, as was 
probably intended by the maker. This type of imple
ment, made by burin blows, seems to be widespread in 
post-Denbigh times at Cape Krusenstern. Another burin, 
taken from just below sod outside the walls of House 2 
(pi. 115q) is made on a curved flake of basalt. The two 
burin scars form a point, as in a bec-de-flute, but since 
each is struck at an acute angle to the plane of the flake, 
the result is a slanting, chisel-like tip. 

Two other burins are indicated only by the bases of 
successive burin scars on broken pieces. A thick chert 
fragment (pi. 115m) from House 2 shows four such scars 
on the upper right margin. On plate 115p, a chert 
specimen from House 2, scars are similarly placed on the 
fragment of a large, bifaced projectile point. 

Though burin technology was little used at Choris 
and only one burin spall was found, the burin is to be 
reckoned as a type nevertheless, specifically the bec-de-
flute. Since burin facets were made on broken projectile 
points and other implements, this appears to be a fact of 
importance in cross comparisons over wide distances. 

Fig. 116. A Choris burin from Choris Peninsula. 

Burin spall 
A burin spall of red jasper (fig. 116, pi. 115s) from 

House 1 is too wide to have been struck from the burin 
shown in plate 115r; it is shown beside it to indicate the 
relative size of burins and burin spalls. As do several 
Choris burin spalls, this specimen has tiny step-fractures 
along one corner of the distal end (fig. 116) which have 
been produced by use. 

Microblade 
While no indisputable microblade or core was found 

at Choris Peninsula, a fragment each from Houses 2 and 
3 could be either chance flakes or microblade fragments 
from a prepared core. 

Thin, unifaced cutter 
Several very thin flakes, only two to three milli

meters thick, such as the one shown in plate 116m, were 
retouched about all or nearly all of the edges in such a 
way as to suggest a specially mounted or specially used 
cutting edge. They occurred in all houses. 

Objects of polished slate 
Besides the scratched slate specimens treated as ulus, 

some unidentified forms of polished knives or weapon 
points are shown in plate 117: 
p, a knife fragment, chipped on both faces of all but the 

left edge, which is broken, House 1; 
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q, probably the tip of a thick knife in which the 
polished edge, on both faces of the left margin, con
trasts with the chipped edge, beveled to both faces on 
the right, House 1; 

r, this piece, broken at the right edge, which retains a 
polished cutting edge at the bottom, is possibly part 
of an ulu, House 3; 

v, a short blade, is polished to an edge at the upper 
margin, House 1. 

Three small objects are also made of slate. A drill, 
or awl {pi. 117k) from House 3 is ground into shape 
from a broken blade, as is indicated by the scratching on 
the intact flat surface of either face. Another segment 
from the same house {pi. 1171) shows that it has been 
separated from a scratched blade by grooving it parallel 
and then breaking it off. The object shaped like a pencil 
point {pi. 117m), from House 2, is probably the tip of a 
drill or awl, although it is a unique form in this region. 

The unusual aspect of this slate work is that each of 
the larger pieces is very roughly scratched on both faces, 
except where the cutting edge has been ground against a 
whetstone. This is a trait held in common with Norton 
culture, where slate work is also rare in contrast to flint 
work. Most of the slate artifacts of Eskimos and others 
have been produced by grinding slabs of slate on sand
stone, then polishing them on whetstones of finer-
grained material. A grindstone can hardly account for 
the deep grooves that crisscross all of the Choris and 
most of the Norton specimens, however. It is quite cer
tain that the Choris slate was not shaped through grind
ing, but was scraped. One of the broad flint scrapers 
found in the site produces this effect when drawn across 
a piece of slate. There seems little doubt that the Choris 
specimens, and probably most of the Norton culture 
slates, were scraped with flint side scrapers and then 
edged on whetstones. 

As this is probably the earliest slate work to turn up 
in the Bering Strait region, it is well to note that it is 
both very scarce and crude. In this sample, at least, it 
lacks all the forms that would make possible comparisons 
with forms from the Atlantic coast of North America, 
and from Scandinavia on an early time level (Gjessing, 
1944; Holmes, 1919; Spaulding, 1946). 

Slab knives 
The name "slab knife" is given to objects made by 

simply chipping a blade edge on a natural plate or slab 
of slatey material. The slate chosen for these objects is 
seldom the gray slate almost universally chosen for pol
ished implements; more often it is either schistose or it is 
slate that has hardened by silicification to a point where 
it can be readily flaked. 

A large slab knife or chopper {pi. 117c) from House 
1 is made of a slab of partly silicified, coarse slate, seven 
millimeters in thickness. Other fragments of knife blades 
(or projectile points) are of reddish, partly silicified slate, 
chipped on the edges of both faces except where breaks 
are indicated. Plate 117d, e, g, and ;' are from House 3; 
plate 117f is from House 2; and plate 117h and i are 
from House 1. 

Slab knives like these and in a wider range of types 
occur in the Norton culture and related sites around 
Seward Peninsula; they are particularly noted in the 
Wales and Cape Espenberg sites. 

Stoneworking tools 
A short, thirty-five millimeter section of dense bone 

{pi. 108n), roughly rectangular in cross section and 
blunted at the ends, is identical to the flaker tips lashed 
on grooved flaker handles by recent Eskimos and their 
northern Alaskan forebears. A long, one hundred eigh
teen millimeter flaker of dense animal rib {pi. 108o) 
could have been used without hafting, but since it is 
similar to Ipiutak flakers (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), it 
may have been hafted. Both are from House 1. 

A flaking hammer head of antler from House 1 {pi. 
108k) is lightly grooved about its circumference for haft
ing. The wide, convex flaking face measures twenty-six 
millimeters by twenty millimeters and shows signs of 
much use. Flaking hammers similar to this were well 
represented in both the Ipiutak and Near Ipiutak sites, 
though usually in a more elaborate form (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948). They also occur in Norton culture (Gid-
dings, 1964) and in the oldest St. Lawrence Island phases 
(Collins, 1937b; Rainey, 1941). Another early form 
comes from the Old Whaling culture. 

As might be expected in a site containing a mini
mum of polished stone tools, whetstones were scarce. A 
large, three-faceted one of sandstone {pi. 118d), together 
with five nondescript, rubbed specimens made up the in
ventory of House 1. A piece of sandstone from House 2, 
conveniently sized for holding as a whetstone, has a 
rounded outline. It has been rubbed on both faces to 
produce a sharp edge around one-third of the periphery. 
A thicker piece of sandstone from the same house is 
roughly rectangular and rubbed on its two broad faces. 
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Grooved stone abraders 
A sandstone object {pi. 118a) from House 1 has two 

longitudinal grooves on the face shown and two shal
lower ones on the opposite face. Plate 118b, also of 
sandstone, taken from House 3, has been used for point
ing the tips of objects, as is shown by the two converg
ing grooves. Plate 118f is a similar implement of mica 
schist, from House 3. 

Pumice abraders 
Irregular pieces of pumice rubbed on one or more 

surfaces as though in a polishing process and sometimes 
bearing one or more shallow grooves, as for pointing 
needles or awls, were found in all of the houses: four in 
House 1, two in House 2, and four in House 3. See plate 
129q for such a piece from the Choris areas. The source 
of pumice is unknown, since it does not occur locally 
along the beaches. 

Pick (?) 
A sandstone fragment from House 2 {pi. 118e) has 

four ground facets on one "convex" surface, and these 
meet with a single, plane, ground surface in such a way 
as to suggest the tip of a pick, adz, or mattock, rather 
than a whetstone. A sandy schist fragment from House 3 
{pi. 118g) has a roughly rectangular cross section and 
two polished sides. This might be a whetstone rather 
than a pick fragment. 

Hammerstone 
An angular quartz pebble from House 2 {pi. 118c), 

weighing about two pounds, has been battered at the op
posite ends, probably from use as an unhafted hammer. 

Ornaments, Decoration and Amusements 

Some few objects from the Choris houses have to 
do with clothing or ornamentation of the human body. 
These are easily identified because of their similarity to 
objects used by recent Eskimos. Other objects, in them
selves decorated or decorative, are as yet unidentified as 
to function. 

were used in southern Alaska (de Laguna, 1934; Heizer, 
1956); and they were used in North Alaska from Choris 
to Ipiutak times. They seem to have disappeared from 
the northern Alaskan scene, however, after the Ipiutak 
period (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), not to appear again 
until the fifteenth century A.D. Significance may be seen 
in the fact that the Choris labret more closely resembles 
the earliest known of these later forms—especially, a 
thin, tongue-shaped specimen from Ekseavik on the 
Kobuk River (Giddings, 1952b). 

Brow band 
A fragment of an ornamented strip of antler taken 

from House 1 {pi. 108/) may be part of a brow band. 
One edge is scalloped, and a pair of grooves runs longi
tudinally along one face. 

Pendant 
An ivory pendant from House 3 {pi. 109i) is doubly 

conical in form, with two cylindrical projections at the 
thin end. Although it superficially resembles a whale, 
there is no sign that an effigy was intended, nor is there 
a trace of engraving on the uneroded surfaces. Pendants 
of about the same size and shape occur in sites of the 
Kobuk River, Intermediate Kotzebue, and in a Nukleet 
culture level at Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1952b, 1964; 
Van Stone, 1955). 

Amber bead 
A single piece of amber or resin, nine by six by six 

millimeters, taken from House 2, is drilled through the 
center of one of its narrow dimensions as though intended 
as a bead for stringing with others. Amber fragments 
were found a few feet away in the same floor level. 
Material such as this was sometimes used by recent 
Eskimos of the coast. It was also included as a grave 
offering in an Ipiutak burial (Larsen and Rainey, 1948) 
and was made into a pendant at the Old Kobuk site of 
Ahteut (Giddings, 1952b). 

Labret 
A tongue-shaped, ivory object from House 2 {pi. 

109m) is evidently a labret. The body of this specimen is 
six millimeters thick, and the flange is ten millimeters 
deep throughout its greater span. This is the earliest 
labret evidenced in all of northern Alaska. In southern 
Alaska, however, people used labrets even earlier. 
Several that date to about 1700 B.C. were found in 
deposits of the lower Chaluka midden on Umnak Island 
in the Aleutians (Laughlin and Marsh, 1951; Aigner, 
1966); others came from Kodiak or Kachemak tradition 
deposits on the Pacific-coast side of Alaska Peninsula 
(Dumond, 1971); and some that date to 1500 B.C. and 
1300 B.C. were found on Kodiak Island (Clark, 1975). 
From these early times until the historic period, labrets 
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Figurine 
The head end of an ivory figurine from House 3 

(fig. 117 and pi. 109c) has been cut from the body by 
hacking from two sides. The head is rounded in back, 
while the body is a flat oval in cross section. The face is 
rimmed by a groove from two to four millimeters deep, 
such as might accommodate a suspension cord or, more 
probably, receive the edge of a fur garment. A doll of 
ivory excavated by Giddings (1964) in the Nukleet 
culture levels at Iyatayet has such a groove, and both of 
these specimens resemble some of the figurines carved 
and dressed in skin clothing by Chukchi Sea Eskimos of 
the present day. The Choris head was originally sharply 
engraved about the face. Traces of a row of drilled dots 
in the position of a brow band may be discerned across 
the forehead and on the right side of the face from the 
edge of the nose to the cheek. 

In regard to figurines like this, the "household 
image" from the Aleutian site of Chaluka (Laughlin and 
Marsh, 1951) should also be considered. It, too, has 
grooves over the back and sides of the head. 

Two-faced object 
An object of ivory from House 3 (fig. 118 and pi. 

109j) was apparently an ornamental pendant to be at
tached at the large, drilled hole, a side of which is 
broken out. The face, which shows as three drilled pits, 
shows very lightly engraved sets of lines that extend 
laterally from the outer edges of the eyes and mouth, in 
the manner of Eskimo facial painting or tattooing. 
Similar lines appear on early figurines of the Bering 
Strait region. When the object is turned end-on, 
however, another face is seen. This is closely similar to 
that of a seal. The small pits become eyes looking in 
another direction. It seems likely that these dual effects 
were intended by the maker as a demonstration of vir
tuosity. Light parallel-line markings also occur on the 
stem, as shown in the drawing. 

A generally similar object is illustrated from Ipiutak 
(Larsen and Rainey, 1948), in which a single face is cen
tered about three drilled pits. In a letter written to Gid
dings in 1959, Helge Larsen stated that he has another 
such piece from an old Ipiutak-like culture at Point 
Spencer, Bering Strait. 

Red ochre 
Several pieces of red ochre were collected from one 

place in the floor of House 2. A few feet away, a large 
red stain that penetrated the ground for several centi
meters was observed. This stain indicated that a large 
amount of the material had disintegrated at floor level. 
A few fragments were also collected from the floor of 
House 3. Red ochre was used to fill the decorative pits 
on ivory carvings, as well as for other purposes. 

Fig. 117. Carved human figurine from Choris House 3, Choris Peninsula. 

Swivel part 
A thin ivory plate from House 3 has a central hole, 

four pits containing red ochre traces, and two small 
holes such as might have been used to pin down the ob
ject to some kind of base {pi. 109g). The face opposite 
the slightly convex face shown is flat and undecorated. 
Both the central hole and the notch above are smoothed 
about the edges as though they had been functional. It is 
perhaps no accident that another ivory object {pi. 1091) 
lay within a few centimeters of the first, for the projec
tion above its hole is smoothed as it might be if turned 
within the plate aperture, through which it fits exactly. 
The lower part of this piece has rotted away. While it 
could not have acted as a swivel to be pulled upon in 
the conventional way, this combination might have 
served as a bearing for a line that passed through the 
hole of the plate, pressing down rather than pulling out
ward. Beyond these possibilities, we have no suggestion 
as to what contrivance is represented. It does not appear 
to be closely similar to the swivels found at Ipiutak. 

Socket piece 
A delicate antler socket piece of unique form comes 

from House 2 {pi. 109o). Both the under and over sides 
of the wide, circular socket end are smooth, as though 
for direct exposure. However, the scarf face shown is 
rough and stepped eight millimeters from the lower end. 
The whole stem widens from four millimeters at the neck 
to seven millimeters at the step, as though for attach
ment to a widening shaft. The pit or socket is drilled to 
a depth of four millimeters. The only other object of this 
shape so far recorded appears to be the large wooden 
one from Kugzruk Island. No obvious use for these ob
jects is suggested by other known Arctic materials. They 
might, of course, have been the strictly ornamental tips 
of shafts, their pits filled, rather than functioning as 
sockets. 
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Fig. 118. Carved ornamental object from Choris House 3, Choris Peninsula. 

Ivory shaft fragment 
A fragment of an ivory shaft (pi. 109k) from House 1 

is quadrangular in cross section, but each face is slightly 
rounded. The face upon which the object rests in the 
photograph is broader and more nearly flat than the 
other three. The ornamentation anticipates Old Bering 
Sea in the use of deeply drilled dots, joined by freehand 
engraved lines. The decoration includes two pits about 
three millimeters deep and part of a third pit at the point 
of ragged break. Between the broken pit and each of the 
others stretches a very fine pair of engraved lines, 
perhaps drawn in one motion with a double-pointed 
engraving tool. A continuation of the paired lines in
dicates that the original piece was elaborately decorated. 

Altered caribou scapulae 
Among the animal bones in the houses at Choris 

there occurred a disproportionately large number of 
caribou scapulae. This is indicated in the following table, 
in which whole scapulae and sizable fragments are con
trasted with other selected whole and fragmentary 
caribou bones: 

Four specimens from House 3, at least two from 
House 2 (including pi. Ill]), and two from House 1 have 
had the spine removed either by grinding down or 
breaking off. Unlike the two scrapers found in House 1, 
none of these have been obviously shaped as a spoon or 
edged scraper. If used as implements, they might have 
been scoops or rough scrapers, effective along one, saw
like, broken edge. It seems doubtful that they were in
tended as tools, however. Only one specimen is whole. 
The others show stains that might have been caused by 
fire. Most of them are cracked or broken apart near the 
wide portion. 

Engraved lines, usually in pairs, may be seen on 
four fragments from House 1 and on one each from the 
other houses. These might have been parts of a design or 
map. The base of a scapula from House 1 (pi. llll) has 
a pointed design partly showing on the concave face and 
an engraved design on the other. 

Scapula 
Femur 
Tibia 
Astragalus 
Pelvis 

Caribou Bones 
House 1 

63 
16 
14 
6 

16 

Found in Choris Houses 
House 2 

43 
12 
26 
11 
14 

House 3 
31 

9 
11 
4 
6 
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Such decoration strongly suggests that scapulimancy 
was practiced at Choris. The relatively large number of 
caribou shoulder blades as compared with other animal 
bones would be a result of scapula divining within the 
house. The removal of spines from the specimens on 
which we see no prepared scraper edges may have ren
dered the scapulae more susceptible to fire cracking. 
Scapulimancy has been recently practiced by the 
Kutchin, who drew maps and game pictures on scapulae 
(Osgood, 1937), by other northern Athapaskans, and by 
the Chukchi; but there appears to be no record of its 
employment as a divining method by the western 
Eskimos. The only archeological evidence for scap
ulimancy in the general region seems to be the incised 
scapulae found by de Laguna (1947) at the Old Fish 
Camp site on the lower Yukon River, where human and 
bird figures were incised on scapula scrapers. While 
these were implements that showed no evidence of heat 
application, de Laguna thought them suggestive of 
scapulimancy in an area where it might be expected 
(ibid.). 

Unidentified and Miscellaneous 

A shaft-like specimen of mammoth ivory from 
House 1 (pi. UOf) resembles, in its quadrangular cross 
section, harpoon foreshafts from Norton (Giddings, 
1964) and Ipiutak sites (Larsen and Rainey, 1948), though 
it lacks provision for line attachment. Another ivory 
specimen from the same house (pi. llOe) is similar in 
section but fragmentary. In view of the apparent absence 
of toggle harpoon heads at Choris, these specimens are 
likely not harpoon foreshafts. 

A thin antler handle from House 1 (pi. 108i) flattens 
toward the ends from an oval cross section at the center 
and has a drilled hole in either end. This might be the 
handle to a sewing bag or some other light container. 
One nearly identical in form, but decorated, was found 
in the Kayuk site at Anaktuvuk Pass (Campbell, 1959). 

A reinforcement shaft of antler (pi. lllf) from 
House 1 has the two ends of one face planed off, 
evidently for bracing a slightly bowed surface. 

A sandstone fragment from House 1 (pi. 117b) ap
pears to have had two "wings," to judge from a break 
along the upper margin, but we have no clue as to its 
identity. 

A well-made object of antler from House 3 (pi. 
108p) is long (158 mm.) and narrow (10 mm.), tapering 
symmetrically to bluntly rounded tips at either end. One 
face is plane and the other convex from edge to edge. 
The specimen is scratched lengthwise on both faces, as 
though finished by scraping with a flint. It appears to be 
a reinforcement or strengthening piece for some particu
lar device. Another antler fragment (pi. HOq) from 
House 2 resembles the first in being plano-convex and 
scraped longitudinally, but it is more nearly pointed, 
and the convex face near the point is notched, as though 
for lashing to a shaft. 

The fragment of a cylindrical ivory piece from 
House 2 (pi. 108h) is drawn to a tongue-shaped tip by 
planing the opposite faces. The diameter, where cylin
drical, is ten centimeters. 

A flat piece of ivory from House 2 (pi. 111c) is 
sharpened on a long and a short edge, as though for use 
as a scraper or a wedge. 

A small bird bone from House 3, two millimeters 
thick and forty-three millimeters long, is scratched 
longitudinally and worn at a pointed end, perhaps 
through use as an awl. 

Among fragments too small for identification are a 
blunt-ended ivory specimen and a scraped fragment of 
caribou leg bone, both from House 2. A cut-off section 
of animal rib, forty millimeters long, is evidently the 
preform for some object. Several worked antler frag
ments include a short section scored about its entire peri
phery as though for binding. 

The ivory fragment of some large, carefully polished 
device from House 3 (pi. llOd) appears to be half of the 
tip of a large end-blade holder. However, if it is that of 
a toggle harpoon, the head is much larger than heads of 
the usual sealing implements. The tapering end of this 
specimen has been secondarily gouged out from both 
faces with a narrow cutting tool about the size of a ro
dent tooth, making a thin edge similar to that on imple
ments used by Eskimos as feather setters or boot sole 
crimpers. Its last use, therefore, seems to have been as 
some form of groover. 
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Chapter 11 

Choris Campsites: 
Centuries of Seal Hunters 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

The three large, oval winter houses of Choris cul
ture described in Chapter 10 gave good evidence that the 
Choris people lived year round on the seacoast of Choris 
Peninsula. No other winter houses of these people have 
been found along the coast, but at least one house has 
been found in the interior. However, the remains of 
Choris campsites have turned up in many areas. In addi
tion to sites around the shores of Kotzebue Sound, 
Choris camping remains have also been found on the 
coast immediately southwest of Point Barrow (Stanford, 
1970) and in many interior parts of northwestern 
Alaska, including the Trail Creek caves (Larson, 1968a), 
the Noatak River (Anderson, 1972), the Utukok River 
(Schoenberg, 1979), the Sagavanirtuk River (Dixon, 
1971; Cook, 1977), and the Kobuk River (Anderson, 
1968; Clark, 1974). Spanning a long period between 
Denbigh Flint times and Norton-Near Ipiutak times, 
nearly all of the campsites date to a period earlier than 
that of the Choris houses; in fact, the Choris houses 
proved to have been occupied in the final stages of 
Choris culture, as we now define it. 

Around Kotzebue Sound, Choris campsites have 
been located at Lopp Lagoon, Cape Espenberg, Choris 
Peninsula, and Cape Krusenstern. Where we could deter
mine such things, the campsites seemed to have been 
those of seal hunters, used primarily in late spring and 
early summer. The subsistence pattern that emerges from 
the combined Choris campsites in northwestern Alaska 
closely resembles that of Eskimos today. 

Cape Krusenstern 

Choris Campsites 

Choris campsites at Cape Krusenstern are found on 
a very long strip of central beaches, numbers 44 to 52 
(primarily Segment IV on fig. 6); the crests of these 
beaches can be clearly discerned for a full nine or ten 
kilometers. 

The beaches are subject to unconformity only with 
the inner margin of Segment Ilia. They tend to be nar
row and, like beaches 36-43, crisscrossed by a network 
of large frost cracks and clothed in thick sod, except at 
their very crests which sink periodically into swales of 
peat or swamps with marshy vegetation. All the crests 
become very low toward their eastern extremities. Many 
ponds, most of them long and narrow, characterize the 
segment. 

The most recent ridge of Segment IV is beach 44, 
which contains materials clearly related to Norton cul
ture as well as to Choris or earlier cultures. It serves 
remarkably well as a dividing line between the Norton 
culture of Segment III and the antecedent cultures of 
Segment IV. 

Even before the cultural distinctions became evident, 
we spoke of beaches 44 through 52 (and 53) as the 
"whalebone beaches." Whereas the bones of whales were 
extremely rare on the crests of other Cape Krusenstern 
ridges, here they could be found in considerable numbers 
merely by probing unusual, small, sod-covered mounds 
and ridges along the beach crests. The greatest number 
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of whale bones, including at least three skulls, were not 
numbered as features. In some instances, however, they 
were given feature numbers. While whale bones occurred 
on all of the prominent beach crests of the segment, they 
were most abundant on the crest of beach 53, the beach 
ridge of Old Whaling culture. 

From the more recent beaches to the older, the 
following were found (see also fig. 119): 

Beach 44 
Feature 237 

Here were found fragments of a vertebra, a jaw 
bone, and some ribs of a whale. Since the whole area 
had long been the site of ground squirrel activity, we 
could not determine how the bones had been originally 
deposited. However, we found neither signs of a burial 
nor chips of a campsite. 

Feature 239 
A whale vertebra. 

the point is shapely and uniformly lenticular in cross sec
tion. In shape and form, it is closely similar to the Late 
Choris specimen shown on plate 128b. 

Feature 382 
This hearth contained beach pebbles and eleven 

large, burned chert flakes. 

Feature 393 
Here, in the edge of a temporarily dry pond, was 

found an antler arrowhead with a shouldered, conical 
stem and barbs along one edge. The form and good pres
ervation of this object identified it as almost certainly 
post-Thule in origin—probably a duck hunter's weapon 
point of a recent century. 

Feature 500 
A hearth and flaking place containing two hundred 

forty-six chert, thirty-five red jasper, seven black chert, 
and eleven silicified slate flakes. 

Feature 245 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 246 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 259 
This was a hearth, with beach pebbles. It yielded 

the middle section of a thin, serrated, diagonally flaked 
chert end-blade inset (pi. 1196) and the sherds of a single 
pottery vessel. The largest of these potsherds are shown 
in plate 120. The pot was thin (0.5 cm.), covered on the 
outside by large (0.5 cm.) check-stamps of a kind not 
previously encountered in sites of Norton or Choris cul
ture. Check-stamps that are larger, but unlike these in 
appearance, are known from recent sites in western 
Alaska, from the Old Bering Sea culture on St. Lawrence 
Island (Collins, 1937b), and from undated levels at 
Sirhenik on the Siberian mainland (Rudenko, 1961). The 
stamp is so light in these sherds as to give the impression 
of a light net spread over the surface. The paste is thick 
with fibrous material, presumably down feathers, and 
the ware is light brown, with patches of red near the ex
terior, suggesting the mixture of red ochre with the 
paste. 

Feature 264 
This hearth, lacking artifacts, contained flat beach 

pebbles. 

Feature 265 
A broken, stemmed, chert weapon point (pi. 119k) 

was found here. It has a somewhat triangular body with 
rounded, serrated edges down to its stem, the base of 
which is missing. The edges of the intact part of the stem 
are ground. The flaking is inexpertly diagonal on the 
face shown and nondescript on the opposite face; yet, 

Feature 501 
A hearth area containing beach pebbles, thirty-one 

small chert chips, a flake of red jasper, and the fragment 
of a bearded seal skull. 

Feature 699 
This hearth contained beach pebbles, a large flake 

of silicified slate, and two artifacts (pi. 1191, u). Plate 
1191 is a thin biface of silicified slate, evidently a small 
side-blade inset that has been slightly ground on one 
face. Plate 119u is a thick bifaced knife blade of black 
chert, roughly flaked on both faces of the left margin 
and carefully flaked on the right. At the lower left 
margin is a shallow notch, as on artifacts of identical 
form from Choris houses (pi. 114f,g). 

Feature 720 
An excavated hearth with many beach pebbles but 

no artifacts. 

Feature 721 
Unexcavated hearth with beach pebbles. 

Feature 722 
A hearth with beach pebbles and two chert flakes 

but no artifacts. 

Feature 723 
This was a hearth containing flat beach pebbles. In 

it were found nine artifacts and fragments. Plate 119b is 
the tip of a thin, serrated end-blade inset of chalcedony. 
Plate 119c is the fragment of a thin, chert side-blade in
set that has one curved and one straight edge. Plate 119d 
is the tip of a thin side-blade inset of chert. Plate 119e is 
a somewhat triangular, rather crude biface that appears 
to be an unfinished knife blade. This implement of 
silicified slate closely resembles a Norton-related piece 
from Segment Ilia (pi. 102u). 
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Plate 119f is a flakeknife of chert, strongly curved 
on the undersurface and provided with a single working 
edge, shown at the right. This edge is flaked only on the 
surface shown, the flaking scars paralleling one another 
in the evenly spaced way known from certain Choris 
specimens. 

A cylindrical drill bit of chert is shown in plate 
119g. The left margin is the flake scar of the original 
sliver from which the object was made. Careful 
retouching of both faces of the right margin and the ends 
has produced a drill bit triangular in cross section and 
beveled at either end; faint striations occur along the 
shaft near the tip. This artifact is particularly significant 
in that it shows the presence of drill bits identical to 
those which in more recent times were hafted in a 
wooden shaft and used with a bow. Plate 119h is the tip 
of a probable side-blade inset of chert; plate 119i is the 
fragment of a straight-based end-blade inset of silicified 
slate. It is broken at the top, as shown, and the left 
margin of the opposite face shows a long sliver removed 
by a burin blow. This piece may have been a long, thin 
inset of the form more clearly recognized in the basal 
segment of the next piece {pi. 119)). 

Plate 119) is the base of a wide, thin weapon point, 
practically identical in dimensions with the end-blade in
set base illustrated from Battle Rock Burial 4, plate 106b. 
This and plate 1191 above are presumed to have been 
hafted in a heavy antler weapon head of a Battle Rock 
Burial 4 type {pi. 104a, b,i). This hearth is thus tentatively 
identified with the time represented by the oldest Battle 
Rock phase of culture. 

Feature 724 
Unexcavated hearth with beach pebbles and two 

chert flakes but no artifacts. 

Feature 725 
This hearth area contained beach pebbles, a uni-

faced flakeknife made on a strongly curved flake of chert 
{pi. 119r) and many small potsherds {pi. 121). The 
sherds are apparently those of a single vessel. The walls, 
where measurable, are between 0.16 and 0.7 centimeter 
thick. A reconstructed segment of rim indicates a vessel 
with a mouth about 30 centimeters in diameter and an 
undifferentiated rim. The exterior decoration is linear-
stamped, although on some sherd the marks cross over 
and resemble cord-marking. The paste is dark brown 
and tightly packed with fine fibers, presumably down 
feathers. The tip of the flattened pot rim is marked with 
the same stamp used for the exterior. 

Feature 726 
Like nearby Feature 725, this was a hearth area with 

flat beach pebbles. It contained tiny fragments of at least 
one small pottery vessel with a cord-wrapped or linear 
paddle-impressed decoration like that on the Feature 725 
pot. 

Feature 727 
A hearth of flat beach pebbles contained several chert 

flakes and one thick flakeknife with several burin blows 
at one end. This feature was only partially excavated. 

Feature 728 
This was a chipping place in which small flakes 

were found scattered within a diameter of about 2.0 
meters. There were seventy-seven flakes of chert and 
thirty-eight of red jasper. The two artifacts found are: 1) 
a chert drill {pi. 119m) which is primarily a unifaced ob
ject, flaked bifacially only on the broken drill tip itself 
(the face shown is carefully retouched on the margins ex
cept where broken at both ends), and 2) a thick chert 
flake {pi. 119n) with multiple burin facets extending 
diagonally downward along both lateral margins and up
ward from the lower right-hand corner. In some respects, 
the implement resembles a crude microblade core, and 
the resultant spalls must have resembled microblades. 

Feature 729 
This was a hearth and flaking place in which the 

fired area and the arrangement of pebbles, together with 
the distribution of flakes, suggested the confines of a 
slightly oval tent. The flakes include more than one hun
dred thirty chert flakes of two colors. 

Feature 765 
This was a hearth area characterized by burned 

beach pebbles. The fragment of a whale bone, largely 
disintegrated, showed marks of cutting. Flakes scattered 
in and about the hearth totaled seventy-three of chalce
dony, two of black chert, and two of chert. Among 
these were three artifact fragments: one, the edge of a 
possible side scraper; a second, the edge of a probable 
large arrow or spear point of chalcedony; and a third 
{pi. 119a), the central fragment of another such weapon 
point of black chert. This latter is diagonally flaked and 
broken at its lower margin in a curve characteristic of 
Choris and pre-Choris fractures of weapon points. In 
this case, the probability that the fracture was inten
tional is heightened by the removal of short slivers, like 
burin spalls, upwards along the edge from either end of 
the fracture in question. 

Summary 
In summary, beach 44 appears to have been utilized 

by two sets of people at somewhat different times, one 
during the Choris period and the other during the Nor
ton period. While the objects in some features appear to 
have nothing to do with Norton culture, other features 
contain the thin end-blade insets, side-blade insets, and 
pottery generally referable to this culture. The Battle 
Rock affinity on this beach suggests that Battle Rock 
Burial 4, with its cord-marked or linear-stamped pottery, 
is an early aspect of Norton or Near Ipiutak culture. 
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BEACH 44 BEACH 45 
Feature 237 no artifacts 

Feature 239 no artifacts 

Feature 245 no artifacts 

Feature 246 no artifacts 

Feature 259 1 end-blade inset 

potsherds, check-stamped 

Feature 264 no artifacts 

Feature 265 1 weapon point 

Feature 382 11 flakes, chert 

Feature 393 1 arrowhead, antler, recent 
intrusive 

Feature 500 299 flakes, chert, jasper, and 
silicified slate 

Feature 501 32 flakes, chert, jasper 

Feature 699 1 side-blade inset 
1 bifaced knife blade 
1 flake, chert 

Feature 720 no artifacts 

Feature 721 no artifacts 

Feature 722 2 flakes, chert 

Feature 723 3 end-blade insets 
3 side-blade insets 
1 bifaced knife blade 
1 drill 
1 flakeknife 

Feature 724 2 flakes, chert 

Feature 725 potsherds, cord-marked 
and linear-stamped 

1 flakeknife 

Feature 726 potsherds, cord-marked 
or linear-stamped 

Feature 727 1 flakeknife, with burin 
facet 
flakes, chert 

Feature 728 1 flake with multiple burin 
facets 

1 drill 
115 flakes, chert, jasper 

Feature 729 130 flakes, chert 

Feature 765 1 side scraper 
2 weapon points (1 with 

burin facet) 
77 flakes, chalcedony, chert 

Feature 232 no artifacts 

Feature 234 no artifacts 

Feature 242 no artifacts 

Feature 247 1 drill 

Feature 375 flakes, chert 

Feature 395 1 bifaced knife blade 

1 Burin 

Feature 578 flakes, chert 

Feature 613 8 flakes, chert 
Feature 700 1 flake with burin facet 

3 weapon points or bifaced 
knife blades (2 with burin 
facets) 

3 burin spall cores 
6 flakes, chert, chalcedony, 

and silicified slate 

Feature 701 no artifacts 

Feature 702 no artifacts 

Feature 713 no artifacts 

Feature 714 no artifacts 

Feature 780 2 side-blade insets 
1 end-blade inset 
1 knife side blade 
7 +flakes, chert and quartz 

Feature 781 13 flakes, chert, chalcedony, 
jasper, and silicified slate 

Feature 786 241 flakes, chert, chalcedony, 
and silicified slate 

BEACH 46 

Feature 229 no artifacts 

Feature 230 no artifacts 

Feature 231 no artifacts 

Feature 235 no artifacts 
Feature 236 1 end-blade inset for arrow

head or harpoon head 
1 bifaced knife side blade 
1 utilized flake 

Feature 244 no artifacts 

Feature 371 post Norton-Near Ipiutak 
burial 

Feature 372 possible house pit, 
unexcavated 

Fig. 119. Tabulation of Choris-period artifacts from beaches 44-52 at Cape Krusenstern. 
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Feature 373 cache of Western Thule 
or Recent-period artifacts 

Feature 374 flakes, chert 

Feature 486 73 cached artifacts ("Choris 
cache") 
45 oblanceolate spear 

points (3 with burin 
facets) 

2 straight-stemmed 
spear points 

3 arrowhead end-blade 
insets 

2 lance heads 
1 side-notched point 
8 side-blade insets 
1 flakeknife 

10 bifaced knife blades 
(1 with burin facet) 

1 retouched flake 

Feature 612 3 flakes, chert 

Feature 621 1 wooden bow with ivory 

brace 

Feature 703 no artifacts 

Feature 706 no artifacts 

Feature 707 3 bifaced knife blades 
1 flake, chert 

Feature 708 1 end-blade inset (with 
burin facet) 

1 burin 
1 burin spall 
1 burin spall core 

54 flakes, chert, chalcedony 

Feature 709 no artifacts 

Feature 730 flakes, chert 

Feature 731 flakes, chert 

Feature 732 flakes, chert 

Feature 789 1 flakeknife (with burin 
facet) 
potsherds, linear-stamped 

BEACH 47 

Feature 228 no artifacts 

Feature 233 no artifacts 

Feature 240 1 bifaced knife blade 

Feature 241 no artifacts 

Feature 243 no artifacts 

Feature 392 1 end- or side-blade inset 
4 bifaced knife blades (or 

possibly chipped adz 
blades) 

2 bifaced knife blades 
1 burin 
3 flakeknives 
1 hammerstone 

26 flakes, chert, chalcedony, 
and silicified slate 

Features 715-717 potsherds, cord-marked 
1 bifaced knife blade 
1 drill or graver 
2 flakeknives, with graver 

tips 
2 discoidals 
3 burin spall cores (2 may 

be end scrapers) 
1 side scraper 
1 hammer (?) 
1 utilized flake 

Feature 718 no artifacts 

Feature 719 no artifacts 

Feature 784 3 burin spalls 

BEACH 48 
Feature 226 potsherds, cord-marked 

5 bifaced knife blade or 
weapon point fragments 
(1 with burin facets) 

7 bifaced knife blade frag
ments (1 with burin facets) 

1 delicate pointed biface 
1 discoidal 
2 side scrapers 
1 needle sharpener, 

sandstone 
1 utilized flake 

flakes, chert, and 
chalcedony 

Feature 227 no artifacts 

BEACHES 49-51 
no features located 

BEACH 52 
Feature 484 211 flakes, chert, silicified 

slate 

Feature 485 99 flakes, chert 
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Beach 45 
Feature 232 

A whale vertebra. 

Feature 234 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 242 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 247 
A hearth of flat beach pebbles, containing a black 

chert hand drill and the fragment of a whale flipper 
bone. 

Feature 375 
A chipping site, not completely excavated. 

Feature 395 
Two artifacts were found here in the edge of a tem

porarily dry pond. Plate 122o is the fragment of a thin, 
large bifaced knife blade, probably side-hafted; it is of 
chalcedony and diagonally flaked. Plate 122r is a blade
like flake of chert, altered on the face shown by flaking 
from both upper margins and by striking a burin spall 
downward from the upper left corner. The opposite face 
is more carefully retouched about the edges to accen
tuate the working edge of the burin. The curved margin 
past the burin scar is carefully retouched from both 
faces. This is an object clearly designed to serve func
tionally as a burin, like those of the Denbigh Flint com
plex. In form, however, it differs greatly, since it is 
meant to be held in the hand rather than hafted, as were 
most of the Denbigh burins. 

may have been a scraper, in which the isolated notch 
was the feature desired. On the other hand, this imple
ment may be simply a core from which burin spalls have 
been obtained for use, an interpretation which we 
believe is more likely. 

Plate 122b is the broken tip of a bifaced point or 
knife blade. Diagonally flaked, this chert piece shows 
scars that move downward to the left, as though made 
by a left-handed person. It is further distinguished by the 
detachment of a burin spall from the tip, through a blow 
from the upper right margin. Plate 122c and d, both of 
red jasper, are flakes showing use as flakeknives at the 
lower left margin. The burin-like removal of a thick 
flake that ended in a hinge fracture at the upper left cor
ner is another indication of this use. The two pieces fit 
together. 

Plate 122e is the fragment of a diagonally flaked 
chert biface. It functioned as a stemmed weapon point, 
to judge from the notch in the upper right corner which 
apparently was part of a basally ground stem. Two 
burin spalls have been removed from the left edge, as 
though purposefully to blunt it. The right edge may 
have been used as a knife after the object reached its pre
sent shape. Plate 122f is a tip or base of a chert bifaced 
knife or weapon point; plate 122g is a probable burin 
spall core of black chert, bearing a prepared notch in the 
upper right edge. The notch, as in plate 122a, is located 
between two scars of burin blows, a long one to the left 
and a short, broad one to the right; it probably served 
as a platform. Still another burin-related implement is 
the leaf-shaped chert uniface, plate 122b, The uppermost 
edge bears a shallow notch, between a burin scar to the 
left and a very short scar to the right, which appears to 
have begun as an attempt to remove a longer burin spall. 

Feature 578 
A chipping site, not completely excavated. 

Feature 701 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 613 
A hearth characterized by limestone rocks from the 

mountain behind the beach ridges. Eight black chert 
flakes were found here. 

Feature 700 
This was a hearth with beach pebbles. It contained 

one flake of chalcedony, three flakes of silicified slate, 
and two of black chert, besides the objects illustrated in 
plate 122. Plate 122a is a chert flake, altered by burin 
blows. On the face shown, one burin blow struck down
ward on the right margin and another struck leftward, 
forming the margins of a notch flaked from both faces. 
Another burin blow detached a large flake from the 
lower left-hand margin upward. On the opposite face, a 
meeting scar moves downward from the upper right-
hand margin. Also on the opposite face, a shorter burin 
scar opposes the one that shows at the right-hand 
margin. There is some doubt about the purpose of this 
and similar tools found in other North Alaskan Choris 
sites. Scarcely a burin in the usual sense of the word, it 

Feature 702 
An unexcavated hearth. 

Feature 713 
An unexcavated hearth. 

Feature 714 
An excavated hearth containing broken limestone 

rocks from the mountainside. 
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Feature 780 
This appeared to be a hearth of Norton culture. It 

yielded the tip of a thin chert side-blade inset {pi. 119p); 
a fragment of a Norton-type knife side blade of black 
chert with one edge convex and the other angled (pi. 
119s); a thin, leaf-shaped side-blade inset of chalcedony 
which is only lightly retouched at one part of the op
posite face (pi. 119q); and a thin, serrate-edged end-
blade inset of chert (pi. 119t); along with two chert 
flakes, one flake of black chert, and a few flakes of 
quartz. The flaking of quartz is principally a Norton 
culture trait in this part of Alaska. 

Feature 781 
A large hearth that contained beach pebbles, and 

eight chert, one silicified slate, two red jasper, and two 
chalcedony flakes. 

Feature 786 
A flaking place from which were recovered one 

hundred sixty-four gray chert, three chalcedony, twenty-
six black chert, and forty-eight silicified slate flakes. 

harpoon or an arrowhead end-blade inset, very thin, and 
flaked with extreme skill. The flaking on both faces is 
diagonal. A prominent, though very thin, flaking scar 
appears on the fishtailed base of the face shown, while 
two such scars are on the base opposite. The serration is 
evenly spaced and minute. Though equal in quality to 
some of the best Denbigh points, this one differs in 
outline from other early point forms. 

Feature 244 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 371 
Burial 2. 

Feature 372 
A possible house pit, unexcavated, presently the site 

of a large colony of ground squirrels. 

Feature 373 
A cache containing artifacts of late Western Thule 

or Kotzebue culture phases. 

Summary 
Reviewing its features, we conclude that beach 45 

was occupied principally by people of a Choris-related 
culture, although one or two of the features, Feature 780 
in particular, were Norton. Although culturally related, 
the artifacts from these latter features are quite distinct 
from the majority of features on this beach ridge. 

Beach 46 

Feature 229 
A hearth, the stones of which are angular limestone 

rocks from the hillside. 

Feature 230 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 231 
A pile of whale bones, including vertebrae and a 

jawbone. These had settled into the ground, obviously 
through continued ground squirrel activity, though still 
forming a slight mound above the surface. 

Feature 235 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 236 
This was a small, sod-covered dome that upon ex

cavation revealed seal and walrus bones and three ar
tifacts shown in plate 123. Plate 123a is a large, bifaced, 
knife side blade of black chert, evidently designed for 
hafting in the lateral edge of a handle. It closely 
resembles specimens from the latest hearths of the Den
bigh Flint complex. Plate 123b is a strongly curved 
black chert flake, used at the edges. Plate 123c is either a 

Feature 374 
A chipping place. 

Feature 486 (The Choris Cache) 
The cache of large weapon points, knives, and in

sets found here may rank as the single most spectacular 
find from the Cape Krusenstern ridges (pi. 124). Con
taining projectile points, knife blades, and miscellaneous 
implements, it provides us with a rare insight into the 
range of artifacts in one hunter's kit, probably carried 
and made by that same person. The weapon points may 
be classified stylistically according to types known 
elsewhere as Angostura (concave-based, oblanceolate 
points) and Scottsbluff (stemmed), forms that bear a 
remarkable and, we are inclined to believe, coincidental 
resemblance (Giddings, 1963). 

The oblanceolate points with concave bases, all il
lustrated on plate 124, are a-e, g-n, p-u, w,x, bb-dd, 11-
pp, tt-xx, zz, bbb-fff, jjj and kick. They have regular, 
parallel, diagonal flaking on both faces and are thickest 
about one-quarter of the distance from the tip. A variant 
of this form has a slight stem near the base (pi 124o,v). 
None of these forms have ground edges. 
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The straight-stemmed weapon points, also illustrated 
on plate 124, are qq, rr, and ss. The latter two fit 
together to make one point. Both points have straight-
sided stems and base and a triangular blade. The flaking 
is diagonal and parallel, as on the oblanceolate points. 
The lateral edges of the stems are ground, but not the 
base, implying that they were hafted differently from the 
concave forms. One small, straight-stemmed arrowhead 
end-blade inset {pi. 124hh) has a spade-shaped stem 
about the same length as the blade. Resembling the 
outline of earlier forms, it is thicker and was probably 
not hafted in an antler foreshaft. The edges of the stem 
are not ground. 

Plate 124aaa and ggg are oblanceolate end-blade in
sets of the same overall shape as the weapon points, ex
cept that they are thinner and smaller. They are, how
ever, relatively thick for insets and imply use with large 
antler spear or lance heads like those found at Battle 
Rock and the middle Trail Creek Cave levels (Larsen, 
1968). 

Large stone lance heads are unusual points, both 
because they are larger than nearly all others from the 
Kotzebue Sound cultures and also because of their stem 
configuration {pi. 124f,qqq). Their stems are short and 
converging, with a straight base, none of which have 
been ground. The flaking is parallel and diagonal, with 
large, long flake scars. The flaking has produced regular 
broad serrations. 

One side-notched point was located in the collection 
{pi. 124z). It is identical to the Old Whaling side-notched 
points, even to the presence of broad notches that have 
been unifacially flaked. The base is unground. 

Side-blade insets {pi. 124y,aa,jj) and fragments {pi. 
124ee-gg,ii, and kk) are of the length and shape of pieces 
associated with antler weapon heads. They are thicker 
than the Norton and Ipiutak forms and suggest use in 
much larger spear heads or lance heads than those used 
by the Norton and Ipiutak people. They were likely 
associated with spear heads and lance heads like those 
found at Battle Rock Burial 4. 

One flakeknife {pi. 124yy) is a typical thick, 
unifacial, Choris flakeknife with broad flake scars on 
one face. It lacks any burin blows, however. Plate 124iii 
is a thick flake that has two burin facets, one on each 
end. Both of these facets have portions along the middle 
that are heavily damaged with step-fractures, suggesting 
use in cutting a hard organic material. 

Burin facets are also found on several of the bifaces 
{pi. 124u,ss,zz, and ggg). The edges of these facets have 
a crushed appearance, indicating that they, too, were 
used for cutting hard organic material like antler. 

Bifaced knife blades {pi. 124zz,hhh,mmm,ooo,ppp, 
and rrr-uuu) are symmetrical in form. They have 
straight bases and are less regularly flaked than the pro
jectile points. They were probably end-hafted, and their 
edges are not ground. The biface nnn on plate 124, a 
variant of this knife blade', has a convex base. These 
straight-based knives resemble Old Whaling counter
parts; and, in outline, some are indistinguishable from 
each other. However, these Choris specimens are some
what thinner than Old Whaling knives, and the flaking 
is somewhat different. They are also identical to the 
middle Trail Creek points from Seward Peninsula 
(Larsen, 1968a). 

Plate 124111 is a retouched flake, spalled off from a 
beach cobble of chert. It probably does not belong to the 
cache. 

Feature 612 
A hearth with beach pebbles and three large chert 

flakes. 

Feature 621 
This was a rectangular, 1.5 meters by 1.0 meter 

plank-lined structure about 1.0 meter below the surface. 
The only artifact located, a wooden bow with an ivory 
brace lying along the midportion, was found on the 
floor. At first, we thought the feature was a grave, but it 
contained no trace of human remains. 

Feature 703 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 706 
A hearth within a large triangular area strewn with 

beach pebbles, some of which were charred. 

Feature 707 
Here we found a hearth containing chert chips and 

four objects illustrated in plate 122. Plate 1221 is a leaf-
shaped piece of a black chert pebble cortex. The bulbar 
face showing in the photograph has been altered slightly 
by retouch at the margins. Plate 122n appears to be a 
black chert, side-hafted knife blade fragment. Plate 122p 
is a larger fragment of a similar piece made of chert. 
Plate 122q is a thick, bifaced knife blade fragment of 
chert. 

Feature 708 
This hearth with beach pebbles yielded fifty-two 

flakes of gray chert, one of black chert, and one of chal
cedony, together with the following objects shown in 
plate 122. Plate 122) is a possible chert burin spall core 
with a retouched striking platform shaped like a notch at 
the upper margin. This wide notch, as in previously 
described specimens, is also suitable for smoothing 
shafts; it is retouched from both faces and outlined by 
the removal of a broad burin spall, struck downward 
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Fig. 120. Choris-period hearth, Feature 789 on Beach 46 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

from the margin on the right, with another spall similar
ly struck from the left margin. The narrow scar of a 
third, partially concealed, appears also on the left 
margin. 

Plate 122k is a chert burin, rather closely related to 
forms from the Denbigh Flint complex. It resembles a 
flakeknife, but was prepared by the removal of a wide 
burin spall and a narrower burin spall struck downward 
from the upper left margin. For some undiscerned 
reason, a small burin spall was struck from the upper 
right margin, while a broader one was struck upward on 
the opposite face from the base along the right edge. 
Plate 1221 is a thick burin spall of chalcedony removed, 
evidently, from an object like those just described. It is 
retouched at the left edge of the face not shown. 

Plate 122m is a rather thick but small chert frag
ment of, presumably, a strongly stemmed, bifaced end-
blade inset. The outcurve is indicated at the right 
margin, but the upper edge of the left margin has been 
altered by the removal of two very small spalls, burin-
fashion, in blows directed downward. This is con
ceivably the base of a dart head point similar to one 
found in an old Choris house (pi. 112b). 

Feature 709 
A whale rib. 

Feature 730 
A chipping place. 

Feature 731 
A chipping place. 

Feature 732 

Fig. 121. Diagram of hearth stones in place, feature 789, Beach 46, 
Cape Krusenstern. 

Feature 789 
A stone-lined hearth, measuring 120 centimeters by 

80 centimeters in the north-south direction along the 
beach ridge, was outlined by flat beach pebbles from 10 
to 15 centimeters across (fig. 120). Four larger, thick 
cobbles that must have been brought from elsewhere 
were also present in the hearth. They were set in vertical 
positions surrounding the 60-centimeter-diameter area of 
stones circumscribing the oxidized zone where the fire 
had been built (fig. 121). Potsherds, with a crisscrossed, 
linear-stamped design, were found along the western 
(seaward) side of the hearth; and a flakeknife was found 
35 centimeters to the east of the adjacent hearth edge. 

A chipping place. 
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The decoration of the sherds was oriented nearly at right 
angles to the rim. The temper was fiber, apparently 
grass, and the base probably round. The walls are about 
.09 centimeter thick, increasing to 1.3 centimeters at the 
base. The curvature of the rim sherd indicates that the 
mouth of the pot was between 15 and 18 centimeters in 
diameter. The flakeknife was a typical thick Choris type, 
with a burin facet along one end. Step flakes produced 
by use wear extend from the edge of this facet onto the 
ventral face of the implement. No faunal remains were 
found in the excavation, but chunks of consolidated 
sand and charcoal, presumably from the burning of seal 
oil and bone or wood, covered the western half of the 
hearth. 

Summary 
Beach 46 sites were characterized by linear-stamped 

pottery; large, diagonally flaked blades and points with 
a Choris-culture relationship; curious scraping instru
ments, shaped in large part by the removal of burin 
spalls; and true burins analogous to those of Denbigh, 
even if not similar in form or manner of use. Absent 
from this beach were objects showing Norton culture 
traits. It was on this beach, too, that the splendid Choris 
cache was found; but since the cache was not a camp
site, it has not been possible to date it by reference to its 
position on the beach ridges, as we can with the camp
sites. The traits shown in the implements from the cache 
are, however, consistent with Choris culture traits of the 
late second millennium B.C. Both beach 46 and the next, 
47, had hearths that contained angular rocks from the 
distant hillside rather than the beach pebbles available 
locally. 

Beach 47 
Feature 228 

The hearth here contained no beach pebbles, but, 
rather, burned, angular fragments of limestone from the 
hillside. It was not excavated in full. 

Feature 233 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 240 
A hearth. It contained beach pebbles, seal bones, 

and a bifaced knife fragment of black chert {pi. 123d). 

Feature 241 
A whale vertebra. 

Feature 243 
A hearth containing flat beach pebbles. 

Fig. 122. Burin from Choris period, Feature 392 on Beach 47 at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Feature 392 
This was a collection of artifacts and flakes found 

together with charred beach pebbles at the bottom of a 
temporarily dry pond. Presumably, the objects represent 
a hearth that was formerly on the beach crest but was 
transposed as the pond encroached and slowly removed 
the substance of the beach. The collection consists of 
seventeen chert, six chalcedony, and three large silicified 
slate flakes, together with the artifacts shown in plate 
125. Plate 125a-c and / are either knife or adz blades, the 
first two being of chalcedony and the others of chert. 
They are bifaced by flaking, and unpolished in any part 
except along the cutting edge. Similar to Choris bifaces 
(pi. 116a,b,j) considered to be possible adz blades, plate 
125a-c are slightly notched on opposite lateral margins. 
This suggests that if they were used as adzes, they were 
hafted directly as heads, rather than secondarily as inset 
adz blades. However, the use wear, in the form of 
rounded edge polish, is present along the upper half of 
the two long edges of plate 125a, along both long edges 
of plate 125b, along all three edges of plate 125c, and 
along the entire right long edge of plate 125), but not 
along the basal edge, which suggests their use as knives, 
not adzes. 

A double-ended burin of red jasper (pi. 125d) is 
thick and flaked over only the convex surface, as though 
it originated as a flakeknife. In this respect, it resembles 
a burin from a Choris house (pi. 115r). This one has had 
blows struck from either edge downward from the top, and 
from either edge upward from the bottom, creating two 
"convergent" burin tips of a chisel-like nature (fig. 122). 

Plate 125e is the fragment of a chert bifaced knife 
blade, thick toward the center and strongly asymmetrical 
in cross section. The face opposite that shown is the flat
ter of the two. Plate 125f is a relatively crudely flaked, 
bifaced knife blade fragment of silicified slate. Plate 125g 
is a unifaced flakeknife fragment of chert. This specimen 
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is relatively thin and broad. It bears extremely fine 
retouch and serration along the right margin, and its 
bulb of percussion, on the opposite face at the tip, has 
been reduced by flat-flaking. 

Plate 125h is a long, narrow end- or side-blade in
set of chert, the tip of which is broken away. The flak
ing is unusually regular on both faces, with parallel, 
diagonal scars covering both of them. A slight edge 
grinding of the lower third of this specimen suggests it 
was end-hafted. If so, this is the only pointed base inset 
we have from a Choris-period site. Plate 1251 is a thin, 
unretouched chert flake, used as a flakeknife. Plate 125k 
is a strongly curved, thick flake of black chert, crudely 
retouched about the upper margin for use as a flakeknife 
or scraper. Plate 1251 is a beach pebble restored from 
two broken pieces. The edges, especially the lower left 
one, show signs of battering, as if used in hammering 
other stone. The concavity in the face shown may have 
been used for some form of grinding, but this is not 
clearly indicated. 

Features 715-717 
These closely adjoining hearths were excavated 

together, as they appeared to represent outdoor hearths 
used at approximately the same time. With them under 
the sod were the usual flat beach pebbles, bones of small 
seal and caribou, fragments of whale bones, and many 
chips, artifacts, and potsherds. The sherds (pi. 126) are 
presumably from two vessels, to judge from slight differ
ences in surface treatment. All of the sherds are covered 
on the outside with impressions of a cord-wrapped paddle. 
From the positive, sharply defined impressions made in 
one case, the cording appears to have consisted of paral
lel strands of braided fiber, perhaps sinew. The paste is 
densely packed with fibers, apparently down feathers, 
like those presumed to have been included in the pottery 
of adjacent features. The few sherds for which a measure 
is obtainable are between 0.5 and 0.8 centimeter thick. 
One rim sherd (pi. 126c) shows that the pot had outer 
walls flush with the rim, a flat top, and a slight inner 
projection. The rim top is marked with the same stamp 
as used for the interior. 

Some of the stone artifacts and fragments from this 
feature of beach 47 are shown in plate 123. Plate 123e is 
a black chert end scraper with burin facets along the two 
lateral margins. Two of the facets were created by blows 
from the narrow, unifacial notch at the top of the illus
trated artifact, and a third facet was made from a blow 
at the left corner of the curved end-scraper edge. The 
base of the object shown is steeply, though inexpertly, 
retouched to form a possible end scraper. 

Plate 123f is a unifaced flakeknife or graver of 
chert. It is thin, narrow, and provided with serrations at 
the left margin. Plate 123g is the broken half of a much 
wider, thin chert end scraper, that was subsequently 
used as a burin spall core. The burin facet extends 
downward from the upper left-hand corner. 

An unusual chert instrument (pi. 123h) has been re
touched about the upper margins of the illustrated face, 
perhaps to accentuate the drill- or graver-like point. The 
shape and the partly crushed, partly polished type of 
wear on the tip indicate that it was used as a hand drill, 
although a rare type of hand drill. Plate 1231, of black 
chert, and plate 123m, also of chert, are bifaced in
struments resembling discoidal scrapers. The lower 
margin of each differs from other specimens in north
western Alaska in that these are rubbed to a smooth, 
evenly rounded edge. They could not have been func
tional as scrapers during most of the rounding and 
polishing process. However, it is presumed that they 
were intended for some function other than the scraping 
usually ascribed to bifaces of these shapes. They may 
have been used to soften skins. 

Plate 123) is a chert core of undetermined function. 
It is heavily battered on the left margin as though it 
might have been mounted and used as a hammer of 
some kind. The object is thick. It is also provided with 
two blunt ends. Plate 123k is a chert flake, the left 
margin of which is formed by removing a burin spall, 
struck in the downward direction from a unifacially flaked 
notch extending upward to the right. This also appears 
to be a burin spall core. Plate 1231 is a flakeknife of 
chert, made from a flake struck so as to retain the cortex 
on its left margin. The right edge is retouched on the 
face shown. 

Plate 123n is a unifaced side scraper of chert, 
retouched along the left margin. Plate 123o is a long 
chert flake, the edges of which show cutting or scraping 
use. Plate 123p is pieced together from three fragments. 
It is a large chert knife blade for insetting. This and plate 
123a are similar to specimens from the most recent Den
bigh hearths found on beach 78. 

Features 718, 719 
Two unexcavated hearths near Features 715-717. 
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Feature 784 
One complete and two halves of another burin 

spall, both of translucent gray chert, were found here 
(fig. 123a-c). Figure 123a is a wide spall, indicating by its 
length the large size of its parent burin, probably fash
ioned to be held directly in the hand. Figures 123b and c 
can be joined together to form a second burin spall ap
proximately the same length as the first. 

Summary 
The contents of beach 47 clearly belong to Choris 

culture. However, the absence of such definitive later 
Choris pieces as slab knives and linear-stamped pottery, 
and the presence of extremely fine Denbigh-like diagonal 
flaking of large bifaces indicate that the sites derive from 
a cultural phase that precedes the time of the Choris 
village at Choris Peninsula—a conclusion supported by 
the relative position of the Cape Krusenstern beach ridge 
sites. 

Beach 48 
Feature 226 

This site was detected as a slightly raised, oval area 
about four meters along its longest axis. On excavation, 
it proved to be like the Choris "Areas", with a several-
centimeters-thick deposit containing charcoal, flakes, 
artifacts, fragments of stone, two potsherds, and the 
bones of seal and caribou, the latter predominating. No 
regular hearth appeared nor were there post molds or 
other features to distinguish the site as a house. Artifacts 
and fragments are shown in plate 127. Plate 127a is a 
large knife or weapon point fragment of silicified slate. 
The upper margin is a break caused by a burin blow 
from the left edge that removed a rounded flake ter
minating in a hinge. The lower margin is the scar of a 
natural break together with the scar of a burin blow that 
removed a second flake from the right edge. A very 
small scar was left from a burin blow on the left edge of 
the lower break. This piece shows the Choris and Trail 
Creek trait of striking burin blows against broken 
blades. 

Plate 127b is the end of a large knife blade of black 
chert. The right-hand margin of this bifaced instrument 
is crudely flaked, while the left-hand margin is carefully 
retouched, suggesting that the original blade had been 
semilunar and set into the slot of some form of handle. 
Plate 127c is a broken object of black chert, the upper 
margin created by the break. The drill-like appearance of 
the lower end of this biface is belied by the delicate tip 
and the extremely careful retouch of both faces, includ
ing the serration of edges. This might have been a 
surgical instrument or awl for some special work such as 
sewing or basketmaking. It calls to mind the double-
pointed instruments of the Denbigh Flint complex (Gid-
dings, 1964). 

Fig. 123. Large Burin spalls from Choris culture Feature 784, Beach 47, 
Cape Krusenstern. 

Plate 127d, g, and i are the fragments of weapon 
points or bifaced knife blades of chert. They are all quite 
symmetrically pointed and well made. Plate 127f is a 
side scraper of black chert made on a strongly curved 
flake. The left margin is carefully retouched on the face 
shown. Plate 127e, j , o and p are fragments of bifacially 
flaked knife blades. Of these, plate 127) also shows the 
peculiar scar of a burin blow on the left edge and 
another small burin scar of a spall struck from the tip. 
The flaking of this piece is strongly diagonal. 

Plate 127k is a nearly complete, thick, bifaced knife 
blade of black chert, carefully retouched at the edges 
and broken at the lower end. Plate 1271 is a complete 
bifaced chert knife blade of similar form. The upper end 
is noticeably thicker than the lower, suggesting that the 
lower end might have been hafted in an end-bladed knife 
handle. 

Plate 127m and n are potsherds, both showing the 
coarse markings of basketry or a cord-wrapped paddle. 
The paste contains relatively few fibers as compared 
with pottery from adjacent sites, but the fiber that shows 
is similar to that of the other pottery types and is 
possibly down feathers. 

Plate 127q, of black chert, is a bifaced discoidal 
scraper like those found in Features 715 through 717 on 
beach 47. This type is also related in form to the dis-
coidals in Norton and Ipiutak cultures. It is also similar 
both in form and workmanship to the Choris "adz" 
blades like plate 116a. The upper margin is carefully 
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retouched on both faces. Plate 127r is a side scraper of 
black chert, made on a large flake. Retouch is confined 
to the upper left and the right margins of the face 
shown. Plate 127s is a pointed needle sharpener of sand
stone. Two grooves, roughly parallel, are seen on the 
face shown, while another groove is on the face opposite. 
Plate 127t is a large chert flake, struck from the basal 
margin and showing use without purposeful retouch. 

Feature 227 
A whale vertebra. 

Summary 
This collection of artifacts from a single campsite on 

beach 48 contains none of the thin, small end blades and 
side blades of Norton culture. All of the bifaces are 
thick, compatible in form and flaking technology with 
objects of Choris culture. At the same time, the large 
knife blades are more like those of terminal Denbigh 
hearths than of the site at Choris Peninsula. Cord-
marked pottery is also to be noted. 

Beaches 49-51 
No features located. 

Beach 52 
Feature 484 

A chipping place that yielded one hundred seven
teen medium gray chert flakes, sixty medium large black 
chert flakes, and thirty-four medium-large silicified slate 
flakes. 

Feature 485 
Another chipping place, this one yielded fifty-three 

small gray chert and forty-six small black chert flakes. 

Summary of Choris Campsites on Beaches 44-52 

The campsites on beaches 44 to 52 were made by 
people of the Choris culture. Covering a prehistoric 
millennium at Cape Krusenstern, the campsites contain 
artifacts representing a stage of cultural development be
tween early Choris and the Choris culture recognized at 
the type site on Choris Peninsula. The Cape Krusenstern 
features appear to have been exclusively late spring-early 
summer seal hunting camps, and, therefore, show us 
only a glimpse of the rich culture they represent. Com
parisons of the artifacts from beaches 44 and 45 and the 
artifacts from the houses at Choris Peninsula give us a 

hint of what we might find in these early seal hunting 
cultures, were we able to locate the Choris people's 
winter habitations. Because of the limited range of ar
tifacts, we must discuss changes mainly through artifact 
types and through knowledge of recent life in a spring 
sealing camp. 

Most of the organic artifacts found in the campsites 
were probably made before the seal hunters arrived at 
their spring camps. The paucity and small size of the 
chipping debris we found are more consistent with re
touching or with modifying already made implements 
than with their manufacture from rough blanks. The 
presence of potsherds shows that pots were carried 
along, but whether they were used for cooking or for 
storing foods such as seal oil we cannot say. The pres
ence of small and large seal bones, but no caribou 
bones, points to seal hunting as the major subsistence ac
tivity, as does the location of the campsites. We cannot 
exclude the possibility that the Choris seal hunters at 
Cape Krusenstern also hunted beluga, as did their 
Eskimo counterparts in historic times. We found no 
bones of these large animals, but because they are usu
ally butchered near shore, only the flesh and skin are 
normally brought to camp. Such a practice leaves no 
evidence for archeological researchers to discover. 

Were it not for the unique cache of weapon points 
found at Feature 486, we would have little idea of some 
of the kinds of weapons used by the Choris campers. 
The cache was located at a site which differed from the 
usual seal hunting campsites, however, so it has not 
greatly increased our knowledge of sealing equipment. 
With respect to land hunting equipment, the variety of 
implements, apparently made by the same person, 
demonstrates the fact that different artifact styles may be 
made by one person for the same functional type. 

The burin blow was a common technique used 
throughout the Choris period by the campers on beaches 
44 through 52. It was used for two, or possibly three, 
different purposes, most commonly to produce regular 
burin spalls from thick flake cores, probably for the 
points of engraving implements. As is demonstrated by 
the presence of step-fractures along some burin facet 
margins, the technique was also used to create sharp 
edges for cutting or scraping hard organic materials. The 
technique may also have been used to shape certain im
plements. 

The most numerous artifacts in the campsites were 
bifaced knife blades. They were of several shapes, and 
nearly all were side hafted and probably used for butch
ering. Variations in form were relatively slight and seem 
to have been stylistic rather than functional, except for 
knives with pointed ends, as opposed to those with 
rounded ends. Since seals may be skinned with either 
type of knife blade, we cannot suggest for what different 
purposes they were made. 
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Ground adz blades occurred only sporadically in the 
Choris campsites. We cannot say much about their 
popularity within the culture as a whole. Their rarity 
contrasts sharply with their relative abundance in Nor
ton and Ipiutak times, but this may relate to the fact 
that the Choris sites were camps and the Ipiutak sites 
were houses. On the other hand, the Choris houses con
tained only two fragments of ground adz blades, in
dicating no dependence on such implements. For a while 
we considered that ground adz blades may have been in
troduced only after the Choris period. But evidence from 
the Denbigh Flint assemblages at Onion Portage in
dicates that this is not true (Anderson, 1968). 

Pottery decoration shows a trend from cord-
wrapped, impressed pottery on beaches 47 and 48, to 
linear-stamped or incised on beach 46, to check-stamped 
on beaches 44 to 38. Pottery types coexist on the same 
beach ridges, however. For example, both cord-wrapped 
impressed pottery and check-stamped pottery were 
found on beach 44. Since this is the only known co
occurrence of these two types of decoration on pottery 
in northwestern Alaska, it may be that some of the 
check-stamped pottery users from beach 43 also used 
beach 44. The possibility of occupation overlap on these 
two beaches receives added support by the presence of a 
Norton ground adz blade on beach 44. 

There is no evidence of ground, argillaceous slate on 
the Choris beaches at Cape Krusenstern. Apparently this 
was not a material used by hunters while in camp, for 
no ground slate was found even in the camps of the peo
ple who had quantities of the material in their homes at 
Choris Peninsula. The fact that one or two fragments of 
ground and chipped argillaceous slate were located in 
Old Whaling sites suggests that this material was present 
and used in northwestern Alaska long before the Choris 
people began to manufacture their tools from it. 

The discoidal, a special artifact type found in 
Choris, Norton, and Ipiutak sites, was present in the 
early Choris campsites as well. Contrasting to the Nor
ton and Ipiutak discoidal scrapers, however, the Choris 
forms are all subtriangular, with only one of the three 
margins showing signs of wear. The single haft known 
for these, found in Choris House 1 at Choris Peninsula, 
is reminiscent of an adz socket. This suggests that the 
Choris discoidal was used as an adz blade. On the other 
hand, the socket, which appears too flimsy to have been 
used for the heavy-duty work of adzing, could have 
been hafted to a straight handle, so that the implement 
may have been used as a scraper. Wear studies have 
thus far left the question open. After a long period of 
use, adzing wood produces the same type of polish that 
scraping skin produces. The implements all have this 
polish, but as some of the implements have greatly 
rounded, polished edges that would have rendered the 
implements useless for adzing, we suspect that they were 
used as skin scrapers. Supporting this theory is the fact 
that, with one exception, we found no unifacially flaked 

end scrapers like those used for scraping skins. We 
should also note that the Ipiutak and Norton counter
parts of these Choris discoidals were hafted in wooden 
handles and used as two-handed beamers (Larsen and 
Rainey, 1948), producing the same type of distinctive 
edge polish. On the other hand, the implements may 
have gone through several phases of use. Even if 
originally adz blades, they may have been converted to 
skin softeners after they had dulled. Resolution of this 
question will come only after additional experimental 
work on the edge-wear configurations is done. 

Choris Peninsula 

Late Choris Period "Areas" 

Shortly before leaving Choris Peninsula in 1958, we 
randomly tested beaches adjacent to the three Choris 
houses and found three small midden deposits, each in 
association with post molds, on the crest of a ridge two 
beaches forward from the houses. These were not simple 
hearths such as might have been centered in a tent, but 
accumulations of materials suggesting a refuse heap for a 
neighboring dwelling of some kind. A search of the rest 
of the beach failed to disclose any house pits, however. 
In later years, the patterns of post molds in all three 
areas were interpreted as the remains of drying racks, 
like those common in present-day Eskimo settlements of 
the region. Since such racks are associated with spring, 
summer, or fall camps as well as with winter settle
ments, we suspect that more extensive excavations 
around these areas would reveal more remains of late 
Choris campsites. 

The three "Areas" detailed in figure 11 contained 
artifacts stylistically similar to those from the Choris 
houses. Their presence on a beach forward of the Choris 
house ruins suggests that they postdate the Choris house 
occupations, a conclusion confirmed by a 240±51 B.C. 
(P-611) radiocarbon date from Area 3. 

Area 1 
From the first area came thirty-three artifacts, in

cluding the fragments of many scratched slate blades, 
one large check-stamped potsherd, several linear-
stamped sherds, and a number of flints and animal 
bones. The bones appear to have been partly burned. 
They include twenty-six caribou, two of crane or swan, 
two of seal, and twenty-three unidentifiable fragments. 

The six posts identified by stains reaching well 
below the original surface formed no clearly defined pat
tern, unless it was a roughly quadrangular one. 
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Fig. 124. Toggle harpoon head fragment from late Choris Area 3, 
Choris Peninsula. 

Area 2 
In the second area, the pattern of four post molds 

was decidedly quadrangular, though not symmetrical. 
All of the potsherds found in it were linear-stamped. 
There was less scratched slate here than in Area 1, but 
more bones, many of them charred. These totaled eighty-
five of caribou, one of big seal, one of swan, and over 
two hundred small fragments, most of them apparently 
caribou. 

Area 3 
In Area 3, only three posts, roughly in line, were 

identified by their stains in the ground. A thickened 
deposit contained many bones, including a charred one, 
some charcoal, potsherds, slate fragments, and the usual 
flints. Of the bones, one hundred eight were caribou; 
seven were small seal; one was bearded seal; one was 
duck; and there were many fragments too small to 
identify. 

Late Choris Period Area Collections 

Although most of the artifacts from the late Choris 
Areas are of stone, one antler artifact is of unusual 
significance. This is the fragment of a barbed ivory har
poon head (fig. 124) from Area 3. This fragment resem
bles the upper part of Mathiassen's type A2b toggle har
poon head with symmetrical barbs (Mathiassen, 1927). 
Its base, which is hollowed out, appears to be that of a 
closed-socket harpoon head. On one face, there is a 
channel for a line extending from the line hole toward 
the base of the implement. The line hole, which is 
unusually small (3.6 mm. in diameter), was drilled. Un
fortunately, the fragment is missing its lower portion, 
making it impossible to determine more about the type 
of spur or shaft. Nevertheless, the presence of this har
poon head is important, since it is the only evidence we 
have of the presence of toggle heads in Choris culture. 

A remarkable characteristic of all three Choris 
Areas is the presence of whole or fragmentary large flint 
weapon points, diagonally flaked, with strongly serrate 
edges. Since the Areas are almost certainly more recent 
than the Choris houses, it is worthy of special note that 
they contain the more carefully made flints, resembling 
strongly in shape and technique much earlier weapon 
points of the western United States. Most of these flints, 
and some of the other artifacts from the Choris Areas, 
excluding, for the most part, objects nearly duplicated in 
the Choris houses, are shown in plates 128 and 129. The 
objects in plate 128 are: 

a, a chalcedony, bifaced weapon point diagonally 
flaked, imperfectly serrated, and provided at one 
edge of the basal segment with a burin scar, struck 
from the base upward in such a way as to provide a 
shoulder; the careful removal of the burin spall in
dicates intent to alter the stem rather than to provide 
a working burin; Area 2; 

b, an evenly serrated weapon point of chert, diagonally 
flaked on both faces and lightly edge-ground at the 
stem; Area 2; 

c, the fragment of a diagonally flaked, serrate-edged 
weapon point of red jasper; the base of this broken 
specimen is slightly convex; on the face opposite that 
shown, a blow was struck from the upper end so as 
to remove a large, flat flake in a hinge fracture 
similar to others shown in this plate and similar to 
some from the Choris houses; Area 3; 

d, the tip fragment of a large weapon point or knife 
blade of black chert; its careful retouch along the left 
margin, in contrast to the relatively unworked right 
margin, indicates that it was likely a hafted knife; 
both faces show diagonal flaking, particularly the 
obverse of the face shown; Area 1; 
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e, the tip fragment of a large chert bifaced weapon 
point, diagonally flaked and serrated; Area 2; 

/, the midsection of a chalcedony weapon point, also 
serrated and diagonally flaked; Area 2; 

g, the tip fragment of another serrated, diagonally 
flaked chalcedony weapon point; Area 2; 

h, a fragment of a large, thick, black chert weapon 
point or knife blade, diagonally flaked; Area 1; 

i, a fragment of a carefully chipped, serrated, diagon
ally flaked, bifaced weapon point of black chert; 
blows have been struck from the point in such a way 
as to remove both a large flake from the face shown 
and a similar, but shorter, flake from the opposite 
face; since the result of these blows is a hinge frac
ture, it seems unlikely that this was caused by a 
chance blow; Area 1; 

;', a fragment of a large chalcedony bifaced weapon 
point, diagonally flaked and lightly serrated; like the 
fragment above, it has a pair of flake scars (one can 
be seen on the face shown); the flakes were driven off 
from the tip end, creating a double-concave cross sec
tion; Area 3; 

k, a fragment of a diagonally flaked, bifaced, serrated, 
stemmed knife blade of black chert; Area 3; 

/, a diagonally flaked, serrated "crooked knife" blade 
fragment of black chert, stemmed in such a way as to 
allow mounting at a sharp angle if placed in an end-
socketed knife handle; Area 3; 

m, a fragment of a broken black chert weapon point or 
bifaced knife blade, altered at the point of break by 
the removal of a large burin spall; Area 1; 

n, a fragment of a chert bifaced weapon point or knife 
blade, serrated at the edges and centrally ridged on 
the face shown; the opposite face, less convex, shows 
some diagonal flaking; Area 2; 

o, a thick chert specimen, presumably a bifaced weapon 
point, ridged longitudinally on both faces and slightly 
stemmed (upside down in photograph); Area 2; 

p, a unifaced knife fragment of translucent chert, re
touched around the edges as shown; Area 2; 

a, one of the peculiar objects shaped by removal of 
burin spalls, characteristic of Choris, pre-Choris, and 
related sites of Alaska; in this chert specimen, two 
adjoining burin scars are seen slanting downward and 
outward on the right; the right edge of the extreme 
right burin scar is met by the left edge of another 
such scar on the opposite face; these three scars evi
dently result from that many burin blows struck from 
a unifacially flaked platform between their points of 
impact; as in other pieces of this type, the object 
seems to be a core from which burin spalls were ob
tained; it is possible, however, that the notch, rather 
than the burin spalls, was desired; this specimen 
shows wear at the notch, as though used in shaping 
rounded shafts or points of organic material; Area 2; 

r, the chalcedony base of a large, bifaced weapon point 
that was apparently diagonally flaked; both faces of 
the piece have been basally thinned; Area 2; 

s, the concave, translucent chert base of a large, 
diagonally flaked, bifaced weapon point; its opposite 
face shows a wide longitudinal scar, as though a 
blow had been struck from farther toward the tip 
before the point became broken; Area 2. 

It is worth noting that four of the twelve specimens 
described as bifaced weapon points in plate 128 show the 
peculiar longitudinal flaking of the tip (pi. 128c,i,j,s), 
and three specimens (pi. 128a, m,q) have been altered by 
burin blows. 

The artifacts in plate 129 are: 
a, a large flakeknife of red jasper, made on a thick and 

strongly curved flake characteristic of Choris; Area 3; 
b, a fragment of a cut and polished segment of bitumen 

or jet; Area 1; 
c, a fragment of a chert flakeknife; Area 1; 
d, a fishhook shank of antler, grooved for the barb at 

one end and grooved through from both sides at the 
opposite end to provide a suspension hole; on the 
face opposite that shown is a series of parallel, very 
fine, engraved lines extending across the shank at in
tervals of about two millimeters from the suspension 
hole to the base; Area 2; 

e, a fragment of a bifaced knife blade of red silicified 
slate; Area 2; 

f, a crudely flaked, bifaced knife blade fragment of 
chert; the opposite face is formed by four large flake 
scars and is more nearly plane than the one shown; 
Area 1; 

g, a bifaced basalt knife blade, plano-convex in cross 
section; Area 1; 

h, a bifaced knife blade or scraper of chalcedony, the 
cross section of which tends to be plano-convex; this 
form of implement, often much larger, is found both 
at Choris Peninsula and in the far interior sites; Area 
2; 

;', a broken, but larger specimen than plate 129h, but 
like it in form and execution; Area 3; 

j , a crude, thick bifaced knife blade or scraper of silici
fied slate; Area 3; 

k, a broken whetstone of shale, rubbed on all faces; 
Area 2; 

/, a rubbed and scratched slate knife blade, resembling 
slab knives of schist or silicified slate; Area 2; 
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Lopp Lagoon 

Agulaak Island Sites 

Agulaak Site 3, locality 1 
The highest part of beach 3 lay at the northeastern 

end of Agulaak Island, where the channel between Lopp 
Lagoon and the Chukchi Sea has been sharply cutting 
back the shore in recent years. We were fortunate to 
find a campsite, even though probably a mixed one, cut 
in two by the water, its contents spilled down the slope. 
With the exception of a fragment of jade that must have 
been left by more recent people, this was a site of 
Norton-Late Choris and Choris affiliation. Significant ar
tifacts from the locality are illustrated on plate 130. 
Those typical of Norton or late Choris sites are: 
a, a piece of rubbed, baked shale (see Giddings, 1964); 
d, a slab knife or weapon point with a laterally ground 

stem; silicified slate; 
e-g, end-blade inset or weapon point fragments of silici

fied slate made in slab knife technique; 
h, a polished, burin-like implement of silicified slate; 
i, a plano-convex scraper of quartz; 
ff, a strongly curved side-blade inset of chert, similar to 

"triangular" ones commonly found in Norton culture 
levels at Iyatayet; 

gg, a broken whetstone of shale for sharpening points; it 
shows several narrow grooves; 

hh, the fragment of an angular whetstone of sandstone; 
ii, a potsherd bearing the linear stamp of Choris and 

Norton culture; it is perforated for lashing and pro
vided with a groove to carry the lashing cord to the 
top of the vessel, a trait also known from Choris 
Peninsula. 

Other pieces on plate 130 could also be of Choris 
culture, that is, the Choris culture associated with the 
Choris houses on Choris Peninsula and with beaches 45 
through 48 at Cape Krusenstern, though they are by no 
means diagnostic. They are: 
b, a basally thinned weapon point of silicified slate; 
c, a biface of silicified slate, broken at the upper right 

margin in such a way as to suggest it was a strongly 
curved object, somewhat like the side-blade inset on 
this plate, but perhaps related to the "crooked 
knives" of Choris Peninsula and Cape Krusenstern; 

/, a chert hand drill, bifaced only on its lower half and 
retouched at the edges elsewhere. 

The rest of the artifacts, except plate 130)), are more 
like early Choris artifacts. They are: 
k, a chalcedony knife blade, carefully retouched on both 

faces in the parallel fashion of early Choris and 
Denbigh; 

/, a plano-convex, unifaced, chert implement, carefully 
retouched along the longer edges, probably a knife 
blade or scraper; 

m, n, of black and gray chert, respectively, these are 
very thin end-blade insets for arrowheads; they recall 
specimens from Battle Rock (pi. 85) and the inter
mediate beaches at Cape Krusenstern (fig. 101); 

o, a very thin flake of chalcedony, turned into a 
weapon point by very fine retouching of the two up
per edges; 

p, the base of' an end-blade inset of chert, diagonally 
flaked and basally thinned; 

q, a chert flakeknife recalling a Denbigh form (Giddings, 
1964) and a Choris form (pi. 1161); 

r, a black chert biface, probably a knife blade; 
s, a flakeknife of black chert, recalling a Choris form; 
t, v, possibly but not necessarily the fragments of chert 

microblades; t is lightly retouched at the edges; 
u, w-z, burins and burin fragments of chert and black 

chert; u is the broken tip of a larger piece; w is 
plano-convex and complete as shown; x is plano
convex, thick at the base, and with burin scars show
ing at both upper edges where the tip is missing; y is 
a double-ended burin of black chert with burin scars 
on opposite edges; another plano-convex specimen, z, 
has a burin scar at the upper left, but the tip is 
broken off. 
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m, a fragment of a large plano-convex scraper or knife 
of black chert; shown on the left margin of this speci
men is the characteristic broad, parallel flaking of 
Choris culture; Area 2; 

n, a beach pebble of igneous origin, battered about most 
of its edge, as though used as a hammerstone in 
working flints; Area 1; 

o, a plano-convex object of chalcedony roughly resembl
ing an end scraper; while the entire edge of the con
vex face (shown) is retouched, the specimen lacks the 
characteristic treatment of traditional end scrapers; 
Area 1; 

p, a fragment of a rubbed and scratched bifaced slate 
knife blade; Area 1; 

q, a piece of pumice; the crossed grooves on one face 
result from the polishing of thin implements; Area 3. 



aa, a square, basal segment of a large knife blade or 
weapon point of chert; 

bb, a somewhat triangular chalcedony flake, retouched 
about two edges and possibly used as a projectile tip; 
the thinner flake, o, may have been similarly used; 

cc, this appears to be the base of a parallel-edged, 
black chert blade, similar to some found in Choris 
culture sites; it ends in a hinge fracture, uppermost as 
shown, which has been retouched on both faces of 
both edges, as though purposely to produce an in
strument of precisely the shape shown; 

dd, a side-blade inset of chalcedony, coarsely flaked on 

both faces; 
ee, a bifaced weapon point or knife blade fragment of 

chalcedony, diagonally flaked; 
//, this piece of polished nephrite (Kobuk River jade) is 

the fragment of an adz blade, typical of those widely 
distributed by trade from their source on the Kobuk 
River after A.D. 1200 or 1300; here, this is un
doubtedly intrusive. 

Since the Agulaak Site 3, locality 1 collection con
tains elements that relate to both Choris and to late 
Choris or Norton periods, it may be a mixed site. On 
the other hand, since we have so few late Arctic Small 
Tool assemblages from the Cape Prince of Wales area, 
we cannot yet rule out the possibility that the artifacts 
were contemporaneous, representing a local expression 
of the post-Denbigh Arctic Small Tool tradition in that 
area. At present, however, we believe it more likely that 
the site is mixed. 

Cape Espenberg 

Choris Period Localities 

In our brief surveys of the beach ridges at Cape 
Espenberg in 1958, 1959, and 1960, we found several 
small sites with Choris materials. A few of these artifact 
scatters were located on the western end of the beach-
ridge series west of the Espenberg River, but most were 
found along the beach ridges at the eastern end of the 
peninsula and in the middle segment between Espenberg 
River and a small tidal channel that truncates the penin
sula. These Choris sites were primarily on two beach 
ridges. The older ridge, which we labeled "DC" (fig. 13), 
contained implements from one locality that relate most 
closely to materials from Cape Krusenstern beach 46 and 
from another locality that relate to materials from the 
time of Cape Krusenstern beach 45 or later. The younger 
beach ridge at Cape Espenberg, which we labeled "C," 
contained materials that appear to date approximately to 
the Choris housebuilding period on Choris Peninsula. 

The earliest segment of beach ridges at Cape Espen
berg, labeled "D" on figure 13, is found at the southeast-
ernmost portion of the peninsula; there, the surviving 
beaches are the remnants of a large series of beaches 

truncated by the "DC" beach. Artifacts from here com
bine the stylistic traits of both the Denbigh Flint and 
Choris complexes. These are discussed in Chapter 13. 

The artifacts from beach "C", all of which came 
from the middle segment east of Espenberg River, in
clude some undiagnostic chert flakes and numerous pot
sherds. Of these, plate 131c is a linear-stamped sherd 
bearing on its exfoliated, interior face (shown) the marks 
of fibers, perhaps feathers. Plate 131d is another linear-
stamped sherd, the second stamping of which has partly 
obscured the first stamping, at right angles. Plate 131f is 
an exfoliated rim sherd, apparently cord-marked on the 
face shown. Plate 131g, linear-stamped on the outside, 
shows strong markings, probably feather, on the exfoli
ated interior face shown. Plate 131) is a linear-stamped 
rim sherd with a slightly out-turned rim; on its exfoli
ated inner surface, fibers appear to be those of down 
feathers. Plate 131k is a linear-stamped wall sherd. 

The artifacts from beach "DC" came from all three 
segments of Cape Espenberg beach ridges. They appear 
to date from at least two different phases of Choris. The 
more recent of the two phases is represented by some 
potsherds and artifacts found along the prominent part 
of the ridge that is between one and four kilometers 
from the tip of the peninsula. These include the follow
ing objects: plate 131a, a triangular, bifaced discoidal 
scraper or adz blade of black chert, closely similar to 
specimens found on the middle beaches at Cape Krusen
stern (pi 123m); plate 131h, a slab knife fragment of sili
cified slate, flaked on the left margin; plate 131b, a thin 
potsherd with an inward rolled rim, the top of which is 
marked by a linear stamp, as is the outer wall of the 
sherd where the stamping runs parallel to the rim; plate 
1311, a very thin, hard potsherd, check-stamped on the 
exterior. 

From farther west on the "DC" beach, near the base 
of the peninsula, we found fragments of slab knives of 
silicified slate (pi 1311,p), and the fragment of a polished 
object, probably an adz blade of silicified slate (pi 
131q). Other objects were a thin (3.5 to 4.0 mm.) frag
ment of a small clay pot, linear-stamped on the outside, 
with the lines running perpendicular to the stem (pi 
131m), and the exterior of an exfoliated sherd with 
curiously pitted impressions of what appear to be coarse 
cords, perhaps wound around a paddle (pi 131r). Two 
thicker sherds were also found: plate 131n is an ex
foliated sherd that clearly shows the impressions of 
feathers, and plate 131s is cord-marked like plate 131r 
except that it has a larger and shallower pattern. 

In the middle segment, a quartz bifaced scraper or 
knife blade fragment (pi 131e) was found on beach 
"DC", just behind the potsherd locality on beach "C" 
discussed above. 
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Much of the pottery at Cape Espenberg differs from 
that of other sites around Kotzebue Sound in having a 
finer-grained paste. This gives the insides of the sherds a 
slick appearance and clearly reveals the fibrous inclu
sions. Besides those already mentioned, fiber impressions 
may be seen in the plate 131o sherd, one of two similar 
potsherds found farther west on the "DC" beach. Both 
pieces are reddish inside and out, and linear-stamped on 
the exterior; they were packed with fibrous material. 
Also found at this location was the thick (7 mm.) linear-
stamped sherd, plate 131t. 

Including the potsherds illustrated, the "DC" beach 
yielded about forty potsherds, about two hundred flakes 
of flinty material and many chips and fragments of 
silicified slate objects. 

Different from the localities just discussed was one 
locality on beach "DC," located in the middle segment of 
the beach ridge series. In this locality were found the 
following artifacts illustrated in plate 132. Plate 132a is a 
black chert bifaced knife blade fragment; it is thick, 
carefully flaked on both faces, and provided with a 
slight shoulder on one edge. Plate 132b is the basal frag
ment of a bifaced, chalcedony, side-notched, diagonally 
flaked weapon point. The notches are formed by uni-
facial retouch, in a manner characteristic of Old Whaling 
notched points. The margins of the notches and base are 
lightly ground. 

Plate 132c is the fragment of a thick, serrated-edged, 
chert weapon point or knife blade. Plate 132d is a burin 
of chert in the form of a bec-de-flute; its tip is drill- or 
chisel-like, between converging burin scars. It is bi-
facially flaked. Plate 132e is the basal segment of a thin, 
lightly stemmed, diagonally flaked point of black chert. 
Plate 132f is a small, leaf-shaped side-blade inset of 
black chert. Plate 132g is the fragment of a large bifaced 
projectile point or knife blade of chert, with a thick 
cross section like that of plate 132a. Plate 132h is the 
fragment of a unifaced chert flake, retouched by use 
along the left margin. Plate 132i is a unifaced flakeknife 
of obsidian, retouched by use at the edges. Plate 132} at 
first appears to be only a chert chip, but its upper edge 
has been retouched on the face shown, after the fashion 
of burin spall knives. It may have served as a chisel. 

Plate 132k is the midsection of a thin, bifaced end-
blade inset of chert. Plate 1321 is apparently the frag
ment of a parallel-edged, ridged, chert flake. Despite its 
superficial resemblance to a microblade, a close inspec
tion indicates that it is not one. Plate 132m is a small, 
ridged flake of chalcedony, slightly utilized or unifacially 
retouched along both lateral edges. Plate 132n is the 
fragment of a unifaced scraper of chert. Plate 132o is a 
unifaced scraper fragment of chalcedony, steeply 
retouched along the left edge. Plate 132p is a unifaced 
chert flakeknife or scraper fragment, broken at the top 
edge. Plate 132q is a delicately retouched fragment of a 
unifaced knife or scraper of chert. Plate 132r is a 
chalcedony unifaced flake, perhaps a scraper, retouched 
on the upper margin. 

All but the burin and the notched point are charac
teristic of Choris artifacts. The two thick bifaced knife 
blade fragments, for example, have cross sections and 
flaking patterns that produce somewhat asymmetrically 
beveled edges like many Choris pieces. Chalcedony is 
also a common Choris material. The base of an end-
blade inset, too, is like many Choris pieces, and 
although the form is also found in Norton culture, the 
regular, diagonal flaking is a Choris feature. Although 
the Cape Espenberg side-blade inset is broad, double-
convex, and with rounded ends—a rare form in Choris 
inventories—it is nonetheless more typical of Choris 
pieces than of objects from any of the other north
western Alaskan cultures. 

The burin has a typical Denbigh form, like those il
lustrated by Giddings from Iyatayet (Giddings, 1964), 
but it is unlike Denbigh types in that it was entirely 
bifacially flaked before the burin blows were struck. The 
flakes are large, diagonal, and regular, a characteristic of 
many Choris pieces. In some respects the artifact looks 
like the midsection of a small bifacial weapon point. 

The notched point has large, diagonal, parallel flake 
scars such as are seen on Old Whaling pieces, but this 
typical Old Whaling attribute along with side notching, 
unifaced retouch of notches, and diagonal flaking sug
gests that the piece may be intrusive. On the other hand, 
since a similar large point was found in the Choris cache 
at Cape Krusenstern, this type of point might also be 
considered a very rare Choris element. 

In all, the artifacts from locality 1 on the "DC" beach 
ridge at Cape Espenberg show a combination of traits 
that suggests a Choris affiliation, most clearly parallel to 
that found on beach 47 at Cape Krusenstern. 

Although no potsherds were located with the above 
artifacts, both linear-stamped and cord-marked sherds 
were found nearby on the same "DC" ridge. 

Choris Culture 
(1250-550 B . C . + / - 5 0 ) 

Our most detailed information on Choris culture 
comes from the late stages of the culture, dating from 
the late seventh to middle sixth centuries B.C., from 
which we have both house and campsite remains. The 
houses on Choris Peninsula were probably occupied 
year-round, except for short periods during spring 
thaws. All of the seasonally specific artifacts relate to 
summer and fall activities; we have been unable to iden
tify a single artifact that would have been used only in 
winter. On the other hand, the houses themselves were 
most likely built for winter occupation. 
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One reason we believe the houses were occupied 
year-round is that their floors, encompassing areas be
tween fifty-eight and seventy-eight square meters, lay as 
much as eighty centimeters below the natural ground 
level, a depth that indicates the builders excavated much 
more than just the sod. The interior house posts were 
large, and they undoubtedly supported a substantial 
superstructure of roof, wall beams, and covering mate
rial, all of which has subsequently decomposed. The size 
of the supports would have been sufficient to carry both 
planking and sod, although, as stated, few traces of 
either were found. Figure 125 gives an indication of how 
these houses were built. Their construction represents an 
investment of a great deal of time and energy. In historic 
times when this amount of labor was expended, it was 
for winter houses. The Eskimos of the northwestern 
Alaskan coasts did not construct such substantial struc
tures for other seasons, preferring to live in tents. Some 
settlements, on the other hand, were located at year-
round hunting and fishing spots, and when winter 
houses were erected there, some groups preferred to 
occupy them both in summer and in winter. For exam
ple, when von Kotzebue first visited Shishmaref Inlet in 
1816, he found a settlement of semisubterranean houses 
on one of the islands that were apparently occupied in 
mid-July (von Kotzebue, 1821). During that same sum
mer, he found many family groups of seal hunters and 
fishers, as well as traders, who were living in small, tem
porary tent settlements around Kotzebue Sound. The 
Choris site may represent a type of settlement like that 
noted by von Kotzebue at Shishmaref Inlet (and presum
ably at other areas around Kotzebue Sound). It may 
have coexisted with temporary campsites like those 
noted by von Kotzebue. 

Subsistence Activities and Seasonal Round 

Because preservation of bone, antler, and ivory was 
good in the Choris houses, we recovered fish and small 
bird bones and were able to make a detailed study of the 
Choris Peninsula food supply. Of the animals hunted or 
otherwise obtained, the following have been identified in 
the faunal collections from the houses: caribou, small 
(probably ringed) seal, bearded seal, beluga, porcupine, 
fox, polar bear, baleen whale, ptarmigan, murre, puffin, 
and guillemot. As figure 126 shows, the Choris houses 
contained bones of animals obtainable at different sea
sons. This does not necessarily mean that the houses 
were occupied during the seasons when the animals were 
hunted, because the Choris people almost certainly knew 
food-drying and storage techniques. Caribou, whose 
bones made up sixty percent of the faunal remains, based 
on the minimum number of animals represented, have 
been most plentiful around Choris Peninsula in historic 

Fig. 125. Reconstructed Choris House 1, Choris Peninsula. 

times during their southward migrations in the fall. After 
Escholtz Bay freezes up, during the latter part of Octo
ber, caribou appear in large numbers at Choris; after 
that, they are obtainable throughout the winter months, 
although in smaller numbers. No caribou remain in the 
area during the fawning period in late May or June, but 
a few appear again between the latter part of July and 
freeze-up. Most likely the bones in the Choris houses 
represent fall and winter hunting. This is suggested by 
the presence of caribou skulls with shed antlers as well 
as skulls with fully matured, unshed antlers in all three 
houses. Antlers of adult males mature fully in October 
and are shed during November; those of adult females 
and immature males are shed between March and April. 
October to March is the period that a family normally 
occupies a house for the winter (Simmons, 1960). 

The faunal remains of small seal, which were second 
highest in the faunal count, were most likely ringed seal. 
Ringed seal may be captured off Choris Peninsula be
tween late September and early July. As ice begins to 
form in the fall, seals are dispersed, congregating wher
ever the water is still open. This pattern is consistent 
with the ethnographically described practice of the 
Kotzebue Sound Eskimos who moved from damp, muddy 
permanent dwellings during the thaw period to well-
drained grassy camping areas. 

The bird remains, which include black guillemot, 
puffin, large-beaked murre (all of which nest on 
Chamisso Island), and ptarmigan, point to hunting in 
late fall, early winter (for ptarmigan), early spring, and 
summer (for the cliff birds). Significantly, no duck or 
goose bones occurred in the houses; these would be ex
pected if hunters were living in the houses between mid-
May and June. 

Many of the subsistence activities are reflected in 
the Choris artifacts (fig. 112). Those seasonally used 
were, primarily, the fifty-nine hunting and fishing items 
found in the houses. The chipped stone arrow and spear 
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Fig. 126. Table showing availability during the year of the major animals hunted by the Choris people around Kotzebue Sound. 

points were suitable for taking caribou. The larger of 
these points, apparently lashed directly to wooden 
shafts, were possibly spearheads, whereas the smaller 
points inset into forked-base antler shafts were ar
rowheads. Bows and arrows as well as spears would 
have been useful in fall hunts, but archery would have 
been more successful than spearing in winter hunts, 
when caribou are more difficult to approach. Bows 
would also have been used for shooting blunt arrows at 
birds or small game. For example, in obtaining murres 
and guillemots from rocky cliffs, blunt arrows would 
have been much more efficient than stone or pointed 
antler or ivory heads, which could be easily broken. The 
bow itself very likely had a simple curve in which the 
bowstring snapped back nearly to the bow shaft. To 
protect his arm against the backlash, the hunter would 
have lashed a guard onto the bow to catch the string. 

Small, straight-based, chipped stone points seem to 
have served as end insets in detachable, barbed dart 
heads. These were used for hunting seals and beluga in 
open water. Although heads like these were used in 
historic times to hunt from the ice edge, they were more 
commonly used from kayaks in the early summer. Such 
heads were often thrown by means of a throwing board. 
A fixed toggle harpoon head from Choris House 3 is 
similar to modern metal fixed heads used for retrieving 
beluga from open, shallow water. 

Fishhooks of the composite barb and shank type are 
indicated by the presence of at least one long straight 
barb. The barb appears to be like more recent ones used 
in jigging for tomcod under the ice. Ice picks suitable for 
chipping holes in the ice were also found in the houses. 

One of the curious features of the Choris artifact in
ventory is the absence of evidence for net fishing. Since 
a few net sinkers have been found in the Choris levels at 
Onion Portage, fishing by nets must have been known 
by Choris people. Therefore, if the Choris houses were 
occupied summers as well as winters, the absence of fish
nets suggests that coastal fishing—specifically salmon 
fishing—was not practiced by coastal Choris people even 
though they had the capabilities. This in turn suggests 
that salmon were not sufficiently abundant during the 
time of occupation of the Choris houses to make the in
vestment in equipment and time worthwhile. One possi
ble explanation for the absence or reduced numbers of 
salmon in Choris times, as compared to the present, is 
that water temperatures in the spawning streams of 
Kotzebue Sound—at least southern Kotzebue Sound— 
were below the critical level to support viable salmon 
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populations. According to Smith, et al. (1966:875), "If, 
during the period from [salmon] egg deposition until the 
following spring or early summer, salmon eggs and em
bryos cannot accumulate sufficient thermal units to pro
duce free-swimming young, they will not likely perpetu
ate the runs. Chance spawnings by dispersal of salmon 
from other rivers, necessary if the range is to be ex
tended, will be fruitless." 

Also, curiously, the artifact inventory shows no evi
dence of winter seal hunting, a fact inconsistent with our 
belief that the houses were occupied both in winter and 
summer. It is possible, of course, to use dart heads for 
winter sealing, but they are quite inefficient (Arutiunov 
and Sergeev, 1968). All of the more recent northern 
Eskimo groups have preferred toggle harpoons for hunt
ing from fast moving ice. 

Manufacturing Activities 
Many other activities are also indicated by the 

Choris artifacts. Stone side scrapers, chipped stone adz 
blades, burin-edged flaked knives, and coarse-grained 
slab knives were likely used to work ivory, antler, and 
wood. Apparently the Choris people did not use the 
grooving technique to obtain workable splints of antler 
or ivory, as did most other Arctic groups. Instead, they 
may have split antler with wedges or splintered bone. 
Since ivory was obtained from outside the Choris 
region, it may have been cut into usable sections else
where before being imported. Chipped and ground hand 
drills were used to drill holes in wood, antler, ivory, and 
even slate. The slab knife is an interesting artifact type, 
largely confined in geographical distribution to Seward 
Peninsula and Norton Sound. It was probably useful for 
any kind of cutting or whittling that required a sawing 
or abrading operation. 

Ground slate knives as well as some knives of 
chipped stone are shaped like the ulus of historic Eskimos 
and probably served similar functions. All had edges 
sharpened from both sides, in contrast to most modern 
ulus (and hunting knives) of the region which are sharp
ened from only one side. Bifaced, chert knife blades 
were of several different shapes, depending on how they 
were to be hafted. Wear marks on certain pieces indicate 
their use as end-hafted knives rather than as weapon 
points. The most common form of knife blade was the 
quarter-haft, mounted in a handle so as to expose part 
of one end and all of one edge of the blade. Bifaced 
knives are especially well suited for cutting meat and for 
skinning. They are not useful for working hard materials 
such as bone or wood. 

Skin working, a crucial activity in any Arctic com
munity, is indicated by triangular and trapezoidal bi
faced scrapers, by pumice, and by bird-bone needles. 
Skin-working and sewing tools are surprisingly under-
represented, however, considering the amount of such 
activity that must have been carried out. Garments must 
have been sewn with stitches as small and well-executed 
as those made by modern Eskimo seamstresses, judging 
from the smallness of the needle eyes. 

Meals were prepared in round-bottomed, linear-
stamped pottery vessels hung over oil-burning lamps or 
fireplaces. No boiling stones were used in cooking, even 
in the houses with open fireplaces. The pots were rela
tively small, which suggests that meals were small family 
affairs, not large communal gatherings, as is common in 
many of the more recent Arctic groups. Pots were ap
parently not used for storage, because of their small size. 

Personal ornamentation must have been important 
to the Choris people. Some of the residents, probably 
men, wore lip plugs (labrets), and others wore incised 
brow bands. Incising was executed by means of tiny 
burin spalls. Figurines were carved in the round in ivory, 
probably by means of burin-edged knives and flake-
knives. 

The Choris people, beginning with those who 
camped on beach 48 at Cape Krusenstern, were the first 
pottery makers in the American Arctic. The pottery in
cludes styles of decoration that are clearly reminiscent of 
northeastern Asian styles, including cord-wrapped, 
paddle-stamped, and incised-linear decorations, occa
sionally intersecting in Vs. Vessel shapes also are the 
same as many of the northeastern Asian shapes, especially 
the round- and conical-based pots with wide rims. 

It is still too early to pinpoint the origins of Choris 
pottery making, however. The earliest evidence of pot
tery in the Kotzebue Sound region comes from beach 48 
at Cape Krusenstern, dating by its beach ridge chronol
ogy to the late ninth century B.C. (assuming that beach 
53 is Old Whaling age and that beach 45 is equivalent in 
age to the Choris Peninsula houses). If the pottery and 
the Denbigh-related microblades and burins at Walakpa 
(Stanford, 1970) were contemporaneous, then the earliest 
pottery in northern Alaska may actually date back to 
the beginnings of early Choris in the fifteenth century 
B.C. At any rate, all of the Choris pottery is fiber 
tempered (grass and down) and round bottomed. The 
earliest pottery decoration style is cord-wrapped, paddle-
impressed, a style that was replaced by linear stamping 
before the Choris house period on Choris Peninsula. 

There is a remarkable variety in the types of tools 
from the Choris houses. The range seems every bit as 
varied as that found in historic Eskimo tool kits for 
working on skins, wood, antler, ivory, bone, and stone. 
Since Choris is the earliest of the northern Alaskan cul
tures for which we have actual art objects (beyond the 
occasional rare fragments), it is impossible to discuss the 
sources of Choris art. What seems particularly enlighten
ing is that the artwork contains elements later appearing 
in different Eskimo cultures. 
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PART IV 
AN INTERVAL OF UNIQUE 

EARLY COASTAL DWELLERS 

Chapter 12 

Old Whalers 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

Old Whaling Settlement 

One expectation led all the rest in 1958 when we 
learned of the broad expanse of beaches at Cape Krusen-
stern. This was that somewhere between the ridges bear
ing Ipiutak culture and those of the Denbigh Flint com
plex there would turn up some oval houses of Choris 
culture. Because we fully anticipated finding them, three 
oval, shallow pits on beach 53, the oldest and most con
tinuous ridge in Segment IV (fig. 6), appeared likely 
prospects. This crest marks an unconformity at its north
ern end that is similar to that created by Ipiutak beach 
35 in more recent times (fig. 6). Unlike the Ipiutak 
beach, however, beach 53 offers problems of identity, 
for it can be followed from west to east only to a point 
where it tends to merge with the angling crests of Seg
ment V. Whereas the eastward extensions of most beaches 
are readily discernible, the precise crest of beach 53 from 
this midpoint eastward can be followed only with diffi
culty. It is more subject to question than any of the 
other segment boundaries. 

The pits on beach 53 seemed somehow different 
from other large depressions caused by natural erosion 
located on some of the nearby broader beach crests. 
Though shallow, they appeared as closed basins, with no 
water outlets such as characterized most of the noncul-
tural depressions (fig. 127). We tested two of them to the 
depth of frost, thinking this to be deep enough to reveal 
any evidence of buried roof or floor if they were really 
the pits of houses or caches. When nothing more than 
clear gravel turned up in tests, we felt satisfied that 

these, like the others, were natural phenomena. On a 
lake-built promontory immediately behind and east of 
these depressions, we did locate a large curved side 
scraper of chalcedony (pi. 155b) at a spot we labeled 
Feature 59. This at least encouraged us to continue 
searching beach 53 for other cultural remains. The next 
season, William Simmons discovered that a rich floor 
did exist in one of the large depressions. We soon knew 
that we had something significant. 

At Choris Peninsula, the house pits had been clearly 
outlined and much shallower, while the cultural material 
had appeared in the intermediate sod and gravel as well 
as in the house floors. Anticipating the beach 53 houses 
to be of comparable antiquity and similar in dimensions 
to those at Choris Peninsula, we fortunately laid out an 
ambitious oval, larger than was called for by the surface 
indications. The depth of the floor level, as well as our 
determination to excavate well outside the walls necessi
tated a tremendous amount of earth moving. Since cul
tural streaks and layers did not generally turn up until 
we had progressed to within thirty or forty centimeters 
of the floor, most of the initial work entailed coarse 
troweling with shovel blades and the throwing out of 
loose gravel. As soon as traces of rotten timbers began 
to appear, we resorted to trowels and brushes. The ex
cavation of House 21, the first discovered in the site, re
quired a month of work for a crew of three or four. The 
excavation of four other such pithouses took nearly the 
whole season of 1960. 
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Fig. 127. Aerial view of Old Whaling settlements, Cape Krusenstern. 

A side-notched point fragment that presented itself 
on the first day of excavation and the equally unfamiliar 
look of nearly all other artifacts that turned up in the 
following days intrigued us enormously. They bespoke 
the fact that we were dealing neither with Choris culture 
nor with any other cultural manifestation known along 
those coasts. Speculation and interest ran high over each 
bit of cultural material that came to light during a day's 
excavation. Whaling implements in particular excited us, 
and as more were uncovered and we observed the uses 
to which whalebone had been put, as well as the quan
tities of it on the beach, we could only conclude that at 

an unexpectedly early time there had been a settlement 
of whaling people here, whose culture we have 
designated "Old Whaling." 

The Winter Village 

At first, the house shapes were unpredictable, for 
they differed greatly from others in the region. Though 
now we see points of continuity with later dwellings, at 
the time of initial excavation, we had no precedent for 
anticipating where there might be recessed rooms or 
where, for that matter, the wall of upright poles might 
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Fig. 128. Plan of Old Whaling winter settlement. Cape Krusenstern. 

Fig. 129. Plan of Old Whaling winter House 20, Cape Krusenstern. 

turn to confine a room or meet other walls. As one 
house floor after another emerged, however, it became 
possible to generalize. 

The main room was based upon a four-post con
struction. Within the area enclosed by these posts lay the 
fireplace; about it lay a well-trampled floor. Farther 
from the hearth was higher ground, perhaps originally 
floored, that provided a relatively narrow, often 
U-shaped bench. The outer, main house wall was 
rounded, though it tended to describe a four-sided 
figure. The walls were formed of small poles, evidently 
rammed into an outline excavated into the gravel. These 
leaned inward, in some form of construction related to 
the four central posts. The people who built these houses 
(subsequently found to be their winter dwellings) had ac
cess to remarkably uniform spruce poles in greater num
bers than are usually available today along the Cape 
Krusenstern shores. A short tunnel or entrance passage 
opened seaward of the fireplace. Along the tunnel mar
gins, there were one or two small rooms, usually open
ing into the main room. In addition to these standard 
appendages, three houses had a room at the rear. 

Most artifacts lay in the hearth floor debris, indicat
ing that not many objects had been strewn over the pre
sumed earth covering of the houses at the time they were 
occupied. Fireplaces were invariably thick and consoli
dated. A great deal of grease or oil appears to have been 
used in connection with them, for blocks of cemented 
fireplace debris frequently occurred. If the houses were 
occupied for a relatively short time, the remarkable 
thickness and density of the hearths indicate great fuel 
consumption. 

While excavating the five Old Whaling winter 
dwellings (fig. 128), we felt strongly that they were con
temporary, and artifact analysis has supported this inter
pretation. It is puzzling, then, as to why only three of 
the houses (21, 22, and 23) were identifiable on the sur
face. Our journal indicates that while we were excavat
ing the first of the Old Whaling sites, we speculated on 
their being five, but two of these proved to be natural 
depressions. Of the two subsequently found, House 20 
gave no surface indications, and House 24 was not 
recognized initially because of a narrow ravine, probably 
the result of surface erosion, that ran its length. Yet the 
process of filling in these two probable former depres
sions seems to have taken place naturally, rather than 
through the efforts of later people at the site. Had other 
dwellers been there, we would certainly have had signs 
of their presence in the course of excavation. 

House 20 Excavation 
Old Whaling House 20 (fig. 129), discovered in the 

course of testing ground near other house excavations, 
was the last one excavated. Tests near the north end of 
the dwelling failed to show any disturbance in the gravel 
until a depth of over one meter was reached. At this 
depth, a floor midden came into view. It was impossible, 
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however, to tell how the house lay with respect to the 
others. We were obliged to dig a series of test holes 
before we found the main wall outlines and determined 
where to lay out the excavation. 

The roof and wall debris had collapsed directly over 
most sections of the house floor, leaving no traces at 
higher levels. The walls themselves were preserved for 
some thirty centimeters above general floor level. Built 
of relatively small, uniformly sized spruce poles fitted 
closely parallel to one another, they sloped inward from 
a few degrees to about 45 degrees. Within the confines 
of the wall outlines stood at intervals the stumps of ver
tical posts. Very few of these timbers were preserved 
solidly enough for intact removal. Rather, they tended 
to dissolve into a reddish dust as the earth supporting 
them was broken apart. We exposed the wall timbers by 
carefully shoveling away the gravel from the outside, 
then troweling, and finally brushing to expose the 
rounded, but usually quite flattened remains of poles. 
We left the inner walls supported by the earth in which 
they rested. The removal of this earth, no matter how 
carefully done, resulted in the collapse of the rotten 
wood. Some few of the house posts, on the other hand, 
retained fibers or slivers of wood strong enough for 
removal intact. 

Unlike the houses of most other cultures in the 
region, this one evinced no peaty roof level. Rather, the 
fallen walls and roof lay as distinguishable timbers 
wherever they had not dissolved into a brownish mud or 
dust. This being the case in our previous Old Whaling 
house excavations, we were obliged to wonder about the 
insulation of the buildings. While it is conceivable that 
the wall poles were so tightly fitted that sand and gravel 
were held out, this would seem most unlikely. An alter
native explanation is that a skin or bark cover lay over 
the poles on the outside, this in turn covered by sand 
and gravel. As very few fragments of birch bark turned 
up in the house excavations, this would not have been 
the covering material used. Spruce bark, such as that 
spread into slabs and used currently along the Kobuk 
River for roofing and siding summer houses and caches, 
might well have been employed; such a covering would 
by now have disintegrated without leaving a trace. 

The upper layers of gravel in the excavation were 
nearly free of cultural material. Not until we had 
reached the actual traces of walls and posts were we able 
to discern the form of House 20. As in other Old Whal
ing houses, the gravel started where the timbers were 
first uncovered in the walls and extended down to the 
floor region. A strong, red stain coated the rocks and 
impregnated the rotten wood, yet did not emanate from 
the house ruins themselves. The same stain was found 
outside the house excavation areas at about the same 
levels as the house pits. Near or at floor level, this red 
discoloration gave way to the black charcoal. However, 
tests into adjacent pure gravel disclosed a stratification 
of a velvety black coating on the gravels immediately 
below the zone of red stain. 

Fig. 130. Wooden bowl from Old Whaling House 20, Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Slowly the outlines of House 20 took form. Not 
only the outer walls of the large main room, but also 
those of the forward eastern room adjacent to the tun
nel, and those of the tunnel itself were made of closely 
spaced, upright poles. The wall construction of two 
other small rooms remained in doubt. The poles marking 
them were more widely spaced, acting, probably, as 
braces for some nondurable building material. This sub
stance, perishable enough to leave no trace, could have 
been brush that was interwoven with uprights of coarse 
bark. Such construction might imply that the two small 
rooms were used as storage places rather than as bed
rooms or other kinds of living quarters. 

The floors of the small rooms, the entrance passage, 
and the house proper were all about the same depth 
below the original surface—between 1.0 and 1.2 meters. 
The bench, extending in a horseshoe shape around part 
of the main room opposite the entrance, was 10 to 20 
centimeters higher than the center floor. Construction of 
the main room appears to have been based upon four 
strong posts between which was nearly centered the 
substantial hearth. The floor between these posts and 
beyond them to the edge of the bench had been floored 
with a loose agglomeration of sticks and pieces of larger 
wood, perhaps split logs or planks that were now flat
tened. Some of this flooring had extended under a por
tion of the hearth. The fireplace itself was a dark half-
circle of raised, charred material. North of the hearth, 
the remains of an encrusted wooden bowl were found 
(fig. 130). 
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Other upright posts, not incorporated directly into 
the wall, were located at the mouth and at the end of 
the passage, at the entrance to the rear room, and in the 
east front room, where, if a missing pole had been in
cluded, the posts would have formed a rectangular pat
tern. The timber indicated along the front margin of the 
east bench was the right length for a crosspiece between 
two of the central posts, and it may have been a fallen 
rafter. 

The rounding of walls, not only of the large room 
but also of the corners near the support posts, resulted 
from leaning poles inward to a frame, a practice allow
ing the bases of the poles to form curves as readily as 
straight lines. This practice is seen in some of the recent 
pithouses of the Kobuk River, especially in Ekseavik 
houses of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries A.D. 
(Giddings, 1952b). 

A pile of fireplace debris (oil cemented charcoal, 
pebbles, bones, chips, and other matter characteristic of 
Old Whaling hearths) was heaped in a 0.5-meter-pile 
along the east wall. Here the wall timbers lay directly 
against the debris, suggesting that the material normally 
taken out of the house for disposal was used as a 
strengthening column for a sagging wall. Artifacts were 
much less abundant along the benches and in the west 
forward room than in the region around the fireplace 
and in the other two rooms. 

The dimensions of the main room, roughly 5.0 by 
6.5 meters, offered a floor space somewhat larger than 
that of a large recent-century Eskimo house. The 
benches, however, appeared to be too narrow for the 
Eskimo manner of sleeping feet to the wall and head to 
the fire. If nights were normally spent here, rather than 
in one of the small annex rooms, the positions of the 
sleepers would almost certainly have been parallel to the 
wall. The artifacts unearthed give no clue as to room 
use. The two smallest rooms (approximately 2.5 by 3.0 
m.) might have been used for storage. Since their size 
would have allowed adequate sleeping space for adults, 
they might instead have been used as bedrooms—or as 
places for the confinement of females. 

The passageway of the house was short, more than 
half of it lying between the two small front rooms. Its 
floor was partially of wood, assuming that the well-
defined cultural layer of the house floor extended out
ward to the rounded tunnel end without appreciable 
change in level. From the passage end, ladder steps 
would have led to the surface. No low tunnel or crawl-
way seemed apparent, and since the short passage lacked 
any form of cold trap, there would have been no ob
vious reason to enter the house on hands and knees as in 
recent Eskimo fashion. At the same time, the floor level 
at the western half of the tunnel gave evidence that its 
sides had been formed by poles laid horizontally, 
rather than vertically, as in other parts of the house. 

House 20 Collection 
Inasmuch as many of the artifacts from the Old 

Whaling sites cannot be described according to use, they 
are listed below primarily according to form, and only 
secondarily according to general function. 

In House 20, one hundred six artifacts and 
fragments of stone were found, of which the following 
are illustrated on plates 133-135. 

Plate 133: 
a, a broad chert biface, possibly a whaling harpoon 

blade inset; a slight dullness along the upper right 
edge shows its use as a knife or scraper; however, it 
was found in two parts, as indicated by the line of 
break running nearly the full length of the piece; 
since only the right margin is worn, this part of the 
artifact may have been used after the break had dis
qualified it for its original function; its uniform 
thickness (0.8 cm.) between nearly parallel faces and 
its broad basal thinning from both edges support its 
possible use as the blade of a whaling harpoon head; 

c, a broad chalcedony biface, possibly a whaling har
poon blade inset; the faces are parallel and 0.7 centi
meter thick at center; the base is thinned from both 
faces; 

d, a broad biface with a straight base, either a weapon 
point or a knife blade, as indicated by its convex 
faces and its thinness (0.7 cm.) at center; chalcedony; 

e, a large, straight-based point fragment of red jasper, 
0.6 centimeter thick at center; this is the base of a 
diagonally flaked and basally thinned object, similar 
to those of the cache on beach 46 (pi. 124), though it 
is thicker than points of the Angostura form in that 
group; it lacks edge or base grinding; 

f, a bifaced point fragment of chalcedony, 0.6 centi
meter thick at the center of the broken edge; prob
ably a notched point originally; its opposite face, 
retouched at the edges, is largely a single, broad flake 
scar; 
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g, a large, side-notched point of brown jasper, 0.55 
centimeter thick at center, the notches ground and the 
base thinned on both faces; the face shown is slightly 
concave, though the two faces tend to be parallel; 

h, a small, side-notched point of chert, 0.5 centimeter 
thick, with ground notches, a ridge on the face 
shown, and the opposite face flatter; 

i, a small, side-notched point of chert, 0.35 centimeter 
thick, with strongly ground notches and basal thin
ning; the opposite face, flatter than the one shown, is 
diagonally flaked; 

/, a thin (0.25 cm.), small, side-notched point of chert, 
the notches of which are ground; the opposite face is 
a flake scar and the piece curves slightly toward the 
tip; 

/, the fragment of a small, side-notched point of 
translucent chert, 0.45 centimeter thick, the notches 
of which are ground; 

m, a small, side-notched point fragment of chert, 0.4 
centimeter thick, with ground notches; 

o, the base of a small, side-notched point of translucent 
chert, 0.5 centimeter thick, with an asymmetrical 
cross section; 

p, the fragment of a weapon side-blade inset of 
chalcedony, 0.2 centimeter thick, evidently a small 
lunate inset similar to those of Denbigh and Ipiutak 
cultures, the only object of its kind in the Old Whal
ing collection; 

q, a narrow, elongate biface of chalcedony; its edges 
are slightly dulled 1.0 centimeter from the base and 
its cross section is lenticular; regular in form, it may 
have been a lance blade; 

r, the fragment of a narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 
lance blade, of chalcedony, 0.9 centimeter thick, 
evenly bifaced, with a lenticular cross section; 

s, the fragment of a biface of burned chalcedony, 0.6 
centimeter thick; a shallow notch at the lower left 
was intentional, with the opposite edge showing dull
ing by use toward the break; this appears to have 
been a knife blade similar to one from House 23 {pi. 
143m); 

t, a large, straight-based point of chalcedony, 0.55 
centimeter thick, the irregularity in the right edge the 
result of a break; apparently the complete object was 
symmetrical in form, showing no trace of differential 
wear such as one might expect in a knife. 
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Plate 134: 
a, an irregular end scraper of translucent chert, plano

convex and thin, retouched at the left and over the 
top; the in-curved right edge is the result of a break; 

b, an irregular end scraper of chalcedony, plano-convex, 
thin, retouched at the 'edges shown, from left to right 
over the tip and somewhat at the edges of the oppo
site face; 

c, an irregular end scraper of chalcedony, plano-convex, 
thin, retouched at the edges from left to right over 
the top; the tip, in this case, is the bulbar end of the 
original flake; 

d, an ovoid end scraper of translucent chert, thin, the 
edges retouched on both faces; a blade of this kind 
could have been inset as some form of knife or side 
blade; 

e, an ovoid end scraper of chert, plano-convex, re
touched only on the left and right edges of the face 
shown; 

/, an irregular end scraper of translucent chert; the 
edges are retouched only on the face shown; the stem 
is thick and bulbar; 

g, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, the notches 
of which are ground immediately below the body, 
not on the remainder of the stem; 

h, a tanged end scraper of chert; 
/', a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches; 
;', a tanged end scraper of translucent chert; side 

notches appear in the very thin stem; they are slightly 
ground; the left part of the stem is broken away; the 
bulbar end of the original flake is forward; 

k, a tanged end scraper of chert, the stem ground at the 
edges and the working end smooth and rounded from 
use; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches; a 
possible graver facet appears at the left, as in speci
mens from the Bull Brook site in Massachusetts 
(Byers, 1954); 

m, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the notches 
ground and a possible graver facet to the right; 

o, a tanged end scraper of chert, steeply flaked to form 
notches; a graver facet appears at left; 

p, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches ground and 
the working edge rounded smooth; the corners of the 
working end appear to have been graver facets; 

q, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the notches 
ground and the working edge dulled; the corners 
were possibly graver facets; 

r, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches slightly 
ground, the working edge dull; 

s, a tanged end scraper of chert, the edges dulled near 
the body; 

t, a tanged end scraper of chert, a thick, crude speci
men, but with the notches ground and the working 
edge dulled by use; 

u, a large ovoid end scraper of chert, steeply retouched 
at the upper right and used around the curve to the 
left; a thick specimen; 



u, an ovoid end scraper of chert, not necessarily hafted 
for use as an end scraper; the piece is thin, somewhat 
like a above, and retouched only on the edges of the 
face shown; 

iv, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches of which 
are ground and the working edge dulled and rounded 
by use; 

x, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the notches 
ground and the working edge slightly dulled. 

Plate 135: 
a, a utilized flake of chalcedony, thin, blade-like, and 

retouched slightly on all edges; 
b, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of translucent 

chert; thin, blade-like, and retouched on all edges ex
cept the broken base; 

c, a utilized flake of translucent chert, thin, blade-like, 
and retouched on all edges; the forward end, some
what resembling an end scraper, curves to the right; 

d, a convex flakeknife, thin and blade-like, retouched on 
all edges and curved to the right; chert; 

e, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of chert, thin 
and blade-like, retouched on all edges; 

f, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, thin, 
blade-like, and retouched on all edges, especially at 
the middle right (indented) and the upper left; 

g, a pointed chert flakeknife, thin, blade-like, and re
touched on all edges; 

h, a utilized flake of chert, the edges lightly retouched 
by use; the stem is possibly intentional; this thin 
specimen has a superficial resemblance to certain 
Mousterian points; 

i, a convex flakeknife of chert, retouched at the left and 
right edges, the upper end being the rounded scar of 
a hinge fracture; 

/, a steep-edged flakeknife, unnotched, of chert, the up
per end formed by a bit of the original core's striking 
platform; it is retouched around the left and right 
edges; the lower end is broken; 

k, a steep-edged flakeknife, unnotched, of gray translu
cent chert, the upper end of which is the bulbar end 
of the original flake; it is retouched around the left 
and right edges, and the lower margin is strongly re
touched on both faces; 

m, a broken, steep-edged flakeknife of chert, steeply re
touched and unnotched; 

n, a form of crude implement, associated most readily 
with objects of Choris culture and then with artifacts 
from sites of the far interior of Alaska; perhaps used 
as a pick or chopper, this specimen of silicified slate 
is thick (2 cm.) at the base (to the right in photo) and 
tapers to a dull tip; it is flaked at the edges of both 
faces; the opposite face is plane except for the edge 
flaking; the implement would fit well into the hand as 
a form of hand ax or pick; the middle of the edge 
shown is markedly smoothed by wear; 

o, a convex flakeknife of translucent chert; the retouch 
extends around three sides of the face shown, ex
clusive of the two edges angling from the base. 

p, an ulu of chalcedony; this was a single large flake, 
struck from the left; it is convex from side to side; 
the opposite face, though retouched from the edges, 
is largely a single flake scar; the more careful retouch 
of the lower edge (as photographed) indicates that 
this was the cutting edge and that the object would 
have been used ulu-fashion; 

q, an ovoid scraper with a bifacially retouched, convex-
ly curved edge; chalcedony. 

Miscellaneous unillustrated artifacts 
Flints from House 20 that do not appear on the 

plates include a small side-notched point of chert, 4.8 
centimeters long, 0.6 centimeter thick, symmetrical in 
cross section, with ground notches, and with a corner of 
the base missing; a fragment of a small, side-notched 
point like plate 133i; a large side-notched point fragment 
like plate 133g; a translucent chert specimen like the 
ovoid end scraper on plate 134v; a chalcedony specimen 
like the possible whaling harpoon blade on plate 136b; 
and other used flakes, or fragments of scrapers: twenty-
seven of chalcedony, twelve of translucent chert, five of 
chert, and one of black chert. 

The only organic artifact from House 20 is the 
wooden bowl shown in figure 130. This vessel was 
roughly rectangular in outline and about 35 centimeters 
long, 20 centimeters wide, and 8.0 centimeters deep. 
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House 21 Excavation 
The first Old Whaling house we excavated was 

House 21, which revealed its presence only through a 
shallow, uniformly oval depression on beach 53; there 
was nothing in the surface appearance to even vaguely 
suggest that it might have a tunnel or an appended 
room. While excavating, as in House 20, we encountered 
neither an old sod layer nor a continuous roof level such 
as is frequently encountered where sod has been used as 
roof insulation and protective cover over a base of 
timbers. 

Hardly anything of a cultural nature turned up until 
we reached the dark remains of decayed wall timbers. 
Like those of House 20, these had mostly fallen inward 
as a result of their original inward slope. The only ex
ception was in the stains of a few parallel poles well 
above the floor or lower wall levels, sloping outward in
to clear gravel from the rear edge of the east wall; we 
could determine no relationship of these traces to the 
house proper. The bases of upright poles continued un
broken about the entire wall of the rear of the house. 

House 21 was large, with rounded front corners and 
a semicircular rear wall (fig. 131). Its central dimensions 
were about 6.0 meters from front to back and from side 
to side. The hearth was a deep deposit of partially 
cemented ash, charcoal, bone, and gravel. The thickness 
of this deposit, its relatively steep edges, and the 
presence of a row of stakes along the east side and two 
more stakes opposite the tunnel entrance suggested that 
the fireplace had been boxed in and was allowed or even 
encouraged to become deep. A whale vertebra lay on 
top of the floor alongside the hearth, as though used to 
seat the occupants of the house. 

The fireplace partially encompassed the bases of two 
posts, probably not functional while the fireplace was in 
active use. Posts just forward of the fireplace apparently 
formed a continuity with a row of posts in line with the 
east wall of the entrance passage. The east side of the 
main room may thus have been cut off from the entry-
way by a partition. Indications were that an individual 
had to enter the main room by turning left around the 
fireplace. 

A well-defined floor, partly covered with timbers or 
other woody material had an east-west orientation and 
extended at least 1.0 meter about the hearth on the east 
and west sides, and slightly more to the north. This 
walked-on area lay 10 to 20 centimeters lower than the 
floor of the remainder of the house. The horseshoe 
shaped bench, indicated by the higher floor, probably 
was retained by a low wall of some undetermined kind. 

The wall timbers and hearth were preserved almost 
precisely like those of House 20. We were able to expose 
the outer surface of the vertical house timbers around 
the entire periphery of the main room and along parts of 
the tunnel and the small lateral room. As seen in figure 
131, however, no uprights were located to further define 
the floor edge of the small room's northwest wall or the 

Fig. 131. Plan of Old Whaling winter House 21, Cape Krusenstern. 

forward sides of the entrance passage. Perhaps the gaps 
between the bases of vertical poles seen along these walls 
had contained poles laid horizontally. 

The ends of the tunnel were clearly defined by ver
tical poles, and the tunnel sloped slightly upward from 
the house. As in House 20, an abrupt, upward climb to 
ground surface was indicated from the tunnel's well-
trodden egress end. 

The distribution of flint chips and artifacts was 
about the same on the floors of the passage, the recessed 
room, and the portions of the main room adjacent to the 
fireplace. The only dearth of artifacts was on the bench 
of the main room, which presumably served as a sleep
ing platform. As in House 20, the width of this bench 
would scarcely have allowed adults to sleep feet to the 
wall in the fashion of recent Eskimos. 
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House 21 Collection 
Of sixty-four stone artifacts recovered , the follow

ing are illustrated on plates 133-137 and 139: 

Plate 133: 
b, a broad biface of chert, thin (0.5 cm.), evenly re

touched about the edges, and parallel-faced, with 
possible use as a whaling harpoon blade rather than 
as a lance blade or knife; 

k, this translucent chert specimen, originally a small, 
side-notched point, was subsequently sharpened to a 
graver tip; its notches were originally ground; 

n, another specimen of a small, side-notched point of 
translucent chert, 0.45 centimeter thick; it was given 
two burin blows, from the scar at the break, down
ward along the right-hand margin; this is one of two 
examples of burin blows from the Old Whaling site, 
and, if the blows were not produced accidentally, it is 
significant that they were delivered to a broken pro
jectile point, as was common practice in the succeed
ing, Choris-related phases of culture. 

Plate 134: 
n, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert; the upper 

end of the right hand notch in the photograph ter
minates at a small graver-like tip. 

Plate 135: 
I, a steep-edged flakeknife of chert, the notches strongly 

ground, the tip broken, and the sides steeply re
touched. 

f, a small side-notched point of translucent chert, the 
notches of which are ground and the base thinned; 
the opposite face is more plane and flaked overall; 

g, a small chert side-notched point similar to /; 
h, the fragment of a large, thick (0.8 cm.) bifaced point 

of chert; 
i, a small side-notched point of chalcedony made on a 

thin, microblade-like flake; the base is marked by a 
break from edge to edge, perhaps intentional, as the 
object is notched and slightly retouched; 

;', a small side-notched point of chalcedony with asym
metrical cross section, flaked over the opposite face; 

k, a small side-notched point of chalcedony, plano-con
vex, the opposite face retouched only at the edges, 
the notches ground; 

/, a small side-notched point of black chert, plano-con
vex, the opposite face retouched only at the edges, 
the stem apparently broken at the right edge, then re
touched to cover the sharp edges of the break; 

m, a remarkable narrow elongate biface, possibly a 
whaling lance head, of chalcedony, with a lenticular 
cross section uniformly thick (1 cm.) at center; 
though it is drawn evenly toward a sharp tip, the 
flaking becomes finer within a few centimeters of the 
tip; no edge dulling indicates differential use as a 
knife, but the base is dulled by grinding; the notch in 
the left edge of the base is the result of a break; 

n, a thick (1.1 cm.) biface of chalcedony, possibly used 
as an ulu; rather crude, however, suggesting an un
finished implement; 

o, a broad biface of chalcedony, 0.7 centimeter thick. 

Plate 136: 
a, a broad biface, possibly a whaling harpoon blade in

set of chalcedony, basally thinned and tending toward 
parallel faces 0.8 centimeter apart; no dulling of the 
edges, such as might result from differential use as a 
knife; 

b, a broad biface, possibly a whaling harpoon blade in
set of chalcedony; its parallel faces are 0.6 centimeter 
apart; the edges are undulled, and the base is thinned; 

c, a large side-notched point of chalcedony, 0.8 centi
meter thick at center, lenticular in cross section, 
showing no dulling of the edges, except for the 
notches which are strongly ground; 

d, a large straight-based point of chert, 0.5 centimeter 
thick at center, with a slightly asymmetrical cross sec
tion; the finer flaking toward the tip is also to be seen 
on m of this plate, on plate 152a, and on other 
specimens; 

e, a small side-notched point of chalcedony, the op
posite face plane; retouched only near the tip and 
between the notches; 

Plate 137: 
a, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, the end 

of which is steeply flaked after the fashion of an end 
scraper; this steep retouch continues the length of the 
right edge; 

b, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, thin, 
blade-like, used on all edges; 

c, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chert, made on a 
thin flake, retouched around the edges shown; 

d, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chert, steeply re
touched, broken at the top; 

e, a straight, elongate flakeknife of translucent chert, re
touched at the edges and broken at the top; part of 
cortex remains at top right; 

/, a steep-edged flakeknife fragment of translucent 
chert, notched and ground at the notches; the tip is 
broken; 

g, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, used on 
all edges; 

h, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, ground 
below the body as if representing lateral notches, but 
unground on the remainder of the stem; 

i, a tanged end scraper of chert, ground in the shallow 
notches; 

/', a tanged end scraper of chert, ground in the notches; 
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k, a tanged end scraper of brown jasper, the stem edges 
of which are dulled slightly; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches of which 
are ground, the working edge rounded smooth by 
use; 

m, an ovoid end scraper of translucent chert, thick at the 
base and retouched about the entire rounded edge; 

n, a chalcedony ulu, thick (2.4 cm.) at the top and 
drawn to a wedge through the convergence of its two 
flake faces; the lower edge is rounded and carefully 
retouched by the removal of parallel flakes from both 
faces; 

o, a pointing stone of shale showing several small 
grooves such as would be made in pointing awls and 
needles. 

Plate 139: 
p, a convex flakeknife of chalcedony, the left, but not 

the right, notch retouched. 

Besides these specimens, there is one chalcedony 
straight-edged, elongate flakeknife; one chert flakeknife; 
one large biface blank of chalcedony; one large biface 
fragment of chalcedony; two large irregular flakeknives 
of chalcedony; and fragments of scrapers and other arti
facts: eleven of chalcedony, seven of translucent chert, 
and two of chert. 

An organic artifact from House 21 is the ivory ob
ject shown in plate 142c. It is oval in cross section at the 
thick end where the break occurs, becoming rounder 
toward the thin, knobbed lower end. Another organic 
piece is plate 1501, a tube-like cut segment of a large bird 
humerus. 

House 22 Excavation 
With the exception of its paired lateral rooms, 

House 22 (fig. 132) was closely similar in its plan of con
struction to House 21. The rounded rear and lateral 
walls enclosed a space 5.0 meters by 5.5 meters. A bench 
was clearly indicated in a horseshoe-shaped band about 
1.5 meters wide, and remains of timbers indicate it to 
have been retained by a low, wooden wall, at least on 
the west side. Judging from the outline of the walked-on 
floor, the bench would seem to have been carefully con
structed and uniform in width. 

An in-curved wall of upright timbers led toward the 
hearth from the right, indicating that access to the main 
room was leftward around the fireplace. The latter lay 
slightly to the left as one looked into the room from the 
entryway. The presence of stakes, still in place around 
its east margin, showed that the hearth was retained in a 
somewhat rectangular box, as in other Old Whaling 
houses. 

The construction of the main room was based upon 
four substantial posts, placed to form a rectangle enclos
ing the hearth. Fallen timbers to the west and north of 
these posts were probably the cross beams used in the 
principal support of the roof. 

Fig. 132. Plan of Old Whaling winter House 22, Cape Krusenstern. 

Walls of upright timbers enclosed the whole of the 
entrance passage, the main room, and the recesses, ex
cept for the forward margin of the west recess where the 
floor gave signs of only wide-spaced upright post con
struction. While the passageway rose only a few centi
meters in floor level between its house end and its 
egress, one entered the small east room via a narrow 
doorway and an appreciably upsloping floor. However, 
inside the recess the floor leveled off. The contents of the 
room indicated that they were used much like the objects 
found on the walked-on floor area of the main house 
were used. 

Somewhat south of the center of the main room, we 
excavated a rectangular area, presumably a small cache 
similar to Western Thule and Ekseavik caches (Giddings, 
1952b). Besides used flakes of flinty material, the cache 
contained nothing particularly revealing. Another cache 
of about the same dimensions was found beneath the 
floor, toward the center of the eastern room. 

One of the rare wooden objects preserved in the 
Old Whaling Site is what appears to be the remains of a 
large hemispherical bowl, made of the burl of a spruce 
tree. This lay inverted on the floor between the hearth 
and the entrance to the western room. 
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House 22 Collection 
Of one hundred sixteen artifacts and fragments of 

stone from House 22, the following are illustrated on 
plates 138-142: 

Plate 138: 
a, a large side-notched chert point, 0.7 centimeter thick, 

that tends to have parallel faces; the notches are nar
row and ground and the base is ground and slightly 
narrow; 

b, a large side-notched point of silicified slate, 0.6 centi
meter thick, faces parallel, notches narrow, base con
cave and ground; 

c, a large side-notched point of translucent chert, 0.5 
centimeter thick, faces parallel, notches small and 
ground, base concave and ground; 

d, a large straight-based point of chert, 0.6 centimeter 
thick, with lenticular cross section and diagonal flak
ing on both faces, neither edges nor base ground, the 
edges serrate; this piece closely resembles in form the 
Browns Valley point (Wormington, 1957); 

e, a small side-notched point of chert, the notches and 
base of which are ground; 

/, a small side-notched point of chert, with notches and 
base ground; 

g, a small, plano-convex, side-notched point of trans
lucent chert, with notches and base ground and edges 
serrate; 

h, a narrow, elongate biface of chalcedony, possibly a 
lance head, with faces roughly parallel and edges 
showing no grinding; 

i, a large bifaced point fragment of translucent chert, 
shaped like the tip of d above, and apparently flaked 
in diagonals; 

/, a small stemmed point fragment of chert with a con
cave, unground base, but with ground notches; 

k, a small side-notched point fragment of chalcedony, 
plano-convex in cross section, unground; 

I, a small chert side-notched point, asymmetrical in 
cross section, with notches narrow and unground; 

m, a large straight-based point fragment of chert, charac
terized by a burin scar running left to right on the 
break at the top; this is one of two objects treated 
with burin blows, both broken projectile points (the 
other is pi. 133n); 

n, a parallel-edged, ridged flake of chalcedony, used at 
both edges, resembling two-faceted microblades, 
though questionable as the product of a true micro-
blade technique; 

o, a large straight-based point of chert, 0.5 centimeter 
thick, originally a notched point, broken at the 
notches; 

p, a broad biface of chert, 0.5 centimeter thick, the faces 
tending to be parallel; 

q, a narrow, elongate biface, possibly a lance head, 
0.7 centimeter thick, the faces parallel, no grinding or 
differential wear along the edges, chalcedony. 
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Plate 139: 
a, an ovoid end scraper of translucent chert, ground 

immediately below the body, but not on the re
mainder of the stem; 

b, an irregular end scraper (?) of translucent chert, thin, 
retouched at the edges; 

c, a tanged end scraper on a blade-like flake of translu
cent chert, stemmed, with a slight notch on the left 
edge; 

d, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, the notches 
shallow and dulled by grinding; 

e, a translucent chert, ovoid end scraper made on a 
very thin flake, retouched at the top and left edges, 
the percussion bulb of the original flake to the left; 
the right edge is the rolled scar of a hinge fracture; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony with ground 
notches and a working edge dulled by use, a graver 
facet indicated to the right; 

g, a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches 
and a dulled working edge; 

h, a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches, a 
dulled working edge, and a graver facet; 

i, a tanged end scraper of chert, with dulled notches 
and the working edge dulled by use; 

;', a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches 
and a working edge dulled by use; 

k, a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches; 
/, a tanged end scraper of chert with ground notches, 

the working edge dulled by use, and a graver facet to 
the right; 

m, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony with notches 
ground, the working edge dulled, and a graver facet 
to the right; 

n, a tanged end scraper of red jasper, large-headed and 
round-stemmed; 

o, a tanged end scraper of chert, large-headed, with 
notches dulled and a working edge slightly dulled by 
use; 

q, a convex flakeknife of chert with edges retouched, the 
upper edge being the rolled scar of a hinge fracture; 
use retouch appears about the edges; 

r, a convex flakeknife of chalcedony, the original bulb 
of percussion to the right, and retouch to the left; the 
rounded upward point is retouched like a miniature 
end scraper; 

s, a concave flakeknife of translucent chert, the bulb of 
percussion to the right, and retouch around the bot
tom and left margins; the point at the top has a 
graver facet. 



Plate 140: 
a, a steep-edged Hakeknife of chert, unnotched, broken 

at both ends, with the greatest wear along the right 
edges; the sides are steeply retouched; 

b, a pointed Hakeknife of chalcedony, thin, with retouch 
along all edges of the face shown; 

c, a steep-edged flakeknife of chert, unnotched, the tip 
broken, though the base is complete; the opposite, 
concave side has been straightened by retouching at 
both ends, thus bringing up the possibility that this is 
a projectile point; 

d, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chert, bladelike, trimmed 
on all edges of the face shown; 

e, a chert knife side-blade biface, the opposite face re
touched at both ends to straighten its concavity; like 
c, this may have been a projectile point; 

f, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, used on 
the sides and around the tip; 

g, a steep-edged flakeknife with a broken base, re
touched around all the remaining edge, translucent 
chert; 

h, a graver of chert, made on a flakeknife broken at the 
upper right, the bulb of percussion being under the 
lower left margin; 

i, a graver of chert, made on a flakeknife retouched on 
the left and right edges; the upper right edge shows 
retouch by use only; 

;', a translucent chert graver made on a flakeknife, used 
about the edges except where chipped at the left; 

k, a convex flakeknife of chert, used at the edges, excep
ting the base; 

/, a convex flakeknife of chert, thick at the top 
(1.1 cm.) and retouched only about the curved bot
tom edge on both faces; 

m, a convex flakeknife of chert, thick, and broken at the 
lower margin; 

n, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, retouched 
about the upper half of the face shown; 

o, an ulu of chalcedony, thick (1.9 cm.) at the bulbar 
top and edge-retouched at the base of the opposite 
face; 

p, a bifacially flaked, thin beach pebble of igneous rock, 
coarsely flaked to form a central edge; it is like other 
specimens from this site, one specimen from the Pali
sades site, and several specimens from the Brooks 
Range site of Tuktu (Campbell, 1962). 

Plate 141: 
a, a lamp fragment (?) of igneous rock, the upper sur

face appearing to be naturally spalled, then further 
hollowed by grinding; 

b, a lamp of vesicular basalt, the upper surface hol
lowed to a shallow oval by grinding, the rounded 
bottom of the lamp transversed longitudinally by 
three deep, broad grooves. 

Besides these flints, House 22 disclosed parts of 
three large bifaces (one of chert and two of translucent 
chert), the fragment of a tanged end scraper of trans-

Fig. 133. Plan of Old Whaling winter House 23, Cape Krusenstern. 

lucent chert, five elongate flakeknives (two of translu
cent chert, one of chert, one of chalcedony, one of black 
chert), a large, irregular chalcedony flakeknife, and mis
cellaneous side scraper or flakeknife fragments: seven of 
chert, seventeen of translucent chert, twenty-nine of 
chalcedony, and two of black chert. 

Organic objects from House 22 are: 

Plate 142: 
a, the fragment of an ivory object, oval in cross section 

and rounded on the edges, as shown; either fine 
scratched lines or lines engraved at random cover 
nearly all of the surface; its general form is reminis
cent of Eskimo artifacts; it is possibly the basal seg
ment (upside down in the photograph) of a harpoon 
dart head; 

g, and h are two needles of bone, very thin, rectangular 
in section, with evenly rectangular-sectioned tips; at 
the tip of each is a very small arc such as might have 
been left if an eyed needle had broken at the base of 
the eye hole; there is also a strong possibility that 
these were not conventional needles, but pushers to 
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Fig. 134. Detail of Old Whaling House 23 excavation. Cape Krusenstern. 

force thread held in the notches through skin or bark; 
we know that eyed needles were used by the Old 
Whalers, however, for we recovered one in summer 
House 201. 

There were also the fragments of two small bird 
bones, scratched longitudinally, suggesting that parts of 
them had been exploited in the making of needles. 

Finally, a large, wooden burl bowl, already de
scribed, came from House 22. 

House 23 Excavation 
Old Whaling winter House 23 (fig. 133) was con

structed on a plan similar to that of House 22, but its 
forward rooms were less solidly built. It included a 
substantial rear recess similar to that of House 20. As in 
House 22, a cribbed, horseshoe-shaped bench was clearly 
indicated, its width about 1.5 meters. Unlike the latter 

house, however, the central four-post construction of 
House 23 was longest fore and aft. Its long, fallen rafters 
lay on the surface of our excavation, as seen in figure 
134. A cribbing of stake bases extended around part of 
the fireplace, and a whale vertebra lay atop the fallen 
wall or roof timbers, indicating that it had been laid on 
the roof or had been part of the roof construction. 

A line of small posts seen inside the east wall of the 
house were a puzzling feature. While they might have 
formed a temporary supporting wall, it seemed instead 
that they were a part of the original house construction. 
A recess in the bench near this feature was probably a 
rectangular cache like those found in House 22. 

To judge from its blackness and artifactual debris, 
the small rear room contained a well trodden floor. 
Floored with wood at the time of its use, it showed 
traces of flattened timbers, visible in figure 134. The 
room contained two large flints, one of them a notched 
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spear or lance point. These had either fallen to the floor 
or had been placed there while still hafted. Clear traces 
of a long wooden shaft extended from the notches of the 
spear point to a spot about 0.5 meter away. The traces 
quickly disappeared on brushing away the gravel, how
ever. The outline of one edge of this presumed shaft 
showed that it clearly belonged to a thrusting or throw
ing instrument rather than to a hafted knife. 

Narrow entrances between pairs of posts led up 
short inclines (about 10 cm. high) to both the passage
way and to the small east room, where the floors 
became level. The farther end of the passage terminated 
in a thick, well-defined floor. At a higher level, a floor
like continuation of compressed sand and gravel led 
slightly upward toward the forward crest of the beach 
ridge. 

The west, forward recess could have been entered 
either from the main room or from the tunnel, judging 
from its wall construction. Inside this recess, a dark 
deposit of culture-bearing earth lay near the center. 
From this area the floor became thin, sloping upward 
toward the walls. The peculiarity of the floor, together 
with its even distribution of artifacts and chips, suggests 
use of the recess primarily for storage. Both this and the 
other forward recess appear to have been less solidly 
built than other parts of the house, as evidenced by the 
wider spacing of uprights at the outer margins. 

In the main room of this house, we noted that water 
covered the lowest part of the floor around the edge of 
the fireplace. This was presumably the same water level 
as that of neighboring ponds and lakes. 

House 23 Collection 
Seventy-two stone artifacts and fragments were 

recovered from House 23. Most of them are shown on 
plates 143-145. 

Plate 143: 
a, a narrow, elongate biface, possibly a lance head of 

chalcedony, 0.8 centimeter thick, the faces essentially 
parallel, the base slightly dulled by grinding; 

b, a broad biface of chalcedony, 0.8 centimeter thick, 
basally thinned, with parallel faces; 

c, a large side-notched point of chert, 0.6 centimeter 
thick, with ground notches; 

d, a large stemmed point of chalcedony, 0.7 centimeter 
thick, with a lenticular cross section; the stem is 
ground and the base is slightly dulled by grinding; 

e, a small straight-based point of chalcedony, the stem 
indicated by parallel edges and basal thinning; 

/, a small straight-based point of translucent chert, 
lightly serrated about the edges; 

g, a small side-notched point of translucent chert lacking 
a tip and a stem, the stem broken off at the side 
notches, and the flaking diagonal; 

h, a small stemmed point of translucent chert; the stem 
edges and the base, to the point of break, are ground; 
the opposite face past the stem is largely the plane of 
a flake scar; 

i, a small side-notched point of red jasper; its notches 
and base are ground; the opposite face is plane; 

;', a small side-notched point of translucent chert; an 
asymmetrical cross section is brought about by the 
ridged face showing and the relatively flat opposite 
face that is, nevertheless, carefully flaked in diago
nals; both the notches and the base are ground; part 
of the base is missing; 

k, a large bifaced fragment of light tan chert, appearing 
to have been quite wide toward the tip originally; the 
faces are roughly parallel, 0.9 centimeter apart; the 
base is dulled by grinding; 

/, a broad biface, possibly a whaling harpoon blade in
set, of chert, thin (0.6 cm.), and basally thinned on 
both faces; the edges show no sign of differential 
wear; 

m, a broad biface, 0.7 centimeter thick, retouched along 
one edge of both faces; this edge is slightly dulled by 
use near the tip; 

n, a narrow, elongate biface, possibly a lance head of 
chalcedony, 0.7 centimeter thick. 

Plate 144: 
a, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, ground in 

the left, shallow notch, the working end dulled by 
use; 

b, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, ground in 
both notches, the lip dulled; 

c, an irregular end scraper fragment of chalcedony, 
thin, and broken at the left margin; 

d, a chalcedony tanged end scraper, ground in the 
notches, the lip dulled by use; 

e, a tanged end scraper of chert, ground in the notches, 
the lip dulled; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, ground in the 
notches, the lip dulled; 

g, a tanged end scraper of chert, ground in the notches, 
the working end very dull from use; 

h, a tanged end scraper of chert, edged except at the 
base, the working edge undulled; 

i, a concave flakeknife of chert, edged except for the 
upper margin; part of the cortex remains on the up
per face; 

;', a tanged end scraper of translucent chert with long, 
ground notches, the lip dulled; 

k, a tanged end scraper, chert, with ground notches, the 
working end dulled; 

/, a tanged end scraper with long notches and lip 
dulled; translucent chert; 

m, a fragment of a bifaced blank of translucent chert; 
thick; 1.3 centimeters at the point of break to the left; 
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n, a bifaced blank fragment of chert, the base to the 
right in the photograph, and the line of break to the 
left; this is 0.9 centimeter thick at center; its cross 
section is plano-convex; a possible blank for a whal
ing harpoon blade; 

o, a fragment of chert, 0.9 centimeter thick at the break 
and evenly bifaced, apparently a blank for a biface; 

p, a fragment of a semilunar bifaced blank of 
chalcedony, 1.0 centimeter thick, both faces convex. 

Plate 145: 
a, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, retouched 

along the upper two-thirds of the left margin; 
b, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, both long 

edges retouched; 
c, a graver on a thin flakeknife, retouched only about 

the upper, rectangular extension; chert; 
d, a concave flakeknife of chalcedony, the edges and 

end, especially, retouched; two ground notches; 
e, a concave flakeknife of translucent chert, retouched 

only on the long edges; the end is the roll of a hinge 
fracture; 

/, a graver on a flakeknife of chert with a carefully 
formed graver tip, the long edges retouched; 

g, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chert, all edges but the 
base retouched; upper right edge retouched on both 
faces; 

h, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, the left edge 
retouched to the tip; 

i, a chert tanged end-scraper fragment, broken at the 
notches below and at the top; 

;', a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, re
touched on all edges of the opposite, plane face; 

k, a concave flakeknife of chalcedony, retouched on all 
edges except the base; a chip is out of the top margin; 
a deep, wide fluting runs from the bottom to the top, 
parallel to the direction of the blow that removed this 
scraper flake from its core; 

/, a ground adz blade fragment of silicified slate, 1.0 
centimeter thick at the break; this piece was first flaked, 
then polished to a bevel on the face shown, and lightly 
polished to a matching but narrower bevel on the 
opposite face, the only object of its kind found in the 
Old Whaling site; 

m, an ulu fragment of chalcedony, the lower part of 
what appears to be a thick flake like other ulus of the 
site; retouch found on both faces of the curved lower 
edge; 

n, a convex flakeknife of chalcedony, a thick flake 
retouched at the edges. 

Besides the illustrated specimens, House 23 disclosed 
the following: two large bifaces, one a chert specimen 
showing faulty flaking, the other a fragment of a broad 
biface with a straight base, probably of the same form 
and dimensions as the whaling harpoon blade shown in 
plate 1431; a chert hand drill made on a plano-convex 
flake and drawn to a fine tip from a wide base; and 
twenty-five scrapers and fragments: five of chert, seven 
of translucent chert, and thirteen of chalcedony. 

Organic objects from House 23 include the follow
ing: 

Plate 142: 
d, a chip of ivory, seemingly flaked intentionally from a 

piece of ivory in the manner of chips struck from 
flinty material; 

e, a flaking hammer head of ivory of a form known 
from Okvik culture and from Western Thule House 8 
at Cape Krusenstern; this heavy piece, 2.0 centimeters 
thick, is grooved over the top, around the whole of 
the face opposite that shown, and around the base 
for lashing to a haft, presumably attached to the base 
as here shown; bevels at both edges form the point of 
flaking impact, and signs of wear remain on the one 
intact edge; 

/, a thick ivory object of undetermined classification; 
the outer shell is nearly all worn away; 

i, a fragment of a rounded piece of spruce wood about 
the size of an arrow shaft; 

;', a shaft fragment of spruce larger than i above, 
possibly that of a knife or spear. 
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Fig. 135. Plan of Old Whaling winter House 24, Cape Krusenstern. 

House 24 Excavation 
The Old Whalers who built House 24 designed it 

somewhat differently from the other four houses. The 
main room, not unusual, was based on a central four-
post construction, but the house had a rear room almost 
as large as the main room, which contrasted sharply to 
the small appendages of the other houses. A forward 
recess opened not out of the house proper but out of the 
wall of the entrance passage (fig. 135). In construction 
details, the house resembled neighboring dwellings. 

Upright poles had formed a compact wall about all 
of the tunnel but the forward part, where traces of hori
zontal logs marked the floor edges. The tunnel floor lay 
slightly higher than the floor of both the main room and 
the forward room. The latter small room contained a 
thick cultural layer comparable to that in the central 
part of the main room, and may thus have been a work
room or bedroom. It is interesting to note that the 
Eskimo principle of cold-trap construction worked here 
in reverse. The cold air from the passage would have 
tended to drift to the room floors at the lower level. 

The fireplace of the main room differed from those 
of other Old Whaling houses in that its level was ap
proximately the same as the floor level. On removing 
the charred fireplace material, similar in composition to 
that of the other houses, we exposed a basin-like depres
sion, hardened throughout as though by repeated earlier 
removal of ash and embers from a long-used firepit. A 
whale vertebra lay at the edge of the hearth as though 
used as a seat or table at the time of last occupation. 
The lateral parts of this room, though slightly above the 
walked-on floor, were less certainly differentiated as 
raised benches than was the case in other houses of the 
site. 

One stepped over a wooden sill into the large room 
at the rear. Here the artifactual contents were relatively 
meager, as though the room had been used more for 
storage than for everyday household business. The wall 
poles, especially those on the west, lay well preserved as 
though the whole wall had fallen when its supporting 
rafters broke. The length of these wall poles seemed to 
have been more than 2.0 meters and thus long enough 
to have lain directly against a crosspiece supported by 
the room's two central posts. This part of the house may 
have had a single ridge-pole against which the strongly 
slanting wall poles were"laid, thereby giving the room a 
very different appearance from other rooms using 
upright wall construction. The floor of the rear room 
sloped downward to the north. Our excavation of parts 
of the wall and floor had to be made through a few cen
timeters of water. As in House 23, this water stood at 
the elevation of the neighboring lake surface. 

House 24 Collection 
Of seventy-two stone artifacts and fragments, the 

following are illustrated on plates 146-148. 

Plate 146: 
a, a large side-notched point of chalcedony, 0.9 centi

meter thick, with ground notches and a deep, basal 
thinning scar marking each face; 

b, a small side-notched point of red jasper with narrow, 
ground notches and a ground base; the face shown is 
ridged and collaterally flaked, while the opposite 
face, nearly plane, is parallel flaked; 

c, a small side-notched point of chalcedony, plano
convex; 
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d, a ridged flake of translucent chert, parallel edged, but 
with only two facets; 

e, a small bifaced fragment of translucent chert, perhaps 
originally of the same form as b above, but with a 
thinning scar toward the base of the face shown; the 
opposite face, more nearly plane, shows parallel 
flaking; 

/, a fragment of a large narrow, bifaced lance blade of 
chalcedony, 0.6 centimeter thick, with faces nearly 
parallel; it appears to have been a long, relatively 
narrow lance head similar to plate 136m; 

g, a fragment of a large bifaced point of chert; 
h, a fragment of a large bifaced point of chalcedony; 
i, a fragment of what appears to be a knife side blade; 

this thin chalcedony specimen has a symmetrical 
cross section and has been diagonally flaked; one 
edge is relatively straight; the other, on the right-
hand side, is slightly angled; 

/, a small stemmed point of obsidian; edges and base of 
the stem are ground; 

k, a ground slate knife blade, the only one found in the 
Old Whaling site, lightly polished on the face shown 
and scratched by grinding on the opposite face; the 
edges of both faces were prepared by chipping, rather 
than by grinding; 

/, a fragment of a bifaced blank of black chert, broken 
at the base and lightly ground on the right edge near 
the tip, presumably during the process of manufac
ture; 

m, a fragment of a bifaced blank of chert, slightly dulled 
on the left edge; apparently a long, relatively narrow 
specimen; 

n, a bifaced blank of black chert, 0.7 centimeter thick; 
the flaking, though faulty, produced a symmetrical 
blade, the cross section of which tends to be plano
convex; this was found in two pieces and may have 
been broken in the early stages of making a whaling 
harpoon blade inset. 

Plate 147: 
a, a steep-edged flakeknife fragment of chert, the 

notches of which are ground; 
b, an ovoid end scraper fragment of chert, broken at the 

base, the lip slightly dulled by use; 
c, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of translucent 

chert, broken at the top and bottom, the edges 
retouched; 

d, a convex flakeknife fragment of translucent chert; 
thin, triangular in outline, and broken at the left; 

e, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches dulled and 
the lip worn dull; 

/, a tanged chalcedony end scraper, the notches dull 
and the lip rounded by use; 

g, an unidentified artifact fragment of chert, broken at 
the upper right edge and left side; 

h, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches slightly 
dulled by grinding and the lip dulled by use; 

i, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, the lip 
slightly dulled; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the lip slightly 
dulled and the stem steeply retouched; 

k, a tanged end scraper fragment of translucent chert, 
the end broken, but retouched, and the notches dulled; 

/, a tanged end scraper fragment of translucent chert, 
the end dulled, the notches steeply retouched, and the 
right side broken; 

m, an ovoid chalcedony end scraper fragment with only 
slight use indicated; the notch on the right, above the 
break that forms the lower margin, probably signifies 
a once longer stem, partly notched for hafting; 

n, an ovoid end scraper of chalcedony, retouched 
around the left edge and halfway across the top; 

o, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, plano
convex in form, reminiscent of certain triangular 
specimens from Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964). 

Plate 148: 
a, a convex flakeknife of translucent chert; a strongly 

curved flake retouched about all the edges of the face 
shown; 

b, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, re
touched about all but the lower tip, which is the roll 
of a hinge fracture; 

c, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, retouched at 
the left edge; the opposite face is also retouched on 
its left margin; 

d, a straight, elongate flakeknife of translucent chert, 
retouched on all edges of the face shown; 

e, an abrader fragment of sandstone, broken at the 
basal margin; the surface shown is strongly rounded, 
as would be necessary for grinding notches in the 
larger spear points and end scrapers; the opposite 
face is plane and appears to have been also used for 
grinding; 

/, a fragment of a large bifaced blank of translucent 
chert; this widens to the right and appears similar to 
plate 135n, being pick- or ax-like; 

g, another large, plano-convex object of the same kind 
of bifaced blank as / preceding; it is of silicified slate, 
broken at the right; 
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Fig. 136. Toggle sealing harpoon head from Old Whaling House 24, 
Cape Krusenstern. 

h, an ulu of chalcedony, thick at the top (1.5 cm.) and 
coarsely flaked from both faces around the curved 
edges; the lower edge shows dulling by use; 

i, a possible adz blade of chalcedony; on the face 
shown, from the upper left toward the right, this 
thick (1.6 cm.) object bears the scars of two cross 
blows; this would have had an effect analogous to 
the tranchet blow of the early European Mesolithic; 
these two scars, meeting another natural bevel on the 
opposite face provide the cutting edge, shown at the 
top; this edge would have been of use in a hafted adz 
blade; the opposite end also could have been used as 
an adz blade and shows signs of use. 

Besides these stone objects from House 24 we 
recovered a broad bifaced chalcedony fragment with a 
straight base (possibly a whaling harpoon blade inset), a 
smaller bifaced fragment of obsidian, a thin scraper of 
chert with a graver tip on the edge, and other scrapers 
or fragments: three of chert, fifteen of translucent chert, 
and twelve of chalcedony. 

Organic objects from House 24 numbered two. One 
was a long wooden bowl, perhaps originally 130 centi
meters long by 40 centimeters wide, found lying just 
above the fallen wall or roof timbers of the west side of 
the rear room. This appears very similar to the long 
bowls used as communal meat dishes by most of the 
coastal Alaskan Eskimos. The second piece was a sealing 
harpoon head of antler {pi. 142b; fig. 136). This 
unembellished small object has a simple, single spur, 
now partly rotted away, and presumably had a simple 
tip following the lines indicated to the point of decay. 
The line hole is rectangular in outline, created by goug
ing from both faces. The foreshaft socket is very shallow 
(0.2 cm.), indicating the use of a wedge-shaped foreshaft 
tip. The lashing groove extends over the right edge of 
the face shown and around the opposite face to a point 
where it enters a slot in the left side of the face 
photographed. 

The Summer Village 

As we excavated the Old Whaling village on beach 
53 in the summer of 1960, we noted that the ridge ex
tending in both directions from the houses appeared ex
ceptionally smooth and free of erosional or cultural 
disturbances. Yet, our appetities whetted, we sedulously 
sought other traces of the Old Whaling culture that we 
felt must surely be in the vicinity. Before long, we began 
to recognize signs that would have been overlooked in a 
more casual examination of the surface. Small hummocks 
upon which white owls perched turned out quite often to 
be sod covered whale vertebrae. As we passed them, we 
began testing such mounds by pushing shovel blades into 
the sod. If the blade did not seem to slice easily into 
sandy gravel, we tested further. One such test, of a low 
hump no more prominent than a dozen others, proved 
to be a hearth containing a rich layer of bone and char
coal. Before excavating it, we tested more intensely in 
the same locality, less than 200 meters from the deep-
house village, and determined that there were at least 
two other hearths as promising as the first. We then 
assumed that many such hearths would be found, and 
we turned from exploring to excavating. 

From the start, it was obvious that the hearths were 
of the Old Whaling culture. Their consistency as well as 
their seal bones and characteristic flints left no question 
as to cultural affinity. However, the hearths seemed to 
have been built on the surface, rather than below it. 
Tests quickly showed signs of floor remains directly 
under the sod, and the exposure of floors in two of these 
areas (H 201, H 202) soon made it clear that the hearths 
did indeed belong to surface dwellings of some sort. 

During the following summer, we returned to exca
vate as many of these surface dwellings as possible. A 
thorough search proved the features to be neither numer
ous nor casually placed. Only five could be found, and 
these formed a compact grouping, three located forward 
on the beach and two behind. The area they encom
passed was nearly as wide as that of the winter village, 
and the floors of the dwellings were dimensionally 
similar to the main rooms of the deeply excavated 
houses (fig. 137). 

The artifacts resembled each other and, in turn, 
were altogether similar to the findings from the other 
beach 53 houses. It seemed reasonable to conclude, then, 
that these surface houses were contemporary, not only 
with each other, but with the first group, and that, fur
thermore, these surface dwellings had been summer resi
dences for the Old Whaling people who, in winter, 
moved into their more permanent, substantial, deeply 
excavated homes. This close-knit settlement pattern was 
exceptional along the Eskimo coastal area. 
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Fig. 137. Plan of Old Whaling summer settlement, Cape Krusenstern. 

The three forward houses—203, 204, and 205—had 
been originally dug down a few centimeters below the 
surface of the beach crest, while the two rear houses— 
201 and 202—appeared to have been constructed directly 
on the surface. 

House 201 Excavation 
The largest summer house, House 201, was about 

5.5 meters wide by 7.0 meters long, comparable in size 
to the largest main room of winter House 21. Except for 
the region of the hearth and its immediate periphery, we 
could not consider our digging to be an excavation, for 
it consisted of removing only a thin cover of vegetation, 
hardly a true sod, and exposing the bare earth under
neath. Fortunately, flint chips lay in some profusion 
about the hearth, helping to define it. In brushing and 
troweling out from the fireplace area, we were able to 
determine with some certainty the distribution of flints 
related to it. 

On the east side of the hearth, a row of shallow 
post molds marked a rounding outline toward the rear 
of the beach crest. While other posts were not clearly 
discerned in a continuing, projected arc, we observed 
that flint chips and broken fire stones seemed limited 
within a continuation of this line around the northern 
end of the hearth area. The post mold distribution 
southward was more distinct, and here could be seen the 
remains of what appeared to be fallen light poles. When 
we had fully exposed the construction outlines, it became 
evident that the floor on the east and west sides did not 
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Fig. 138. Plan of Old Whaling Summer House 201, Cape Krusenstern. 

form an even curve that met to the south. Instead, the 
west wall curved as though to continue inside the south
east wall, but stopped short where traces of timbers ap
peared. We could only guess that this indicated a door
way of some peculiar form that broke the symmetry of 
the floor plan. Two posts marked this area, as shown in 
figure 138. 

The hearth area was clear enough. The original 
hearth had formed the peculiar mound detected from the 
surface. Debris lay scattered a meter or so about the 
thick fireplace, indicated by the stippled area in figure 
138. Burned rocks, whole and fragmentary, were in
cluded in this material, along with an abundance of 
charcoal and animal bones. The bones were better pre
served here than in the winter houses, perhaps because 
of the dry ash and charcoal concentrated in the hearth 
material. The flints, including artifacts, were distributed 
with fair uniformity throughout the enclosure. Many 
dark spots were discerned in the ground, irregular in 
shape and probably caused by long-term ground squirrel 
activity. Because of other areas of ground discoloration, 
we felt other posts had been present. A whale vertebra 
lay on the original earth floor to the right of the en
trance. 

House 201 Collection 
Of thirty-six stone artifacts and fragments found in 

House 201, the following are illustrated on plates 149 
and 150. 

Plate 149: 
a, a steep-edged flakeknife of translucent chert, notched 

for hafting, the notches ground; 
b, a steep-edged flakeknife of translucent chert, with 

notches lightly ground for hafting but unretouched at 
the working edges; 

c, an irregular flakeknife of chert, discolored by burning 
and broken at both ends; the right edge is steeply re
touched and carefully serrated by even flaking; 

d, a small side-notched point of translucent chert, with 
notches dulled by grinding and the opposite face 
plane; 

e, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony with notches 
ground and the tip dulled by use; 

f, a thin, translucent chert, tanged end scraper; 
g, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the stem ground 

near the body, and the tip slightly dulled; 
h, a hand drill of chalcedony; the face opposite is large

ly plane, retouched only at the edges and at the drill 
tip, while the face shown is flaked overall; 

i, a broad bifaced fragment of chalcedony, possibly a 
whaling harpoon blade inset; a projection of the 
edges of this large blade, with its essentially parallel, 
faces, is difficult because it does not conform precise
ly to the outlines of other objects from the Old Whal
ing site; the point of break at the lower right edge in
dicates that this basal part of the blade turned out at 
a decided angle. The upper end presumably came to a 
point like that of some whaling harpoon blades; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the tip slightly 
dulled by use and the long notches steeply flaked; 

k, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, very thin, 
uniformly retouched at the edge from stem to tip, 
with the stem slightly dulled by grinding; 

/, a fragment of a large chalcedony implement, most 
readily associated with Indian sites of the Alaskan far 
interior, with an example or two from early levels at 
Onion Portage on the Kobuk River, and with a speci
men or two from the Choris site; this is the edge of a 
large, essentially parallel-faced, thick object, steeply 
retouched from the plane face in a strong bevel to the 
smaller plane, or upper face; these carefully made im
plements might be called scraper planes, yet they are 
not comparable to certain heavy and crude pieces 
recently described by this term; 

m, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of chert with 
serrate edges; 

n, a fragment of a large unidentified object of chalcedony; 
the base of this presumably oblanceolate object is 
turned slightly to the right; its form is plano-convex; 
the opposite face is a nearly plane surface, formed by 
a broad flake scar, while the face shown is flaked 
about the edges and basally thinned; 
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o, the tip of a small bifaced point of translucent chert; 
plano-convex; 

p, the base of a straight, elongate flakeknife, very thin, 
fluted by the Old Whaling technique of removing a 
large flake by striking directly below the bulb of a 
preceding flake; the edges of both faces are re
touched; translucent chert; 

q, a steep-edged flakeknife of translucent chert, un-
notched, worn to a rounded end from use; 

r, a chalcedony graver made from the fragment of a 
flakeknife, 1.2 centimeters thick; the point at the top 
was formed purposefully by retouch about its 
margins; 

s, a fragment of a large bifaced blank of chalcedony, 
0.8 centimeter thick, the base (turned sideways) of a 
plano-convex piece, perhaps similar to n above; 

r, a convex flakeknife of translucent chert, used around 
all except the base of the face shown; 

u, a fragment of an unidentified object of chalcedony, 
1.7 centimeters thick at the center of the break and 
drawn to a wedge-shaped edge along the upper 
margin; the convex face of this plano-convex piece is 
shown. 

Other fragments of scrapers or artifacts of flinty 
material from House 201 are six of translucent chert, six 
of chalcedony, two of chert, and one of black chert. 

Articles of organic material from House 201 include 
the following: 

Plate 150: 
j , a smooth antler object, oval in cross section where 

thick, and drawn to a rounded, dulled tip; the "tip" 
could well be the base of an arrowhead, since there is 
a marked resemblance here to the basal segment of 
some arrowheads of Birnirk culture; 

k, a shaft fragment of antler, lightly notched in the right 
margin, possibly for hafting as a side prong for some 
form of spear; both this and the preceding specimen 
are deeply ridged longitudinally, as though given a 
final form by hard scraping with a serrate-edged flint; 
flakeknives such as c and m on plate 149 would 
presumably have produced surfaces such as these; 

m, a yoke-shaped, antler object, possibly used in the 
position shown (here repaired from two fragments); 
the center has been thinned from both faces by chop
ping with a narrow-bladed adz or hatchet-like imple
ment until the central section is less than half the 
thickness of the borders; 

p, a broken object made from a section of antler, 
notched by chopping about the circumference as 
shown, with the basal part appearing to be the end of 
the original piece; this was perhaps part of a handle 
or frame; 

q, another worked antler fragment, evidently purposely 
split from a larger segment with polished facets; the 
splitting was done by first crudely grooving the 
whole antler to a depth of 0.5 centimeter and then 
splitting; six other such pieces were found; 

r, a segment of split antler, showing chop marks along 
which the piece had been broken; the opposite face 
appears to have been split from the antler segment 
before the size was determined; longitudinal grooves 
about 0.3 centimeter deep were made as a guide to 
splitting; these lacked the evenness achieved else
where with burin-like implements, but required a 
grooving process like that hypothecated for both flint 
burins and those of slate; since the groovers appear 
to have had sloping, rather than parallel edges, it 
seems likely that some of the flakeknives were used 
for this purpose. 

A slender bone needle, 5.2 centimeters long, slightly 
oval in cross section, and possessing a very small, drilled 
eye was found near the hearth. Whatever the interpreta
tion of the needles from House 22, this one from House 
201 is closely comparable to the finest needles from 
Choris and Ipiutak sites, indicating a skilled, Eskimo-like 
knowledge of skin sewing. Two fragments of small bird 
bones were found, and these were scratched longitudi
nally, as though parts of them had been used to make 
needles. 

Several ivory chips were found in the floor near the 
hearth and, though unworked, these indicate that ivory 
was customarily flaked after the fashion of flints. 

The fragment of a caribou scapula with a trace of 
scratching may have been part of an implement. 
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Fig. 139. Plan of Old Whaling Summer House 202, Cape Krusenstern. 

House 202 Excavation 
As in House 201, we found the House 202 hearth 

and its environs clearly defined. The walls were indeter
minable except through the distribution of flints enclosed 
therein. The resulting outline was an ellipse (fig. 139). It 
is not clear, however, whether or not any parts of the 
wall failed to meet. The south end, significantly, was the 
least distinct and may have had an entryway like that of 
Houses 201 and 205. 

The hearth, as we slowly uncovered it, appeared 
tremendous. For a while it seemed that this must be a 
great, open fireplace for the cooking of quantities of 
meat. Filling an oval area 2.5 by 3.0 meters, the hearth 
area was a thick bed of charcoal and flat beach pebbles 
lying in (but mainly on) a bed of sandy gravel. Scattered 
throughout were the well-preserved bones of seals and a 
few other animals, together with chips and artifacts of 
flinty material. Near the hearth's center, we encountered 
a deep deposit of charcoal and charred stones that 
seemed to represent the last extensive fire built in the 
dwelling. Mixed there with the charcoal, which appeared 

to have been smothered while still burning, were the 
bones of seals. The entire arrangement spoke for some 
manner of roasting and baking food, perhaps in part by 
burying meat among live coals. 

Immediately to the south of the hearth area was a 
compact pile of faunal remains; further south, just inside 
the house floor area, were fifty round or oval pebbles. 
Pebbles such as these would have had to be collected 
with care. Since they included none of the flat pebbles of 
the fireplace, it appears that they were cooking stones 
for boiling meat in some kind of container. The bases of 
posts, four to the east and two to the west, were discov
ered near the fireplace material. These may have had to 
do with the function of the fireplace rather than with the 
construction of the house, possibly being spits or roast
ing racks of some kind. 

Beyond the well-fired area upon which charcoal and 
rocks occurred was an extension of hardened earth like 
that under the fireplace debris. This could mean that 
fires had been built in that area and the traces removed, 
or it could have to do with some special use of the floor 
of the dwelling. 

House 202 Collection 
Eighteen of the thirty-three stone artifacts and 

fragments from House 202 are illustrated. 

Plate 151: 
a, a broad biface, possibly a whaling harpoon blade in

set, chalcedony, 0.5 centimeter thick at center, with 
some edge serration and a slight dulling of the base; 

b, a small side-notched point of translucent chert, plano
convex, with a high ridge on the face shown and 
notches dulled by grinding; 

c, a small biface of translucent chert, the right edge 
slightly dulled by use; 

d, a large, stemmed chalcedony point fragment with its 
stem, or long notches, dulled at the edges; this thin 
object (0.5 cm.) had, presumably, a lanceolate body; 

e, a small side-notched point fragment of chert, with 
ground notches and the base slightly dulled; 

/, a small side-notched point fragment of translucent 
chert, the notches slightly dulled; 

g, the base of a large, stemmed point of translucent 
chert, perhaps similar to d above, though the stem is 
shorter; this specimen is not laterally dulled; 

h, a broad biface of chalcedony, diagonally flaked only 
on the face shown, basally thinned on both faces, 
lenticular in cross section; 
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i, a bifaced blank fragment of chert; 
/, a bifaced blank fragment of chalcedony, 1.0 centi

meter thick at the center of the break, part of a large 
object; 

k, a bifaced blank fragment of chert, very thick (1.5 
cm.), the fragment of a large blade or scraper; 

/, a tanged chert end scraper fragment with ground 
notches; 

m, a bifaced blank fragment of chalcedony, thick and 
asymmetrical in cross section; the opposite face tends 
to be a plane; 

n, a bifaced blank fragment of chert, plano-convex, 
rapidly thickening from the left-hand edge, which 
resembles an adz edge; 

o, a two-faceted, ridged flake of chalcedony; 
p, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of 

chalcedony, broken at the lower end, with the bulbar 
end of the original flake at the top and the edges 
delicately flaked; 

q, the base of a straight, elongate flakeknife of chal
cedony, fluted longitudinally on the face shown; the 
bulb, on the opposite face at bottom, was straightened 
by cross flaking; the upper margin is the scar of a 
break; 

r, the base of a large bifaced blank of chalcedony, 
presumably intended to produce a biface like plate 
149n and s. 

Other fragmentary, worked flints include one of 
translucent chert, seven of chalcedony, and seven of 
chert. 

A fragment of grooved antler and five ivory chips, 
two of which are illustrated {pi. 150n,o), were the only 
organic objects recovered. 

House 203 Excavation 
House 203 (fig. 140) also had a well-defined fire

place around which charred debris and fired stones were 
liberally scattered. While post molds were not clearly 
discernible in the discolored, squirrel-disturbed gravel, 
the distribution of flints indicated an enclosed area about 
4.5 by 5.5 meters in principal dimensions. The charred 
debris and stones of the hearth were about 20 centi
meters thick near center and gave evidence of having 
formed a compact, thick fireplace area when last in use. 

House 203 Collection 
Of twenty stone artifacts and fragments collected in 

House 203, eighteen are illustrated. 

Plate 152: 
a, a large straight-based point of chalcedony, plano-con

vex; the piano face showing in the photo has its edges 
retouched; 

b, a small chalcedony stemmed point, very crude but 
probably used; this is a thick (0.8 cm.), plano-convex 
point with dulled margins along the stem; 

Fig. 140. Plan of Old Whaling Summer House 203, Cape Krusenstern. 

c, a small side-notched point of chalcedony with ground 
notches; 

d, a piece of asbestos, apparently cut at one edge; other 
fragments occurred in the floor; 

e, a small side-notched point fragment of chalcedony, 
evidently a wide-based notched point, only the left 
notch of which is shown; 

/, a large straight-based point of chert, 0.6 centimeter at 
center, diagonally flaked on the face shown and ir
regularly flaked on the opposite face; the stem edges 
are dulled; this appears closely similar to a point 
from the Choris "Areas" {pi. 128b); 

g, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment of chalce
dony, broken at the tip; 

h, a spokeshave (?) of chert, the base up, as illustrated; 
notches dulled; broken on its lower margin; 

i, a convex flakeknife of translucent chert, made on a 
simple flake; 
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/, a two-faceted, ridged flake of translucent chert, used 
at the broken tip; its retouch makes it resemble an 
end scraper; 

k, a stemmed uniface of translucent chert, plano-convex, 
strongly curved from end to end, both edges re
touched, with the stem retouched intentionally; 

/, a flat, worked pebble of chert, flaked from both sides 
to form a ragged edge, function unclear; 

m, a tanged chert end scraper, fluted as a result of 
detaching this flake by a blow from directly below 
the point of strike of a preceding flake; the notches 
are ground; the steep face above the working lip is 
characterized by many small flake scars that ended in 
hinge fractures, suggesting that the scraper was 
drawn, or struck, determinedly into resistant 
material; 

n, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, the notches 
ground, with signs of vigorous use about the working 
edge, as in the preceding specimen; 

o, the fragment of a steep-edged chert flakeknife; 
p, a fragment of a biface blank of chalcedony; the oppo

site face is plane and the edges of the face shown are 
carefully retouched; 

q, an adz (?) blade fragment of chalcedony, plano
convex, 19 centimeters thick at the center of the 
break, with a beveled edge, to the right, dulled as by 
adz work; 

r, a bifaced blank fragment of chert, thick (1.7 cm.) and 
with the presumed basal end to the right; each face is 
strongly fluted by the removal of a long, thick flake. 

Other artifacts and fragments include four of chert, 
two of translucent chert, and one of chalcedony. 

Worked organic pieces from House 203 include: 

Plate 150: 
a and b, ivory chips; several others were found also; 
c, a worked ivory fragment, beveled at the upper edge 

by cross-chopping, then flaked from its matrix by a 
blow from the top; 

d, a grooved antler object that appears to be part of a 
complicated implement; the opposite face is a plane, 
and in the right edge is cut a notch, open at the lower 
end; at the top of the face shown is a round notch, as 
though for the hafting of a fish hook barb at an angle 
to the shaft; these clues are not sufficient, however, 
to tell what the object might be; 

i, a pointed object, possibly a punch, made from a seal 
rib, with the tip polished through use. 

Fig. 141. Plan of Old Whaling Summer House 204, Cape Krusenstern. 

House 204 Excavation 
This dwelling site, like House 205, had been exca

vated by its Old Whaling builders to a depth about 20 
centimeters below the surface. The edges of the house 
had been banked by sod. The precise outline of the wall 
was difficult to follow in places, particularly at the 
southern end, where the relation of sod insulation to the 
wall became indistinct (fig. 141). The hard-packed earth 
floor extended from the fireplace northward as though to 
a door or storage alcove. The fireplace lay approximate
ly at center and proved to be a thick deposit as in the 
other summer houses. Small pieces of wood were found 
on the floor but no post molds were identified. 

House 204 Collection 
Of thirty-five stone artifacts and fragments from 

House 204, the following are illustrated. 

Plate 153: 
a, a broad biface of chalcedony, thin (0.6 cm.), the 

faces approximately parallel planes, with no dulling 
of the edges to indicate use as a knife blade; 

b, a broad biface, 0.7 centimeter thick at center, chert; 
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c, an evenly bifaced blank fragment of quartzite, the tip 
tongue-shaped but curving downwardly as though the 
tongue were deflected toward the tip; 

d, a large knife side blade of chert, very thin (0.5 cm.), 
lenticular in cross section, with all edges sharp; this is 
closely similar to some of the Ipiutak side blades and, 
though of a different outline, to the few specimens 
from latest Denbigh hearths; 

e, a small bifaced point fragment of chert; 
/, a small side-notched point fragment with ground 

notches; chert; 
g, a large, stemmed point fragment of chert, thin (0.4 

cm.) and unground; 
h, a small side-notched point of chalcedony with broken 

tip and ground notches; 
i, a small side-notched point of translucent chert, asym

metric in cross section, but bifaced, the opposite face 
diagnonally flaked, the notches ground; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony with dulled 
notches and a lip dulled by use; 

k, a tanged end scraper of chert, notches dulled, lip 
worn to a 45-degree angle by use; 

/, a tanged end scraper of chalcedony, notches dulled 
and lip slightly dulled; 

m, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches dulled and 
the lip worn; 

n, a straight, elongate flakeknife of chalcedony, blade
like, broken at both ends; 

o, a very thin graver of chalcedony, made on a flake; 
p, a tanged end scraper of light tan chert, thin, with 

some wear on the lip and with the notches ground; 
q, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert, with no 

dulling on the lip; 
r, a bifacially flaked pebble of translucent chert, edged 

by flaking from both faces, as in other Old Whaling 
specimens; 

s, a chalcedony ulu; its right edge is regularly retouched; 
t, a straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, the piece of a 

very large specimen, steeply retouched, especially at 
the upper edge; chalcedony; 

u, a thick bifaced blank of light tan chert, with an 
asymmetrical section similar to that of the larger 
chopper or pick implements such as plate 135n. 

Other artifacts and fragments include one of black 
chert, three of chert, two of translucent chert, and eight 
of chalcedony. 

Fig. 142. Plan of Old Whaling summer House 205, Cape Krusenstern. 

House 205 Excavation 
House 205 (fig. 142) was the last Old Whaling house 

that we excavated, partly because it was not distinguish
able by a fireplace hump such as occurred in the other 
summer houses. Here, instead, one observed a pancake
like rise in the mossy cover of the beach top, different 
from the surrounding terrain. While it did not resemble 
the indications of houses seen elsewhere on the beach 
ridges, it proved to outline very closely the underlying 
house floor. 

Excavation proceeded with considerable precaution 
and great care. The walls of the house were dug down 
by its builders about twenty centimeters below the 
original surface of the ground, and apparently the floor 
had been excavated to the same level throughout. A thin 
wall must then have been erected. It was marked in the 
ground by a shallow ditch. A number of perishable poles 
or other thin ribbing may have been set into the trench, 
like an upturned basket, without being driven into the 
earth. A thin cover was then perhaps laid over. 
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Immediately beyond the shallow ditch were the re
mains of a sod layer, evidently once laid against the 
lower outside walls of the structure. This material does 
not appear to have extended far up the sides of the 
house, else it would have resulted in a rim, or roof level, 
either one of which would have been detected through 
excavation. Our guess was that a light, perhaps basket
like framework had been covered over by spruce bark or 
skin, this being protected and held in place only at the 
lower edge by a rim of sod. 

At the center of the house, our excavation was very 
shallow. Floor deposits had risen as much as twenty 
centimeters from the time of first floor excavation. This 
peculiarity of the floor was indicated by the presence of 
fill in the bench area. While people may at first have sat 
with their feet at the edge of a low fireplace, they seem 
to have added sand and gravel, intentionally or not, and 
the fireplace grew increasingly higher. Many flat, fired 
beach stones, some broken by heat, were found through
out the floor of the house, but these were concentrated 
at the edges of the floor as though thrown toward the 
wall in clearing the floor. The hard-packed earth around 
the fireplace extended westward toward the wall. While 
this hard-packed earth appeared at first to indicate an 
entryway, we learned that it was not, for it stopped at 
the wall trench. At the south end, however, a doorway 
did come to light. There, the west wall curved to the 
south, inside the curve described by the east wall that 
also curved southward, and an entrance appeared, 
similar in position and dimensions to that of House 201. 

While no post molds were discerned in the trench 
itself marking the edges of the house, others were found, 
most of them quite distinct in the ground within the 
house. The most significant seem to have been four stout 
posts that formed a rectangle enclosing the fireplace 
within its northeastern end. This rectangle of posts was 
almost precisely centered in the house, so that the dis
tance between each of the posts and the nearest wall sec
tion was practically identical, except at the proposed 
doorway to the southwest. Other posts, though lining up 
by twos and threes, did not form a discernible symmetry. 

An ulu (pi. 154r) was found to the northwest of the 
fireplace, and several end scrapers, a large deposit of red 
ochre, and a sizable deposit of seal bones were found 
along the southern end. At several other places in the 
floor were found fragments of asbestos similar to the 
piece illustrated from House 203 (pi. 152d) and chips of 
ivory, presumed to have been produced in the fashioning 
of ivory artifacts. 

House 205 Collection 
Of forty-three stone artifacts and fragments, the 

following are illustrated. 

Plate 154: 
a, a small straight-based point of chalcedony, with 

asymmetrical cross section, the opposite face tending 
to be plane, though it is flaked overall; 

b, a small side-notched point of chert, thin (0.4 cm.), 
with ground notches; 

c, a small side-notched point of chert with ground 
notches, the basal edge dulled by grinding; 

d, a small stemmed point of translucent chert, plano
convex, with the basal edge dulled; 

e, a small, stemmed point fragment of translucent chert, 
plano-convex, with a ground stem; 

f, a small bifaced point of chert; 
g, a convex flakeknife of chalcedony, plano-convex, the 

bulb on the opposite face straightened by cross flak
ing as though to create a point; 

h, a bifaced blank fragment of black chert, possibly the 
fragment of an unfinished whaling harpoon blade; 
photographed with its base slanting upward from 
right to left; 

i, a small straight-based point of chert, basally thinned; 
;', a small side-notched point fragment of translucent 

chert, plano-convex, broken at the notches; 
k, a chalcedony straight-based point fragment, a half 

centimeter thick toward the center, tapering to the 
base; the opposite face tends to be plane, in contrast 
to the strongly convex face shown; carefully flaked in 
diagonals; this form of (probable) projectile point is 
unique at Cape Krusenstern; 

/, a tanged end scraper of translucent chert made on a 
blade-like flake; slight notches below the body are in
tentional, and the edges of the working end appear to 
have been graver faceted; 

m, a convex flakeknife of chalcedony, made on a plano
convex flake, retouched at the edges of the face 
shown; 

n, a tanged end scraper of chert, the notches ground and 
the lip dulled by use; 

o, a possible tanged end scraper fragment of chert, 
broken at both ends, the stems edge-ground, plano
convex; 

p, a used flake of chalcedony, retouched in the manner 
of an end scraper, but very thin and spatulate; 

q, a thin, pointed flakeknife of chalcedony, fluted by 
striking one flake from below the bulb of the preced
ing one; plano-convex, retouched on all edges of the 
face shown; 

r, an ulu of chalcedony, thick (2.3 cm.) near center, 
tapering to the lower edge, the opposite face a plane; 
the object was carefully retouched about the lower 
margin of only the face shown; 
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Fig. 143. Artifacts from Old Whaling culture, Cape Kxusenstern: a, d, 
and c are type 1, broad, straight-based bifaces—possibly harpoon end-
blade insets—from Houses 21, 20 and 202 respectively; b is a type 5 
small, straight-based biface point from House 23; c is a type 2 narrow, 
elongate biface from House 21; and / is a type 6 large, side-notched 
biface point from House 23. 

s, a steep-edged flakeknife fragment of translucent 
chert, made on a strongly curved flake; 

t, a steep-edged flakeknife fragment of translucent 
chert; 

u, a concave flakeknife of chert, bladelike in ap
pearance. 

Besides these, we found the following flints: a 
crude, notched biface blank of red jasper; a bifacially 
flaked pebble of silicified slate; five flakeknife fragments 
(two of chert, two of translucent chert, and one of chal
cedony); the fragment of a thick chert object, presum
ably an adz; the fragment of a large knife side blade of 
translucent chert (see pi. 153d for the possible form); 
and worked fragments (six of chalcedony, two of chert, 
and five of translucent chert). 

Among the organic artifacts from House 205 are an 
ivory object polished on one face (pi. 150e), three ivory 
chips among many found in the floor (pi. 150f-h), and a 
scapula fragment apparently used as an awl. 

Old Whaling Culture 

D. D. Anderson 
Because the Old Whaling culture is unique among 

Arctic cultures, we have devoted considerable space to 
the detailed descriptions of each artifact. In all, six hun
dred four intentionally shaped artifacts and an additional 
one hundred eighteen utilized flakes were recovered from 
the Old Whaling excavations. Most of the implements 
came from the winter houses, and even if we were to ig
nore the thin flakeknives and side scrapers, which com
prised half of the total number of artifacts from the 
winter houses, the rest of the artifacts from the winter 
houses still outnumber those from the summer houses by 
more than two to one (234 to 109). 

Artifacts 

The Old Whaling culture artifacts are classified into 
thirty-two types, of which twelve chipped stone types 
make about ninety-two percent of the total artifacts 
(figs. 143, 144: types 1, 2, 4-13). Because utilized flakes 
apparently were not shaped intentionally, we have ex
cluded them from our calculations of relative artifact fre
quencies, except to note here that they comprise sixteen 
and two tenths percent of the total number of artifacts 
recovered. 

The classification that follows is based primarily on 
formal characteristics such as the amount of retouch 
(unifacial, bifacial or only edge retouch), the part of the 
margin that has been flaked (distal end or lateral edge), 
the techniques used in shaping the tool (flaking or grind
ing), and, in some cases, the shape and treatment of the 
hafting element (for example, straight, stemmed, or 
notched bases). It is also based on differences such as 
overall size and thickness, which we anticipate will be 
important for a functional classification of the assem
blages after we have completed our tool use analysis. 
We base this on the fact that thin flakes cannot be used 
for the same kinds of heavy-duty work that thick, steep
ly retouched flakes can. The classification here is admit
tedly arbitrary. A more precise one, based on function 
as well as form, must await detailed use-wear studies 
and, when we can locate more Old Whaling sites, the 
recovery of handles into which the stone implements 
were hafted. 
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OLD WHALING CULTURE ARTIFACTS 

to 
00 

HOUSE NUMBER 
TOTAL 

ARTIFACTS Unspe- No. CATEGORY 
TYPE (N = 604, excluding utilized flakes) 20 21 22 23 24 201 202 203 204 205 cified Artifacts No. Percent 

LARGE BIFACES 79 13.1 
1 1. Broad, straight base 3 4 1 5 1 0 3 0 3 0 0 20 
2 2. Narrow, elongate 4 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

3. Blanks and fragments 0 3 4 6 9 4 11 2 5 4 0 48 

3 SIDE BLADE BIFACES (KNIVES) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 3 0.5 

BIFACED POINTS AND INSETS 88 14.6 
4 1. Straight base, large 2 1 4 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 10 
5 2. Straight base, small 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 
6 3. Side-notched, large 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
7 4. Side-notched, small 8 9 5 3 2 1 3 2 3 3 0 39 
8 5. Stemmed, large 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 4 
9 6. Stemmed, small 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 6 

7. Weapon side blade inset 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8. Fragments (tips), large 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 8 
9. Fragments (tips), small 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 6 

10. Fragments (midsections) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 

UNIFACES 
10 1. End scrapers 93 15.4 

a. Tanged 15 7 11 11 7 5 2 2 6 2 0 68 
b. Ovoid 4 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
c. Irregular or fragments 6 1 2 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 15 

11 2. Flakeknives, thick 18 3.0 
a. Steep-edged, unnotched 3 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 13 
b. Steep-edged, notched 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 

12 3. Flakeknives & side scrapers, thin 252 41.7 
a. Pointed 1 0 7 5 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 16 
b. Straight, elongate 16 14 19 19 22 4 4 1 6 1 0 106 
c. Convex 14 3 20 24 19 4 4 1 1 4 0 94 
d. Concave 6 0 6 10 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 28 
e. Irregular or fragments 0 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 



to 
On 

Fig. 144. Tabulation of Old Whaling artifacts, Cape Krusenstern. 

13 4. Gravers 2 0 9 7 2 3 0 0 2 0 0 25 25 4.1 

14 5. Ulus 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 7 7 1.2 

GROUND STONE ARTIFACTS 9 1.5 
15 1. Ground slate 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
16 2. Lamps 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 
17 3. Whetstones and abraders 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 

RARE FORMS, STONE 
18 1. Adz blade 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0.3 
19 2. Hand drill 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0.3 
20 3. Ovoid scraper 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.2 
21 4. Spokeshave 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.2 
22 5. Miniature flakeknife 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0.2 
23 6. Asbestos artifacts & fragments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 + 0 1 1 0.2 
24 7. Flaked pebbles 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2 0.3 
25 8. Pick head or chopper 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.2 
26 9. Mattock head 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0.2 

27 BOWLS, WOODEN 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0.3 

UNIDENTIFIED CHIPPED STONE FRAGMENTS 0 0 6 0 3 4 0 1 0 0 6 8 8 I X 

28 SEALING TOGGLE HARPOON HEADS 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 . 2 

29 FLAKING HAMMER HEADS 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.2 

30 NEEDLES 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0.8 

31 ARROW SHAFTS 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 . 2 

TOTALS 604 604 100.2 

32 UTILIZED FLAKES 6 5 22 24 37 6 6 0 6 6 0 

RIDGED FLAKES 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 

MISCELLANEOUS FRAGMENTS 

1. Ivory fragments x x x x x x x x 
2. Antler fragments x x 
3. Wooden fragments x 
4. Pumice x x 



Large Bifaces (n = 79) Knife Side-blade Bifaces (n = 3) 

Broad Bifaces with Straight Bases (n = 20) 
These chipped stone implements are one of the most 

characteristic types of implement in the Old Whaling 
collection. Ranging between six and eight centimeters in 
length, they have their greatest width at or near the 
base. As an indication of their stubby form, their 
greatest widths range between 45 and 70 percent of their 
lengths. The most regular examples (pi. 133a; pi. 136a, b; 
pi. 1431) look like whaling harpoon blade insets. While 
plate 133b, c and plate 151a, also illustrated in figure 
143a, d, e, are not so broad as those above, they are 
triangular in outline and also look like whaling harpoon 
head insets. The well-made fragment shown on plate 
1491, appears to be another example of this type. The 
other examples in this category (pi. 133d; pi. 136o; pi. 
138p; pi. 143b,m; pi. 153a, b) are asymmetrical and very 
likely knife blades. A well-made example, plate 151h, 
differs from the rest of this type in having strongly con-
vexly curved, lateral edges. It came from House 202, as 
did a somewhat smaller version, not illustrated. 

Narrow, Elongate Bifaces with Straight Bases (n = l l ) 
These probable knife blades have straight or con-

vexly curved bases. With two exceptions, they fall be
tween nine and twelve centimeters in length and are less 
than four and a half centimeters wide. Their widths 
range between forty-two and thirty-eight percent'of their 
lengths. The two exceptions, plate 136m, a complete 
specimen measuring twenty-one centimeters long, and 
plate 146f, a fragment, are particularly long knife blades 
that could have served equally well as killing lance heads 
and butchering knives. The latter fragment, with approx
imately the same proportions as the complete specimen, 
came from an implement probably also about twenty-
one centimeters long. The lateral edges of the artifacts in 
this category tend to be convexly curved and relatively 
symmetrical, as for example plate 133q, r (also illus
trated on fig. 143c); plate 138h, q; plate 143a, n. Two 
other specimens, plate 133s and plate 143k, are broken, 
perhaps during manufacturing, and cannot be assigned 
to any specific variety of large biface. 

Bifaced Blanks and Fragments (n = 48) 
Most of the large bifaced fragments appear to have 

been broken during manufacture, so it is impossible to 
determine what the final form would have been. The 
thickest and crudest of these (pi. 136n; pi. 144m-p; pi. 
152r; pi. 153u) appear to have been knife blades in the 
initial stages of manufacture. The majority of the frag
ments are much thinner than these, however, and appear 
to have been broken either during the final stages of 
manufacture or during use. They are illustrated on plate 
1461, n; plate 1481,g; plate 149s; plate 151i-k, m,n, r; 
plate 152p; plate 153c; and plate 154h. 

Three side-blade bifaces resemble knife side blades 
from the Arctic Small Tool tradition. Plate 140e is a 
semilunar biface that has only marginal retouch on one 
face; plate 153d is a well made, thin knife blade, broadly 
semilunar in form. It is nearly identical to the type 4 
side blades from Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 
Plate 1461 is a narrower, thicker form reminiscent of 
type 2 side blades from Ipiutak (ibid.). 

Bifaced Points and Insets (n = 88) 

Large Straight-based Points (n = 10) 
These specimens, ranging between five and seven 

centimeters long, are oblanceolate forms that tend to 
have one longitudinal edge more strongly curved than 
the other. Because of their asymmetry, many may have 
been used as knife blades. Varying in thickness, some of 
the thinner, better made ones may have been spear 
points. If so, they were most likely set into antler spear 
heads. The examples of this type are illustrated on plate 
133e, t; plate 136d; plate 138d, m, o; and plate 152a, f. 

Small Straight-based Points (n = 5) 
Five straight-based specimens, two from winter 

House 23 (plate 143e, also illustrated on fig. 143b and f) 
and three from summer House 205 (pi. 154a,i,k) are in 
the arrow point size range. In view of the fact that plate 
154i is somewhat irregular, it may be an unfinished ar
tifact. We are unsure, therefore, as to its final form. 

Large Side-notched Points (n = 7) 
These examples are peculiar to Old Whaling culture. 

They are symmetrical and have broad shafts across the 
notches. On most examples, the notching is unifacial. 
That is, after the point had been bifacially flaked, the 
notches were produced by steep retouching from one 
face. Except for a similar point found in the Early Choris 
cache (pi. 124z) and one from Cape Espenberg (pi. 
132b), this type of notching is unique to the Old Whal
ing culture. The large forms are most likely spear points, 
hafted directly to wooden shafts, although they may 
have been knives. The examples are illustrated in plate 
133g, plate 136c, plate 138a-c, plate 143c; and plate 
146a. All were located in the winter houses. 
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Small Side-notched Points (n = 39) 
These small notched points are uniformly narrow 

and elongate. As with the notched spear points, many 
have been unifacially notched. Although most are well 
made bifaces, some are less regularly flaked unifaces, 
classified here under bifaces because of their general 
form. Of these latter, the most striking are made on 
ridged flakes resembling microblades. In view of their 
small size, these side-notched points appear to have been 
used as arrowheads, and because of the notching and 
their thickness, they were probably hafted directly to 
wood. Both the complete specimens and the basal frag
ments are illustrated on plate 133h-o; plate 136e-g, i-l; 
plate 138e-g, k, I; plate 143g, i, j ; plate 146b, c; plate 
149d; plate 151b, e, f; plate 152c, e; plate 153f, h, i; and 
plate 154b, c, j . 

Large Stemmed Points (n = 4) 
One complete large stemmed point (pi. 143d, also 

illustrated on fig. 143f) and the bases of three others (pi. 
151d,g; pi. 153g) are well made forms that may have 
been used for points to tip spears. The stems have 
straight sides and bases that are, in contrast to the 
notched-point forms, bifacially retouched. The blade 
portions tend to be straight, parallel sided, and thin. 

Small Stemmed Points (n = 6) 
The small stemmed points and fragments are also 

slender and, except for the bases, resemble the small 
notched points in size. They probably had the same 
function. All six are illustrated in plate 238/; plate 143h; 
plate 146]; plate 152b; and plate 154d, e. 

Weapon Side-blade Insets (n = l) 
The tiny artifact on plate 133p is the unmistakable 

form of a weapon side-blade inset. Although fragmen
tary, its original length would have been normal for 
sealing harpoon head side-blade insets. Interestingly, the 
one surviving harpoon head from the Old Whaling col
lection (pi. 142b and fig. 136) lacks side-blade slots, sug
gesting that the Old Whalers had at least two different 
types of sealing harpoon heads. 

Fragments: Midsections and Tips of Large and Small 
Points (n = 16) 

Fragments of well made, narrow bifaces are classi
fied here as bifaced point fragments. Since our major 
distinctions between point types are based on the shape 
of hafting elements, these fragments cannot, of course, 
be classified except as to size. Large forms corresponding 
in size to spear points are illustrated on plate 133e; plate 
136h; plate 138i; and plate 146g, h, all of which were 
located in the winter houses. Small forms corresponding 
in size to arrow points are illustrated on plate 146e; plate 
149o; plate 151c; plate 153e; and plate 154f. 

Unifaces (n = 363) 

The Old Whaling collection contains numerous uni
facially flaked artifacts. Although most of the specimens 
in this category are undiagnostic of any particular Arctic 
culture, several of the rarer forms conform to patterns 
that are found in Arctic Small Tool assemblages. For 
comparative purposes, these particular artifacts—the 
steep-edged unifaces—are grouped according to criteria 
that are not wholly consistent with the rest of our 
attributes. 

Of all the artifacts in this class, the end scrapers are 
the most singularly characteristic of Old Whaling 
culture. 

End Scrapers (n = 93) 
End scrapers are unifacially flaked artifacts with 

steep retouch along their distal ends. Numerous speci
mens have well-worn working edges, including the pol
ish characteristic of long use as skin scrapers. Some are 
so highly polished, however, that it is difficult to under
stand how they could have functioned in the same man
ner as their sharp-edged or slightly worn counterparts. 
These may have been intentionally blunted for use as 
skin softeners, in the manner that Eskimos of the ethno
graphic present have used such implements. This type of 
wear is not associated with any particular form of Old 
Whaling scraper, however. 

The end scrapers are classified into three variants: 
tanged, ovoid, and irregular. The tanged form accounts 
for 85 percent of the examples, so that the others may 
simply have been makeshift scrapers, or may have had 
some other function, even though we can detect no dif
ferences in wear. 

Tanged end scrapers (n = 68) 
This is one of the characteristic artifact types of the 

Old Whaling culture. Made on thick chert or chalcedony 
flakes, these scrapers have either slightly notched or 
straight-stemmed tangs for hafting. Some of the tangs 
are rather long, with the base left thick and unfinished. 
Another feature of this artifact type is the presence of 
one or two spurred points at the juncture between the 
tang and the broad scraping segment. Some of these 
points are tiny graver tips, while others are large, thick, 
beak-like projections. We have been unable to determine 
the function of these projections. 

The tanged end scrapers are illustrated in plate 
134g-t, w, x; plate 137h-l; plate 139c, d, f-o; plate 144a, 
b, d-h, j-l; plate 1451; plate 147e, f, h-l; plate 149e-g, j , 
k; plate 152m, n; plate 153j-m, p, q; and plate 1541, n. 
Two fragments, plate 1511 and plate 154o, are the tanged 
bases of unifacially flaked artifacts that are most likely 
also end scrapers. 
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Ovoid end scrapers (n = 10) 
These end scrapers are on ovoid flakes that are 

steeply retouched at the distal ends. Varying in width of 
the hafting element, the four largest examples (pi. 
134u,v, and pi. 147m,n) are regularly shaped, very well 
made, and may represent a distinct functional tool type. 
Other smaller oval end scrapers (pi. 134d,e; pi 137m; 
pi. 139a,e; pi. 147b) are somewhat less regular and less 
well made. All of these artifacts were located in the 
winter houses. 

Irregular end scrapers and fragments (n = 15) 
These specimens are flakes that have been retouched 

along their distal ends but are otherwise unmodified (pi. 
134a-c,f; pi 139b; pi 144c). They may have been make
shift scrapers. 

Flakeknives, Thick (n = 18) 
Thick flakeknives comprise a special artifact cate

gory that is usually associated with the Arctic Small 
Tool tradition and derived assemblages, both in the 
eastern and western Arctic. Because of this association 
and because they do not occur in other archeological 
traditions, their occurrence in the Old Whaling culture is 
somewhat surprising. They occur in various shapes and 
sizes, quite likely reflecting different uses; but inasmuch 
as we have been unable to determine their functions, we 
have grouped them into only two variants here, based 
on the configuration of the hafting element. 

Steep-edged, unnotched flakeknives (n = 13) 
These unifaces have steeply retouched working 

edges, usually straight or slightly concavely curved. 
They may be grouped according to variations in edge 
configuration, such as parallel-sided (pi 135m; pi 140a) 
or multiple-retouched, lateral-edged (pi 135), k; pi 140c; 
pi 149q), perhaps showing functional distinctions; but 
we have too few to be certain. 

Four tips of steep-edged flakeknives (pi 140g; pi 
152o; pi 154s, t) were also recovered; but without their 
proximal ends, we cannot know to which variant they 
belong. 

Steep-edged, notched flakeknives (n = 5) 
Five steeply retouched, straight-edged unifaces are 

characterized by broad notches near the proximal ends, 
apparently for hafting. They are reminiscent of some 
notched forms from the eastern Arctic, but they are 
unique in northwestern Alaskan collections. They are 
illustrated on plate 1351, plate 137f, plate 147a, and plate 
149a. The fifth specimen, plate 149b, which may have 
been unfinished, is identifiable as one of this type by its 
unifacial notched base. 

Flakeknives and Side Scrapers, Thin (n = 252) 
These are thin flakes of various shapes that have 

retouched lateral edges. Because the flakes are thin and 
the retouch flake scars flat, these artifacts obviously had 
a different function from that of the steep-edged speci
mens. They range in shape from regularly retouched, 
straight-edged to somewhat sporadically retouched, 
curved-edged. We group them below into four variants 
(pointed, straight and elongate, convex, and concave) 
for the sake of sorting out this major artifact group, but, 
with the exception of the pointed variant, we have not 
determined the significance of the variations through ex
perimental or wear studies. Some archeologists would 
classify many of these artifacts as side scrapers. To 
avoid implying that we are able to distinguish between 
thin flake unifaces used as knives and those used as 
scrapers, we have classified all of these laterally re
touched unifaces as flakeknives. 

Pointed flakeknives (n — 16) 
Although these artifacts could just as well be classi

fied according to their longitudinal retouched edge con
figuration, they are singled out here because they all ter
minate distally in points that have been carefully shaped 
(pi 135g; pi 140b,d,n; pi 145a,b,g,h; pi 148c; pi 
154q). Since all of these examples are on thin flakes, 
they must have been used for incising or perforating soft 
materials. 

Straight, elongate flakeknives (n = 106) 
These specimens primarily are geometrically shaped 

flakes with regularly retouched straight edges. Often 
both lateral edges, or, if the flake is trianguloid, the 
distal end also, are regularly retouched. Examples of 
straight, elongate flakeknives are illustrated in plate 
135b, e, f; plate 137a-e, g; plate 140f; plate 145); plate 
147c, o; plate 148b, d; plate 149m, p; plate 151p, q; 
plate 152g; and plate 153n, t. 
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Convex flakeknives (n = 94) 
This variant, generally ovoid in form, usually has 

only a single working edge, although some have two or 
even three retouched edges (pi. 135d,o; pi. 139p-r; pi. 
140k-m; pi. 145n; pi. 147d; pi. 148a; pi. 149t; pi. 152i; 
pi. 154g,m). The largest of the specimens are also called 
side scrapers by archeologists. 

Concave flakeknives (n=28) 
These flakeknives are defined by the presence of a 

concavely retouched lateral edge. Usually elongate, they 
most often appear in combination with a retouched 
straight edge along the opposite margin (pi. 1441; pi. 
154u) or with a retouched convex edge (pi. 139s; pi. 
145d-e,k). Single-retouched-edged concave flakeknives 
are rare in the collection. 

Irregular flakeknives or fragments (n = 8) 
Thin, unifacially flaked specimens, such as plate 

149c, that are too small or fragmentary to be classified 
according to edge configuration make up this group. In 
view of their thinness, it is surprising that so few of 
these flakeknives were broken. 

Gravers (n = 25) 
As was true of the pointed flakeknives, objects in 

this group could have been classified on the basis of 
their retouched lateral edge configuration. As flake
knives, they are singled out here because of the presence 
of tiny graver tips along their unifacially flaked edges 
(pi. 140h-j; pi. 145c,f; pi. 149r; pi. 153o). The tips, 
which are often very small, are distinguished by 
numerous retouch flake scars along their margins. 

Ulus (n = 7) 
Another characteristic type of flaked stone artifact 

from Old Whaling culture is the ulu, a large semilunar 
flake that is wedge-shaped in cross section and retouched 
unifacially (on a couple of pieces, lightly retouched 
bifacially) along the curved cutting edge. These imple
ments resemble modern Eskimo ulus. Because of the 
thick butts, they were probably hand held: plate 135p, 
137n, plate 140o, plate 145m (fragment), plate 148h, 
plate 153s, and plate 154r. 

Ground Slate (n = 2) 
Two fragments of ground slate were recovered. One 

is a slate knife blade (pi. 146k) that has been chipped 
along the edge on one face and ground along the op
posite face. This is the earliest example of ground 
argillaceous slate in northern Alaska, making it impor
tant to the regional introduction of ground slate. The 
second ground slate artifact, located in the hearth of 
House 23, is a heat-altered fragment of a silicified slate 
adz blade that exhibits the characteristic edge polish of 
stone adzes (pi. 1451). Its original shape was likely 
triangular or rhomboid and, although somewhat thick, 
similar to adz blades of the Arctic Small Tool tradition 
and its derived assemblages in Alaska. 

Lamps (n = 3) 
Two large elongate lamps, one of which is illus

trated in plate 141b, were hollow-ground from slabs of 
vesicular basalt. Another lamp was small, ovoid, and 
made from a shallow, spalled beach cobble of igneous 
rock (pi. 141a). All three came from the Old Whaling 
winter houses. 

Whetstones and Abraders (n = 4) 
A few fragments of coarse-grained stones, shaped 

by grinding either through use or intention, were found 
in the houses. One artifact has long striations on a flat 
ground surface that suggest use as a needle or awl point
ing stone (pi. 137o). Another has a flattened edge that 
was an abrader, used against some other type of stone 
(pi. 148e). Several fragments of a third, unillustrated 
specimen from one of the winter houses once comprised 
a rectangular, cross-sectioned, bar-shaped whetstone. 
Fragments of a fourth unillustrated specimen, from 
House 23, are from a hockey-puck-sized disc, ground 
flat on top. This resembles whetstones used for grinding 
adzes. 

In addition, fragments of pumice, found in two 
winter houses, may have been used for grinding stone, 
or, as has been the case in more recent periods, for 
softening skins through abrasion. 

Ground Stone Artifacts (n = 9) 

Only nine fragments of ground stone tools were lo
cated in the entire Old Whaling collection. Of these, the 
most interesting are a ground adz blade that was ap
parently made of silicified slate and a ground slate knife 
blade, made of argillaceous slate, the material so com
monly used in Neo-Eskimo contexts. It is curious, how
ever, that since the grinding of stone was part of the Old 
Whaling technological inventory it was not more in 
evidence. 
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Rare Forms (n = 12) Unidentified Chipped Stone Fragments (n = 8) 

Also included in the Old Whaling collection are sev
eral unique items, discussed below. 

Two fragments of bifacially flaked artifacts (pi. 
148i, pi. 152q) have polished wear on damaged straight 
edges, characteristic of use on stone adz blades. The lat
ter example has two transverse blows, apparently used 
to sharpen the bit. A third adz blade is discussed above 
with the ground stone tools. In view of the presence of 
the ground adz blade and the fact that the two chipped 
stone implements differ in shape, it may be that we have 
misidentified these two artifacts. In all other assemblages 
that we have investigated and described, chipped and 
ground stone adzes do not occur together. 

A small hand drill (pi. 149h), retouched unifacially 
along the broad shaft and bifacially along the delicate 
bit, was found in a summer house. It resembles drills 
from Choris and Norton cultures in northwestern 
Alaska. Likewise resembling some Choris implements is 
a large ovoid scraper (pi. 135q) that has been unifacially 
retouched over most of its margin and lightly, bifacially 
retouched along the cutting edge. One double-notched, 
thick, unifacially flaked artifact (pi. 152h) resembles 
stone spokeshaves found in many early lithic assem
blages. A very small, stemmed, unifacially flaked artifact 
resembling a paddle (pi. 152k) was probably a tiny 
flakeknife. Its edges were relatively steeply retouched, 
despite its small size. A small fragment of asbestos (pi. 
152d) shows signs of working along one edge. Were it 
not for the unusual material, we would have simply in
cluded it among the rest of the irregular flakeknives. 
One large, thick artifact is bifacially flaked and pointed 
(pi. 135n). Despite its crudeness, it shows signs of wear 
around its pointed end and may have been used as a 
pick or chopper. Finally, two small beach pebbles with 
bifacially flaked edges (pi. 140p; pi. 153r) were located 
in the houses. Although the flaking was obviously inten
tional, we cannot suggest any function for them. An 
ivory mattock head (unillustrated) was recovered from 
the floor of a summer house, one end rounded through 
heavy battering. 

Several fragments of chipped stone artifacts are 
illustrated, even though we were unable to identify or 
classify them (pi. 147g; pi. 1491,n,u; pi 1521). Little can 
be said about these specimens, since they are too in
complete to reveal their function. 

Sealing Harpoon Head (n = l) 

One of the most interesting artifacts in the Old 
Whaling collection is a toggle sealing harpoon head (pi. 
142b and fig. 136). This small artifact of antler is open-
socketed, with a gouged line hole plus a lashing groove 
on one side and a lashing slot on the other side. The 
spur is single and relatively thick. The tip is self-pointed. 
The socket is square and shallow, for the receipt of a 
thin, spatulate foreshaft. 

The harpoon head appears to be of a relatively sim
ple design and is consistent with what one might expect 
of an early toggling harpoon head from the Chukchi 
Sea/Bering Strait region prior to the development of the 
elaborate styles that characterized later harpoon heads. 
The only specialized treatment, the opposing slit and 
groove for lashing, is a feature that persisted in the region 
for another two thousand years, disappearing only after 
the Old Bering Sea and Ipiutak periods early in the 
Christian era. 

Flaking Hammer Head (n = l) 

A single hammer head (pi. 142e) of ivory, identical 
to stone flaking hammer heads from several Arctic 
Alaskan cultures, demonstrates that this tool type has 
had a long history in the region. 

Needles (n = 5) 

Two types of sewing needles, one with an eye 
(unillustrated) and the other with tiny notches at the 
leading end (pi. 142g,h), indicate that the Old Whalers 
were capable of delicate sewing. 

Wooden bowls (n = 2) Arrow Shaft (n = l) 

Two wooden bowls, too poorly preserved to be 
recovered, came from House 20 and House 22 respec
tively. The former measured about thirty centimeters in 
diameter and seven centimeters in height, whereas the 
latter measured about twenty centimeters in diameter 
and four centimeters in height. 

One cylindrical fragment of a small shaft (pi. 1421) 
is one of the few wooden pieces preserved in the Old 
Whaling settlement. Its presence is particularly important 
because it is of arrow-shaft size. Although we cannot 
demonstrate that it is, in fact, an arrow shaft, its 
presence, in conjunction with the presence of the small 
stone bifaced points, adds weight to our suggestion that 
Old Whaling people had bows and arrows in their tech
nology. 
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Utilized Flakes (n = 118) 

The Old Whaling collection contained numerous 
utilized flakes, in various shapes and sizes. Illustrations 
are shown in plate 135a, c, h and plate 154p. 

Ridged Flakes (n = 7) 

Although not actually artifacts, ridged flakes were 
separated from the thousands of other flakes recovered 
from the excavations because of their resemblance to 
microblades. Because Old Whaling culture dates to a 
period when microblades were widely used throughout 
the Arctic, and because several artifacts were made on 
ridged flakes, suggesting a tradition that may have 
descended from a microblade-using culture, we were 
curious to see whether a microblade industry was 
represented in the collections. Out of the thousands of 
flakes we examined, we could find only seven that might 
be called microblades. Examples are plate 138n; plate 
146d; plate 151o; and plate 152), 

Materials 

By far the most common material preserved in the 
Old Whaling sites was stone. Most of the flakes are gray 
and black cherts, of a size that precluded local deriva
tion. We are not certain where these were mined, but the 
chert outcrops around Cape Lisburne are a possibility. A 
sugary textured chalcedony, ranging from honey to 
black in color, was the second most common stone. In 
view of its rarity in most other Arctic collections, its 
presence here is distinctive. Silicified slate flakes and ar
tifacts rank third in frequency, but far behind the first 
two materials. Only two obsidian artifacts, one of which 
is illustrated {pi. 146)), were found in the collection. 
Both were somewhat aberrant forms of small points. 
This lack of obsidian indicates that the Old Whalers' 
contacts with the interior regions, where obsidian is a 
common material in archeological collections, were 
minimal. Other stones such as slate, pumice, and sand
stone are rare in the collection. 

Ivory fragments and artifacts were found in nearly 
all of the house excavations. In view of the absence of 
walrus bones, and the fact that Kotzebue Sound lies east 
of the walrus migration lanes, the presence of ivory sug
gests either that the Old Whalers traded for the material 
or traveled to other parts of the northwestern Alaskan 
coast to hunt walrus. One fragment of mammoth ivory 
indicates that, like Arctic Alaskans from more recent 
periods, the Old Whalers sometimes used fossil ivory. 

Antler fragments were located in only two of the 
house ruins. However, since caribou bones, though rare, 
were found throughout the settlement, the antler is not 
unexpected. 

Wooden artifacts, too, were rare in the excavations, 
quite certainly because of poor preservation. Even the 
larger house poles were so poorly preserved that we 
were unable to recover any of them. 

Activities 

Just as the Old Whalers seem to have had no im
mediate predecessors on the beaches at Cape Krusen-
stern, so they seem to have disappeared without exerting 
much cultural influence on the people who lived on the 
successively built beaches there. 

Among the most interesting artifacts made by the 
Old Whalers are the types 1 and 2 large bifaces. These 
implements may well be lance, spear, or butchering knife 
heads; but since we have been unable to find wear 
marks on any of the implements in our knife or weapon 
point inventories, we have no means of identifying their 
specific use. One clue is that all of the large, narrow, 
elongate bifaces and the most regular of the broad, 
straight-based bifaces were derived from the five deep 
houses. Reasoning that these implements were most likely 
used for hunting and butchering, we conclude that the 
hunting and butchering of some type of animal species 
was carried on during at least part of the time the deep 
houses were occupied (winter or spring), and that it was 
not carried on during the seasons the shallow houses 
were occupied (summer and fall). The implements' large 
size, which is compatible with hunting and butchering 
whales, and the presence of the implements only in the 
deep houses, which were likely occupied during the 
spring whale migrations, suggest that these two artifact 
types may have been used in the taking and processing 
of these large animals. 
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The more regular of the type 1 large bifaces, or 
whaling harpoon blade insets, if we have interpreted our 
evidence correctly, are nearly identical to more recent 
ground slate triangular artifacts that tip Eskimo whaling 
harpoons in northwestern Alaska. Other large bifaces in 
this series are somewhat less regular and were likely used 
as knife blades. Since the forms grade into each other, 
however, we cannot isolate the suggested whaling har
poon head insets as a type entirely distinct from the 
knife blades of similar form. 

Small points, on the other hand, were found in both 
the summer and winter houses, as were ulus and end 
scrapers. Such a distribution is consistent with the year-
round sealing and caribou hunting and butchering evi
denced in the faunal remains. 

With respect to the manufacturing of implements, 
the bulk of the tools were found in the winter houses. 
Since we did not excavate outside any of the house 
ruins, however, we cannot say whether or not this dis
parity reflects anything more than the fact that summer 
activities were less confined to the dwellings than were 
winter activities. In historic times, much of the manufac
turing activity has taken place outside of the dwellings in 
warm weather. 

Needles were found in both the summer and the 
winter houses, presumably showing that people sewed in 
all seasons, which, in turn, indicates that the ethno-
graphically known sewing taboos that were in effect dur
ing certain seasons were not observed (Foote, 1961). 

The Old Whaling collection gives an overwhelming 
impression of singularity in the Arctic; more than two 
decades after its discovery, it remains unique among 
Arctic collections. Quite remarkably, it succeeded and 
yet was unrelated to the Denbigh Flint complex and 
early Choris, with their tiny implements, microblades, 
and burins. And it preceded other Denbigh-derived 
"small tool" complexes in the same region. 

There are, however, individual artifact types in the 
Old Whaling collection that do conform to the Arctic 
Small Tool tradition and derived tradition types. Look
ing first at parallels to its predecessor at Cape Krusen-
stern, we note the presence of gravers and steep-edged 
flakeknives that resemble Denbigh Flint forms. Looking 
next at parallels between Old Whaling and its succes
sors—Choris in particular—we find several. For exam
ple, a small, unifacially notched arrow point found in 
the Choris cache has counterparts in the Old Whaling 
culture. And some of the stemmed and slightly 

shouldered points found in Old Whaling also occur in 
both early and late Choris. The ground slate knife blade 
in Old Whaling calls to mind Choris worked slate pieces. 
Also, many of the Old Whaling narrow, elongate bifaces 
resemble coastal and Onion Portage Choris knife blades, 
and the whetstone, the use of pumice, the use of ridged 
flakes for some artifacts, the stone lamps, the flaked 
ulus, the delicate hand drill, and the tiny weapon side-
blade insets of Old Whaling are also Choris characteris
tics. The major difference between these two cultures 
with respect to artifacts is that their relative frequencies 
are reversed: common forms in Old Whaling are rare in 
Choris, and vice versa. 

Looking at the roughly contemporaneous Arctic cul
tures of the late second millennium B.C., we find some 
surprising parallels in the eastern regions. Certain side-
notched knife blades and projectile points of Old Whal
ing culture, for example, resemble Independence II 
forms, and the Old Whaling side-notched, steep-edged 
flakeknives resemble the early and middle Dorset flake-
knives. Tanged or notched end scrapers occurred in the 
east at about the time they were used by the Old 
Whalers. Nevertheless, each of these Old Whaling types 
differs in major attributes from its eastern counterpart. 
For example, the Old Whaling notched points are 
broader and are notched differently from the eastern 
forms, while the Old Whaling end scrapers are larger 
and thicker than their eastern Arctic counterparts. But 
the fact that these same general forms occur at the same 
time across the Arctic suggests that the correspondences 
are not simply coincidental. 

The Old Whaling sealing harpoon head has no exact 
parallel elsewhere in the Arctic, but, as with the lithic 
collections, one can find counterparts to specific attri
butes in several different Arctic complexes. The open 
socket and single spur are more typical of the Chukchi 
Sea region than of the rest of the Arctic, although one 
example from Independence II in Greenland indicates that 
these attributes were widespread (Knuth, 1968; p. 65). 
The juxtaposition of a lashing groove and a slit for 
lashing the head to the foreshaft is characteristic of 
Ipiutak and other Ipiutak-period cultures in northwestern 
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Alaska and St. Lawrence Island. It does not occur, as far 
as we are aware, outside of the coastal Northeast Asian, 
Bering Strait, and Chukchi Sea region. The greatest 
overall resemblance to the Old Whaling harpoon heads 
is seen in the self-pointed, open-socketed Norton har
poon heads (Giddings, 1964, pi. 36, 18). Except for lack
ing side-blade slots, the Old Whaling heads also resem
ble Near Ipiutak forms from Point Hope. The absence of 
an end-blade slot also distinguishes them from Old Ber
ing Sea forms. Since we have no other harpoon heads 
from this period in northwestern Alaska, we cannot 
delineate the nature of the relationships. 

Despite more than two decades of northwestern 
Alaskan archeological research that has followed the dis
covery of the Old Whaling culture, we are still far from 
understanding how it fits into the prehistory of the 
region. 
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PARTY 
EARLY ARCTIC SMALL TOOL 

TRADITION 

Chapter 13 

Early Choris Campers: Descendants of 
Denbigh Flint People 

D. D. Anderson 

The cultural period dating between about 3,600 and 
3,000 years ago (1650-1250 B.C.±50), when the early 
Choris campers lived on the shorefront beaches around 
the sound is as yet poorly documented. While the 
chronology as well as the technological and subsistence 
patterns of the late Choris people (village phase) and the 
Old Whaling people are abundantly documented, far less 
is known of the people who lived on the beaches during 
the early Choris period. We lack any traces of house 
ruins, and even campsites from this important period are 
few. On the basis of our finds at Cape Espenberg and on 
beaches 78 to 53 (excluding the Old Whaling village on 
beach 53) at Cape Krusenstern, we believe that much of 
the chipped-stone technology of late Choris (and 
Norton-Near Ipiutak) developed indigenously in north
western Alaska from early Choris forerunners, and that 
the early Choris culture developed from Denbigh Flint, a 
widespread cultural complex in northern and western 
Alaska dating to the late third millennium and early sec
ond millennium B.C. Similar evidence of the cultural 
continuity between Denbigh Flint and Choris has been 
found at Walakpa (Stanford, 1970) and along the 
Noatak River (fig. 145). 

Some archeologists have doubted the close relation
ship between Denbigh and Choris. Some, in fact, have 
hypothesized that Denbigh and Choris belong to distinct 
cultural traditions, each with a separate history. Even 
some of the archeologists who consider late Choris-early 
Norton to be Paleo-Eskimo regard the earlier remains 
classified here as early Choris and Denbigh Flint to be 
out of the Eskimo continuum. The dispute arises 

because, with such scanty archeological evidence, it is 
difficult to determine which, if any, artifact styles of 
Choris evolved from Denbigh Flint and which are 
unrelated to Denbigh. 

The problem has been compounded because inten
sified archeological work in northern Alaska during the 
1970s, spurred by the petroleum industry's interest in 
the region, resulted in the discovery of several sites that 
contained both Denbigh and Choris-related artifacts. 
Most of these were single-component sites in which the 
Denbigh and Choris-related artifacts were not wholly 
isolated from each other spatially. With neither vertical 
nor horizontal spatial segregation as a guide, interpreta
tions as to which artifacts belong together within a single 
cultural horizon have been largely a matter of opinion. 
Because of these problems of association, our finds from 
the beaches around Kotzebue Sound, the possibilities of 
sequentially dating the beach ridges, and the relative 
isolation of the early Choris remains on the beaches 
assume a special significance. 

Cape Krusenstern 

Early Choris Camps, Beaches 53-78 

Artifacts left at Cape Krunsenstern by early Choris 
campers have been found on the early beaches of Seg
ment IV, eastward of the midway point in the beach 
ridge sequence (fig. 6). Only a few dry ridge tops may 
be walked on for any considerable distance before they 
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Fig. 145. Early Choris sites in northwestern Alaska. 

become deeply sodded and disappear into the general 
swamp and pond level. The scarcity of sites located here 
is partly the fault of our being unable to find surface 
signs or exposed ground on most of the low ridges and 
partly because the western portion of the ridges was 
washed out by the sea during the formation of beach 53. 
Our findings from these beaches are tabulated in figure 
146. 

Beach 53 
Feature 394 

In this chipping place, we found six large flakes of 
gray chert, one flake of red jasper, one flake of black 
chert, one used chert flake {pi. 155d) and one flakeknife 
{pi. 155a). The flakeknife has two small burin facets 
created by transverse blows across the distal end and is 
typical of an early Choris form. Crushing scars appear 
at a point on the left margin, as though used as a hand
held grooving instrument. 

BEACH 53 (exclusive of Old Whaling settlement) 
Feature 394 1 flakeknife (with burin 

facets) 
1 utilized flake 
8 flakes, chert and red 

jasper 

feature 460 3 flakes, chert 

BEACH 54 
Feature 617 1 side-blade inset 

1 adz blade, ground 
1 utilized flake 

BEACHES 55-56 
No features located 

BEACH 57 
Feature 711 2 points or knife bifaces 

2 knife bifaces 

Feature 712 1 knife biface 

BEACH 58 
No features located 

BEACH 59 
Feature 396 1 sled shoe, wooden, recent 

intrusive 

Feature 710 1 point or knife biface 

BEACHES 60-64 
No features located 

BEACH 65 
Feature 249 no artifacts 

Feature 632 no artifacts 

BEACHES 66-74 
No features located 

BEACH 75 
Feature 250 1 burin spall artifact 

Feature 251 no artifacts 

BEACHES 76-77 
No features located 

BEACH 78 
Feature 500 1 harpoon end-blade inset 

1 spear point 
1 knife biface 
2 burins 
1 flakeknife 

Feature 618 1 arrowhead end-blade inset 
1 burin spall core 
1 flakeknife 
1 retouched flake 

Feature 752 no artifacts 

Fig. 146. Tabulation of early Choris artifacts from Cape Krusenstern. 
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Feature 460 
This site yielded only three black chert chips. Since 

no diagnostic artifacts were located, we are unable to 
say for certain that this feature was made by early 
Choris people and not by Old Whalers. The material, 
however, is typical of early Choris sites. 

Many whale bones occurred on beach 53, though 
not all were marked on our map. If our projection of 
this beach eastward is correct, there were two whale 
skulls there as well as the one found in the Old Whaling 
village. It is likely that at least some of the whalebones 
were associated with the Old Whalers rather than with 
the early Choris occupants of beach 53. 

Beach 54 
Feature 617 

The precise location of Feature 617 on beach 54 is 
uncertain, as we failed to note it on our master map at 
the end of the 1961 field season. According to field 
notes, it lay one beach ridge landward from the Old 
Whaling beach, that is, on beach 54, not far from the 
hearths we had listed for Segment IV. In Feature 617 
were found beach pebbles, a chert flake, a chert side-
blade inset fragment {pi. 155e), and a ground and pol
ished bifaced adz blade of silicified slate (pi. 155c). The 
latter, though outwardly resembling some Norton and 
recent adz blades, is different in detail from most others. 
It was carefully flaked on both faces, with most of the 
shaping coming from the edges. Then it was ground and 
polished on both faces to form a slightly curved cutting 
edge. The polishing extends onto both faces beyond the 
angle of the bevel. 

Feature 712 
The edge of another sandy mound yielded only the 

triangular specimen shown in plate 155h. This chert 
biface, at first resembling a Norton triangular side blade, 
appears too thick at the lower margin to be an inset 
blade and is probably a special kind of knife blade. It is 
complete as shown and evenly bifaced. 

Beach 58 
No features excavated. 

Beach 59 
Feature 396 

On the surface of this site lay a sled shoe fragment 
of wood, drilled for pins. This is clearly a recent piece, 
not related to the early residents of the beach. 

Feature 710 
Under conditions like those in Features 711 and 712, 

we found here the tip of a relatively thick but small 
chert weapon point or bifaced knife blade (pi. 155f). 

Beaches 60-64 
No features excavated. 

Beach 65 
Feature 249 

A whale vertebra. 

Feature 632 
A hearth containing beach pebbles, along with 

forty-two gray chert and forty-three black chert flakes. 

Beaches 55-56 
No features excavated. 

Beaches 66-74 
No features located. 

Beach 57 
Feature 711 

In this large, sandy mound inhabited by a colony of 
ground squirrels, test pits revealed a chert chip and four 
artifacts and fragments. Plate 155g is the tip of a 
diagonally flaked chert blade or point, evidently a large 
one. Plate 1551 is a relatively thick chert knife blade or 
projectile point, broken at the tip and nicked at the 
lower left edge. This piece is asymmetrical in cross sec
tion, a trait associated with Choris culture. Plate 155), of 
black chert, is the fragment of another large biface, also 
asymmetrical in cross section. This is likely to have been 
a knife blade rather than a projectile point, as the left 
margin is more crudely flaked than the one on the right. 
The straight base of this piece recalls the base of a knife 
blade from beach 48 (pi. 1276). Plate 155k is a knife 
blade, best flaked along the left margin; it also is of 
black chert. 

Beach 75 
Feature 250 

A hearth containing a burin spall artifact of chert, 
retouched at the left sloping angle at top (pi. 159q). 

Feature 251 
A hearth, no artifacts. 

Beaches 76-77 
No features located. 
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Beach 78 
Feature 500 

This site was a hearth, located on a small remnant 
of the beach that has its western extension truncated by 
a large lake. It was one of ten hearth areas on the ridge 
that contained a few chert chips and seal bones, but it 
was the only feature that also contained artifacts. Owing 
to its location on the earliest post-Denbigh Flint beach 
ridge, this feature is one of the most important yet 
located at Cape Krusenstern. Throughout northwestern 
Alaska, both Denbigh Flint and late Choris sites are 
well dated, but the intermediate sites such as Feature 500 
are inexplicably few, and, as noted previously, most of 
these are either undated or from contexts with undeter
minable artifact associations. 

Some artifacts from Feature 500 show a very close 
affiliation to Denbigh Flint; others are Choris affiliated; 
still others have attributes characteristic of both periods. 
For example, the Denbigh type of burin was present in 
association with the burin blow on bifaces, a trait char
acteristic of Choris. One end-blade inset with curved 
shoulders and a stemmed base was found. Insets like this 
were common in Choris and, later, in Norton culture. 
Unfortunately, the sample of artifacts from Feature 500 
is so small that it is impossible to conclude anything 
from the absence of certain artifact categories. The site 
lacked microblades, a common artifact type from Den
bigh hearths at Cape Krusenstern, and pottery, a com
mon artifact type from Choris hearths. Because so few 
artifacts were located, we cannot say whether micro-
blades were no longer part of the cultural inventory of 
these early Choris people or whether these were the peo
ple who introduced pottery-making into the region. 

Judging from the style of artifacts and the position 
of the site on the beach ridges, we believe this transi
tional Denbigh-Choris site is very close to the terminal 
Denbigh period. It demonstrates that some of the Choris 
traits had their origins within northwestern Alaska. 

Of the nearly two dozen flakes and artifacts from 
the feature, the following are illustrated: 

Plate 156: 
a, this chert object, outwardly resembling a side blade, 

thickens toward the lower end, where it is edged on 
the left by a slightly curving burin scar; it is flaked 
with care on both faces, and although most of the 
opposite face is a plane surface, it appears intended 
for use as a hafted knife; this form may be the proto
type of the "crooked knife" blade of Norton culture, 
without parallel in classic Denbigh; 

b, the base of a very thin, carefully flaked end blade, 
probably a harpoon end-blade inset of chert; the flak
ing is diagonal; serration is indicated; 

c, the tip of a burin of chert, probably of Denbigh Type 
la, transverse with single trim; 

d, another broken burin tip of the same type; red jasper; 

e, a stemmed point of light-colored chert, lightly ground 
at the edges of the stem and serrated at the tip; a 
typical, later Arctic Small Tool form such as seen in 
Norton (Giddings, 1964); 

g, a flake of chert, trimmed over the lower portion— 
probably the base of a flakeknife. 

Feature 618 
At the beginning of the 1961 field season, we con

centrated our search for campsites on the late and imme
diately post-Denbigh Flint beaches behind and to the east 
of the Old Whaling village. On either the same ridge as 
Features 500 to 510 or perhaps on one or two earlier 
ridges, we found a hearth that contained three chert 
chips and four artifacts. Unfortunately, we neglected to 
note the precise location of the feature on our master 
photo, so we cannot be certain on which of the three 
beaches it was found. However, in view of the presence 
in Feature 618 of a straight-based end-blade inset, a 
form also found in Feature 500, we suspect that it was 
located on beach 78, as was Feature 500. The artifacts 
from Feature 618 are illustrated below. 

Plate 156: 
f, the base of an end-blade inset; probably for an arrow 

of chert; the base, turned to the side in the photo, 
terminates to the right; 

h, a black chert flake, retouched by use at the upper 
right margin; 

i, a fragment of a chert flakeknife, retouched at the left 
margin; 

/, a bifaced implement of chert resembling, at first 
glance, a Norton discoidal; while the margin lowest 
in the photograph may have been used as a scraper 
edge, the distinctive feature of this object is its shap
ing at the pointed end by two burin blows struck at 
nearly 45-degree angles to one another; this left a 
shallow notch between the point of impact of one 
blow and the distal end of the second (right) burin 
scar; this particular use of burin blows, perhaps as a 
technique to obtain burin spalls, is characteristic of 
other early Choris and Choris sites. 

Feature 752 
A hearth located near Feature 500, containing no 

artifacts. 
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The peninsula at Cape Espenberg includes a series 
of low, truncated beach ridges in the southeastern por
tion that predate the series of long beach ridges oc
cupied by classic Choris and late Choris campers. We 
have termed these several ridges the "D" beaches. 

The artifacts and flakes from here were all found in 
one confined area on one of the beaches, suggesting that 
they were deposited by the same campers. In general, 
the implements combine both Denbigh Flint and Choris 
elements. This fact, together with their location on the 
earliest beaches along the Cape Espenberg peninsula, 
suggests that they belong to an early Choris cultural 
horizon. The artifacts are described below: 

Plate 157: 
a, a steeply-ridged flakeknife of chert, evidently struck 

as the first of a series in preparing a core for parallel-
sided blades or microblades; carefully retouched at 
the upper left edge of the face shown, it is similar to 
a flakeknife found in the oldest layer at Cape Den
bigh; 

b, a small flakeknife of chert of typical Denbigh form; 
c, the fragment of a thin biface of chert, possibly a har

poon end-blade inset; 
d, a burin of translucent chert, stemmed for hafting, 

with scars showing that at least eight burin spalls 
were removed; 

e, a microblade fragment of translucent chert; 
f, a fragment of a chert flakeknife; 
g, a Choris burin spall core fragment of chalcedony, 

retouched as for a side scraper along the relatively 
straight right margin; it has two burin blows struck 
from unifacially retouched edges, one diagonally 
down the left-hand edge as shown and the other from 
right to left along the bottom; 

h, a broken knife or side blade of black chert, made of a 
simple flake retouched about the edges; 

i, a burin spall. 

Since no potsherds have been located in the early 
Choris sites, we suspect that pottery did not appear in 
north Alaska until immediately after the period we 
define as early Choris. However, since potsherds do oc
cur by beach 48 times in campsites containing the same 
stone implement types found in the early Choris sites, 
and since pottery has been found associated with early 
Choris and Denbigh Flint forms from Walakpa (Stan
ford, 1970), we cannot yet securely date the introduction 
of pottery into North Alaska, other than to say that it 
was present by about 1200 B.C. 

The presence of the end-blade inset, possibly for a 
harpoon, suggests that the early Choris campers came to 
the beach ridges for seal hunting, as did their predeces
sors. The straight-based end-blade inset for a weapon 
point suggests that the campers were also prepared to 
hunt land game, probably caribou. 

Microblades, present at Cape Espenberg but absent 
in the post-Denbigh Flint beaches at Cape Krusenstern, 
suggest that the knowledge of a microblade technology 
probably persisted a bit longer than the classic or late 
Denbigh times, a conclusion also proposed for Arctic 
Small Tool sites in interior northern Alaska (Gal, 1977). 
Other comments regarding early Choris and Denbigh 
Flint relations will be discussed later. 

Summary 

The evidence from beaches 53 to 78 at Cape 
Krusenstern and the beaches at Cape Espenberg suggests 
that several of the artifact types present in the Choris 
village phase were present in northwestern Alaska by 
early Choris times. These include the Choris burin spall 
core, burins on knife bifaces, and straight-based end-
blade insets for weapons. Also included are the large, 
thick, rectangular flakeknives and knife bifaces 
characteristic of Choris. The ground adz blade from 
Feature 617 indicates that early Choris campers also had 
this implement. Although ground adz blades were 
known throughout the Choris period, they were never 
more than a rare item. Even in the late Choris village, a 
setting where one might expect to find numerous ground 
adz blades, they proved to be rare. 
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Chapter 14 

Denbigh Flint: Early Arctic Sea 
Mammal Hunters 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

Nearly a decade after the discovery of Ipiutak and 
the beginning of beach ridge archeology in northwestern 
Alaska, a major discovery was made on the coast of 
Norton Sound that was to have an important bearing on 
our understanding of Arctic prehistory. This was the dis
covery of the stratified site at lyatayet on Cape Denbigh. 
From its lowest cultural layer came finds of microblades, 
burins, insets, and other implements that became known 
as the Denbigh Flint complex (Giddings, 1949). At the 
time of its discovery in 1948, it was hailed as showing, 
for the first time in Alaska, Paleolithic-period links be
tween Eurasia and America (Giddings, 1950; Larsen, 
1961). Larsen (1961) regards it as an early stage of 
Eskimo culture. 

Since 1948, sites closely related to the Denbigh Flint 
site at lyatayet have been discovered throughout the tun
dra regions of Alaska. There are sites around lakeshores 
such as Itivlik Lake in the Brooks Range (Irving, 1964), 
along rivers such as the Kobuk River in northern Alaska 
(Giddings, 1967), and the Brooks River in southwestern 
Alaska (Dumond, 1971:8-9), and along the shores of 
western Alaska from Point Barrow (Stanford, 1976) to 
Norton Sound (Giddings, 1964; Bockstoce, 1979) (fig. 
147). Thus far, the only Denbigh Flint houses that have 
turned up have been in interior sites. On the coast, Den
bigh artifacts are found only in contexts that suggest 
seasonal seal and caribou hunting camps. 

In the Kotzebue Sound and northwestern Seward 
Peninsula region, coastal Denbigh sites were most likely 
seal hunting camps that were occupied in late spring and 
early summer. These are found along beaches 80 to 104 

at Cape Krusenstern and also at Agulaak Island off Lopp 
Lagoon. In all cases, they are located on the first series 
of beach ridges that formed after sea level rose to its 
present position in the mid-Holocene. As described in 
the following pages, the Denbigh Flint campsites are 
grouped into two phases, late and early, based on their 
positions on the Cape Krusenstern beach ridges and, for 
other sites, on comparisons to these. The artifacts from 
the campsites are tabulated in figure 148. 

Cape Krusenstern 

Late Denbigh Flint Camps on Beaches 80 to 90 

An examination of the beach ridge sequence at Cape 
Krusenstern clearly shows that Denbigh beaches 80 to 90 
were formed several centuries after beaches 102 to 104 
were formed. We cannot reconstruct with certainty the 
northern beach lines immediately after beach 80 times or 
back to beach 90 times, since they have subsequently 
been eroded away, but, in all cases, they appear to have 
been much farther west than the present coastline (Zim
merman, 1978). On our searches for early remains at 
Cape Krusenstern, we found Denbigh Flint campsites on 
a small segment of beach ridges at the northern end of 
the cape (labeled Va on fig. 6). The beaches of Segment 
Va contain campsites so nearly identical in artifactual 
content to those from beaches 80 to 82 of Segment V 
(fig. 6) that they are easily conceived as having been one 
and the same series of beaches long before the formation 
of later beaches eroded away the middle portions. Seg-
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merits V and Va mark the most recent of the Denbigh 
locales at Cape Krusenstern. In reconstructing the beach 
line of the period represented by Segments V and Va, we 
found that beach 82 of Segment V seemed to correspond 
to the inner margin of Segment Va. Beach 90 was chosen 
as the inner margin of Segment V because it marks an 
unconformity with the earlier beaches. Beach 90 does 
not appear to have a counterpart in the northern series 
of beaches. In contrast to still older beach ridges, which 
are often hard to identify, those of Segment V are prom
inent enough to be clearly distinguishable from the sur
rounding marshland of shallow swales. 

The more permanent ridges, especially beaches 80 
and 82, have relatively thin sod, and in the reindeer 
paths that cross them, the underlying gravel has become 
exposed, as it has on more recent beaches. The large net
work of frost cracks is as prominent as everywhere else 
behind the Ipiutak beaches. In addition, in Segment V, 
the ridges or slight depressions of thousands of smaller 
frost polygons only a few meters across may be seen 
everywhere, except on the driest beach tops. 

Beach 80 
Most of the hearths and chipping places on beaches 

80 and 81 were found on the tops of the beach ridges, 
within about one hundred meters of the western end 
where these beaches have been cut across by the beach 
53 unconformity. The artifacts found on beach 80 are 
listed below and shown in figure 148. 

Fig. 147. Denbigh Flint and closely related sites in northwestern 
Alaska. 

Feature 252 
A hearth, no artifacts. 

Feature 451 
A hearth from which came the following: 

Plate 158: 
c, a unifaced flakeknife of silicified slate, possibly a 

burin blank; the lateral edges of the face shown are 
retouched, and a light retouch marks the opposite 
face at the edge opposing the left one here shown; 

d, a fragment of a diagonally flaked, narrow side-blade 
inset of chert; 

e, a thinner specimen of the same kind; chert; 
f, another thin, diagonally flaked, serrate-edged side-

blade inset of chert, the lower right edge of which is 
missing; 

g, a fragment of a silicified slate end-blade inset of the 
size and shape used with arrows by later Arctic Small 
Tool peoples; the left edge is thick and beveled by 
flaking from both faces; the central part is thin owing 
to the removal of a wide, longitudinal flake from the 
face shown; the piece is broken at the right and lower 
margins; 

h, a burin spall of chert, possibly used at the upper end, 
though not clearly retouched; 

i, another burin spall, resembling the preceding; 

;', a chert burin spall, broken at the upper end; 
k, a chert burin spall; 
/, a burin spall artifact, chert, retouched on a left slant; 
m, a burin spall, chert, broken at the top; 
n, a burin spall artifact, chert, used on left edge; 
o, a burin spall, red jasper, possibly used; 
p, a burin spall, chert, possibly used; 
q, a burin spall, chert, broken tip; 
r, an end scraper of chert, made on a cortex flake, 

possibly a flakeknife, but more likely a tool similar to 
the next specimen; 

s, a chert end scraper made on a simple flake, part of 
the visible cortex; only the upper end is steeply re
touched to form a rounded end scraper; flaking con
tinues less than halfway around the edge and the 
undersurface is untouched; while this is not precisely 
like specimens from Cape Denbigh, it is similar, in 
the rounding of its scraper end, to two specimens 
from there (Giddings, 1964); 
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Artifact classes Cape Krusenstern Beach Beaches Cape Krusenstern Cape Krusenstern Agulaak 
Beaches 102-104 90 80-83 Beach 80 Beach Segment Va 

Totals Site 1 Site 3 Totals 
430 431 432 434 436 437 438 439 441 442 488 757 760 761 762 750 751 763 451 453 454 456 619 752 755 768 487 346 428 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 477 479 480 482 483 485 753 754 756 1001 No. % Loo 2 Loo 2 No. "V> 

Fig. 148. Tabulation of Denbigh Flint artifacts trom beach feature at Cape Krusenstern and from sites at Agulaak. 

Arrowhead end-blade 
Insets 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 3.2 1 0 1 1.8 

Harpoon end-blade 
Insets 1 1 1 1 I 5 1.2 0 1 1 1.8 

End- or side-blade 
Insets 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 4 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 33 8.2 2 0 2 3.6 

Bifacially flaked knife 

blades 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 4.9 1 0 1 1.8 

Burins 3 1 4 1 2 6 1 1 3 2 3 3 1 6 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 1 4 8 1 1 1 2 70 17.3 0 6 6 10.9 

Burin spalls inch 

artifacts 4 8 1 6 1 2 1 2 10 5 1 2 6 l l l o l 1 1 3 2 1 1 1 6 9 17.2 II 4 15 27.3 

Microblade cores 1 1 I 3 0.7 0 1 1 1.8 

Microbladcs 2 1 14 2 1 3 2 1 1 7 6 5 3 4 2 4 6 1 3 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 1 5 98 24.2 5 4 9 16.4 

Flakeknives 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 I 2 4 3 1 37 9.1 3 0 3 5.5 

Drills and gravers 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1.7 0 3 3 5.5 

End scrapers 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 8 2.0 0 1 I 1.8 

Retouched and 

utilized flakes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 6 2 2 1 33 8.2 5 2 7 12.7 

Adz blades, unground 1 1 0.2 0 0 0 0 

Miscellaneous Artifacts 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 2 . 0 0 5 5 9 . 1 

Totals 3 3 30 4 4 9 3 8 7 7 4 3 14 10 10 1 19 2 32 18 4 14 15 I 4 1 0 7 8 17 I 1 8 5 4 21 2 18 2 10 2 17 I 6 6 2 10 405 100.0 28 27 55 100.0 
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f, a microblade fragment, obsidian; 
u, a microblade fragment, chert; 
u, a microblade fragment, chert; 
w, a thick, narrow microblade of light green chert; 
X, a chert microblade fragment showing three 

remarkably parallel flake scars on the top and parts 
of two others laterally, this being the result of expert 
work with a very narrow core; 

y, a fragment of a chert microblade core with the parts 
of seven microblade scars showing; the upper end ter
minates in a plane, prepared surface at a steep angle 
to the direction of the microblade; this is a terminal 
plane rather than the striking platform, as blows have 
been struck from beyond the lower end from a strik
ing platform, none of which are here present; though 
clearly a thin, narrow core, the shape of the original 
seems to have differed somewhat from wedge-shaped 
cores found in the interior of Alaska (Nelson, 1937); 

2, a microblade of chert, the left margin of which shows 
light signs of use as a cutting edge. 

Judging from the sizes and materials, the last seven 
pieces listed above represent at least six different cores. 
Three of the microblades were produced from very nar
row cores; the others, though noncommittal, could have 
been struck from cores of classic Denbigh form. 
aa, a flake of red silicified slate, retouched roughly 

about the left margin and retouched by use at the 
right margin; 

bb, a chert burin fragment, retouched at the top and 
right margins; the left margin is a burin facet created 
by what appears to have been a faulty burin blow; 
the cortex which is still showing indicates that this 
was an unfinished implement, probably discarded; 

cc, the broken-off, working end of a chert burin; 
dd, a burin of silicified slate, Denbigh Type Ila (Giddings, 

1964), convergent facets, broken at the top; 
ee, a burin of chert, thick and narrow, Type la, trans

verse with single trim; 
ff, a burin of silicified slate, Type la, transverse with 

double trim; 
gg, the tip of a chert burin; 
hh, the tip of a burin of red jasper; Type Ila, with 

convergent facets, the burin end convex between. 
The contents of the above hearth differ from classic 

Denbigh assemblages primarily through the presence of 
microblades made from thin, presumably wedge-shaped 
cores, and through the presence of true burins made on 
inferior material (silicified slate). 

Feature 453 
A chipping place. Besides twenty-two flakes of 

silicified slate and one hundred fifty-eight of black chert, 
there were the following five questionable artifacts. 

Plate 158: 
ii, a flake of silicified slate that appears to be an ir

regular microblade; no other microblades of this in
ferior material are known from Denbigh sites; 

jj-ll, thin slivers of basalt which apparently resulted 
from imperfect burin spalling; neither the negative 
bulb of a burin nor the scar of a hinge fracture 
shows; except for polished specimens, burins were 
not made of basalt at Iyatayet. 

Feature 454 
This hearth contained two chert flakes, one chert 

and two obsidian microblade fragments, and one broken 
chert burin spall. 

Feature 456 
A hearth that yielded the following artifacts: 

Plate 158: 
mm, a burin of silicified slate, Denbigh Type la, trans

verse, double-trimmed; the piece was given a final 
burin blow which removed not simply another spall 
but nearly half of the burin; the two pieces shown 
together in the photograph were found separately; 

nn, a burin spall artifact of light chert, microscopically 
yet evenly retouched in a left slant, if seen from the 
face opposite that shown (which has the negative 
bulb); 

oo, a plano-convex object of chert, broken at the upper 
end, bearing a burin-like scar along the right margin; 
perhaps a faulty burin; 

pp, a diagonally flaked side-blade inset of chert, broken 
at both tips; the sickle-like curve of this object is 
different from classic Denbigh specimens, raising the 
question of whether or not it was made on a micro-
blade, as most Denbigh side blades are presumed to 
have been; 

qq, a smaller side-blade inset of chert, diagonally flaked; 
the ridge on the face shown indicates that this was 
made from a microblade; 

rr, a burin spall, chert; 
ss-tt, two microblades, the first of which bears the scars 

of three previous microblades, indicating that these 
narrow pieces were struck from very narrow cores; 

uu, the central segment of a chert flakeknife, plane on 
the undersurface and retouched at both edges of the 
face shown; 

uu, the basal segment of a plano-convex, blade-like flake 
of black chert, presumably used as a flakeknife when 
whole; 
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ww, an end scraper of chert, similar at the working end 
to the two specimens from Feature 451, (pi. 158r,s) 
but differing from them in the careful shaping of the 
stem, brought about by flaking broadly from both 
edges over the center; 

xx, a part of a side or end blade, diagonally flaked from 
silicified slate; the use of an inferior material for pro
duction of a thin specimen of this kind is unknown in 
classic Denbigh sites; 

yy, basal segment of a thick microblade of chert; 
zz, a microblade of chert with three facets; this as well 

as the preceding specimen appear more likely to have 
been formed from a wedge-shaped core than from the 
blocky core of classic Denbigh. 

Feature 617 
A hearth—no artifacts. 

Feature 619 
A hearth. In addition to thirteen chert, one 

chalcedony, one black chert, and one red jasper flake, 
there were the following: 

Plate 159: 
a, a broad burin of black chert, Type la, oblique, with 

single trim; 
b, a broken burin of chert; 
c, a burin of red jasper, Denbigh Type la, oblique, with 

double trim; 
d, a pair of chert burin spalls, one of which fits the 

other, thus showing the successive removal of both 
from a burin used at the site; since neither spall has 
been used as a tool and neither has been dulled or 
even used at the bulbar end, one wonders why both 
were removed in a presumably short period of time; 
perhaps because both are wider than average and thin 
at the end normally retouched for use as a burin spall 
tool, they were unsuitable for making implements 
and were therefore discarded; this would strengthen 
the view that many burins were primarily cores for 
the production of burin spalls suitable for engraving 
tools; 

e, a burin spall artifact of chert, the working end a 
rounded hinge fracture in which three minute flake 
scars form the working end of a burin spall artifact; 
questionable as to whether or not actually used; 

f, a burin spall of chert; 
g, a burin spall artifact of chert, left-slanted and re

touched only across the left half of the working end; 
h, a burin spall of chert, broken at the upper margins; 
i, the probable basal segment of a chert, double-pointed 

end-blade inset for an arrowhead; a very slight rub
bing of the edges indicates this to be the base; 

;', a flakeknife, black chert, with upper end broken, the 
plane undersurface trimmed to remove the bulb of 
percussion, hence possibly a projectile point; 

k, the tip of a probable end-blade inset of chert, 
diagonally flaked; 

/, the tip of an end- or side-blade inset, chert; 
m, a diagonally flaked, serrate-edged fragment of chert, 

probably of an unfinished end-blade inset; 
n-o, elegant, thin microblades of obsidian, the first with 

three parallel scars, the second with four, clearly the 
products of work with an extremely thin core. 

Feature 752 
A hearth, containing a flakeknife of black chert, a 

chert blank perhaps for a flakeknife, one red jasper chip, 
and eight chert and two black chert chips. 

Feature 755 
A hearth where, besides a chert and a silicified slate 

chip, were found: 

Plate 159: 
p, a thick microblade of chert; 
r, a chert microblade fragment with three facets; 
s, a broad, thin microblade of chert with three facets; 
t, a thick microblade of chert with five facets, evidently 

from a narrow core. 

Feature 768 
This feature was a hearth where a broken projectile 

point of light gray chert (pi. 158b) was found. It was 
diagonally flaked with precision in serrated, downward 
strokes to the left. A burin blow was struck upward 
from the left margin at the break, removing a thin sliver 
one centimeter long. This is the only instance in the 
Denbigh collections of a burin spall struck from a 
broken projectile point, a trait frequently encountered in 
Choris-related sites. 

Beaches 84-89 
No sites located. 

Beach 90 (Beach Segment V) 
Feature 750 

One object was found on the surface here—a 
distinctive biface of black chert (pi. 158a) that is evident
ly a side blade for a knife. The piece is uniformly planed 
on both faces by the removal of wide, thin flakes and 
the edges are beveled by the removal of fairly steep 
flakes from the entire periphery. 
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Late Denbigh Flint Camps on Beach Segment Va, the 
Truncated Ridges at the West End Equivalent to Beaches 
80-82 

Numerous hearths and chipping places were located 
on a single beach ridge (the fourth one, counting toward 
the sea) of the long, thin, triangular section that makes 
up Segment Va (fig. 6) of the Cape Krusenstern beach 
ridges. In places, this beach is partly covered by a slightly 
higher, succeeding beach. Deposits on the later, over
lapping beach contain no Denbigh hearths or flints, so 
the earlier, partly obscured beach is considered the ter
minal one for the Denbigh Flint complex, along with its 
apparent extension (beaches 80-82 of Segment V) to the 
east. The inner margin of Segment Va is marked by an
other beach containing Denbigh hearths. This beach 
either overlies in part or marks the cutting off of the 
many west-east trending ridges of Segment VI (fig. 6). 
Therefore, the beaches in Segment Va are considered to 
be part of beaches 80-82. 

In all respects but length, the beach ridges of Seg
ment Va are like those of Segment V. Small frost poly
gons cover both the lower parts of the beach ridges and 
the swales between. Probably the hearths we excavated 
were only a fraction of those still under the beach sod 
cover. We learned to locate them by lifting patches of 
sod and looking for fired pebbles. The more such peb
bles, as a rule, the closer we were to the hearth (fig. 
149). The features below, with the four exceptions 
noted, were all hearths. 

Feature 346 
Plate 160: 

a, a carefully made chert flakeknife, the lower portion 
tongue shaped (as though for hafting) by retouch 
over all of the visible convex face and over the region 
of the bulb of percussion on the opposite face; the 
upper right edge is strongly serrated, while the upper 
left, with equally fine retouch, is not; the peculiar 
outline of this instrument is almost precisely dupli
cated, and in the same size, by a piece illustrated by 
Campbell from Natvakruak Site near Anaktuvuk 
Pass (Campbell, 1962); 

b, a burin of black chert, Type la, transverse, trimmed 
on one edge and shaved on the other; this type of 
long, narrow burin, ridged on the nonplane face and 
usually thick toward the distal end, has been found in 
several Denbigh-related sites in the Brooks Range; 

c, a long burin of chert, Type la, oblique, shaved, 
unlike Cape Denbigh specimens in that it is formed 
on a parallel-edged, blade-like flake; 

d, a burin spall artifact, black chert; the working edge 
of which is on a left slant; 

e, a thin graver of translucent chert; its graving tip 
(pointing upward) is like specimens from Cape Den
bigh (Giddings, 1964); 

/, a side-blade inset fragment, black chert; serrated, 
flaked with less care than most Denbigh specimens; 

Fig. 149. Detail of a Denbigh Flint hearth excavation. Cape Krusenstern. 

g, a side-blade inset fragment of chert, diagonally flaked 
with precision. 

Besides the above, there came from this feature five 
flakes of chert and two flakes of red jasper. 

Feature 428 
Plate 160: 

n, either a leaf-shaped flakeknife, broken at the upper 
right, or a faulty burin, the notch of which is not 
clearly caused by a burin blow; the edges of the op
posite face as well as much of the face shown are 
retouched; 

o, a broken burin spall of black chert; 
p, a flakeknife of chert, showing light use along both 

edges; 
aa, a flake of chert, the left and upper edges used; 
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cc, a prepared flake of black chert, retouched on the 
right edge and used without retouch elsewhere; 

dd, a chert flake, lightly used on all edges; 
ee, a blade-like flake of chert, used along the left 

margin; 
//, a strongly curved flake of chert, used about the edges 

and retouched to form the wide notch midway along 
the left margin. 

Feature 471 
Plate 161: 

a, an obsidian microblade found in two parts, showing 
use along the left margin; 

b, a burin spall artifact of chert, with left slant, the 
proximal end missing; 

c, a burin fragment of black chert. 
Two flakes of chert also came from this hearth. 

Feature 470 
Plate 160: 

h, a burin spall artifact of black chert, the working tip 
of which slants left; this spall was the first one 
removed from a burin edge; 

i, a chert burin spall artifact, with the working edge 
straight; 

j,k, two broken burin spalls of chert; 
/, a burin spall, black chert; 
m, a broken chert burin spall; 
q, a fragment of a thick microblade of chert; 
r, a chert retouched flake, broken at the left margin, 

possibly a graver; 
s, a chert side-blade inset, lacking the fine diagonal flak

ing of some Denbigh pieces; 
t, a bipointed end-blade inset of black chert; the oppo

site face, only partly retouched, is the plane surface 
of an original flake; the stem of this piece is indicated 
by the absence of serrations such as border the upper 
half; this is much broader than the double-pointed ar
row points from Cape Denbigh; 

u, a large, crude biface of chert; its right margin is 
drawn to a sharp edge along its most convex portion 
and the remainder is left coarsely flaked; this could 
have served either as a hafted or a hand-held chopper 
or it could have been an unfinished biface of another 
form; 

v, the tip of a chert end- or side-blade inset; 
w, the tip of a unifaced, edged, chert implement, 

possibly a flakeknife; 
x, the broken-off tip of a chert burin; 
y, a broken burin of silicified slate; 
z, a large biface fragment of silicified slate, probably 

meant for side-blading in a knife handle; 
bb, a chert burin, Type la, transverse with double trim; 

the Anaktuvuk form. 

Feature 472 
Plate 161: 

d, a thick, three-faceted microblade fragment of chert; 
e, a two-faceted microblade fragment of chert; 
/, a fragment of a side-blade inset of chert, serrated and 

carefully flaked in diagonals; part of a longitudinal 
ridge remains on the face shown, presumably from 
the parent microblade; 

g, a burin, chert, Type la, transverse, single trim, 
Anaktuvuk form; 

h, a large, leaf-shaped bifaced knife of red jasper, prob
ably side-hafted; 

/, a chert flake, used on the left margin; 
m, the base of a chert flakeknife, retouched at the edges 

of the face shown; 
kk, an edge of a large chert biface. 

Feature 473 
Plate 161: 

i, a fragment of a thick chert microblade; 
/, a burin spall artifact of chert, right slant; 
k, a fragment of a chert biface, perhaps a large unifaced 

blade or harpoon blade inset; the base is indicated by 
long, basal, thinning scars; the whole blade must 
have been nearly twice the size of this fragment; a 
harpoon blade of this size could have tipped a whal
ing harpoon head rather than a harpoon head for seal 
or walrus; in view of no other indications of whaling 
from the Denbigh Flint beaches, however, we assume 
this to be a knife blade; though considerably smaller 
than the whaling harpoon blades of Old Whaling cul
ture, it is similar in shape; it is also similar to the 
Ipiutak broad knife side blades, however; 

n, a flake or a fragment of a larger instrument of trans
lucent chert, steeply retouched on the right margin; 

o, a fragment of a black chert burin, made on a blade
like flake, evidently Type la, transverse, with double 
trim. 

Also found in this feature were twenty-five chert 
flakes. 

Feature 474 
Plate 161: 

p, the basal segment of a thick, wide chert microblade; 
q, a burin spall of chert; 
r-s, three-faceted microblade fragments of chert. 
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Feature 475 
Plate 161: 

t, a burin of black chert, Type la, oblique, single trim; 
u, a flakeknife of chert, made on a cortex flake and used 

along the left edge; 
v-w, three-faceted microblade fragments of chert; 
x-z, microblade fragments of translucent chert; 
aa, a burin spall artifact of chert, with the proximal end 

missing; 
bb, a burin spall artifact, chert, with triangular cross 

section; proximal end missing; 
cc, a burin spall artifact of chert, with the proximal end 

missing; 
dd, a burin fragment, chert, probably Type la, trans

verse, one edge trimmed, the other shaved; 
ee, a crude burin on a chert flake not prepared in ad

vance; 
ff, a burin of black chert, Type la, oblique, double trim; 
gg, a chert biface fragment, diagonally flaked; probably 

part of a bipointed arrowhead end-blade inset; 
hh, a complete harpoon end-blade inset; chert; 
ii, a fragment of an end- or side-blade inset (silicified 

slate) of poor flaking quality; 
/;', an end scraper of chert; its stem, partly broken away, 

was apparently shaped by flaking over the convex 
surface; the working end (upper) is steeply flaked; 

//, a drill of chert, made on a raw flake and retouched 
on both faces to form the drill point; 

mm, a thin chert implement, probably an end-blade inset 
originally; the projection is retouched on both faces 
but the remainder of the opposite face is the plane 
undersurface of a flake; the wider part of the surface 
shown is diagonally flaked with precision; 

nn, a small flakeknife made on a strongly curved black 
chert flake; in form, it resembles two specimens from 
Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964); 

oo, a thin, leaf-shaped flake of chert, retouched on the 
opposite face only at the edges. 

Besides these artifacts, there were seventy chert 
flakes. 

Feature 476 
Plate 161: 

pp, a fragment of a chert biface, evidently a large knife 
side blade; 

qq, apparently the base of a large, bifaced chert knife 
blade or weapon point. 

Feature 477 
Plate 162: 

a, a thin flake of silicified slate, flaked about the edges 
only on the face shown; this piece has roughly the 
outline of a burin blank but the material is inferior 
for burin making; 

b, a chert burin of unusual form; its lower part, presum
ably the stem, is tongue-shaped and double-convex in 
form; a burin blow was administered to the left side 
of the narrow end, the tip of which is broken off; the 
opposite face of the burin, at the upper end, is the 
unretouched plane face of an original flake, markedly 
concave; 

c, a burin spall artifact of chert with a strong left slant 
of the working end (when turned over, the negative 
bulb is up); 

d, a broken burin spall, black chert; 
e, the basal end of a broken chert flakeknife, the op

posite face retouched only to remove a bulb of per
cussion; 

/, the basal end of a large chert flake, used at the edges; 
g, the distal end of a broken chert burin; 
h, a thick chert object, bearing on the opposite face the 

ripple marks of a very broad, flat flake; the face 
shown is mainly the bulbar end of the flake, partly 
trimmed; the wide notch along the upper margin was 
perhaps intended; the left margin is the scar created 
by a burin blow; while this is neither a recognized 
burin nor a piece upon which more than one burin 
blow has been used to enclose a notch, it is some
what similar in substance and execution to pieces 
from Segment IV; 

i, a leaf-shaped, chert knife side blade, the basal point 
broken away, the opposite face largely a flake scar, 
retouched only at the edges; 

;', a burin of translucent chert, Type la, oblique, double 
trim; the stem region of the opposite face as well as 
that shown was trimmed overall; 

k, a burin of black chert, the distal end of which is 
missing; 

/, a chert burin made on a ridged, blade-like flake, 
Type la, oblique, with double trim; its stem form, 
however, is unlike Cape Denbigh burins; 

m, a long, narrow burin of black chert, Type la, trans
verse, single trim; 

n, a burin of red jasper, of the Anaktuvuk form and of 
Denbigh Type la oblique, shaved; 

o, a red jasper burin, Type la, transverse, double trim; 
this specimen was made on a thin flake but had the 
long stem of the Anaktuvuk form; 

p, a used flake, probably a flakeknife, of silicified slate, 
retouched only at the lower and lateral edges; the up
per margin is that of a break; 

q, apparently the base of a crudely executed chert 
microblade; 

r, a flake of chert, similar to q, inexpertly made if in
tended as a microblade. 
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In addition to these, there were found three flakes 
of black chert, five of chert, and three of silicified slate. 

Feature 479 
Plate 162: 

t, a chalcedony flake, delicately but minutely retouched 
at the right edge on the face shown; 

u, a bifaced knife blade fragment, probably for a side-
blade knife, diagonally flaked with precision. 

Feature 480 
Plate 162: 

s, the tip of a chert bifaced knife blade, diagonally 
flaked; 

v, a chert flakeknife, retouched at the edges and broken 
at the upper margin; 

w, a thick flakeknife of chert, retouched at the edges and 
broken at the upper end; 

x, a fragment of a chert flakeknife; 
y, a used chert flake; 
z, a crude biface of chert, poorly flaked on both faces in 

a form suggesting a knife or crude side blade; 
aa, a burin spall artifact of chert, having a left slant 

when turned over, with negative bulb up; 
bb, a base of a flakeknife or weapon point of chert, the 

opposite face transversely flaked to remove a bulb 
and concavity; a slight grinding of the edges suggests 
this might have been a projectile point; the face 
shown is strongly ridged; 

cc, a unifaced, chert weapon point or knife blade; the 
face of the fragment shown and the opposite face, 
most of which is a slightly concave flake scar, are 
trimmed at the edges and toward the point; straight
ening the original flake by this means suggests that 
this was intended as a projectile point, although the 
irregularity of the flaked edges suggests use as a 
knife; 

dd, a well-made end scraper of chert, the working end 
steeply flaked and thick, the object tapering evenly to 
form a triangular stem, thin at the tip; 

ee, a somewhat blade-like, parallel-edged flake of chert; 
it shows use, especially at the spatulate upper end. 

A carbon-14 sample of charcoal was collected from 
cracked beach pebbles of this hearth, but it has not been 
submitted for dating. 

Feature 482 
This hearth yielded two objects: a fragment of an 

obsidian microblade and a double-pointed arrowhead 
end-blade inset fragment of translucent chert, elegantly 
flaked in diagonals {pi. 162ff). The increase of serrations 
toward the upper margin (as illustrated) indicates that 
the specimen is here oriented correctly. 

Feature 483 
Plate 163: 

a, a burin of black chert, Type la, oblique and double 
trimmed; a long-stemmed specimen the lower right 
edge of which is broken away; 

c, a burin spall artifact of chert; 
d, a bifaced, somewhat triangular side- or end-blade in

set of chert, broken at the lower left margin; 
e, a fragment of a chert biface, probably a harpoon 

end-blade inset; diagonally flaked on the face shown 
and trimmed on the right edge of the opposite face 
toward a wide flake scar; 

/, a fragment of a crude microblade of black chert; 
g, a fragment, broken at both ends, of an essentially 

parallel-edged, relatively thick knife biface of chert; 
narrowing and thinning is noted at the lower end, in
dicating that the projection here was somewhat drill
like; 

h, a microblade fragment, obsidian, showing use along 
the left margin; 

i, a leaf-shaped object of chert, broken at the right 
edge; the opposite face is a somewhat concave flake 
scar smoothed out by retouch at the edges; objects 
similar to this are also found on the beaches of Seg
ment IV {pi. 1221); 

j , a thick flake of highly silicified slate, evidently 
broken after being roughed out for a large biface; the 
break is at the left margin; 

k, a blade-like chert flake used at the edges; 
/, a flake of black chert, used especially at the upper 

left edge; 
m, a fragment of a thick, blade-like flake of chert, 

perhaps the blank for a flakeknife; 
n, a thin flake of silicified slate, broken at the upper 

margin, retouched at the edges of only the face 
shown; 

o, a chert flakeknife with a graver tip; 
p, a fragment of a thin flakeknife or weapon point of 

chert, trimmed only at the edges of the face shown, 
flat on the opposite face as well as at the middle of 
the face shown; similar pieces are seen in q following, 
in plate 162cc, and elsewhere; 

q, a flat, unifaced flakeknife or weapon point fragment 
of chert like the above; 

r, a black chert scraper fragment. 
In addition to these, one chert flake came from this 

hearth. 
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Feature 485 
This was a surface collection near Feature 483 that 

yielded several tiny chert flakes and one burin fragment, 
illustrated in plate 163b. 

Feature 753 
This was a surface collection made in 1961 from the 

same beach that yielded the hearths above. Found here 
were the following: 

Plate 163: 
s, a chert flake, thick and bifaced around the curved 

margin, thin toward the opposite, lower edge because 
of concave flake scars on both faces; characterized by 
a burin scar struck from above, which forms the left 
margin; 

t, a possible base of a large arrowhead end-blade inset 
similar to that suggested by plate 161qq; 

u, a chert, triangular end scraper, somewhat similar to 
plate 162dd, but differing in that it is thinner and re
touched only at the edges; 

v, a flakeknife base of chert; 
w, a blade-like flake of chert showing slight use at the 

edges. 

Feature 754 
This was a surface collection taken from the beach 

in 1958. 

Plate 163: 
x, a broken translucent chert side blade inset, probably 

symmetrically double-pointed when in use; the flak
ing is diagonal but not of the high quality of most 
Denbigh pieces; 

y, a chert flake, possibly struck from a microblade core, 
showing use at the right margin; 

cc, a fragment of a chert biface, possibly a crude 
weapon point; the face opposite the convex face 
shown is nearly plane, though trimmed overall with 
broad, parallel-edged flakes; 

dd, a fragment of a leaf-shaped chert flake, broken at 
the lower left margin; the opposite face is a flake 
scar, only lightly retouched at the edges, possibly 
similar in function to i above; 

ee, a thick plano-convex specimen of chert, presumably 
used as a side scraper, with use and light retouch in
dicated along the left margin; 

ff, a large flake of chert, prepared by flaking from the 
edges of both faces and in wide, parallel flakes across 
the lower portion of the face shown, evidently to 
fashion a point for use as a drill. 

Feature 756 
A chipping place. Here we found seventy-three chert 

flakes, one flake of silicified slate, one of black chert, 
and the two artifacts following: 

Plate 163: 
z, a microblade fragment, chert; 
aa, a fragment of a chert end or side blade inset, the 

opposite face carefully flaked in diagonals to form a 
more nearly plane surface than the ridged one shown. 

Feature 767 
A chipping place, not excavated. 

Feature 1001 
A hearth, excavated in 1961, that contained three 

black chert, three chalcedony, and three chert flakes in 
addition to the following: 

Plate 163: 
bb, a fragment of a serrate biface of chert, probably a 

side-bladed knife; 
gg, a microblade fragment, chert; 
hh, a microblade fragment, obsidian; 
ii, a burin spall artifact, chert; 
;';', a flake of chert, retouched about the left and upper 

margins; 
kk-mm, microblade fragments of chert; 
nn, a broken burin of black chert; Anaktuvuk form (la); 
oo, a burin of chert, Anaktuvuk form, Denbigh Type 

lb, beaked and notched, with three small slivers 
curving over the outer margin, backing the last 
burin scar, and ending in a slight notch created by 
flaking from the edge, from four to seven milli
meters down the right margin. 

Early Beaches of Segment Va 
The specimens described to this point for Segment 

Va are all from the later beaches in the segment. In 
1959, a small number of hearths were located on the 
earliest beach of the series, the first beach to form, that 
marks the unconformity with the beaches of Segment VI. 
Unfortunately, the contents of several of these hearths 
were lost at sea. The materials described below were ob
tained from the inner beach in other years and provide 
some evidence that the beach was occupied by people 
closer in culture to later residents of Segment Va and V 
than to those who lived on the beaches of Segment VI. 

Feature 487 
Plate 164: 

a, a flakeknife fragment of red jasper; 
b, a burin, chert, Type la, one edge single trimmed, the 

other shaved; 
c-e, fragments of chert microblades; 
g, a fragment of an obsidian microblade; 
h, a burin spall artifact, chert, left slant; 
n, a fragment of a thin microblade, or a faulty burin 

spall of translucent chert. 
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Beaches 82-83 
Feature 751 

Surface finds made on the beaches in 1958 are 
shown below. 

Plate 164: 
f, a microblade fragment, obsidian; 
i, a microblade fragment, translucent chert; 
;', a burin spall artifact, chert, with right slant; 
k, a microblade fragment, chert; 
/, a chert object, evidently used as a burin at the 

pointed end; the facet to the right seems to have been 
that of a break rather than a burin blow; the edge of 
the tip directly back of this facet is steeply retouched, 
as though in burin preparation; the curved portion of 
the right edge is carefully shaped by retouching from 
the edge after preparation by wide, broad flaking; the 
undersurface is strongly curved; 

m, a translucent chert microblade, thick at the basal end, 
showing use along the left margin; 

o, a microblade fragment, chert; 
p, a microblade fragment, translucent chert; 
q, a microblade, obsidian, three-faceted, used along the 

left edge; 
s, a microblade fragment, translucent chert, three-

faceted, quite thick, as though made on a narrow 
core; 

t, a burin spall artifact, chert, straight across the work
ing end, made on the triangular-sectioned first spall; 

u, a fragment of a chert side-blade inset, diagonally 
flaked; 

v, a side- or end-blade inset of chert, diagonally flaked 
and serrated, the opposite face largely formed by a 
single, flat flake scar; only the ends and part of an 
edge were shaped by retouching; 

w, the basal fragment of a bipointed arrowhead end-
blade inset of chert, serrated and diagonally flaked; 

x, a fragment of a parallel-edged side-blade inset of 
translucent chert, diagonally flaked and serrated on 
both faces with great skill; 

y, a probable harpoon end-blade inset of chert, serrated 
and diagonally, though indifferently, flaked; 

z, a burin of light-colored chert, Type la, oblique, single 
trim; 

aa, a burin fragment of chert, Type la, oblique, single 
trim, Anaktuvuk form; 

bb, a broken, thick, bifaced drill of chert; drills of this 
kind do not occur in the Denbigh Flint complex at 
Iyatayet; 

cc, a flake of chert, retouched on the right margin for 
use as a knife or scraper. 

Denbigh Flint Camps on Beaches 102-104 (Beach 
Segment VI) 

The hearths of Segment VI at Cape Krusenstern 
were all found near the west end of beaches 102 through 
104 where these three ridges merge and form essentially 
one broad crest. The hearths began about two hundred 
meters east of the point where the beaches of this seg
ment are cut off by the unconformity of Segment Va, 
and they became more numerous toward the point 
where Segment Va obliterated them (fig. 6). 

Outlines of frost polygons cover the ridges of Seg
ment VI at the west end, but these are more often low 
ridges forming a fence about the polygon than the shal
low ditches found on more recent beaches. Our failure 
to find hearths of any kind elsewhere in Segment VI is 
no doubt accountable to the thick cover of moss on 
most of those beaches—discouraging in the extreme to 
the would-be excavator. With no hint of a mound or 
original pit as adumbration, we were hard put to know 
where, in the vastness of those beaches, we might most 
profitably thrust our shovels. The hearths we did find 
were located mainly by testing where reddish gravel 
showed through an area of thin moss cover or where 
flints were found in reindeer paths on the drier and 
higher parts of the broad ridge. Several hearths were un
covered and excavated on these beaches in 1959, but the 
materials were unfortunately packed with the freight 
shipment of bulkier objects lost at sea. A few of the 
items described below were excavated in 1958, but most 
were found in 1960. 

Beaches 102-104 
Feature 430 

A hearth—its three objects are described below. 

Plate 165: 
n, the very thin base of a harpoon end-blade inset of 

chert, diagonally flaked, serrated, and basally 
thinned; the left point of the fishtailed base is broken 
off; 

q, a fragment of a thin, four-faced microblade of chert; 
r, a small microblade, chert. 

Feature 763 
This was a chipping place that yielded an end- or 

side-blade inset of chert and a chert burin, Type la, 
(pi. 164r). 
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Feature 431 
A hearth. 

Plate 165: 
p, a microblade fragment of black chert; 
mm, the base of a presumably long, thin implement of 

silicified slate, the form suggesting a knife or lance 
blade, though nothing comparable is found elsewhere 
in sites of the Denbigh Flint complex; this piece is 1.3 
centimeters thick at center, tapering, tongue-like, to 
the base; 

nn, the face shown of this large specimen is mainly the 
cortex of a beach pebble, the upper edge reduced to a 
roughly straight cutting edge by the removal of large 
flakes, as is the case on the same edge of the opposite 
face; the object thins toward the base, partly as the 
result of a fracture plane on the opposite face; it is 
thus well suited to hafting either with or without a 
socket piece; if this is an adz blade or head—and it 
could well have served as one—its type has not 
previously been reported from the Denbigh complex. 

Feature 432 
This was a hearth that contained thirteen chert 

flakes and one flake each of red jasper and silicified 
slate, in addition to the following artifacts: 

Plate 165: 
b, a long-stemmed narrow burin of chert, which, though 

thin at the working end, resembles the Anaktuvuk 
form; 

c, a broken burin of chert; 
d, a translucent chert burin; 
f, a microblade core, classic Denbigh type, of chert, the 

backing consisting of four broad, parallel flake scars 
struck in the plane of the microblade surface; the trim 
of the remainder of the non-microblade surfaces con
sists of two lateral planes and a basal one, which 
converge in a blunt wedge; a fourth plane, or slightly 
rounded surface, is that from which microblades have 
been repeatedly struck (at top in photo); eight facets 
may be seen on this surface, the width of which, 
across the microblade ridges, is 2.6 centimeters; the 
longest microblade scar, near center, measures 2.3 
centimeters; presumably this piece began as a large 
core and was discarded when the microblades became 
too short for the purposes for which they were re
quired, as was the case at Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 
1964); the plane of the striking platform, within a 
centimeter of the place where the last microblades 
were struck, is at nearly a 90-degree angle to the 
microblade scars; 

g, a burin spall artifact of chert, left slant; 
h, a broken burin spall artifact, chert, with left slant; 
i, a burin spall artifact of chert, left slant; 
;', a broken burin spall artifact of silicified slate, left 

slant; 

/, a narrow, diagonally flaked side-blade inset of red 
jasper, having, on the opposite face, a ridge probably 
left as the remnant of a microblade scar; 

m, a fragment of a thin side-blade inset of chert; 
s-ff, microblades of chert, none likely to have been 

struck from the core at this site; they are all of vary
ing degrees of translucency whereas the core is 
opaque; they are also relatively broad and thin, and 
the more parallel-edged specimens are broken at both 
ends in such a way as to render them relatively 
straight, possibly for side-hafting in slots; these speci
mens also show signs of use at the edges; the long 
microblade, u, has been lightly but persistently used 
at the upper left margin; 

gg, a fragment of red jasper, the opposite face of which 
is a single flake scar; the left edge is sharp, showing 
signs of use as a flakeknife; 

//', a flakeknife fragment, retouched at the right edge of 
each face as though for use in cutting; 

kk, the base of a flakeknife of chert. 

Feature 434 
A hearth. 

Plate 165: 
e, a burin of translucent chert, the keystone-shaped 

stem not only flaked over the surface shown but with 
broad, parallel flaking on the opposite face to remove 
the bulb of percussion; 

ii, a cortex flake of black chert, pointed by retouching 
along the left margin for possible use as a drill; the 
cortex of the original beach pebble rounds off most of 
the opposite face; 

//, an unusual object of chert, presumably an adz blade 
fragment, the opposite face worked by repeated flak
ing to form an edge resembling that of nn; on the 
face shown, the upper left margin is a bit of the 
original pebble, from which two broad flakes have 
been struck across the object toward the right; the 
upper of these flake scars, shaped much like that of a 
microblade, has cut across the perpendicular flake 
scars of the opposite face in such a way as to form a 
straight and sharp edge; the technique used in prepar
ing this edge is the same as that used in making tran-
chet axes of the Old World Mesolithic (Mathiassen, 
1948); if we are correct in thinking that this specimen 
was designed to be hafted in an organic sleeve, the 
tranchet blow can hardly have been accidental; since 
this, and mm and nn of the same plate are among the 
extremely rare, large implements associated with the 
Denbigh Flint complex—two of them probably adz 
blades—we may be afforded here a rare glimpse of 
coastal Denbigh woodworking technology. 
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Feature 435 
This was a chipping place that contained thirty 

rather large Hakes of silicified slate, five flakes of red 
jasper, and one flake of chert. Two pebbles, one of 
silicified slate and the other of red jasper, must each 
have been reduced to a tool or a blank, leaving these 
two flakes; no corresponding artifacts were found. 

Feature 436 
A hearth containing forty-two translucent chert 

flakes and the following artifacts: 

Plate 166: 
a, a burin of chert; 
b, a burin of translucent chert with a broken tip; 
c, a burin of translucent chert, transverse, first double-

trimmed then shaved, removing a three-faceted spall 
from the upper margin; 

d, a translucent chert burin; 
m, a burin spall artifact, chert, three-faceted, left slant; 
n, a broken burin spall artifact of chert; 
o, a burin spall artifact of chert, only partly retouched, 

on the left-slanted edge; 
p, a burin spall, chert, probably used; 
q, a burin spall artifact of chert, left slant; 
r, a broken, burin spall artifact, of chert; 
s, a broken, burin spall artifact, chert; 
t, a burin spall artifact, black chert, left slant. 

Feature 437 
This was a hearth containing twenty-four chert and 

three chalcedony flakes plus one translucent chert burin 
(pi. 166e), Type la, oblique, single trim. 

Feature 438 
A hearth. 

Plate 166: 
u, a chert burin spall, broken; 
ii, a fragment of a chert flakeknife, retouched only at 

the edges of both faces; 
//, a chert flake, used at the lateral edges, broken at the 

top. 

Feature 441 
A hearth that contained two flakes of black chert 

and four of gray chert. Also the following: 

Plate 166: 
f, a burin of light-colored chert, the tip of which is 

broken; 
1, a black chert burin; 
cc, a microblade fragment of chert; 
dd, a microblade fragment, chert; 
ff, this specimen at first appears to be a microblade core 

of unique form, yet upon careful scrutiny one ques
tions its use for microblade production; it tapers to a 
wedge shape at the base, where it is retouched both 
on the face shown and on the opposite face which is 
largely the cortex of a pebble; the left margin, as 
shown, marks a face 1.2 centimeters wide at the top; 
this face has a microblade-like flake scar and two 
narrower, parallel scars, evidently the edges of earlier 
wide scars; the large one was the last flake struck; the 
right margin of the artifact marks the edge of another 
lateral face; two microblade-like scars show their 
flakes to have been struck earlier than those from the 
left face—and struck imperfectly, if intended as 
microblades; both strikes failed to reach the end of 
the face; possibly because of this, the direction of 
strike was reversed, the first striking platform becom
ing the microblade plane; while the object may thus 
have been intended as a microblade core, it may also 
have been meant as a scraper edge, molded to fit its 
socket by trimming the edges into broad faces; the 
obsidian of the piece is dark but shot through with 
light streaks, differing in appearance from other ob
sidian encountered at Cape Krusenstern; 

mm, the tip of an end- or side-blade inset of black chert 
the opposite face of which, largely a plane, is altered 
slightly by parallel flaking from one edge as though 
to straighten a curve; 

oo, a parallel-edged, blade-like chert flake, possibly 
struck from a prepared core, use shown at the long 
edges. 

Feature 439 
A hearth containing one hundred forty-three chert 

chips, some burnt, and the following artifacts: 

Plate 166: 
v, a burin spall artifact of chert, used along the upper 

left edge but not at the tip; 
w, a burin spall artifact of chert, left slant; 
x, a burin spall of chert, three-faceted; 
y, a burin spall artifact, chert, left slant; 
z, a burin spall, chert, three-faceted; 
aa, a burin spall, probably an artifact, with left slant; 
;';', a flake of chert, broken at both ends and retouched 

only on the edges of the face shown. 
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Feature 442 
A hearth containing two chert flakes and the arti

facts below. 

Plate 166: 
g, a burin fragment of chert; 
h, a burin of translucent chert, oblique; 
i, a chert burin; 
;', a burin, translucent chert, made with little retouch on 

a raw flake; transverse, one edge single-trimmed, the 
other shaved; 

k, a chert burin, the entire left margin of which was ap
parently removed by the first burin blow; 

ee, a microblade fragment of chert; 
gg, a burin made on an otherwise untreated flake of 

chert. 

Feature 488 
A hearth with seven chert flakes and the following: 

Plate 166: 
bb, an obsidian flake, possibly from a microblade core, 

used at the left margin; 
hh, a long-stemmed burin of chert, possibly made from 

a double-curved flakeknife such as plate 167rr; 
kk, the tip of an end- or side-blade inset, or very thin 

flakeknife, of chert, the opposite face unretouched ex
cept at the edges, the right edge strongly serrated; 

nn, the base of a flakeknife of chert; 
pp, a large, thin biface of black chert, presumably in

tended for side-hafting as a knife blade; a rare type 
on the beaches of this segment. 

Feature 757 
A hearth excavated in 1960 that yielded the follow

ing: 

Plate 165: 
a, a broken burin of chert with two opposed burin 

edges, probably not originally convergent toward the 
tip; 

k, a large burin spall of chert the distal end of which, 
still rounded in a hinge fracture, has not been altered 
for use as a burin spall tool; 

o, a fragment of a diagonally flaked, thin side-blade in
set of chert; 

hh, a chert flakeknife fragment. 

Feature 760 
In three adjacent hearth areas, we recovered six 

flakes of chert, two flakes of chalcedony, and the 
following artifacts: 

Plate 167: 
a, a burin of translucent chert, with notch; 
b, a burin of chert; 
c, a broken burin of chert; 
;', a fragment of probably a large side-blade inset of 

chert, diagonally flaked, with serrate edges; 
n, a three-faceted, thick microblade of translucent chert, 

showing use on both edges; 
o, a wide, flat, four-faceted microblade of chert, edge 

use indicated; 
p, a chert microblade fragment, three-faceted; 
ee, a translucent chert biface fragment, probably a har

poon end-blade inset to judge from the wide flake 
facets near the break on both faces; 

ff, a fragment of a large biface of chert, presumably a 
knife blade; 

gg, a fragment of a chert end- or side-blade inset; 
kk, a bifaced drill of chert, apparently made on the frag

ment of a rather thick, diagonally flaked projectile 
point, duplicated in form by a specimen from 
Agulaak Island, Site 3 {pi. 130j) presumably 
associated with Norton culture; 

11, a flakeknife of chert, the undersurface of which has 
been somewhat straightened by broad flaking near 
the tip and the base; 

mm, a flake of chert, used, especially at the right 
margin; 

nn, a flakeknife, basal fragment; chert. 

Feature 761 
Here, too, were three adjacent hearths. Besides the 

items listed below, there were seven chert, one black 
chert, and three chalcedony flakes. 

Plate 167: 
h, a chert burin spall artifact with triangular cross sec

tion, working end left slanted; 
i, a red jasper burin spall with triangular section; 
/, a chert burin, made on a raw flake and treated only 

toward the tip; 
m, a broken burin of translucent chert with a single 

burin facet at either end; 
cc, a microblade fragment, chert; 
dd, a microblade fragment, chert; 
ii, a flakeknife fragment, chert; 
//, a bifaced fragment of chert, the opposite face tending 

toward plane, probably a double-pointed arrowhead 
end-blade inset; 

qq, a flake of dark, translucent chert, used along the left 
edge; 

rr, a chert flakeknife of a double-curved form, known 
from, but rare in, the Denbigh Flint complex at 
Iyatayet; flakeknives of nearly the same form were 
common in Point Hope Ipiutak (Larsen and Rainey, 
1948), and nearly identical pieces were found in Nor
ton culture levels at Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964); 
the latter may have been displaced from older levels, 
however, making it impossible to say that they all 
belong to Norton culture. 
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Feature 762 
From three adjacent hearth areas came twenty-four 

flakes of gray chert and six of black chert, in addition to 
the following artifacts: 

Plate 167: 
d, a broken burin of silicified slate; 
e, a burin of translucent chert, with two opposed, 

single-faceted burin ends; 
/, a long, narrow burin of translucent chert; 
g, a chert burin spall artifact, left slant; 
k, a side blade inset of chert, diagonally flaked and ser

rated, the lower tip broken off; 
q-bb, microblade fragments, all twelve of translucent 

chert, most made from cores of the classic Denbigh 
type, although s is thicker than most; 

hh, a broken flake implement of chert, both faces of 
which are plane surfaces of flake scars, except where 
modified by retouch of the left margin of the face 
shown and by a burin scar that indicates a strike 
from the right edge of the upper margin; 

oo, a crude flakeknife of red jasper, lightly retouched 
about the edges and the tip, one edge of which is 
broken; 

pp, a flake of translucent chert showing use at the edge 
of the thick end (the upper end in the photo). 

Denbigh-Flint-related Collections from Agulaak 

Although most of the spring campsites of Denbigh 
Flint seal hunters evidenced around the shores of 
Kotzebue Sound came from the early beaches at Cape 
Krusenstern, some came from the rear beaches along the 
northwestern coast of Seward Peninsula. 

At Agulaak Island, one of the barrier bar islands in 
front of Lopp Lagoon, we found two Denbigh-Flint-
related sites: one at locality 2 of Site 1 and another at 
locality 2 of Site 3 (fig. 15). 

Agulaak Site 1, Locality 2 

Agulaak Site 1, situated near the south end of the 
island, comprised two distinct occupation areas: locality 
1 with hearths containing numerous Norton-related im
plements, and locality 2, nearby but largely separate, 
containing a scatter of Denbigh Flint artifacts and small, 
fire-cracked pebbles from hearths. The Denbigh Flint ar
tifacts were scattered over an area with a radius of about 
eighteen meters. The chips preserved from Denbigh-Flint-
related locality 2, excluding the few slate and quartz 
chips obviously belonging to the nearby Norton hearths, 
number more than one hundred. These are predominately 
of translucent, light gray chert, although five are of 
black chert and two are of obsidian. The only organic 
objects found were a human incisor and a few seal bone 
fragments, probably intrusive. Some of the Denbigh Flint 
artifacts from Agulaak locality 2, Site 1 are described 
below. 

Plate 168: 
a-c, unworked microblade fragments of translucent 

chert; 
d, a microblade of obsidian; 
e, a microblade fragment of chert, the plane surface 

(shown) retouched along the right margin as some 
form of cutting implement; 

f, a large chert flakeknife or scraper, broken at the up
per margin, which is very lightly retouched on both 
edges of the convex face; 

g, a fragment of a chert flakeknife, lightly flaked at the 
left edge; 

h, a chert implement of special form known from both 
Cape Denbigh and Cape Krusenstern, shaped some
what like a plano-convex flakeknife, with its under-
surface flaked overall, and its convex face (suggesting 
a burin but lacking burin facets) thinned by a pattern 
of long, parallel flake scars along one margin; 

i-n, burin spall artifacts, each one showing minute re
touch at the upper end opposite the negative bulb; 
the cutting edge of i, j , I and m slopes to the left, 
probably making them graver points used by a right-
handed person, while the working edge of k slopes to 
the right, for a left-handed person; the delicately 
retouched cutting edge of n is nearly at right angles 
to the length of the instrument and is thus noncom
mittal as to handedness; 

o-s, unretouched burin spalls and fragments; 
t, a thin chert biface, probably part of a knife blade; 
u-v, diagonally flaked, thin, bifaced fragments of chert 

end- or side-blade insets; 
w, a thin black chert biface, the edge grinding indicating 

it to be a basal fragment; it is broken at its narrow 
end as well as at its wide end and was possibly a 
double-pointed end-blade inset of Denbigh form; 

x, a fragment of a chert flake, retouched at both edges; 
y, a raw flake of chert, retouched only along the 

straight edge uppermost in the photograph; 
z, a flake scraper of chert, retaining part of the large 

flake scar of each face but retouched about the 
rounded edges of both faces and turned into a sharp 
blade at the upper right margin by the removal of 
paired, microblade-like slivers, the scars of which 
form an even bevel the width of the instrument; 
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aa, a chert flake that shows use retouch at the upper 
margin and may have been functionally similar to the 
previous specimen; 

bb, steeply retouched at its upper end, this chert piece 
resembles an end scraper in miniature. 

The latter three chert specimens, z-bb, may be a 
special kind of inset cutting edge or flakeknife. 

As to dating criteria for the collection, there is little 
to judge by. While each of these items is compatible 
with a form from the oldest level at Cape Denbigh, the 
proportions are different, as is to be expected in so small 
a sample. 

Agulaak Site 3, Locality 2 

Agulaak Site 3 was located at the north end of the 
island at beach 3 where a channel cuts through the 
beach, draining Lopp Lagoon into the sea. As with Site 
1, Agulaak Site 3 had two distinct localities of artifact 
concentrations: locality 1 with Choris-related imple
ments, and locality 2 with Denbigh-Flint-related imple
ments. Locality 2, a series of blowouts in the sandy 
beach containing Denbigh Flint implements and small 
fragments of burned stones from hearths, was situated 
between twenty and thirty meters south of locality 1, 
along the highest part of beach 3. 

Locality 2 was spatially distinct from locality 1, 
there being no question about the association of any ar
tifacts or flakes. The broken fragments of small, burned 
pebbles lay in an oval orientation around a fire stain in 
patches of hardened sand. This suggests that the site was 
a single hearth and probable tent spot. Only the heavier 
pebbles and artifacts were resistant to the wind that for 
some years had removed the sand, grain by grain, from 
about them. Neither bones nor other organic material 
such as that invariably found in Choris or Norton blow
outs in the same region were observed in this locality, 
nor were burned fragments of bone recovered. 

The pebbles found in the two hearths of the Den
bigh site on beach 3 ranged from dime to fist size. They 
were invariably cracked by fire. Their presence surprised 
us, for no pebbles of any kind are to be found for great 
distances on the beaches north of Wales. Evidently, the 
people of Denbigh culture carried their rocks with them. 
Similarly, they managed to have flaking materials of 
gray chert wherever they went. 

Besides some sixty flakes of gray chert, a few of 
black chert, a few of red jasper, and one flake of obsi
dian, the Denbigh hearth at Agulaak Site 3 yielded the 
following twenty-seven artifacts: 

Plate 168: 
cc, a thick, presumably used-up chert core left from the 

production of some undetermined form of flake; a 
prepared striking platform covers an oval space near
ly at right angles to the flake scars shown in the 
photograph; this is conceivably the leftover heart of a 
microblade core, later altered by coarse flaking for 
use as a hafted scraper; 

dd, a diagonally flaked, chert end-blade inset, perhaps 
for a harpoon head, that is lightly edge-ground along 
its lower third; 

ee, a unifaced object of chert evidently designed for 
hafting, as is shown by the broad flaking away of the 
bulb of percussion on the plane face; if it were meant 
to be a burin, the first blow was never struck; the 
broken tip suggests that the piece may have found 
use as a drill; 

ff, a plano-convex chert burin; many resharpening scars 
show on the upper right edge; 

gg, a Denbigh-type angle burin of chert; 
hh-ii, chert burin spall artifacts of the kind presumed 

to be for right-handed users; 
//, a chert, (first-struck?) burin spall, triangular in cross 

section; 
kk, a fragment of a large chert burin spall or the tip of a 

burin of unknown form; 
ll-mm, microblades of translucent chert, each relatively 

thick, though actually small, almost certainly derived 
from small, wedge-shaped microcores rather than 
from the more cuboid cores found at the Cape Den
bigh site; this kind of microblade production is found 
to be correlated with the most recent Denbigh work 
at Cape Krusenstern and is not yet identified with the 
earlier Denbigh technology; 

nn, a fragment of a chert microblade, retouched about 
the two side edges; 

oo, an extremely delicate, small, double-pointed object 
of translucent chert, evidently made from a 
microblade by retouching the edges of each face; 
seemingly too small for an arrow point, it may have 
been an instrument tip for sewing or surgery; 

pp, the basal segment of a chert burin; 
qq-rr, Denbigh-type angle burins of chert; 
ss, a fragment of a red jasper angle burin like qq, though 

originally larger; 
tt, a broken chert flake, retouched about some of the 

edges and marked by extremely small burin blows at 
the upper right margin, as shown; possibly a drill bit; 

uu, an elegant, small, chert end scraper made on the 
basal end of a flake resembling a parallel-edged 
blade; 

uu, possibly a chert microblade scraper, ridged on the 
face shown and retouched to form a sharp upper 
margin; 
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ww, a chert flake scraper, flat on the surface opposite 
that shown, retouched along the left edge, and 
treated across the curved upper surface by removing 
two microblade-like ribbons at angles to one another, 
so as to leave a beveled, sharp edge; this is identical 
in technique to z above, although smaller; the two 
pieces, vv and ww, appear to complement pieces z-bb 
from Site 1 and to define a new Denbigh type; 

xx, the use of parallel, ribbon-like flake scars such as 
described above is seen in the upper left edge of this 
chert piece; the upper right edge is formed by 
retouching from both faces; apparently used as a drill 
bit; 

yy-aaa, three very small chert objects, possibly the 
broken tips of larger pieces; yet yy has a carefully 
formed, beaked tip; and zz and aaa have had the 
edge uppermost in the photograph shaped by paired, 
parallel flake scars that form a bevel; 

bbb, a probable fragment of a larger chert object; 

though not a burin tip, the point at the upper left has 
had minute flakes struck from it, as if in sharpening a 
beaked burin; 

ccc, a probable chert drill bit, as the pointed top is 
accentuated by edge retouch. 

Since no earlier beach was localized on the sloping, 
higher ground behind the site, we assume that beach 3 
was formed by the highest seas of post-Pleistocene times, 
and that it represents, as do the inner beaches at Cape 
Krusenstern and Cape Espenberg, the first stable beach 
to be permanently preserved in the region after the last 
glaciation. The finding of both Denbigh and Choris-
Norton culture phases here indicates that beach 2 in 
Norton times had not yet formed, and that the sea was 
still close enough to beach 3 to render it a convenient, 
oceanside camping place. 

Traces of the Denbigh Flint Complex on Choris 
Peninsula 

While working at Choris Peninsula in 1958, we 
searched the beach ridges and neighboring slopes for 
evidence that people had occupied the area before the 
time that the Choris people had built their oval houses. 
As we crossed the relatively flat ground at the cliff tops 
or the tundra-covered slopes of the main hill that forms 
the peninsula, we scanned all patches of open soil for 
flint chips or other signs of human occupation. Our ef
forts went unrewarded until William Simmons hunted 
specifically for flints at the top of the southeastern 
hillside. In all, he found fifty-six flakes, dropped here 
and there along the cliff edge and made visible by the 
erosion of the tundra. The flakes did not appear to be 
those of the Denbigh Flint complex, however, for there 
were twenty-two silicified slate, eighteen of black chert, 
one of quartz, and only fifteen of gray chert, the 
material preferred by Denbigh knappers. On the other 
hand, one of the chert flakes was an unmistakable 
microblade fragment. 

In 1960, we revisited Choris briefly and, remember
ing Simmons' success, climbed to the always intriguing 
point at the southeastern end of the peninsula from 
which seals can usually be seen, along with the incessant 
darting of sea birds on the cliffs below. Carefully in
specting each spot of erosion on the cliff top and slopes, 
we found thirteen flakes. These were distributed within a 
limited area along a single slope and all were of the fine 
quality cherts and related materials preferred by Denbigh 
craftsmen. Of these, three were microblades and frag
ments, each showing retouch along one edge as though 
used as knives or inset side blades. Another was a frag
ment of a unifaced knife or graver, showing the distinc
tive fine chipping of Denbigh. Two larger flakes also 
showed signs of use. 

Although the collection is small, it is significant in 
showing the sequence at Choris Peninsula. It shows that 
makers of true Denbigh-style microblades either fash
ioned, used, or lost tools on the slopes of the steep cliffs. 
On the beaches, neither sites nor individual flints judged 
to be older than Choris have been found, though we 
searched as diligently as practical the oldest crest there. 
The flakes from the cliff top indicate that the beach 
ridges at Choris are all more recent in time than the 
Denbigh Flint complex; if early beaches with sites of early 
people once existed, either they have been covered over 
by subsequent higher deposits or erased from the base of 
the hills before the current series of beaches began. 
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Denbigh Flint Culture (2250-1600 B . C . + / - 5 0 ) 

Since a full discussion of the Denbigh Flint culture 
in northwestern Alaska must await data from such other 
Denbigh Flint sites as the winter houses and spring, sum
mer, and fall camps at Punyik Point and Onion Portage, 
only a brief outline of the Denbigh Flint culture from the 
Kotzebue Sound area will be provided here. Considering 
the variety of evidence relating to the Denbigh Flint 
complex around Kotzebue Sound and northwestern 
Seward Peninsula, we believe that all of the archeolog-
ical sites described in this chapter are the remains of late 
spring and early summer seal hunting campsites. Our 
conclusion is based primarily on the location of the sites 
at favorable spring sealing stations and on the absence of 
any trace of winter habitations. Supporting this view is 
the presence of triangular end-blade insets like those 
used more recently for tipping sealing toggle harpoon 
heads. End-blade insets for arrow or spear heads are also 
present, however, and indicate that the people also 
hunted caribou. Although in this century caribou have 
been most plentiful around Cape Krusenstern during the 
fall, they can also be found there at other seasons (Uhl 
and Uhl, 1977). Taking all evidence into account, it is 
likely that all of the sites represented spring camps, used 
when sealing would have been most productive and cari
bou hunting, though not especially fruitful, would at 
least have been possible. No bones have endured the 
elements at the surface sites on the rear beaches and we 
cannot therefore provide supporting evidence from a 
faunal analysis. 

The Denbigh artifact scatters at Cape Krusenstern 
were distributed in unusually tight clusters, each one less 
than two meters in diameter, around fire-reddened areas 
and broken beach pebbles that are undoubtedly the re
mains of hearths. The tight concentrations suggest that 
the Denbigh Flint flintknappers were working around 
fireplaces in confined areas such as small tents. 
However, we found no evidence of structures other than 
what the tight spatial distribution of flakes and artifacts 
indicated. The overlapping concentrations of the Den
bigh Flint campsites at Agulaak precluded our determin
ing whether tents were also used there. 

By and large, the artifact styles in the region's Den
bigh Flint sites are remarkably similar to each other and 
also to those from Iyatayet at Cape Denbigh. Neverthe
less, there are differences; these may relate to regional 
variations or perhaps to slight differences in age between 
the sites. 

Though clearly representing the Denbigh Flint com
plex, artifacts from beaches 80 to 90 and from Segment 
Va at Cape Krusenstern include pieces that differ stylisti
cally from objects found at Cape Denbigh. Included in 
these late Denbigh assemblages from Cape Krusenstern 
are large, narrow bifaces, presumably side-hafted, and 
microblades struck from narrow cores. Neither of these 
traits was found at Cape Denbigh. In addition, the knap-
pers at Cape Krusenstern sometimes employed such poor 
materials as silicified slate and basalt, resulting in work
manship generally inferior to that found on the Cape 
Denbigh implements. 

A summary of the traits of the later Denbigh Flint 
sites at Cape Krusenstern as they differ from the Den
bigh Flint complex at Cape Denbigh follows: 

1. long-stemmed and narrow varieties of burins, 
including the Anaktuvuk Pass form, were found 
often at Cape Krusenstern but seldom at Cape 
Denbigh; 

2. burins at Cape Krusenstern were frequently 
made on unprepared flakes or on inferior 
material; at Cape Denbigh they were of high-
quality cherts, with their flakes extensively 
retouched, especially along the hafted end; 

3. large bifaced side blades for knives similar to 
those found in later Arctic Small Tool tradition 
sites were found at Cape Krusenstern but not at 
Cape Denbigh; 

4. thick, bifaced drill bits were found at Cape 
Krusenstern but not at Cape Denbigh; 

5. harpoon end-blade insets from Cape Krusen
stern were of a large size not found at Cape 
Denbigh; 

6. evidence of burin blows on flakes was seen at 
Cape Krusenstern but never encountered in the 
Cape Denbigh early levels; 

7. the probable unifaced end-blade insets found at 
Cape Krusenstern were all bifacially retouched; 

8. microblades of the wide variety were cruder at 
Cape Krusenstern than at Cape Denbigh; 

9. a form of flakeknife common in collections 
from Anaktuvuk Pass and Segment IV at Cape 
Krusenstern was absent at Cape Denbigh; 

10. leaf shaped, unifaced knife blades were present 
at Cape Krusenstern but absent at Cape Den
bigh; 

11. a large, crude, bifaced-edge implement, perhaps 
a chopper, was found at Cape Krusenstern, but 
no heavy implements were found in the Den
bigh Flint level at Cape Denbigh; 

12. thick, narrow microblades and evidence of a 
narrow, probably wedge-shaped microblade 
core were found at Cape Krusenstern; the cores 
from Cape Denbigh were broad and blocky. 
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Traits 3, 5, 6, and 9 above are also found on im
plements from beaches 54 to 78 at Cape Krusenstern, 
denoting a line of cultural descent toward a Choris-like 
culture. 

Early Denbigh Flint campsites of Segment VI at 
Cape Krusenstern contained many of the same artifact 
types found at Cape Denbigh as well as on the later 
beach ridges at Cape Krusenstern. End- and side-blade 
insets, burins, and bifaced knife blades were alike at all 
three locations. The assemblages on the earlier beaches 
differed from the later ones in that they contained two 
special types of microblade cores. In this feature, they 
were most like Denbigh Flint assemblages at the type 
site. One type was the classic Denbigh Flint core that 
produced relatively broad, thin microblades from a flak
ing surface that remained nearly flat as the core was 
used up (pi. 163f); the other (pi. 166ff), however aber
rant it may seem, also produced wide, flat microblades, 
but from a plane surface rather than from a curved sur
face. The Segment VI beaches at Cape Krusenstern are 
further characterized by flat, thin microblades in quanti
ty and a wide variety of burins and burin spalls, traits 
typical of Iyatayet Denbigh Flint at Cape Denbigh. 

Unique objects from Cape Krusenstern are a possi
ble "tranchet" adz blade (pi. 16511) and another adz-like 
blade of a different form (pi. 165nn). The presence of 
regular ground adz blades in other Denbigh Flint sites 
such as at Onion Portage (Anderson, 1968) opens to fur
ther study the interpretation of these aberrant forms as 
adz blades. Rare forms are the double-curved flakeknife 
(pi. 167rr) and the carefully bifaced object presumed to 
have been a form of hand drill (pi. 167kk). 

Despite the specific differences between the assem
blages of Denbigh Flint complex from Iyatayet at Cape 
Denbigh, from northwestern Seward Peninsula, and 
from Kotzebue Sound, the general similarities are 
remarkably great—greater, we judge, than are found in 
related assemblages in the region from other times. Until 
more detailed descriptions of other northwestern Alaskan 
Denbigh Flint assemblages are available, however, we 
cannot judge the significance of this observation. 
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Chapter 15 

Arctic Small Tool Cultural History 
Around Kotzebue Sound 

D. D, Anderson 

Periods of the Arctic Small Tool Tradition 

One of the important contributions to a synthesis of 
American Arctic prehistory has been the conceptual de
velopment of the Arctic Small Tool tradition, a cultural 
continuity characterized by the use of tiny, bifacially 
flaked stone insets for various weapons and utilitarian 
implements (Irving, 1964). In northwestern Alaska, its 
earliest period is represented by the Denbigh Flint com
plex. The existence of several related contemporaneous 
complexes stretching from the Naknek Drainage in 
southwestern Alaska (Dumond, 1971) to northeastern 
Greenland (Knuth, 1967) evidence its wide distribution 
across northern North America, a distribution cor
responding to that of modern Eskimos. 

Originally, the Arctic Small Tool tradition was de
fined on the basis of the cultural inventory of micro-
blade, burin, and bifaced inset sites from Alaska, 
Canada, and Greenland dating to before about 1000 
B.C. (Irving, 1962). Most archeologists also recognized 
that the culture represented by the Arctic Small Tool 
tradition contributed to the development of subsequent 
cultures, like Norton and Ipiutak in northwestern 
Alaska; but since these later cultures lacked certain key 
traits such as microblades and burins, they were ex
cluded from the tradition. We consider it important, 
however, to stress the continuity—a continuity evi
denced by the finds in northwestern Alaska dating to be
tween about 2200 B.C. and A.D. 800. We have therefore 
expanded the original definition of the Arctic Small Tool 

tradition to include not only the early-period complexes 
like Denbigh Flint, but also the related later-period com
plexes like Choris, Norton-Near Ipiutak, and Ipiutak. 

Based on a considerable amount of evidence from 
northwestern Alaska, the Arctic Small Tool tradition as 
here defined is divided into five cultural periods. As is 
true of all attempts to break up a cultural continuum in
to discrete categories, this scheme is designed more to 
aid discussion than to reflect reality. The span of each 
period, based largely on MASCA-corrected radiocarbon 
dates of the sites around Kotzebue Sound and elsewhere 
in northern and western Alaska (Ralph et ah, 1973), is 
shown below: 

Ipiutak 50-950 A.D. ±50 
Norton-Near Ipiutak 550-50 B. C. ± 100 
Choris 1200-550 B. C. ± 50 
Early Choris 1650-1250 B.C. ±50 
Denbigh Flint 2250-1600 B.C. ±50 

We have assigned all of the Denbigh Flint sites to a 
single time unit, even though the sites are of varying 
ages. We did this because the artifact styles all seem to 
relate to the classic Denbigh phase, the middle of a 
three-phase division of Denbigh that was previously used 
in discussing the complex at Onion Portage (Anderson, 
1968). Yet, the period of time represented by the Cape 
Krusenstern Denbigh sites appears to span both the 
classic and late Denbigh times in the Onion Portage se
quence. Our identification of the earlier and later Den
bigh sites at Cape Krusenstern is based solely on their 
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beach ridge locations relative to each other and these 
designations do not necessarily correspond to the classic 
and late phases of the complex as defined at Onion Por
tage. Specific correlations between the Cape Krusenstern 
and the Onion Portage Denbigh assemblages must await 
our full analysis of the cultural sequence at Onion 
Portage. 

The early post-Denbigh Flint sites around Kotzebue 
Sound, those that date between about 1600 and 1250 
B.C., have been classified here as early Choris. This 
term was chosen to emphasize the fact that they antici
pate Choris-period forms while evidencing Denbigh Flint 
traits. Denbigh Flint, early Choris, and Choris obviously 
represent different periods of a largely continuous devel
opment of culture in northwestern Alaska. To establish 
criteria for distinguishing between assemblages in these 
different periods (and the later ones of the Arctic Small 
Tool tradition), we have first arranged the individual 
assemblages in a relative sequence. Then, considering 
also assemblages from the well-dated Onion Portage site, 
we have assigned boundaries between the periods on the 
basis of the first appearance or disappearance of some 
traits. These boundaries are therefore identified arbitrar
ily by a series of "horizon markers." For example, Den
bigh Flint is distinguished from the succeeding early 
Choris period by the presence of bipointed arrowhead 
end-blade insets, the triangular end scraper with bifacial 
retouch on the bulbar end, mitten-shaped burins, well-
made microblades, and the fine Arctic Small Tool flak
ing technique as described by Irving (1964). The begin
ning of early Choris is signaled by the absence of the 
above-listed traits in assemblages that follow Denbigh, 
and also by the appearance of oblanceolate arrowhead 
end-blade insets, large flake burins, and burin spall 
cores. The beginning of the Choris period is defined by 
the appearance of pottery in assemblages that immedi
ately succeed early Choris. 

Our proposed chronological framework for the Arctic 
Small Tool tradition does not imply that the cultural 
development proceeded through a series of discrete, step
like changes. Although new innovations may have 
triggered rapid cultural changes at times, the precise 
boundaries that we have drawn between periods do not 
necessarily reflect rapid cultural changes. Some assem
blages in northwestern Alaska include traits, such as 
microblades and mitten-shaped burins, that are assign
able to late Denbigh. Other assemblages include traits, 
such as oblanceolate arrowhead end-blade insets, that 
are assignable to early Choris (Gal, 1977; Stanford, 
1970). If these artifacts should prove to be contem
poraneous, a fact that cannot be demonstrated because 

they came mostly from sites of surface artifact scatters, 
they should be assigned to some new phase intermediate 
to our currently identified phases. In such cases, new 
horizon markers must be selected to identify and dif
ferentiate periods within the Arctic Small Tool tradition. 
On the other hand, some of these possibly mixed or in
termediate assemblages may be expressions of localized 
subtraditions developed over time in response to local 
ecological conditions. 

The same problem of classification applies to some 
late Choris and early Norton sites, and also for some 
Near Ipiutak and Ipiutak sites (Anderson, 1978). The 
assigning of a particular transitional assemblage to one 
period or another often depends on largely arbitrary 
criteria. On the other hand, the presence of Near Ipiutak 
and Ipiutak style artifacts in one grave at Point Hope 
(Near Ipiutak arrowheads penetrated the chest cavity of 
the buried person, and Ipiutak arrowheads were included 
as normal grave goods [Larsen and Rainey, 1948, p. 
162]) indicates that the two complexes overlapped in 
time and space, yet continued to be distinct. 
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CULTURE AND Denbigh Flint Early Choris Choris Norton-Near Ipiutak Ipiutak 

LOCATION Pt- Ht>Ptf 

Cape Cape Cape Cape Cape Choris Lopp Battle lyatayet Cape Cape 
Denbigh Krusenstern Krusenstern Espen. Krusenstern Penin. Lagoon Rock & I't. Hope Krusenstern Krusenstern 

ARTIFACTS J 

Functional Stylistic Jj •** jn 
Classes Variations E£ > x * *7 '7 B $ 

* eo rs \0 m ^ Q O 5 > ' O I O T «• ^ 3 u rn o co ^ ^ 
^ • £ c v - r N i r j t o i o r j ^ . - * ^ ^ ^ 3 iS •- "r "3 a. c •* ** "> 5-5 
» " M - g - g - 5 - 5 » -g "5 -g "5 "g » IS £ 23 3 "5 £ 2 2 x x -e f x 
5 i | s S 2 2 s K S 3 s s s 3 £ ! ? & § > ' § * « g ? 2 : « 
it1 J* en -o aa ES a CQ 5- CQ ea SO CQ CO X < ^ < iB =c ,£• t£ ^ CQ m m £ ca 

1 - I 1 1 1 , 1 I I I I I I 
Spear points 1. Bipointed X X X 

2. Round shoulders, 

long stem X X X X 

3. Round shoulders, 

short stem X X X 

4. Square shoulders X X X 
5. Oblanceolate X X X X X 
6. Inset, oblanceolate X X X X 

End-blade insets 1. Bipointed X X X 

2. Round shoulders X X 

3. Oblanceolate ? X X X X X X X 

4. Square shoulders X X X X 

5. Inverted-V base X X X X X X 

6. Triangular harpoon 

inset X X X X X X X X X 

Side blade insets 1. Semilunar short 

(harpoon) X X X X X X X X X X X 

2. Semilunar long 

(arrow) X X X X X X X X X X 

3, Triangular X X X X 

Microblades X X X X ? 

Burins 1. Mitten-shaped X X X X X 

2. Large, elongate X X X X X 

3. Ovoid Hake, burin 

spall core (?) X X X X X X X X 

4. On birace or 

flakeknife X X X X X X X X X X 

5. Spalls X X X X X X X X 

Flakeknives or I. Narrow, regular X X X X X X X X X X 

side scrapers 2. I.obate, irregular X X X X X X X X 

3. Thick, bipointed, 

regular X X X 

Scrapers 1. Unifaced end scraper X X ? ? ? 

2. Bifaced discoidal 

scraper (& adz?) X X X X X X 

Bifacially Baked 1. Broad, semilunar X X X ? X X X 

knife blades 2. Broad, straight base X X X X X X 

3. Round ends X X X X X 

4. Large, bipointed X X X X X X X 

5. Narrow, bipointed X X X X X X X X X 

6. Narrow, straight 

base X X X X 

7. Stemmed X 

Drills, gravers 1. Graver X X X X X 

2. Hand drill X X X X X 

3. Gauged drill X X 

Adz Blades, Ground X X X X X X X 

Coarse Stone 1. Grooved shaft 

Tools smoothers X X 

2. Pointers X X X X X 

3. Pumice X X ? X 

Ground Slate, Non-silicified X X X X 

Pottery 1. Cord-marked X X ? ? 

2. Linear-stamped X X X X ? 

3. Check-stamped X X X X X X X 

Fig. 150. Occurrence of selected Arctic Small Tool tradition stone artifact and pottery types. 
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Changes in Artifact Styles 

The cultural development of the Arctic Small Tool 
tradition is most easily seen through changes in the 
manufacture of stone implements. Of all the artifacts 
found in the assemblages, stone tools are numerically the 
most important category. Had we an equally complete 
collection of organic artifacts from these assemblages, a 
much fuller description of the culture could be made. 
Figure 150 shows the types of artifacts found in the Den
bigh Flint, Early Choris, Choris, Norton-Near Ipiutak, 
and Ipiutak cultures. The changes in artifact types in the 
major stone and pottery categories are discussed below. 

End-blade Insets 
Chipped stone end-blade insets, hafted into the 

slotted tips of antler arrowheads and spear heads, were 
once widely distributed throughout the coastal and tun
dra areas of the Arctic. Although the general form of 
these thin insets persisted throughout the entire Arctic 
Small Tool period, the shape of the base changed 
through time, possibly as a response to changes in haft-
ing modes. 

Bifacially flaked weapon head insets first appeared 
in northern Alaska during the Denbigh Flint period. 
They had presumably developed from yet earlier, unre-
touched microblade insets. The majority of the Denbigh 
Flint insets are bipointed, often with slight shoulders and 
ground edges along the basal section, and they are usu
ally serrated {pi 160t). At Onion Portage and at Cape 
Krusenstern, bipointed insets are the only form of inset 
found in the Denbigh period; but at Punyik Point, a late 
Denbigh site in the central Brooks Range, and at 
lyatayet, the classic Denbigh site at Cape Denbigh, a few 
insets had straight bases in a style that attained popu
larity in post-Denbigh times. Bipointed insets also ap
peared in southwestern Alaska around 3,900 years ago, 
during the Brooks River Gravels phase of the Arctic 
Small Tool period in the Naknek Drainage (Dumond, 
1971). Initially associated there with stemmed, straight-
based forms like those of the early Choris period, the bi
pointed insets continued to be made in southwestern 
Alaska after the form had disappeared from the north. 
Bipointed insets were also present in sites of the 4,000-
year-old Independence I complex, the earliest eastern 
Arctic Small Tool period, where they were associated 
with some straight-based insets (Knuth, 1967). 

Spear Points 
Stone spear points are distinguished from arrow 

points primarily on the basis of the greater size (length 
and thickness) of the spear points and their mode of 
hafting. The spear points are presumed to have been 
hafted directly to a wooden shaft, whereas the arrow 
points were set into antler arrowheads, which themselves 
were hafted to the wooden shaft. Stone spear points 
were surprisingly rare in the Kotzebue Sound collections; 
no complete examples were found in any of the Cape 
Krusenstern or other coastal Denbigh, Norton, or 
Ipiutak sites. In order to review the spear point styles 
characteristic of each period, we have therefore included 
information from interior sites, such as Onion Portage, 
and from Norton Sound sites, such as lyatayet. 

In general, spear points resemble the arrow points 
of the same period. Denbigh Flint spear points, for ex
ample, are larger, broader versions of Denbigh bi
pointed, shouldered, arrowhead insets (Anderson, 1968); 
in the Choris period, shouldered spear points are like the 
several variants of shouldered, straight-based insets. The 
side-notched point illustrated on plate 124z and the 
Angostura-like spear points resembling most of the 
others illustrated on plate 124 do not resemble insets, 
however. 

The early Choris notched points and the late Choris 
straight-based, slightly stemmed points (e.g., pi 112a) 
resemble spear points of the Old Whaling culture (e.g., 
pi 143e). The broad, parallel-flaking technique used to 
fashion Choris spear points somewhat resembles the Arc
tic Small Tool flaking technique, except that it produced 
larger flake scars. It also resembles the technique by 
which Old Whaling tools were fashioned. 

Norton-period spear points, known only from sites 
outside Kotzebue Sound, are similar in outline to Choris 
forms, but their flake scars are less regular (Giddings, 
1964). The lateral margins of the stems of Norton points 
tend to be parallel-sided or to contract toward the base. 

Ipiutak spear points, rare at Point Hope and absent 
from Kotzebue Sound sites, had stems similar to those of 
Choris and Norton points, but with broader, more spade-
shaped blade elements (Larsen and Rainey, 1948). 

Bifacially Flaked Knife Blades 
By convention, some archeologists distinguish stone 

knife blades from spear points by calling knife blades 
those objects that show less symmetry, greater thickness, 
and less regular flaking. However, many stone-bladed 
knives used by Eskimos during the nineteenth century 
had symmetrical blades and were otherwise indistin
guishable from the stone pieces used to tip spears. To 
lessen the possibility of mislabeling, we have classified as 
knives all symmetrical points with traces of edge wear, 
as well as thick or asymmetrical points. Even so, the 
functional distinctions we have made may not all be ac
curate. 
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One common form of knife blade, present through
out the Arctic Small Tool sequence, is an elongate, semi
lunar, chipped stone biface often referred to as a knife 
blade or side blade (Giddings, 1964). Although found in 
other archeological cultures in the Arctic and sub-Arctic, 
it seems to have been confined to Arctic Small Tool con
texts in northwestern Alaska. One of the reasons that 
the form did not persist into the Northern Maritime 
period is that by the end of the Arctic Small Tool times, 
slate began to be preferred to chert or obsidian as the 
major stoneworking material. Slate objects could be 
shaped by grinding and the edges of ground slate knives 
were easier to resharpen than the edges of chipped stone 
blades, which became worn away through resharpening. 

Another form of chipped knife blade, more limited 
in distribution than the one just described, was thick, 
straight-based, and either symmetrical or asymmetrical. 
Similar to Old Whaling forms, it may well have been 
derived from them. Such bifaces were found at the 
Choris site on Choris Peninsula {pi. 116j). A similar 
though somewhat thinner type of biface was also found 
in Choris contexts at the tundra site of Trail Creek 
(Larsen, 1968a). Some of the Choris village site forms 
might have been adz blades, but on most of them the 
wear from use shows along one or both of the lateral 
edges, not along the straight-edged butt, as would be ex
pected from use in adzing. 

Flakeknife or Side Scraper 
A characteristic Arctic Small Tool implement termed 

flakeknife by Giddings (1964) and side scraper by Larsen 
and Rainey (1948) is a thick, elongate uniface, often on a 
curved flake, that is steeply retouched. The typical Den
bigh Flint, Norton, and Ipiutak form is narrow, with a 
trunk-like pointed or spatulate distal end {pi. 160a); the 
Choris form is a semilunar or broad ovoid uniface, often 
modified by one or more burin facets at one end {pi. 
113f,j; pi 125g). The edge wear on these flakeknives oc
curs at various places along the lateral and distal 
margins, suggesting that they were used for a variety of 
purposes. 

Burins and Burin-like Implements 
The use of the burin blow to create a working edge 

(either on the core or on its spall) is characteristic of the 
early part of the Arctic Small Tool period. Most burins 
show wear marks along the leading lateral edge of the 
burin facet, extending onto the facet itself, as if the tools 
had been used for cutting or shaving some hard mate
rial. As suggested previously by Giddings (1964), some 
burins may also have been used for grooving antler, 
although wear along the tip is rare. Burin spalls were 
also used for a variety of purposes, as evidenced by the 

different types of use marks at the distal ends. In Den
bigh Flint times, burins were most commonly chipped in
to a mitten shape. They usually show multiple step-
fractures along the base of the facet—fractures that were 
created by the successive removal of several burin spalls. 
A small percentage of Denbigh burins were of silicified 
slate, ground along the opposing faces before the burin 
spalls were detached. 

During the Choris phase of the Arctic Small Tool 
period, the mitten-shaped burin was replaced by three 
different types of burin: the burin spall core, the elon
gate burin, and the burinated biface. The burin spall 
core is a thick flake with a unifacially retouched edge, 
presumably a platfom from which to detach spalls {pi. 
115k). Only a few of these artifacts show any traces of 
wear along their edges; their primary function was prob
ably to be the core from which burin spall artifacts were 
obtained. In contrast to Denbigh spalls, which show 
different patterns of wear, most of the Choris-period 
spall artifacts show only one type of wear: a series of 
tiny step-fractures that resulted in a diagonal, worn edge 
across the distal end, indicating a more limited range of 
uses than the Denbigh burin spall artifacts had. Since 
most of the Choris burin spall artifacts came from sites 
outside the Kotzebue Sound area, such as Onion Por
tage, the differences between Denbigh Flint and Choris 
spall artifacts may also reflect uses in different settings. 

Compared to the number of burins in the Choris 
collections around Kotzebue Sound, burin spalls were 
rare, suggesting their removal from the manufacturing 
site for use elsewhere. Occasionally, the burin spall cores 
had two burin facets extending from opposite edges of 
the same unifacially flaked platform or notch. It is im
possible to determine whether the notch was a platform 
from which burin blows were struck on both edges of 
the artifact or whether it was a working edge. If it were 
the latter, no traces of wear can be seen. 

The second type of Choris burin is a unifacially 
flaked, subrectangular artifact with longitudinal burin 
facets created by blows from one or more of its four cor
ners (fig. 122). Many, but not all, of these artifacts show 
wear along the lateral edges of the burin facets, so they 
may have been used for the same purposes for which the 
Denbigh burins were used. 
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The third type of burin is a biface with burin facets. 
Made primarily on projectile points, these bifaces have 
burin facets on the lateral margins extending from the 
base, the tip, or in the case of broken bifaces, from the 
broken edge. In several instances, the facet is similar to 
the flake scars that result from the impact of a projectile 
against a hard substance like bone (Witthoft, 1968). It 
seems less likely that the facets were produced by this 
type of impact, however, than that they were purposely 
manufactured. This is partly because facets like these are 
so much more common in Choris than in other com
plexes and partly because the other burin types docu
mented for the Choris culture indicate that the burin-
making technique was part of the Choris technological 
repertoire. Further suggesting that the burin edges were 
created for use is the fact that along their burinated mar
gins most of the facets have step-flakes produced by us
ing the edges for scraping or cutting. 

Silicified slate artifacts with ground facets identical 
to the facets on Choris burins occurred in the Norton, 
Ipiutak, and Birnirk complexes, which lacked true 
burins. The same type of use marks on the lateral edges 
of these artifacts is found on true burins, making them 
appear to be ground versions of the earlier burin tools. 
A technological innovation seems to have brought about 
these ground slate, burin-like implements. The end result 
of this innovation was a tool that functioned as a burin, 
although it had been manufactured by a completely dif
ferent process from that previously used. Once the new 
process was introduced and found to be successful, new 
types of ground stone tools began to evolve, some of 
them for uses that the original burins did not have. For 
example, some Ipiutak ground, silicified slate tools, with 
shafts that resemble burin-like implements, are drills (pi. 
75i). 

Ground Adz Blades 
The shaping and edging of stone tools by grinding 

was being practiced in northwestern Alaska as early as 
classic Denbigh times, about 4,200 years ago. At first, 
the grinding was confined to shaping the distal ends not 
only of burins, but of adz blade bits, apparently to ob
tain more regular striking platforms or working edges. 
Later, as the Arctic Small Tool craftsmen made more 
specialized ground stone tools, grinding became the 
means by which the entire tools were finished. 

Although adz blades were not present in Denbigh 
sites along the coast, except perhaps for one ground adz 
blade from a mixed Denbigh and Norton level at 
Iyatayet (Giddings, 1964), they were found in the Den
bigh levels at Onion Portage (Anderson, 1968). 

At Choris sites around Kotzebue Sound, ground adz 
blades were rare. The only examples are one fragment 
from the type site at Choris Peninsula (pi. 117a), and a 
complete specimen from beach 54 (pi. 155c) at Cape 
Krusenstern. Choris sites contained numerous triangular 
bifaces, however, and these may have been used as 
adzes, but, if so, the Choris forms are quite distinct from 

the rest of the adzes in the Arctic Small Tool tradition, 
since they are unground. On the other hand, these 
Choris bifaces may have been an early form of the dis-
coidals (triangular to ovoid bifaces that served as 
scrapers) used in the Norton and Ipiutak periods. 

Norton ground adz blades are similar to Denbigh 
forms, except that the Norton ones tend to be smaller 
and more rectangular. All of the Norton examples have 
thin, sharp edges, indicating that they were used on 
wood or other relatively soft materials, but not on 
walrus ivory. 

The Ipiutak people used both ground, thin adz 
blades and ground blades with thick, broad-angled bits, 
the latter for ivory working. Also appearing in Ipiutak 
times were thick, ground planing adz blades (pi. 75a) 
like those commonly used in southwestern Alaska (de 
Laguna, 1947). 

Scrapers 
Unifacially flaked stone end scrapers are surprisingly 

rare in Arctic Small Tool assemblages. In Denbigh Flint 
times, this type of tool was triangular in outline, uni
facially retouched along the distal and most of the lateral 
edges, and, in contrast to end scrapers used elsewhere in 
the region, bifacially retouched across the proximal 
(bulbar) end. The utilized margins along the distal ends 
are not extensively polished, as they should be had they 
been used for scraping skins. Most likely they served 
some other function. Skin scraping must have been a 
common activity. The fact that there were so few stone 
end scrapers in the Denbigh collections gives further sup
port to our belief that the Denbigh people did not use 
these tools to scrape skins. Rather, they probably 
scraped skins with bone scrapers like those characteristic 
of many central Eskimo groups of the last century (Boas, 
1888; Birket-Smith, 1929). 
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Although rare in Denbigh collections, unifacially 
flaked end scrapers do not occur at all in the coastal 
Choris sites. There, the implements used for scraping ac
tivities seem to have been bifacially flaked, subtrian-
gular implements, such as the one illustrated in plate 
254a. These implements show extensive use wear along 
the edge, which we attribute to the scraping of skins. 
Some of the edge wear is so pronounced as to make the 
edges appear rounded. They may have been intentionally 
rounded, in fact, to blunt the edges. Recent Eskimos 
have blunted the edges of some scrapers to enable them 
to soften skins by beating the stiff fibers without actually 
removing more flesh. At the Choris type site, some of 
these same artifacts were also considered to have been 
adz blades, based on the presence in one house both of 
one of these bifaces and an antler adz head with a socket 
that matched the biface (Giddings, 1957). However, the 
edge polish on at least some of these bifaces from the 
Choris type site is too extensive for the tool to have 
been effective in an adzing function. 

Taking into account the similarity in outline be
tween the Denbigh end scrapers and the Choris bifaced 
scrapers, and the fact that the Denbigh end scrapers are 
retouched at least partially on both faces, we believe 
that the Denbigh end scraper may have evolved into the 
discoidal scraper. The most recent Denbigh forms from 
Punyik Point (Irving, 1964), in fact, rather closely 
resemble the discoidal. 

Gravers and Drills 
Flakes with graver tips were present in the Denbigh 

Flint complex, but they disappeared in the later stages 
of the Arctic Small Tool tradition. The Denbigh Flint 
gravers were often tiny projections on irregular flakes, 
though at times they were also relatively well-shaped 
points chipped on the edges of flakes. Although few of 
the irregular forms and none of the regular gravers were 
found in the Kotzebue Sound Denbigh sites, they were 
present at Iyatayet (Giddings, 1964) and at Onion Por
tage. During Choris times, no special pointed imple
ments were present, except for the burin spalls. These 
spalls, however, tended to have wear only along one 
corner (in contrast to Denbigh Flint spall artifacts which 
had a variety of wear patterns) in a pattern suggesting 
use as a graver. In Norton-Near Ipiutak times, specially 
prepared gravers and hand drills (larger variants) became 
popular, and most of the collections from the campsites 
and houses contained them. In Ipiutak times, many of 
the so-called flakeknives had tips like drills or gravers, 
suggesting that the functions of graving and piercing 
used by the implements classified as gravers and drills in 
Norton collections were assumed by some of the imple
ments classified as flakeknives or side scrapers in Ipiutak 
collections. 

Coarse Stone Tools 
Tools used to shape ground-stone implements, to 

polish, smooth and sharpen some organic implements, to 
dull the edges of chipped stone in the process of flint-
knapping, to sharpen ground knives and points, and to 
scrape skins occur in several forms. These are here re
ferred to as shaft smoothers (including whetstones), 
pumice, and pointers. 

Since we did not find any ground adz blades in the 
Denbigh Flint campsites around Cape Krusenstern, it is 
not surprising that we also did not find any whetstones. 
Both whetstones and ground adz blades were found in 
Denbigh levels at Onion Portage. 

Large blocky whetstones appeared in late Choris 
times coincidentally with the appearance of ground slate. 
These whetstones continued throughout Norton times 
and also into the Ipiutak period. Since there was no 
ground slate present then, the whetstones were apparent
ly used to shape and sharpen silicified slate tools. 
Grooved shaft smoothers or pointers were present in 
Denbigh Flint at Onion Portage, but none were found in 
the coastal sites, indicating that the activity associated 
with them was likely a winter one. 

Ground Silicified and Nonsilicified Slate 
Our somewhat awkward distinction between silici

fied and nonsilicified slate artifacts is based on our 
observation that the two categories of stone were treated 
differently by the early residents of northwestern Alaska 
and have rather different histories of development. 

Silicified slate, a hard, dense rock with only slight 
or no fissility was used as early as Denbigh Flint times 
for adz blades. In Ipiutak times, not only adz blades but 
also drills, burin-like implements, and planing adzes were 
made of this material. The variety of nonsilicified slate 
to which we refer is the material which has had wide
spread use across the Arctic (Gjessing, 1944) and much 
of North America. It is the material that became espe
cially important in Northern Maritime tradition times. 
This material has a well developed fissility, so that it 
usually appears in sites in slabs with corrugated or 
stepped edges created by multiple fractures on the dif
ferent bedding planes where the rock has been broken. 
This material, while more brittle than silicified slate, is 
also softer and can be polished more quickly. 

Nonsilicified slate is the material that we described 
in late Choris collections as scratched slate. By Norton-
Near Ipiutak times, this material was fairly common in 
northwestern Alaska; but for some unknown reason, it 
was totally absent from Ipiutak contexts, as noted by 
Larsen and Rainey (1948). In more recent times, we have 
noted that coastal sites tend to contain many more slate 
artifacts than do the interior sites, suggesting that slate 
may have been used specifically for an activity on the 
coast. For discussions concerning the reasons for the use 
or nonuse of slate in an Arcticwide perspective, see 
Fitzhugh (1975). 
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Pottery 
The earliest trace of pottery at Cape Krusenstern 

appears on beach 48 and stems from the middle com
ponents of Choris. There may be even earlier pottery re
mains at Walakpa, if the stratum containing Denbigh
like microblades and burins as well as pottery proves to 
have derived from the same cultural horizon (Stanford, 
personal communication). The earliest pottery at Cape 
Krusenstern has a cord-wrapped paddle-impressed sur
face decoration on the exterior. There are also traces of 
basket or some other woven fiber on the interior, as if 
the pots had been made around some organic container. 
Judging from the weakness and thinness of the walls (5 
to 8 mm.) these containers were small. The bases were 
most likely rounded. We have never found any pointed, 
shaped sherds, as would be expected from the bases of 
conical pots, nor have we found any flat sherds or 
abruptly curved sherds that would have come from a 
flat-bottomed pot. The lips were straight, with a slight 
inner projection, and the paste was tempered with fiber, 
apparently grass and down. No sand inclusions were ob
served in any of the sherds. There was no evidence to 
suggest that the pots were made by coiling, but the 
fragments were so small that we had little to go on to 
determine construction details. The sherds tended to be 
platy and exfoliated in two or three parts of equal 
thickness. 

Cord-marked pottery continued to be made for sev
eral decades, during the time that beaches 48 and 47 
were the front beaches, a period of time extending from 
circa 900 B.C. to 800 B.C. This decoration form was 
replaced by a linear-stamped design used by the in
habitants of beach ridges 46 and 45 at Cape Krusenstern. 
The pots were again fiber tempered and round bottomed, 
with straight lips. The walls were between nine and thir
teen millimeters thick, and the pots had rim diameters 
between fifteen and eighteen centimeters. Linear-stamped 
decorations were at first the only style present. Within a 
century or so, check-stamped designs were also present 
on beaches 46 and 45. For a time, both styles of pottery 
decoration were made, apparently concurrently by the 
same groups. 

The shape of the pots appears to have remained 
about the same throughout this early time. The largest 
pots were found in the Choris houses. While the linear 
design was usually stamped, some sherds have such 
sharp grooves, with an overhang along an edge (as if 
produced by a tool used at a slant), that they appear to 
be linear incised. Whether produced by a striated paddle 
or by incising, the overall effect is the same. 

Check-stamped designs, produced by a checked pad
dle, appeared on pots in late Choris times prior to or 
about the same time that the Choris houses were oc
cupied (ca. 700 B.C.). These pots were always flat bot
tomed, usually with a thickened base. By Norton-Near 
Ipiutak times at Cape Krusenstern, check-stamped pots 
were the only ones made. Since both linear- and check-
stamped sherds were found at Iyatayet, the Norton type 
site, it may be that the beach 40 occupation postdates 
the main Norton occupation at Iyatayet. Only check-
stamped pots were found also at the Norton site of 
Unalakleet, dating to about 200 to 50 B.C. ±50 (Lutz, 
1970). As in late Choris times, the Norton pots around 
Kotzebue Sound appear to have been decorated by 
checked paddle stamping. It is possible that a technique 
of dentate stamping with a comb-like object, as noted by 
Lutz (1970) in Norton pottery at Unalakleet, was also 
practiced at Cape Krusenstern. We have not yet deter
mined this conclusively. The Norton-Near Ipiutak pots 
seem to have been flat bottomed, as noted also by Grif
fin and Wilmeth at Iyatayet (1964) and at Unalakleet 
and Safety Sound (Lutz, 1970; Bockstoce, 1979). This is 
also true of pots from Norton sites farther south (Du-
mond, 1976). 

Microblades 
Inasmuch as microblades have been demonstrated to 

occur only in the Denbigh Flint phase of the Arctic Small 
Tool tradition and are discussed in detail elsewhere 
(Anderson, 1970b), we shall not include them in our 
description here other than to note that they disappear 
early from that tradition. There are indications from 
unpublished findings of Denbigh and Choris-related sites 
on the North Slope (Gal, 1977) and from Walakpa that 
microblades may have been present during the early 
Choris period in some areas. If one considers only the 
rivers and coasts of Kotzebue Sound, this is not true. 
However, this may be a regional difference. 
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Changes in Settlement Patterns and House Forms 

In contrast to the evolutionary, ever-changing pat
tern of artifact styles, the settlement patterns and house 
forms of the Arctic Small Tool tradition did not follow a 
linear sequence of development. With respect to house 
forms, large, curved-wall structures without tunnels were 
replaced by small, straight-walled rectangular structures 
with tunnels, all without any intermediate stages of 
development. In particular, the large oval Choris houses 
at Choris Peninsula stand in sharp contrast to the more 
recent rectangular houses in the region, both from the 
later Arctic Small Tool complexes and from the subse
quent Northern Maritime complexes. In some features, 
the Choris house style was foreshadowed by the Old 
Whaling house form, as for example, in the placement of 
interior support posts. Other features, such as the floor 
arrangement of Choris houses, are not at all like Old 
Whaling ones. Old Whaling houses, for example, had 
alcoves or multiple rooms and single entrance passages, 
whereas the Choris houses had single, large rooms and 
lacked separate entrance passages. 

Norton-Near-Ipiutak-period house forms (no ex
amples of which have yet been found around Kotzebue 
Sound) were rectangular, with central hearths and short 
tunnels. Such houses were used during Norton times at 
Onion Portage, Point Hope, and parts of Norton Sound. 
Some of the Norton houses located south of Seward 
Peninsula were larger and differed somewhat from the 
smaller houses in that they had interior post supports for 
the roof. 

In floor arrangement, Ipiutak houses around Kotze
bue Sound and at Point Hope were similar to Norton 
houses. However, Ipiutak houses lacked entrance tun
nels, and the larger houses had a central four-post con
struction, a trait not characteristic of Norton houses. It 
is possible that some of the Norton houses around Nor
ton Sound also lacked tunnels (Lutz, 1973), making the 
differences between some Ipiutak houses and some Nor
ton houses not as great as it once appeared. It is curious 
that the greatest differences in house forms within the 
Arctic Small Tool tradition occurred between the Choris 
and Norton periods, which artifactually showed the 
most continuity. 

Settlement patterns also appear to have differed sig
nificantly from period to period in the Arctic Small Tool 
tradition. The presence of only spring campsites along 
the coast during the early phases of the tradition sug
gests that the hunters and their families lived inland in 
winters. This suggestion is supported by the Denbigh 
Flint winter settlements found at several inland locations, 
such as Punyik Point and Onion Portage. Whether 
wintering in the interior and spending late spring-early 
summers on the coast was the sole Denbigh Flint settle
ment pattern cannot yet be known, however. 

Like the Denbigh Flint complex, early Choris settle
ments are represented at the coast only by spring camp
sites. Unfortunately, no early Choris winter houses have 
yet been found. We suspect, however, that the early 
Choris settlement pattern was the same as that of Den
bigh. 

The Choris-period houses at Choris Peninsula repre
sent the earliest Arctic Small Tool winter houses known 
along the coast of northwestern Alaska. Nevertheless, 
since the Old Whaling winter houses preceded them, 
they were not the first. All three Choris houses may 
have functioned as dwellings, although the absence of 
pottery in House 3 suggests that this structure may have 
functioned somewhat differently from the other two. 

Norton settlements varied from only one or two 
small, single-roomed houses (at Iyatayet and at Kugzruk) 
to clusters of large houses arranged in sizable villages. 
Norton houses in any one settlement were largely of the 
same size and style, suggesting that the settlements 
lacked nondwelling, special-purpose structures. 

Ipiutak settlements appear to have been composed 
of both small, single-family dwellings and large special-
purpose structures, a pattern at first glance reminiscent 
of historic Eskimo villages containing dwellings, and 
ceremonial or men's houses called kazigis. The large 
Ipiutak structures yielded both men's and women's tools 
of the same types as found in the smaller houses, except 
in greater numbers. In this way, the Ipiutak settlement 
pattern appears to have differed from the modern 
Eskimo Icazigi-and-dwelling type of settlement. On the 
other hand, kazigis have been postulated for the Ipiutak 
site at Deering (Larsen, 1951) and for the late Norton 
site at Unalakleet (Lutz, 1973). 

Because of the discontinuities in the house and 
settlement patterns of the Arctic Small Tool complexes, 
it is clear that much more research must be done in 
northern and western Alaska before we can fully under
stand the development of Arctic settlement and sub
sistence patterns. 
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PART VI BEFORE ARCTIC 
SMALL TOOL TIMES: 

PROTO- ESKIMOS? AND OTHERS 

Chapter 16 

Lower Bench Site and Other Evidence of 
Proto-Eskimo? 

/. L. Giddings and D. D. Anderson 

Lower Bench: 
An Early Coastal Microblade Site 

Two early microblade sites have been located on 
high bluffs overlooking the Chukchi Sea in the vicinity 
of Kozebue Sound (fig. 151). The more southerly of 
these, a site called "Lower Bench," lies on a wave-cut 
bench between 50 and 70 meters above sea level on the 
southeastern side of Ingitkalik Mountain (fig. 6). It is 
about one kilometer from the high, limestone outcrop on 
which the Palisades site is located. The steep slope front
ing Lower Bench consists of angular, limestone boulders 
interspersed with pockets of soil and crumbly fragments 
of disintegrating limestone bedrock. A few hundred 
meters to the east, the slope gives way to a thick deposit 
of soil and gravel of the Sangamon Interglacial period. 
Here and there on the Lower Bench, one sees small peb
bles of igneous origin, evidently washed down from 
some undetermined source rather than deposited by 
early Pleistocene seas. 

Before the beach ridges began to form a barrier to 
the west, the sea appears to have washed directly against 
the foot of the mountain and forcefully eroded some of 
the Sangamon deposits to the east. At that time, the foot 
of the mountain, a short distance to the west, and the 
outcrop at the base of the Lower Bench would have fur
nished the kinds of sealing points that Eskimos have 
sought recently along various parts of the Arctic coast. 
There might also have been a sizable bird rookery on the 
cliffs at the base of the mountain. Altogether, the fortui
tous combination of seal hunting and egg gathering 

probably would have attracted people to the Lower 
Bench from the time the sea had reached a height great 
enough to erode the shore-line to the time a developing 
gravel bar to the west interposed itself and cut off the 
mountain from the sea. 

The first microblades we came upon were in a vege
tation-free section of the Lower Bench site that was 
covered with small fragments of white,-disintegrated 
limestone. The microblades lay on the surface, along 
with this white material, a few centimeters deep. The 
bench was covered elsewhere by a coating of sod or 
alder and willow thickets. While no concerted effort was 
made to remove the denser vegetation, we nevertheless 
felt that the artifacts were distributed mainly within the 
same open spaces between soil zones that one sees to
day. In appearance, in fact, the site may have changed 
very little since its use as a campsite many centuries ago. 
Now, however, the seals, the sea, and the rookery are 
gone; the shallow water of the lagoon offers little but an 
occasional duck or small fish. 

Unfortunately, our 1959 collection from the Lower 
Bench was among the materials lost at sea. Most of the 
collection had been fitted into a large pillbox; it con
sisted of a hundred or more pieces, mainly microblades. 
Field notes for that year indicate that, in addition to 
microblades, there were a thin, diagonally flaked side-
blade inset and a beach pebble with slight groovings 
across the middle, a net sinker perhaps. The side-blade 
inset was a crescentic one. With these exceptions, the ex
isting collection of 1959 appears to have been a represen
tative sample of the Lower Bench deposit collected in 
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Fig. 151. Distribution of early microblade sites at Lower Bench and 
other areas in the vicinity of Kotzebue Sound. 

1960. In that second season, we found numerous addi
tional chert microblades and a straight-based end-blade 
inset. A striking fact about the Lower Bench site finds is 
that they do not include artifacts from numerous, dif
ferent periods. 

All of the extant collection from Lower Bench, with 
the exception of twenty microblade fragments, are pic
tured in plate 169. The sixty-nine microblades shown are 
nearly all fragmentary and range through a remarkable 
series of widths, from 0.4 to 1.3 centimeters, with an 
average of 0.8 centimeter. This is much greater than the 
width range of Cape Denbigh microblades, few of which 
were either very narrow or very wide. 

Whether wide or narrow, the microblades have, 
with few exceptions, a low width-thickness index (aver
age T/WX100 = 24), suggesting that they were made 
from blocky cores with essentially flat microblade faces, 
rather than from thin, wedge-shaped cores (Anderson, 
1970b). The exception is plate 169cc, of translucent 
chert, which, though relatively thin, has the scars of five 
other evenly narrow, parallel-edged microblades. This 
effect could hardly have been produced from a classic 
Denbigh core but must have come either from a thin, 
wedge-shaped core or a "pencil" core. The excellence of 
the microblade work at the site is indicated by the 
following range of microblade scars forming facets on 
the convex surface of the specimens illustrated in the 
plate: nine specimens have two facets; forty-six 
specimens have three facets; thirteen specimens have 
four facets; and one specimen has five facets. 

Fig. 152. Microblade core tablet, Lower Bench site, Cape Krusenstern. 

None of the microblades is of obsidian, although a 
few obsidian flakes indicate that the material was avail
able. In contrast, obsidian microblades from the Denbigh 
Flint component at Iyatayet nearly equalled the total 
number of microblades made of other materials (Gid-
dings, 1964). Most of the microblades from both sites 
showed signs of use along one or both edges. Since most 
of the Lower Bench fragments lack the strong curve of a 
complete microblade, they may have been broken pur
posely to fit into slots. It appears, too, that the site was 
not primarily a place where microblades were produced; 
rather, it was a place where weapons were used and 
discarded either by accident or because they were 
broken. A sizable number of the microblades were pur
posely retouched along one or both edges—in one case 
quite steeply (pi. 169rr), as though to indent the blade 
for some special kind of hafting. 
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Two microblade core tablets were also found at the 
Lower Bench site. The smaller tablet of gray chert 
(unillustrated) measures about 3.1 centimeters from the 
faceted end to the rear, more than 2.5 centimeters wide, 
and 1.2 centimeters thick. The tablet had been detached 
from an oval-platformed core by a transverse blow from 
the faceted end, the same type of blow that had created 
the original platform. Seven flake scars, the widest of 
which is 0.7 centimeter wide, remain at the faceted end 
which originally probably had two or more facets. The 
faceted end circumscribes the arc of a 3.6-centimeters-
diameter circle. 

The larger core tablet (fig. 152) of black chert mea
sures 7.6 centimeters (from the faceted end to the rear) 
by 4.8 centimeters wide by 2.3 centimeters thick. Like 
the smaller tablet, this specimen had been detached from 
a broad oval-platformed core by a transverse blow from 
the faceted end, the same sort of blow that had created 
the original platform. The faceted end has eight major 
facets, ranging from 0.9 centimeter to 1.5 centimeters 
wide, as well as several smaller step-flake scars. The arc 
of the faceted end circumscribes a circle 5.0 centimeters 
in diameter. The opposite end of this specimen is wedge 
shaped. It forms a broad "V" perpendicular to the plat
form. But one face of the "V" is a single flake scar and 
the opposite has only two large, irregular flake scars. 
We cannot say with certainty that this wedge-like edge 
was created intentionally, as was the case with the 
typically wedge-shaped microblade cores described for 
the American Paleo-Arctic tradition. 

A few bone fragments from the Lower Bench site 
were found beneath the surface, fairly well preserved in 
the lime soil. These were of caribou or other ungulates 
rather than of sea mammals. No weapon parts obviously 
designed for hunting sea mammals appeared in the col
lection. The microblades, if inset in ways for which we 
have precedent in the circumpolar region, would have 
been more useful in securing caribou and other large 
land game than for taking seals. On the other hand, the 
site is not precluded as a seal hunting site. The location 
of the Lower Bench site makes it almost certain that 
whatever game was sought came from below the slope, 
in the sea or on the ice. However, if the Lower Bench 
site preceded the period of highest sea level, hunters may 
have secured game from a tundra-covered plain that 
spread westward from the foot of the mountain. 

b, e-i, k-m, o, t, u, w, y, aa, bb, dd, ii, qq-ss, vv, 
xx, zz, aaa, ddd-ggg, Hi, kkk-ooo, microblades of 
light gray, translucent chert (except u and bb) with 
three facets on the dorsal face and worn lateral edges; 

/', z, oo, microblades of light gray translucent chert with 
two dorsal facets and used lateral edges, ;' being the 
only specimen from the site with a curving tip, indi
cating the distal end of a microblade; 

n, p, r, x, cc, jj, kk, ww, bbb, hhh, jjj, qqq, micro-
blades, most of which are light gray translucent 
chert, with four dorsal facets; the lateral edges are 
used or retouched, except for p; 

q, ee, ff, 11, ccc, microblades with three dorsal facets and 
one lateral edge used or retouched; 

v, an irregular microblade of chert with two facets and 
one broken edge; 

mm, tt, microblades with two dorsal facets and one used 
lateral edge; 

nn, a microblade of chert, showing use on the right edge 
and a longitudinal break on the left edge; 

pp, a microblade of thick silicified slate with two facets 
and used edges; 

uu, a microblade of translucent chert with two facets 
and worn edges; 

ppp, a microblade of black chert with three facets; 
both edges of the convex face were retouched after 
the ends were formed by breaking; 

rrr, an obsidian cortex flake, indicating that obsidian 
was obtained here, as at other sites of the coastal 
region, from stream or beachworn pebbles; 

sss, an end-blade inset of translucent chert with un-
diagonal flaking; although this piece resembles a piece 
of Ipiutak workmanship, it is more carefully re
touched, at least on the right edge, than was usual 
for other Ipiutak insets from Cape Krusenstern; 

ttt, a flake of chert resembling a burin spall but lacking 
the hallmarks of either a burin spall or microblade, 
retouched at the upper end along the left-slanting 
margin; 

uuu, a used flake of translucent chert; its scoured edges 
indicate use of the tip; 

Lower Bench Site Collections 
The artifacts from the Lower Bench site are briefly 

described below. 

Plate 169: 
a, c, d, s, gg, hh, yy, microblades of light gray trans

lucent chert with three facets on the dorsal face and 
no use wear along any of the edges; 
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vvv, a black chert graver, the opposite face plane, the 
graver tip formed by retouch only from the face 
shown; light retouch also shapes the round upper 
margin to the left of the graver tip, like gravers from 
Cape Denbigh (Giddings, 1964); 

www, a graver of translucent chert, bifaced, and re
touched about the edges of both faces, but most care
fully at the upper, straight edge; the small tip at the 
upper left margin was clearly intentional; 

xxx, a fragment of a red jasper microblade core struck 
from the wedged, distal end of a core to remove only 
the narrow part of a core top; its breadth indicates a 
core of classic Denbigh proportions rather than a nar
rowly wedge-shaped one. 

Summary 

The Lower Bench site is an undated lithic site pri
marily containing microblades struck from oval-plat-
formed cores. The microblades are exceptionally wide 
and thick as compared to those from the American 
Paleo-Arctic (an early tradition in Alaska; see Anderson, 
1968) or Arctic Small Tool sites. Although some are, of a 
size and shape that would make them useful as weapon-
head insets, others are too thick for such a function. The 
two fragments of microblade cores from the site are 
tablets from oval cores. The larger of the two (fig. 152) 
was wedge shaped, but the smaller, unillustrated speci
men was cuboid in cross section, a form resembling 
Proto-Denbigh microblade cores (Anderson, 1970b). 

The relative age of the Lower Bench materials is dif
ficult to determine. It might be argued that they are 
more recent than Palisades complex artifacts, as indi
cated by the absence of encrustation or chemical change 
in most of the Lower Bench specimens. Though the col
lections from both sites lay in or on disintegrated lime
stone and were equally exposed to the elements, those 
from the Lower Bench were less altered, both on the sur
face and internally, than were the Palisades specimens. 
A few pieces, plate 169qq, ww, for example, are lightly 
coated with lime, while xxx is covered with both lime 
and lichen. The microblades ccc, fff, in, and ooo on 
plate 169 were apparently made of chalky material, an 
unusual rather than an ordinary chert that later under
went chemical change. Nearly all of the other specimens 
are unaltered chert or red jasper of the kinds used by 
flintknappers from most of the other cultures in the 
region. It is interesting to note, too, that no undisputed 
microblades, that is, parallel-edged flakes with regular, 
longitudinal facets numbering three or more, were found 
at the Palisades site. If people of the Lower Bench had 
been searching for a high lookout, they could scarcely 
have failed to notice the Palisades area. Rather, it looks 
as if something about the lower site made it more attrac
tive to the microblade users. 

It might also be argued, however, that the Lower 
Bench specimens are earlier than Palisades, a conclusion 
based on comparisons to early-dated microblade assem
blages from the rest of northern Alaska. These early 
sites, dating to between 8,000 and 6,000 years ago, con
tain chert microblades generally thicker and less curved 
than the post-Palisades forms of the Denbigh Flint 
period. The Lower Bench microblades correspond in size 
and shape more to these early forms than to the Denbigh 
Flint forms. 

Miscellaneous Collections 
from Battle Rock 

A microblade component was also discovered at the 
Battle Rock site during the course of our excavations of 
the Ipiutak- and Norton-period burials. There micro-
blades turned up singly or without clear association 
under the twenty to thirty centimeters deep sod that 
capped the bedrock. Seven objects from our excavations 
at Battle Rock belong to a microblade-using culture and 
clearly were not associated with the Battle Rock burials. 
These are shown in plate 170. Chert microblades of a 
broad, thin form {pi. 170a-c) may have come from a 
broad, oval-platformed core like that from the Lower 
Bench site. Plate 170d is a black chert fragment of a 
larger microblade or blade of the same type. Plate 170e 
is the black chert base of a projectile point, basally 
thinned by a wide flake one centimeter long on the face 
shown. This was associated with Feature 6, a chipping 
place on the highest point of the round-topped Battle 
Rock site, where hundreds of fine chert chips were ap
parently confined to a rectangular area about two by 
three meters in size. This area could have been the loca
tion of a tent. All of the chips lay just beneath the thin 
sod at this point. 
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Plate 170k, of chalcedony, is a broken, narrow, 
wedge shaped microblade core. Except for the material, 
it is like the chert forms of the American Paleo-Arctic 
tradition from Onion Portage, middle Noatak River 
sites, and other sites of western Alaska. The platform is 
one and four tenths centimeters wide just below the 
rounded surface made by the removal of microblades. 
The faceted end has seven scars of small microblades, in
cluding two very narrow ones. The original striking plat
form has been detached by a transverse blow, possibly 
for creating a new platform. 

Another core (pi. 170q), also of chalcedony, is 
represented by the platform segment of a broad, oval-
platformed microblade core. Except for the material, it is 
like the two tablets from the Lower Bench site. 

While the preceding descriptions concern microblade 
and core objects from the surface level, there is evidence 
both from a deep pit a few meters south of Battle Rock 
Burial 4 and from beneath the surface deposit of Ipiutak 
Feature 4 that other such objects had accumulated on the 
site before the ground surface assumed its present shape. 
From these areas, at depths up to one meter, were taken 
eleven objects (pi. 170f-j, l-p, r) that further substantiate 
a microblade technology at the site. These occurred in 
darkened areas which we thought were caused by ground 
squirrel activity. Later, we understood that no artifacts 
postdating the early microblade period (other than some 
from intrusive burials) had been found at corresponding 
depths and that there may have been a period of camp
ing on the site not evident in surface collections. 

The pieces recovered include fragments of four 
microblades, three of which retain a bit of the striking 
platform. These are the chert specimens f-i seen in plate 
170. Plate 170] is a segment of a very thin chert micro-
blade core ridge containing the scars of five exceedingly 
small microblades. Each of these is relatively thick, and 
together they testify to the presence of thin, wedge 
shaped cores. 

Plate 170m is the fragment of another thick micro-
blade struck from a narrow core of chert. Plate 170n-p 
are microblade fragments of chert; plate 170o has been 
given a burin blow along the upper left edge, making it 
a burin-on-a-microblade, like those reported from the 
Siberian Neolithic and, as a rare form, from Iyatayet, 
Cape Denbigh. The ridged chert fragments, plate 1701, r, 
appear to be those of large unifaced blades. The latter is 
retouched along one edge of the opposite face. 

The presence of these microblade and core remains 
at Battle Rock suggests that the site was used in pre-
Denbigh Flint times, perhaps by people of the same cul
tural tradition represented by the Lower Bench finds. 
However, without further investigation, little more can 
be said about this Battle Rock component. 
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Chapter 17 

Palisades: A Coastal Extension of an 
Early Interior Tradition 

D. D. Anderson 

The Palisades Site 
(3900 B . C . + / - 1 0 0 ) 

The Palisades site, named by Giddings after a rock 
formation near New York City, is a limestone outcrop at 
the southeastern edge of Ingitkalik Mountain (fig. 153). 
It is a long, flat bench covered by weathered, angular, 
limestone rubble that stretches north-south for a distance 
of two hundred or more meters. The site is situated 
about fifty meters above sea level and about three hun
dred meters from the eastern edge of the Cape Krusen-
stern lagoon. The beach ridges, viewed from atop the 
Palisades outcrop, appear to be little more than a thin 
strip of land in danger of inundation by storm waves 
(fig. 154). This was probably not the view of the original 
Palisades occupants. Based on the date of the artifacts 
from Onion Portage that are similar to those from the 
Palisades site and based on the estimated level of the sea 
at the time the Palisades site was occupied, it seems like
ly that the area now covered by the beach ridges may 
have been part of a coastal plain when the Palisades 
people were there. 

The first artifacts from the Palisades site were found 
in 1958, but it was not until the 1959 and 1960 field sea
sons that concerted efforts were made to recover a large 
collection (Giddings, 1964). Few of the chips or artifacts 
manifest themselves at once in the gravelly cover of the 
outcrop, partly because frost heaves have mixed the thin 
chert pieces into the gravel matrix and partly because 
much of the area is overgrown with low plants. Often 

we had to crawl on hands and knees, picking through 
the rock fragments and lichen in order to recover an odd 
chert chip or, rarer still, an artifact. 

The chert and obsidian chips and artifacts were, for 
the most part, largely unpatinated. The sheen, however, 
was duller than the sheen that characterized the chert ar
tifacts from the Cape Krusenstern beaches and the Lower 
Bench site. Once in a while, we encountered a chert or 
obsidian artifact encrusted with a limestone cement. This 
suggested an age difference between these and the less 
weathered artifacts in the collection. By the end of the 
second major season, we had found several artifacts 
embedded vertically in the gravel. These were heavily 
encrusted on one end, yet relatively fresh looking on the 
other, so we knew that the patination was a local 
phenomenon of differential weathering, not a function of 
time only. 

In an area where we had found projectile points and 
scrapers, we also found large intrusive rocks in the 
form of crudely shaped choppers and also some spalls. 
The weathering on these was different from the 
limestone patination on the smaller artifacts in that it 
had structurally and, apparently, chemically altered the 
entire rock. Once the collection was back at the Haffen-
reffer Museum of Anthropology, we separated the arti
facts and chips according to their degree of weathering, 
putting the patinated ones, whether lightly or heavily 
patinated, in one pile, and the entirely altered ones in 
another. It became readily apparent that there were no, 
or at least very few, intermediately weathered forms. 
The artifacts were either patinated only on the surface or 
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Fig. 153. The Palisades viewed from [he beach ridges at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Fig. 154. View of the beach ridges at Cape Krusenstern from the 
Palisades. 

were altered throughout the stone. This observation led 
Giddings to postulate a two-period time frame for the 
collection, labeled Palisades I and II (Giddings, 1961). 
The Palisades II complex, immediately prior to the 
Lower Bench complex in age, contained all of the side-
or corner-notched points, the regular-edged unifaces, and 
the end scrapers, whereas Palisades I, which was con
siderably older, contained all of the crude cobble and 
core tools, plus their debitage, and a single-shouldered 
point. 

The year after Giddings discovered the Palisades 
site, another notched point site was discovered by 
Campbell (1961) at Anaktuvuk Pass (fig. 155). Termed 
by him the Tuktu Complex, this assemblage contained, 
in addition to notched points and end scrapers, pentago
nal points, microblades, tabular microblade cores, and 
notched pebbles. Charcoal from a hearth there was sub
mitted for radiocarbon dating, and the resultant date of 
6510±610 B.P. (Long, 1965) was the first indisputable 
indication that Palisades, or at least a Palisades-related 
site, predated the Denbigh Flint complex found on the 
beach ridges. The Tuktu site did not contain any of the 
large implements like the latter chert implements from 
the Palisades site, however, so the question of the rela
tionship between the Palisades I and Palisades II types of 
assemblages remained. 

This question was not resolved until investigations 
were begun at Onion Portage, a deeply stratified site on 
the Kobuk River. Between 1964 and 1969, our excava
tions there revealed several deep layers containing 
notched point assemblages. These layers yielded side- or 
corner-notched points and unifaced scrapers typical of 
Palisades II artifacts. They also contained waterworn, 
nonchert, cobble choppers and other core tools. The 
association at Onion Portage of core tools and typical 
Palisades II artifacts suggests that the core tools were 
also part of the Palisades II assemblage at the type site. 

Fig. 155. Locations ot Palisades and Palisades-related sites in north
western Alaska. 

The disparity in the degree of artifact weathering of the 
tools at the Palisades site may have resulted from the 
difference in type of rock selected for each tool type. 
Whereas points, scrapers, and knives were made of chert 
and obsidian, choppers and other core tools were made 
from nonchert stones. Certainly the requirements of 
stone used for different functions differ vastly. 
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Although we are not yet able to determine the ages 
of Palisades I and II materials, we accept the likelihood 
that they represent only one occupation. We have 
dropped the two-period designation of Palisades mate
rials. Based on the comparisons of materials from the 
Cape Krusenstern Palisades site and the Onion Portage 
Palisades levels, we believe that the Palisades type site 
dates to 6,000 B.P. 

Because of the firm dates we have for Palisades-type 
notched point assemblages at Onion Portage and Anak-
tuvuk Pass and because the Palisades (and related) 
assemblages at those sites (not at Onion Portage) are so 
different from the materials of the American Paleo-
Arctic and Arctic Small Tool traditions, we believe that 
they represent a third tradition, namely, the Northern 
Archaic. The name Northern Archaic was selected in 
order to draw attention to the general similarities be
tween it and other traditions of North America generally 
known as Archaic. It includes assemblages from as far 
away from the type site as interior Alaska and the 
Southwest Yukon. 

The Palisades Collection 

Although we believe that the implements originally 
designated as Palisades I and Palisades II assemblages 
most likely belong to one complex, we are keeping the 
two collections separate in this study for purposes of 
description and in the event that subsequent findings 
confirm our original hypothesis. We have designated the 
one as unaltered specimens and the other as altered 
specimens. 

Artifacts: Unaltered Cherts 

Weapon Points and Knife Blades 
The most diagnostic artifacts of the Palisades com

plex are side- or corner-notched points. Twenty of the 
twenty-eight bifacially flaked artifacts from the site are 
such points. Varying in length from 5.2 to 2.2 centi
meters, these notched points are asymmetrical, some ap
parently shaped without much attention to their regular
ity (pi. 171c,d, m). Others, although asymmetrical, are 
somewhat more carefully shaped to form either a straight 
(pi. 171k) or a convexly curved (pi. 171e,l) cutting edge 
along one side. A third variant has a short (3.1 to 2.2 
cm. in length), stubby point (pi. 171a,b,j,o) that tends to 
be more symmetrical than the others; its symmetry is 
not necessarily connected with a piercing function, as 
would be expected of a projectile point, since the tips of 
two of these points are blunt. Other notched points (pi. 
171f-i, n) are too fragmentary-to permit stating more 
than that they resemble the above. 

The workmanship on the notched points is relative
ly irregular. The notching is done from both faces, so 
that the cross section along the notch is the same len
ticular configuration as the rest of the point. Two of 
three other points with bases have straight sides and 
broad straight bases (pi. 171s, r); the latter is excep
tionally thin (0.5 cm. thick) and regularly flaked. One 
other point is represented by its partial base, shouldered 
on one edge (pi. 171p); the opposite edge has been 
broken away so that it is impossible to say whether the 
point had a symmetrical stem or a single shoulder. The 
question assumes some importance in conjunction with 
the single-shouldered point (pi. 174c), originally at
tributed to Palisades I (Giddings, 1964). 

A unique, straight-based point fragment (pi. 1726) is 
exceptionally thick (0.9 cm.) for its size. Since it broke 
along a flaw in the rock, and since the base appears un
finished, it may be an uncompleted notched point, dis
carded before the notches were chipped out. 

Several of the points have burin facets along one or 
two edges. For example, the notched point illustrated on 
plate 171d has a burin facet extending from one basal 
edge up to the midline. Plate 171g has a diagonal burin 
facet created by a blow from the upper end and a second 
facet that removed the lower part of one of the notches 
created by a blow from the base. Another notched point 
fragment, unillustrated, has evidence of a transverse 
burin blow that detached the bottom edge of the base, a 
feature present on several of the Onion Portage Palisades 
notched points. In none of these cases, except perhaps 
the last, is there a regularity of pattern that might sug
gest a developed burin technique in the Palisades com
plex. It may be that the burin facets were simply ac
cidental. On the other hand, between six and twelve 
flakes appear to have been struck by burin blows along 
one edge, producing parallel burin facets. These facets 
are usually on relatively thick flakes, parallel to the long 
axis. 

As a final note of interest concerning the notched 
points, all but one of the examples are either complete 
points or basal fragments. This, along with the presence 
of end and side scrapers, suggests that the site was not 
primarily a kill site but, rather, one where weapons were 
refurbished, perhaps while the hunters were scanning the 
surrounding area for game. 
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Bifaced Knife Blades 
The second important category of Palisades artifacts 

is that of the bifaced knife blade (pi 172d and probably 
a). The complete specimen d is 1.1 centimeters thick and 
irregularly flaked, particularly along one edge; it may 
have been side hafted. The large fragment a, also 1.1 
centimeters thick, is more regularly flaked along both 
edges, although one edge is slightly ground, perhaps 
through use. Plate 172k is another bifaced knife blade 
fragment similar to a and d. 

End Scrapers and Unifaced Knives 
Ten end scrapers (pi 172e,f,h-j,m,n and three un-

illustrated) were found on top of the Palisades promon
tory. Ranging in size from 4.7 by 5.0 by 1.3 centimeters 
to 2.9 by 2.2 by 0.6 centimeters, they are all made on ir
regular flakes, steeply retouched along the distal end. 
Most of the scrapers have flat, ventral faces created by 
two major flake scars. These were produced from blows 
delivered obliquely to the long axis of the flake that 
formed single arrises along the midline. 

Straight-edged and Convex-edged Unifaced Scrapers 
Unifaced scrapers accounted for eleven of the total 

artifacts in the Palisades assemblage. Three straight-
edged specimens (pi 171q,r; pi 172q) and three convex-
edged specimens (pi 172b, c,r) are regularly retouched 
along one edge to form thin, flat, cutting or scraping 
edges. Five other specimens (pi 172p and unillustrated) 
are steeply retouched. Also steeply retouched is plate 
172s, a concave-edged or notched uniface. Plate 172g is 
a utilized flake of chert with tiny, bidirectional, use 
retouch scars along both sides of the distal half of the ar
tifact. A multiple-graver-tipped artifact (pi 1721) is a 
unique specimen for the Palisades complex. It has six 
graver tips created by unifacially retouched edges and 
two more tips created by unifacial retouch from the op
posite face. No gravers have been located in the Onion 
Portage Palisades assemblages, but they are relatively 
common in Denbigh Flint collections. The stone from 
which the tool was made, a diorite, is not typical of 
either Palisades or Denbigh Flint. 

Artifacts: Altered Cherts and Quartzite 

Choppers and Other Core Tools 
Five bifacially flaked core tools of thoroughly 

altered quartzite or chert comprise the total heavy stone 
tools from the Palisades site. As noted previously, these, 
along with the shouldered point and various flakes, were 
originally assigned to a greater antiquity than the pati-
nated, yet unaltered artifacts and flakes also found at the 
Palisades site. 

Plate 173a is an elongate tool, 11.8 by 5.6 by 3.2 
centimeters, bifacially flaked over its entire surface, ex
cept for the flat butt (upper end in the illustration). 
Many of the flake scars on both surfaces, including the 
large, longitudinal scar on the face illustrated, terminate 
in step-fractures. The curved end opposite the butt is 
regular and, although showing little evidence of use 
damage, apparently formed the working edge. 

Plate 173b is a tabular, waterworn cobble, 11.0 by 
7.3 by 3.4 centimeters, with a convexly curved, bifacial
ly flaked cutting edge, opposite a flat butt. The cutting 
edge which is oblique to the long axis of the stone, is 
regular and shows little sign of battering or other use 
damage. 

Plate 173c is the edge fragment of a thick, bifacially 
flaked tool, 4.4 by 7.0 by 2.1 centimeters in dimension. 
The edge, along the lower end in the illustration, is 
sinewy. 

Plate 173d is a chopper-like tool, 16.8 by 8.7 by 6.9 
centimeters in size, with a narrow, wedge-shaped end 
(lower end in the illustration) that shows signs of batter
ing. The opposite end is a thick, rounded cortex of a 
waterworn cobble that apparently served as a grip. 

Plate 173e is a wedge-shaped cobble, 13.7 by 7.3 by 
4.5 centimeters, with a bifacially flaked cutting edge ex
tending the entire length of one long edge. Opposite is a 
thick, flat surface of the original pebble, which apparent
ly served as a grip. One face is heavily encrusted with a 
limestone cement obliterating the detail of the flaking; 
the opposite face has been regularly shaped by large 
flake scars emanating from the edge. 

Flakes 
About one-quarter of the weathered, intrusive flakes 

collected from the Palisades site are illustrated in plate 
174. The flakes were collected because they were of a 
material different from the limestone bedrock and there
fore must have been carried to the site from elsewhere. 
Of those illustrated, plate 174a, e, k, I, r, s, u, and v are 
likely debitage from the manufacture of implements; the 
others are less likely so, although, if they are not 
debitage, their presence in the site is difficult to explain. 
The platforms on these flakes tend to be thick, ranging 
from 1.0 centimeter (r) to 0.5 centimeter (s and u); their 
median thickness is 0.6 centimeter. One flake, less 
weathered than the others, has been notched bifacially 
along one edge (pi 174s). The other flakes, plate 174b, 
d, f-j, m-q, t and w are weathered flakes of unidentified 
stone, intrusive to the outcrop. 
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Point 
The only bifacially flaked point or knife blade 

weathered to the same extent as the above-described 
flakes is the single-shouldered point illustrated in plate 
174c. The artifact has been shaped by flat, irregular 
flake scars creating a lenticular cross section 0.7 centi
meter thick. Unfortunately, the base is broken, possibly 
by a burin blow, making it impossible to know the origi
nal shape of the artifact. Possibly it was a notched point 
broken just above the telltale portions of the notches. 

Palisades Culture 

The Palisades site is situated on a high limestone 
promontory commanding a panoramic view of the Cape 
Krusenstern beach ridges and the eastern Chukchi Sea. 
At the time the Palisades artifacts were deposited at the 
site, sea level was lower than it is at present and the 
view was probably not of water but of a strip of flat 
coastal plain. The site would have been ideally suited as 
a caribou hunter's lookout. But the assemblage of arti
facts and flakes is more varied than are assemblages 
usually associated with lookout or kill sites. In addition 
to hunting implements, there are several other tool types 
normally found at campsites, such as points and some of 
the unifaces. Of these, we presume that at least some of 
the bifaced notched points were used to tip spears or ar
rows. Most were so blunt or asymmetrical that they 
would have functioned more efficiently as butchering 
knife blades. The various unifaced implements with 
straight or notched working edges could have served as 
tools to manufacture or refurbish spears or arrows, ac
tivities also associated with lookouts in northwestern 
Alaskan sites. 

Tools normally associated with campsites rather 
than with lookouts or kill sites include the end scrapers 
and convex-edged unifaces with worn edges. The wear 
on the edges of these specimens is reminiscent of skin 
scrapers used to soften skins for clothing. The large cob
ble tools at the Palisades site certainly would not have 
served as weapon-making or repairing implements. The 
edges are too sinuous and blunt for such delicate work. 
But they could have served as choppers to break up 
bone, a function ascribed to similar large stone tools 
from Onion Portage that are associated with concentra
tions of caribou bone fragments. In historic times, fresh 
caribou leg bones were reduced to small fragments by 
pounding with large hammerstones in order to acquire 
edible bone grease. Since rendering bone grease efficient
ly requires accumulating many caribou bones before 
pulverizing and boiling them, the activity is nearly 
always carried out at campsites. 

In considering the full range of implements from the 
Palisades site, we believe that the site may have been a 
campsite, despite its unusual location—or at least that it 
was situated adjacent to a campsite. Although the activi
ties indicated by the tools are more varied than usually 
represented by artifact scatters on promontories, they 
are few compared to the full range of activities repre
sented by the Palisades artifacts at Onion Portage and 
elsewhere in northwestern Alaska. A fuller discussion of 
the Palisades culture must wait until more descriptions 
of Palisades-complex sites are published. 
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PART VII 
SUMMARY 

Chapter 18 

The Settlement and Cultural Development 
of Eskimos Around Kotzebue Sound 

D. D. Anderson 

As the archeology described in the preceding chap
ters shows, people have occupied the Kotzebue Sound 
region of Alaska almost continuously for the past four 
thousand years. The archeology has further revealed that 
people were in the region even earlier—during the Pali
sades period about six thousand years ago and perhaps 
as early as the American Paleo-Arctic period between 
eight thousand and ten thousand years ago (Anderson, 
1977). Although we have as yet been unable to obtain 
radiocarbon dates for the cultural remains that ostensibly 
predate 2200 B.C., we are able to accurately place at 
least some of these materials within the Kotzebue Sound 
cultural sequence by comparing them to dated archeo-
logical remains found in surrounding areas (fig. 156). 

Earliest Period around Kotzebue Sound 

The oldest artifacts found in our investigations of 
the Kotzebue Sound region came from three localities: 1) 
from fossil soils in the Battle Rock site, unexpectedly un
covered while we were excavating more recent burials; 
2) from the sod level of the Lower Bench site; and 3) 
from the stone-covered surface of Rabbit Mountain, a 
small knoll located about fifteen kilometers north of 
Cape Krusenstern (Anderson, 1977). If we also include 
artifacts from the lower levels of the Trail Creek Cave 9 
site, excavated by Larsen (1968a) in the early 1950s, 
these remains evidence the presence in early times of 
microblade- and core-using people who spent at least 
part of their time on the hills overlooking the remnants 
of the Beringian coastal plain. The most distinctive ar

tifact types from these early sites are a regular, broad, 
oval-platformed microblade core, often evidenced by 
remnants of core tablets, and, at the Battle Rock site, a 
narrow, wedge-shaped microblade core. The age of these 
sites is presently uncertain, but we suspect that they date 
somewhere between 8,000 and 6,000 years ago. We fur
ther believe that these sites may stem from a stage of 
Arctic prehistory that represents an evolved form of the 
American Paleo-Arctic tradition, as originally defined 
from the Akmak and Kobuk complexes at Onion Portage 
(Anderson, 1970a). 

The evidence both for an American Paleo-Arctic af
filiation and for the suggested dating is admittedly not 
good, however. The problem revolves around two ques
tions: did the narrow, wedge-shaped microblade core ap
pear earlier in northern Alaska than the broad, oval-
platformed type; and was there any period of time in 
northern Alaska when both types of cores were made by 
the same inhabitants? With respect to the first question, 
we can say at least that the two core types have rarely 
been found together in the same tight cluster of chips 
and artifacts or in the same feature that would suggest 
their manufacture or use by the same people. Since the 
differences between the core types appear to be stylistic 
rather than functional or indicative of different stages in 
manufacture, they probably represent different modes of 
core manufacture at different periods of time. Further, 
the earliest radiocarbon-dated microblade and core sites 
in northern and central Alaska (Anderson, 1970a; Cook, 
1968; Powers, 1978; West, 1975) and also in northeast
ern Asia (Dikov, 1968; Mochanov, 1977) are consistently 
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those with only the narrow, wedge-shaped core. On the 
other hand, we do not yet have reliable dates for assem
blages in northern Alaska that contain the regular, 
broad, oval-platformed type of core. 

There is at least one possible exception to the gen
eral observation that the two core types did not coexist 
in northern Alaska. This is the presence of the two chal
cedony cores at the Battle Rock site, one of each type. 
Although they were not found in close association with 
each other at the site, and although the site obviously 
had been occupied at different times in the past, the fact 
that they were made of the same nonlocal material, an 
extremely unusual one for microblade cores, suggests 
that at least these two dissimilar cores derived from the 
same cultural period. 

The location of the early microblade sites on prom
ontories commanding broad vistas suggests that the sites 
were game lookouts. The small scatters of artifacts we 
found indicate that the sites were also used as chipping 
stations. The people who made and used the artifacts 
were presumably hunting with the same kind of weapons 
used by people of the earlier American Paleo-Arctic 
tradition, that is, they used spears tipped with antler 
points that had unretouched microblades set along their 
sides. They used microblades for other purposes as well, 
for some are wider and thicker than would have been 
useful as weapon head insets, and, of these, several have 
step-fractures along their lateral edges like those pro
duced by cutting or scraping on hard surfaces. 

Thus far, no bifacially flaked tools have been found 
in the early microblade sites along the Kotzebue Sound 
coastal plain, but inasmuch as our collections came from 
chipping stations and lookout sites, our sample was ob
viously preselected. In view of the presence of bifacially 
flaked knife blades in nearly all other large regional col
lections, we do not consider the absence of such artifacts 
from these chipping stations to necessarily indicate that 
the people did not make bifaced tools. Whether they did 
or not, however, they probably did not make bifaced 
weapon heads, nor did they regularly carry bifaced knife 
blades on their hunting forays. 

Our suggestion that Lower Bench is one of the late-
stage American Paleo-Arctic sites differs from our pre
viously held views. Originally, based on the presence of 
Arctic Small Tool weapon head insets and microblades, 
we believed that the Lower Bench assemblage was Proto-
Denbigh, comparable to the lowest Arctic Small Tool 
levels at Onion Portage (Anderson, 1970b). We have re
vised our thinking after conducting additional work in 
other microblade sites on the Kotzebue Sound coastal 
plain in 1976 and failing to find bifaced weapon insets, 
an artifact type that would have been present had the 
sites been Proto-Denbigh. This led us to question how 
the Lower Bench site, which was essentially in the same 
setting as the other coastal plain sites, was similar to or 
different from the other microblade sites in the region. 
We made another extensive search of the Lower Bench 
site, but failed to recover a single fragment of the bi
facially flaked insets that are the hallmark of Denbigh-
related sites. Upon reexamining our original field notes 
on the Lower Bench site and taking a close look at the 
few surviving Lower Bench artifacts obtained between 
1959 and 1962, we found that we could document the 
existence of only two bifacially flaked insets out of the 
hundreds of microblades, two oval-platformed core 
tablets, and chert debitage that have been recovered 
from there. We now suspect that these two isolated in
sets from the Lower Bench site, on which we had rested 
most of our case for its Arctic Small Tool affiliation, 
were likely dropped there by a hunter from one of the 
post-Denbigh cultures. Except for these artifacts, the 
Lower Bench assemblage is another of the pre-Arctic 
Small Tool assemblages, perhaps derived from the 
American Paleo-Arctic tradition. 

Arctic Small Tool Tradition: 
Early Beach Ridge Times 

Broadly speaking, we can classify the prehistory of 
the beach ridge sites around Kotzebue Sound into two 
cultural traditions: 1) the Arctic Small Tool tradition 
representing people who lived in the area from 4,200 to 
1,000 years ago, and 2) the Northern Maritime tradition, 
whose people lived from 1,400 years ago to the present. 
The Old Whaling culture does not appear to belong to 
either of these traditions, and our discussion of it must 
be set aside for the moment . The Northern Maritime 
tradition encompasses the development of the regional 
Eskimo culture as it was first encountered historically; 
and the Arctic Small Tool tradition encompasses the 
development of the earliest known sea mammal hunters 
in northwestern Alaska, who may or may not have been 
ancestral to present-day Eskimos. Following part-time 
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coastal and part-time interior settlement and economic 
patterns, these Arctic Small Tool people pursued a way 
of life consistent with the ancestral Eskimo lifeway that 
has been hypothesized, but their cultural link to the 
Northern Maritime tradition, that is, to Eskimo culture 
as we know it, is still unclear. 

At present, we consider all of the pre-Birnirk assem
blages from the beach ridges around Kotzebue Sound, 
except for Old Whaling, to belong to the Arctic Small 
Tool tradition. We recognize, however, that this view is 
not universally accepted among archeologists, both be
cause the Arctic Small Tool tradition was originally 
more narrowly defined (in Alaska, it included only Den
bigh Flint and closely related complexes [Irving, 1964]), 
and because the links between some of the complexes, 
such as Denbigh and Choris, have been questioned 
(Clark, 1976; McGhee, n .d . ) . O u r view is based on the 
continuity seen in most of the major artifact types from 
one complex to the next (Denbigh, Choris, Norton-Near 
Ipiutak, and Ipiutak), a continuity that may best be seen 
in such artifact categories as end-blade and side-blade in
sets, knife blades, burins or burin-like implements, adz 
blades, and scrapers. We do not wish to minimize the 
importance of the acquisition of new technological 
achievements, such as pottery making and slate grinding, 
obviously introduced from outside northern Alaska. 
However, we feel that the overall cultural pattern was 
basically one that developed in situ. 

The origins of the Denbigh Flint complex, the 
earliest of the complexes in the Arctic Small Tool period, 
remain unknown. The culture of the Denbigh Flint peo
ple, who used the rearmost beaches along the coast of 
northwestern Alaska, was derived from a yet earlier cul
tural complex called Proto-Denbigh, found in the strati
fied Onion Portage site (Anderson, 1970b). The most 
distinctive Denbigh features (mitten-shaped burins, 
microblades made from cuboid cores, and bifaced 
weapon head insets) have not been found in any 
Alaskan site earlier than Proto-Denbigh. Characterized 
by bifaced weapon head insets, burins, and microblades 
(Mochanov, 1969), the 6,000-year-old Belkachi culture in 
eastern Siberia is an obvious source of these traits 
(Irving, 1968). Although much must still be learned 
about the specific cultural links, it is clear that the prac
tice of making and using the small insets so characteristic 
of the Arctic Small Tool tradition is Asian-derived. 

The dating of the Proto-Denbigh period remains a 
problem. Radiocarbon dates of 4,200 years ago from the 
Proto-Denbigh level at Onion Portage seem too recent 
for a complex from which classic Denbigh, and, pre
sumably, all of the eastern Arctic Small Tool complexes 
are thought to have developed. Proto-Denbigh has more 
traits in common with the earliest pre-Dorset culture in 
the eastern Arctic than classic Denbigh has, which we 
might expect if the eastward spread of the tradition 
predated the development of classic Denbigh. However, 
too little time seems to have elapsed for an in situ transi
tion from Proto- to classic Denbigh, especially since 
radiocarbon dates from Iyatayet suggest classic Denbigh 
was present on the coast 4,200 years ago. Nevertheless, 
because the Proto-Denbigh levels at Onion Portage are 
sandwiched between reliably dated pre-Denbigh and 
classic Denbigh levels, we do not have much room to 
adjust the age of Proto-Denbigh to an earlier date. Per
haps the solution lies in the judicious selection of radio
carbon dates from both the eastern and the western Arc
tic Small Tool sites, as has been proposed for the Cana
dian Arctic by McGhee and Tuck (1976). 

Despite relatively scanty early Choris remains, the 
transition between Denbigh and Choris seems to be 
clearly established in many parts of northwestern 
Alaska. In fact, the so-called transitional sites (Walakpa, 
near Point Barrow, the NR-1 site on the Noatak River, 
the Gallagher Flint Station on the eastern North Slope 
[Dixon, 1971], and sites at Cape Krusenstern, to name a 
few) now outnumber classic Choris sites. In other words, 
in the period of the millennium postdating 3,600 years 
ago, numerous traits, such as end-blade insets, burins, 
pottery, spear points, and so on, underwent transforma
tions in style that finally emerged into the complex we 
see at the Choris type site. We are speaking of a 
thousand-year period during which these changes oc
curred, rather than the century or less represented in the 
collections from the type site. Therefore, our description 
of the cultures as transitional, rather than as distinct 
phases, is simply our attempt for the present to minimize 
the number of named archeological complexes in the 
single tradition. 

One interesting aspect of the early Choris period is 
the variation in artifact combinations at each site. Sites 
such as Walakpa have pottery associated with Denbigh 
burins and microblades, whereas other sites, such as the 
early Cape Krusenstern camps, do not. At the Noatak 
NR-1 site (Anderson, 1972) Choris and Denbigh burins 
occur together, but not with microblades; whereas in 
still other sites, such as in Onion Portage Band 3, Choris 
burins are not associated with either Denbigh-type 
burins or microblades. Even pottery styles occur in dif
ferent combinations. For example, cord-wrapped im
pressed decoration is the earliest style found on Choris-
period pots at Cape Krusenstern (beach 48), dating by 
beach ridge placement to about 3,150 years ago. Ap
proximately 2,900 years ago, when beach ridge 46 
fronted the sea, linear-stamped designs appeared, and for 
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several centuries both designs were made by Choris peo
ple. For example, cord-wrapped, impressed decoration is 
the earliest style found on Choris-period pots at Cape 
Krusenstern (beach 48) dating by beach ridge placement 
to about 3,150 years ago. Approximately 2,900 years 
ago, when beach ridge 46 fronted the sea, linear-stamped 
designs appeared, and for several centuries both designs 
were made by Choris people. In the more recent Choris 
levels at Onion Portage, a cord-wrapped, impressed pot
sherd was found in association with some check-stamped 
sherds that almost certainly date to a more recent age 
than any of the cord-wrapped, impressed sherds at Cape 
Krusenstern. 

These different combinations of new and old traits 
at early Choris sites suggest that between 3,600 and 
2,900 years ago, geographically localized people with a 
Denbigh-derived, early Choris culture were changing cul
turally at different rates, some retaining the old artifact 
styles longer than others. Until we have full descriptions 
of all of these assemblages and sites, however, we are 
unable to determine to what extent the artifacts reflect 
differences in regionally specific activities or to what ex
tent they reflect stylistic preferences of local groups. 

The greatest difference we see between assemblages 
of Choris culture is the difference between the early 
Choris assemblages from the Cape Krusenstern beach 
ridge sites and the late Choris assemblages from the 
Choris Peninsula sites. We interpret these differences as 
resulting from gradual cultural changes spread out over 
a full millennium. For example, some chipped stone arti
fact types gave way to ground, nonsilicified slate imple
ment types, while cord-wrapped, impressed pottery 
styles changed first to linear-stamped or linear-incised 
styles, and then to small-check-stamped styles. However, 
since our comparisons are based on artifacts from 
winter settlements at Choris Peninsula and on artifacts 
from spring or early summer camps at Cape Krusenstern, 
the differences between assemblages may also reflect dif
ferences in ecological setting and the occupants ' need to 
use different, locally adapted implements when living 
and subsisting in either area. 

Many of the traits that first appeared in the Choris 
period continued into the Norton period, a fact that has 
led at least one archeologist (Dumond, 1976) to see the 
Choris and Norton people as members of a single cul
ture, distinct from other Arctic Small Tool cultures. 
Besides sharing the same types of pottery and ground 
slate implements, the Choris and Norton people shared 
several styles of weapon head insets, flakeknives, dis-
coidals, and knife blade forms. Choris burin types and 
house forms were not shared by Norton people, 
however. 

Certain Choris and Norton traits, like slate grinding 
and the use of labrets, were apparently derived from 
people in southern Alaska. But most of the Choris im
plements, such as weapon head insets, projectile points, 
knife blades, and burins, were locally derived, with sty
listic modifications, from the earlier Denbigh Flint com
plex. The use of the stone lamp, which has been sug
gested by some as an additional trait that spread from 
the south to the north in late Choris times (Clark, 1976), 
was already present in Kotzebue Sound by 1300 B.C., 
during the Old Whaling period. Choris house designs 
seem to have had their roots in the Old Whaling culture, 
while the Choris stemmed point styles and the flaking 
technique used to produce stone artifacts with broad, 
parallel flake scars, could have derived from either the 
Old Whaling culture or the Arctic Small Tool tradition. 
Other Choris traits are seen in cultures of the same 
period or earlier in southwestern Alaska: for example, 
the side-grooved adz haft, the bilaterally barbed harpoon 
dart head, and the wedge used as a drill bearing. The 
similarities between many of the Choris and south
western Alaskan traits have led some archeologists to 
suggest that the Choris culture came from the south. 
However, in light of the strong local cast to the Choris 
assemblages, this view does not fit with our observa
tions. This disagreement stems more from differences in 
definitions of cultural derivation, however, than substan
tive differences. 

The Battle Rock site, though undated by radiocar
bon assay, appears to be early Norton in age, a conclu
sion based on the presence of arrowheads and spear 
heads with both Choris and Norton stylistic attributes. 
Battle Rock is an especially noteworthy site because it 
demonstrates that the practice of burying the dead with 
numerous hunting weapons and elaborately decorated 
grave goods was a feature of Arctic Alaskan cultures 
many centuries earlier than the Ipiutak period. The Bat
tle Rock style of decorating with bold, spurred lines 
resembles one of the Okvik artistic styles described by 
Rainey (1941). 
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Although the Norton complex appears to have roots 
in the Denbigh Flint complex, the specific sequence of 
cultural changes leading up to Norton and the region in 
which these changes first occurred are not yet known. 
North of Bering Strait, Choris culture is clearly ancestral 
to Norton culture but, in many of the weapon and knife 
blade forms, Norton shares more traits with Denbigh 
than with Choris. Gaps in the archeological record be
tween the time of the Denbigh flint people and the Nor
ton people around Norton Sound and southwestern 
Alaska prevent us from determining the nature of the 
Denbigh-Norton transition from a broad perspective. 
These gaps are between the 4,000-year-old Denbigh 
layers at Iyatayet and the 2,200- or 2,300-year-old Nor
ton components at Unalakleet (Lutz, 1972) and Safety 
Sound (Bockstoce, 1979), and between the Denbigh-
related Smelt Creek and Ugashik Lakes phases in south
western Alaska (Dumond, 1978). 

Ipiutak culture appears to be derived, at least in 
part, from Norton, or, more specifically, from Near 
Ipiutak, its northern aspect. This conclusion is based less 
on a demonstrated gradual transition of elements from 
one cultural complex to the other than on the observa
tion that Near Ipiutak is largely earlier and that some 
Near Ipiutak stone artifact styles are similar to Ipiutak 
styles. There are, however, some difficulties in viewing 
Ipiutak simply as a later cultural development derived 
from Near Ipiutak. First, in its lack of ground slate and 
pottery, Ipiutak (which contains nearly the full comple
ment of Arctic Small Tool chipped stone tool types) ap
pears to be more similar to the much earlier Denbigh 
Flint complex than to its immediate predecessor, Near 
Ipiutak. Second, since the Ipiutak people did not hunt 
whales as their immediate predecessors did, they followed 
a subsistence pattern that seems to have been less "ad
vanced," that is, less varied and productive, than Near 
Ipiutak's. Larsen and Rainey (1948) viewed this differ
ence between complexes as the result of different cultural 
historical orientations among the two groups. We can 
neither confirm nor deny this view, but, whatever the 
explanation, we suspect that the difference is primarily 
ecological, not cultural. More on this will be said after 
we have discussed settlement and subsistence patterns. 

Northern Maritime Tradition: 
Later Beach Ridge Times 

In contrast to the earlier Arctic Small Tool tradi
tion, which was Eskimo-like in subsistence patterns but 
not in artifact styles, the Northern Maritime tradition is 
obviously Eskimo both in artifact styles and in economic 
pursuits. At present, we are unable to understand the 
link between the two traditions—traditions which, on 
the one hand seem to be rather different, and on the 
other hand seem to be at least indirectly related. One of 
the unanswered questions concerns the relation between 
Ipiutak and Birnirk. The Ipiutak culture, the immediate 
predecessor of Birnirk, seems an unlikely source from 
which the Birnirk culture evolved. The two cultures 
coexisted in northwestern Alaska for a time. While the 
Birnirk people established themselves along the head
lands of Cape Prince of Wales, Point Hope, and Point 
Barrow, the Ipiutak people, who had formerly occupied 
the entire coastal region, withdrew into such sounds and 
embayments as Cape Krusenstern and Deering. 

The physical or cultural relationships of Birnirk peo
ple to their local predecessors is still unknown. Physically, 
they seem to have differed from the Ipiutak people, as if 
they were a population apart (Debets, 1959). They also 
differed culturally, even though several types of chipped 
stone artifacts were used by the people of both cultures. 
At Cape Krusenstern, the presence of Ipiutak traits in 
Birnirk houses suggests either that the Ipiutak people 
underwent a rapid period of acculturation as Birnirk 
techniques of whaling, slate grinding, and pottery mak
ing spread into the region, or that Birnirk people moved 
into the area and, while replacing the indigenous Ipiutak 
people, adopted a few of the older local traits. Either 
situation is possible. But viewing the archeology of 
northwestern Alaska as a whole, we interpret the 
amalgamation of Ipiutak and Birnirk traits at Cape 
Krusenstern as a local phenomenon, regardless of 
whether the people were Ipiutakers who adopted a 
Birnirk lifestyle or Birnirk people who were influenced 
by the indigenous Ipiutakers. 

From a broader perspective, the long-standing view 
that Birnirk culture has a great deal in common with the 
Okvik/Old Bering Sea culture of St. Lawrence Island 
and coastal Chutkotka, seems as valid now as it did 
when it was first proposed nearly a half-century ago 
(Collins, 1937b). As discussed by Ford (1959), who 
added to Collins' original thesis that Old Bering Sea and 
Birnirk were part of a continuum, Birnirk shares more 
traits with Old Bering Sea than with Ipiutak. These 
shared traits include pottery styles, ground slate knives 
and lance blades, and open-water seal hunting tech
niques. Further, the slate knives and sealing equipment 
appear to have been preadaptive for the specific tech
niques of whaling and whale processing developed by 
the Birnirk and, later, the Western Thule peoples. Ac
tually, it is difficult to see how Eskimo whaling could 
have developed without the prior development of these 
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traits (Larsen, 1968b). Collins' (1964) definition and 
description of the Northern Maritime tradition, in which 
Old Bering Sea and Okvik were the earliest stages, has 
stood the test of time and, indeed, has been strengthened 
through additional evidence. 

It therefore appears that the Northern Maritime 
tradition did indeed spread along the northwestern 
Alaskan coast, in the area formerly characterized by the 
Arctic Small Tool tradition, and that the people of both 
traditions coexisted for at least a millennium (A.D. 
0-1000) in the Bering Strait and Chukchi Sea region and 
for several centuries (A.D. 600-1000) in the Kotzebue 
Sound and Seward Peninsula area. The distinct tradition 
of each was maintained through different subsistence 
strategies and technologies. For at least part of their exis
tence, the people of both traditions mutually occupied 
the northwestern coastal region of Alaska and mutually 
influenced each other. At the same time, they remained 
independent, each one using different but overlapping 
habitats. 

Old Whaling Culture 

The Old Whalers are the mysterious people of Cape 
Krusenstern. They appeared suddenly at the cape, lived 
there during the early Choris period, and then disap
peared. Different from the Denbigh and Choris cultures, 
the Old Whaling culture is an enigma in the prehistoric 
record of the Arctic. Nothing like it has been found any
where else. A few Old Whaling artifact types seem to 
relate to the Denbigh Flint complex. A few other ele
ments—a single harpoon head (fig. 136), straight-sided 
stemmed points, and their house form—were subse
quently adopted by some post-Denbigh Arctic Small 
Tool groups. A few other pieces, such as notched points, 
resembled eastern Arctic forms, but the resemblance of 
these may be merely coincidental. By far, the majority of 
their artifacts and traits make the Old Whalers unique. 

Our comments concerning the Old Whalers are 
more speculative than firm, and we present them here to 
indicate possible directions for future research. Obvious
ly the Old Whaling people were from a different tradi
tion than that of the Arctic Small Tool people, with 
whom they coexisted, at least briefly, in the Kotzebue 
Sound region. We suspect that their antecedents may not 
have been foreign to the region, however. To accept an 
alternative explanation would require us to view them as 
Norsemen-like migrants who suddenly sailed among the 
indigenous residents of Kotzebue Sound, set up a flour
ishing settlement with a culture only coincidentally 

adapted to the region, and left no influence on the in
digenous people. We think it more likely that the Old 
Whaling culture flourished for a long time in the western 
Arctic as a member of a tradition as yet undiscovered in 
its entirety. Perhaps the homelands of the Old Whalers 
were regions that best permitted a maritime Arctic econ
omy, islands such as St. Lawrence Island and the 
Diomedes, and headlands such as those at Cape Prince 
of Wales, Point Hope, and the northeastern coast of 
Asia. This hypothetical tradition may have coexisted for 
a long time with the Arctic Small Tool tradition, often 
in different geographical areas, but sometimes in over
lapping areas, as interior and coastal Eskimo cultures 
have done in the recent past. 

The Old Whaling culture may, furthermore, not be 
so isolated archeologically as it now appears. Although 
Old Whaling and Denbigh are unquestionably unrelated 
culturally, and although we have not yet found the cul
tural complex that was the forerunner of Old Whaling, 
the more recent complexes in northwestern Alaska may 
represent a combination of traits from these two tradi
tions. For example, in establishing the first Arctic Small 
Tool winter settlements, and perhaps in developing the 
first open-water sea mammal hunting practices in the 
region, the Choris people around Kotzebue Sound may 
have borrowed the house form, large heavy butchering 
tool styles, and perhaps even nonsilicified slate grinding 
techniques from the descendants of the Old Whalers. 
Other groups, such as the Ipiutak people, whose cultural 
remains are more in keeping with the Arctic Small Tool 
tradition, may have retained a part-time inland, part-
time littoral (including ice edge and ice floe) hunting 
economy. Simply by concentrating on activities like seal 
and caribou hunting, the Ipiutakers would have utilized 
weapon types developed for those purposes during the 
previous millennia by people of the early Arctic Small 
Tool tradition. 

Until we have more information regarding sites pre
dating the Okvik and Old Bering Sea periods from St. 
Lawrence Island and from its adjacent mainland coasts, 
we cannot prove our hypothesis. We know, however, 
that early maritime cultures did exist in northeastern 
Asia—along the coast of the Okhotsk Sea and farther 
south, for example. These may be key areas in which to 
search for the origins of the maritime tradition that later 
influenced northwestern Alaska (Larsen, 1968b). Follow
ing this line of reasoning, the northwestern Alaskan 
mainland representatives of the Northern Maritime tradi
tion, as defined by Collins, may represent an amalgama
tion of the Arctic Small Tool cultural adaptation and a 
circum-Bering Sea-Chukchi Sea full maritime adaptation, 
each a longstanding and coexisting tradition. Although 
the specifics differ, this view is compatible with several 
earlier views and may reconcile some that seemed poles 
apart (Larsen and Rainey, 1948; Larsen, 1954; Collins, 
1954). 
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Fig. 157. Cumulative graph showing the relative abundance of faunal remains from each of the Cape Krusenstem settlements (based on percentages of 
the minimum number of animals). 
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Settlement and Subsistence around 
Kotzebue Sound 

The locations and types of settlements chosen by the 
Kotzebue Sound people were intimately connected to 
subsistence opportunities. The history of settlement 
growth and development, therefore, is best derived from 
a study of the faunal remains, the artifacts directly re
lated to food-getting, and the location, arrangement, and 
types of camps and houses. 

Introduction 

From the types of houses and camps built at Cape 
Krusenstern and the other coastal locations at Kotzebue 
Sound, and from their distribution, we have been able to 
distinguish between winter and nonwinter sites. We have 
had difficulty in distinguishing between late spring, sum
mer, and early fall sites, however. There seems to have 
been little ecological reason for people to have selected 
one exact plot of ground over another. Kotzebue Sound 
settlements often occur in tight clusters separated from 
the others by some distance. This leads us to believe that 
we can recognize the settlements that functioned as com
munities (Chang, 1962). Such a belief is based on the 
assumption that, unless evidence exists to the contrary, 
the houses in each settlement were occupied concurrent
ly. Unfortunately, there is no evidence as yet to show 
whether the settlements' houses were occupied one after 
the other by the same family, returning yearly, or 
whether they were occupied concurrently by several 
families. 

Because there is substantial high-quality ethno
graphic and ethnohistoric information on northern Eski
mos, and because the Eskimo culture is highly adapted 
to regionally specific activities, we are in an especially 
good position to rely on ethnographic analogy to infer 
food-getting activities from artifactual remains. 

Perhaps the most reliable information on settlement 
patterns and subsistence activities comes from an analy
sis of faunal remains (fig. 157). Such an analysis, how
ever, cannot reliably indicate the number of house occu
pants or settlement occupants nor can it indicate the 
nutritional well-being of the residents. 

The faunal collections from Cape Krusenstern and 
Choris Peninsula, numbering as many as four thousand 
identified bones from some settlements, enable us to 
identify many, but not all, of the large animal species 
hunted. It is impossible to know how representative the 
faunal counts are of the animals hunted and caught. 
Beluga, for example, undoubtedly played a larger role in 
the subsistence of Cape Krusenstern people than is in
dicated in our faunal collections. From observations 
made at the hunting camps of modern Eskimos, we know 
that these heavy animals are butchered at the shoreline. 
Only the flesh, blubber, skin, and occasionally the rib 
cages are taken into the camp area. Since our archeologi-
cal investigations concentrated on house excavations and 

not on old shorelines or potential drying rack areas, we 
cannot estimate how many beluga were butchered or 
consumed. 

A few walrus bones were found in house middens, 
but most walrus remains are seen in ivory artifacts, quite 
likely from beached animals or trade; these may have 
had little to do with the food supply. Whalebones do 
not necessarily indicate food preferences either. Whale 
vertebrae and mandibles are useful construction 
materials, and the Cape Krusenstern residents might 
have collected these large bones from the carcasses of 
whales washed up onto the beaches anywhere along the 
coast. Beach combing for bones may explain why most 
Ipiutak houses had at least one whalebone in them, even 
though none of the assemblages from the houses, except 
for House 18, contained whaling equipment. On the 
other hand, beached whales, if not too long dead, still 
have edible blubber and skin, even after the flesh has 
rotted, so that if whales did wash up in the vicinity of 
Cape Krusenstern, they could have contributed to the 
food supply without showing up in the archeological 
record. 

The minimum number of animal species represented 
in a collection is often a more meaningful statistic than 
the total number of bones. But even in the largest settle
ment at Cape Krusenstern or Choris Peninsula, the total 
animal count is a pittance when compared to the usual 
take during a season by modern Eskimo families. The 
numbers and kinds of bones found during an archeologi
cal excavation of one of these settlements do not, there
fore, relate to the numbers of animals brought in. Rather 
they relate to the manner in which the bones were dis
carded. We know from modern Eskimo practices that 
few of the thousands of bones in the cuts of meat 
brought home find their way into the debris around the 
houses. At campsites, there is often an inverse relation 
between the number of bones left there and the number 
of animals taken in. When only a short time is spent at a 
camp, there is not much need to cart away bones that 
could get under foot or rot and attract scavengers, but 
when a camp is occupied for a long period, care must be 
given to the matter of discarding wastes. In fact, the 
bones in some campsites may be merely the remains of 
the final meal before the occupants broke camp. 
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Still, differences in the number of animals repre
sented by the bones in each house do perhaps reflect 
general differences in settlement and subsistence patterns. 
The most important bones for determining subsistence 
patterns around Kotzebue Sound are those of bearded 
seals and birds. These are the animals whose annual stay 
in the region is most narrowly confined to particular 
seasons. Bearded seals are especially important, because 
they have been one of the major resources at Cape 
Krusenstern throughout time. 

Settlement Patterns 

The first period for which we find evidence of occu
pation along the shores of Kotzebue Sound, other than 
the artifact scatters on the coastal plain, is the Denbigh 
Flint period (fig. 158). The leavings of the people are ex
clusively from temporary campsites. No coastal winter 
houses, such as those present in nearly all the later 
periods, have been found anywhere along these shores. 

Evidence from the Arctic interior and from the coast 
suggests that the Denbigh people spent their winters in 
the interior hunting caribou (Irving, 1964; Anderson, 
1968) and came to the coast only in spring or early sum
mer to hunt seals (Giddings, 1964). The evidence that 
they hunted seals along the coast comes from their 
broad, triangular, end-blade insets, the type used to tip 
sealing harpoon heads. The part-coast/part-interior set
tlement pattern meant that the Denbigh people had ac
cess to the most important animals at their periods of 
greatest concentration in both regions. Interestingly, this 
pattern was postulated many years ago, on the basis of 
historical reconstructions from ethnographic evidence, 
for a Paleo-Eskimo stage of Eskimo cultural development 
(Steensby, 1916). 

Following the Denbigh period, Choris, Norton, and 
Ipiutak people, as well as twentieth-century Eskimos, 
also successively set up spring and early summer camps 
at Cape Krusenstern, Choris Peninsula, Cape Espenberg, 
and the beach fronts north of Cape Prince of Wales. As 
was true of the Denbigh period, no winter settlements 
were established at Cape Krusenstern during the periods 
of Choris and Norton or in parts of the twentieth cen
tury. During the Choris period, winter settlements were 
confined to Choris Peninsula in Kotzebue Sound, and, 
considering only the area of our investigations, during 
the Norton period, they were confined to the area along 
the coast of Seward Peninsula northeast of Cape Prince 
of Wales. During the early twentieth century, Eskimos 
have built winter houses at Cape Espenberg, Kotzebue, 
and Sisualik. The two house ruins at Kugzruk Pond are 
the only known Norton houses in the entire region of 

our investigations, however, and they stand in marked 
contrast to the large Norton winter settlements around 
Nor ton Sound (Bockstoce, 1979; Lutz, 1972). During the 
Old Whaling, Ipiutak, and Birnirk periods, winter settle
ments around Kotzebue Sound were present at Cape 
Krusenstern, but apparently nowhere else. This contrasts 
with the Western Thule and Kotzebue periods, and, in 
the twentieth century, with the winter settlements that 
were distributed along several different parts of the 
Kotzebue Sound coast. 

The distribution of winter settlements, spring 
camps, and summer settlements around Kotzebue Sound 
indicates two or possibly three patterns of living in the 
region. In one pattern, families wintered at Cape Krusen
stern, but did not build spring camps there. In another, 
they camped at Cape Krusenstern in the spring and early 
summer, but built their winter houses elsewhere. In a 
third possible pattern, the Old Whalers, and perhaps 
Ipiutak people, established both winter and summer set
tlements at Cape Krusenstern, though where they estab
lished their spring camps and whether they even had 
spring camps is still unknown. 

A fuller picture of the settlement patterns about 
Kotzebue Sound is derived from our faunal analysis. As 
shown in figure 157, bearded seal bones were numerous 
in the Kotzebue, Birnirk, and Western Thule settlements, 
and to some extent, in the Ipiutak settlements. Bearded 
seals are not well adapted to living under ice and are 
thus not present in Kotzebue Sound during the winter; 
finding their bones in the winter houses suggests that the 
houses continued to be occupied during May and June. 
On the other hand, bearded seal bones were rare in or 
absent from the Choris houses at Choris Peninsula and 
from the Old Whaling summer and winter settlements at 
Cape Krusenstern. This indicates that people did not 
hunt from their main settlements during May or June, 
but rather at spring camps elsewhere. For the Choris 
period, the seasonal round appears to be well docu
mented. Late Choris campsites at Cape Krusenstern were 
contemporaneous with the Choris winter settlement at 
Choris Peninsula. Apparently, the Choris people moved 
across Kotzebue Sound to Cape Krusenstern each spring 
to hunt bearded seals and then returned to their houses 
at Choris Peninsula in late summer. During the Old 
Whaling period, the Old Whalers may have had a con
flict in scheduling their spring sea mammal hunting ac
tivities. Because it would have interfered with the spring 
whaling, they may not have hunted bearded seals. How
ever, since the Western Thule whalers were able to carry 
out both whale hunting and bearded seal hunting while 
still occupying their winter houses at Cape Krusenstern, 
this explanation is not satisfactory. On the other hand, 
Old Whaling spring camps may, in fact, exist at Cape 
Krusenstern, even though we have not yet located them. 

We would have a better understanding of the sea
sonal aspects of the settlement patterns around Kotzebue 
Sound had we been able to identify individual species of 
birds from the faunal remains. In our original faunal 
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Location 

Kotzebue 
Sound: 

Wales and Deering, North Alaska Riverine Northwest 
southern Northwestern Kotzebue, coast between woodland: Alaskan 

Cultural Seward Seward Cape Battle Rock & Kobuk & tundra 
Period Peninsula Peninsula Krusenstern Pt. Barrow Noatak (North Slope) 

Recent D A + D A + • A + D A + D A + D A + 

Kotzebue and 
other local • A + D A + D A + D A + 
complexes 

Late Western 
Thule A + • + • A + D A + 

Early Western 

Thule • • + • A • 

Birnirk • • + • A + 

Ipiutak D A + D A + D A D A 

Norton-Near 

Ipiutak D D A A + D O + • A 

Choris A • A A O • A O 

Old Whaling • 

Early Choris A A A A A O 

Denbigh Flint A A A O D A D A 

Early 
Microblades O O A O O 

Palisades O D A • A O 

Key: • Semi-permanent winter dwellings 

A Campsite (hearths) 

O Artifact scatters (not associated with hearths) 
+ Burials and human skeletal remains 

Fig. 158. Distribution of sites in Northwestern Alaska according to type. 
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analyses, we lacked comparative bird collections which 
would have allowed us to make specific identifications. 
Since then, bird bone collections have become available, 
but only the Choris and Old Whaling bird bones have so 
far been reanalyzed. Nearly all of the bird bones from 
the Old Whaling summer settlement are those of water 
fowl, as would be expected for a summer occupation. At 
Choris, both summer and winter birds are represented. 

The remains of small seals constituted a large part 
of our bone counts, but since the bones of small seals 
are found in approximately the same proportions in all 
the settlements at Cape Krusenstern, and since small 
seals are normally taken throughout the winter as well 
as in late spring and early summer, their presence in the 
sites does not help us to distinguish between winter and 
early summer occupancy. In the Choris Peninsula settle
ment, the seals were likely taken during winter. Other
wise, there should have been a higher proportion of 
bearded seals to small seals represented in the faunal re
mains. However, in contrast to the faunal statistics for 
Cape Krusenstern, the percentage of seal bones in the 
Choris houses is relatively low. This can perhaps be ex
plained by the winter ecology around Choris Peninsula. 
In winter, open leads in the ice are far from shore at 
Choris Peninsula, but the leads at Cape Krusenstern are 
often fairly close to shore, making seal hunting a more 
productive winter activity at Cape Krusenstern than at 
Choris Peninsula. This conclusion is reinforced by the 
absence of toggle sealing harpoons in the Choris houses. 

Beluga bones can also relate to a season, for beluga 
are in the Kotzebue Sound region during early summer 
and fall, but, as noted above, the butchering practices 
are such that the absence of beluga bones in a settlement 
or campsite does not in itself indicate that beluga were 
not hunted. 

The frequency of caribou remains divides the set
tlements into two distinct groups: Choris, Birnirk, and 
Western Thule settlements with a high proportion of 
caribou bones, and the rest of the settlements with a low 
proportion. Judging from the history of caribou in the 
region (Skoog, 1968), we interpret this difference as fluc
tuations in the population density and/or migratory 
routes of the caribou, not differences in the seasons 
when the people lived at the coastal sites. While not usu
ally numerous at Cape Krusenstern, caribou still may 
wander by at any season, and, if present, they would 
have been taken by whatever people were there at the 
time. Caribou at the cape are most plentiful, however, 
during October and November (Uhl and Uhl, 1977). 

Other animals represented in the settlements consti
tuted less than five percent of the bones (fig. 157); they 
include fox, hare, and porcupine. Whether foxes were 
food animals, as is suggested by their bone scatter in the 
houses, or primarily a fur animal, we cannot say. Inter
estingly enough, the faunal counts from the Kotzebue-
period settlements do not indicate an increase in small 
fur-bearing animals taken; if there were increased em
phasis on obtaining furs for trade in the late prehistoric 
period or the early historic period, this is not reflected 
by the faunal remains at Cape Krusenstern. 

Fishing, owing to poor preservation of organic arti
facts and small delicate animal bones, was rarely in 
evidence in the sites around Kotzebue Sound. Our 
earliest direct evidence for fishing comes from the Choris 
period. As far as we can determine, fishing was not, 
however, a significant part of the economy in the region 
during any part of Arctic Small Tool times. This is in 
contrast to the important role that fishing played both 
during later Arctic Small Tool times along the coasts 
south of Bering Strait and during the subsequent Nor
thern Maritime and Recent periods around Kotzebue 
Sound. 

We interpret this lack of emphasis on fishing at 
Kotzebue Sound during Arctic Small Tool times as ow
ing primarily to unfavorable climatic conditions which 
restricted the numbers of salmon, particularly the chum 
{Oncorhynchus keta). Temperatures in the streams 
draining Kotzebue Sound may simply have been too low 
during Arctic Small Tool times to support regular 
salmon spawns. With only small and irregular runs of 
salmon, fishing could not have ranked as a critical factor 
in determining the locations of settlements at any season 
around Kotzebue Sound. The fact that fishing was im
portant during later Arctic Small Tool times south of 
Bering Strait lends indirect support to our conclusions. 
During Norton times, for example, fishing was very 
much in evidence in the large sites along the shores of 
Norton Sound (Lutz 1972; Bockstoce 1979). Even at 
Kugzruk, located just north of Cape Prince of Wales, net 
sinkers for fishing were present. Had fishing been pro
ductive, it is reasonable to think that people living at 
Kotzebue Sound during Norton times would have devoted 
as much time to this resource as did their more southerly 
relatives. Quite possibly, the northern limit of abundant 
salmon resources (located today between Kotzebue 
Sound and Point Hope) was located during Norton times 
somewhere between Cape Prince of Wales and the south
ern entrance to Kotzebue Sound. 

One of the animals most important to present day 
Kotzebue Sound Eskimos is the whale. Yet relatively few 
whalebones are found in archeological sites of the area. 
Although whales are not present in Kotzebue Sound to
day, the people of the region consider whale oil, blub
ber, and skin important supplements to their diet, and 
they go to great efforts to maintain trading contacts with 
members of whaling communities such as those at Point 
Hope. 
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Whaling was practiced in Kotzebue Sound during 
the Western Thule period and, very likely, during the 
Old Whaling period. In fact, judging from the number 
and type of Western Thule and Old Whaling houses, 
faunal remains, and cultural remains, both the Western 
Thule people and the Old Whalers must have hunted 
whales as intensively each spring as present day Eskimos 
do at the whaling stations of Point Barrow and Point 
Hope. 

Given the desire of Kotzebue Sound people for 
whale products, why was whaling pursued only 
sporadically at Cape Krusenstern? We believe that the 
use of Cape Krusenstern as a whaling station depended 
upon the environmental conditions that made whaling 
attractive. At present, leads in Kotzebue Sound open up 
in spring too far out from Cape Krusenstern to make 
whaling practicable. If we look further afield, we note 
that Kivalina, which is located north of Cape Krusen
stern, is now a whaling village. Yet in the recent past, 
Kivalina people were unable to depend on encountering 
whales near their village each year and they usually had 
to go to Point Hope to join whaling crews there. In 
other words, whales are now more common near Kivalina 
than they were in years past. According to residents, the 
whales that pass close by Kivalina on their spring migra
tions to the northern feeding grounds come from the 
northwest, not from the south as one might expect. This 
is because the whales follow leads that branch south-
westward from the main leads through the Bering Strait 
and western Chukchi Sea. These minor leads, which ex
tend from near Point Hope to near Kivalina, may occa
sionally misdirect whales on their northward migrations. 
Coinciding with a clockwise rotating current that flows 
in the northern part of Kotzebue Sound (Fleming and 
Heggarty, 1966), these leads are due in part to the in
teraction of winds and currents each spring. 

From the above evidence, we believe that whales 
were present in the Cape Krusenstern area when leads in 
the ice permitted them to enter Kotzebue Sound during 
their main periods of migration. The leads that brought 
whales to Cape Krusenstern may have resulted from a 
southern shift of the northeast/southwest-oriented leads 
that are now present between Point Hope and Kivalina. 

Since the interrelations between the period of ice 
breakup, lead openings, winds, and the direction of cur
rents in the Chukchi Sea are so complex, we are as yet 
unable to determine what kind of environmental change 
would have displaced the leads to the south during both 
the Western Thule and Old Whaling periods but not 
during other times. We suspect that the critical factor 
was a periodic change in the direction of spring winds 
and storms. The beach ridges themselves give evidence 
that, at least during the ice free seasons, prevailing 
winds have changed dramatically, blowing from the 
northeast during some millennia and from the southwest 
during other millennia (Moore, 1968). It is reasonable to 
assume that winds and storms alternated directions at 
other seasons, too. If so, this would have caused gradual 
shifts in the locations of the open leads along which the 
whales migrated. 

As to why the Ipiutak people did not hunt whales 
either at Point Hope or at Cape Krusenstern, it may be 
that during Ipiutak times conditions were unfavorable at 
both locations. Several archeologists have suggested that 
the unfavorable conditions owed primarily to changes in 
mean annual or monthly temperatures; but such changes, 
we believe, would have merely delayed break-up for a 
few weeks and, as a consequence, merely delayed the 
whale migrations. Rather, we suspect that winds and 
storms were the dominant factors. Today at Point Hope, 
whaling is most productive when the winds blow from 
the northwest; when they blow from the south, 
southwest, or west, the ice is piled up along the coast 
and the leads are too far out in the Chukchi Sea to make 
whaling practicable. If the conditions were such that no 
whaling leads were close to shore anywhere between 
Kotzebue Sound and Point Hope during the Ipiutak 
period, then the Ipiutak people could not have been 
whale hunters. Lacking the opportunities to whale, 
Ipiutakers would naturally have had to depend on seal
ing and caribou hunting, activities for which their fore
runners in northwestern Alaska had long before devel
oped efficient equipment. Such a return to a Paleo-
Eskimo subsistence pattern might explain why the 
Ipiutak artifacts relating to subsistence appear so much 
like those from the earlier periods of the Arctic Small 
Tool tradition. 

The shift in settlement patterns between the Western 
Thule and Kotzebue periods may also reflect shifts in the 
prevailing winds and currents around A.D. 1400, shifts 
that caused the disappearance of whales around Kotze
bue Sound. With no opportunity for whaling, the Kotze
bue people may have had to follow a more dispersed 
seasonal subsistence round. By about that time, fishing 
techniques had been vastly improved, and rather than 
returning to a great deal of sealing, as the Ipiutak and 
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Birnirk people had done, or returning to small isolated 
winter settlements as the Birnirk people had done, the 
Kotzebue people began to move to areas where fishing 
was better, such as at Sisualik or Kotzebue, and, at least 
at some spots, where they could continue to live in 
large, multiple-family settlements. 

The above conclusions are necessarily speculative, 
and they point out the need for more detailed ecological 
research in the Kotzebue Sound region. Since the 
changes in the past years seem to have been cyclical in 
nature, it seems likely that conditions will continue to 
change, perhaps once again bringing whales within the 
reach of Kotzebue Sound residents. 

Concluding Remarks 

In the quarter century since our excavations at Cape 
Krusenstern, the Kotzebue Sound region has been the 
scene of some dramatic changes. Among the most im
portant with regard to Cape Krusenstern are the passage 
in 1971 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act 
(ANCSA) and the establishment in 1978 of Cape Krusen
stern as a National Monument. The latter emphasizes the 
significance of the remarkable historic record that the 
beach ridges contain. Their protection is fortunate. As a 
National Monument, Cape Krusenstern will be safe from 
adverse development or destruction. Thus far, only a 
small portion of the archeological sites in those regions 
have been excavated, and there is strong need to con
tinue the work there. 

We have several specific recommendations to make 
concerning future investigations around Kotzebue 
Sound. First, the next round of excavations should focus 
on the settlements already partially investigated. Our 
past work, aimed at unraveling the cultural history of 
the region, centered on excavating primarily the house 
ruins in the settlements, where we could most efficiently 
obtain information on artifact styles and house forms. 
Past experience had taught us that house floors con
tained the greatest concentrations and varieties of ar
tifacts. To obtain a fuller picture of the lifeways of the 
beach ridge residents, their winter settlements should be 
extensively investigated. Storage areas, dog-staking 
areas, and other areas of concentrated activity should 
also be found and thoroughly investigated. The materials 
from such excavations will not likely add much to 
museum collections or yield the beautiful pieces of art 
that make excellent display items, but they should give 
the information needed to round out our interpretations 
of past cultures. 

Since many of the activities of prehistoric people 
leave no readily visible archeological remains, our sec
ond recommendation is that intensive chemical testing of 
the soils be undertaken to determine different activities 
within the sites. In addition, remote sensing equipment 
should be used to pick up differences in vegetation that 
would reflect the various activities undertaken at each 
site. 

A diligent search for nonwinter campsites, especially 
those of the Northern Maritime period, is also needed. 
Because the sod is thick on the more recent beach ridges, 
such camps, if they exist, do not have the same visibility 
that camps on the older beaches have. In the years since 
we undertook our intense archeological investigations of 
the coastal sites, we have learned considerably more 
about the environmental and ecological conditions of the 
area. We understand better than we did twenty-five 
years ago how these conditions affected the people who 
lived there. 

We have learned, for example, that early spring 
campsites are best built on the seaward slope of the front 
beach, where water-retaining humus is lacking and the 
melting snow runs off through the bare gravel. Since 
spring is an important time for sealing, the hunters of 
long ago quite likely came to Cape Krusenstern as early 
as possible in the spring to procure ringed and bearded 
seals. If they camped on the slopes of the beaches, and 
not on the ridge tops, then our excavations may have 
missed an entire part of their seasonal round. Later in 
the year, after the snow has disappeared and the moss 
has dried, the tops of the ridges become luxuriously fur
nished with a carpet-like matting of humus. Choris, 
Ipiutak, and other hunters may then have moved their 
camps to the ridge tops. The beach top sites we un
covered may have been camps used only during the lat
ter part of the bearded seal hunting season, when small 
seals became difficult to get and the numbers of bearded 
seals declined. 
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Another important question that future research 
should attempt to answer is what significance the Ipiutak 
House 18 whaling harpoon head had in the regional sub
sistence patterns of the Ipiutak period. We had hoped to 
resolve this question with our excavations at Cape 
Krusenstern in 1973, but, because of difficulty in obtain
ing excavation permits, we were unable to undertake the 
work. We cannot even say whether House 18 is early or 
late Ipiutak (we suspect the latter) and for a start, future 
investigations at Cape Krusenstern should address this 
question. 

Other work at Cape Krusenstern should be directed 
toward examining the archeology of the region as an 
integrated whole. The tradition started by Giddings of 
integrating archeology with ethnography and environ
mental studies still seems to be the most meaningful 
approach to the prehistory of the region. Through our 
own work and the work of others, we now have a good 
understanding of the subsistence rounds of the Kikitari-
miut (Uhl and Uhl, 1977), the Siilavingmiit (Anderson 
and Anderson, 1977), and the Kuuvangmiit (Anderson et 
ah, 1977); and through the detailed work of Foote 
(1961), Foote and Williamson (1966), Cooke (1960), Uhl 
and Uhl (1977), Hall (1971), Saario and Kessel (1966), 
and Burch (1979), we have much information about 
other groups around the Kotzebue Sound area. The In-
upiat themselves have an increasing desire to help in the 
writing of their history, and by studying the Kotzebue 
Sound area through a variety of perspectives, the time 
should not be far off before we shall have a full view of 
the type of life led by the area's residents over the past 
ten thousand years. 
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Место и Культурное Развитие 
Эскимосов в Районе Коцебу 

(Kotzebue) Залива 

Д. Д. Андерсон 

Ссылаясь на археологические данные, описанные 
в предыдущих главах, люди за прошедшие четыре 
тысячи лет почти постоянно заселяли район Коцебу 
Залива на Аляске. Данные археологии также 
указывают на то, что люди были в этом районе даже 
раньше — в течении Полисайдского (Palisades) 
периода, где-то шесть-семь тысяч лет назад и, 
возможно, ещё раньше в Американском Полео-
Арктическом периоде (American Paleo-Arctic period) в 
пределах между восемью и десятью тысячами лет 
назад (Андерсон, 1977). Хотя мы ещё не в состоянии 
предоставить радиоуглеродные даты для культурных 
археологических остатков, которые очевидно 
относятся к 2200 годам до н.э., тем не менее мы можем 
точно опредедить, в худшем случае, некоторый из этих 
материалов относящийся к культурному ареалу 
Коцебу Залива (Kotzebue Sound), сравнивая его с уже 
продатированными археологическими остатками 
найденными в ближайших районах (Фиг. 156). 

Ранний Период в Районе Коцебу Залива 
(Kotzebue Sound) 

Наиболее древние археологические остатки, 
найденные нами в процессе исследования в районе 
Коцебу Залива, были обнаруженны в трех местах: 
(1) в окаменевшей почве Бэтл Рок (Battle Rock) 
стоянки, где мы в процессе раскопок относительно 
недавнего погребения неожиданно обнаружили более 
ранние археологические остатки; (2) в дёрне 
Нижне-Бенч (Lower Bench) стоянки; и (3) в 

каменистой поверхности Раббитских гор (Rabbit 
Mountain), на небольшом холме, расположенном, 
приблизительно, в пятнадцати километрах к северу 
от мыса Крузенштерн (Krusenstern) (Андерсон, 1977). 
Если мы также учтём материал из нижних слоев 9ой 
стоянки Трэйл Крик пещеры (Trail Creek Cave), 
которую Ларсен (1968а) раскапывал в начале 1950-ых 
годов, то эти археологические остатки являются 
доказательством наличия в ранние времена людей, 
использующих микропластины и микронуклеусы. Эти 
люди проводили, в худшем случае, часть их времени на 
холмах, обозревая участок Беринговского побережья. 
Наиболее характерный тип изделий этих ранних 
стоянок—широкий, конусовидный (oval-platformed) 
микронуклеус, часто определяемый по остаткам 
переработанной платформы нуклеуса (core tablet), и 
узкий, призматический или клиновидный (wedge-
shaped) микронуклеус. Возраст этих стоянок ещё не 
уточнён, но мы предполагаем, что они датируются в 
пределах 8,000-6,000 лет. Более того, мы верим в то, 
что эти археологические памятники корнями уходят в 
доисторический период Арктики, представленный 
развитием Американской Палео-Арктической 
(American Paleo-Arctic) традицией, которая была 
определена и выявлена в комплексах Акмак (Akmak) 
и Кобук (Kobuk) на стоянке Онион Портэйдж (Onion 
Portage) (Андерсон, 1970а). Тем не менее, 
доказательства родства с Американской 
Палео-Арктической традицией и предложенная 
датировка довольно не убедительные. Эта проблема 
периодически касается двух вопросов: 
(1) действительно ли узкий, призматический (wedge-
shaped) микро-нуклеус появился в северной Аляске 
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раньше, чем широкий конический (oval-platformed) 

тип нуклеусов и (2) было ли время в северной Аляске, 

когда эти д в а вида нуклеусов производились одним и 

тем ж е населением? Относительно п е р в о г о вопроса 

мы можем отметить, что два вида нуклеусов очень 

редко находятся вместе в одной активной зоне, что в 

противном случае могло бы дать основание считать, 

что выше упомянутые д в а вида нуклеусов 

изготовлялись или использовались одними и теми ж е 

людьми. Поскольку различие между двумя типами 

нуклеусов скорее стилистическое, чем 

функциональное или о т р а ж а ю щ е е различные стадии 

в производстве, то возможно они относятся к разному 

виду изготовления нуклеусов и в разные периоды 

времени. Кроме того, ранним археологическим 

стоянкам в с е в е р н о й и центральной Аляске, которые 

продатированы радиоугдеродным методом и 

содержащим микропластины и нуклеусы (Андерсон, 

1970а; Cook, 1968; Powers, 1978; West, 1975), а так ж е 

стоянкам в северо-восточной Азии (Диков, 1968, 

Мочанов, 1977), х а р а к т е р н ы только узкие, 

призматические (wedge-shaped) типы нуклеусов. С 

другой стороны, мы ещё не в состоянии относительно 

правильно д а т и р о в а т ь археологические коллекции в 

северной Аляске, с о д е р ж а щ и е регулярный, широкий, 

конусовидный (oval-platformed) тип нуклеуса. 

Возможно, это единственное исключение, что эти 

д в а вида нуклеусов не сосуществовали в северной 

Аляске. Это наличие д в у х колцедоновых нуклеусов на 

Бэтл Рокской (Battle Rock) стоянке. Х о т я они не были 

найдены в близкой ассоциации д р у г с другом на 

стоянке, и х о т я стоянка совершенно определённо 

была заселена в разное время в прошлом, тем не 

менее тот факт, что они были сделаны из 

идентичного, не местного, и очень необычного для 

таких видов нуклеусов каменного материала, может 

с в и д е т е л ь с т в о в а т ь о том, что эти д в а нуклеуса 

относятся к одному культурному периоду. 

Ранние микропластинчатые стоянки 

р а с п о л о ж е н ы очень удобно, с хорошим, широким 

обзором местности, что может с в и д е т е л ь с т в о в а т ь о 

том, что эти стоянки служили местом ресурсов и о х о т ы 

на них. Н е б о л ь ш о е количетво а р х е о л о г и ч е с к и х 

изделий, н а й д е н н ы х на стоянках, также г о в о р и т о 

том, что эти стоянки были местами изготовления 

орудий труда. Л ю д и , которые делали и использовали 

эти изделия, по всей вероятности были охотниками, 

п р и м е н я ю щ и м и т а к и е ж е виды оружия, как и 

население ранней Американской Палео-Арктической 

т р а д и ц и и . О н и использовали копья с костяными 

наконечниками, по краям которых вставлялись не 

р е т у ш и р о в а н н ы е микропластины. Также 

микропластины имели д р у г у ю принадлежность . 

Н а п р и м е р , н е к о т о р ы е из них отличающиеся по 

ш и р и н е и толщине, использовались как вкладыши 

д л я наконечников стрел и таким микропластинам 

х а р а к т е р н о несколько ступенчатых изломов на их 

боковом краю, подобные тем орудиям труда, которые 

используются для резания и скобления т в ё р д ы х 

поверхностей. 

Таким образом, бифасы не были найдены на 

ранних микропластинчатых стоянках в приморском 

районе З а л и в а Коцебу (Kotzebue Sound), видимо, 

ввиду того, что наш материал был ч р е з в ы ч а й н о 

л и м и т и р о в а н и преимущественно состоял из 

отщепов, найденных на о т к р ы т ы х стоянках. Тем не 

менее, отсутствие бифасов на этих стоянках не 

г о в о р и т о том, что люди не производили бифасальных 

изделий. Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о м этого служит наличие 

бифасальных ножей из ряда д р у г и х крупных 

коллекций б л и ж а й ш и х регионов. Как бы там ни было, 

люди производили бифасы или нет (возможно они 

делали бифасальные орудия труда), но фактом 

остаётся то, что они использовали бифасальный нож 

на охоте. 

Наше предложение, что Нижне-Бенчская (Lower 

Bench) стоянка является одной из поздних стадий 

Американских Полео-Арктических стоянок, 

отличается от наших предыдуших точек зрений. 

Первоначально, основываясь на наличие вкладышей 

и микропластин, подобных Арктической т р а д и ц и и 

Н е б о л ь ш и х Изделий (Arctic Small fool), мы верили в 

то, что Нижне-Бенчская (Lower Bench) коллекция 

была Прото-Дэнби (Proto-Denbigh), которая подобна 

нижним у р о в н я м Арктической т р а д и ц и и Н е б о л ь ш и х 

Изделий, о б н а р у ж е н н ы х на стоянке Онион Портэйдж 

(Onion Portage) (Андерсон, 19706). Мы пересмотрели 

наши точки з р е н и я после исследования д р у г и х , 

подобных стоянок в приморском районе Коцебу 

З а л и в а (Kotzebue Sound) в 1976 поду, где нам не 

удалось найти бифасальные вкладыши, то есть тип 

изделия, который х а р а к т е р е н стоянкам Прото-Дэнби 

(Proto-Denbigh). Это дало нам основание задать 

вопрос: какое сходство или отличие Нижне-Бенчской 

(Lower Bench) стоянки со стоянками этого ж е региона, 

находящихся в подобных приморских условиях? Мы 

сделали ещё одно интенсивное исследование 

Нижне-Бенчской стоянки, но снова не о б н а р у ж и л и 

д а ж е одного бифасального наконечника, 

х а р а к т е р н о г о стоянкам традиции Дэнби (Denbigh). 

П е р е с м а т р и в а я наши первоначальные полевые 

записи Нижне-Бенчской стоянки и внимательно 

изучая несколько изделий, найденных в процессе 

археологической разведки на этой стоянке в 1959 и в 

1962 годах, мы заключили, что мы в состоянии 

в ы д е л и т ь наличие только двух бифасных вкладышей 

из сотен микропластин, два фрагмента (tablet) 

конического (oval-platformed) нуклеуса, и отщепы из 

кремня. В данном случае мы предполагаем, что эти два 

вкладыша с Нижне-Бенчской (Lower Bench) стоянки, 
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наличие которых послужило основанием считать 
близость этой стоянки с Арктической традицией 
Нубольших Изделий, скорее всего было оставлено 
здесь охотниками одной из Дэнбских (Denbigh) 
культур. За исключением этих изделий, коллекция 
Нижне-Бенчской (Lower Bench) стоянки отличается 
от коллекций Арктической традиции Небольших 
Изделий (Arctic Small Tool tradition) и, вероятно, 
развилась из Американской Полео-Арктической 
традиции. 

Арктическая Традиция Небольших 
Изделий. Ранний Приморский 
(Beach Ridge) Период. 

Условно, мы можем классифицировать 
доисторические приморские стоянки в районе 
Коцебу пролива (Kotzebue Sound) на две культурные 
традиции: (1) Арктическая традиция Небольших 
Изделий, отражающая людей, которые жили в этом 
районе с 4,200 до 1,000 лет назад, и (2) Северно-
Приморская традиция, население которой жилое 
1,400-ых годов и до наших дней. Культура Древних 
Китобойцев (Old Whaling) не относится к этим 
традициям и мы пока не будем дискусировать об этом. 
Как это было отмечено, исторически местная 
эскимоская культура развилась на основе Северно-
Приморской традиции и культуры ранних охотников 
на морских животных в северо-западной Аляске, 
которые могли быть предками современных 
эскимосов, получившие свое развитие от Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий. Следуя частично 
приморской и тундротаежной форме адаптации и 
экономики, население Арктической традиции 
Небольших Изделий вело образ жизни, подобный 
предкам эскимосов, культурная нить которых, видимо, 
тянется из Северно-Приморской традиции, но тем не 
менее, как мы знаем, проблема происхождения 
эскимоской культуры продолжает оставаться не 
выясненной. 

Сейчас мы рассмотрим все пре-Бирниркские 
коллекции приморских стоянок Коцебу Залива, 
(Kotzebue Sound) относящихся к Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий, за исключением 
Древне-Китобойной традиции. Тем не менее, мы 
понимаем, что эта точка зрения не полностью 
принята археологами но двум причинам: (1) потому 
что Арктическая традиция Небольших Изделий ещё 
не достаточно хорошо определена (на Аляске это 
относится только к Дэнби Флинт (Denbigh Flint) 
традиции и родственным ей комплексам (Irving, 
1964)) и (2) потому что связь между некоторыми 
комплексами, таких как Дэнби (Denbigh) и Чёрис 
(Choris), ставилась под вопрос (D. Clark, 1976; 
McGhee, n,d.). 

Наш подход основан на последовательности 
наиболее характерных типов орудий труда от одного 
комплекса к другому (Дэнби, Чёрис, Нортон-Иниутак 
и Ипиутак), тоесть последовательность, лучше всего 
выраженная такими категориями изделий, как 
концевые (end-blade) и боковые (side-blade) вкладыши 
и скребки. Конечно, мы не пытаемся принизить 
значение новых технологических достижений, таких 
как производство керамики и шлифовка сланца, 
попавшие в северную Аляску из других районов. Тем 
не менее, мы предпологаем, что формирование 
культур развивалось в основном в локальных 
условиях. 

Происхождение Дэнби Флинт комплекса, 
раннего комплекса Арктической традиции 
Небольших Изделий, продолжает оставаться 
неизвестной. Население культуры Дэнби Флинт, 
использующее преимущественно побережье 
северо-западной Аляски, исходит из ещё более 
раннего комплекса, называемого Прото-Дэнби 
(Proto-Denbigh), открытого на многослойной стоянке 
Онион Портэйдж (Onion Portage) (Anderson, 19706). 
Диагностический материал, который наиболее 
характерен для Дэнби (резцы варешковидные, 
типологически подобные боковым и срединным 
резцам, микропластины отщеплённые от кубического 
нуклеуса, и бифасальные вкладыши) ещё не был 
найден на Аляске раннее, чем Прото-Дэнби (Proto-
Denbigh). Отличающаяся бифасальными вкладышами, 
резцами и микропластинами (Мочанов, 1969), шести-
тысячелетняя культура Бельками в восточной Сибири, 
определённо является источником этих черт. (Irving, 
1968). Хотя ещё много исследований должно быть 
проведено относительно взаимосвязи этих двух 
культур, один факт является совершенно ясным, что 
производство и использование небольших 
вкладышей, характерное Арктической традиции 
Небольших Изделий, было развито и перенесено из 
Азии. 

Датировка культурных остатков периода 
Прото-Дэнби (Proto-Denbigh) остаётся 
проблематичной. Радиоуглеродные даты, 
относящиеся к 4,200 летней давности и исходящие из 
слоя Прото-Дэнби на стоянке Онион Портэйдж, 
видимо, очень поздние для комплекса, из которого 
получило своё развитие классическое Дэнби и, 
вероятно, все восточные комплексы Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий. Прото-Дэнби имеет 
больше общего с ранней пре-Дорсет культурой в 
восточной Арктике, чем с Классическим Дэнби, 
которая в следствии продвижения на восток 
предопределила развитие Классического Дэнби. Тем 
не менее, очень мало времени прошло для перехода 
от Прото к Классическому Дэнби, непосредственно 
учитывая тот факт, что радиоуглеродные даты 
указывают на то, что Классическое Дэнби 
существовало в приморских районах 4,200 лет тому 
назад. Хотя Прото-Дэнби культурный слой на стоянке 
Онион-Портэйдж находится между достаточно 
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хорошо продатированным пре-Дэнби и 
Классическим Дэнби слоями, тем не менее у нас нет 
достаточно оснований отнести Прото-Дэнби к более 
раннему времени. Возможно решение проблемы 
зависит от правильного выбора радиоуглеродных дат, 
исходящих из восточных и западных стоянок 
Арктической традиции Небольших Изделий, как это 
было предложено (McGh.ee и Truck, 1976) для 
канадской Арктики. 

Не смотря на довольно скудные остатки Раннего 
Чёриса, переход от Дэнби к Чёрису кажется был 
достаточно хорошо установлен во многих районах 
северо-западной Аляски. Кстати, так называемые 
переходные стоянки Валакпа (Walakpa) около мыса 
Бэроу (Point Barrow),—стоянка НР-1 (NR-1) на реке 
Ноатак (Noatak), Галлагер Флинт Стэйшин (Gallagher 
Flint Station) на восточном Норт Слопе (North Slope) 
(Dixon, 1971) и стоянки на Мысе Крузенштерн (Саре 
Krusenstern),—сейчас превосходят классические 
стоянки Чёриса (Choris). Иными словами, в период 
3,600 лет тому назад, ряд черт, такие как концевые 
вкладыши, резцы, керамика, наконечники стрел и 
т.д., испытывали переход в стиле, что в конечном 
счёте появилось в комплексе, наблюдаемых на 
стоянках Чёрисского (Choris) типа. Мы говорим о 
тысячелетнем периоде, в течении которого 
произошли изменения, скорее, чем за столетия или 
даже меньше, исходящего из коллекции стоянки. 
Поэтому мы рассматриваем культуры скорее как 
переходные, чем отличительные фазы, поскольку 
наша нынешняя попытка—уменьшить количество 
названий археологических комплексов в рамках 
одной традиции. 

Один интересный аспект ранне-Чёрисского 
периода—это вариация в комбинации изделий на 
каждой стоянке. Стоянка, такая как Валакпа 
(Walakpa), содержит керамику, ассоциирующуюся с 
резцами и микронуклеусами традиции Дэнби 
(Denbigh), тогда как другие стоянки, такие как ранние 
поселения Мыса Крузенштерн (Cape Krusenstern) не 
имеют этой ассоциации. На реке Ноатак (Noatak) на 
стоянке НР-1 (Андерсон, 1972) резцы Чёриса (Choris) 
и Дэнби (Denbigh) находятся вместе, но не с 
микронуклеусами, в то время, как на других стоянках, 
таких как Онион Портэйдж Бэнд 3 (Onion Portage 
Band 3), резцы Чёриса (Choris) не ассоциируются с 
резцами и микронуклеусами традиции Дэнби. Даже 
типы керамики находятся в различных комбинациях. 

Например, линейно-шнуровой (cord-wrapped) тип 
керамики с выдавленной декорацией—характерный 
раннему стилю найденному на Чёрисском (Choris) 
куполе мыса Крузенштерн (Cape Krusenstern) 
(морской берег 48) (beach 48) и датирующемуся по 
залеганию морского побережья приблизитеу\ьно 1,000 
лет до нашей эры. Приблизительно 2,900 лет тому 
назад этот стиль был заменен линейно-штамповым 
дизайном. В наиболее поздних Чёрисских (Choris) 
слоях на стоянке Онион Портэйж была найдена 
валечно-шнуровая (cord-wrapped), с выдавленными 
черепками, керамика в ассоциации с клеточно-
штампованными (check-stamped) черепками, которые 
почти определённо датируются наиболее ранним 
возрастом, чем валечно-шнуровая (cord-wrapped) 
керамика на мысе Крузенштерн (Cape Krusenstern). 

Эти разные вариации новых и старых черт 
ранних стоянок Чёриса дают основание считать, что 
между 3,600 и 2,900 лет тому назад ранняя культура 
Чёрис была изменена в различных пропорциях, 
некоторые сохранили старый (прежний) стиль 
изделий дольше, чем другие. До тех пор, пока у нас не 
будет полного описания всех этих коллекций и 
стоянок, мы не в состоянии определить до каких 
пределов изделия отражают различия специфической 
активной зоны данного региона или до каких 
пределов они отражают стилистическое предпочтение 
локальных групп. 

Большая разница между коллекциями культуры 
Чёрис—это разница между коллекциями раннего 
Чёриса приморских стоянок мыса Крузенштерна 
(Cape Krusenstern) и коллекциями позднего Чёриса 
стоянок Чёрисского полуострова (Choris Peninsula). 
Мы интерпретируем эти различия, как результат 
последовательных культурных изменений в течение 
всего тысячелетия. Например, некоторые каменные 
изделия отбивочной техники перешли в 
шлифованные изделия некремневого сланца, в то 
время как валечно-шнуровая (cord-wrapped) 
керамика изменилась сначала в линейно-точечный 
(linear-stamped) или линейно-гравировочный (linear-
incised) стиль кермики и затем изменилась в 
небольшой клеточно-точечный стиль (small-check-
stamped). Тем не менее, поскольку наши сравнения в 
основном базируются на изделиях зимних поселений 
Чёрисского полуострова (Choris Peninsula) и изделиях 
весенних и ранне-летних поселений мыса 
Крузенштерн (Cape Krusenstern), различия между 
коллекциями может также отражать разницу 
экологических условий, где населению необходимо 
было использовать различные, локально 
адаптированные изделия, живя в том или другом 
районе. 
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Много черт, в п е р в ы е появившихся в Чёрисском 

(Choris) периоде продолжались в Нортонском 

(Norton) периоде, факт, позволивший в худшем случае 

одному археологу ( D u m o n d , 1976), рассматривать 

население Чёриса и Нортона, как членов одной 

культурной т р а д и ц и и , исходящей из Арктической 

т р а д и ц и и Н е б о л ь ш и х Изделий. Кроме подобной 

керамики и изделий из шлифованного сланца, 

население Чёриса и Нортона также имело несколько 

подобных типов вкладышей, ножей (Hakeknives), 

дискоидов и н о ж е в и д н ы х пластин. Тем не менее, 

типы Чёрисских резцов и формы дома не были 

идентичны с Нортонской традицией. 

Н е к о т о р ы е Чёрисские и Нортонские черты как, 

например, сланцевый растиральник и использование 

л а б р е т о в было, очевидно, занесено населением 

южной Аляски. Но большинство Чёрисских изделий, 

таких как о р у ж е й н ы е вкладыши, наконечники стрел, 

пластинчатые ножи и резцы были локального 

п р о и с х о ж д е н и я от раннего Дэнби Флинт (Denbigh 

Flint) комплекса с некоторой стилистической 

модификацией. Использование каменных ламп, 

которое было предложено некоторыми археологами, 

как д о п о л н и т е л ь н а я черта, распространившаяся с юга 

на с е в е р в период позднего Чёриса (D. (Hark, 1976), 

была уже представлена в Коцебу п р о л и в е до 1,300 

года до н.э. в т е ч н и е Д р е в н е - К и т о в о г о периода. 

Создается впечатление, что дизайн Чёрисского дома 

уходит своими корнями в Д р е в н е - К и т о в у ю культуру, 

в то время как Чёрисские наконечники ч е р е ш к о в о г о 

типа (s temmed point) и отбивная техника, 

использованная для производства каменных изделий 

с широкой паралельной отбивкой отщепов, могла 

произойти как от Д р е в н е - К и т о в о й культуры, так и от 

Арктической т р а д и ц и и Н е б о л ь ш и х Изделий. Д р у г и е 

черты Чёриса наблюдаются в культурах того ж е или 

более раннего периода в юго-западной Аляске, 

н а п р и м е р : топоры, гарпуны и свёрла. Подобие между 

многими чертами Чёриса и юго-западной Аляски 

позволило некоторым археологам прийти к 

заклю чению, что Чёрисская культура развилась с юга. 

Тем не менее, ссылаясь на локальный состав 

Чёрисских коллекций, эта точка зрения не совпадает с 

нашими наблюдениями. Это р а с х о ж д е н и е состоит 

скорее в различном определении п р о и с х о ж д е н и я 

культуры, чем в л и ч н ы х разногласиях. 

Стоянка Бэтл Рок (Battle Rock), хотя и не 

д а т и р о в а н а радиоуглеродным методом, но, видимо, 

относится к в р е м е н и раннего Нортона (early Norton) 

на основании наличия наконечников стрел и копий с 

атрибутами Чёриса (Choris) и Н о р т о н а (Norton). Бэтл 

Рокская стоянка заслуживает особого внимания 

потому, что она демонстрирует, что погребения с 

охотничьим о р у ж и е м и тщательно д е к о р и р о в а н н ы м и 

изделиями были свойственны Арктическим культурам 

Аляски за много столетий до периода Ипиутак 

(Ipiutak). Бэтл Рокский стиль декорации с 

о т ч ё т л и в ы м и линиями подобен Оквикскому 

художественному стилю, описанному Рэйни (Rainey, 

1941). 

Хотя ещё не известно, что Нортон комплекс 

уходит своими корнями в Дэнби Флинт комплекс, 

специфическая последовательность культурных 

изменений указывает на Нортон и район, в котором 

эти изменения в п е р в ы е сложились. На севере 

Б е р и н г о в а п р о л и в а Чёрисская культура совершенно 

определённо является предком культуры Нортон, но 

(многие охотничьи изделия и пластинчатой формы 

ножи) Н о р т о н имеет больше общих черт с Дэнби, чем 

с Чёрисом. Д о в о л ь н о большая брешь в 

археологическом протоколе между временем 

населения Дэнби Флинт и населением Нортон в 

районе Нортонского пролива и юго-западной Аляски 

не позволяет нам установить переход от Дэнби к 

Нортону. Эти п р о б е л ы между 4,000 м " лет Дэнби 

слоями и 2,200-2,300м" лет Нортон компонентами в 

Уналаклит (Unalakleet) (Lutz, 1972) и Сэйфти 

проливом (Safety Sound) (Bockstoce, 1979), и между 

родственными Дэнби Смелт Крик (Denbigh Smelt 

Creek) и озерами Угаслик (Ugaslik Lakes) периодами в 

юго-западной Аляске (Дюмонд, 1978). 

Культура Ипиутак произошла, в худшем случае 

частично, от Нортон, или более конкретно, от 

Б л и ж н е г о Ипиутак. Этот вывод основан не столько на 

демонстрации постепенного перехода элементов 

одного культурного комплекса в другой, сколько на 

наблюдении, что Б л и ж н и й Ипиутак 

преимущественно более ранний и что некоторые 

Ближне-Ипиутакские каменные изделия 

стилистически подобны Ипиутакским. Тем не менее, 

мы сталкиваемся с некоторыми трудностями в 

определении Ипиутака просто как поздней стадии в 

культурном р а з в и т и и Б л и ж н е г о Ипиутака. Во-

первых, это отсутствие шлифованного сланца и 

керамики. Ипиутак, имеющий много общего с типами 

каменных орудий Арктической т р а д и ц и и Н е б о л ь ш и х 

Изделий, более подобен раннему Дэнби Флинт 

(Denbigh Flint) комплексу, чем его непосредственным 

предкам — Б л и ж н е м у Ипиутаку. Во-вторых, 

поскольку население Ипиутак не охотилось на китов, 
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как их предшественники, то они использовали 
ресурсы, которые, по всей видимости, были менее 
продуктивными, чем Ближне-Ипиутакские. Ларсен 
(Larsen) и Рэйни (Rainey, 1948) определяли это отличие 
между комплексами как результат различных 
культурно-историчских ориентации между двумя 
группами. Мы не можем поддержать их точку зрения, 
поскольку наши объяснения базируются в основном 
на экологических, а не на культурных факторах. Мы 
коснёмся этой проблемы более детально после 
дискуссии о характере поселений и ресурсов. 

Северно-Приморская Традиция: 
Позднее Приморское Время. 

В противоположность ранней Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий, которая по средствам 
существования, а не по стилю изделий была подобна 
эскимосским традициям, Северно-Приморская 
традиция совершенно определенно была подобна 
эскимосской как по стилю изделий, так и по 
экономическим средствам существования. В 
настоящее время мы не в состоянии понять связь 
между двумя традициями, которые, с одной стороны, 
кажутся разными, а с другой,—имеют, в худшем 
случае, не прямое родство. Один из нерешённых 
вопросов касается родства между Ипиутак и Бирнирк. 
Хотя культура Ипиутак является непосредственным 
предшественником культуры Бирнирк, тем не менее 
это кажется не совсем подходящий источник, из 
которого культура Бирнирк получила своё развитие. В 
своё время две культуры сосуществовали в северо
западной Аляске. В то время, как население Бирнирк 
освоило мыс Принца Уэлса (Cape Prince of Wales), мыс 
Надежды (Point Норе) и мыс Бэроу (Point Barrow), 
население Ипиутака, которое прежде оккупировало 
приморский район, в конечном счете переселилось к 
заливам и окружило мыс Крузенштерн (Саре 
Krusenstern) и мыс Олений (Cape Deering). 

Физиологические или культурные 
взаимоотношения населения Бирнирк с их 
локальными предшественниками продолжают 
оставаться неизвестными. Физиологически они, 
кажется, отличаются от неселения Ипиутак, как если 
бы они были отдельным населением (Дебец, 1959). У 
них также есть культурные отличия, несмотря на то, 
что несколько видов каменных изделий 
использовались населением обеих культур. На мысе 
Крузенштерн (Cape Krusenstern) наличие черт 
Ипиутака в Бирнирских домах даёт основание 
считать, что население Ипиутака подверглось 
быстрому периоду культурной адаптации к 
Бирниркской технике охоты на китов, шлифовке 
сланца и производству керамики, которые 
распространились в этом районе, или население 
Бирнирка пришло в этот район и вытеснило 
коренное население Ипиутака и адаптировало при 

этом несколько поздних локальных черт. Обе 
ситуации возможны. Но давая общую характеристику 
археологии северозападной Аляски, мы 
интерпретируем амальгамацию Ипиутакских и 
Бирниркских черт на мысе Крузенштерн как явление 
локальное, не взирая на то, что Ипиутакское 
население могло быть адаптировано к Бирниркскому 
образу жизни, или Бирниркское население 
находилось под влиянием коренного Ипиутакского 
населения. 

Более перспективна давно установившаяся точка 
зрения, что Бирниркская культура имеет много 
общего с Оквик (Древне-Беринговской культурой 
острова Святого Лаврентия (St. Lawrence Islands)) и с 
приморской Чукоткой. Эта точка зрения впервые 
была предложена около половины столетия тому 
назад (Collins, 1973ь) и остаётся актуальной до наших 
дней. Форд (Ford, 1959) дополнил идею Колинза, 
указывая на то, что Древне-Беринговская и 
Бирниркская традиции были неотъемлемы. 
Бирниркская культура имеет много общего с 
Древне-Беринговской культурой, больше, чем с 
культурой Ипиутак. Это единство черт выражается в 
стиле керамики, шлифованных сланцевых ножах, 
крупных пластин и техникой охоты на тюленя в 
открытых водах. Затем сланцевые ножи и орудия 
труда, применяемые для охоты на тюленя, были 
адаптированы для специфической техники охоты на 
китов и процесс китобойного производства был 
развит Бирниркской культурой и несколько позже — 
населением Западной Туле. Действительно, это 
трудно представить как охота на китов эскимосским 
населением, могла быть развита без предварительного 
развития этих черт (Larsen, 1968). Колинза (Collins, 
1964) опредение и описание Северо-Приморских 
традиций, в числе которых Древне-Беринговская и 
Оквикская традиции, являлись ранними стадиями, 
действительно проверена временем и имеет 
убедительные доказательства. 

Поэтому Северно-Приморская традиция 
распространилась в прибрежных районах северо
западной Аляски, то есть в районе, который 
характерен Арктической традиции Небольших 
Изделий, и население двух традиций 
сосуществовало, в худшем случае одно тысячелетие (с 
0-1,000 лет н.э.), в районе Берингова пролива и 
Чукотского моря и несколько столетий (с 600-1,000 
лет н.э.) в районе Коцебу (Kotzebue) Залива и 
Сюардского полуострова (Seward Peninsula). 
Отличительной чертой этих традиций было то, что 
они использовали различные методы средств 
существования и различную техонологию. В худшем 
случае их частичного существования эти две традиции 
взаимно влияли друг на друга. В то же время они 
оставались независимыми и каждая из них 
использовала различные, но пересекающиеся 
природные ресурсы. 
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Древне-Китовая культура. 

Древние китобойцы являются таинственным 
населением мыса Крузенштерна. Они неожиданно 
появились на мысе, жили там в течение Ранне-
Чёрисского периода и затем исчезли. В отличие от 
культур Дэнби и Чёриса, Древне-Китовая культура 
является загадкой в предистории Арктики. Ничего 
подобного не было найдено в любом другом месте. 
Несколько типов Древне-Китобойных изделий 
кажутся родственными комплексу Дэнби Флинт. 
Несколько других элементов как, например, головки 
поворотных гарпунов (Фиг. 136), прямые черешковые 
наконечники и форма их дома были впоследствии 
адаптированы некоторыми группами Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий после Дэнби (post-
Denbigh) периода. Несколько других видов, таких как 
наконечники стрел с зазубринами, имеют сходство с 
восточными арктическими формами, но это сходство 
является скорее случайностью. Таким образом, 
большинство этих изделий и черт делает Древних 
Китобойцев уникальными. 

Наши комментарии относительно Древних 
Китобойцев скорее условные, чем фактические и мы 
рассматриваем их здесь в целях дальнейшего 
возможного исследовния. Безусловен тот факт, что 
Древние Китобойцы происходили от другой 
традиции, чем население Арктической традиции 
Небольших Изделий, с которым, в худшем случае, они 
сосуществовали в районе Коцебу залива. Мы 
предполагаем, что их предшественники не были 
новичками района. Мы можем охарактеризовать их 
как северных эмигрантов, неожиданно попавших в 
среду коренного населения Коцебу залива, которые 
только по случайному стечению обстоятельств 
адаптировались в этом районе, культура которых 
стала процветать, но не повлияла на коренное 
население. Мы считаем более вероятным, что 
Древне-Китобойная культура процветала долгое 
время в западной Арктике как представитель ещё не 
открытой традиции. Возможно, что родиной Древних 
Китобойцев были районы, позволяющие 
использование приморской арктической экономики, 
такие как Диамидовы острова или остров Святого 
Лаврентия и мысы Принца Уэлса, Надежды (Point 
Норе), а также северо-восточное побережье Азии. Эта 
гипотическая традиция возможно долгое время 
сосуществовала с Арктической традицией Небольших 
Изделий. Часто эти традиции сосуществовали в 
разных географических районах, но иногда и в 
пересекающихся районах как, например, совсем 
недавние эскимосские культуры внутренних областей 
и прибрежных районов. 

Древне-Китобойная культура к тому же могла не 
быть так изолирована археологически, как это нам 
сейчас представляется. Хотя Древне-Китобойная и 
Дэнби культуры бесспорно являются неродственными 
культурами и, хотя мы еще не нашли культурного 

комплекса, который был предвестником 
Древних Китобойцев, тем не менее наиболее 
недавние комплексы в северо-западной Аляске могут 
представлять комбинацию черт, развившихся из этих 
двух традиций. Например, в установлении зимних 
поселений Арктической традиции Небольших 
Издеий и, возможно, в развитии охоты на 
млекопитающих животных в открытом море, 
население Чёриса района Коцебу Залива могло 
позаимствовать форму дома, крупные и тяжелые 
орудия труда для обработки мяса и, возможно, даже 
технику некремневого шлифованного сланца от 
предков Древних Китобойцев. Другие группы, такие 
как население Ипиутак, культурные остатки которых 
наиболее ярко выражены в Арктической традицией 
Небольших Изделий, могли частично сохранять 
адаптацию внутри континента и частично 
прибрежную (включая ледяное поле) экономику 
охоты. Просто, концентрируясь на такой 
деятельности, как охота на тюленей и оленей 
(caribou), население Ипиутак использовало виды 
оружий, которые были развиты для этих целей в 
течение предыдущих тысячелетий населением ранней 
Арктической традицией Небольших Изделий. 

До тех пор, пока мы не будем иметь достаточно 
информации относительно стоянок, датирующихся 
Оквик и Древне-Беринговскому периодам с острова 
Святого Лаврентия и с соседних прибрежных 
районов, мы не в состоянии доказать нашу гипотезу. 
Тем не менее, мы знаем, что ранние приморские 
культуры существовали в северо-восточной Азии в 
прибрежных районах Охотского моря и несколько 
южнее. Эти районы могут рассматриваться как 
опорный пункт в формировании приморской 
традиции, которая в дальнейшем повлияла на 
северо-западную Аляску (Larsen, 1968ь). Следуя 
вышеупомянутым заключениям, северо-западная 
Аляска представляет Северную Приморскую 
традицию и, как определено Колинзом, может 
представлять амальгамирацию культурной адаптации 
Арктической традиции Небольших Изделий и 
приморской адаптации Берингоморья и Чукотского 
моря, каждая из которых (традиций) долгое время 
сосуществовала. Хотя специфика отличается, тем не 
менее, эта точка зрения совместима с несколькими 
более ранними концепциями и может наладить 
некоторые, казалось бы разрозненные полюсы (Larsen 
and Rainey, 1948; Larsen, 1954; Collins, 1954). 
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Поселения и средства существования 
района Коцебу залива 

Расположение и типы поселений, выбранных 
населением Коцебу залива находились близко к 
ресурсам. Поэтому история роста и развития 
поселения может быть лучше понято на основе 
изучения органических остатков животных, орудий 
труда непосредственно относящихся к добыче пищи, 
расположения и структуры поселений и домов, и 
естественной истории родственных ресурсов. 

Вступление. 

Исходя из типов домов и поселений, 
построенных на мысе Крузенштерн, и других 
приморских районов Коцебу залива, и исходя из их 
расположения, мы были в состоянии сделать различие 
между зимними и незимними стоянками. Тем не 
менее, у нас возникли трудности выделить поздне-
весенние, летние и ранне-осенние стоянки. Создаёся 
впечатление, что это был незначительный 
экологический смысл для населения выбирать 
какое-то одно местожительство. Поселения Коцебу 
залива часто расположены в очень тесных группах, 
отделенных друг от друга небольшим расстоянием. 
Это даёт нам основание верить в то, что мы в 
состоянии отличать поселения, которые 
существовали как коммуны (Chang, 1962). Эта точка 
зрения основана на предположении, что если 
доказательств не существует, то дома на каждом 
поселении были оккупированы одновременно. 
Поскольку это только предположение, то у нас нет 
прямых доказательств, демонстрирующих, что дома 
поселений были заселены ежегодно одной и той же 
семьей или они были заняты одновременно 
несколькими семьями. 

Поскольку мы обладаем существенной 
этнографической и этноисторической информацией 
северных эскимосов и так как эскимосская культура 
отлично адаптирована к жизни в специфических 
районах северных широт, то мы находимся в 
довольно хорошем положении, позволяющем нам 
применять этнографические аналоги, объясняющие и 
доказывающие деятельность охотников и 
собирателей на основании археологических остатков 
в предисторическое время. 

Возможно наиболее применимая информация, 
касающаяся функции поселений, деятельности и 
ресурсов, исходит из анализа остатков фауны (Фиг. 
157). Тем не менее, такие анализы не могут полностью 
правильно указывать на количество людей, живущих 
в доме или на поселении, но могут 
продемонстрировать диету и калорийность пищи, 
употребляемой резидентами поселений. 

Коллекция фауны с мыса Крузенштерн и 
Чёрисского полуострова составляет 4,000 
отождествлённых костей из некоторых поселений. 
Нами было определено много костей (но не все) 
крупных видов животных, на которых производилась 
охота. Это невозможно установить по количеству 
остатков фауны, на которых охотился человек, кокое 
точно место эта фауна занимала в его жизни. 
Например, белуга, без всякого сомнения, играла 
гораздо более важную роль в экономике населения 
мыса Крузенштерна, чем это выражено в нашей 
коллекции фауны. Ссылаясь на наблюдения 
охотничьих поселений современных эскимосов, мы 
знаем, что тяжёлые животные разделываются на 
берегу моря. Только мясо, ворвань, шкура и, случайно, 
рёбра приносятся в район лагеря. Поскольку наши 
археологические исследования в основном 
концентрируются на раскопках жилищ, а не на 
старом побережье, то мы не в состоянии определить 
количество обработанной или выловленной белуги. 

Несколько костей китов были найдены в 
культурных слоях дома, но большинство китовых 
остатков представлены изделиями из костей, видимо, 
найденных на берегу или полученных в результате 
обмена, что, по всей видимости, не имеет ничего 
общего с добычей пищи. Наличие китовых костей не 
обязательно означает наличие пищи. Китовый 
позвоночник и челюсти могут быть использованы в 
качестве строительного материала и резиденты мыса 
Крузенштерна, видимо, собирали эти крупные кости 
от скелетов выброшенных на берег китов. 
Прибрежные гребенные очёски для костей 
объясняют, почему в большинстве Ипиутакских 
домов содержится, в худшем случае, одна китовая 
кость, но даже в таком случае, ни одна из коллекций 
домов, за исключением дома № 18, не состоит из 
китовых изделий. С другой стороны, выброшенные на 
берег киты (если они не так давно умерли), 
продолжают какое-то время оставаться съедобными 
(шкура и внутренние части), даже после того, как 
разложилось их мясо. Таким образом, киты, 
выброшенные на берег в районе мыса Крузенштерна, 
могли составлять какую-то часть пищевых ресурсов, 
которые археологически не могут быть обозримы. 
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Минимальное количество видов животных в 
коллекции часто наиболее важный статистический 
фактор, чем общее число костей. Но даже на большом 
поселении мыса Крузенштерна или Чёрисского 
полуострова, общий подсчёт животных составляет 
скудное число по сравнению с обычной сезонной 
деятельностью современных эскимосских семей. 
Количество и виды костей, найденных вследствие 
археологических раскопок, поэтому отражают число 
животных принесённых туда. Скорее, они отражают 
манеру, вследствие которой эти кости были 
разбросаны на поселении. Известно на опыте 
современных эскимосов, что несколько из тысячи 
обработанных костей, принесённых домой, находят 
своё место в отбросах вокруг домов. На поселении, 
как правило, очень часто противоположная 
взаимосвязь между количеством костей оставленных 
на поселении и количеством животных убитых 
вследствие охоты и принесенных на поселение. Если 
только короткое время проведено в лагере, то тогда 
нет большой необходимости перевозить кости, 
которые могут быть просто выброшены и привлечь 
внимание мусорщиков, но если лагерь оккупирован 
более продолжительное время, то эти кости являются 
отбросами. Кстати, кости с некоторых лагерей могут 
просто составлять остатки последней еды до того, как 
население оставило лагерь. 

Разница в количестве животных, определенных 
на основании костей в каждом доме, возможно, 
отражает главную разницу в характере поселения и 
средств существования. Наиболее важными 
находками в районе Коцебу залива для определения 
характера средств существования являются 
найденные кости бородатых тюленей и птиц. Это 
виды животных, у крторых ежегодное заселение 
района связано с конкретными сезонами. Бородатые 
тюлени особенно важны потому, что они были одним 
из важнейших ресурсов в районе мыса Крузенштерна 
на протяжении всего времени. 

Характер поселения. 

Первый период, для которого у нас есть 
доказательства заселения Коцебу залива, 
отличающиеся от простого разброса изделий на 
побережье, является Дэнби Флинт (Denbigh Flint) 
период (Фиг. 158). Жизнь населения отличается от 
временных стоянок. Прибрежные зимние дома, 
подобные тем домам, как в поздние периоды, были 
найдены везде на побережье. 

Доказательства, исходящие из внутренних 
районов Арктики и с приморья, дают основания 
считать, что население Дэнби (Denbigh) проводило 
зимы во внутренних районах, охотясь на оленей 
(Irving, 1964; Anderson, 1968) и приходило на 
побережье только весной или ранним летом 
охотиться на тюленей (Giddings, 1964). 
Доказательство, что они охотились на тюленей в 
приморских районах, основано на характере их 
широкой, треугольной, концевой пластины-
вкладыша, то есть типа орудия, которое исользуется в 
качестве наконечника головки гарпуна для охоты на 
тюленей. Частично прибрежный и частично 
внутренний характер поселения означает, что 
население Дэнби (Denbigh) имело доступ к наиболее 
важным видам животных в периоды их концентрации 
в обоих районах. Любопытно, что такая точка зрения 
относительно характера поселения и средств 
существования была предложена много лет назад на 
основании исторической реконструкции, основанной 
на этнографических данных для Палео-Эскимосской 
стадии эскимосского культурного развития (Steensby 
1916). 

Следуя периоду Дэнби (Denbigh), население 
Чёриса, Нортона и Ипиутака, так же как и эскимосы 
двадцатого столетия, успешно использовало весенние 
и ранне-летние лагеря мыса Крузенштерна, 
Чёрисского полуострова, мыса Эспенберг (Espenberg) 
и северное побережье мыса Принца Уэлса (Саре 
Prince of Wales). Как было характерно периоду Дэнби, 
зимние поселения не были установлены на мысе 
Крузенштерн в периды Чёриса и Нортона или 
частично в двадцатом столетии. В течение 
Чёрисского периода, зимние поселения были 
установлены в районах Чёрисского полуострова и 
пролива Коцебу, относящиеся к району наших 
исследований, и в течение периода Нортон; 
поселения были связаны с районами побережья 
Сюардского полуострова (Seward Peninsula) и с 
северо-востока мыса Принца Уэлса (Cape Prince oi 
Wales). В течение первой половины двадцатого 
столетия эскимосы сооружали зимние дома на мысах 
Эспенберг, Коцебу и Сисуалик (Espenberg, Kotzebue, 
Sisualik). Только руины двух домов на пруду Кугзрук 
(Kugzruk) во всем районе нашего исследования, 
известны как дома периода Нортон (Norton). Тем не 
менее, они отличаются от больших зимних Нортон 
поселений в районе пролива Нортон (Bockstoce, 
1979; Lutz, 1972). Во время Древне-Китового, 
Ипиутакского и Бирниркского периодов зимние 
поселения в районе Коцебу залива находились на 
мысе Крузенштерн, но, очевидно, больше нигде. Это 
отличается от Западной Туле и Коцебу периодов и от 
зимних поселений двадцатого столетия, которые 
были разбросаны в нескольких разных районах 
побережья Коцебу залива. 
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Распространение зимних поселений, весенних 
лагерей и летних поселений в районе Коцебу залива 
указывает на два или возможно три вида средств 
существования в этом районе. В одном случае, семьи 
зимовали на мысе Крузенштерн, но не строили там 
весенние лагеря. В другом случае, они жили на мысе 
Крузенштерн весной и ранним летом, но строили 
свои зимние дома где-нибудь в другом месте. В 
третьем, возможном, случае, население Древне-
Китобойцев и, возможно, Ипиутак устанавливало как 
зимние, так и летние поселения на мысе 
Крузенштерн, однако, где они устанавливали их 
весенние лагеря, или они их вообще имели — 
продолжает оставаться неизвестным. 

Более полная картина характера поселений с 
Коцебу залива исходит из нашего анализа фауны. Как 
показано на фигуре 157, кости бородатых тюленей 
были представлены в большом количестве на Коцебу, 
Бирнирк и Западной Туле поселениях и в каких-то 
пределах на Ипиутак поселениях. Бородатые тюлени 
(Erignathus barbata) не совсем хорошо адаптированы к 
жизни под льдом и поэтому они не находятся в Коцебу 
заливе в зимний период. Находки костей бородатых 
тюленей в зимних домах дают нам основание 
предполагать, что эти дома были также оккупированы 
в течение мая и июня. С другой стороны, кости 
бородатых тюленей были редки или вообще 
отсутствовали в Чёрисских домах на Чёрисском 
полуострове, а также в летних и зимних Древне-
Китовых поселениях на мысе Крузенштерн. Это 
указывает на то, что люди не охотились на своих 
главных поселениях в мае или июне, а скорее всего, на 
весенних лагерях, где-нибудь в другом месте. Для 
Чёрсского периода сезонный цикл довольно хорошо 
зафиксирован. Поздне-Чёрисские лагеря на мысе 
Крузенштерн были одновременны с Чёрисскими 
зимними поселениями на Чёрисском полуострове. 
Очевидно, население Чёриса передвигалось через 
Коцебу пролив на мыс Крузенштерн каждую весну 
для охоты на бородатых тюленей и затем, поздним 
летом возвращалось в их дома на Черисский 
полуостров. В течение Древне-Китового периода 
расписание весенней охоты Древне-Китобойцев на 
морских животных было настолько интенсивным, что 
иногда вступало в конфликт между выбором охоты на 
тот или другой вид морских ресурсов. Поскольку 
охота на морских животных пересекалась с весенней 
охотой на китов, то Древне-Китобойцы, по всей 
видимости, не могли охотиться на бородатых тюленей. 
Тем не менее, китобойцы Западной Туле были в 
состоянии производить охоту на китов и на 
бородатых тюленей, одновременно продолжая жить в 
их зимних домах на мысе Крузенштерн. К сожалению, 
это объяснение не совсем нас удовлетворяет. С другой 
стороны, весенние лагеря Древних Китобойцев могли 
бы существовать на мысе Крузенштерн, даже 
несмотря на то, что мы ещё их не обнаружили. 

У нас будет лучшее понимание сезонных аспектов 
характера поселений в районе Коцебу залива, если 
мы будем в состоянии определить индивидуальные 
виды птиц на основании остатков фауны. В нашем 
непосредственном анализе фауны мы сравнивали 
коллекции птиц, дающих нам возможность сделать 
конкретные определения. Таким образом, коллекции 
костей птиц стали доступными, за исключением 
только Чёрисских и Древне-Китовых коллекций 
костей птиц, которые еще находятся в процессе 
переанализа. Пока все кости птиц Древне-Китовых 
летних поселений относятся к типу перелётных птиц, 
что может быть характерным явлением на стоянке, 
заселённой в летний период. Чёрисским поселениям 
характерны как летние, так и зимние виды птиц. 

Рыбные остатки и небольшие, деликатные кости 
животных находились в плохой сохранности и 
поэтому редко могли служить доказательством рыбной 
ловли на стоянках в районе Коцебу залива. Наши 
ранние непосредственные доказательства рыбной 
ловли относятся к Чёрисскому периоду. Пока что мы 
можем сделать заключение, что рыбная ловля не была 
важной частью экономики в этом районе во все 
периоды Арктической традиции Небольших 
Изделий. Это отличается от важной роли, которую 
играла рыбная ловля в период Арктической традиции 
Небольших Изделий в районе побережья Берингова 
пролива и в последующие Северно-Приморский и 
недавние периоды в районе Коцебу залива. Наша 
интерпретация ограниченного влияния на рыбную 
ловлю в Коцебу заливе в течение Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий объясняется, 
преимущественно, влиянием неблагоприятных 
климатических условий, которые ограничили 
количество лосося (непосредственно Oncorhyneus— 
кетовой лососи). Температура воды в ручьях Коцебу 
залива могла быть просто ниже в период Арктической 
традиции Небольших Изделий, что не поддерживало 
процесс метания икры. На основе только небольших 
и нерегулярных нересей лосося, мы не можем делать 
заключение, что рыбная ловля является главным 
фактором в определении местонахождения поселений 
в любые сезоны в районе Коцебу залива. Косвенная 
поддержка наших заключений исходит из факта, что 
рыбная ловля играла важную роль в период 
Арктической традиции Неболших Изделий в районах 
южнее Берингова пролива. Например, в период 
Нортонского времени, доказательства рыбной ловли 
были найдены на крупных стоянках в районе 
Нортонского пролива (Lutz, 1972; Bockstoce, 1979). 
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Даже в Кугзрук (Kugzruk), расположенном севернее 
мыса Принца Уэлса, были обнаружены грузила 
рыболовной сети. Это нерезонно считать, что если 
рыбная ловля была продуктивным видом экономики, 
то люди, живущие в районе Коцебу залива в период 
Нортонского времени, не посвящали этому 
достаточно времени, как это делали их южные соседи. 
Возможно, что в течение Нортонского времени 
северные ресурсы лосося, которые сегодня находятся 
меж,в Коцебу заливом и мысом Надежды (Point 
Норе), находились в прошлом где-то между мысом 
Принца Уэлса и южным проходом в Коцебу залив. 

Остатки небольших тюленей составляли большую 
часть нашего подсчёта костей, но поскольку кости 
небольших тюленей найдены приблизительно в такой 
же пропорции на поселениях мыса Крузенштерна, и 
поскольку охота на небольших тюленей производится 
как зимой, гак и в весенне-летний периоды, то их 
наличте на стоянке не помогает нам определить 
зимнюю и ранне-летнюю оккупацию стоянок. На 
поселениях Чёрисского полуострова охота на тюленей 
производилась, по всей видимости, в зимний период. 
В противном случае, количество остатков фауны 
бородатых тюленей должно превышать количество 
небольших тюленей. Тем не менее, по сравнению с 
статистическими данными фауны с мыса 
Крузенштерна, процент тюленьих костей в 
Чёрисских домах относительно ниже. Это, пожалуй, 
можно объяснить на основе зимней экологии в районе 
Чёрисского полуострова. Зимой открытые разводья 
во льдах находятся довольно далеко от побережья 
Чёрисского полуострова, в то время как разводья на 
мысе Крузенштерн часто очень близки к побережью, 
что делает зимнюю охоту на тюленей на мысе 
Крузенштерн более продуктивной, чем на Чёрисском 
полуострове. Этот вывод также подтверждается тем, 
что поворотные гарпуны для охоты на тюленей 
отсутствуют в Чёрисских домах. Кости белуги также 
могут быть рассмотрены для определения сезона в 
районе Коцебу залива в течение раннего лета и осени, 
но как было отмечено раньше, отсутствие этих костей 
на поселениях и стоянках, связанных с процессом 
обработки белуги, не даёт полного основания считать, 
что охота на белугу не производилась. 

На основе количества остатков оленей (caribou) 
мы можем подразделить поселения на две различные 
группы: (1) Чёрис, Бирнирк и Западная Туле — 
поселения с высокой пропорцией костей оленей 
(caribou), и (2) остальные поселения с низкой 
пропорцией костей оленей. Ссылаясь на историю 
оленей (caribou) в этом районе (Skoog, 1968), мы 
можем интерпретировать эту разницу колебаниями в 
плотности населения и (или) путями миграции 
оленей, но не разницей в сезонах в период жизни 
людей на приморских стоянках. Хотя небольшое 
количество оленей осталось на мысе Крузенштерн и 
они продолжают бродить там в любое время года, на 
них может охотиться любой, кто там есть. Обильное 
количество оленей на мысе Крузенштерн появляется 
в течение октября и ноябра (Uhl and Uhl, 1978). 

Другие животные, найденные на поселениях, 
составляют меньше пяти процентов всего количества 
костей (Фиг. 157); они включают лису, зайца и 
дикообраза (porcupine). Служили ли лисы пищей для 
людей, поскольку разброс их костей найден в домах, 
или они преимущественно использовались для меха, 
сказать трудно. Интересно, что количество фауны с 
поселений Коцебу периода не указывает на 
увеличение охоты на небольших меховых животных. 
Если бы увеличение охоты на пушнину для торговли и 
было в доисторический период или в ранний 
исторический период, то это так или иначе не 
выражено в остатках фауны на мысе Крузенштерн 
(Cape Kruzenstern). 

Один из наиболее важных животных в настоящее 
время для эскимосов Коцебу залива является кит. 
Пока только несколько китовых костей найдено на 
археологических стоянках этого района. Хотя киты 
сегодня не находятся в Коцебу заливе, но население 
этого района рассматривает китовый жир, мясо и 
шкуру важными дополнениями к их диете и они 
делают всевозможные шаги для установления 
торговых контаков с членами коммун, охотящихся на 
китов, таких как на мысе Надежды (Point Норе). 

Охота на китов производилась в Коцебу заливе в 
течение Западной Туле периода и, очень вероятно, в 
течение Древне-Китового периода. На основании 
количества и типа домов Западной Туле и Древне-
Китовой традиций, остатков костей и культурных 
остатков мы можем предположить, что население 
Западной Туле так же, как и население Древне-
Китовой традиции должно было интенсивно 
охотиться на китов каждую весну, как это делают 
сегодня современные эскимосы в районе мысов Бэроу 
(Point Barrow) и Надежды (Point Норе). 
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Учитывая желание населения Коцебу залива к 
китовой продукции, мы можем задать вопрос — 
почему китовый промысел производился только 
исключительно на мысе Крузенштерн? Мы верим в 
то, что использование мыса Крузенштерна, как 
района для китового промысла, зависило от условий 
окружающей среды, делающей этот промысел 
благоприятным. В настоящее время разводье в 
Коцебу заливе начинается весной довольно далеко от 
мыса Крузенштерн, что делает промысел на китов 
непрактичным. Если мы посмотрим дальше, то можем 
отметить, что Кивалина (Kivalina), которая находится 
севернее от мыса Крузенштерна, является в 
настоящее время китовой деревней. Еще в недавнем 
прошлом население Кивалина было не в состоянии 
зависеть от наличия китов около их села; каждый год 
они обычно отправлялись на мыс Надежды (Point 
Норе) с целью присоединиться там к другим 
китобойцам. Другими словами, киты сейчас наиболее 
часто встречаются около Кивалина (Kivalina), чем это 
было в прошлом. Ссылаясь на показания резидентов 
Кивалина, киты, проходящие близко от села в период 
весенней миграции в северный кормовой район, 
приходят с северо-запада, но не с юга, как это можно 
ожидать. Это связано с тем, что киты следуют 
разводью во льдах, который разделяет северо-запад 
от главного разводья с Берингова пролива и с запада 
Чукотского моря. Эти небольшие разводья, которые 
тянутся от мыса Надежды (Point Норе) до Кивалина 
(Kivalina), могут случайно дезориентировать китов на 
их северном пути миграции. Совпадая с ходом 
часовой стрелки, водные течения заносило в 
северную часть Коцебу залива (Fleming and Heggarty, 
1966), которые, в свою очередь, вместе с ветрами 
оказывали частичное влияние на разводья во льдах 
каждую весну. 

Исходя из вышеупомянутых доказательств, мы 
верим в то, что киты находились в районе мыса 
Крузенштерна во время, когда разводья льдов 
позволяли им входить в Коцебу залив в течение их 
основного миграционного периода. Разводья, 
приведшие китов в мыс Крузенштерн, могли быть 
результатом южной перемены северо-восточной юго-
западной ориентации разводьев льдов, которые в 
настоящее время найдены между мысом Надежды и 
Кивалиной (Point Hope and Kivalina). 

Поскольку взаимоотношения между периодом 
ледяного раскола, началом разводьев во льдах, 
ветрами и направлением течений в Чукотском море 
являются настолько сложными, что мы ещё не в 
состоянии определить, какое из природных явлений 
могло повлиять на разводье льдов на юг в течение 
Западной Туле и Древне-Китового периодов, но не в 
течение другого времени. 

Мы предполагаем, что критическим фактором 
было периодическое изменение в направлении 
весенних ветров и штормов. Морфология побережья 
даёт нам основание считать, что в худшем случае, в 
течение сезонов открытых льдов, преобладающие 

ветры резко менялись, направляясь с северо-востока 
в течение тысячелетия и с юго-запада в течение 
другого тысячелетия (Moore, 1968). Видимо, есть 
смысл предположить, что ветры и штормы меняли 
направления также и в другие сезоны. Если это так, то 
данный фактор являлся главной причиной в 
перемещении открытых разводьев, по которым 
проходил миграционный путь китов. 

На вопрос, почему население Ипиутака (Ipiutak) 
не охотилось на китов в районах мыса Надежды или 
мыса Крузенштерна?, ответом может быть то, что в 
течение времени Ипиутак не было благоприятных 
условий для промысла китов в обоих районах. 
Некоторые археологи предполагают, что 
неблагоприятные условия обязаны, 
преимущественно, изменению среднемесячной 
температуры. Но мы верим, что такие изменения 
могли просто замедлить процесс ледохода на 
несколько недель, и, в результате, просто замедлить 
миграцию китов. Скорее мы предполагаем, что ветры 
и штормы были доминирующими факторами. Сегодня 
на мысе Надежды (Point Норе) промысел на китов 
является наиболее продуктивным, когда ветры дуют с 
северо-запада. Когда же направление ветров идет с 
юга, юго-запада, или с запада, то льды собираются в 
груды около побережья и разводья, таким образом, 
находятся очень далеко в Чукотском море, что делает 
охоту на китов непрактичной. Если бы условия были 
таковы, что китовые разводья не находились близко к 
побережью, где-нибудь в районе Коцебу залива и мыса 
Надежды в течение Ипиутак (Ipiutak) периода, то и 
население Ипиутак не могло бы охотиться на китов. 
Недостаточная возможность охотиться на китов 
ставила Ипиутакцев в зависимость от охоты на 
тюленей и оленей, то есть виды деятельности, к 
которым эффективные орудия труда были давно уже 
развиты их предшественниками в северо-западной 
Аляске. Такое возвращение к Палео-Эскимосскому 
образу деятельности может объяснить, почему 
Ипиутакские орудия труда, относительно их 
применения к окружающей среде, так подобны 
ранним периодам Арктической традиции Небольших 
Изделий. 
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П е р е м е н а в х а р а к т е р е поселений между 

Западной Туле и Коцебу периодами была т а к ж е 

результатом перемены преобладающих в е т р о в и 

течений в 1,400 годах нашей эры, то есть перемены, 

которые явились причиной исчезновения китов в 

районе Коцебу залива. Н е имея возможности 

охотиться на китов, население Коцебу залива могло 

следовать более распространенному сезону средств 

существования. П р и б л и з и т е л ь н о к этому времени 

техника рыбной л о в л и была значительно усовершен

ствована и вместо о х о т ы на тюленей, как это делало 

население Ипиутак и Бирнирк, или вместо 

в о з в р а щ е н и я на небольшие и и з о л и р о в а н н ы е зимние 

поселения, как это делало население Б и р н и р к — 

население Коцебу начало переходить в районы, где 

рыбная ловля была лучше такие, как Сисуалик 

(Sisualik) и Коцебу (Kotzebue), то есть в те районы, где 

они могли продолжать ж и т ь большими 

многосемейными поселениями. 

В ы ш е у п о м я н у т ы е заключения, конечно, 

продолжают оставаться предметом диспута и они 

указывают на необходимость более детального 

экологического исследования в районе Коцебу залива. 

Поскольку изменения в прошлом были периодически 

повторяющимися явлениями, то кажется вероятным, 

что условия будут повторяться к изменению и, 

возможно, когда-нибудь снова киты станут богатством 

ж и т е л е й Коцебу залива. 

Заключение. 

За ч е т в е р т ь столетия наших раскопок на мысе 

Крузенштерн, район Коцебу залива был сценой 

некоторых д р а м а т и ч е с к и х я изменений. Среди одного 

из наиболее в а ж н ы х изменений по о т н о ш е н и ю к мысу 

Крузенштерн явилось у т в е р ж д е н и е в 1971 году 

Аляскинской Национальной Рекламации по 

У п р а в л е н и ю Поселений (ANCSA) и установление в 

1978 году мыса Крузенштерна Национальным 

Памятником. Исторические памятники п о б е р е ж ь я 

мыса К р у з е н ш т е р н а являются особенно важными, в 

результате чего этому было уделено особое значение и 

сегодня эти памятники находятся под национальной 

охраной. Как Национальный Памятник, мыс 

Крузенштерн будет сохранён от неблагоприятного 

развития или разрушения. Таким образом, только 

небольшая часть археологических стоянок в этом 

районе была раскопана, и есть большая 

необходимость п р о д о л ж а т ь там а р х е о л о г и ч е с к и е 

исследования. 

Мы можем сделать несколько рекомендаций 

относительно будущих исследований в районе Коцебу 

залива. П р е ж д е всего, следующий этап раскопок 

д о л ж е н быть с к о н ц е н т р и р о в а н на поселениях, 

которые уже частично исследованы. Н а ш а работа в 

прошлом была н а п р а в л е н а на восстановление 

культурной истории данного района, акцентируя 

внимание преимущественно на раскопках руин домов 

на поселениях, где мы были в состоянии более 

эффективно собрать необходимую информацию о 

стиле и н в е н т а р я и форме домов. Предыдущий опыт 

научил нас, что на полах домов концентрируется 

наибольшее количество разнообразных изделий. В 

целях изобразить наиболее полную картину жизни 

ж и т е л е й побережья, большие участки их зимних 

поселений т а к ж е д о л ж н ы быть исследованы. Склады, 

стойбища д л я собак и другие районы активной 

деятельности т а к ж е д о л ж н ы быть найдены и 

основательно исследованы. Материал этих раскопок, 

видимо, не внесёт большую к о н т р и б у ц и ю в музейные 

коллекции, как прекрасные изделия искусства, 

д е л а ю щ и е о т л и ч н у ю выставку изделий, но этот 

материал может дать необходимую информацию для 

наших и н т е р п р е т а ц и й о прошлых культурах. 

Поскольку большинство человеческой 

деятельности предисторического периода не 

оставляет визуальных археологических остатков, то 

наша вторая рекомендация относится к проведению 

интенсивных химических анализов почвы в целях 

определения р а з л и ч н ы х видов деятельности на 

стоянках. К дополнению, дальнодействующий, 

чувствительный и н в е н т а р ь должен быть использован, 

который даст возможность сделать морфологические 

различия в растительности, о т р а ж а ю щ е й разные 

виды деятельности, предпринятые на каждой 

стоянке. 
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Также необходимы и усердные поиски не зимних 
лагерей, а непосредственно тех, которые относятся к 
Северно-Приморскому периоду. Поскольку дёрн 
довольно толстый на более недавних побережьях, то 
такие лагеря, если они существуют, не обладают такой 
же визобильностыо, как лагеря на старых 
побережьях. В годы, когда мы предпринимали наши 
интенсивные археологические исследования 
приморских стоянок, нам удалось узнать достаточно 
много о природных и экологических условиях этого 
района. Сегодня мы понимаем лучше, чем это было 
двадцать пять лет назад, как эти условия влияли на 
живущее там население. 

Например, мы узнали, что ранне-весенние лагеря 
лучше строились на склоне побережья, направленного 
к морю, где сдерживающий воду дёрн недостаточен и 
тающий снег проходит через гравий. Поскольку весна 
является важным временем для охоты на тюленей, то 
и охотники довольно давно приходили на мыс 
Крузенштерн наиболее ранней весной в целях 
промысла на тюленей. Если они разбивали лагерь на 
склонах побережья, а не на вершинах холмов, то 
наши раскопки могли пропустить целую часть их 
сезона. Несколько позже, когда снег таял и мох 
подсыхал, вершины холмов обрастали прекрасным 
растительным дёрном. Охотники Чёриса, Ипиутак и 
других традиций могли, таким образом, переносить 
свои лагеря на вершины холмов. Прибрежные 
стоянки, которые мы открыли, могли быть 
использованы только в течение позднего периода 
промысла тюленей, то-есть тогда, когда небольших 
тюленей уже становится трудно вылавливать, и число 
промысловых тюленей, таким образом, сокращалось. 

Ещё один важный вопрос, на который в будущем 
необходимо попытаться ответить—это какую роль 
наконечник китового гарпуна Ипиутакского дома 
№ 18 играл в локальных окружающих условиях в 
период Ипиутак. Мы надеялись решить этот вопрос в 
процессе раскопок мыса Крузенштерн в 1973 году, но, 
поскольку мы столкнулись с трудностями в получении 
разрешения на раскопки, мы были не в состоянии 
предпринять полевые работы. Мы даже не можем 
сказать, относится ли дом 18 к раннему или позднему 
Ипиутакскому периоду (мы предполагаем к позднему) 
и для начала, будущие исследования на мысе 
Крузенштерн должны быть адресованы на решение 
этого вопроса. 

Другая работа на мысе Крузенштерн должна 
быть направлена на исследования археологии 
данного района, как одного целого. Традиция, ещё 
начатая Гидингами (Giddings) в объединении 
археологии с этнографией и изучение окружающей 
природной среды продолжает оставаться наиболее 
важным подходом в изучении доисторического 
времени данного района. На основании наших работ, 
а также работ других, у нас сейчас довольно хорошее 
представление об окружающей природной среде 
Кикитаримиута (Kikitarimiut) (Uhl и Uhl, 1978), 
Сиилавингмиита (Siilavingmiit) (Anderson, 1977) и 
Куувангмиита (Kuuvangmitt) (Anderson и Anderson, 
1977). Также, согласно детальной работе Футе (Foote, 
1961; Foote u Williamson, 1966; Cooke, 1960; Uhl u Uhl, 
1978; Hall, 1970; Soario u Kessel, 1966; u Burch, 1979) 
мы обладаем достаточно хорошей информацией о 
других группах в районе Коцебу залива. 

Население Инупиат проявляет желание помочь 
описать их историю на основе изучения Коцебу 
залива. Надо верить, что прийдет время, когда мы 
будем иметь полную картину жизни, оставленную 
резидентами этого района за прошедшие десять тысяч 
лет. 
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カツエビュー

サウンド近辺における

エスキモ一民の

セツルメントと文化発展

夕、グラス D アンダーソン

1iii述してきたように 、 アラスカのカツエビ ューサウンド地域に

は、過去4,0004＇ーのあいだ、＇ iぼ継続して人々がii：みついてきた0

·~に我々の『~i1t.J1正は、それ以前、すなわちおよそ6,000年以 1 iijのパ リ

セイテスmi も、また8,000年と l 万年以 1 iij のパレオ ・ アークテ ソ ク

miにも人々が住んでいたことを lりl ら かにした （ Anderson 1977 ） 。

JJ!.;(1：ーまでの ところ紀元前2,200.1r をさかのはる文化j立物を明示する、

カーボン 14の資料を得ることはできなかっ たが、川辺地域でそれ以

前の古い年代がでている附仏ーの造物と ！”l 干·fl のものがカツエビュー

サウンド、から 出土するのをみると、この地域も よ何時までさかのぼれ

ることヵ、うかがし、知u L ょう c

カツエビューサウンドにおける早期

カツ エ ヒューサウンドJ也械の，i)t.j .ftで f!J 1リl したj比百！のj立物は、 3

f:O;ii叶の ！併から ，＇！＼土している の すなわち（ I ) 11 .H＼カ、くたる新らしい弘

士ti·. を発 1J: t i " I 、 f/J!i Y！.＼に 11:1 ! 1) ，＇！＼ したノ〈トルロック i立湖、のフォシル：ur-;

＂ ＇、 （ 2 ） 下IMベンチi立湖、の！潟村1肝， ，， 、 （ 3 ） ケープクルーセ、ンスター

ンの北 、 およそ 15 キロにある訂で表lfli を被われたラビット 7ウ ン

テンの小 Iiから である （ Anderson 1 977 ） 。 195().ij＇.代の初めにラー

セ ン （ Lar sen ） により発掘されたトレ ール ク リークボlおi 9 j立跡の下

附から現われた泣物も含めると、以卜．発見された j立物は、古い II寺 mi

に 7イクロプレイト、やコアを作製・使用した人々が、ベー リング海

I ~！， ：· 1と地を l~tめー ドろしながら丘の」二で、少なくともある II：~＇を過したこ

とを物Uiitf ろう 。 これら i\ L 、遺跡rj I も っ とも特徴ある泣物は 、 なんと

訂 っ ても t:：~ i対称で広い長円形プラットワオームをもっ7イ クロブ
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レイ ド コアで、これは多くのコアタブレットヵ、現われたことから

も多数存イlこしたことがうかがわれる。 それと同じく長嬰なものにノ、

トルロック泣跡の細長い、〈さび

る。 これらi立跡の年代は今のところ l世l らカBではないが、多分8,000

年から 6 , 00().i手以 1J ijのことでレあ っ たろう 。 ili に巧えら j L ることは、

この文化はオニオンポーテイジ （ Onion Portage ） のア クマク

( Akmak ） と コ バ y ク（ Kobuk ） 彼イ？で定義つ。けられた、アメ リ カン

パレオ ・ ア クティク文化 （！、統から派牛 ・ J笠化発展した文化では

なかっ たろうか、という :flgil!ll である （ Anderson l 970a ） 。

アメリカパレオ ー アークテック世!ill'!，文化とその年代と思える資

料（土、的かに伐材t な総本｜ ｜ を’ 1 ＇し ては L 、るも のの、この問題は次の·•• •.'!: 

に絞れよう 。 （ 1 ）北アラスカにおいて、 偏狭いくさび引マイクロプ

レイドコアは、来し て長川プラ ッ トフォームタイ プより －，！.； ~ 、も の

か。 （ 2 ） あるいはこのふたつのコアタイプは、北アラスカにおい

て同じ人々により製作 ・ 使川されたのであろうか、という 二点で

ある。以上の疑問に ｜刻して我々カ、答えられることは、これらふたつ

のコアはほとんどJU半することがなく、弓うなれば｜百l じ人々により

製作 ・使用されたものでないであろう、ということである。二純の

コアの7~；：は機能上というよりか形式上のもので、おそらく時代差 を

もち、また奥穂のコア製作ニ様式をもっ人々により生産されたことを

立l味するのであろう 。 そして、故前のカーボン資料を従IJ ＼ するマイ

クロプレイドやコアのi'LI:跡は、北それに中央アラスカ （ Anderson

1970 a . Cook 1968 . Powers 1978 . West 1975 ）や北京アジア

(Dikov 1968 . Mochanov 1977 ） では必ず納長いくさび形のコアを

IJ＼土している。 これに対し、北アラスカのある組成 （ア ッ センブレ

ジ ）から :I ＇， る対称で11.： い、 H'i 同咋lプラットフォームを有するコアの

f , i相lできる年代は残念なヵ、ら今のところ干｛；（1：していない。
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北アラスカでこれらふたつのコアが共伴しないという 一般的結

晶にも、少なくともひとつの例外があることをつけ加えておこう 。

この例外とはバ ト ル ロ ック泣跡のふたつの玉悦製 コアである。 こ

れらふたつの玉髄製 コアは少々離れて発見され、また このi立跡は（一主

肘miに tl\1断があったものの、民〔石が土践のものでないこと、マイク

ロ プレイ ド コアの原石としては~i''i l＼•にユニークであること等の·J ~

尖を鑑みて、これらふたつの コアは同じ文化JU］に属するだろうと考
えたし、。

初期！？イク ロ プレイ ド泣跡の立地が展望のきく 1~111 」：にあること

は、これらヵ、猟獄術後土止であっ たことを立l床しよう 。 また i立物があ

ちこちに少しずつ散乱する状態は、ここでi立物をチソピングしたこ

とも示唆する。 動物NH!!' JfJ に製作・使用された泣物・止に首位は、たぶ

ん初期アメリカノfレオ ・ アークテ y ク文化伝統を有した人々が

もっていたものと Iii］ じであったろうと，忠われる。 すなわち、これは

肱校戸jのf1l1j fl!lj に リ タンチなしのマイク ロプレイドを i絞め込んだも

のである。 マイク ロ プレイドは他の il 的にも利用されたようで、

それは形が丘、く りいこと、それらのいく つかからは ｜山l ~ 、表1(!j を切断

した り削っ た り することに起IJ;I する、 k 申1hにそ り 走るステ ッフ。 7

ラクチャーヵ、鋭校された こ とからもうかがえた。

とにかく今までのところ、 jif1il飼ブレイク川l工の地されたi立れは、

カツエビューサウンドihj:J ；＇： ミ！CJ也の十'1JJUJ＜イクロプレイドii'.! 湖、では

発見されていない。 ただし忘れてな らないことは、我々の淵有した

チ ッピング ・ 割引秋11fi j隻 t1I: は~！\f, f1'l.~illi I I＼ではなかっ たことである。

他の地域で見集された品 円には、ははいつも jil1j 而；1,iJ隙ナイフプレ

イドが千｛；（1：す るのを考えれば、この純のプレイドが技々のチ ソピン

グi立問、から llU.：しないことから、すくに彼らがf1l1j[(iiJJ ll工ii'.!:H(i立物 ）

を製竹＝しなかったと結”命することはさけておこう 。｛乍裂したかしな

かったかは問題が残るとしても、彼らがiilii i1iilJll工穂先は｛乍らなかっ

たこと、狩猟に j1l1j ffij}JIJ工ナイフプレイドを焼帯しなかったことは

LH.f t切らカ‘なことである。

下j宵ベンチが、アメリカノfレオ ・ アークテンク文化の ，，， でも迎

い時期lにあたるという解釈は、以前我々が考えていた｝l併と少し相 ｜

巡する。 f;f：ク｜と巧ーえていたことは、アークテック小武官；；， litiやマイク ロ

プレイドのず｛｛＇t：から、我々は下JMベンチm成はオニオンポーテイ

ジの松下附アークティク小石際情と比較できる組デン ビ （ Proto ・

Denb igh ） にあたるものと考えた （ Anderson 1970 b ） 。 ところカf

19761ドにカツエビュー サウンド村正I I＇.平地で7イクロプレイドの追

加；Ut.l:rt を敢行してから新らたな解釈が’1：まれるようになった。 とい

うのも付iテン ビ文化JUJのものであったなら 、 II＼土して計然である hlii

fi'fj ，銅製仲人武慌が見あたらなかったからである 。 この・wxは我々に

下l持ベンチi立跡（これは他のif1.£1o;'. :·1<J也j立跡とほぼ立地条件を Iii］ じに

している ）は、この地域における他の7イク ロ プレイ ド遺跡とどれ

ほど矧fl:J_ しているか、あるし、はj並にどれほど杯l i!ilするものであるか

深〈巧ーえさせることになった。 そこで下111ベンチ泣跡の広範にわた

る湖貨を遂行することとなったが、デン ビ文化泣跡を f~~ . ii Eする f1l1j lfli 

争I）離の抑人背任はひとかけらといえども発見しなかっ た。 下！付ベン

チ遺跡の全フィールドノートと、 195911てから 1962年にかけ行われ

た；~.＼j脊から "iHl:t l され現存するいくばくかの資料をキ，＇；－＊＇＂ に ~lj. 11今 l味し

てみると、数（ i を数えるマイク ロ プレイド ，，， わずか二 j91J の耐 l例年tJ

向If.姉入部、ふたつの桁円形プラ ッ トフォームコアタブレ ット 、

それにチャート製デビタージを観祭するに過ぎなかった。 そこで砂L

{t：われわれが推測することは、これら下情ベンチi立跡（ このjft跡か

ら It\ た多くのものはアー クティク小平7総書fi f]1，と考える）から 11\土し

たふたつの挿入部は、ポスト デンヒ‘文化のがf猟民により偶然に了併

とされたものではなかったのだろうか、ということである。 こ j L ら
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の例外を除き、下府ベンチ組成は、プレアークティク小石総組成

のひとつで、おそらくアメリカパラオ ・ アークティク伝統から派

生したものであったろう、と ：考えてよいだろう 。

アークティク小石器（伝統）文化
初期海岸丘陵時代

jム義に ~ j• うなら、カツエビューサウンド地域の海jドJi：！；変 i立跡！立、

ふたつの文化伝統に［メー分される。 すなわち 、 （ I ） 今を去る 4' 2<)()iド

からBp .l, ()()().iドまでの IJ\J に Itみついた人々によるアークテ ィク小

平 i 日注文化伝統と、 （ 2) J ,400 il'· i iliから収frに烹る人々によリ築かれ

た北海i！~文化伝統である。 ただオールドウェー リ ング文化はその

どちらにも以さず、ここではひとまず：議』泌を似WI しておこう 。 北iftf.

iJi；文化は、エスキモ一文化がltHJJに彼旬1！した 11.＼；にこれを飲み込んで

しまい、アークティク小1 i ~注文化は、 J}/,{t：ーのエスキモーの先制であ

るかも生ll il な L 、 （ ないかも長ll il~： いがl -lt i!li アラスカに Ii:みついた

M: ·,1 ； の iftj:.·j'J: U flj 手L動物f:d1札i止の文化をその＂＇に＊－l lみ入れることになっ

た。 時には浜辺に、 11.＼；には，，~，被 lニ l川 Ii:・し’u円を続けたこれらアーク

ティク小平i日注文化i込は、 ｛札泌された十llェヌキモ一民の ’ ＼ ：＿；円 tliA と＼ 1 i]

じであったが、しかし彼らとエスキモ一文化と t1 1 られる JじゅiJi；文化

とのWll,Y,は、いま t..:' llJJ仰：にな っ たとは ， い、？！ff' ＇、。

J}l{t_のところ、オールドウェーリング文化を｜みきカツエビュー

サウン ド地域の海 j；・！＂i·. ＼；立で、 1i li ノ〈ーナク（ pr日 ・ Bi rnirk ＇ キI ll＆！土

全てアークテ y ク小引総文化に Ii.I!， すると巧ーえているn もちろん、こ

の比慨は”ill' もが1'C I.えするところではなく、それはもともとアーク

テ y ク小引俳文化がご く伏必に定義されたものであ り （ アラスカに

おいてこの文化は、デンビフリントとこれに i！！：＊誌にある中flllli: と定

義された 〔 Ir v in日 196-1 〕） 、またいくつかのコンブレ γ クス （ 似介 ） \i \ J

の ｜世！係 （ j§IJ えはテンヒーとチョー リ ス ）がlり II瞭でないこと可、に起\J；＼する

(Clark 1976 . McGhee n. d . ） η 我々の凡iげがよりところとする以

は、ひとつの彼介から次の桜介へ移動する \i\J に、ほとんとのi：必な

る泣物に継続·it7';•/[l/,＇~そしれ｝ることで(Denbigh, Char i ~ ， Norton -

Near, lpiutak, l piutak ） 、これ tit.I' lこエントフレイドやサイドプ

レイド仲人出、ナイフブ’レイド、ビュリンまたはヒ ュ リ ン Wfli，~位、

アソズプレイド、それにスクレーハーに z i える ， もちろん徐に’l

まれるおt らし L 、H:m 、 j§lj えは士山11' りやスレートひ き （ Iリ l らかに他

のJ也被から北アラスカへ与へされたと解釈する ） を粁ん じる も ので

はない。 しかし我々に あたえてくれる印象は、 l~ い fド j l をかけ文

化ノ マ ターンは J,I； 本的にはひとゥで、それは勺J也で ~t IJ（し てきたと

いうものであっ た。

デンビ フ リ ント似介（アークテ ッ ク小；｛i r. ：；川代のl1 i 1 11のコンブ

レ y クス ）の起iii,（は不ぅヒ令ながらも’I'll lり l してきた” 北 1 14 アラスカ iltt

jいにそり lt.討をl己のビーチ lニ l, 1 ;· 1Jーし たテンビ 7 リ ン ト i込の文化は、

オニオンポーテイジi立跡でIM fなが係必されたことだが、十llデンビ

と lf·J'-(j:' J. L る文化似合から由米することが判 llJ J した （ Anderson 1970 

b ） 。 デンビ文化を紋も~！（［ .;v,： に特色づけるi立物（ クローフ引のビュリ

ン、方形コアから作るマイクロプレイド、それに hi1if(1i !/<1J雌の十•fi 人総

光）は、十Jlテンビ文化より以 1 iliにアラスカでは党凡されていないの

11l1j 而j ;/dJ均討中入総光、ヒュ リ ン、 マイクロプレイド （ Mochanov 196り ）

を有する 6,000iド以 Ji ljの米シベリアベルカチ(Be lkachi ） 文化は、 lりj
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らかにこれらの起ii），（であろう（ Irvin只 1968 ）。 もっと前後Jなる文化

直結が必安なことはパうまでもないが、ひとつだけ 1珂I i できること

は、アークテソク小川日注文化をはっき りと特徴づける小さな姉入加

のうrn ｷ 1叱 JIJ は、アジアにその起源を求め作るという内、である。

卜llデンヒ jt/ ］ の fj ＇代は 11.U:JJ として伐っている ο オニオンポーテイ

ジのNlデンビ！付かられい） iL たカーボン資料-1,20011.以内lj という ：1二代

u. 、，， ，.リI~テンヒゃうでての~~アークテック小石総似合がこの jt/j に；I!；（を

j也ると行むとき i L るよJlイi 、どうも iド代が：~＇i' .i位ぎるように忠わj L る 。 組

テンビ文化が，111JI~テンヒーよりも京アークテックにおいて .1 ,1.m1 プ レ

． ドーセット （ ear l i巴st pre-Dorset ）文化によリ i!J: fl1. し ていると いう

・F’た（土、~~ )jへの！ム矯ヵ、t1.iJJI~デンビの発q：＿ ・民間に先一山；っと巧え

ればイ；，i止しii\ なことではなし、。 そこで｜問題 となるのは、アャティヤト

i lqta,·et ! i立問、で ：r fl.:が係』認されたカーボン資料は古典テンビ文化

がif1f.I ；＇：』で』， 200.:1'-U1 i ii （こは 11\ .fJl していたということで、となると付l

デン ビから，，，. tll~テンビ）（ jじへ移動に II、：'f ll\J義カサ！民くなって しまうので

ある。 すなわちオニオンポーテイジにおける付lデンビ WIが、かなり

（，：似できる（j'.代であるデンビ以内ij と ·i.!_;1}1~テンビ jt/］ にサント‘イッチに

さ j L 、十IL デンビ！日lの lj＇一代を ·， 1；くすることができないのである。 この

Ill］泌を角iwとするには、カナダアークテ y ク資料を解釈する際に7ツ

キーとタソク（ 1 976 ） ヵ、行ったように、取と jJljのアークテックにおけ

る小イ i ~ii 丈 iヒ泣跡、から Ii ＼ ている 1ド代をii：立i~~ く取 1~i選択するこ と

が、必裂な fL!fになるであろう 。

'1 'ｷ Jtjj チョーリス （ Ear l y Chor i s ） 逃物は少ないというのが波状だ

が、それでもテンビからチョーリス（Charis ）へ移る過私1は北凶アラ

スカの 作地でl切 らかにされつつある。 尖｜；祭のところ、 L、わゆる移イT

J立湖、 ｛ ポイントパロウ i!J: くのWalakpa，ノアタク 川のNR- 1 i立跡、

以ノーススロープのギャラガーフリント泣跡、〔Dixon 1971 〕 、それ

にケープクル セ、ンスターンの泣跡等）の数は、今や·，.t:i·典チョーリ

スj立湖、の数を 卜まわるに ーセった。 立し、かえれば：） '6()()Jj＇.以 !iii から一千

q 11:1 というもの、エンドプレイド州入器、ビュ リン、土端、給先

司法形式変化を織り j延し、ついにチョー リ ス i立閥、でみられる似合へ

と変hゥていっ たのである。 こ Wi ·T- ＇＜ド till という長WJll:J を l挑めて

' i ；＇＿る こと で、 i' i fドあるいはそれ以 F というタイフ。i立問、のi立物に｜主j

!_ て述、、ているのではないことを断っておこう 。 すなわち、それぞ

れのえ fttxi相 I （ フェイス ） を述べるというのではなく、多くの文化jt/]

をふくめl 移fj-」 というのは、 Jj· · ,1 1 ｜：の彼fr をひとつの文化伝統に総

まと灼した紡見Lのことである。

111-WJ チョーリス jt/］の if1j i'l' 、ことは、作i立跡においてi立物セ y トに

バラエティーがあるという点て、ある。 ワラクパ追跡の場介は、土総

がデンヒビュリンやマイクロプレイドに JHI'’するが、早期lケープ

クルーセふンスタ ンキャンフ。のよう会泣湖、では JI.; i午しな L 、。 ノア

タクNR- I j立湖、 （ Anderson 1972 ）ではチョーリスとデンビ ビュ

リ ンは ·t:l'i に 1凡われ、しかし7イクロプレイドは 11\J見しなし、0 .一方

(91］ えばオニオンポーテイジノ〈ンド 3 のごとき j立跡では、チョーリ

ス ヒ ュ リンはデンビビュリンにもマイクロプレイドとも共1半しな

L へ また I：慌の文協にも変化ヵ、見られた。 j?lj えは縄「f jljl f－｛＇.文のつい

た文脈はケーフクルーセーンスターンのチョー リ ス土保（ヒーチ48)

の ，，， でも J此 iりのもので、その海1;':J王｜凌 l,•:f＋は約紀厄 Jili I T-fドころの

q （にがでたり およそ 2,900.iド 1 ili ごろに、このスタイルはずi:i：駐車リ印文

へと変化した。 もうと新らしいオニオンポーテイジのチョーリス

i1''i か らは、 縄 11-1'1'1主文二Uii と格 f文 l；総（この析の土協は明らかに

ケープクルーゼンスターンの地 fl 1'1'1＋文二｜：出より iii· らしいもので

ある ） が－~行に土凡わ tLている 。
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t1r 1 n 1,1,j -Hの特徴を少しずつ差をもちながら訂した、今を1、る 3,600

fドから 2, 9()().ij'の_l/jt/］チ ョーリス追跡は、すべてデンヒ文化にその

由米を辿ゥた。 地J1l[(J(jに孤立しながら、ある遺跡、はその変化のス

ピードを平め、またある泣跡は1＼い泣物のタイプを ii，日i：しながらも、

次第に新らしい文化へと脱皮していったのである。 しかしながら作

ll ：~： JtJJ の品IL111(: • i立問、の充分な資料が子lこ人るまで、とのれ：lit これらの

i立物がJ也Jlj!(J＇~特徴を反映する 11 =.i~h1i1•ゆき’＂こ似さすものなのか、また

はどの程度これらのi立物タイプは作グループの好みによるものな

のか、これを判断するのは粥し L 、。

11土も大きな特徴援を ~！；すのは ケープクルーセ、ンスターン if1f. ／ ；・

｜王｜凌i立湖、の主IL成と、チョー リ スニド山i立跡、の後JV］チョーリスm成との

/Ill にある。 そして我々はこの究、をに牟千if.JV］ を j山じて綬’股にがけ、た

文化変化の給月Lによるものと型ll角平している 。 例えは、争tlf~LJt.Ji，＇.~に

よった石協は！科製て·－·~！1,f,税化粘板岩石昔日へと変わり、また縄 fl t'l' I±文

は、まずj（（線刈 ｜’：jl文あるいは前線沈級文へ変わり、次に小栴~r在tJl:ll

文へと移行していった。 たた i:i；立しなけれは、ならないことは、この

比較対象するチョーリスミ｜玖！みのi立湖、とケープクルーゼンスターン

の泣物は、 iili才；が冬季肘ft二地て、あるのに刈し後者はがあるいは初1反

のキャンプJ也であったので、~：ll成 /Ill の差は生態卜．の条f' j:j£にも巾米

し、また人々がその地に池応した道具を必要としたことなどから生

じたことも、似j市 lこ巧·1_..\j: しなけれは．ならない点である。

チョーリス丈 fじが生んだ多くの造物は、ノートン（Norton ）文化

に引き ~I；、れ、この·Jo;;-.1~は少なくとも － －人の研究者(Dumond 1976) 

をしてチョーリスとノートンの人々はひとつの文化伝統に属し、こ

れはアークティク小石昔注文化伝統と黙なるものと解釈させた。 同粁i

rnの土保や隣製粘板岩製泣物をひとまず｜徐いても、チョーリスと

ノートンの人々は幾純労iかの~＇－H爪別穂先抑入様、年I］離ナ イフ、平円

強、ナイフプレイド等も同じくした。 ただ各もEチョーリスビュリ

ンと住肘形式は、ノートンの人々により模倣されることはなかった

のである。

チョーリスとノートン文化にみられる特色のうち幾っかは、例え

ば断製粘板岩と下終松等は南アラスカの人々から伝わったようで

ある。 しかし、ほとんどのチョーリス遺物、すなわち狩猟別段、先怖

入総、フ。ロジェクタイルポイント、ナイフ、プレイド、ビュリン

等は、少しずつの形式変化をともないながらも、デンビフリント

組成から派生していることは 11\J迎いないであろう 。布製ランプの使

用は、後期チョーリスjt/］にやはり南から北へと伝婚したものという

主艇もあるが（ Clark 1976 ） 、オールドウェーリング·w1のおよそ紀

元 1iii 1, :mo ；ド則、カツエビューサウン ト‘てt札に！必然されている 。

チョーリス期の住！日｝形態は、オールドウェー リ ンク文化に根ざし

ているようで、またチョーリス有柄ポイントと幅広の平行する製作

痕跡、を残す石器を作る 1：~~に使用する判断Hl法は、このオールド

ウェー リ ング文化か、あるいはアークテック小石昔注文化にその由

米を辿るようである。 チョーリス文化の中で他の泣物は、同時WI ま

たは少し －， 1 ，. くなる l白川アラスカの文化にも比られる 。 例を卜．げるな

ら航ii'lf. をイlーする イ i斧刷、 J1lijflll］イj':)([J;f；光、火を穿つ｜：公にTにリ泣いたく

さび ＇＼＇！ h守である。 チョーリス文化と 1-HJlli アラスカ文化との N[jJ'J，は、

幾人かの研究者をして 1iii名ーヵ、南から伝指してきたと主11~ させるこ

とになった。 しかしながら、チョーリス組成の，，，にみられる強L 、土

ポの特色は、我々をしてこの見解にH成しかねることにした。 この

な兄の相Ii主は、本if'( （！せなというよりか、むしろ文化由米をどう解

釈 ・ 定義するかという点にあるように忠われる。
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放射性炭素による年代はHIていないがノ〈トル ロ ソク（ Batt le Rock) 

i立跡は、チョーリスとノートンの矢尻や桁先がすがず1：することから ljl.

WJ ノー ト ンに属するものとみられる。 ノ什、ルロックは特＇i\ lこ fitti す

る i立問、で、それというのもイピュタク (lp iutak)WJ より 何i!I: K:i.'. も遡

るアークティクアラスカ文化の特色である死者に対し多数の狩猟

用具や村巧に装飾した埋葬品をささげる風仰をよく具現し ている

からである。 ｜努立って特典なかえしの付いたラインをも って fiil i るバ

トルロ y クスタイルは、レイニー(Rainey 1941 ） により党表された

オクピック （Okv ik ） スタイルのひとつに良〈似ている。

ノー トン組成はデンビフリント組成にその似源をもつようにみ

うけられるが、その明f!'ffi・な文化変作過程と、この変移が11日万に起

こった地域はどこか、というと答は不明になる。 ベー リンクj低11吹の

北ではチョーリス文化は磁かにノー ト ン文化の祖となるものである

が、多くの狩猟具やナイフブレイド＇..ti式は、ノー トンはチョー リ

スというよりかデンビと jfrし、関係にあるようにみられる。 多分、

ノートンサウンドや南西アラスカにおいて、デンピフリント 1（と

ノートン氏との l llJ に干1イ1：する空内時間、それにともなう資料の欠乏

がデンビとノート ンの移行関係を不明にしているのであろう 。 この

空向とはアヤティヤト (lyatayet ）のデンビ府（4,0008 p ）と、 2 ,200

から 2,3008 Pのノー トン文化に入るウナラクレート（Lutz 1972) 

やセイフティーサウンド (Bockstoce 1 979 ） との Ill！ にある 11 :\0 11\I を

指す。 同様なことがデンビ文化に近いスメルトクリークと lね凶ア

ラスカのウ力、シクレイクの Ii i］ にも 日えよう (Dumond l ~17~ lu 

イヒュタク文化は、少なくともその－ ·ni）はノートン文化から；μ料

を受けていることは l切らかだが、もう少し刀：4官－に ：一？うならノ一トン

文化でも ~t }jのf、？｛殺を干jするニヤイピユ夕ク（N巴ar !pit』tak ） にそ

のilf,［を 5一L ると ｝：えよう 。 この4

へと、泣物をもとに l珂！僚に隊司、されたというよりか、 ニヤイピュ

タクはより ＿1 , 1. ぃ 11 :'fWJ に現われ、その中のいくつかの石器はイピュタ

ク文化の ＂＇にも見られるという観祭に J,t；、づいている 。 もっとも

イピュタクが文化発展の流れの 1 j1 で.iji.にニヤイピュタクから後Ii i

すると巧－えるのも問題がなくもな L 、。 まず第一に、 lf'f製粘板料製造

物と土慌をともなわぬイピュタク （ この文化はアークティク小石加

の淵守主主lj離加のほぼ全てを有する ）は ＇ f(( !iiiのニヤイピュタク組成

というよりか、そのiiliのデンビフリン ト 品11成により近似するので

ある。 第二は、イピュタク民はニヤイピュタクの人々とはi主い:till

,ｩJ;(ijfj!f;IJ をしなかったため、それだけ食料iJfi［にバラエティ ーヵ、乏 しく

いうなれば少し食生活 ｜ ：「；xuじ」 していたと日えるのだ。 ラーセン

とレイニー （ 1948 ） は、この 2 クールーフ。の主主を、キI I逃する文化史を

'1"fJ；（にしているからだ、と II／ ＇， えた。 我々にと って この見解は、はっ

きりと否定も質成もできないところだが、どうも推測するにこの廷

は主として文化というよりも生態の涯に根さすように ，也われる 。

これに閲しては、セツルメン ト と食料資源のパターンについてふれ

るところでもう少し汗制lに述べることにしよう 。
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エスキモーと 1 1;J じ食料ノ£ターンをイ｛しながらも、）＇.＇.なる j立物 Jfんにを

I~：イi していた＇11. WJ アークテソク小平i:m文化と比較して、 －l til1f.iJi＜文化

は l明らかに遺物のf(ijにおいても終消活動の 1r1 iにおいて もエスキモー

といl じであった。 しかし税収のところ、このiilii }j の文化の辿燃がlリl

Miでないのは、 . . ｝） においてキII W をみせながらも、ー }jにおいては

少なくとも 11\lt長（！（Jにではあるが！日］述があるようにもみせるからであ

る 。 ひとつ解明を必嬰とする lllJMUは、イピュタクとパーナク （ Birnirk) 

の関係である。パーナクの 1l(fjijに現われるイピュタク文化ではある

が、だからと I ；·って 1ilj r；ヵ、後者ーから’＇i:. じたという l況はどうも 納 f!/

しがたし、。 hl 1j:f；は北jJ[j アラスカでl iiJll .'iWJ （二千｛ イlーしていた 11 .'f がふる

のだ。 ノ fーナク民がケーププリ ンスオブウエールズ、ポイント

ホープ、ポイ ン トノ〈ローで＇J:.i円を統けていた則、イピュタク 1\:1土 、

従米if1f. ／；！：ドトjjfrｷ .；；貯を ， 1；めていたのだが、次第にケーフクルーゼン

スターンやディアリングのような人jLやi ；~I人j に＇JI きこもるように

なっていた。

ノ〈ーナク 1＼：とその 1U＋ ·おとの、｝杉'l't トー・文化 ｜ ーの JY:J j主はよF だイ； lり！

である。 JfYt't ’Y：」：、彼らはイピュタク i己とあたかも＼＇•＼ 1込妙、のごとく

キI ii主する （ Debets 1959 ） 。 また文化一｜みるな ら 、いくばくかのチソ

ピング行総に共通YI：：をみるものの、本＇l'Ul(J に本I I逃する文化て、あった ，

ケープクルーゼンスターンにおいて、パーナク f:j:J ， •；川 ｜付で飢~1 さ

れるイピュタク文化引りをは、イピュタク 1＼：がノ〈ーナク 1＼：のも う てい

た技術、例えは·· 1111拠点、スレート 研11'i 、 ごi：昔日製作＇＇Yiこを交け作れたね~~

なのか、それともパーナク民がこの地へ移fi：し、イピュタク l己のH

fi\:f を学んだ為なのか定かでなし、。 おそらく f1WJ；の t)); ｛；－ が巧 11.＼！でき

ょう 。 しかし北問アラスカという lム械を念<jf[Iこおき検Mするなら、

イピュタク 1＼：がノ〈ーナク ~I：＿治係式をj盛i応した乱可決なのか、あるいは

ノ〈ーナク i亡が先Itのイピュタク民により；；！外1；を’主：けたキ占拠な のか

はひとまず巧l台、外におき、このi1lij 才iーの il~介はケープクルーゼンス

ターンにおいては－地方の現象とみなした L 、

Ji;~ 、視野にたち l眺めるなら パーナク文化がセントローレンス

,1； ，•；とチューコツカバJj:/いのオクピック ／オールドベーリングif1f. 文化と

かなりの点で共通mを千fするという比附（ Collins l り；~7 b ） は、 l l ll:

~：t.'. 1 iii に 11／. ＇， えられたことだが これは今でも充分に j凶 jり する J' I ＇＿，，命で

ある 3 フォード (El59 ） によリ II，＂， えられたごとく J、ーナクはイヒ ュ

タクより多くの共有引－r践をオールドベーリンク il1f. 文化とも ち、 y

｜療のところこれも彼により てi・4長されたことだカ、J 、ーナクとオールド

ベーリング海文化は部分的に爪似するようだ、 これら Jt .｛（判仇とは

土保形式、 J}'i 製料i絞器製ナイフと給光、あさらし Ni ~ill 技法 ＇！i を J行

している。＇ll.': にまた、車内似科書1ナイフゃあ ざらし 十i ll 佐川 l Lは、ハー

ナク民や後Iii のウェスターント ゥー レ （W自民In Thula )1止により

ずと燥させられたお｜削（技法や鯨解体 ・ 手IJ JIJ 法が’J：＿じる以 1jlj に製作・ f＞上

！日されていたようである。 伺：かにエスキモ－ 1亡が、 lb主のfi~；（ 111l j[. 

利用法を’交けつがずJ,'f突にあの ， ·，＇：jJ~：に允J主した技術を H\I ’ 1 1:f.J 'Jt し

たとは巧え哲m L 、 （ Larsen 1968 b ） 。 コリンズ(1%4 ） の北海浜文化

（ オールドベーリング泌とオクピ ック（Okvik ） 文化はこの ， ， ， でも

11土-,t;WJ に｛出向する ）に閲する定義と叙述・，it.'.· I主は、多く の”iA似に山；

たされてきたにもかかわらず、追加する資料は、 ＂ll.': にその安 と1 '1 ·ltーを

強めてきた！ぷがする 。
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- l tif1f.iJl＜立；化は、 U：米アークテ ンク小イ！日持文化により ， 1 j められた

北1Jlj アラスカ it牛 1 ；＇：にそ I) Iよ く やド以し、’1 ·；’＇K11lii 11-r7〕 i亡は少なくとも

「；11::1 l 手I~ Jじ（） 一 11101) !/ ' I と いうものペー リ ンク ;l1j ！：： チ ャク チJ旬、

あるいは数Jll：~己 （ 紀元(i()() l{)()()ij'・ ） というものカツエビュ サウ

ン ドとセワ ト、－＇ j 'c,IみでH与を j iiJ じく JI＿；＂｛｛ した。 しかしそれぞれの文化

は H~ I ’！ の特色をもちつつ、災るる紙同活動と技術を保持してきたの

である。 ただある 11.'i J切に、このふたつの文化はアラスカの北j!Lj地域

で共有 し 、 tll hに文化：；｝；~－＼：＜を ＇j－えまた受け入れることもしたが、

この 2 クループは少し ifi;fU はするものの兆なる’｜て，.＇J.f;;';t;';i, （ニ fi：み、だ

いたいにおいてその独｜’1 ·!'1: を保ってきた。

オールドウェーリング文化

オール ドウェ リング民はケープクルーセ’ンスターンにおい

て不可解な人々であ っ た。 突然のごとく 1u1pに現われ、早期lチョーリ

ス JV］の 1 :: 1 そこで居Hoを続け、その後消滅してしまうのである。 テン

ビやチョーリス文化と迩い オールト、ウェーリング文化はアーク

テンクにおいて E誌の多い文化で、このような例は他には見当たら

ないの いくらかのオールドウェーリング泣物はテンビフリント組

成のj立物に関係しているようにも思える。 またタグルハープーン

9f[ ( 1-.:111 36）、平行するサイドをもっ有柄ポイント、それに住府社形

態は、その後、ポスト ・ テンビアークテック小石総グループによ

り取リ人lL ＇） れていった。 東アークテ y ク 形式に似通うノッチの

人ゥ たポイントもあるが、この例はおそらく偶然のことであろう 。

しかしなカ、らこれらの造物を除く大部分のものは、オールドウェー

リンクl亡を特色ならしめるものばかリであった。

オールドウェーリンク民に関する我々の見解はまだ推測の域を

ii\ ないが、将米の研究の方向を示唆するものとして引き記したいこ

とがある。 ひとつ明確に日えることは オールドウェ リ ング民

は、カ ツエビューサウンド地域で短期IJ:J ではあ っ たが同H寺代に生

治したこともあるアークテック小石器氏とは、その文化伝統を終に

する、ということである。 しかし恕像するに、前者の先祖の出身地

はこの地とまったくりJ リ荷Itすことはできぬであろう 。 もしこの恕像

ヵ、逃うというなら、それに代わる似説として彼らの先祖が、例えは、

スカンジナヒア等からある時突然にカツエビュ サウンド民のと

ころへ波米してきて、この地に過したかなり繁栄した文化を築き、

そしてある ut.ti、にあと！？もなく消i成してしまった、なとということ

を考えださねばならない。 これは少々~！＼F,翌j！な考えであることは三う

までもなかろう 。 我々が考えているも っと妥当性のある似説は、

オ－ Ii- ドウェー ＇） ング文化の仰は、 1 JLj ア クティクにおいて今だ

~~々 にどうては 」リ、｜ ｜のクループではあるが、 l、 き にわたりその立；fヒ

ヰ， 年ζ示していたのではなかろうか という ， i(,,1 である ， おそらく オー

ルドウェーリンク民の故郷は海浜アークティク生産1t1M1 を 111 も谷

~）， にならしめた地域、伊IJ えるならセントローレンス仏やダイオ

ミ ス、ケー7" 7。 リンスオ 7· ウェ ルズ、ポイントホー7° 、あ

るいはアジアの北京i!1f. I ; ~・w なとではなかったろうか。 この似定・折t

｛！！リ ｜ーの文化（J 、わいま、 ア クティクノj、石す注文化伝統 e: u与 を ~i］ じくし、ほ

ほ1, 1:- ruメを分けていたが 、 II.＼＇として j;;J じ地域でオーハラップし共有し

たニともあ う たようだ。 これは あたかも、内｜；長エスキモーと il1f.i!~エス

キモーカリE fj'. にな リ ft っ たことと、 jiiJ じだっ たのではないだろうか。
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更に Ll うなら、オール，；－ウェーリング文化は、 JJl:(1:観祭される

ほど、 二号古上1/fi. ：＿＼，に していなかっ たかも生1 1 れぬ。 オールドウェーリ

ングと デンビ文化は、 tt ~ 、もなく文化トー別例であり、しかもオー

ルドウェーリンクー文化の先触れとなる文化複合もまた発見されて

はいないが、もう少し H

イ？は、これらふたつの文化似イ干の特徴を ｛－－；－わせたような係 :fl! を坐

している。 例えは＇ 3t.＜：初のアークティク小石総冬季住居を建てる上、

あるいは海性目前乳動物を捕獲する技術を発達させる際、カツエ

ビューサウンド近辺のチョーリス文化民は、オールドウェーリン

クザ民の子・孫から住民形態、大1rn伊i殺具、それにおそらく~！眠時化ス

レート研Wi法当事を学んだようだ。 アー ク ティク小石山文化に関わ

リをもっイピュタク民を含めた他のグループ1－＼：は、 Ill により内｜；告で、

時により i8-1￥（氷原紋と浮氷を含める ）で狩猟活動をあLけてきた。

あきらしゃカリブー狩猟に力を入れるため、イピュタク ti!: は初期

アークティク小石器文化の人々によ り、数千年にわたり開発・工人－

されてきた道具を判事続佐川したのである。

セントローレンス山、あるいはその対伴にある本土で、オクピ ッ

ク miやオールドベー リ ング海mi を遡る巡跡の年代が、も っと WIJJll

しなければ我々の似説を証明することはできない。 しかし我々は、

北京アジア、オホーツ ク海沿岸、それに少し市へ下っ た池で早いH寺

miの海浜文化が存在し ていたということを知っている。 おそ ら く、

この地域 ー帯こそ、 ifij:浜文化の起源を探る上で嬰となる地ではな

かったろうか（Larsen 1968 b ）。 この延長線上に立つなら、 コリ ン

ズにより定義づけられた北西アラスカの北海浜文化伝統は、i札口lに

わたり存在・共存したアークティク小石器文化と、ベーリング海・

チャクチiii凶llifii:iJI；文化との則子子文化であっ たかも知lれな L 、。 キ11 1 古I＼に

おいては差を示すものの、以上の解釈・見解は先j主により推定され

たものと一致もし、またまったくキH佼みえずと思えた jilij H命を組み

合わせることもできる似説である（Larsen and Rainey 1948 . 

Lars巴n 1954, Collins 1954 ） 。

カツエビューサウンド附近の
セツルメントと食料獲得のパターン

カツエビューサウンド民により巡ばれた生活灰と ftri1：·形式は、

1 1 然が与えてくれた忠みと秘接にまきがっている。 住！万士tl：の発股. fll：、

0kH:*N：は、動物泣休の研究、食料獲得に直結する i立物分析、キャン

プや｛工111；祉の｛立法・レイアウト ・ 形式に関する考察、それに食料

資源の推移の研究からその輪郭を犯射することができょう 。



緒言

カツエビューサウンド海停にあるケープクルーゼンスターン

遺跡やその近辺にある逃跡で観祭された｛主I，号とキャンプ形式、また

それらの配置状態から J哉別できたことは、防住祉を冬季用と非冬季

用に区別することであった。 ただし反別が難しかったのは、晩森・

夏用の住屑枇と、初秋用の住I.；｝祉である 。 この地においては、特に

ある特定地が他の地に比べ生態環境上係っているというようなこ

とは，紋別できなかっ た。 カツエビューサウンドセツルメントは、

？を；な集合をもち、しかもこの集介は他の集介から適当な距離をも

ちつつ存抗している。 この ·J·~実は、彼らがコミュニティーを有し

ていたことを恕｛象するに郊くなし、（Chang 1962 ） 。 ただこのi況は、

特定の反品がないl'H リ、れセツルメント内の家々は ll1J 11.'i' WI lこ I，•；主j:

されていたという iili'Vl tこ立っているのだ。 これはあくまでも iili1il 

（あるいは似説と－；；· っても 良いかも知lれぬが）であって、災｜；祭のとこ

ろ例えばー当よJjfが1ij;fド j;;J じ場所に；，：ってきて ’＇ l'.i'i1i した紡持Lなのか、

あるいはM家紋かが1;;J11 :\0!YJに生 ifi したのか、尖，11：：をも って ，HEl~Jする

や1:iは今のところギI さない。

かなりのしかも f, i似しうる北 fjエスキモーに限lする l（初、」、ない

し Wit、！採 l.L'.資料カザiイ1：し、またエスキモ一文化はその地｛｜占！のーによ

く j也 J，ι した生活活動を千J したため、 J立物資料を参考に I\' H の食料

獲得行動を w婚することカ、できたのは さドいであっ た。

おそらくセツルメント パターンや生活行動・活動を研究する卜ー

で、 lt土も fd似てがきる資料は動物i立体の研究であろう（ I-xi 157 ）。 しか

しこの分析研究からでは、家lit:t私成 i i数やセツルメ ン ト構成 H数、

またどj Lほどの栄；失分を ·tlり［えしていたかという聞に IIヲiiii に芥える

ことは難し L 、。

ケープクルーセーンスターンやチョーリスミド i：：； で蒐集された動物

遺体中、？＇1iiliの判明した竹だけでも 4 T- を数え、総てではなか っ

たがかなりの大引動物カ、·ti111監されていたことも ,iiE llJJ した。 これら

の動物竹はセツルメントから現われたもので、だからといって これ

から災｜祭にどれぐらいの動ヰ勿ヵ、f耐えられ解f本さ t Lたかは生II IJ 1ザな

い。 例えは‘白いるかは、ケープクルーセ。ンスターンの動物i立体，，，

にみられる以上の役；lfl］を＊したことは！疑いないのだ。土凡今のエスキ

モーの引：＇ ~i札キ ャンプを研究すれは＼これら大月＇1動物は i11f/ ；＇. で解体さ

i Lていることを知lろう 。 肉、 II行 llJi 、 皮、 H与には Jl)J ’1·1·m；だけがキャンプ

地へ！±ばれている。 我々の；Jt.j j住区はtU.•；祉に｜以られ、海 1;!: t出 ）!J:jU

や、 ｜勾や皮を乾燥させるために作られたず；があったと思われる場所

は発効i していないので、どれほどの白いるかが1111 ~m ·解体 された

かは知l る術がなし、。

せいうちのL、くつかの竹はtu•：·祉の貝塚からも発見されたが、

多くはif!jJ ；＇. に打ちJ·.げられたせいうちとか交易によ りもた らされた

せいうちの牙を利用して泣物を作っ たようで、せいうちは彼らの

食料i阪としてはたいして武献しなかったかも知れぬ。 鯨製作n~や

大顎付は建築用材に主要なもので、ケープクルーセーンスターン民

はifiH；－＇.に打ち」：げられた鯨形骸を利用していた可能性もある。 ほと

んどのイピュタク｛主防が少なくともひとつの鯨竹を住析に使用し

たにもかかわらず、ひとつの例外（ハウス 18）を除き角川市施用具を

提出しなかったという事実は、この浜拾いを示唆しているのでは

なかろうか。 その一方、海岸に乗 り上げた鯨は、もし長時間が過

ぎていなければ肉が腐り始めたとしてもまだ！！削Jjや皮は食べられ

たはずで、もしこのことがケープクルーゼンスターンの近辺で起

こったとしたなら、鯨はその証拠を住開祉内に残さなくとも彼らに

より食用にwぐされたと考えることも不可能ではあるまい。
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動物i立体の干，f(f([数は、よくあるように’l'J·の総数よリ巧 ·， I ：：分析ー ｜

イI統な↑1'1f.tl を与えてくれることがある。 ケープクルーゼンスター

ンやチョ ーリ ス三r ，（＇； の紋も大きなセツルメントでさえ、 ！!I: fドのエ

スキモ一家的、がひとシーズンに消費する：，：：に比較し少ない数の’l'l·

しか Ill ：きな L 、。 このことは、これらセツルメントで 'Jdltti ，，，に現わ

れた’l'l· の干•Rmや総数が；｛j":I味するところは、 till獲された総ての動物

がti:/片枇までi~I工j L 、 そ lL カ＂ 111 こ仁したということを立 1q~ していな

い。 むしろ、これはいかに多くの’けがH:l,•:·±1l以外の場所に遺棄さ

れたかという点を立l味し ているのである。 j!J:.iドのエスキモ－ 1込の

生活行動から j3 J りねることは 、 MT と数える ｜士jつきの什が Ii: I日； :hi:

，，~に ！±ばれるヵ、 そのうちのほんの少数のみが’ぷの ！!I: くに泣棄さ

れ、多くは j~よく島IULたところまで；卓l:fi L るということをヴ：んだ。

キャ ンプJ也では、伐された’l 'J・数と i五びIll された’l'J·数はよく逆比例

のWI係にある。 生＼i.!Yill\Jのキ ャンプの場介は、 ’l:.i市［ーザ｜；胞にな ヮ た

り、あるいは小さな｜土:JJ ＇，·や l山内に／ffカ、る動物を刺激する！肖りやす

し、｜士l をどこへ-t:Oi てるか心l犯しなかう たが、しかし iと nil滞イ1：するキャ

ンプ地の場介、とこへ妓 ｜士］ を i立東：するかは liiJ:W とな っ た。 ゾミ｜祭 の

ところ、あるキャン 7'J1l：ーの場介、伐っ た動物i立体はキ ャンプをた

たみ他へ移動する｜奈の、 M:f去の rt ·J ·;i’fであ「たかも生JI tl なし 、。 l尚

i!:j に集まる動物を心配する必裂がなかったからである。

もちろん、 f千’ぶから II'. 二上する動物j立体什は、それぞれのセツル

メントや食生活ノぐターンの判 lilt を示していることに疑いをはさむ

余J也はな L 、。 カツエビューサウンド lif.lj!J: でj止も中i 'lt~· ’l'l·は、あこ

ひげあざらしと .C;J:ii てl あり、これらの動・ r~ rnは、このJ也にある

定のう主飢しか_1i；ち；仔らなし、。 特にあごひげあ きらしは i吊吹ーであ ゥ

た。 なぜならこの動物はケープクルーセ、ンスターンに必いて、文

化It.'iWI を Iii! わずいつも力士も i市攻ーな食料Wilfi！のひとつであ っ たから
である 。

セツルメントパターン

あちこちと川代のとらえられぬ点イ1ーする j立物を ｜徐 き、カツエビュー

サウンド海J ；！：’にそり JI土初に！川 Ii：カ、 llf.Jlti'i したのはテンビフリント WI

からと fl] lリ］している （ ｜χ1 158 ）。 ただ~·， 11 .＼＇の jf{跡、は、すべて ·1i.'i'(1’J る

キャンプ士ti：からのものであ う た。 f圭の II.

J七 j邑してみら j L る il1f.j!.1 冬 .1~1u.1；は、この II.\' !YIには飢rたされていない3

11~1出と ifii:J;'.;!I; ；立にみら t L る資事：十は、テンビi込は冬 ；字は 11~ Iみにお

いてカリブ－l·Hi札を行っていたことをキ勿；mっており （ Ir v ing 1964. 

入 ncle r son 1%8 ） 、がと初＂ffにかけてはあさら しを 11111在するため；1，サ

パtへやゥ てきたことカ、知れている （Ciclclin>(s 1 り（） .j ）【 il1f.外科！にそり

あざらしを追っていた ,i1E拠は、彼らがノ、プーン穂先に m L 、た r~ftil.L

の 1角形を日したエンドプレイ ド姉入総をw製し ていた”：1H~によ

り災千lけられる。 、 l'•i11f. ／；＇： 、｜仇l付｜；村，• ：·ti ：ノ f ターンは、デンビ l（が ＇11l1j J也

＊で、食料ilJ)（としても っと も有誌な J1T1j!fi}J物の11土悦JYJ に狩猟ができ

たことを示している。 i而 J~j\. 、 ことにこの 1U11i形態は、 fii!.iドも 1iii に

l(W；必資料をもとに、パレオ ・エスキモーの文化発肢を似 IJ；（した

｜；祭に iii説 さ j Lていた （Steensby 1916 ）。



テンヒ ltJJ に杭く、チョーリス、ノートン、イヒュタク作WIの 人 々

も、また j lj: くは：W iii：紀グ〕エスキモ一代ち、すべてケープクルーゼ

シスタ シ、チョ リス、l'-,1 ： .•；、ケーフエスベシバーケ、それにヶ－

7 7 リンスオブウ ェ ルズグli11j: ／ ；！：で、 1.;J f;fi にイドと初0.：キャンフ。

を引い、てきた しかしテンヒ ltJJ ': l•;J 伯、にクルーゼンスターンでは 、

チョーリス JtJ J 、 ノートン WI 、 また ~O lli：紀の • IL'i WI を j凶 じ、冬字 Ii:

！日； ij: ; Jとしてはてん h ることはなかうた ： チ ョ リ ス WI に お いて、

冬字セツルメシトはカツ エビュ サウンドのチョーリス 1’－ i ：.＼ にの

み ｛，－イl し、また~~々の ， JI~ ff. カ、w 1:1z ら j L ているという .，γk を 忘；h て

ならぬか、ノ トン JtJ J の 冬子'fj:),i ；はケーププ リ ンスオブウエー

ルスの北114 にあるスィワート T ,1 ；，•； のみに II川 1:1~ されているコ 20-jll：紀

初J州には、エスキモーl己（土冬子＇ I i:J,i ； をケープエスペンパーク＼カ

ツエピ コ 一、それにシスア リ クに往てている 我々の，制作 をした

全域でノ ートン l tJJ の fi:li' ；は、ククズルックホi ンドのわずか .f!ilj に

すきず、これら と てノートンサウン ド ／，＇ i) 辺の大巾l ノー トン冬学fj:

J,i；ともかなり判 Iiι•'i をも 勺 ていた moじkstoce 1979, Lutz l ~l72 ）。

オ ル ドウ ェー リ シクjtJJ 、イ ヒュタク WI 、パーナ ク！日lには、冬字

fi:J,i；はカツエビュー サウントのケープクルーセーンスターンで （｛め

していたが、それ以外の地でははっからなかゥた。 この ・j·; ＇）~、 (j：.、

ILH にが新 らしくなるウェスターン ト，.，ーレ （ Western Thule) WIや

カツ エ ビ ュー WI 、また 20111:1:じになり千＇i'i'r'ili';fU1l:-/J ＇カツエビュー サ

ウントバif/ ； ＇： に広く！／＇.（イ！するようになる ・WJi c: !if ,t.J 象をノl、し た

カツ エ ヒコーサウンドj止 .illにおける冬ltllfi一川 、イドイ、 キ ャ ンフ、

i:j 1＇、 fj:),1 ； のうfイIi ・門己；；1 ，•：士、ふたつ、わるいはろうつの flj ，況できる

’｜什「［ノ、タ ーシを従小した まず批判Jは、家紗、はケープクルーゼン
スター シで冬を＿ii~ したか、ここにはイド字キャンブを j立らなかうたt

次（土、人々はケーフクル ゼンスター／でがと初J ~にキャンプし

たが 、 しかし冬 字（ j:),1 ； を他のI也に築 L 、た 】 巧えうる引 のパター

ン（土、オー II.- I、ウェ ー リンクl己それにもしかするとイピュタク l己

も冷め、 M.fr· と もケーフクルーゼンスターンで冬ヂ ·~千 ともに

( U,け を ！I] てて Ii：ーんだ、という巧えである 1 ただこの以後の必には 、

fl~ らカ、イド イ三キャンフをM処に築L 、たか、あるいはそれ以前の lliJ Wー

として恥して彼らヵ、伝子モキ，ャンつをもヮたかどうか 、 という 点 カ、

川 :m と して伐勺ている

セツルメントハターンの全 ~＼l ii 、 カ ツエヒュー サウ ン ド で動

物J山肢のうdliから lりl らかになうてきた 、 l < l L S71 ニ ボ さ iL たごとく

も二ひげあきらし’l 'l" I土カツエビューハーナク 、 それにウェスター

ン ト『勺 L- fU,1 ； で多敬らつかったが、イヒュタク IH• ： では少；l；で

あ う た あごひ If，ちぎらしは ！｝：. I ，· に Ii：むには jf& しておらず、 1-t ヮて

カツエヒューサウン 1 -- j也 t＆では冬には （I A しなかうたー この動物

’l'J· を冬宇（ U,べから 'lt 比したことは、日 JJ 、 li I ！と いう IL~WIにもこ jL 

ら IHけが、融和i して仙川 されたことを Jll!.111 にしている ー その Ji 、

あごひげあきらし竹はチョーリス 1’＇，1 ；，•； のチョー リ ス IU.1 ；や、ケープ

クルーセンスターンの U· 冬 11l1j 川！とオールトウェ リ ンク＇fU.1:J-i1

で1ま村l イjーか ｛1{1 ： しなかヮた3 この ・w人は、人々カ、 s) 1 や 6 I l に彼ら

の1,•:1u也ではね猟をせず、 1也のがキャンブJ也でハンテインクしたこ

とを必川、しよう ， チョ－ 1／ス WIでは、手l\ii1't1i}J(j:.JJ く ~1(.llJ.J されてき

た～ ケーブクルーゼンスターンの後ltJ J チ ョーリスキャンフヲ11:1土、

チョーリス .＇ j'c ,I ； ，•； のチョー リス冬宇 fj:J, • :· ±1 1：と l• ;J 11.'t' HJ］に使川されてい

た。 これから危！保するに、チョーリス民はイドにチョーリス；；＼を償切

りケープクルーセ‘ンスタ ンへあごひげあきらしを 111i j佐に行き、

山：の終わりにチョーリス、r山にあった （ U. • ：·へ 11~ っ たということで

ある3 オールドウェーリングHJJ においては、彼らは森字海；！＇YI動

物約猟に少し｜付っ た問題が起こ っ たはずである 。 というのも、がに

は -t11iff1J：（のためあ ごひげあきらしの捕獲を •I• JI·. しな け tLばならなかっ

たであろうから。 も勺とも こ のi況が完全に j ／·：しいとは nいきれなL 、。
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なぜなら、ウェスターントゥ レウェーリング民は、ケープク

ル センスターンの冬宇佐川に ftんでいながらも、 -till鯨 とあごひ

げあきらし州継を続けたからである。 オールドウェー リ ングHJJの

が1~ キャンプは、もしかすると Jji. に J是々が発見できないだけで、

ケープクルーセンスターンのどこかに干Iイ1：するのかも生iii L なし、。

もしカツエビューサウンド地域で｜’｜然泣物の、刊に，1·0wの Hd,;J

之がもうと j並 Jj,＜ されれば、 IU.•； ノ J ターンの予：tmの問題 ヵ、 WioiJとされ

るようになるだろう 。 我々が11土初＇］ ,I,：け（［のうHli" をした q'j は、 』七＋土し

｛！； る，〔~ ＇＼’iの 比/j－：カCなく、 Ii 『＇］＇，じさえ 11'.(i しカ．ウたしカ．しその｛長 、，1；~ｷ¥ 

9l 耳ミがj並められ、やヮ とチョーリスとオールドウェーリンクWJの

X'.ii'l"がj lわ〉析さ hたところである。 そ j Lによ り判明し た こ とは 、

Ill 工大.＇ii；分のオール ドウ ェー リ ンク JYJの反ー字セツル メント II\ 土の

X'.i ’l'J· は、 u 予： J,• :fi：：から ;t},!f象できるように水ねばかりであった。 ただ

し チ ョー リス遺跡に Jj ~ 、ては U.C； も冬，！万も （｛ イ1：した。

カツエビ ュー サウントJ也H：では、 f（•，’ l'J· の伐 （｛ーはあまりみられな

か勺 たが、その •I• でも 11£111の ， ill:拠はチ ョー リ ス WJから ，＇ I ＇， た 合 しかし

ながらこのJ血でJ比々に I ： えることは、ブインンクはアークティク小

イ i川文化（ムザしの • I• でそれれl 大きな役·，1111 を恥したとは，lι えない、とい

うことで“あるこのことはフ ィシンクヵ、食料処 1~1,iMiJJの •I• でも 市必

な役；Iii] をした、べー リ ／グjiij1ll)~ の 1Nの i/1j,/ ; !: j也’：； •,c の北 ｝j ;i1j iJi；主化 JtJI

や、カツ エ ヒ コー サウント地域でもず .. ， と 11 .\ f にが析しくなる Jは

j止のことと、 ~ I+J!l:i. どな ゥ た カツエヒ コー サウンド地に ;t; L 、て、

アークティク 小イ l ~l:ill.'jfににブ インングがれん I_:: られたということは、

宇似条「｜の；1111{,'.Jからサケ、その 'i ＇ でも 引にチ γ ム （ Oncorhyneus 

keta Keta t が数少なか り たとい ·i ·＇·川、にあるのではなかろうか こ

の地でア クテ ィ ク 小イ i 出11.'d ＼の 川 の；，•，，•，＿伎はかなリ fl~か っ たと忽（伐

され、サケの 1mがかえるには）！tf:J'J!_ だ. ， たのではないかサケがいた

としても小町i て4勺じ l\ll な II\ S｝／. て＼そ j L ＼＇）〕えつインング！土、l’I J也ていか

なる 字fi'ii と いえども 1,1;(u山 をけじとする＇t5 1 1、｜ にはな り Nなかうたので

はないかこグ〕＂止を ll\J-t長 （ Iリにではあるがええる，ill j処として、 ブイシン

ク（土べー リ ンクi何 111 ）＇.、 の 1-H で i,;J l二ア クティク 小イ I 出11.'Jf ＼に B下吹な役

',Iii] を 恥 していたという ・Wkがある (ii lj えは、ノ ー トン ！りlにフィシン

グはノートン サウン｜、の泌 1 ；＇：で悦んに行われていた l Lutz 1 ~172 . 

Bockstoce I ;J ／り j ケー7 7 リンス オブ ウエ一ルズのす〈」

に宇〉るク ＇f7;ｷ 11.- , 7 で 、 ~lill 11 イ l；唱カ、 'lt ；よ き j L ている もしフ イ ンン

クμが、 l十，j }j グ〉ク Ii.- 一フカ、，壬けた f'E『の』よi区リをカ＂／ エ ビ二L 一 サウン

卜 ltJJ に／一トン l己に ＇j一えたな，，、な 斗±＇ fl~ らカ、 ）J Jを人j L てペJ ら~·カ‘ 勺

たのカ‘」 11! FJl! L11!1i くなる おそらくノ ー トン JtJJ には、サケが 1川市にと

れる北FH I JJl fr では 、こ iLはカツ エ ヒ コー サウン卜どホイント

ホ－ 71 1\J i i.戸、ケー7 7 リンス オフ ウ エールズとカツ エ ヒ ュ

ー サウンドの 1NI l わた り に rH I、していたのではなかろうかと仰む

したい。



什の rj:1 でも小あざらしの 11i める；1;1j f判、は非常に i•,';j か っ た 。 ケー

フ クルーゼンスターンの住！川祉はほぼ｜司じれーセンテイジで小

あさらしの什を ！ I\ し、しかもこの動物は冬子tを始めH免イド、 Mu を j凶

じて 1ili処できるので、残念ながら fi: /1T:·tJI ： の冬予三j日と初j Ji 川を｜メー分け

することができなかっ た。 ところがチョーリス · ＇ ！＇： ，（＇；の IU;r;Jll；て、は、

あざらしは冬字に 1ill えられたようである 。 というのも、もしそうで

なか っ たらあごひげあざらしが、小あざらしより多くの；1;1J イ？でl l LJ-.

してよか勺 たはずで、 ·JUfはそうではなかっ たからである 。 ただ、

ひとつlliJ j起となるのはチ ヨ 一 リ ス H:I川担l: !IU：のあざらし，i’J· の；1;1j イ~ 

が、ケ一フ クル一セaンス夕一ンのそれに Iヒ4 し flbう通 つ たという初 | 

i♀を 1主；j Lてならな L

の午t色で』l見lり l つくカ、も知j Lぬο 冬字において、チ ョ ー リ ス半，1； ，•； では

}j(/J; l水路 （ オーフン リ ートー ） が ilii iいから iと ~1 ； ~~mにあるが、その－

}j ケーフ クルーゼンスターンではかなり ii1j}いに i!l: いのである 。 こ

れが後行にむいて冬子： J'.j'jii\ が、 1 ili 一行よりは返り多いものにしたので

はなかろうか。 この巧ーえは更に、チョーリス f:i:/;r；にあざらし Jf] タ

グルもりが干f：消ーしなかったという・j•；実によっても支持さ j L る 。

しろいるかもカツエビューサウンド地域では初ff[から秋にかけ

て ~，7_}J. し ていたのだが、時ljj主もしたように解体作来ーが ji:J.r:·:ti上以外

のJ也でf Iわれたため、’＼＇＼・の !IL 卜の‘みられなか勺 た しかし、だから

とい う てしろいるかが111JJii さ i L なか っ たという J11!1l 1 にはならない『

カ リ フー’＼＇ l・の多＇1，＇~は、文化をふたつに ｜ベ分する 3 ひとつは多数竹

,'I¥ I ·するチ ョ ー リ ス、パーナク、それにウ ェ スターン トゥーレで、

もうひとつは少数竹，＇ I\ 1 ·ーするそれ以外の文化である 。 この地におけ

るカ リ ブーの.i!i!JL、の lが史から （ Skoog 1%8 ） 、以 卜．の長はこれら ii1j

j ド i立跡において字lni 'if；によるというよりか 、 むしろカリブーの片山II ・

減少収集と移行：ルートのう女史によるものと解釈したい。 ケーフ ク

ルーセンスターンにおいては特に数が多いというわけではないカ、

カリブーは今でも手前を ｜！日わず 11\JJl し 、もし j位」、もそうであ っ たな

ら 11s 代や II .）を 1 11 J わず人々は列猟を行う たことであろう r ただここで

も、］（）けから 11 I J にカリブーがJi;：多数観然されることは 目WKである

(Uhl and Uhl 197お ）

’＼＇ l・数の ，，， でも 5 ハ一セントに i1:1:j たない他の刷物 （ ｜文11 57 ） には、

キツネ、 ~＇！’うさき、やまあらし 1すがいる 。家の l I ＇ に i枚目しすることから

キツネがrt川に fl ＇：されたものか、あるいは .iji. に℃皮を干lj nJ されたの

かはがf,i(i；）できな＼，¥ 0 ただひとつii'.必；ひける ·J~尖は、カツ エ ヒ ュ － JtJ I

の fj:J,r; :t.Jl: から見つかるも！支を悦仰ぐする動物’＼＇＼·のを立が、時代が下っ ても

明えないという点である υ先史11.Hにの後JtJIあるいは脈~：時代の初JtJI

に、交坊！｜］と して小動物のも皮を必吸j とする ；J,i ＇裂がj',';j ま っ たと推測

されているが、少なくともここケーフ クルーゼンスターンのfj:J,1 :·

t1I: 1 1~ に収われる’＼＇］·数には u.映していないことを Hけ加えておこう 3

I」Lイ！のカツエビ ュ ー サウント‘ エスキモーにとり Alγ，： j＼・に爪裂

な動物のひとつは似てHある c しかしながら Y;· 11i ー トーの”iiH処からは；1;1j リ

fr1, 、少てL いf[i);(•\'

のカ、yエヒユ一サウンドJ也t！•主には和；1は Ii ＇，没し ないのだ。 しカ、し土凡J也

の人々にと 1 ） 、剣（ i ll! 、 Iii] JI行 II』、 l ii]I支は fl主らの ft!l:_ij可にと り 欠カ‘せさ肝る

ものとしてIF ＇変であり、それゆえにポイント ホーフの111i鯨コ ミ ュ

ニティーに、し、かなる悦ず｜を打、 っ ても交幼ルートを！日l き保ハーする独

11 を ~1、 勺 ているのである 。
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11fi ！血！I）；（はカツエビュー サウンド地域て・はウェスターン ト ゥ ーレ

WIは (i'(r：’＇Kだが、おそらくオールド ウェー リ ングWIにも行われてい

たことであろう 。 尖際、ウ ェ スターン トゥーレとオールド ウェ

ー リ ンク..m1の ti:li' :-J1 I：、 ！ ’ ｜ 然j立物、文化泣物夕、・］の · ： i:J1'.J ・ 形成（J'.J分析を

j並めると、収イ！のポイント パローやポイント ホーフのi.((1.WJ J,1;J也

でエスキモーl己ヵ、 i1j イド行 っ ている f＇，！＿／支の集 ij1(1%1i.lf.1）；（をやっていたに

1主いない、という￥tf,i(i；）（こ j主する 3

カツエビュー サウンド J也Mi:l＼：の鯨に刈する 1~1 ＼，、 II許 Hを巧l邑する

なら、なにゆえにケープ クルーゼンスターシではtill!!~；（ヵ、 11.'i' 々にし

か行われなかっ たのだろうか。 この＼；.［問に刈する符として、我々は

ケープ クルーセ・ンスターンが11！胤un也 として干I] Ji］されるにはそれ

なリの時打：t i·ーの~1l!1t1がなければfよらなか っ たと巧えた L九段イl鋭伐

されることから E i うなら、カツエビ ュー サウンドの i]dJ；（水路はケ

ブ クルーゼンスターンからあまりにも法＜ i 'i ＇ に倒れておリ、こ

れが州市止を担任しくしたのではなかろうか。 1;'n i!li也岐に 1: 1 を紗せば、

ケープ クルーゼンスターンの北に存するキノ、 リナは、i凡イlーでも 111i

f[i）；（村として伐っ ているが、ここの付11~ でさえ、以 1ili のことだが鯨（ニ

!I\ ｛~ うことができない年カ、ありそういう II .＼＇はポイント ホープへ

わざわさ··11 1 m1t1111.~）；（の－ ii とな っ て H;JJ L 、たほどであ っ た 。鯨は年に

より売はあるもののJJl イlの ）j iJ'.j位 l；よりもキハリナ村において多〈

11\ i立する 。 キノ〈 リナ十Jl己に よれは＼北 ）jのの山 な（！I fぬへh ＜；主 ＂＇ ~－， 

村 j!J: .i!l をがに通過する f[i）；（は、 H iからと多くの人々がJ与えているが%

は北l引からだ、と i f っ ている 。 この.fll\Iil は、大きな；j( /J；（水路 （ リー

ト‘ ） はへーリンクバ1j:1l1夫や 1~4 チャクチ；＇iiiへ j l1j\, 、！日lかれるのだが、これ

からけjjly の）j i l1 jへ分校する水路があり、それにそり鯨がi判 一｜、してく

るからて···;t;）るポイント ホープ近辺からキノ、 l j ナ近辺へ続くこの

i]( I以水路が、 1 1.＼：として北へ1l1j う鯨をして迷わせ｜判｜ご させるのである 。

カツエ ビュー サウンドの北で11.'i ii iーと ！ ；；J じむ lu l 松をする海流と介放

して （ Fl eming and Heggarty 1 966 ） 、 こ i L らの ij( I~けに日告は 1ij.イドに

おこる胤と ;l1i:d1tの中I II 1J！~1 ＇·：＇により’J:. じるのである つ

以！のJ'ilrf I から、鯨カ、修動を悦んにした 11 .'i' W I に｝j( /J;( 7]( ~れがカツ エ

ヒ ュー i；ぢへ！（1止を4 き、その II .） にはケーフ クルーゼンスターン地｜メ：

にも II\ 没したと巧えてもおかしくなかろう 。 ケー7 クルーゼンス

ターンへ！%（を咋いたこの水路（土、収 イl ではポイント ホーフとキ

パ リナ問 を北京一市内に延ひているが、j位ユ、において少し 1{,jへ下ゥ

ていたのではないだろうか。

ij( iJ；（分解、水目指，＇ I ＼~孔、！瓜1 l1 j 、それにチ ャ クチ iiiiの ； 11wc方 1111 ＇：~； のキII

11: f十 !Tl に；；！~特きれるので、この i)zlt,(HJ] :wは伐材tな級車II を~，，φ し、どの

ようなt坑 I』l変 化が ij( /J；〔水路をウェスターン ト ゥ ーレ JY J とオール

ト ウ ェ ーリンク ltJI に i付lマさせ、まだどのような ｜’ I ？！.~：；！~~！－1＜：が現仰の

ごとく 北｜・させたか J'IJ I リ lするまでに弔っ ていな L ～ ただ我々の行＂

,!!II できるところは、 ij( /J；（水路を i）とめる主要IJ;I たるものはがにll~iーとし

て起こる悩！瓜や），［，＼のようだ、とだけは六 っ ておこう η iiり午，，..陵地で

は、少なくとも i）えのない千明j （こ、 l: なる l瓜が、あるー下年WIには北

京から，，~~ ＼，、ていたが、ある一千年!YI にはト‘ラ7チ ッ クに市山ーから l吹

きだしたように変化したことカ、知られている （ Moore 1968 )" I瓜や

j,j-，＼が：＇｝－： f店lにより ｝j j l1j を変更したことは多いに巧えられることであ

る。 もし以じのようなことが·w.hであったと似定するなら、鯨が移

動を続けた；j( IJ；（水路ヵ、少しずつ場所を移したと巧えても不思ぷで

はなかろう 。
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イヒ ュ タク i込がなぜにポイント ホープやケープ クルーゼンス

ターンでm）；（を Jf.11 まえなかヮ たかという問があるが、これはおそらく

お 11.'iにおいて 111,j 地の条「｜ーが11\l ff.~；（に 11iii う ていなかっ たのであろう、と

終えたい． ある研究 .r,ーはこの不適条（’｜：は年 ＼ Ill 主~i,' .. i または H/J\J 主U.'n'，の

変化によるものだろうと .：l=.保した。 しかし、もしこれが似 1;;1 であ っ

たなら、 ij(',l flj を数j盟 /J\J 1出らせただけで、それNi. にF訟の移動をその11\J

だけi出征させただけに過ぎなし、。 我々は、 .， If び！瓜と以がもっと｝f（嬰

主役；l flj リ を ＊したのではなか っ たかと；tHi~ したい。 今日、ポイント

ホープにおいて、）！］（~が~til..4から H欠＜ II寺がiはも till.©);( :,:: を mi符できる。

ところが l!ft＼がili とか、 lH凶、凶から l吹きだすと、 iiサ／，｝~：ーに i(i リ i］＜が引

み 卜ρ、 I ）、 i]ZIJ;<jj( V告はチャクチ iiti：泌くに後；n し抑制（ i円!fi}J を不11J能に

してしまう グ〉である 、 むしイピュタク JtJI にこのような！’i 然状f'＼：が千F

したなら、カツ エ ビ ュ ー サウ ン ト・とポイン ト ホーフ一昨に 7](Vlt

がみあたらず、イピュ タク l己は 11\l%（がてιきなかっ たことだろう 。 11\l

f(1）；（ができなか っ たことはイピュ タク i己をして、あさらし f:l'・りとカ リ

ブ－ rい）に h\ ,'I ＇， させることとな っ た 。 この Htの4守1ii'tH:i1Fiはイピュタ

ク｝引を ；;m る 1 'i トl から北｝別アラスカで".lb主してきたもので、 ｛皮らにと

り M ら慨し い川組ではなかっ た 。 このようにノ、レオ ・ エスキモ－ ~［：＿

i目的u：＼：にかよ ゥ たイピュ タク民の生.%；は、なぜにイピュ タク食事：｜彼 1~ 1'

j立物が、それ以 1i fiのア クティクノトイ It注文化伝統のものと似通っ て

いるか説lリlがつくのである c

ウェスターン ト ゥ ーレ mi とカツエビ ューrn1の jj：：出ノ ぐ ターンのキ｜ ｜

i主は、カツエビ ュ ー サウントJ也’：；＇.＇て判（が安をげjす JJ;( l!'I となる、紀

l乙 I .. ！（）（｝ .！［：： 町lの！孔1l1J きの変ll.：と｜主jわ っ ているようだ。 11\l鯨ができな

かっ たカツ エ ビ ュ一代は、！ム肢に i放めする宇部（l(J な食料資ill； （ を J立う

ことにな っ た 。 このじれまでには、フィシングの校術はかな り i.f主 Jj;、し

てお リ 、イヒ ュ タク l（やノ《ーナク l（のごとくあざらし j’J 1）に 全力を

校J':j(せずに、あるいはノ〈ーナク民がしたように小さな孤立する冬苧

' i：川に •JI き込まらず、カツエビューl込はフィシンクにより j幽する、

fyリ えばシスアリクとかカツエ ビ ュ一地へと修fj: したのである 。それ

ゆえこそ彼らは 、大きな段数家肢のti：肘に ftみ続ける ことができた

グ） t.、： 。

以ー l ：の波子’） ＇ 手，＇f , i~iiはあくまでも椛，治であり、 w·に l11i 卒Ill 弘. '\:.!ll\ 系の

fi!htがカ＂／エビ ユ一 サウ ントj也J＆で、必、J泣－とさ j Lている 。 どうも j位

」、に 1ゴける l ' I Y！.~J~＇i i'I. グ） 'i'，，；はサイクルをも 勺 て .fJ！わ i Lているようで．、

もしそうならMHの H カ‘カ＇＇／エビ、ユ一 サウ ン ド f也にも ff.1j；（が II ＼脱す

る I.I が主lj~とするのではなかろうか。

Iぅ i ラ 1 ）（こ

」分の l · \II：紀以前に我々がケープ クルーセ許ンスターンで発JJ:1＼を

1:r1 !if• して以求、カツエビュー サウンド地域はいくつかのドラマチ

／ クな！！長！と変化を的！殺して きた 。 その， ，， でも 村に，R）~な II ＼米がは、

lり7PV－に 11J iJとさ i L fニアラスカ ネイティフ’ クレイムズ セツルメ

ント i"L令 （ ANCSA j と、 1 978年に i）とま っ たケープ クルーセーンス

ターンが＼ 1l,LillW州こ J行先されたことであろう の村に後者はこの；句作

1 1. ＼；釘也，：； ~：がイlーする判 ＇＇(i:すべき朕 ！と を ＇1' 'f' l；（にしており、この似”引，＂,'li'1'

1.i•H ＇~な，むl川、をも 勺 た 、 なぜなら ！YI定j立閥、として指定されたため、

ケーフ クルーセ、ンスターンは IHJ 発の名を （／＇，＇ りた似JjJ から身を守

ることができたのである 。 現イl ま でのところ、この地域でわずかの

;'i i；分のみ発Jl:1\,Ji.JNがti~わされただけだが、この剣t }Jは今後とも続け

ら i Lる必，~：ヵ、ある 包
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カツエビュー サウ ン ド地域で将米， il.'.fft を続ける研究者に、我々

はいくつかの従百をも っ ている 。 まず初Jめに、次の発JJ:1i は l沈に百l；分

(Jリに；ilt.J作が.iffiめられているセツルメント全体の附i立・機能に焦点を

絞るべきであるという点がひとつ。 我々の今までの，i),\j fl:は、この地

における文化史の解明に力を入れてきたので、放も効ヰi良〈造物形

式と 家形式の資料を（！j，るため、セツルメン ト ｜付の fi:J,1;J1I : 1~Jl11ilニ リs,,,

してきた。 こ の粍l娩から’γ．んだことは、 （J J，つのは ｜ーには i立物が11主人－

IWこ伐存しているということである 。 また i"f1j:l: !: I 王｜；友 J也，： i\' l（の佐川似

パを充分に」＇IU＇げするためには、彼らの冬 ＇｝·'.fi:J,1;-t 制作きれなければ

ならない 。 l!" i '1i：主 1 iJj 、大ム；村上品、その他の’川町， r;!f;)J を術にした 11~1処の

)t比三］（；＿ Ifに :f11ift も必吹．と されている 。 これらのJi,';1iJ j· の）tJl:1i から JJlわ

れる i立物は、問物館見集 1 1171 I I の， ，， で特に光:f＊を li'i.つというわけには

いかぬかも知れぬが、代々の fill'究にと ワては過J、の文化を J'l\fiJ干する

｜ーでィ； 11LJとなものである 司

先史 11；＼＇＇代 l己の生活行動は、多くは後t吐に湖、を銭すものでないの

で、我々の第二のf足立は、 i立問、 l付において 作々の生iii i訂正iJJが行われ

たと思える 11~1処で、 二i二 ，，， の｛ヒワ：分析 を進める こ とである 。 それに ）Jll

え、リモート センスイングJIJ 加を似；111 し、それぞj Lの：ti;f;fj·~；J; t’b

えに：；i~ 'r~；を’乏けたと，思える列なる ~ii川初 j立 f本をみつけ II ＼ すことも立

義がある 。

引に－ltHif1~iJi;rnJ を f;.f'iめ、冬字以外のキ ャ ンプt1I；を叫すf:t ·J~ も’l'lーの

おi L ることたカサ〈切なステ ・ソ フとなる 。 II .ff＼が新しくなる iftf. ／~~』 j立跡、

ほど芝が波〈、 ·， 1 ; L 、 iltf. /cf:j立湖、のように外はから存戸？を ：＼ ＇ IJI析す ること

が慨しいからだ。 J是々が中1げ正 を if1f.l;':jfi閥、て·iJ.fiめて以米、このJ也にお

ける多くの1;·u;l . 生態条 I'＼：ヵ、 llJJ らかにな っ てきた 。 25年 l i\J の ，制作で、

が1:m しくなる。 我々が中1'i<f正を i毎 ／；！： j立湖、て·f;.f 1めて以米、このJ也におけ

る多くの環境 . ':J:. 態条｛’｜がlリ j らかになうてきたの 251j.Jl\J の，制作で、

いかに l’l 然条件が人々に；if~~~；を／止lましたか耳＼！ 併できるようになっ

てきたの

Jえ々ヵ、学んだ中には、 Mえば初Jイドキャンプf也は、海岸でも if酢に i!.i:

い傾斜地にi誌もよく選ばれたということである 。 この理由は、水分

を ii｛山含んだ表土がないということと、古－ ~If.け水カ、礎石の /J \J を流れ

てくれるという好条件からであ っ た。イ手はあざらしがl りに大切な 11.\;

JYJ で、背の釣人はなるべく石川、必にケープ クルーセ’ンスターンへ

米て、水紋あざらしゃあごひげあざらしを仕切めたに迎いない。 も

し彼らが;ftj：岸丘 ｜；去の上でなく傾斜地にキャンプし たと似定するな

ら、我々の発Jf:ii i制作は彼ら~＇HiiU亡の年li\J サ イクルの中でもー11 .\qyj を

完全に見過ごしてきたものであろっ 。 手前jがj立み？；・が溶け、おも乾

くと、丘陵のnu－.は紋舵を リI~~、たごとく栄華？な表土をあらわした。

チョーリス、イピュタク、その他のII判にのN＇~爪l（はこのJi：＼；交卜．に彼

らのキャンプを移したのだ。 我々が発Jl:ii した JI·.隊法制、は、あごひげ

あざらし狩猟miの後半に、小あざらしの11\i 後が；＼II＇しくなり、あごひ

げあさ前らしの数が；°／，；~少してから築かれたものかも知lれぬ。



ひとつね米の：ill姿な石ff")t課題として残るものに、イピュタク 1~1 に

おける食生活・パターン上、イピュタク住居18号から出土したが1%カ、

どんな ；百、義をも っ ていたか、という .＇.＼がある 。 この問題に取り組む

べき 1 973年のケープ クルーゼンスターンの；U,\f去を 1d·剛したが、発

11i 1Li'r可を受けることができず断念した経験がある 。住駅18 号がイピ

斗タクの初期lか後mi （ 後者と抑定はしているが）かさえ判断できず、

ケープ クルーゼンスターンでの将来の；iJ,\j 11'はこの問題に挑戦す

べきである 。

ケープ クルーセeンスターンにおける考l11iv.'村正は、中ill 足 ・ WJ述学

問と Jj）澗を合わせi!主められるべきである 。 ギティングズによりが：め

られた考古 ・ i込｝j~~ 芯・以上克研究のー休化は、宅llA.でも :it止も有効な ）］

i去のように思える 。 我々の;il.~J'tや他の研究者による ；l11~1t成果で、カ

ツエビュー サウンド地域を始め周辺のグループの食料処仰のパタ

ーンカ、判明してきた。 これらの調布とは、キキタリミウト （ Uhl

and Uhl 1978 ） 、シイラピングミ ッ ト （ Anderson and Anderson 

1 977 ） 、クウノ〈ンクミ ッ ト （ Anderson et al. 1977 ） ぷtfi'等である 。

それに Foote (196 1 ） 、 Foote and Vv'illiamson (1966 ） 、 Cooke ( l 9

60 ） 、 Uhl and Uhl ( 1 978 ） 、 Hall (1970 ） 、 Saario and Kessel (19 

66 ） 、 Bt:rch ( 1 979 ） 等研究者による川市Ill な調布も忘れてならない。

イヌピアトの人々も、｜］分たちの朕史を『！？くことに好＇.•｝'fl(J でJ変 Jljj を

惜しまなく、また広い制型fに立ち問題；色； ， ii＆をも っ た i調布。）｜究は、こ

のカツエビ ュー サウンド地域におき、過1、 )j ij'- の士ときにわた

り人々が生治してきた全貌を、泣くない羽米に 11）］らかにしてくれる

ことであろう 。

fii'（オ、 iU
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Appendix I 

Coastal Processes and Coastal Erosional 
Hazards to the Cape Krusenstern 

Archaeological Site 
David M. Hopkins 

U.S. Geological Survey 
Menlo Park, California 

Cape Krusenstern, a sharp inflection in the coast of the 
Chukchi Sea forming the north portal to Kotzebue Sound 
(fig. 1), is a broad, accretionary beach ridge plain that contains 
an exceptionally complete and well-studied record of Arctic 
prehistory spanning the last 4,000 years (Giddings, 1960). It has 
been designated the Cape Krusenstern National Monument in 
order to protect its important archaeological resources from in
advertent damage or destruction. 

The beach ridge plain is a depositional feature formed of 
sand and gravel brought by beach drift from a more northern 
source. Moore (1960) has suggested that the sand and gravel • 
comprising Cape Krusenstern came predominantly from cliffs 
near Cape Thompson, some one hundred kilometers to the 
north. What would be the consequences if the source of sedi
ment were reduced or cut off by construction, for example, of 
a harbor or jetty at Kivalina? 

It is the purpose of this report to examine the recent coastal 
history and the contemporary coastal processes between Cape 
Krusenstern and Cape Thompson in an effort to evaluate the 
possible effects at Cape Krusenstern of a disruption in the 
southward sediment drift. The report is based upon four days 
of helicopter-supported field work during the period August 
3-6, 1976, supplemented by study of maps and air photos. The 
report was written for the use of the Alaska Task Force of the 
National Park Service. Field work was carried out as part of a 
larger study by Robert Belous, National Park Service, and 
Douglas Anderson, Brown University, regarding the naming of 
Cape Krusenstern as a national monument . In undertaking this 
study and this report, I benefited from discussions with my 
Geological Survey colleagues Ralph Hunter and Abby 
Sallenger. 

Previous work. 

Extensive archaeological excavations by J. L. Giddings 
(1960) and his co-workers have made Cape Krusenstern a ma
jor archaeological resource containing a more or less complete 
history of coastal occupation during the past 4,500 years. 
Because their maritime economy required that aboriginal 
Eskimo communities locate as close as possible to the sea, 
the individual beach ridges at Cape Krusenstern can be 
approximately dated by their occupation remains. Thus, the 
archaeological studies have also provided valuable historical in
formation on coastal processes and the evolution of the Cape 
Krusenstern beach ridge complex during the last 4,500 years. 

The archaeological information from Cape Krusenstern 
was used by G. W. Moore in a series of pioneering papers on 
Arctic beach processes (Moore, 1960, 1966; Moore and Gid
dings, 1961; Moore and Giddings, map, (fig. 2). In his 1960 
paper, Moore showed that the beach ridges provide informa
tion about sea level history. The oldest beach ridges are now 
partly submerged, but when they were formed, sea level was at 
least three meters lower than at present. Moore went on to sug
gest that especially high beach ridges such as the one occupied 
by people of the Ipiutak culture about 2,000 years ago may 
have formed at a time when sea level was slightly higher than 
at present, but this idea is not generally accepted. Other re
searchers have shown that beach ridges are formed by the on
shore migration of submerged offshore bars during storm surges 
in which sea level is temporarily raised in response to lowered 
barometric pressure and strong onshore winds. Temporary rises 
in sea level as great as four meters have been recorded during 
storm surges along the shores of northern Bering, Chukchi, and 
Beaufort seas. The accretion of a beach ridge and its ultimate 
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Figure 1. Index Map. 

height are governed by the height of sea level during the storm 
surge, by the intensity of wave attack, and by the volume of 
sediment that has accumulated near shore. Thus, differences in 
the heights of individual Cape Krusenstern beach ridges do not 
provide a record of eustatic sea level fluctuations, although the 
semisubmerged condition of the oldest beach ridges does reflect 
the fact that sea level was several meters lower 3,500 to 4,500 
years ago. 

Moore's and Giddings' map (fig. 2) shows that the accre
tion of beach ridges on the south side of Cape Krusenstern has 
been interrupted from time to time by short periods of erosion 
which are recorded by discordant relationships in which 
younger beach ridges truncate older ones. Erosion, when it has 
taken place, has resulted in removal of segments of southeast-
trending beach ridges north of present-day Cape Krusenstern 

proper, followed by accrual there of a series of south-trending 
beaches. Moore and Giddings (1961) suggest that the erosion 
and ensuing shifts in the locus of beach ridge accrual has 
resulted from a series of shifts in storm wind direction. 
However, the series of erosional events followed by shifts in 
locus of deposition might have been caused, instead, by 
episodic interruptions or reductions in the sediment supply. 
Some of the large, rectangular lagoons (for example, Kotlik 
Lagoon, Imik Lagoon) look like truncated thaw lakes. Possibly 
the erosional episodes record occasions when the retreating 
coast breached large thermokarst lakes. Southward sediment 
drift might then have been disrupted or substantially dimin
ished until a spit and then a barrier bar could be built across 
the new embayment . 

In his 1966 paper, Moore postulated that the segment of 
the coast between Cape Thompson and Sisualik Spit forms a 
single beach-drift cell which is supplied almost exclusively by 
erosion of the twenty kilometers of cliffed coast near Cape 
Thompson. If Moore is correct, then an interruption in beach 
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Figure 2. Beach ridge sequence at Cape Krusenstern. Numbered areas represent sequences of parallel beach ridges separated from one another by discor
dances which represent short erosional episodes. A profile through showing heights and ages of beach ridges and approximate duration of erosional in
tervals is given at the base of the figure. This figure compiled by G. W. Moore and J. L. Giddings. 

drift at any point along the coast south of Cape Thompson 
would result, sooner or later, in erosion at Cape Krusenstern. 
Despite some local evidence to the contrary, Moore is probably 
correct in concluding that net beach drift is southward and 
eastward throughout the Cape Thompson-Sisualik Spit segment 
of the Chukchi Sea coast. However, the system contains 
several important sources of sediment in addition to the cliffs 
near Cape Thompson. 

Identification of sediment sources is aided by knowledge of 
the regional geology. The bedrock geology of the region from 
Point Hope to the Noatak River has been mapped at scale 
1:250,000 by I. L. Tailleur (unpublished compilations) and sum
marized at scale 1:1,000,000 by Beikman and Lathram (1976). 
A photogeological map of the surficial geology of the Cape 
Krusenstern region was compiled at scale 1:250,000 by D. M. 
Hopkins and summarized at scale 1:2,500,000 by Coulter and 
others (1965). 

Description of the coast between Cape Thompson and Cape 
Krusenstern. 

Cape Krusenstern lies about one hundred fifty kilometers 
southeast of Cape Thompson and about seventy-five kilometers 
west of Sisualik Spit (fig. 1). The coast from Cape Thompson 
to Cape Krusenstern describes a broad, shallow arc concave 
toward the Chukchi Sea, interrupted by short, sharp convex
ities at Cape Thompson and Battle Rock and by broad, rounded 
convexities at Cape Seppings and Kivalina. Bedrock cliffs and 
steep gravel bluffs front the coast almost continuously through 
a twenty-kilometer stretch of coast from Cape Thompson to 
Kisimilok Mountain, and low bedrock cliffs extend along the 
coast for about one kilometer at Battle Rock. Bluffs a few 
meters high, cut in silt, sand, and pebbly sand, occupy a few 
kilometers of the coast in various places between Rabbit Creek 
and Krusenstern Lagoon. Elsewhere, the coast is low-lying and 
devoid of erosional bluffs. 
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Two-thirds of the coast consists of barrier bars backed by 
lagoons. The beaches and barrier bars generally consist of a 
single ridge ranging from one hundred to two hundred meters 
in width. Dunes are rarely present. In many places, the rear 
parts of the barrier bars show wash-over channels and storm-
surge deltas as well as grooves and ridges that result from ice-
push. The rear parts of the beaches commonly support a 
halophyte flora consisting chiefly of Elymus mollis, Lathyrus 
marititnus, and Chrysanthemum arcticum, but areas that have 
not been affected by salt water for many decades support a 
dry-tundra matte of prostrate heaths as well as willow and 
birch shrubs. Areas that have been subjected to wash-overs 
within the last couple of years are nearly bare. Although all of 
the species comprising the halophyte flora reach their climatic 
limits hundreds of kilometers north of Cape Thompson, the 
vegetation cover on back beaches and barrier bars grows 
sparser, and bare areas grow more extensive as one proceeds 
nor thward. This observation, coupled with the nor thward in
crease in the morphological evidence of recent wash-overs, 
seems to indicate that the beaches are flooded with increasing 
frequency as one progresses nor thward. 

Older beach ridges are generally lacking except in the giant 
Cape Krusenstern complex, but a single old beach ridge extends 
behind the modern beach for about one kilometer along the 
north end of Ipiavik Lagoon, and two older ridges are present 
behind the modern beach for several kilometers north of the 
north entrance to Kivalina Lagoon. An examination of the well-
dated Cape Krusenstern beach ridge complex shows that beach 
ridges in this region can be approximately dated on the basis of 
whether or not they are semisubmerged and according to the 
degree of development of the ice-wedge network. The older 
beach ridge along Kivalina Lagoon and the old beach ridge at 
Ipiavik Lagoon have ice-wedge networks indicative of an age of 
one to two thousand years. The younger and more seaward 
beach ridge along Kivalina Lagoon has a series of old house 
pits whose form indicates that they were built between 1400 
and 1500 A . D . (Douglas Anderson, oral communication, 
August 5, 1976). 

The lagoon shores of the barrier bars commonly display 
their own systems of beach ridges, built partly by waves and 
partly by ice-push from the lagoon side. The north ends of 
Krusenstern, Imik, and Kotlik lagoons are filled in by a series 
of broadly arcuate beach ridges. The ice-wedge development 
and the semisubmerged condition of the northernmost and 
oldest ridges in each set indicate that they were formed earlier 
than 3,500 and perhaps as early as 4,500 years ago. These 
oldest beach ridges are sharply truncated by the ocean beach, 
but the younger lagoon beach ridges in each set curve more 
sharply and become tangent to the modern barrier bar. 

Sources of sediment. 
The Cape Krusenstern beach ridge complex consists largely 

of gravel. Its sand component may derive from points as far 
nor th as Cape Thompson, but the gravel component must 
originate south of Kivalina, because the ocean beach in front of 
Kivalina Lagoon consists of sand with very few pebbles. 

Large quantities of sandstone, chert, and limestone—the 
predominant components of the Cape Krusenstern beach sedi
ment (Moore, 1966)—are supplied by bedrock cliffs at Cape 
Thompson and by bluffs cut in Pleistocene gravel and collu-
vium between Ogotoruk Creek and Kisimilok Mountain (fig. 
1). However, the same suite of rocks is also added in several 
other places. Limestone is supplied by the coastal cliffs at Battle 

Rock and by bluffs cut in Pleistocene beach gravel and collu-
vium that extend a few hundred meters to the north and south. 
Trails of gravel can be seen extending diagonally across the 
beach from low bluffs cut in alluvium south of Rabbit Creek 
and from bluffs cut in Pelukian interglacial beach deposits 
north of Krusenstern Lagoon. 

Some gravel is added to the beach from the nearby sea 
bot tom. Moore minimized the possible importance of move
ment of material from shallow nearshore waters onto the 
beach, but I have seen clear evidence of the capacity of storm 
waves to erode pebble-sized particles from the nearshore bot
tom and to move them onshore. Abundant , large, discolored 
fossil mollusk shells appear after storms on the beach at Cape 
Krusenstern, and in many places between Cape Espenberg and 
Shishmaref on the north coast of Seward Peninsula (south of 
the area of fig. 1). The fossil mollusks include species that no 
longer live in the Chukchi Sea, and they differ in color from 
the shells of present-day mollusks with which they are mingled 
on the beach. The stained fossil mollusk shells are obviously 
derived from marine deposits of the Pelukian (last interglacial) 
transgression, but no Pelukian deposits are exposed above sea 
level in the places named. It is clear that the fossil mollusk 
shells have been ripped up and transported onshore from sub
marine outcrops of Pelukian deposits. 

Gravel evidently also enters the Cape Thompson-Sisualik 
Spit beach-drift system as a result of erosion at and below 
beach level of onshore alluvial fans, outwash deposits, and 
deltas. Coastal convexities at Cape Seppings and just south of 
Kivalina River testify to the importance of the alluvial fans of 
the Singoalak and Wulik rivers as sediment sources. Although 
the Singoalak River is a small, short stream, Creager and 
McManus (1966) mapped a large area of gravel offshore near 
Cape Seppings, indicating that the Singoalak River fan extends 
seaward as a relict bot tom deposit, constituting a potential ad
ditional supply. Gravel is also added by the retreat of the shore 
through alluvium and glacial-outwash gravel at the mouths of 
Agagrak, Rabbit, and Kilikmak creeks. 
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Direction of coastal drift. 

As Moore (1966) showed, the direction of beach drift 
varies from one day to another during the open season, 
depending upon the orientation of incoming waves relative to 
the coast. However, net drift over a period of years can be in
ferred on the basis of direction of displacement of river mouths 
and lagoon outlets and on the basis of direction in which sub
merged offshore bars diverge from the strand. Some insight can 
also be gained by examining the direction in which distinctive 
pebbles trail and the directions in which beach sediments grow 
finer from points of sediment input; however, the frequent tem
porary reversals in direction of beach drift make these in
dicators less definitive. 

Morphological indicators, directions of drift of distinctive 
pebbles, and directions of fining indicate clearly that net beach 
drift is southward and eastward along most segments of the 
coast between Cape Thompson and Sisualik Spit, but north
ward drift is suggested locally. During my overflights in August 
1976, morphological indicators suggested recent northward drift 
along short segments of the coast to the north and south of 
Cape Seppings and, more surprisingly, along most of the forty-
kilometer segment of coast from Ipiavik Lagoon to the northern 
inlet of Kivalina Lagoon.* The gross morphology of the coast 
makes Ipiavik Lagoon—at the center of the sweeping concave 
arc between Cape Thompson and Cape Krusenstern—an un
likely place for a divergence in the direction of coastal drift, 
and further work will be required before the direction of net 
beach drift in the Kivalina Lagoon-Ipiavik Lagoon segment can 
be considered to be firmly established. The question is impor
tant, because if beach drift is either northward or nearly 
neutral in that sector, then a perturbation of the beach drift 
north of Ipiavik Lagoon would have little effect upon the beach 
regime at Cape Krusenstern. 

An indication of the amount of coastal retreat possible 
during a single storm is provided by thermokarst features seen 
at the rear of the beach south of Rabbit Creek during early 
August 1976. In my experience, Arctic beaches display thermo
karst collapse features only in newly formed areas in front of 
recently and rapidly eroded coastal bluffs. Quaternary sedi
ments in coastal bluffs generally contain ice wedges which fill 
polygonal systems of frost cracks. If the bluffs are less than five 
meters high, the wedges generally extend below beach level. 
During periods when the bluff is retreating slowly, the ice 
wedges thaw more rapidly than the adjoining frozen sediments. 
Small tundra streams develop along the ice wedges, accelerating 
removal of the ground ice, and the turf then collapses into the 
resulting trenches, creating ice wedge pseudomorphs which may 
persist as recognizable features on scoured beach surfaces. Dur
ing intense storms, however, the coastal bluffs may retreat 
quickly and in toto, leaving the roots of ice wedges to persist 
beneath the newly formed beach. The wedge ice then thaws out 
and forms polygonal collapse trenches in the beach next to the 
freshly exposed bluff. One may conclude that the bluff has 
recently retreated by an amount equal to and probably exceed
ing the width of the belt of collapse trenches. Based on this cri
terion, bluffs carved in Pleistocene sediment south of Rabbit 
Creek retreated at least two meters during a 1975 storm surge. 

The amount of shoreline retreat over a longer period can 
be estimated by reconstructing the position of the ocean beach 
when the truncated beach ridges at the north ends of Krusen
stern, Kotlik, and Imik lagoons were formed. If the arcuate 
lagoonal beach ridges originally extended seaward with their 
same present radius of curvature to a point where they were 
tangent to the barrier bar of the time, then the shoreline has 
retreated five hundred to six hundred meters in the 3,500 to 
4,500 years since the earliest beach ridges were formed. Retreat 
rates of ten to twenty meters per century are suggested. These 
figures seem entirely reasonable in light of the evidence at Rab
bit Creek of a coastal retreat of two meters or more during a 
single recent storm. 

Differential erosion since sea level approached its present 
position 3,500 to 4,500 years ago has converted a former lime
stone hillock into the Battle Rock headland by eroding the 
softer Pleistocene alluvium and beach gravel two hundred fifty 
meters landward at the southern, downdrift end of the bedrock 
bluffs. A small but unknown amount of coastal retreat has 
taken place on the headland itself, so that the total amount of 
coastal retreat by erosion of soft sediments south of Battle 
Rock must be somewhat greater than two hundred fifty meters 
during the last 3,500 to 4,500 years. 

We may now attempt to reconstruct the position of the 
shoreline 3,500 years ago. This particular date is chosen be
cause the rapid postglacial rise in sea level had slowed several 
centuries earlier. Sea level stood only a few meters below its 
present position, and sufficient time can be assumed to have 
elapsed so that a nearly straight coast had developed as a result 
of truncation of headlands and construction of barrier bars 
across embayments . 

A beach ridge bearing the remains of a 3,500-year-old set
tlement marks the former position of the shoreline inland from 
present-day Cape Krusenstern. From Krusenstern Lagoon to the 
north end of Ipiavik Lagoon, the shore evidently stood several 
hundred meters seaward of its present position. The presence of 
ancient beach ridges indicates that the shoreline at the north 
ends of Ipiavik and Kivalina lagoons has changed very little 
within the last one or two thousand years, and we shall assume 
that in these places, the position of the shore has been more or 
less constant for the longer period of 3,500 years. The remain
ing segment of the coast between Ipiavik and Kivalina stood an 
unknown distance seaward from the present shore. 

There are too many uncertainties in our reconstruction of 
the position of the 3,500-year-old shoreline to justify a quanti
tative comparison, but it is clear that the volume of material 
contributed to the beach system by coastal retreat between 
Kivalina and Krusenstern Lagoon is of the same order of mag
nitude as the quantity of material deposited in the Cape Krus
enstern beach ridge complex. 

'After completing this report, I noticed that my field maps record clear 
morphological evidence of westward beach drift along six kilometers of 
coast from Tukrok Creek toward Cape Krusenstern. This observation 
seems to lend support to Moore's inference that changes in wind regime 
may be responsible for shifts in sites of deposition and erosion in the 
Cape Krusenstern beach ridge complex. 
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Conclusions. 
Despite the anomalous evidence of northward beach drift 

from Ipiavik to Kivalina Lagoon, the Chukchi Sea coast be
tween Cape Thompson and Sisualik Spit probably constitutes a 
single beach-drift cell in which sediment is gradually and inter
mittently transported southward and eastward. The barrier 
bars in this system are transmission belts for sediment. If the 
sediment supply were disrupted, somewhere updrift, the barrier 
bars would retreat lagoonward synchronously with a rapid ero-
sional retreat of the nearby low-lying mainland coast. Disrup
tion of sediment supply updrift would not result in breachir.. 
of barrier bars and opening of lagoons to the sea. 

Sediment is contributed to the Cape Thompson-Sisualik 
Spit beach system in many places. The contributions are prob
ably cumulative. The northward narrowing of the barrier bars, 
thinning of the beach vegetation, and intensification in the fre
quency of inundation probably reflect beach starvation—the ef
fect of inadequate sediment supply and consequent rapid 
coastal retreat in the more northern sectors. Coarse debris sup
plied from between Cape Thompson and Kisimilok Mountain 
and from Cape Seppings is largely reduced to sand by the time 
it reaches Kivalina, and the gravel component of the Cape 
Krusenstern beach ridge complex is evidently mostly derived 
from sources south of Kivalina. Sediment supplied during the 
last 3,500 years by coastal retreat between Kivalina and 
Krusenstern Lagoon may be equal to the quantity of sediment 
deposited during the last 3,500 years in the Cape Krusenstern 
beach ridge complex. 

Construction of a jetty or harbor between Cape Krusen
stern and Ipiavik Lagoon would disrupt southward sediment 
drift and would eventually result in erosion at Cape Krusen
stern. The response time cannot be predicted with data pres
ently available. The extent of erosion would depend upon the 
duration of sediment disruption and upon the success of coun-
termeasures such as possible attempts to pump sediment past 
the disrupting structure. The several episodes of erosion re
corded by discordances in the beach ridge sequence at Cape 
Krusenstern resulted from natural perturbations in the sediment 
drift that lasted for decades or possibly centuries (fig. 2); they 
provide a guide to the probable consequences of an artificial 
disruption. The narrow neck of land connecting Cape Krusen
stern with the mainland coast to the north would be inundated 
by storm surges more frequently, and it would be displaced 
toward the lagoon. However, it would not be breached, and 
Krusenstern Lagoon would not be converted into an open em-
bayment. The south-trending beach ridges to the north of Cape 
Krusenstern would be eroded and their rich archaeological rec
ord would be destroyed, but the east-trending beach ridge com
plex east of Cape Krusenstern would be unaffected. 

The possible effects of an artificial disruption to the beach 
drift in the area between Ipiavik Lagoon and Kivalina cannot 
be evaluated without more careful study, because the direction 
of net beach drift is not firmly known. 

Construction of a harbor or jetty at Kivalina or at some 
point farther north would have little or no eifect at Cape 
Krusenstern. The diminishment in sediment supply would be 
compensated by accelerated coastal retreat nearer to the site of 
the disturbance. 
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Appendix II 

Human Skeletal Material from 
Cape Krusenstern and Battle Rock 

William S. Simmons 
University of California, Berkeley 

The following brief descriptions of the burials found at 
Cape Krusenstern and at Battle Rock are intended primarily to 
indicate the cultural period, condition, age, and sex of the 
skeletal remains. Detailed analyses of the skeletons must still be 
undertaken. The skeletons are available for study at the 
Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology, Brown University. 

Cape Krusenstern: Ipiutak Period 

The majority of the burials excavated at Cape Krusenstern 
came from the main Ipiutak beach ridge 35. Besides three 
skeletons found buried in Ipiutak House 30, eight other burials 
were excavated on this beach. Burials 3, and 8 through 13 all 
came from one tight cluster between 250 and 300 meters south
east of House 30, and they may well be of similar antiquity. 
Only two of these burials contained grave goods; while few in 
number, they indicate Ipiutak affiliation. The skeletons from 
House 37, which was also close to House 30, are likely of the 
same age as the other Ipiutak skeletons. 

Other Cape Krusenstern burials that we suggest are of 
Ipiutak age are Burial 1, from beach 40, which contained 
numerous early Ipiutak grave goods, and Burial 2, from beach 
46, which is assigned to the Ipiutak period primarily on the 
basis of burial type. 

Burial 1 

Burial 1, a grave on beach 40, can be dated precisely by its 
early Ipiutak grave goods. It deserves a complete description 
for it contained the skeleton of perhaps the oldest known 
Ipiutaker. Size, muscle markings, and mandibular strength all 
reveal that the person was a male, and his cranial sutures ten

tatively indicate that he died in his forties. The skull and man
dible were almost intact, but the postcranial skeleton was in
complete; none of the small bones from the hands and feet 
were recovered, nor were any of the ribs, and the limb 
skeletons were only partially preserved. 

Viewed from the rear, the skull forms in outline a low 
peaked house, with supra-mastoid processes standing noticeably 
out in relief. The inferior aspect of the skull shows heavy and 
roughened zygomatic arches, but the maximum width of the 
vault, unlike that of most recent Eskimos, exceeds the maxi
mum bizygomatic diameter. 

The vault itself is relatively, though not absolutely, long, 
and its cephalic index approaches the upper limit of the dolico-
cranial range. Below the paired parietal foramina the occiput 
bulges posteriorly. Unlike most Eskimo skulls, the height in
dices of this early Ipiutak male are relatively low: the length-
height index falls low in the orthocranic group (70.89); the 
breadth-height index falls in the metiocranic (95.71). 

The nasals at the point of frontal articulation are not ex
tremely pinched; they measure 7.8 millimeters in width. Lateral 
to the orbits, the fronto-sphenoid processes of the zygomatic 
bones appear unusually wide. The nasal aperture is absolutely 
high and wide compared with that of other populations, but 
the index is leptorrhine by both Broca's (1875) and Martin's 
(1928) classifications. 

The mandible, viewed from the front, presents a broad, 
singular chin eminence that culminates upwardly in a narrow 
but well-defined ridge along the length of the symphysis. Man
dibular tori appear on both sides, the larger of which extends 
from the second right premolar to the first molar. The teeth are 
heavily worn in the characteristic Eskimo manner. Labial cusps 
of the mandibular molars and premolars are ground to the 
alveolus, and the lingual cusps of the maxillary teeth are cor
respondingly obliterated. Wear on the upper left first molar 
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had penetrated the pulp cavity, resulting in a large oval erup
tion on the labial surface of the alveolus, exposing abcessed 
root tips. The four third molars are present, worn, and 
unimpacted. 

The remaining bones, largely fragmentary and unmeasur-
able, confirm the inference that we are dealing with a well-
muscled, but not exceedingly large male. The femoral heads 
display slight torsion, while the shafts below are somewhat 
bow-shaped. Well-defined linea aspera and pilasters lend a pris
matic appearance to the midshaft in cross section. 

Near the periphery of Burial 1 was found a small fragment 
of a toothless mandible, suggesting that a female had been in
terred somewhere nearby. No further traces of this second in
humation could be found, but it was probably contem
poraneous with its neighbor. 

Burial 1 was probably plank-lined, but because it was so 
disturbed, we were unable to determine the size or shape of the 
original grave. The bones and grave goods were scattered over 
a roughly one hundred ninety by one hundred forty centimeter 
rectangular area. Traces of two long planks lay parallel to each 
other along the longest axis, and fragments of two other short 
logs or planks, also parallel to each other, lay at a diagonal to 
these. 

Burial 2 

This burial was located on beach 46, near the northern end 
of Cape Krusenstern. It contained no grave goods, but the 
body had been interred on its back with its knees drawn up in 
a 160 by 100 centimeters large planked grave similar to those 
found on Ipiutak beach 35. On the basis of the grave construc
tion and position of the skeleton, we infer that it is of Ipiutak 
age. 

The weight of morphological evidence of the skeleton 
favors the interment as that of a female of perhaps forty to 
fifty years of age. 

The dentition is unimpacted and complete, with the 
canines and incisors meeting squarely in an edge-to-edge bite. 
Shoveling appears plainly on the upper central incisors. The 
molars show typical Eskimo lateral and vertical development; 
and below the orbits, the nasal aperture is extremely narrow. 
The tympani parts of the temporal bones are moderate to 
heavy. The mandible, short and crowded, shows a large, thick 
mandibular torus protruding behind the first molar. 

Of the five cervical vertebrae recovered, the third and 
fourth had fused at the centra, while severe lipping character
ized the others. The right femur had been broken shortly above 
the condyles, and it had mended to form a large, porous knot. 

Burial 3 

The bones on every count including skull size, limb length, 
and muscle insertions show the burial to have been that of a 
male. Suture closure in the skull indicates his age to have been 
forty-five to fifty-five years, the latter being the more likely 
because of arthritic lipping on the cervical vertebrae. 

The skull is large and intact, with bulging mastoids and 
supra-mastoid crests. At lambda appears a small but well-
defined os apicis. The bizygomatic diameter of this late prehis
toric Eskimo exceeds the maximal width of his vault by one 
whole centimeter. Projecting inordinately from the cranial base, 
the styloid process of the temporal bone attains a length of 
approximately forty-seven millimeters. In general shape and ap
pearance, the vault is both narrow and high. 

The face, marked by its lateral dimensions, is strong and 
massive. The upper facial index reflects the lateral develop
ment, and the total facial index is low in the recent Eskimo 
range. Below the slight trace of metysic suture, the nasals ex
tend nine millimeters in width at their articulation with the 
frontal. The tympanic parts of the temporal bone are thick. 
The palate is large and extremely brachyuranic; the mandible, 
large, heavy, and wide, presents a single mental eminence. In
ternally, mandibular tori bulge lingually on both sides from the 
canines to the first molars. 

The skull possesses a full set of unimpacted teeth with 
shovel-shaped incisors. These display heavy wear. The anterior 
incisors and canines meet on a single plane to produce an edge-
to-edge bite. The teeth between the canines form almost a 
straight line. 

Of the vertebrae, all seven cervical ones are lipped, and 
the remaining members display numerous bony exostoses. Lipp
ing also occurs on the glenoid fossa of the scapula. 

As testimony to this individual's size, his straight and well-
formed femora measure four hundred ninety millimeters in 
width and somewhat over four hundred eighty millimeters in 
length. These are among the longest of all known Eskimo 
femora. Slight traces of a squatting facet appear on the right 
tibia, but the distal epiphyses are too badly damaged to deter
mine maximal length. 

Burial 8 

Although the lack of grave goods does not lend much 
security, this, too, was probably an Ipiutak burial. It was one 
of the burials clustered on beach 35 between about two hun
dred fifty and three hundred meters southeast of House 30. The 
skeleton lay on its back, with both arms folded across the chest 
and the knees lying on their right side in a flexed position. The 
grave, which was a two hundred by eighty-seven millimeter 
rectangle, was sided with planks or logs piled three high along 
the long sides and covered with five planks. 

Although no grave goods occurred with this burial, its 
proximity to Ipiutak House 30 on beach 35 suggests that the 
house and burial are of similar age. It is one of seven graves 
(Burials 3, 8-13) that lay between two huundred fifty and three 
hundred meters southeast of the house. The skeleton lay on its 
back with its left arm across the chest and right arm bent as if 
the right hand were to rest on its chin. The knees, which lay 
on their right side, were flexed, so that the length of the burial 
was only one hundred twenty-five centimeters. The grave, 
which was one hundred forty by seventy centimeters large, was 
sided and covered with planks or logs. 
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The general ruggedness of the skull vault and a relatively 
strong mandible would favor a male sex identification, but the 
femur and humerus are intermediate in size, and could con
ceivably have been female. I state with hesitation that this 
specimen was male. 

The facial portion below the orbits was destroyed, but 
enough of the cranial sutures remained to provide an age esti
mate of twenty-six to twenty-eight years, with a less probable 
upward limit of thirty-nine years. The latter may have been 
closer to the truth, however, for the cervical vertebrae, except 
for the axis, showed arthritic lipping, as did three thoracic and 
two lumbar vertebrae. 

The skull vault was not keeled, but rather globular. A full 
set of heavily worn, unimpacted teeth remained until death, 
and a torus occurred on each side of the inner surface of the 
mandible. 

Burial 9 

This burial, of Ipiutak age, lay close to Burial 11 in the 
cluster of seven burials on beach 35. The burial was plank- or 
log-sided, but the bones lay helter-skelter in the grave, as if dis
turbed after the burial. 

The skull appears to be that of a male, though the long 
bones—the radius and humerus—leave room for doubt. Inde
terminate mastoids and skull markings are of little help, and I 
suggest male rather temerously. Since the basilar suture had 
closed but the rest of the vault sutures were almost open, the 
age at death seems to have been between twenty-three and 
twenty-six years. There was a full set of teeth, and tori occur
red on the palate. A large hole in the right parietal suggests 
that our man met a violent end, although because the grave 
was disturbed, the damage may have been post mortem. 

Burial 10 

This grave, a one hundred seventy-five by one hundred 
centimeter planked box, was another of the cluster of seven 
burials on beach 35. 

All that remained in this burial was a collection of badly 
broken fragments of a small, light skull. The basilar-occipital 
suture had not closed, but upper third molars had appeared, in
dicating an age close to eighteen years. 

Cranial sutures suggest an age range of seventeen to thirty-
seven. Since all long bone epiphyses had fused but the iliac crest 
had not, the most probable age at death is twenty to twenty-
three years. All teeth are present and unimpacted. 

Burial 12 

Ipiutak-like chipped artifacts were found associated with 
this supine skeleton, tightly flexed into only an eighty centi
meter length. The burial was an unplanked rectangular pit one 
hundred thirty-eight by sixty-five centimeters large. It, too, was 
part of the group of seven burials. The face and skull base was 
missing, and judgment as to sex must remain tentative, for, al
though the bigonial diameter of the mandible was small enough 
to be considered female, the heavy brow ridges could mean 
that this individual was a male. Cranial sutures would place the 
person in an age range of seventeen to thirty-four years, with 
the best guess probably the latter. We know that the person 
reached at least his early twenties, since the epiphyses of both 
femur and tibia had fused. 

AH of the mandibular molars were extracted before death 
and the root holes had filled in. The maxillary dentition was 
complete and displayed a torus on each side. 

Although most of the long bones were excavated, all were 
in poor condition, and the only morphological feature of any 
note is an ankylosed first lumbar vertebra. 

Burial 13 

Included with this burial, the seventh of the cluster on 
beach 35, were Ipiutak end- and side-blade insets, a piece of 
ground slate, and a polar bear canine pendant. These suggest a 
time period intermediate between Ipiutak and Birnirk. Unfortu
nately, all that remains of this chronologically critical individ
ual is a broken mandible with a few severely worn teeth. The 
molars were missing except for the first right. One can only 
conclude that he lived well into adulthood. The grave itself was 
framed and covered by logs or planks and was one hundred 
twenty-five by seventy-two centimeters in outside dimensions. 
The artifacts lay on top of the uppermost log or plank on one 
of the long sides. 

Burial 11 

This was another of the seven close-lying Ipiutak burials. 
Like most of the other adult Ipiutak skeletons, it lay on its 
back with its knees in a flexed position. Here, however, the 
body appeared to have been interred with the knees drawn up 
in the air. Over time, the legs had fallen wide apart. The grave 
was one hundred eighty by one hundred centimeters large, and 
was both sided and covered with planks or logs. 

The skeleton was fairly complete and shows pronounced 
linea aspera and pilaster, a large pre-auricular sulcus, and no 
vertebral or scapular lipping. The slightly keeled skull appears 
large enough in most of its dimensions to be male, although the 
bigonial diameter and the femoral and tibial lengths could easily 
be of a female. Again, the verdict is probably male. 
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House 30 

Within this Ipiutak house on beach 35 were found three 
skeletons that had burned at the time the house was aban
doned. These were: 

No. 1. Probably a lightly muscled male. All that remained 
were fragments of a femur, tibia, radius, ulna, fibula, humerus, 
and pelvis. On the right femur was a third trochanter, and all 
ephiphyses had fused, indicating an age of twenty-five or more. 

No. 2. This individual was in generally poor condition 
though the skeleton was almost fully represented. Sex was im
possible to determine, but the upper medial incisors had 
erupted; the upper lateral incisors were beginning to emerge; 
and the permanent mandibular canines were coming in, pro
viding a good age estimate of eight to ten years. The epiphyses 
of the scapula, pelvis, and long bones had not yet fused. 

No. 3. The sex of this skeleton, too, was impossible to 
estimate accurately. The basilar suture of the skull had not yet 
closed, so we can be sure that our specimen died in early 
youth. Partially erupted upper medial and lateral incisors and a 
newly erupted second lower molar would suggest an age of 
around seven to nine years. This is not contradicted by the 
separate epiphyses of the tibia and scapula. A torus appeared 
on the right side of the short, crowded mandible. 

House 37 

Three skeletons were excavated at House 37, near Ipiutak 
House 30, and they are probably of equal antiquity. 

No. 1. All that remained of this individual was the left half 
of the skull vault and a small, light mandible. The small size of 
the vault and the absence of brow ridges and temporal lines 
assure us we are dealing with a female. An erupted third 
molar, combined with partially closed cranial sutures, places 
her age at twenty years or older and probably closer to thirty. 
The mandible displayed a pronounced mental eminence, paired 
tori, and a space where the lower left second molar had been 
removed and which had subsequently healed over. 

No. 2. Although this skeleton, too, was in poor preserva
tion and incomplete, the left portion of a skull vault and a 
small fragmentary mandible allow us to venture a hesitant con
clusion as to age. Since all sutures were open and the third 
molars not erupted, this individual probably died in his early 
to middle teens. A small, right calcaneus appears to have been 
severely deformed, and probably the person was crippled in 
life. No other bones remained to confirm or deny the validity 
of this conclusion. 

No. 3. A piece of parietal and a damaged left side of a 
mandible are all that remained of this skeleton; neither permits 
any useful judgment. 

Battle Rock: Ipiutak and Pre-Ipiutak Periods 

Burial 4 

One Ipiutak-period burial was found at the Battle Rock 
site. It is the oldest and most atypical of the Kotzebue Sound 
burials. The remains of at least three individuals were mixed 
together, but without their skulls, which had either perished in 
some way or were not included. All other parts of the skeleton 
were represented, but from the odd numbers of humeri, ulnae, 
femora, etc., it is apparent that the bones of no individual sur
vived intact. 

None of the postcranial members bore decided traits of 
femininity, and one could tentatively regard them all as males. 
Distinguishing skeletal characteristics are few, but include an 
arthritic fifth lumbar vertebra and a large preauricular sulcus 
on an apparently male pelvis. The degree of decomposition on 
a pubic symphysial face would indicate an age of death of one 
individual at about twenty-nine years; one radius minus its 
distal epiphysis suggests a young male under twenty years of 
age; and a lipped glenoid fossa on a scapular could mean that 
the third individual died after his thirtieth year. 

On the basis of measurement and observation, I can only 
say that the three individuals of Burial 4 were morphologically 
similar to later Eskimos and to the rest of the Cape Krusenstern 
population. 

Cape Krusenstern: Northern Maritime Period 

Only nine burials dating to post-Ipiutak times were located 
at Cape Krusenstern. Of these, three were historic-period tipi 
burials which we of course did not disturb. Of the remaining 
six that we did excavate, we were unable to determine the 
precise antiquity of any. Only two contained artifacts, but 
even these implements were undiagnostic, except that they ob
viously postdated the Ipiutak period. 

Burial 4 

Found on a beach ridge approximately fifteen ridges for
ward of beach 35, this burial, like Burial 3, described below, 
falls between the period of Birnirk and Western Thule cultures. 
Although some of the skull and mandibular measures are large 
enough for the skeleton to have been a male, the weight of 
other evidence favors a female. On the basis of suture closure, 
arthritic cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae, two lipped 
scapulae, and an arthritic humerus, she was at least over thirty 
and perhaps even over fifty years of age. 

The skull vault is relatively long and high with weak mas
toid processes; the face is neither wide nor long. The nasals are 
pinched, the tympanic bone moderate, and the palate broad. 

Since all maxillary incisors had been extracted in life, the 
shrunken alveolus may have slightly lowered the original upper 
facial height. The remaining teeth are severely worn and the 
alveolar border of the left first and second maxillary molars is 
eroded labially, exposing abscessed roots. The sole third molar, 
small and single-rooted, occurred in the left mandibular row. 
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Burial 5 Burial 16 

Little can be said of this burial except that it is the incom
plete skull of a juvenile of perhaps ten years of age. The sutures 
had begun to trabeculate and the teeth seem to have been 
crowded. It was found adjacent to Burial 4, on or near beach 
20, and it is placed in time within the Birnirk-Western Thule 
period. 

Burial 6 

This burial offered little more than a few milk teeth that 
dated the deceased at five or six years of age. It was found on 
or near beach 20 and belongs to the same period as the two 
burials above. 

Burial 14 

This burial was of a slightly flexed adult skeleton, knees 
lying on their left side, from a plank-framed grave one hundred 
thirty by sixty-five centimeters large. It was situated on a beach 
formed by the merging of beaches 29 to 32. 

The short femora, tibiae, humeri, and radii together with 
the absence of truly strong muscle markings lend favor to the 
identification of the skeleton as a female. Age, on the basis of 
suture closure, exceeds thirty-eight years, and from pubic sym
physis it exceeds thirty-six years; most probably it is over forty 
in both cases. 

The tympanic bone of the skull is thick and the keel and 
mastoids moderate. The maxillary and nasal regions are miss
ing. All mandibular teeth had been extracted before death ex
cept possibly the left canine and the second incisor, behind 
which appeared a single mandibular torus. 

Despite possible great age, the scapular was only slightly 
lipped and the vertebrae not at all, except for the first thoracic. 

The burial lacked grave goods, but a buried whale mandi
ble lay about one meter to the left of the grave, and may have 
been associated with it. 

Burial 15 

This small grave, one hundred twenty by sixty centimeters 
large, was plank-or log-sided. The skeleton of a child lay on its 
back with its legs slightly flexed to the left. An organic matrix 
surrounded the skeleton and was probably the remains of an 
animal skin or fur. The rib of a whale lay between the logs on 
one end, but there were no grave goods. Many of the bones of 
this burial are missing. The skull is light, with a bulging 
forehead, and the individual was probably a female. Since the 
basilar suture is open, and the second but not the third molars 
have erupted, we might guess her to have been around twelve 
to fourteen years old. Immature humeri tend to confirm this 
estimate. Otherwise, all that remain are a few fragments of a 
humerus and an ulna and some thoracic and cervical vertebrae. 

This burial, adjacent to Burials 14 and 15, was atypical of 
the others from Cape Krusenstern. The skeleton lay fully ex
tended in a shallow grave, only twenty centimeters below the 
bottom of the sod, flanked on both sides by two hundred fif
teen centimeter long logs, eighty centimeters apart. The 
skeleton lay face down, with its head turned to the right. 

The skull and mandible are decisively male, but the long 
bones are small and unimpressively muscled. One cannot easily 
decide sex in this case. The age range, derived from a study of 
vault sutures, extends from seventeen to thirty-nine years, with 
a best guess around twenty-nine. This could be raised to the 
upper limit, however, on the basis of five arthritic thoracic 
vertebrae, two lipped lumbar fossae, and two slightly lipped 
scapular glenoid fossae. 

The keel of the skull is slight to moderate and the tym
panic processes thick. The right upper first molar had been 
removed in life and the left upper first molar was abscessed. 
The right third molar had a bony growth adhering to its side. 
A torus appeared on both sides of the inner surface of the 
mandible. 

Battle Rock: Western Thule Period 

The following two burials found at the Battle Rock site 
belong either to the Birnirk or Western Thule periods, most 
probably to the latter. 

Burial 1 

On first observation, this exhumation was judged to have 
been a female; but each of the skull measures, when compared 
in combination to others, suggested the possibility of a male. 
The humerus, radius, and ulna are well in the female ranges, 
but the mandible and femur could be classified as either. 

Cranial sutures indicate an age range from the early twen
ties to the early forties, whereas the pubic symphysis yields a 
figure incontestably over thirty-six years of age; thus we might 
conclude our probable female to be in her early to middle 
forties. Lipping on the first and second vertebrae and on the 
glenoid fossa of the scapula would confirm the higher estimate. 
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The skull showed slight keeling, a roughened palate, 
medium mastoid processes, a thick tympanic bone, slight 
canine fossae, and a saddle-shaped depression along the 
posterior border of the sagittal suture. The teeth were worn to 
the gums; the incisors showed extreme shoveling; and no caries 
or mandibular tori were present. 

The postcranial skeleton was nearly complete and dis
played a marked preauricular sulcus on the pelvis and a slight 
third trochanter on the femur, as well as pronounced linea 
aspera and pilaster. Muscle markings were not well developed 
on the skull or the skeleton. 

Burial 2 

First inspection favored judgment of this individual as a 
male; measurement, however, proved indecisive, with the bi-
genial diameter of the mandible falling on the masculine side 
and the long bones somewhat intermediate. Age, estimated 
from pubic symphysis, cranial sutures, some fused thoracic 
vertebrae, crista scapula of a slightly lipped scapula, and total 
epiphysical union, is upwards of twenty-nine years and more 
probably in the early fifties. 

The skull is characterized by slight keeling, large mastoids, 
a full set of teeth, slight canine fossae, a thick tympanic bone, 
slight lambdoid flattening, and typically Eskimo molars. Teeth 
were worn to the gums and were without caries. 

Most of the postcranial skeleton was intact; it was distin
guished primarily by advanced lipping and fusion of the tho
racic vertebrae. 

Burial 3 

Here, again, is a male mandible with a sexually ques
tionable skeleton. However, considering the large acetabulum, 
heavy muscle markings, strong linea aspera, a third trochanter 
on the femur, and strong, thick ribs, the individual most likely 
was a male despite the relatively small size of his bones. 

Since the skull vault and face were not recovered, his age 
estimate is based on the pubic symphysis, and ranges upwards 
of twenty-nine years; perhaps he was closer to thirty-five or 
even, though less probably, over forty. 

The mandible showed no tori and bore a full set of strong 
teeth except for an extracted second left premolar. 

A large preauricular sulcus was associated with a large 
auricular facet on the pelvis. All epiphyses were fused and no 
lipping occurred on the scapula and remaining vertebrae. 
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Awl-like implements: 125, 130, 134; Pis. 67, 79 
Ax: 90; PI. 52 
Bag handle: 66; PL 45 
Baldwin Peninsula: 1, 20 
Baleen: 

Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164 
Western Thule: 64, 69, 77, 111; Pis. 16, 25, 45 

Baleen whale: 228 
Bandi, H. G.: xxv, 9, 122, 124 
Barbed fragment: 67; PL 22 
Barbs: see also Fish spear barbs, Fishhook barbs 

Choris: 198-99; PL 110 
Ipiutak: 120-21 
metal: 112 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 165 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 71, 75, 82, 89; PL 23 

Bark: 120-21, 234 
Basket fragments: 72, 87; Pis. 20, 49 
Battle Rock site: 3-4, 11, 14, 27-28, 31, 91, 177, 304-05, 

311, 315, Appendix 2 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 28, 177-86 
Norton-Near Ipiutak features: 161, 177, 186, 359 
Western Thule burials: 27, 90-91; Appendix 2 

Beach ridge dating: 6 
Beach ridges: xx, 6, 13-19, 21-26, 45-48, 107-08, 116, 

118, 145-46, 161-63, 350-55; see also Cape 
Krusenstern beach ridges 

Beads: 43, 47, 57, 97; Pis. 1, 55 
Bear bones: 155, 196, 228 
Beaver teeth: 36, 48, 50, 83, 90, 199; Pis. 4, 24, 108; 

see also Tooth objects 
Bec-de-flutes: 202 
Beechey, F. S.: 5, 40, 130 
Beikman, H. M.: 352 
Belkachi culture: 314 
Belous, Robert: xxvi, 350 
Beluga: 36, 196, 228-29, 319, 322 
Beregovaia, N. A.: 110 
Berg, Hans: 12 
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Beringian coastal plain: 311 
Bern Historical Museum, Radiocarbon Laboratory: 32, 

122 
Berries: 40 
Bifaces: see also Insets, Knives, Points, Side blades, 

Weapon heads 
Arctic Small Tool: 115 
Choris: 196-99, 210, 216, 220-21, 225-26, 270; Pis. 

112, 114, 127 
Denbigh: 279-82, 286-87, 290-91; Pis. 161-63 
Early Choris: 270, 272 
Norton: 168-69, 174; PI. 99 
Norton-Choris: 226; PL 130 
Old Whaling: 235-36, 239-42, 244-45, 247-48, 250-58, 

260, 265; PL 133 
Palisades: 309; PI. 173 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 82, 89, 105 

Bird bones/Birds: 56, 77, 104, 228, 243, 320-22 
Bird hunting equipment: 

Choris: 198 
Kotzebue: 46 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 75, 82, 89, 104, 111-12; Pis. 

12, 48, 61 
Birket-Smith, Kai: xxv, 192, 297 
Birnirk: 

collections: 33, 93-97, 108-09 
culture: 33, 58, 94, 98, 107, 110, 170, 316 
dating: 29-31, 33, 94, 98, 108 
harpoon heads: 92 
houses: 92-94, 108 
in Northern Maritime: 107-10 
pottery: 110 
settlements: 107 
sites: 33, 58, 92, 107-10, 170 
subsistence: 94, 107-08 

Bitumen: 77, 145, 224; Pis. 40, 129 
Black, Robert F.: 7 
Blade-like implements: 202, 281-82; Pis. 162-63 
Blades: see also adz, curved, end, lance, knife, side, 

and ulu blades; also cleavers: 
Battle Rock: 305; PL 170 
Denbigh: 282 
Choris: 204, 216, 218, 220, 222, 226, 270; Pis. 117, 

124, 155 
Ipiutak: 120-21 
Kotzebue: 50-51, 55; PI. 5 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 166 
Singauruk Site 2: 106 
Western Thule: 61-64, 105-06, 111; Pis. 11, 62-65 

Blanks: see also Harpoon head blanks, Toggle harpoon 
head blanks: 
Birnirk, 97; PL 56 
Choris, 210; PL 119 
Ipiutak: 134, 145; PL 71 
Kotzebue: 46; PL 1 
Old Whaling: 244-45, 247, 250-51, 253-57, 260; Pis. 

144, 146, 148-49, 151-53, 154 
Western Thule: 105; PL 65 

Blubber hook: 89 
Blunt arrows/arrowheads: 75, 112, 229; PI. 48 
Boas, Franz: 297 
Bockstoce, J. P.: 33, 40, 92, 161, 176, 273, 299, 320, 

322 
Bodkin: 86 
Bogaras, W.: 151-52 
Bolas, Bola weights: 

Birnirk: 96, 108; PI. 55 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 112; Pis. 14, 16 
Western Thule, Early: 75, 82-83, 89; Pis. 31, 48, 50 

Bones, animal; see also Fossil, Seal, and Whale bones 
at Cape Krusenstern: 56, 319-20 
Birnirk: 108 
Choris: 198, 215, 219-23, 228, 319 
Early Western Thule: 74, 76 
Ipiutak: 139, 153, 155 
Kotzebue: 55, 56 
Lower Bench: 303 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 163-64, 173 
Old Whaling: 243, 248 

Bow/Bows: 68, 81-82, 89, 216, 229; Pis. 25, 48, 50, 54 
bit/shaft: 90; Pis. 51, 54 
braces: 75, 81; Pis. 31, 48 
cable stops: 62, 75, 77, 81; Pis. 46, 48 
guard: 198, 229; PI. 109 
reinforcement piece: 68, 75; PI. 45 

Bowls: 234, 237, 240, 248, 259, 264 
Boyce, Ronald: xxiv, 10 
Brace: 123; PI. 66 
Brow bands: 

Birnirk: 97; PL 55 
Choris: 205, 230; PI. 108 
Western Thule: 64-65, 70, 77-78, 85; Pis. 10, 20, 42, 

46 
Brown University: xxiv, xxv, xxviii, 6, 7, 12, 13 
Bucket/bucket fragments: 44, 60, 66; PI. 9 
Buckland River: 4, 5 
Burch, Ernest S., Jr.: xxvii, 325 
Burial objects: see Grave goods 
Burials: see also Graves, Graveyard 

Battle Rock: 14, 177-86, Appendix 2 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 177-86, Appendix 2 
Birnirk-Western Thule: 175 
Cape Krusenstern: 146-49, 157, Appendix 2 
Eskimo: 21 
Ipiutak: 146-49, 157, Appendix 2 
Lower Bench: 14 
Norton: Appendix 2 
Palisades: 14 
Western Thule: 91; Appendix 2 

Burin blow: 221, 271, 290, 308 
Burin-like implements: 

Birnirk: 96; PL 57 
Choris: 214 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 123, 125, 132-33, 141, 159; Pis. 67, 

75, 83 
Norton: 166, 168, 174; Pis. 92, 96, 97 
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Norton-Choris: 225; PI. 130 
Western Thule: 105; PI. 62 

Burin spall artifacts: 
Choris: 296 
Denbigh: 274-88, 296; Pis. 158-68 

Burin spall cores: 
Arctic Small Tool: 293, 296 
Choris: 214, 216, 219, 221, 224, 271-72, 296; Pis. 

122-23, 128, 156-57 
Burin spalls: 

Arctic Small Tool: 115, 296 
Choris: 24, 203, 214, 217, 220-21, 230, 270, 272, 291, 

296; Pis. 115, 157-61, 166-68 
Denbigh: 274-79, 285-88, 291, 296; Pis. 158-61, 

166-68 
Ipiutak: 125; PI. 67 

Burins: 
Arctic Small Tool: 115, 292-94, 296-97, 314 
Battle Rock: 305; PI. 170 
Birnirk: 110 
Choris: 202-03, 214, 217-18, 221, 225, 227, 271-72, 

296-97, 314-15; Pis. 115, 122, 125, 132, 156-57 
Denbigh: 271, 273, 275-88, 290-91, 293, 314; Pis. 

158-68 
Kotzebue: 46; PI. 2 
Norton: 166; PI. 91 

Butchering implements: 111, 132, 155-56, 159 
Button: 167; PI. 90 
Byers, Douglas S.: 236 
Cable stops: 62, 75, 81; PI. 48 
Caches: see Choris, Ipiutak, Kotzebue, Western Thule 
Caches of weapons: 

Choris: 215-16, 218, 221; PL 124 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 171-72; PI. 101 

Caldwell, Douglas L., xxvi 
Campbell, John M.: 68, 149, 208, 242, 278, 307 
Camps, campsites: xxix, 35, 40, 228; see also 

Settlements 
Choris: 209-221, 225, 315, 320, 324 
Choris, early: 268,271-72 
Denbigh: 273-74, 278, 283, 287, 289-91, 320 
Eskimo: 1, 35, 37-38, 320 
Ipiutak: 116, 120, 146, 320, 324 
Norton: 320 
Palisades: 310 
Spring: 120, 290, 320, 324 
Summer: 1, 320 

Cantwell, John C , 36 
Cape Espenberg: 

beaches: 6, 14, 22-24, 226; PI. 131 
Choris culture: 23-24, 31, 226-27, 272; Pis. 131-32 
dating: 31 
Denbigh culture: 23-24, 31, 226, 272 
Ipiutak artifacts: 24-25, 31 
Vegetation: 22 

Cape Krusenstern: 
beach ridges: xx, 7, 10, 15-18, 116, 118, 169, 175, 

231, 350-51 
campsites: 12, 37-40, 169-70 

coastal history and processes: Appendix 1 
dating: 31-33 
future investigations: 324 
sites identified: 14, 107 

Cape Krusenstern cultures: 
Birnirk: 31, 33, 107-110, 112 
Choris: 31-33, 209, 268 
Denbigh Flint: 31-32 
Eskimo: 37-40, 107, 311 
Ipiutak: 31, 33, 116, 118-47, 169-71 
Kotzebue: 31, 35, 37, 41-42, 107 
Lower Bench: 31-32 
Norton: 31, 33, 175 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 161, 169-74 
Old Whaling: 31, 231-33 
Palisades: 31-32 
Western Thule: 31, 33, 107 

Cape Krusenstern National Monument: xxvi, 324, 350 
Cape Prince of Wales: 8, 110 
Caribou/Caribou hunting: 15, 39, 322 

Birnirk: 108, 322 
Choris: 53, 196, 207-08, 228-29, 272, 322 
Denbigh: 273, 290, 320 
Ipiutak: 155-58, 323 
Kotzebue: 35 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164 
Old Whaling: 251, 265 
Western Thule: 112, 322 

Carvings: see also Decoration/Design/Chain links 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 184; PI. 107 
Birnirk: 97; PI. 55 
Choris: 206; PL 109 
Ipiutak: 134, 148-49; Pis. 85-86 
Norton: 167; PL 90 
Old Whaling: 243 
Western Thule: 64-65, 70, 77, 84-85; Pis. 10, 42, 45 

Carroll, Mark: xxvi 
Chains/Chain links: 148; PL 86 
Chalcopyrite: 97; PL 57 
Chamisso Island: 20 
Chang, Kwang-Chih: 319 
Char, Arctic: 20, 38, 111, 157 
Chard, Chester S.: 187 
Chipped stone implements/technology: 57, 110, 114; 

268 
Chips: see Ivory 
Chisels: 48, 76, 83, 90, 159, 227; PL 132 
Choppers: 

Choris: 204; PL 117 
Denbigh: 279, 290; PL 160 
Old Whaling: 237, 255, 259; PL 135 
Palisades: 306-07, 309 
Western Thule: 83, 90; Pis. 39, 52 

Choris: 
"areas"/midden deposits: 222-25 
artifact types: 294, 312 
artwork: 230 
at Cape Espenberg: 23, 226 
at Cape Krusenstern: 21-22, 32, 209-22; Appendix 1 
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at Lopp Lagoon: 225 
at Walakpa: 110, 299, 314 
bones: 207 
caches: 192, 215-16, 218, 221 
collections: 192-208 
culture: 227-28 
dates: 29-33, 222, 227, 268 
discovery of: 3, 187 
houses/house pits: 5, 14, 21-22, 187-192, 209, 

227-28, 300, 315 
hunters: 221 
origins: 271, 292-93, 314-15 
period: 3-4, 6, 33, 187-209, 227, 268, 293 
sites: 14, 209, 315 
subsistence: 228 
traits: 315 

Choris-Denbigh period: 271, 293, 314 
Choris-Norton period, 3, 315 
Choris Peninsula: 3-5, 20, 22, 187, 209 

Choris culture: 187-225 
Denbigh Flint culture: 31, 289 
Kotzebue culture: 35, 52-57 
Norton culture: 22 
Recent culture: 52 

Chronology of cultures: 29-33 
Chukotka: 58 
Chukchi Sea: xxviii 
Clark, Donald W.: 3, 205, 209, 214-15 
Cleats: 44; PI. 1 
Cleavers: 74, 87, 105; Pis. 7, 52, 63 
Climate: 113, 350; Appendix 1 
Coastal changes/drift: 354, Appendix 1 
Cobble tools/choppers: 307, 309; PI. 173 
Cole, John Y.: xxv, 9 
Collins, Henry B., Jr.: xxiii, 8, 27, 35, 58, 66, 80, 85, 

92, 104-05, 107, 112, 151, 186, 195, 197, 202, 204, 
210, 316-17 

Combs: 
Birnirk: 97; PI. 55 
Kotzebue: 46, 49-52, 57; Pis. 1, 4-5 
Western Thule: 77-78, 85; Pis. 20, 42 

Composite knife, knife handles: 
Ipiutak: 123; PI. 66 
Kotzebue: 46, 48; Pis. 2, 4 
Western Thule: 63, 67-68, 75, 82, 104; Pis. 16, 18, 61 

Container/dish: 66, 87; PI. 49 
Cook, John P.: xxiv, 13, 159, 209, 311 
Cooke, Alan: xxv, 10, 35, 325 
Cooking: 230 
Cores/Core tools: 

Battle Rock: 305; PI. 170 
Birnirk: 97; PI. 56 
Choris: 219; PI. 123 
Denbigh: 284, 287-88, 291; Pis. 165, 168 
Kotzebue: 313 
Lower Bench: 302, 304; PL 169 
Palisades: 307, 309; PL 173 

Cortex flakes: 216, 302-03; Pis. 124, 169 
Coulter, H. W.: 352 

Crantz, D.: 130 
Creager, J. S.: 353 
Crooked Knives: see Knives, crooked 
Cultural designations: xxvii-xxviii, 3-4, 35, 58, 107, 

313 
Curved knife blades: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 141, 145, 

159; Pis. 67, 72, 73, 77-78, 83; see also knives, side 
blades 

Cutter: 203; PI. 116 
Cylinder: 167; PI. 90; see also rod 
Dart heads; see also Sealing dart heads 

Choris: 196-97, 229; PI. 112 
Western Thule: 62, 67, 74, 80, 88; Pis. 21, 35 

Dart socket piece: 81; PI. 47 
Dating: 311, 313-14; see also Radiocarbon dates, Tree-

ring dating, and specific cultures 
Day, Dorothy, xxvi 
Dayton, Paul, xxiv, 12 
Debets, G. F., 316 
Decoration/Design; see also Carvings, Engravings 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 177-78, 180-86; Pis. 103-05, 107 
Birnirk: 97; PI. 80 
Choris: 192, 194, 196, 198, 205-08; PI. 109 
Ipiutak: 123-24, 134, 139, 141, 144, 146-49, 159; PI. 

80 
Kotzebue: 46, 47, 52, 57 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 163-64, 167; PI. 90 
Pre-Ipiutak: 315 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 63-64, 67, 70, 76-80, 84-86, 90, 134; 

Pis. 20, 33 
Denbigh Flint Complex: 

artifact types: 294, 298, 314 
at Agulaak: 287-88 
at Cape Denbigh: 32, 273, 290, 294-95, 298, 316 
at Cape Krusenstern: 32, 294 
dates: 29, 31-32, 268, 288, 290, 314 
discovery of: 273 
flint knapping: 290 
houses: 273 
origin: 314 
relationship to Choris: 268, 271-72, 298, 314-15 
relationship to Norton: 316 
settlements: 320 
sites: 23, 32, 162, 373-74, 278, 283, 287-92 
trait differences: 290 
woodworking technology: 284 

DeVille, Jack: xxiv, 10 
Dikov, N. N.: 311 
Discoidal scrapers: see also Discoidals and Scrapers 

Birnirk: 94; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 226, 298; PI. 131 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 132, 139; Pis. 67, 71, 77, 83 
Norton: 166; PL 92 
Western Thule: 79, 106; Pis. 39, 64 

Discoidal platelets: 145 
Discoidals; see also Scrapers/Softeners 

Birnirk: 94, 110 
Choris: 219-20, 222, 297-98; Pis. 123, 127 
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Ipiutak: 120-21, 145, 222 
Norton: 222 
Norton-Choris: 315 

Dishes: see Container 
Dixon, E. James: 13, 209, 314 
Dogs/Dog bone: 158, 183 
Dolgans: 152 
Dolitsky, Alexander: xxvi 
Doll: 90 
Dorset culture: 195, 314 
Downey family: xxiv, 4, 6, 9, 10-12, 20 
Drill bearings: 48, 166, 201; Pis. 4, 95, 111 
Drill bits: 83, 166, 201, 211, 288, 290; Pis. 32, 91, 

115-16, 119, 168 
Drill cords/handles: 78, 83; Pis. 20, 42 
Drill points: 133, 167, 297; Pis. 75, 97 
Drill shafts: 64; PI. 9 
Drilling implements: 163, 166-67, 201 
Drills/Drill bases; see also Bow drills: 

Arctic Small Tool: 298 
Birnirk: 96; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 201-02, 204, 211, 214, 219, 225, 230; Pis. 

108, 116-17, 119, 123 
Denbigh: 275, 280, 282-84, 286, 288, 291; Pis. 161, 

163-65, 167-68 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 125, 131, 133, 141, 159, 297-98; Pis. 

77, 82 
Kotzebue: 49, 52; Pis. 3-5 
Norton: 162, 166, 168-69, 298; Pis. 90-92, 96-97, 99 
Norton-Choris: 225, 286; PI. 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 173; PI. 102 
Old Whaling: 245, 250, 259, 264, 266; PI. 149 
Singauruk site 2: 104-05; Pis. 61, 62, 64 
Western Thule: 69, 81, 83, 90; Pis. 17, 23, 32-33, 39 

Drinking vessels: see Tubes, Choris 
Drum parts: 64; PI. 16 
Ducks: 38, 158, 228 
Dumond, Don E.: 33, 58, 161, 205, 273, 292, 295, 299, 

315-16 
Early Choris: see also Choris 

beaches at Cape Krusenstern: 268-69 
dating: 30-32, 268 
designation: 3-4 
features: 269-71 
in Arctic Small Tool Tradition: 293-94, 314-16 

Early Western Thule: see Western Thule 
Earth-working implements: 159 
Eggs: 38 
Ekseavik: 71, 112 
Elephant Point: 5 
End-blade insets; see also Harpoon end-blade insets 

Arctic Small Tool: 293-95, 314 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 173-74, 183, 211; PI. 106 
Birnirk: 95-96, 110; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 210-11, 215-17, 219, 225, 227, 271-72, 314; 

Pis. 119, 122, 124-25, 132, 156 
Denbigh: 274-75, 277, 279-83, 285-88, 290-91, 293, 

320; Pis. 158-61, 163-64, 166-68 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 139, 148-49, 157, 159, 

175; Pis. 67, 85-87 
Lower Bench: 302-03; PI. 169 
Norton: 162-65, 168, 215; Pis. 88, 91, 98 
Norton-Choris: 225; PI. 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 171-75, 182-83, 211; Pis. 101-02 
Western Thule: 67, 74, 88, 112 

End blades: 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 174, 178, 182; Pis. 103, 106 
Birnirk: 110 
Choris: 199 
Denbigh: 277; PI. 158 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124 
Norton: 165, 168; Pis. 93, 97 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 171-74; PL 102 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 61 

End scrapers: 
Arctic Small Tool: 293 
Choris: 202, 219, 224-25, 298; Pis. 116, 123, 129 
Denbigh: 274-75, 277, 280-82, 288, 293, 298; Pis. 

158, 161-63, 168 
Eskimo: 298 
Ipiutak: 132; PL 73 
Kotzebue: 45; PL 1 
Norton: 167-69; Pis. 97, 99 
Old Whaling: 236, 239-42, 244-45, 247, 250, 253-56, 

258, 261-62, 266; Pis. 134, 137, 139, 144-45, 147, 
149, 151-54 

Palisades: 307-09; PL 172 
Recent: 53; PL 6 
Singauruk Site 2: 106 
Western Thule: 66, 69, 76, 83, 90, 106; Pis. 17, 32, 

39, 51, 64 
Engraving tools: see also Burins 

64, 84, 115, 221; Pis. 16, 36 
Engraving tool handles: 64-65, 84; Pis. 10, 42 
Engravings: 86, 177, 185; PL 20; see also 

Decoration/Design 
Environmental changes: 107, 323 
Eskimo: 

bowls: 248 
caches: 38 
camps: 1, 227-28 
continuum: xxii, xxvii, xxviii, 58, 107, 115, 273, 313, 

316 
culture: 35, 107, 113, 273 
fishnets: 68 
houses: 150-51, 228 
hunting: 230, 319 
settlements: 1 
implements: 197-98, 204, 266 
subsistence: 1, 36-40, 322, 350 

Eskimos: 1, 35-40, 55-58, 98, 115, 196, 228, 313-14, 
316; see also Inupiat 

Etching: see Decoration, Pebbles 
Euro-American contacts: 33, 35-36 
Fastener: see Harpoon line fastener 
Faunal data/remains: 154-58, 228-29, 319-20, 322-23 
Feather/Feather setter: 62, 81, 183; Pis. 15, 48 
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Ferrules: 74, 81; PI. 47 
Field, Arthur: 9 
Figurines: 85, 206, 230; Pis. 42, 109 
Finger rests, harpoon: 62, 81; Pis. 13, 43 
Fish arrow barbs/points: 45; PI. 1 
Fish arrow prongs: 63, 75, 82; Pis. 12, 19, 21-22 
Fish scaler: 196 
Fish spear: 82; Pis. 21, 38; see also Leisters 

barbs: 75, 82, 89, 148, 157, 183; Pis. 19, 21-22, 87, 
105 

center prongs: 68, 148; Pis. 22, 87 
side prongs: 53, 75, 165, 183, 199; Pis. 6, 22, 90, 105 

Fishhook barbs: 43, 45, 63, 82, 229; Pis. 1, 12, 21 
Fishhook shanks: 43, 45, 48, 63, 65, 71, 224, 229; Pis. 

1, 4, 12, 129; see also Fishlure hook shanks 
Fishing: 36, 38, 40, 111-12, 157, 176, 322-23; see also 

Ice fishing 
Fishing equipment: 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 183; PI. 105 
Birnirk: 95-96 
Choris: 196, 198, 224, 229; Pis. 6, 129 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 157; PI. 87 
Kotzebue: 45-46, 48, 51, 56, 71, 113; Pis. 1, 4 
Norton: 165; PL 90 
Western Thule: 61-65, 67-68, 71, 74-75, 80-82, 88-89, 

111; Pis. 12, 19, 21-22, 38, 41, 61 
Fishing lures: 68, 70-71, 75, 78, 89; PL 41 
Fishline guide/sinker: 63, 104; Pis. 12, 61 
Fishlure barbs/hook shanks: 63, 65, 112; PL 12; see 

also Fishhook shanks 
Fishnets: see Nets 
Fitzhugh, William: 298 
Flake scraper: 201 
Flakeknives: 

Arctic Small Tool: 294, 296 
Birnirk: 96; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 201-02, 211, 214, 216-19, 224-25, 227, 230, 

269, 271-72, 296; Pis. 113, 116, 119, 122-25, 129, 
132, 155-57 

Denbigh: 274-82, 284-88, 290-91, 296; Pis. 158-68 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 136, 141, 298; Pis. 67, 

72-73, 77-79, 82-83 
Kotzebue: 51; PL 5 
Norton: 166-69; Pis. 91, 97, 99 
Norton-Choris: 225, 315; PL 130 
Old Whaling: 237, 239-42, 244-45, 247, 250-51, 

253-59, 262-63, 266; Pis. 135, 137, 139-40, 144-45, 
147-49, 151-54 

Singauruk site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 76, 83, 105; Pis. 17, 32, 39, 64 

Flakers, flaker handles, flaker points, flaker tips: 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 184; PL 105 
Choris: 204; PL 108 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 145, 148-49, 159, 204; Pis. 85, 87 
Kotzebue: 52; PL 5 
Norton: 167; PL 95 
Western Thule: 82; Pis. 33, 39 

Flakes 
Choris: 210-16, 218-21, 227, 269-71; Pis. 119, 123-24, 

127, 132, 155-56 
Denbigh: 275-76, 278-88; Pis. 158, 160-64, 166-68 
Ipiutak: 147, 159; PL 84 
Lower Bench: 302-03; PL 169 
Norton: 162, 166, 168; Pis. 88, 91, 97 
Norton-Choris: 226; PL 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 174; PL 102 
Old Whaling: 237, 241, 247, 253-54, 256, 259, 

264-65; Pis. 135, 138, 146, 152, 154 
Palisades: 309; PL 172 

Flakes, weathered: 309; PL 174 
Flaking hammers/hammerheads; see also Hammers 

Choris: 204; PL 108 
Ipiutak: 123; PL 66 
Old Whaling: 245, 259, 264; PL 142 
Western Thule: 76, 82; Pis. 39, 45 

Fleming, Richard H.: 323 
Flint flaker: see Flakers 
Flint knapping: 290 
Float bars: 62, 67, 74, 88; Pis. 9-10, 25, 54 
Flora: see Vegetation 
Food: see Subsistence 
Foote, Don Charles: xxv, 12, 266, 325 
Ford, James A.: xxiii, 45, 48, 56, 58, 61-62, 67-68, 74, 

80, 92, 97, 110-13, 316 
Foreshafts: 

Birnirk: 95 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 132 
Kotzebue: 45, 48, 53 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 62, 67, 80, 87 

Fossil bones: 5 
Fox: 228, 322 
Frame parts: 69, 166; Pis. 8, 95 
Friedman, Samuel: xxiv, 7 
Fuel: 135, 160 
Fulton, John: xxvi 
Fur, polar bear: 128, 138 
Gal, Jo Ann: 13 
Gal, Robert: 272, 293, 299 
Gaming pieces: 62, 64-65, 97; Pis. 10, 55 
Gauge, fishnet: 48; PL 4 
Geese: 158 
Geology of Cape Krusenstern area: 350-55 
Gfeller, Chr.: 29-30 
Giddings, J. L.: xxii-xxiii, xxv-xxvi, 1, 3, 12-14, 17, 29, 

32-33, 35, 45-46, 48, 50-53, 55-58, 62-63, 71, 90, 97, 
105-07, 112-14, 145, 149, 161-65, 174, 176, 184, 192, 
195-97, 199-202, 204-06, 208, 215, 220, 225, 240, 267, 
273-74, 276, 278, 284, 286, 295-98, 302, 306-08, 320, 
325, 350-52 

Giddings family: xxiv, 6, 10-13 
Gjessing, G.: 204, 298 
Goggles: see Snow goggles 
Gouges: 159, 198 
Graphite: 62, 89; Pis. 10, 51 
Grave goods: 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 177 
Birnirk-Western Thule: 175 
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Ipiutak: 146-49, 157, 173, 356, 358 
Norton: 315 
Western Thule: 91 

Gravers: 
Artie Small Tool: 294, 298 
Birnirk: 96; PI. 56 
Choris: 201-02, 219; PI. 123 
Denbigh: 275, 278-79, 289, 298; PI. 160 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 125, 131, 133, 141, 159, 298; Pis. 67, 

73, 82 
Lower Bench: 302, 304; PI. 169 
Norton: 167-69, 298; Pis. 97, 99 
Old Whaling: 239, 242, 245, 251, 255, 259, 263, 266; 

Pis. 145, 149, 153 
Palisades: 309; PI. 172 
Western Thule: 76, 83 

Graves/graveyard: 38, 146-47; see also Burials 
Grayling: 63 
Greenland: 58 
Griffin, James B.: 171, 192, 299 
Grinding: 297 
Grinding stones: 

Birnirk: 96 
Ipiutek: 120-21, 159 
Western Thule: 69, 76, 82, 89; Pis. 7, 37 

Groovers/Grooved objects: 123, 159, 195, 202, 208; 
Pis. 66, 108 

Ground slate: see Slate 
Ground stone artifacts: 263 
Guillemot: 228-29 
Hadley, Loren S.: 36 
Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology: xxviii, 10, 

172, 306, 356 
Hall, Edwin S., Jr.: 56, 325 
Hammers/Hammerheads/Hammerstones: 176; see also 

Flaking hammers 
Choris: 205, 219, 224-25; Pis. 118, 123, 129 
Western Thule: 82-83, 90; Pis. 7, 52-53 

Handles: see also Adz, Bag, Drill cord, Engraving tool, 
Knife, and Seal drag handles: 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 184-85; PL 105 
Choris: 201, 208; PL 108 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 123, 134, 146-49, 158; Pis. 66, 68, 

84-85, 87 
Kotzebue: 53 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 166 
Western Thule: 61, 63, 66, 84; Pis. 14, 15, 25 
Western Thule, Early: 72, 75-85, 87; Pis. 20, 33, 36, 

42, 50 
Hare: 322 
Harp, Elmer, Jr.: 199 
Harpoon blades; see also End blades, Harpoon heads 

Norton-Near Ipiutak: 162 
Old Whaling: 235, 239, 244, 248, 250, 252, 266 
Western Thule: 61, 67; Pis. 11, 37 

Harpoon dart heads: 
Choris: 196-97; Pis. 109-10, 112 
Old Whaling: 242; PL 142 

Harpoon end-blade insets; see also End-blade insets 

Birnirk: 92; PL 57 
Choris: 215, 271-72; Pis. 123, 156-57 
Denbigh: 275, 279-81, 283, 286, 290; Pis. 161, 163-65 
Kotzebue: 51; PL 5 
Norton: 162, 164-65, 172; Pis. 88, 91 
Western Thule: 88; PL 51 

Harpoon finger rests: see Finger rests 
Harpoon foreshafts/shafts 

Birnirk: 95; PL 55 
Choris: 208; PL 110 
Ipiutak: 132; PL 68 
Kotzebue: 43, 45, 48; Pis. 1, 4 
Recent: 53; PL 6 
Western Thule: 62, 80, 104; Pis. 9, 13, 43, 47, 61 

Harpoon head blanks: 80, 88; Pis. 33, 50 
Harpoon heads; see also Harpoon blades, Sealing har

poon heads, Toggle harpoon heads, Whaling har
poon heads 
Birnirk: 92, 95, 110, 113 
Choris: 196, 223, 229; PL 110 
Denbigh: 320 
Ipiutak: 118, 120, 122-23, 132, 144, 153-54, 157, 325; 

PL 66 
Kotzebue: 45, 51, 56, 113; Pis. 1, 5 
Old Whaling: 235, 248, 261, 264, 267, 317; PL 142 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Singauruk site 2: 104-05; PL 61 
Western Thule: 61-62, 64-65, 67, 70, 111; PL 13 
Western Thule, Early: 74, 78, 80-81, 88, 92; Pis. 35, 

44, 50 
Harpoon ice pick: 62, 82, 104; Pis. 14, 43, 47, 61 
Harpoon line fastener: 76; PL 45 
Harpoon shaft; see Harpoon foreshafts/shafts 
Harpoon side-blade insets: 95; see also Side-blade 

insets 
Harpoon side blades: 167; PL 97 
Harpoon socket pieces: 48, 62, 164; Pis. 4, 14 
Haury, Emile: xxvi 
Heggerty, Diane: 323 
Heizer, Robert F.: 149, 184, 192, 200, 205 
Hickey, Clifford G.: xxiv, 13, 56 
Holmes, W. H.: 204 
Holtved, Eric: xxv 
Hook, blubber: 89 
Hooks: 63, 65, 111-12, 165; PL 95; see also Fishlure 

hook shanks 
Hooks, boat or pick: 69; PL 29 
Hooper, C. L.: 36 
Hopkins, David M.: xxv, 2, 9, 12, 350 
Horizon markers: 4, 293 
Hotham Inlet: 18, 36, 71 
Household equipment: 

Birnirk: 94 
Choris: 192-96 
Early Western Thule: 72, 79, 86 
Kotzebue: 44, 48, 50 
Singauruk Site 2: 98, 104 
Western Thule: 60-66 

Houses: see also Settlements 
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Birnirk: 107-10 
Choris: 3, 55, 187-91, 209, 227-30, 300 
Eskimo: 41, 150-51, 188, 228, 300, 320 
Ipiutak: 42, 56, 118-19, 122-30, 134-39, 141-45, 

150-53, 158, 300 
Kotzebue: 2, 21, 41-43, 47, 49-50, 52-56, 107 
Norton: 47, 108, 300, 320 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 163, 167, 176, 300 
Old Whaling: 233-34, 238, 240, 243, 246, 248, 252, 

254-55, 300, 315 
Recent: 52 
Siberian: 152 
Western Thule: 65-66, 91, 107-10, 259-60 
Western Thule, Early: 71-73, 78-79, 86-87, 91, 113 

Houses, pyramidal: 152 
Hunter, Ralph: 350 
Hunting: 36, 38-39, 56, 112, 228 
Hunting equipment: 

Birnirk: 95, 108 
Choris: 193, 196, 228-29 
Kotzebue: 45, 48, 51 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 162, 164 
Western Thule: 61, 67-68, 74-75, 80-82, 88 

Huntsman, Judith: xxvi 
Hurley, Patrick A.: xxvi 
Ice fishing: 89, 185, 229 
Ice pick socket: 62; PI. 9 
Ice picks: see also Harpoon ice picks, Picks 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 185 
Choris: 197, 229; PI. I l l 
Kotzebue: 48; PI. 4 
Recent: 55 
Western Thule: 62, 68, 75, 82, 104; Pis. 8, 14, 22, 

25, 45, 47, 61 
Ice scoop: 89; PI. 50 
Incised pebbles: 97-98, 120-21, 134, 141, 159; PL 80 
Inflation nozzle: see Nozzle 
Ingitkalik Mountain: 13, 18, 40, 301, 306 
Insets: see also End-blade insets/points; side-blade 

insets/points 
Arctic Small Tool: 115, 292 
Birnirk: 95-96, 112 
Choris: 315 
Denbigh: 273, 287-88, 313; PI. 168 
Kotzebue: 51 
Lower Bench: 313 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 3 
Old Whaling: 235-36, 258, 260-61 
Western Thule: 104; PI. 61 

Intermediate Kotzebue: 2, 35-36; see also Kotzebue, 
Old Kotzebue 

Inupiaq: 16, 161 
Inupiat: xxvii-xxviii, 1, 58, 325; see also Eskimos 
Ipiutak: 

artifacts: 120, 156-57, 293-94 
at Battle Rock: 147-48 
at Cape Espenberg: 24 
at Cape Krusenstern: 33, 116-45 
at Point Hope: 116, 152 

beaches: 116 
Birnirk ties: 316 
bones/faunal remains: 154-56, 158 
burials: 146-49, 356-59 
caches: 118, 126, 143, 146, 171 
campsites: 120 
carvings: 148 
culture: 33, 149, 159-60 
dating: 29-31, 33, 116, 149, 292-93, 316 
designation: 4 
features: 146 
houses: 118-19, 150-53 
manufacturing activities: 159 
Norton ties: 33, 316 
rack structure: 139 
seal bones: 135, 139, 141, 143, 146, 155 
seal skull mound: 130, 155 
settlements: 116, 118, 122-30, 134-38, 141-45, 150-53 
sites: 116-60, 350 
skeletons: 127 
subsistence: 153, 155-58 
whaling harpoon heads: 122-23, 153-54 

Irving, William N.: 32, 115, 201, 273, 292-93, 298, 314, 
320 

Itiptigvik: 38, 40 
Ivanova, O. V.: 152 
Ivory chips/objects: 230, 240, 245, 251, 253-54, 256-57, 

259, 265; Pis. 142, 150 
Iyatayet: 32 
Jabbertown: 71, 92, 104 
Jade: 57, 114 
Kavik-type implements: 112 
Kaiak (Kayak): 36-37 
Kayak parts: 84, 90, 97; Pis. 28, 54-55, 60 
Kazigi: 91, 110, 190, 195, 300 
Kessel, Brina: 325 
Kiana: 12 
Kikitarimiut: 325 
Kivalina cave: 9, 11 
Knife blade blanks: 46, 136, 210; Pis. 1, 79, 119 
Knife blades: see also Curved knife blades, Cleavers, 

End blades, Knives, Side blades, and Ulu blades 
Arctic Small Tool: 115, 294-96, 314 
Birnirk: 94-96; Pis. 57-59 
Choris: 199-200, 210, 214-16, 218-21, 223-27, 230, 

270-71, 297, 315; Pis. 108, 114-15, 119, 122-25, 
127-29, 132, 155 

Denbigh: 275, 279-82, 284, 286-87, 290-91; Pis. 
161-62, 165, 167-68 

Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 141; Pis. 67, 73, 77-78 
Kotzebue: 46, 48, 57; Pis. 1, 4 
Norton: 165-69; Pis. 91-92, 97-98 
Norton-Choris: 25-26, 315; PI. 130 
Old Whaling: 235-36, 247, 263, 266; PL 146 
Palisades: 308-10 
Singauruk Site 2: 105; Pis. 63, 65 
Western Thule: 62-63, 68, 74-75, 82, 89, 112; Pis. 11, 

17, 37, 51 
Western Thule, Early: 74-75, 82, 89; Pis. 34, 40, 51 
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Knife end blades: 96, 124, 165; Pis. 58, 67, 92 
Knife handles: 

Choris: 199; PI. 108 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 123; PI. 66 
Kotzebue: 46, 48, 57; Pis. 2, 4 
Norton: 166; PI. 95 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Western Thule: 63, 67, 75, 80, 82, 89; Pis. 9, 24, 50 

Knife side blade blank: 134; PI. 71 
Knife side-blade inset: 168; PI. 98 
Knife side blades: 82, 277, 279-280, 286; Pis. 17, 158, 

160-62, 166 
Knives: 

Birnirk: 74, 96, 110 
Choris: 198-99, 201-04, 214, 218, 220, 224, 227-30, 

271-72; Pis. 116-17, 132, 156-57 
Denbigh: 279-82, 289; Pis. 162-63 
Eskimo: 295 
Ipiutak: 120, 141, 159 
Kotzebue: 48, 51; PI. 5 
Northern Maritime: 112 
Norton: 165, 168-69, 174; Pis. 93, 99 
Old Whaling: 258 
Palisades: 307-09; PI. 172 
Singauruk Site 2: 104, 106 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 75, 82, 89, 104-06, 111-12; 

Pis. 51, 61, 63-64 
Knives, bifaced: 82, 112, 199, 203; Pis. 39, 115 
Knives, crooked: 132, 199, 224-25, 271; Pis. 128, 130 
Knuth, Eigil: xxv, 266, 292, 295 
Kotzebue culture: 55-57 

as part of Northern Maritime tradition: 107, 113-14 
caches: 49 
collections: 55-57 
fishing: 35, 323 
house excavations: 41-43, 52 
period: 1-2, 30-31, 35 
settlements: 41, 43, 49-50, 107, 113 
subsistence: 35, 56, 113, 323 

Kotzebue Sound: xxii 
chronology/dating: 29-33 
climate: 113 
occupation of area: 2, 311 
oldest artifacts: 311 
prehistoric period: 313 
whaling: 110 

Kreher, Ronald: 13 
Kubiena, Walter L.: 27 
Kugruk River: 6 
Kugzruk Island sites: 25-26, 31, 33, 162-68 
Kugzruk, Phillip: xxiv, 8, 162 
Kuuvangmiit: 325 
Labrets: 

Birnirk: 97, 98; PI. 55 
Choris: 205, 230; PI. 109 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 145-47, 159; PI. 84 
Norton-Choris: 315 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 

Ladles: 72, 87; Pis. 45, 54 

Laguna, Frederica de: 56, 76, 149-51, 174, 184, 192, 
196-97, 205, 208, 297 

Lamps: 
Birnirk: 108 
Choris: 190, 195, 230, 315 
Kotzebue: 48; PL 3 
Norton: 195 
Old Whaling: 242, 259, 263, 266, 315; PI. 141 

Lamp wick tender: 64 
Lances/Lance blades, heads, points 

Birnirk: 110 
Choris: 216; PL 124 
Denbigh: 284, 291; PI. 165 
Kotzebue: 46; PL 2 
Norton: 165; PL 93 
Old Whaling: 236, 239, 244, 247, 260; Pis. 133, 138, 

143, 146 
Singauruk site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 74-75, 82, 89, 105; Pis. 34, 37, 40, 

51, 54, 64 
Lancets: 120-21, 125, 141; Pis. 67, 82 
Larsen, Gerda: xxv, 11, 93 
Larsen, Helge: xxv, 2-3, 8, 11-12, 17, 55-56, 58, 82-83, 

92-93, 96, 104, 106-08, 111-12, 115-16, 120, 123-25, 
132-34, 139, 141, 143-45, 147-53, 156-57, 159-61, 
164-66, 173-74, 176, 178, 183-86, 195, 197-99, 202, 
204-06, 208-09, 216, 222, 260, 273, 286, 293, 295-96, 
298, 300, 311, 316-17 

Larsen, Lenert: xxvi 
Late Choris designation: 3 
Lathram, E. H.: 352 
Laughlin, William S.: 205-06 
Lawn, Barbara: 32-33, 71 
Lee, Raymond, Robert, Tommy: xxiv, 10 
Leisters/Leister prongs: 

At Ahteut: 111 
Birnirk: 96; PL 55 
Kotzebue: 45-46; PL 1 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 183 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 71, 111-12; PI. 12 
Western Thule, Early: 75, 82, 89; Pis. 19, 21-22, 50 

Line fastener: see Harpoon line fastener 
Livingston, Jerry: xxvi 
Long, Austin: 307 
Lookout sites: 11, 14, 20, 40 
Lopp Lagoon: 25-26, 161 

Agulaak Site 1: 25-26, 161 
Agulaak Site 2: 26, 162 
Agulaak Site 3: 26, 225 
beaches: 25, 161, 163 
Kugzruk Island site: 25-26, 162, 167 
Singauruk sites 1 and 3: 168 
Singauruk site 2: 98 

Loss of artifacts: 10, 42, 55, 60, 66, 118, 122, 282-83, 
301 

Lower Bench site: 3, 10, 14, 18, 301, 304, 313 
dating: 31-32 

Lures: see Fishing lures 
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Lutz, Bruce J.: xxiv, 13, 33, 176, 299-300, 316, 320, 322 
MacNeish, Richard S.: 3 
Mammoths/Mammoth tusk: 5, 133 
Manufacturing equipment/tools: 

Choris: 193, 199-205, 230 
Ipiutak: 159 
Kotzebue: 46, 48, 51 
Norton: 162 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 162, 165, 183-84 
Old Whaling: 266 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 75, 89 

Marlinspike: 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 184-85; PI. 105 
Norton: 167; PL 95 
Western Thule: 75, 81, 185; PL 48 

Marsh, Gordon H.: 205-06 
Maruca, Mary: xxvi 
Masks: 120-21, 184-85, 159; PL 107 
Mason, John Aldon: 110 
Mathiassen, Therkel: 58, 80, 91, 223, 284 
Mattocks, Mattock heads 

Ipiutak: 120-21, 143, 159 
Old Whaling: 259 
Western Thule: 69, 76, 82; PL 8 

Maul: 83 
McGhee, Robert: 3, 32, 314 
McKennan, Robert A.: 48, 198 
McManus, D. A.: 353 
Meat cooler: 38, 66, 70 
Meat preservation: 39, 158 
Meldgaard, Jorgen: 195 
Mesh gauge: 48; PL 4 
Metal: 57; 114 
Microblade cores/tablets: 275-76, 284-85, 290-91, 

303-05, 311, 313; Pis. 158, 166 
Microblade sites: 

Arctic Small Tool: 115, 299 
Battle Rock: 304 
Denbigh: 115 
Independence I: 115 
Kotzebue Sound: 313 
Lower Bench: 301, 304, 313 
North Slope: 299 
Northern and Central Alaska: 311 
Pre-Dorset: 115 
Walakpa: 299 

Microblade-like flake: 141; PL 82 
Microblade industry: 3, 115 
Microblades: 

Arctic Small Tool: 292-94, 299, 304 
at Kotzebue Sound: 313 
Battle Rock: 304-05; PL 170 
Choris: 203, 225, 272, 299 
Denbigh: 273, 275-91, 293, 299; Pis. 158-68 
Lower Bench: 302-04; PL 169 
Norton-Choris: 225; PL 130 
Western Thule: 73, 76; PL 17 

Middens: 126, 146 
Miscellaneous objects: see also Pointed objects 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 183; PL 105 
Choris: 198, 206, 208, 216, 226, 271, 281; Pis. 

108-10, 117, 122, 131, 156 
Denbigh: 275-76, 280-88; Pis. 158, 162-63, 167-68 
Ipiutak: 123, 125, 134, 148; Pis. 66, 85 
Kotzebue: 46, 49; Pis. 1-3 
Norton: 166-68; PL 90 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 174; PL 102 
Old Whaling: 240, 242, 245, 247, 250-51, 254, 257, 

264; Pis. 142, 147, 149-50, 152 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 64, 69, 76-77, 80, 84-85, 90, 104, 

106; Pis. 10, 16, 23-25, 33, 36, 42, 45, 50, 54, 61, 
64 

Miyowagh: 104 
Mochanov, IU. A.: 311, 314 
Moore, George W.: xxv, 9-10, 17, 20, 323, 350-54 
Muir, John: 40 
Murdoch, John: 45, 48, 56, 75, 83-84, 89, 96, 147, 157 
Murre: 228-29 
Musk oxen: 9 
Naknek River: 33 
Natchuk-type harpoons: 74, 80, 92 
National Museum, Copenhagen: xxv, 12 
National Park Service: xxvi, 350 
National Science Foundation: xxiv-xxv, 7, 10-11 
Near Ipiutak culture: 4, 161; see also Norton-Near 

Ipiutak 
at Cape Krusenstern: 173 
dating: 33 
house forms: 145-46 
objects: 148, 177-78 

Needle cases: 66, 77, 79, 87; Pis. 36, 42 
Needle Sharpener: 221; PL 127 
Needles: 

Choris: 190, 192, 194-95, 230; PL 109 
Dorset: 195 
Ipiutak: 195 
Old Whaling: 242, 251, 259, 264, 266; PL 142 
Western Thule: 64, 79; Pis. 10, 23 

Nelson, Edward W.: 37, 45-46, 48-49, 56, 63, 69, 75, 
79, 81, 83, 88, 97, 195, 198 

Nelson, N. C : 276 
Neoeskimo: 107 
Nephrite: 226 
Net fishing: 229 
Net sinker: see Sinkers 
Nets, fish: 45, 68, 75, 111, 113, 165, 229 
Noatak Eskimos: 36 
Nome: 9 

Northern Archaic tradition: 308 
Northern Maritime tradition: xxviii, 35, 58-59, 107-14, 

313 
Arctic Small Tool relationship: 317 
Birnirk: 58, 92-98, 107-10, 317 
Birnirk-Okvik-Old Bering Sea: 316-17 
Eskimo ties: 58, 107, 316 
houses: 300 
implement changes: 112 
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Ipiutak-Birnirk ties: 316 
Kotzebue: 35, 107, 113 
Old Bering Sea: 98, 317 
slate usage: 298 
Western Thule: 58-70, 107, 110 

Northwest Alaska Native Association: xxvi 
Northwest Microblade tradition: 3 
Norton culture: 

at Agulaak: 162 
at Cape Krusenstern: 171, 174, 211, 215 
at Choris Peninsula: 22, 33 
at Kugruk River: 33 
at Naknek River: 33 
at Safety Sound: 316 
at Singauruk sites 1 and 3: 26-27 
at Singauruk site 2: 104-06, 168 
at Unalakleet: 316 
chronology: 3-4 
dating: 29, 33 

Norton-Choris artifacts: 225 
Norton-Choris relationship: 3, 33, 187, 315-16 
Norton-style artifacts: 204 
Norton, Frank: xxiv 
Norton-Denbigh ties: 316 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 161 

artifact types: 294, 298 
at Agulaak: 162 
at Battle Rock: 177-86, 211 
at Cape Krusenstern: 169-75, 211 
culture: 3, 161-76, 187, 211 
designation: 4 
period: 161 

Notched blades, points: 
Choris: 216, 260, 295; PI. 124 
Old Whaling: 244, 260; PI. 143 
Palisades: 308 
Western Thule: 75, 82, 89, 112; Pis. 17, 51 

Nozzle, inflation: 51, 62, 81, 88; Pis. 5, 13, 43, 50 
Nunagiak: 113 
Nunamiut: 159 
Nunatarmiut dwellings: 150 
Ninivak house: 66 
Nuvurok: 35-36, 86 
Nuwuk: 112 
Obsidian: 303 
Ochre: 55, 97, 141, 168, 206, 210, 256; PI. 57 
Ochrorurok: 11 
Office of Naval Research: xxiv, 4 
Okladnikov, A. P.: 110 
Okvik-type implements: 123, 315 
Okvik in Northern Maritime tradition: 317 
Old Bering Sea-type artifacts: 

at Singauruk site 2: 27, 104-06 
in Birnirk continuum: 316 
in Northern Maritime tradition: 317 

Old Kotzebue culture: 2, 35; see also Kotzebue culture 
Old Whaling: 3, 231 

activities: 265-66 
artifact count, types: 257-66 

collections: 235-37, 239-48, 250-57 
culture: 257 
dating: 2, 29-32 
discovery of site: 9 
excavations: 231 
materials used: 265 
settlements: 10, 231-32 
subsistence: 265 
summer village: 248-50, 252-56 
winter village: 232-33, 238, 240, 243-44, 246, 317 

Onion Portage: xxi, 3, 12, 32, 71, 292-93 
Onion Portage assemblages: 

Akmak: 311 
American Paleo-Arctic tradition: 311 
Arctic Small Tool: 296, 298 
Choris: 314-15 
Denbigh Flint: 32, 292-93, 296-98 
Kobuk: 311 
Palisades: 307-08 
Proto-Denbigh: 32, 314 

OOmiak (oomiac): 36-37 
Ornamentation: see Decoration 
Orth, Donald J.: xxviii 
Osgood, Cornelius: 198, 208 
Oswalt, Wendel: 4, 29, 33, 192 
Paleo-Eskimo tradition: xxvii-xxviii, 115, 268 
Paleolithic links: 273 
Palisades: 10, 14, 18, 306-07 

culture: 310 
dating: 29, 31-32, 306-08 
Palisades I: 307-08 
Palisades II: 307-09 
ties at Onion Portage: 32 

Parr, David: 10 
Pebbles: 

Birnirk: 97-98; PI. 80 
Denbigh: 285, 288 
Early Choris: 270 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 134, 141, 159; PI. 80 
Old Whaling: 242, 252, 254-55, 257, 259, 264; Pis. 

140, 153 
Peg, throwing board: 197 
Pendants: 

Choris: 205-06; PL 109 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 141, 147; Pis. 81, 84 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Western Thule: 64, 84; Pis. 10, 36, 42 

Perforator: 145 
Petsche, Jerry: xxvi 
Phillips, Philip: xxvii 
Pick handle: 76, 78, 83; PI. 20 
Picks/Pick heads: see also Ice picks, Mattocks 

Battle Rock Burial 4: 185; PI. 105 
Choris: 197, 205; PI. 118 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 145 
Norton: 167, 185; PI. 90 
Old Whaling: 237, 255, 259; PI. 135 
Western Thule: 62-63, 68-69; Pis. 14, 29 
Western Thule, Early: 76, 82, 90: Pis. 8, 50 
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Piercers: 61, 68, 70, 80, 145, 147; Pis. 9, 84 
Pin: 183; PI. 105 
Pipe bowl: 49, 57; PI. 4 
Planing adz blade: 133, 297; PI. 75 
Plants, edible: 39-40 
Plates, platelets: 62, 64, 75, 145, 147, 206; Pis. 15, 109 
Pleistocene era: 20, 22, 24 
Plummet: 145-49; PI. 87 
Point Barrow: 48, 62, 108, 110 
Point Hope: 12, 33, 110, 159-60 
Point Spencer: 7, 33 
Pointed objects: see also Miscellaneous objects 

Birnirk: 97; PI. 55 
Denbigh: 288; PI. 168 
Ipiutak: 121, 133, 141; Pis. 73, 81 
Kotzebue: 46, 49; Pis. 1, 4 
Norton: 166-67; Pis. 90, 95 
Western Thule: 61, 104; Pis. 9, 16, 61 
Western Thule, Early: 70, 80, 87, 90; Pis. 21, 24, 33, 

36, 45, 50, 54 
Pointing stones/Pointers: 166, 240, 263, 294, 298; Pis. 

93, 137 
Points: sec also Arrow points, Projectile points 

Arctic Small Tool: 115 
Choris: 197-99, 216, 218, 227, 260, 270-71, 295, 315; 

Pis. 112, 115, 124, 132, 155-56 
Kotzebue: 45; PI. 1 
Old Whaling: 235-37, 239, 241, 244, 246-47, 250-53, 

255-56, 258, 260-61, 264, 266, 295; Pis. 133, 138, 
143, 146, 149, 151-54 

Palisades: 307-08, 310; Pis. 171-72, 174 
Singauruk Site 2: 105; Pis. 64-65 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 81, 112; Pis. 17, 43 

Polishing tools: 73 
Popov, A. A.: 152 
Porcupine: 228, 322 
Portage complex: 32 
Potsherds/Pottery 

at Agulaak: 162 
at Kugzruk: 163 
Arctic Small Tool: 293-94, 299, 314 
Asian: 230 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 178; PI. 105 
Birnirk: 94, 98, 104, 110 
Choris: 3, 187, 190-92, 194-96, 217-22, 226-27, 230, 

271, 299, 314-15; Pis. I l l , 126-27, 131 
Eskimo: 164 
Ipiutak (lack of): 159-60 
Kotzebue: 44, 47 
Norton: 162-64, 168-69, 192, 194; Pis. 88-89, 98-99 
Norton-Choris: 210-11, 225, 227, 315; Pis. 120-21, 

130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 163-64, 171, 176-78, 211, 299; 

PI. 100 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Singauruk Site 2: 98 
Western Thule: 60, 66, 72, 79, 86, 98, 104, 110; PI. 

62 
Pottery paddle: 60; PI. 14 

Powers, William Roger: 311 
Pre-Choris designation: 4 
Projectile heads: 148, 175, 178, 181-82, 211; PI. 104 
Projectile points: see also arrow/harpoon/spear/weapon 

points 
Battle Rock: 304; PI. 170 
Choris: 197-98, 215-16, 226-27, 270, 315 
Choris-Denbigh; 315 
Denbigh: 277; PI. 158 
Northern Maritime: 112 
Norton: 162, 165, 168-69; Pis. 88, 92, 99 
Old Whaling: 241-42, 256, 266 
Palisades: 306, 308; PI. 171 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 

Prongs, bird/fish: see also Leister prongs 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 183; Pis. 103, 105 
Ipiutak: 139, 149 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 165, 183 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Singauruk Site 2: 104; PI. 61 
Western Thule: 62, 68, 75, 82, 89, 104, 111-12; Pis. 

15, 19, 21-22, 31, 38, 50, 61 
Prongs, center: 53, 82; Pis. 6, 19 

side: 53; PI. 6 
Proto Denbigh: 4, 33, 304, 314 
Proto-Eskimos: xxvii, xxviii, 301 
Ptarmigan: 228 
Puffin: 228 
Pumice: 

Arctic Small Tool: 294, 298 
Choris: 205, 225, 230; PI. 129 
Norton: 162; PI. 88 
Old Whaling: 259, 263, 266 

Punch: 200; PI. I l l 
Punyik Point: 32 
Punuk-style artifacts: 80, 85, 92, 104, 106, 110, 112 
Pyrite: 84, 104; Pis. 36, 62 
Radiocarbon dates: 29-30, 32-33 
Rainey, Froelich G.: xxiii, xxvi, 3, 12, 33, 54-56, 58, 

82-83, 92, 96, 104, 106-08, 111-12, 115-16, 120, 
123-25, 132-34, 139, 141, 143-45, 147-53, 156-57, 
159-60, 164-65, 173-74, 176, 178, 183-86, 195, 197-98, 
202, 204-06, 208, 222, 260, 286, 293, 295-96, 298, 
315-17 

Rake: 196 
Ralph, Elizabeth K.: xxvi, 29-30, 33, 108 
Reichler, Melvin: xxiv, 4 
Reindeer: 15, 38-39 
Reinforcement pieces: 49, 64, 76, 97, 208; Pis. 4, 16, 

55, 111 
Religious beliefs: 130 
Retouched fragments: 166 
Ridged flakes: 265; Pis. 138, 146, 151-52, 266 
Robinson, Eugenia: xxvi 
Robinson, N. Terrell: xxiv, 6 
Rod: 130, 134, 147, 167; Pis. 79, 84 
Rudenko, S. I.: 69, 185, 210 
Saario, Doris J.: 325 
Safety Sound: 316 
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Sallenger, Abby: 350 
Salmon/Salmon fishing: 20, 36, 63, 113, 229-30, 322 
Salmon spear barb: 63; PI. 12 
Samms, Robert: 36 
Savoie, Donat: 55 
Saws: 46, 96, 166; Pis. 2, 93 
Scapulae: 53, 192, 196, 207-08, 257; PI. I l l 
Scapulimancy: 208 
Schauffler, William: 13 
Schoenberg, Kenneth: 209 
Scholl, David W.: xxv, 10 
Schumacher, Dr. Paul J. F.: 8 
Scoops: 63, 89, 196 
Scottsbluff points: 215 
Scovill, Douglas PL: xxvi 
Scraper blades: 79; PI. 34 
Scrapers/Softeners: see also Discoidal scrapers, End 

Scrapers, Side scrapers, Unifaced scrapers 
Arctic Small Tool: 294, 297, 314 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 183; PI. 105 
Birnirk: 94, 96 
Choris: 192, 196, 201-02, 208, 218-20, 222, 224-27, 

230, 296, 298; Pis. I l l , 113, 125, 129, 132 
Choris, Early: 226, 271, 298; PI. 131 
Denbigh: 281, 287-88, 297-98; Pis. 163, 168 
Eskimo: 297-98 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 159, 222 
Kotzebue: 43-45, 48; Pis. 1, 3 
Norton: 163, 166, 168-69, 175, 184, 196, 222; PI. 99 
Norton-Choris: 225; PI. 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 175, 210; PI. 102 
Old Whaling: 237, 240, 245, 248, 259, 266; PI. 135 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Palisades: 306-07, 309; Pis. 171, 172 
Singauruk Site 2: 105-06 
Western Thule: 61, 66, 69, 105; PI. 25 
Western Thule, Early: 73-74, 76, 79, 83, 87, 90, 105; 

Pis. 26, 29, 36, 39, 62, 65 
Sea level: 16, 18, 300, 310, 351 
Sea Mammal hunting: 33, 35, 36, 40, 313 
Seal bones: see also Seal skull mound and Seals 

23, 56, 126, 164, 210, 218, 320-21 
Choris: 191, 228, 271, 320 
Ipiutak: 130-31, 139, 143, 146, 155-57, 320 
Old Whaling: 248, 252, 256, 320 

Seal drag handles: 78, 83; Pis. 20, 42 
Seal hunting: 

Birnirk: 108 
Choris: 196, 209, 221, 229, 272, 320, 322 
Denbigh: 273, 290, 320 
Eskimo: 36, 38-39, 324 
Ipiutak: 155, 157-58, 323 
Kotzebue: 48, 56 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164, 176 
Western Thule: 112, 320 

Seal hunting equipment: see also Harpoons 
Choris: 196, 229 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 144 
Kotzebue: 45 

Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164 
Old Whaling: 248 
Western Thule: 62, 74, 80, 88, 112, 320 

Seal skull mound: 130-31, 155 
Sealing dart heads: 

Birnirk: 95; PI. 55 
Western Thule: 62, 67, 80, 88; Pis. 13, 35, 43, 47, 50 

Sealing harpoons/heads: see also Harpoons 
Birnirk: 95 
Dorset: 164 
Ipiutak: 144 
Kotzebue: 56 
Norton: 164; PI. 90 
Old Whaling: 248, 261, 264, 266; PI. 142 

Sealing Point: 7, 36, 38, 108 
Seals: see also Seal bones: 20, 38-39, 83, 126, 130, 146, 

155, 158 
Seasonal rounds: 158, 228, 320 
Sedimentation: 353 
Semilunar knives: 89, 94, 96, 110 
Sergeev, D. A.: 58, 123, 230 
Settlements: see also Houses, Camps: xxvii, xxviii 

Arctic Small Tool: 300 
at Kotzebue Sound: 56, 320 
Birnirk: 92-94, 107-08, 320, 324 
Choris: 56, 300, 315, 320 
Denbigh: 320 
earliest at Cape Krusenstern: 311 
Eskimo: 1, 35-36, 40, 320 
Ipiutak: 10, 116, 118-19, 122-25, 136, 143-44, 150, 

153, 159-60, 300, 320 
Kotzebue: 41-43, 47, 49-50, 323-24 
Norton: 300, 320 
Old Bering Sea: 31 
Old Whaling: 3, 10, 232, 248, 265, 320 
Western Thule: 58-60, 65-66, 71-72, 78, 107 

Seward Peninsula: xxviii, 6-7, 29, 161 
Sewing equipment: 45, 61, 66, 74, 79, 87, 94; see also 

Needle cases, Needle sharpeners, Needles 
Shacklette, Dr. Hansford T.: xxv, 10 
Shaft handle: 63; PI. 9 
Shaft smoothers: 

Arctic Small Tool: 294, 298 
Denbigh: 298 
Ipiutak: 120, 159 
Norton: 163, 168; Pis. 88, 97-98 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 104; PI. 62 

Shafts: see also Arrow shafts, Drill shafts, Harpoon 
foreshafts 
Choris: 207-08; Pis. 109, 111 
Ipiutak: 141, 148-49, 157; Pis. 81, 87 
Norton: 166; PI. 95 
Old Whaling: 245, 251, 264; Pis. 142, 150 
Western Thule: 64, 69; PI. 25 

Shale: 174, 225; Pis. 102, 130 
Shanks: see Fishhook shanks 
Sharpening stones: 96, 221; PI. 127 
Sheefish: 63, 71, 112 
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Shellfish: 38 
Sheshalik: see Sisualik 
Shishmaref: 6 
Shovels: 

Birnirk: 96 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 130, 132-33, 159; Pis. 76, 79 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 76, 83, 104; PL 62 

Siberia: 110 
Sicco-type harpoons: 80, 92, 113 
Side-blade insets: 

Arctic Small Tool: 115, 294, 314 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 182-83 
Birnirk: 95-96, 110, 112; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 198, 210-11, 215-16, 219, 226-27; Pis. 119, 

124-25, 132 
Denbigh: 274, 277-80, 282-87, 291; Pis. 158-61, 

163-68 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 139, 147-49, 157, 159; 

Pis. 67, 85-87 
Lower Bench: 301 
Norton: 163-65, 168-69, 174, 215; Pis. 91, 98-99 
Norton-Choris: 225-26; PL 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 174; PL 102 
Old Whaling: 236, 261, 266; PL 133 

Side blades 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 147, 180, 182; PL 103 
Birnirk: 95-96; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 198, 215, 270, 272; Pis. 115, 155, 157 
Denbigh: 276-77, 290; PL 158 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 124, 131-32, 141, 145, 148-49; PL 85 
Norton: 162, 164-67, 215; Pis. 88, 92 
Old Whaling: 242, 247, 255, 257-58, 260 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 82, 105; Pis. 39, 64-65 

Side-notched points: 307-08, 310; PL 171 
Side prongs: 104; PL 61 
Side scrapers: see also Scrapers, End scrapers 

Arctic Small Tool: 294, 296 
Birnirk: 96; Pis. 56, 58 
Choris: 201, 211, 219-21, 230; Pis. 123, 127 
Choris, Early: 24, 220, 231, 269-72, 297; Pis. 127, 

155 
Denbigh: 282; PL 163 
Ipiutak: 120, 124, 131-32, 141, 145, 147, 159, 298; 

Pis. 67-68, 77, 82 
Norton: 166; PL 93 
Old Whaling: 258, 262 
Palisades: 308 
Western Thule: 69, 76, 83, 90; Pis. 17, 32, 39, 51 

Siilavingmiit: 325 
Simmons, William S.: xxiv, 6-11, 171, 228, 231, 289, 

356 
Simpson, John: 42-43, 50, 55-56 
Sinew twisters: 75, 81; Pis. 31, 48 
Singauruk Channel: 25-27 
Singauruk Site 2: 25, 27, 31, 98, 104-06; Pis. 61-65 
Singauruk Sites 1 and 3: 25, 27, 31, 168-69 
Sinkers, net: see also Fishline sinkers 

Choris: 229 
Kotzebue: 45, 48, 111; Pis. 2-3 
Lower Bench: 301 
Norton: 165, 322; PL 94 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 3, 163-64 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 63, 68, 75, 89, 111; Pis. 27, 53 

Sisualik: 6-7 
burials: 90-91 
camps: 35-36, 40 
collections: 86-90 
houses: 31, 86-87, 92 
Spit: 14, 18, 20, 35-36, 40 
Trading: 36 

Skarland, Ivar: 201 
Skeletons/Skulls: 127, 145-46, 356-61 
Skin softeners: 61, 63, 87, 73; Pis. 11, 37, 52; see also 

Scrapers 
Skin-working implements: 159, 230; see also Awls, 

Scrapers 
Skinning knives: 96, 199 
Skoog, Ronald O.: 322 
Slab knives 

Choris: 204, 224, 226, 230; Pis. 117, 129, 131 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 125, 134; Pis. 67, 77 
Norton: 3, 162-63, 165-68, 204; Pis. 88, 92-93, 96-97 
Norton-Choris: 225; PL 130 
Singauruk Site 2: 105; PL 65 

Slate, nonsilicified, scratched, silicified: 176, 187 
Arctic Small Tool: 294, 296, 298 
Choris: 222-23, 298 
Denbigh: 298 
Ipiutak: 298 
Kotzebue: 57 
Norton: 204 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 298 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 

Slate, ground 
Arctic Small Tool: 294-96, 298, 314 
Birnirk: 110-12 
Choris: 298 
Eskimo: 110 
Ipiutak (lack of): 159-60, 298 
Kotzebue: 57, 114 
Norton-Choris: 315 
Western Thule: 111-12 

Slate knife blades: 75; Pis. 37, 40 
Slate, polished: 3, 203-04 
Slate work: 204, 298 
Sled parts 

Birnirk: 97; PL 60 
Early Western Thule: 76, 84, 90 
Kotzebue: 46, 84; Pis. 2, 28 
Western Thule: 69, 76, 84, 90, 97; Pis. 28, 30, 50 

Smith, Allen: xxiv 
Smith, Howard D.: 230 
Smoother: see Shaft smoother 
Snow goggles: 84-85, 120-21, 134, 159 
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Snowshoe parts: 64, 69; Pis. 9, 25; see also Snowshoe 
needle 

Socket pieces: 43, 47, 62, 74, 81, 206; Pis. 9, 43, 47, 
109; see also adz sockets, dart sockets, harpoon 
sockets 

Solecki, Ralph: 3 
Spaulding, A. C : 204 
Spear heads: 197, 229, 290 
Spear points 

Arctic Small Tool: 294-95 
Choris: 198, 215, 314; Pis. 114, 124 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 162 
Old Whaling: 244 
Western Thule: 62, 75, 89; Pis. 11, 17, 51 

Spears 
Birnirk: 108 
Early Western Thule: 75, 89 
Ipiutak: 157 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 165 
Old Whaling: 244 
Western Thule: 111-12 

Splitting adz blades/head: 69, 76, 83, 184; Pis. 7, 105; 
see also Adz blades 

Spokeshaves: 253, 259, 264; PI. 152 
Spoons: 44, 55, 195; Pis. 1, 6, 108 
Spoonlike objects: 104, 148-49, 167; Pis. 61, 87, 90 
Staehle, Dr. Henry C : xxv, 10 
Stanford, Dennis J.: 92, 110, 209, 230, 268, 272-73, 293 
Steensby, H. P.: xxvii, 107, 115, 320 
Stefansson, Vilhjalmur: 58 
Stemmed blades/points: 105; Pis. 64-65; see also Points 
Stewart, Robert: xxiv, 12 
Stone-working implements: 159; see also Flakers, 

Grindstones, Hammerstones, Whetstones 
Stone, chipped: 114 
Stone implements: 120-21 
Stoneworking tools: 204 
Storage: 156, 192, 228 
Stratigraphy: 12 
Stuckenrath, Robert, Jr.: xxvi, 29-30, 32 
Subsistence 

at Kotzebue Sound: 56, 107-09, 319-20 
Birnirk: 33, 98, 107-09 
Choris: 56, 209, 221, 228-29 
Eskimo: 1, 35-36, 38-40, 109, 228, 319-20 
Ipiutak: 153-58, 316 
Kotzebue: 35, 56, 107, 109 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 176 
Old Whaling: 265-66 
Western Thule: 107, 109, 111 

Summer camps: sec Camps 
Swan, Oscar: xxiv, 9, 11 
Sweat baths: 192 
Swivel parts: 84, 206; Pis. 24, 109 
Tailleur, I. L.: 352 
Tauber, Henrik: 33 
Taylor, William E., Jr.: 113, 195 
Tci thos: 48, 61, 66, 73, 79, 87; Pis. 3, 27, 52 
Tent settlements: see Camps 

Tevuk, Dwight: 8 
Throwing board/peg: 197, 229; PI. 110 
Thule culture, Greenland: 59 
Thule-type implements: 80, 92 
Thunderbird: 86 
Tigara period: 112 
Tines, antler: 69 
Tobacco pipe bowl: 57 
Toggle harpoon head blank: 53; PI. 6 
Toggle harpoon heads: 53, 229, 248, 259, 261, 264; 

Pis. 6, 142 
Toggles: 67, 197, 223, 229 
Tokeinna, Jonah: xxiv, 8 
Tomcod: 63 
Tools 

Arctic Small Tool: 298 
Birnirk: 96 
Choris: 199-205, 230 
Early Western Thule: 75, 82-83, 89 
Eskimo: 230 
Kotzebue: 46, 48, 51-52 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 165, 183-84 
Western Thule: 63, 68-69 

Tooth objects: see also Beaver tooth, Pendants 
Choris: 199 
Kotzebue: 48, PI. 4 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 185 
Recent: 53; PI. 6 
Western Thule: 63-65, 76, 82-84, 90; Pis. 12, 42 

Topkok, Chester: xxiv, 7 
Towkshjea, Julian: xxiv, 9-10 
Toys: 67-68, 89-90; Pis. 25, 35, 54 
Trade/Trading: xxii, 20, 35-37, 40, 57, 114, 228, 265, 

322 
Tradition defined: xxvii 
Trail Creek Cave site: 2, 311 
Transportation equipment: see also sled parts, 

snowshoes, miscellaneous 
46, 64, 69, 76, 84, 90, 97 

Tree-ring dating: 4, 6, 29, 71 
Tubes: 

Choris: 198; PL 108 
Kotzebue: 49; PI. 4 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 166; PL 95 
Old Whaling: 240; PL 150 
Western Thule: 66, 77, 87; Pis. 45, 50 

Tuck, James A.': 32 
Tuktu complex: 307 
Tulaagiaq: 14, 157, 161 
Tungus: 152 
Tunnels, house 

Arctic Small Tool: 300 
Birnirk: 93, 98, 108 
Kotzebue: 42-43, 47, 50, 52-54 
Norton: 108, 300 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 300 
Old Whaling: 233-35, 238 
Recent: 26 
Western Thule: 59-60, 65-66, 72, 78, 86 
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Tuquok: 74 
Tusk, walrus: 167 
Ueki, Takeshi: xxiv 
Ugruk: 38-39, 158 
Uhl, Carrie K./William R.: xxv, 35, 38-39, 290, 322, 

325 
Ulu blades: 

Birnirk: 94, 111; Pis. 57, 59 
Choris: 195; PI. 117 
Kotzebue: 50-51; PI. 5 
Recent: 55; PI. 6 
Western Thule: 61, 74, 79-80, 87, 105; Pis. 11, 34, 

37, 40, 51, 63 
Ulu handles: 80; PI. 24 
Ulu-like blades: 167; PI. 97 
Ulus: 

Birnirk: 94, 110 
Choris: 195, 203-04, 230 
Eskimo: 230 
Kotzebue: 50 
Old Whaling: 237, 240, 242, 245, 248, 255-56, 259, 

263, 266; PL 135 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 61, 66, 74, 79-80, 87 

Umelik: 91, 110 
Umiak: see Oomiak 
Unalakleet: 299, 316 
Unidentified objects: see Miscellaneous objects, 

Pointed objects 
Unifaced scraper: 309; PI. 172 
Unifaces: see also End scrapers, Flakeknives, Gravers, 

Side scrapers, Ulus 
Choris: 227; PI. 132 
Ipiutak: 134; PI. 77 
Norton: 166 
Old Whaling: 254, 258, 261-64; PI. 152 
Palisades II: 307 

University of Pennsylvania: xxiv, xxvi, 29 
Utkiavik: 112 
Van Stone, James W.: 2, 4, 14, 29, 33, 35, 63, 71, 107, 

197, 205 
Van Valin Barrow collection: 110 
Vegetation: 

Cape Krusenstern: 15-16, 39, 146, 353 
Choris Peninsula: 21, 187 

Village defined: xxix; see also Settlements 
Von Kotzebue, Otto: 5, 35, 40, 228 
Walakpa: 110, 299, 314 
Walrus/Walrus scapula: 

at Cape Krusenstern: 319 
Birnirk: 96 
Choris: 197 
Ipiutak: 155, 157 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164, 185 
Old Whaling: 265 
Western Thule: 76, 83 

Walrus tusk/ivory: 167, 319 
Weapon head insets 

Arctic Small Tool: 295 

at Kotzebue Sound: 313 
Choris: 315 
Denbigh: 295 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 175; PI. 102 

Weapon heads/points 
Choris: 210-11, 214-16, 220, 223-27, 253, 260, 270; 

Pis. 119, 122, 124, 127-28, 132, 155 
Denbigh: 280-82; Pis. 161-63 
Ipiutak: 123, 139; Pis. 66, 81 
Northern Maritime: 112 
Norton-Choris: 225-26; PI. 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 171-73 
Old Whaling: 235 
Palisades: 308 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 104; PI. 61 

Weapon side-blade insets 
Ipiutak: 124, 132, 136, 139, 147; Pis. 67-68, 77-79, 

81, 83-84 
Norton: 164; PI. 91 
Old Whaling: 236, 261; PI. 133 

Weathered artifacts: 306-10 
Wedges 

Birnirk: 96; PI. 55 
Choris: 200, 208; PI. I l l 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 130, 134, 159; PL 79 
Kotzebue: 46, 48; Pis. 2, 4 
Norton: 166; Pis. 90, 95 
Singauruk Site 2: 104 
Western Thule: 63, 69, 76, 82, 89, 104; Pis. 14, 29, 

61 
Wenner-Gren Foundation: xxv 
West, Frederick Hadleigh: xxv, 10, 311 
Western Thule, Early: 29-30, 33, 71, 92, 102-08, 110-11 

arrowheads: 92, 112 
at Sisualik: 86 
caches: 66, 72 
collections: 72-90 
culture: 91-92 
dating; 29-30, 33, 71, 107-08 
fishing: 111-13 
harpoon heads: 92 
houses: 91-92, 110 
knife forms: H I 
projectile points: 112 
settlements: 33, 70-72, 78, 86, 91, 110 
subsistence: 111-12 
whaling: 33, 80, 110-11, 320, 323 

Western Thule: 71, 107, 110-11 
arrowheads: 70, 112 
bird hunting: 112 
burials: 90-91, Appendix 2 
caches: 59, 66 
collections: 60-70 
culture: 70-71 
dating: 29-30, 33, 71 
fishing: 71 
harpoon heads: 70, 112 
in Northern Maritime tradition: 58, 107, 110-13 
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settlements: 58-59, 65-66, 70 
subsistence: 71 

Whale bones: see also Bones 
at Cape Krusenstern: 209-11, 214-15, 319 
Choris: 210-11, 214-16, 218-19, 228, 270 
Ipiutak: 153 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164, 173 
Old Whaling: 238, 243, 248, 250, 270 
Western Thule: 111 

Whalebone construction/usage: 59-60, 65, 70, 111, 
133, 319 

Whale hunting: 113, 320, 323 
Birnirk: 110 
Early Western Thule: 33, 80, 110-11, 113, 320, 323 
Eskimo: 39, 196, 322-23 
Ipiutak: 153, 155, 157, 159-60, 323 
Kotzebue: 113 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 164, 176 
Old Whaling: 320, 323 

Whaling end blade: 165; PL 93 
Whaling harpoon blade insets: 235, 237, 239, 250, 252, 

260; Pis. 133, 136, 149, 151 
Whaling harpoon end-blade insets: 

Norton: 166; PI. 96 
Old Whaling: 235, 239, 244-45, 260; Pis. 133, 143 

Whaling harpoon foreshaft: 104; PI. 61 
Whaling harpoon head blank: 80; PI. 47 
Whaling harpoon heads: 104, 122-23; Pis. 61, 66; see 

also Harpoon heads 
Whaling implements: see also Harpoons 

Ipiutak: 120-23, 153-54, 325 
Near Ipiutak: 176 
Old Whaling: 235, 239, 244, 250, 252 
Singauruk Site 2: 105 
Western Thule: 111 

Whaling lance heads: 239, 247, 260; PL 136 
Whaling settlements: 91, 110-11, 265, 320 
Whetstones 

Arctic Small Tool: 298 
Battle Rock Burial 4: 184; PL 105 
Birnirk: 96; PL 59 
Choris: 204, 224, 298; Pis. 118, 129 
Denbigh: 298 
Early Western Thule: 76, 82, 89; Pis. 40, 52 
Ipiutak: 120-21, 125, 133, 141, 145, 159, 298; Pis. 67, 

76, 82-83 
Norton: 166, 168, 298; Pis. 92, 97 
Norton-Choris: 225; PL 130 
Norton-Near Ipiutak: 166, 168, 184 
Old Whaling: 259, 263, 266 
Recent: 53, 55; PL 6 
Singauruk Site 2: 104; PL 62 
Western Thule: 63, 69, 76; Pis. 11, 37 

Whitefish: 20, 38, 111 
Whittling implements: 55 
Willey, Gordon R.: xxvii 
Winter dwellings: 40 
Witthoft, John: 297 
Women's confinement huts: 192 
Wood containers: 44, 234, 237, 240, 259 
Woodworking: 284 
Workman, William B.: 3 
Wormington, H. Marie: 241 
Wound pins: 62, 81; Pis. 13, 43, 47 
Wrist guard: 45, 47; PL 1 
Yakuts: 152 
Yuit: 115 
Yupic: 58, 161 
Zimmerman, Greg: 273 
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Plates 





Plate 1 

Miscellaneous objects from Kotzebue-period House 31 at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Harpoon head, ivory 61-1370 45 
b Harpoon head, antler 62-1371 45 
c Harpoon head fragment, i vo ry . . . . 62-1373 45, 56 
d Harpoon foreshaft, antler 66-1900 45 
e Harpoon foreshaft, antler 62-1384 45 
f Harpoon foreshaft(?), antler 62-1381 45 
g Fish arrow point, antler 62-1391 45 
h Leister prong, antler 62-1382 46 
i Leister prong fragment, antler . . . . 66-1901 45 
j Leister prong fragment, antler . . . . 62-1410 45, 46 
k Pointed object, antler 62-1393 46 
1 End scraper, chert 66-1902 45 
m Knife blade blank, chert 62-1385 46 
n Arrow point, red chert 66-1903 45 
o Knife blade, chert 62-1426 46 
p Glass bead 66-1904 47, 57 
q Cleat fragment, antler 62-1378 44 
r Cleat fragment, antler 62-1379 44 
s Fishhook barb, antler 62-1407 45 
t Fishhook barb, antler 62-1397 45 
u Object, ivory 62-1376 46 
v Cleat, antler 62-1377 44 
w Arrowhead blank, antler 62-1405 45 
x Awl, bone 62-1389 45, 61 
y Fishhook shank, ivory 62-1406 45 
z Wrist guard, antler 62-1375 45, 47 
aa Comb, antler 62-1372 46 
bb Spoon or fat scraper, horn 66-1905 44 





Plate 2 

Miscellaneous objects from Kotzebue-period House 31 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife handle, antler 62-1374 43, 46 
b Burin, iron and antler 66-1906 43, 46 
c Composite knife half, antler 62-1382 43, 46 
d Composite knife half, antler 62-1392 4 3 , 4 6 
e Wedge, antler 62-1386 43, 46 
f Sled shoe fragment, bone 62-1383 43, 46 
g Sled shoe fragment, bone 62-1398 43, 46 
h Wedge fragment, mammoth ivory . . . 62-1385 43, 46 
i Object, bone 62-1903 43, 46 
j Knife handle or lance head, antler . . . 62-1402 43, 46 
k Object, antler 62-1396 43, 46 
1 Adz socket, antler 62-1387 43, 46 

m Sled shoe fragment, bone 62-1401 43, 46 
n Saw, schist or slate 62-1925 43, 46 
o Net sinker, antler 62-1388 43, 45 





Plate 3 

Miscellaneous objects from Kotzebue-period House 50 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Object, antler 62-1454 49 
b Net sinker, stone 62-1455 48 
c Scraper (tci tho), stone 62-1456 48 
d Two-hand scraper, bone 62-1458 48 
e Drill base, antler 62-1457 49 
f Lamp, schist 62-1453 48 





Plate 4 

Miscellaneous objects from Kotzebue-period House 50 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Pointed object, antler 62-1449 49 
b Arrowhead, antler 62-1443 48 
c Fishhook shank, ivory 62-1453 48 
d Pipe bowl, ivory 62-1441 49 
e Beaver tooth 62-1440 48 
f Hand drill, red chert 62-1445 49 
g Knife handle, antler 62-1438 48 
h Harpoon foreshaft, antler 62-1421 48 
i Composite knife handle half, antler . . . 62-1442 48 

j Composite knife handle half, antler . . . 62-1444 48 
k Comb, antler 62-1452 49 
1 Adz socket, bone 62-1439 49 
m Reinforcement piece and drill bearing, 

antler 62-1462 49 
n Knife blade, chert 62-1446 48 
o Tube, antler 62-1448 49 
p Harpoon socket piece, antler 62-1450 48 
q Icepick and drill bearing, antler 62-1451 48 
r Wedge, bone 62-1468 48 
s Mesh gauge, antler 62-1469 48 





Plate 5 

Miscellaneous objects from Kotzebue-period Houses 34 
and 35 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Comb, antler 35 62-1362 52 
b Drill, chert 35 62-1363 52 
c Arrowhead base, antler 35 62-1367 51 
d Bifaced knife fragment, c h e r t . . . 35 62-1364 51 
e Inflation nozzle, ivory 35 66-1907 51 
f Harpoon end-blade inset, 

slate 34 62-1359 51 
g Harpoon end-blade inset 

fragment, slate 34 62-1360 51 
h Blade fragment, slate 34 62-1350 51 
i Bifaced knife fragment, c h e r t . . . 34 62-1349 51 
j Flint flaker, antler 34 62-1348 52 
k Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 34 62-1346 51 
1 Flakeknife, black chert 34 62-1355 51 
m Adz blade, jade 34 62-1347 51 
n Ulu blade fragment, slate 34 62-1356 50 





Plate 6 

Miscellaneous objects from Recent House 4 at Choris 
Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Toggle harpoon head blank (?), 

antler 60-603 53 
b Harpoon foreshaft fragment, ant ler . . . 60-604 53 
c Harpoon foreshaft, antler 60-601 53 
d Fish spear side prong, antler 60-602 53 
e Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-600 53 
f Center prong, ivory 60-605 53 
g Knife handle, antler 60-596 53 
h Scraper, scapula 60-597 53 
i Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-599 53 
j Side prong, antler 60-609 53 
k Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-598 53 
1 Pendant (?), ivory 60-625 53 
m Labret pin, ivory 60-622 53 
n End scraper, black chert 60-631 53 
o Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-611 53 
p Potsherd 60-628 53 
q Potsherd, rim 60-528 53 
r Potsherd, perforated 66-1908 53 
s End scraper, chert 60-616 53 
t Whetstone fragment, shale 60-615 53 
u Spoon fragment, antler 60-614 55 
v Harpoon head (?) fragment, antler. . . . 60-606 55 
w Ground squirrel tooth 60-620 55 
x Ulu blade fragment, polished slate . . . . 60-617 55 





Plate 7 

Adz heads, cleaver, and other objects from Western 
Thule beaches at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Cleaver, slate 6 62-573 74 
b Hammerhead, basalt 7 60-2639 83 
c Splitting adz blade, limestone... 7 60-2293 83 
d Splitting adz blade, igneous 

rock 7 61-1506 83 
e Splitting adz blade, igneous 

rock 27 62-1211 69 
f Splitting adz blade, igneous 

rock 8 66-1909 83 
g Grindstone, sandstone 27 62-1212 69 
h Splitting ad!; blade, igneous 

rock 6 62-574 76 





Plate 8 

Picks, mattocks, and other organic objects from Western 
Thule beaches at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Pick, or mattock head fragment, 

ivory 27 62-1000 69 
b Pick head fragment, ivory 27 62-1008 69 
c Frame part, antler 27 62-1229 69 
d Pick head, antler 8 61-1230 82 
e Mattock fragment, antler 4 62-28 76 
f Ice pick (?) fragment, bone 8 61-1261 82 
g Pick head, bone 8 61-1233 82 
h Pick head , bone 6 62-500 76 
i Pick head fragment, ivory . . . 8 61-1232 82 
j Pick head , ivory 7 60-2299 82 
k Mattock head , bone 7 60-229 83 
1 Mattock head , bone 6 62-506 76 
m Pick head , bone 7 60-2277 82 





Plate 9 

Shafts and other objects of wood from late Western 
Thule House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Drill shaft 60-2964 64 
b Shaft fragment 60-2957 64 
c Shaft fragment 60-2931 62 
d Sealskin float bar 60-2937 62 
e Snowshoe crosspiece 60-2956 64 
f Harpoon shaft fragment 

(ice pick socket) 60-2930 62 
g Knife or shaft handle 60-2974 63 
h Knife or shaft handle 60-2965 63 
i Shaft fragment 60-2933 64 
j Arrow (?) shaft fragment 60-2989 62 
k Arrow (?) shaft fragment 60-3003 62 
1 Piercer 60-2942 61 
m Piercer 60-2973 61 
n Shaft Fragment 60-2912 64 
o Pointed object 60-2960 61 
p Bucket bottom fragment 60-2935 60 





Plate 10 

Brow bands, pendants, and other objects from late 
Western Thule House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Object, ivory 60-2768 64 
b Engraving tool handle, ivory 60-2753 64, 65 
c Brow band (?) fragment, antler 60-2837 64 
d Gaming piece (?), ivory 60-2784 64, 65 
e Brow band fragment, antler 60-2751 64, 65 
f Brow band fragment, antler 60-2834 64 
g Brow band fragment, antler 60-2880 64 
h Brow band fragment, antler 60-2832 64 
i Snowshoe needle, antler 60-2765 64 
j Object, antler 60-2867 64 
k Sealskin float bar fragment, antler . . . . 60-2831 62 
1 Graphite 60-2825 62 
m Pendant, tooth 60-2785 64 
n Pendant, tooth 60-2874 64 
o Pendant, tooth 60-2876 64 





Plate 11 

Slate blades and other stone objects from late Western 
Thule House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Ulu blade, slate 60-3011 61 
b Ulu blade, slate 60-3009 61 
c Harpoon blade fragment, slate 60-3037 61 
d Blade fragment 60-3029 64 
e Knife blade or spear point, slate 60-3030 62, 68 
f Knife blade fragment, slate 60-3033 63 
g Ulu blade fragment, slate 60-3022 61 
h Ulu blade, slate 60-3010 61 
i Ulu blade, slate 60-3013 61 
j Knife blade fragment, silicified slate . . 60-3014 63 
k Whetstone fragment, shale 60-3023 63 
1 Skin softener from base of large knife, 

slate 60-3017 61, 63 





Plate 12 

Fishing equipment from late Western Thule House 25 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Fish arrow prong, antler 60-2806 63 
b Fishhook barb, ivory 60-2814 63 
c Bird spear (?) side prong, ivory 60-2804 63 
d Fish arrow prong, antler 60-2807 63 
e Fishiine sinker, mammoth ivory 60-2796 63 
f Fish arrow prong, antler 60-2816 63 
g Leister prong fragment, antler 60-2778 63 
h Leister prong, antler 60-2799 63 
i Salmon spear barb fragment 60-2779 63 
j Fish-lure hook shank, tooth 60-2875 63, 65 
k Salmon spear barb, ivory 60-2810 63 
1 Salmon spear barb, ivory 60-2752 63 
m Fishhook barb, ivory 60-2815 63 
n Fishhook barb, ivory 60-2850 63 
o Fishhook barb 60-2795 63 
p Fishhook shank fragment, antler 60-2798 63 
q Fish-lure hook shank, antler 60-2794 63, 65 
r Fish-lure hook shank fragment, 

antler 60-2797 63, 65 
s Fish-lure hook shank, bone 60-2792 63, 65 
t Fish-lure hook barb, ivory 60-2819 63, 65 
u Fish-lure hook shank, antler 60-2793 63 
v Fishiine guide fragment, wood 60-2939 





Plate 13 

Sealing dart heads, harpoon heads, and other organic 
objects from late Western Thule House 25 at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Sealing dart head fragment, antler . . . . 60-2797 62 
b Sealing dart head fragment, antler . . . . 60-2731 62 
c Sealing dart head, antler 60-2723 62 
d Harpoon foreshaft fragment, antler . . . 60-2774 62 
e Harpoon foreshaft, unfinished, 

antler 60-2722 62 
f Harpoon foreshaft, antler 60-2775 62 
g Harpoon foreshaft, antler 60-2776 62 
h Harpoon finger rest, ivory 60-2788 62 
i Inflation nozzle, ivory 60-2738 62 
j Harpoon finger rest, ivory 60-2737 62 
k Wound pin, ivory 60-2889 62 
1 Harpoon head, antler 60-2733 61, 64 
m Harpoon head fragment, antler 60-2840 61, 64 
n Harpoon head fragment, antler 60-2750 61, 64 
o Harpoon head, ivory 60-2721 61 
p Harpoon head, antler 60-2724 61 
q Harpoon head, antler 60-2722 61 





Plate 14 

Miscellaneous organic objects from late Western Thule 
House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Bola weight, ivory 60-2739 63 
b Bola weight, ivory 60-2789 63 
c Adz handle fragment, antler 60-2925 64 
d Harpoon socket piece fragment, 

antler 60-2735 62 
e Harpoon socket piece, antler 60-2754 62 
f Pick fragment, antler 60-2848 63 
g Wedge, bone 60-2879 63 
h Pottery paddle, bone 60-2893 60 
i Hafted wedge, bone 60-2899 63 
j Harpoon ice pick, antler 60-2915 62 
k Wedge, antler 60-2901 63 





Plate 15 

Arrowheads and other archery pieces from late Western 
Thule House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrow feather 60-2877 62 
b Arrowhead or prong, antler 60-2720 62 
c Arrowhead or prong fragment, 

antler 60-2743 62 
d Arrowhead or prong, antler 60-2717 62 
e Arrowhead or prong, antler 60-2719 62 
f Blunt arrowhead, antler 60-2878 63 
g Blunt arrowhead, antler 60-2726 63 
h Blunt arrowhead, antler 60-2737 63 
i Blunt arrowhead, antler 60-2725 63 
j Rectangular platelet, antler 60-2835 62 
k Rectangular platelet, antler 60-2846 62 
1 Arrow shaft, wood 60-2962 62 
m Arrowhead, antler 60-2749 62 
n Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-2735 62 
o Arrowhead, antler 60-2716 62 
p Arrowhead, antler 60-2714 62 
q Arrowhead, antler 60-2718 62 
r Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-2751 62 
s Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-2745 62 
t Arrowhead, antler 60-2741 62 
u Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-2728 62 





Plate 16 

Handles, drum frame, and other organic objects from 
late Western Thule House 25 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Composite knife handle half, antler . . . 60-2849 63 
b Pointed object or awl, ivory 60-2809 61 
c Shellfish hook shank 60-2827 63 
d Awl (?) fragment, antler 60-2862 61 
e Engraving tool, ivory 60-2767 64 
f Drum frame, wood 60-2830 64 
g Drum handle, wood 60-2760 64 
h Unidentified fragment, ivory 60-2781 64 
i Knotted baleen 60-2884 64 
j Reinforcement piece, antler 60-2841 64 
k Handle, antler 60-2740 61 





Plate 17 

Drills, scrapers, points, and other stone objects from 
Western Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Drill, basalt 7 60-2377 83 
b Drill, chert 7 60-2376 83 
c Drill, chert 7 60-2374 83 
d Drill, chert 7 60-2375 83 
e Drill, agate 7 60-2930 83 
f Drill, chalcedony 7 60-2379 83 
g End scraper, chert 6 62-667 76 
h Knife blade fragment, 

chalcedony 7 60-2541 82, 112 
i Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 7 60-2427 82 
j Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 7 60-2398 82 
k Knife side blade, chalcedony... 7 60-2542 82 
1 Side scraper or flakeknife, 

chert 6 62-665 76 
m End scraper, chert 6 62-550 76 
n End scraper fragment, red 

chert 6 62-662 76 
o Knife blade fragment, chert . . . . 6 62-656 75 
p Notched knife blade or point, 

chert 6 62-663 75, 112 
q Notched knife blade fragment, 

chert 7 60-2546 82, 112 
r Side scraper or microblade (?), 

chert 6 62-481 76 
s Side scraper, black chert 27 62-1206 69 
t End scraper, chert 27 62-1015 66, 69 
u Bifaced knife blade fragment, 

chert 5 62-503 75 
v Drill, chert 27 62-1016 69 
w Point fragment, red chert 27 62-1017 68, 112 
x Spear point fragment, black 

chert 5 62-175 75 
y Spear point fragment, chert . . . . 5 62-174 75 
z Spear point fragment, 

chalcedony 5 62-274 75 
aa Stemmed spear point fragment, 

chert 5 62-235 75 
bb Side scraper, chert 5 62-213 76 





Plate 18 

Knife handles from Western Thule houses at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 7 60-2622 82 
b Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 7 60-2612 82 
c Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 7 60-2623 82 
d Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 7 60-2613 82 
e Composite knife handle half, 

antler 7 60-2621 82 
f Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 6 62-390 75 
g Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 6 60-2611 75 
h Composite knife handle half, 

antler 8 60-2614 82 
i Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 6 60-2604 75 
j Knife handle, antler 6 62-397 75 
k Composite knife handle half, 

antler 6 62-430 75 
1 Composite knife handle half, 

antler 6 62-403 75 
m Composite knife handle half, 

antler 27 62-1085 68 
n Composite knife handle half, 

ivory 27 62-1077 67, 68 
o Composite knife handle half, 

antler 4 62-15 75 
p Composite knife handle half, 

antler 5 62-234 75 
q Composite knife handle half, 

antler 5 62-229 75 
r Composite knife handle half, 

antler 5 62-143 75 





Plate 19 

Prongs, barbs, and arrowheads from early Western 
Thule House 8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Fish spear barb, antler 61-1017 82 
b Fish spear barb, ivory 61-1145 82 
c Small arrowhead (?), antler 66-1910 81 
d Center prong, ivory 61-1211 82 
e Fish arrow barb, antler 61-1094 82 
f Leister prong, antler 61-1070 82 
g Fish arrow prong, antler 66-1911 82 
h Leister prong, antler 61-1004 82 
i Small arrowhead, antler 61-1041 81 
j Leister prong, antler 61-1040 82 
k Leister prong, antler 66-1912 82 
1 Leister prong, antler 66-1913 82 
m Leister prong, antler 61-1014 82 
n Leister prong, ivory 61-1103 82 
o Leister prong, antler 66-1914 82 
p Leister prong, antler 61-1062 82 
q Leister prong, antler 61-1193 82 
r Leister prong, antler 66-1915 82 
s Leister prong (?), antler 61-1057 82 
t Leister prong fragment, antler 61-1096 82 





Plate 20 

Organic objects from early Western Thule houses at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Basket fragment 6 62-418a 72 
b Basket fragment 6 62-418b 72 
c Basket fragment 6 62-418c 72 
d Basket fragment 6 62-418d 72 
e Antler section with 

"thunderbird" engraving . . . . 7 60-2773 86 
f Ornamented object, antler 5 62-115 77 
g Brow band fragment, ant ler . . . . 4 62-9 77 
h Brow band fragment, ant ler . . . . 4 62-24 77 
i Brow band fragment, ant ler . . . . 4 62-6 77, 78 
j Seal drag or drill cord handle, 

ivory 5 62-117 78 
k Comb, ivory 5 62-113 77, 78 
1 Handle fragment, ivory 4 62-3 72, 78 
m Decorated object, ivory 5 62-153 77 
n Handle fragment, antler 4 62-37 72 
o Decorated pick handle, ivory . . 4 62-59 76, 78, 83 





Plate 21 

Barbs, prongs, and other organic objects from early 
Western Thule House 7 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Center prong fish spear, ivory 60-2193 82 
b Leister prong, ivory 60-2183 82 
c Center prong fragment, antler 60-2181 82 
d Fish arrow prong, ivory 60-2177 82 
e Leister prong fragment, antler 60-2207 82 
f Fish arrow prong, ivory 60-2146 82 
g Leister prong fragment, antler 60-2246 82, 89 
h Leister prong fragment, antler 60-2202 82, 89 
i Fish spear barb, ivory 60-2145 82 
j Fish spear barb, ivory 60-2144 82 
k Fishhook barb (?), ivory 60-2167 82 
1 Fishhook barb (?), ivory 60-2184 82 
m Center prong fish spear, ivory 60-2211 82 
n Leister prong (?), antler 60-2200 82 
o Large dart head, antler 60-2133 80 
p Leister prong, antler 60-2201 82 
q Small arrowhead, antler 60-2174 81 
r Small arrowhead, antler 60-2074 81 
s Pointed object, antler 60-2152 80 
t Double-pointed object, antler 60-2172 80 
u Fish spear side prong, antler 60-2280 82 





Plate 22 

Barbs, prongs, and other organic objects from Western 
Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Fish arrow prong (?), antler . . . . 4 62-8 75 
b Center prong, fish arrow, 

antler 6 62-379 75 
c Fish spear barb, ivory 6 62-393 75 
d Fish spear barb, ivory 6 62-429 75 
e Bird spear side prong fragment, 

antler 6 62-431 75 
f Barb, antler 27 62-1047 68 
g Fish spear barb, ivory 4 62-2 75 
h Fish spear barb, antler 4 62-10 75, 89 
i Fish spear center prong, ivory . . 27 62-1077 68 
j Leister (?) prong, ivory 6 62-386 75 
k Fish arrow prong, antler 6 62-381 75 
1 Leister prong, antler 4 62-35 75 
m Leister prong, antler 27 62-1075 68 
n Barb, antler 27 62-1044 68 
o Ice pick, antler 4 62-30 75 
p Leister prong, antler 4 62-33 75 
q Leister prong, antler 27 62-1039 68 
r Leister prong, antler 4 62-32 75 
s Leister prong, ivory 6 62-383 75 
t Leister prong, antler 27 62-1040 68 
u Fish arrow prong, antler 6 62-320 75 
v Center prong, fish arrow, 

antler 6 62-304 75 
w Barbed fragment, antler 27 62-1048 67 





Plate 23 

Organic objects from early Western Thule Houses 7 and 
8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Object, antler 8 61-1179 84 
b Awl, bone 8 61-1188 80 
c Needle, antler 8 61-1178 79 
d Awl, ivory 8 61-1168 80 
e Object, antler 8 66-1916 84 
f Object, antler 8 61-1225 84 
g Object, antler 8 61-1281 84 
h Object, antler 8 61-1124 84 
i Barb, antler 8 61-1101 82 
j Barb, ivory 8 66-1917 82 
k Barb, ivory 8 61-1045 82 
1 Gauged drill, bone 8 61-1142 83 
m Barb (?), ivory 8 61-1167 82 
n Split antler, two halves 7 61-2290 82 
o Antler section, grooved for 

splitting 7 60-2296 82 
p Split antler, three parts 7 60-2287 82 
q Gauged drill, bone 8 61-1055 83 
r Object, ivory 8 61-1246 84 





Plate 24 

Handles and miscellaneous objects from early Western 
Thule House 8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Beaver tooth 61-1138 83 
b Composite knife handle half, ivory . . . 61-1102 82 
c Composite knife handle half, ivory . . . 61-1162 82 
d Composite knife handle half, ivory . . . 61-1135 82 
e Composite knife handle half, ivory . . . 61-1123 82 
f Composite knife handle half, ivory . . . 66-1918 82 
g Knife handle, antler 61-1182 82 
h Knife handle, antler 66-1919 82 
i Swivel part (?) fragment, ivory 66-1920 84 
j Pointed object, antler 61-1137 80 
k Ulu handle, ivory 61-1115 80 
1 Knife handle fragment, ivory 61-1080 82 
m Pointed object, antler 61-1154 80 
n Pointed object, antler 61-1118 80 
o Pointed object, antler 61-1150 80 
p Pointed object, antler 66-1921 80 
q Awl, antler 61-1106 80 
r Object, antler 61-1141 84 
s Spoon-like object, antler 66-1922 84 
t Composite knife handle half, antler . . . 61-1142 82 
u Object, antler 66-1923 84 





Plate 25 

Organic objects from late Western Thule House 27 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Ice pick (?), antler 62-1026 68 
b Two-hand scraper, bone 62-1001 66 
c Handle, wood 62-1152 66 
d Bow fragment, wood 62-1164 68 
e Toy arrow, wood 62-1156 68 
f Shaft fragment, wood 62-1160 69 
g Bow fragment, wood 62-1194 68 
h Sealskin float bar (?), wood 62-1175 67 
i Shaft fragment, wood 62-1166 69 
j Object, baleen 62-1187 69 
k Arrow shaft (?) fragment, wood 62-1165 68 
1 Arrow shaft (?) fragment, wood 62-1168 68 
m Oval-sectioned shaft fragment, 

wood 62-1182 69 
n Shaft fragment, wood 62-1184 69 
o Artifact fragment, wood 62-1178 69 
p Arrow shaft fragment, wood 62-1195 68 
q Snowshoe frame (?) fragment, wood . . 62-1190 69 
r Frame fragment, wood 62-1193 69 





Plate 26 

Adz blades and scraper from early Western Thule houses 
at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Adz blade, silicified slate 8 61-1310 76, 83 
b Adz blade, silicified slate 8 61-1514 76, 83 
c Adz blade, silicified slate 7 60-2633 83 
d Adz blade, silicified slate 8 61-1511 76, 83 
e Adz blade, silicified slate 5 61-325 76 
f Adz blade, silicified slate 7 60-2634 83 
g Adz blade, silicified slate 5 62-177 76 
h Adz blade, silicified slate 7 60-2630 83 
i Adz blade, silicified slate 8 61-1507 83 
j Adz blade, silicified slate 7 60-2636 83 
k Half-pebble scraper, siltstone . . 7 60-2694 79, 87 





Plate 27 

Net sinkers and tci thos from Western Thule houses at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Net sinker, stone 27 62-1209 68 
b Tci tho, slate 8 61-1505 79 
c Tci tho, stone 6 62-511 73 
d Net sinker, stone 5 62-288 75 
e Tci tho, schist 8 61-1487 79 
f Tci tho, schist 6 62-526 73 
g Net sinker, antler 27 62-1035 68 
h Net sinker, antler 27 62-1034 68 
i Tci tho, schist 7 60-2647 79 
j Net sinker, bone 27 62-1028 68 
k Tci tho, schist 8 61-1491 79 
1 Net sinker, bone 27 62-1029 68 
m Tci tho, schist 7 60-2630 79 





Plate 28 

Sled, kayak, and other organic pieces from early 
Western Thule Houses 6, 7 and 8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Sled shoe fragment, ivory 8 61-1249 84 
b Sled shoe fragment, ivory 8 61-1235 84 
c Sled runner (?), ivory 8 61-1239 84 
d Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 7 60-2338 84 
e Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 8 61-1251 84 
f Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 8 61-1258 84 
g Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 8 61-1256 84 
h Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 7 60-2324 84 
i Kayak (?) crosspiece fragment, 

antler 7 60-2322 84 
j Shovel fragment, scapula 8 61-1260 83 
k Shovel fragment, scapula 8 61-1257 83 
1 Shovel fragment, scapula 6 62-557 76 





Plate 29 

Handles, wedges, scrapers, and pick from Western Thule 
houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Adz handle, antler 27 62-1025 69 
b Adz handle, antler 27 62-1024 69 
c Adz handle, antler 6 62-501 76 
d Two-handed scraper, bone . . . . 4 62-44 74 
e Pick or boat hook, antler 27 62-1191 69 
f Wedge, antler 8 62-1271 82 
g Wedge, antler 6 62-562 76 
h Wedge, antler 8 61-1274 82 
i Wedge, antler 5 62-232 76 
j Two-handed scraper, bone . . . . 7 60-2569 79 
k Halted wedge, bone 27 62-1032 69 





Plate 30 

Sled crosspieces from Western Thule houses at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Crosspiece fragment, an t l e r . . . . 5 62-172 76, 97 
b Crosspiece fragment, an t l e r . . . . 4 62-63 76, 97 
c Crosspiece, antler 27 62-1199 69, 97 
d Crosspiece fragment, an t l e r . . . . 27 62-1197 69, 97 
e Crosspiece fragment, an t l e r . . . . 8 61-1254 84, 97 
f Crosspiece fragment, antler 7 60-2278 84, 97 
g Crosspiece, composite half, 

antler 27 62-1198 69, 97 
h Crosspiece fragment, antler 27 62-1192 69, 97 
i Crosspiece, composite section, 

antler 8 62-1253 84, 97 
j Crosspiece, composite section, 

antler 8 61-1231 84, 97 
k Crosspiece, composite section, 

antler 8 61-1250 84, 97 





Plate 31 

Arrowheads and other organic objects from early 
Western Thule houses 4 and 5 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Arrowhead, bone 4 62-38 74 
b Center prong for bird spear, 

antler 4 62-13 75 
c Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 4 62-34 74 
d Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 4 62-11 74 
e Arrowhead, antler 5 62-121 74 
f Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 5 62-116 74 
g Arrowhead fragment, ivory . . . 5 62-135 74 
h Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 5 62-129 74 
i Arrowhead, antler 5 62-105 74 
j Arrowhead, antler 5 62-103 74 
k Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 5 62-133 74 
1 Small arrowhead, antler 5 62-124 74 
m Small arrowhead fragment, 

antler 5 62-120 74 
n Bow brace, antler 5 62-137 75 
o Arrowhead (?) fragment, 

antler 5 62-147 74 
p Sinew twister, ivory 5 62-94 75 
q Bird spear side prong fragment, 

antler 4 62-21 75 
r Bird spear side prong fragment, 

antler 5 62-170 75 
s Bird spear side prong fragment, 

antler 5 62-104 75 
t Bola weight, ivory 5 62-228 75 





Plate 32 

Scrapers, flakeknives, and drills from early Western 
Thule House 7 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a End scraper, chalcedony 60-2428 83 
b End scraper, chalcedony 60-2413 83 
c End scraper fragment, chert 60-2406 83 
d End scraper, chalcedony 60-2410 83 
e End scraper, red jasper 60-2409 83 
f Drill bit (?), chert 60-2424 83 
g End scraper, chert 60-3378 83 
h End scraper, chert 60-2387 83 
i End scraper, chert 60-2389 83 
j End scraper, chert 60-2384 83 
k Side scraper, chert 60-2407 83 
1 Side scraper, chert 60-2381 83 
m Side scraper or drill, chert 60-2391 83 
n Flakeknife, chert 60-2420 83 
o Flakeknife, chert 60-2425 83 
p Side scraper, chert 60-2390 83 
q Side scraper, black chert 60-2394 83 
r Side scraper, black chert 60-2388 83 
s Side scraper, chert 60-2415 83 
t Flakeknife, chert 60-2419 83 
u Side scraper, chalcedony 60-2414 83 
v Drill, chalcedony 60-2417 83 
w Flakeknife, chert 60-2429 83 
x Flakeknife, chert 60-2412 83 





Plate 33 

Awls, drills, and other organic objects from early Western 
Thule House 7 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Pointed object, antler 60-2336 80 
b Awl, antler 60-2120 80 
c Decorated object, ivory 60-2313 80 
d Flaker point, bone 60-2615 82 
e Flaker point, bone 60-2577 82 
f Awl, bone 60-2136 80 
g Awl, bone 60-2134 80 
h Harpoon head blank, antler 60-2011 80 
i Flaker point, bone 60-2617 82 
j Gauged drill, bone 60-2163 83 
k Gauged drill, bone 60-2143 83 
1 Gauged drill, bone 60-2140a 83 
m Awl, ivory 60-2213 80 
n Decorated handle, for drill cord (?), 

ivory 60-2219 83 
o Perforated object, mammoth ivory . . . 60-2288 84 





Plate 34 

Ground slate blades from early Western Thule House 8 
at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Ulu blade fragment, slate 61-1388 80 
b Ulu blade fragment, slate 61-1479 80 
c Ulu blade fragment, slate 61-1387 80 
d Ulu blade fragment, slate 61-1374 80 
e Knife blade or lance blade, slate 61-1333 82 
f Knife blade fragment, slate 61-1485 82 
g Knife blade fragment, slate 61-1372 82 
h Knife blade fragment, slate 61-1481 82 
i Knife blade, slate 61-1480 82 
j Scraper (?) blade, slate 61-1448 79 
k Scraper (?) blade, slate 61-1449 79 
1 Ulu blade fragment, slate 61-1434 80 





Plate 35 

Harpoon heads of ivory and antler from Western Thule 
houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Harpoon head, ivory 8 61-1185 80 
b Harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1191 80 
c Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 8 61-1197 80 
d Harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1195 80 
e Harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1194 80 
f Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 7 60-2030 80 
g Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 8 66-8123 80 
h Harpoon head, antler 5 62-97 74 
i Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1198 80 
j Harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1200 80 
k Harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1202 80 
1 Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1201 80 
m Harpoon head, ivory 8 61-1203 80 
n Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1124 80, 88 
o Dart head, antler 5 62-99 74 
p Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 6 62-363 74 
q Toy harpoon head, ivory 26 60-2675 67 
r Harpoon head, antler 6 62-416 74 
s Dart head, antler 27 62-1120 67 
t Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1203 80 
u Harpoon head, ivory 27 62-1088 67 
v Harpoon head fragment, 

antler 27 62-1021 67, 70, 88 
w Harpoon head, antler 27 62-1042 67 
x Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1191 80 
y Harpoon head, antler 8 61-1196 80 
z Dart head, antler 5 62-92 74 





Plate 36 

Miscellaneous objects from early Western Thule House 7 
at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Handle, ivory 60-2295 82 
b Pendant, tooth 60-2234 84 
c Pendant, tooth 60-2240 84 
d Beaver tooth 60-2235 83 
e Engraving tool fragment, ivory 60-2360 84 
f Object, bone 60-2323 84 
g Bone needle case and fibers 60-2249 79 
h Object, antler 60-2195 84 
i Pyrite 60-2625 84 
j Needle case fragment, bone 60-2244 79 
k Needle case fragment, ivory 60-2245 79 
1 Object, tooth 60-2299 84 
m Pendant, tooth 66-1924 84 
n Pendant, tooth 60-2256 84 
o Object, ivory 60-2255 84 
p Object, antler 60-2257 84 
q Object, amber 60-2268 84 
r Object, antler 60-2619 84 
s Pointed object, ivory 60-2279 80 
t Handle fragment, antler 60-2298 79 
u Scraper, scapula 60-2568 79 
v Scraper, scapula 60-2567 79 
w Handle fragment, ivory 60-2610 79 
x Ice pick, bone 60-2570 82 





Plate 37 

Knife blades, whetstones, and skin softeners from Western 
Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Skin softening stone, slate 5 62-314 73 
b Knife blade fragment, slate . . . . 5 62-233 75 
c Knife blade, slate 5 62-351 75 
d Whetstone (?) fragment, s la te . . . 5 62-236 76 
e Knife or lance blade, slate 5 62-306 74, 75 
f Harpoon blade fragment, 

slate 27 62-1142 67 
g Ulu blade, slate 5 62-239 74 
h Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . .. 5 62-242 74 
i Adz blade fragment, silicified 

slate 5 62-179 76 
j Ulu blade, silicified slate 5 62-224 74 
k Knife blade fragment, silicified 

slate 5 62-309 75 
1 Ulu (?) blade, slate 5 62-306 74 
m Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 5 62-230 74 
n Grinding stone fragment, 

slate 5 62-181 76 
o Whetstone, shale 5 62-257 76 





Plate 38 

Arrowheads and prongs from early Western Thule 
Houses 7 and 8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 8 61-1019 81 
b Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1092 81 
c Arrowhead, antler 8 66-1925 81 
d Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2072 81 
e Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2104 81 
f Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2016 81 
g Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 8 66-1926 81 
h Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2052 81 
i Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2095a 81 
j Arrowhead, antler 8 66-1927 81 
k Arrowhead fragment, ivory . . . 7 60-2110 81 
1 Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 7 60-2025 81 
m Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 7 60-2090 81 
n Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 7 60-2091 81 
o Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 7 60-2081 81 
p Arrowhead, bone 8 61-1079 81 
q Arrowhead fragment, ivory . . . 7 60-2059 81 
r Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1011 81 
s Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1027 81 
t Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1025 81 
u Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1021 81 
v Arrowhead fragment, ivory . . . 7 60-2870 81 
w Arrowhead fragment, ivory . . . 7 60-2030 81 
x Center prong fish spear, 

antler 8 61-1010 82 
y Center prong fish spear, 

antler 7 60-2071 82 
z Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2083 81 
aa Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2061 81 
bb Arrowhead, antler 8 61-1024 81 
cc Arrowhead, antler 7 60-2069 81 





Plate 39 

Scrapers, drills, and other objects from early Western 
Thule House 8 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a End scraper, chert 61-1317 83 
b End scraper, chert 61-1316 83 
c End scraper, black chert 61-1326 83 
d End scraper, chert 61-1303 83 
e End scraper, chert 61-1309 83 
f Side scraper, chert 61-1306 83 
g Side scraper, red chert 61-1329 83 
h Side scraper, red chert 61-1332 83 
i Side scraper, chert 61-1292 83 
j Side scraper, red chert 61-1315 83 
k Side scraper, red chert 61-1320 83 
1 Side scraper, black chert 61-1328 83 
m Drill, chert 61-1334 83 
n Arrow point or drill, chalcedony 61-1335 81, 112 
o Arrow point, black chert 61-1339 81, 112 
p Flaking hammer, ivory 61-1192 82 
q Side scraper, chert 61-1327 83 
r Knife side blade fragment, chert 61-1337 82 
s Flakeknife, chert 61-1331 83 
t Knife side blade fragment, red chert . . 61-1332 82 
u Knife biface fragment, chert 61-1338 82 
v Discoidal scraper, black chert 61-1318 79 

and 61-1324 
w Bifaced chopper (?), black chert 61-1296 83 
x Bifaced chopper (?), black chert 61-1304 83 
y Flaker point, bone 61-1105 82 





Plate 40 

Knife blades, whetstones, and other objects of stone 
from early Western Thule House 6 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife blade, slate 62-487 75 
b Knife blade fragment, slate 62-575 75 
c Knife blade fragment, slate 62-675 75 
d Knife blade fragment, slate 62-755 75 
e Whetstone, sandstone 62-633 76 
f Ulu blade, slate 62-584 74 
g Lance or knife blade fragment, slate . . 62-458 74, 75 
h Whetstone, sandstone 62-542 76 
i Ulu blade, slate 62-437 74 
j Ulu blade, slate 62-375 74 
k Worked bitumen 62-661 77 
1 Ulu blade, slate 62-451 74 
m Adz head fragment, silicified slate . . . . 62-595 76 
n Ulu blade, slate 62-490 74 





Plate 41 

Fishing lures from Western Thule houses at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Fish-shaped lure, ivory 27 62-1019 68, 70 
b Fish-shaped lure, mammoth 

ivory 4 62-1 75 
c Fish-shaped lure, jvory 5 62-106 75 
d Fish-shaped lure, ivory 5 62-109 75 
e Fish-shaped lure, antler 27 60-1037 68, 70 





Plate 42 

Miscellaneous decorated objects from early Western 
Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Drill cord or seal drag (?) handle, 

ivory 8 61-1111 83 
b Brow band fragment, antler. .. . 8 61-1110 85 
c Brow band fragment, antler. .. . 8 66-1928 85 
d Object, ivory 8 61-1113 85 
e Needle case, ivory 8 61-1118 79 
f Figurine, ivory 8 61-1117 85 
g Tooth pendant 8 61-1119 84 
h Amber 8 61-1120 84 
i Drill cord or seal drag (?) handle, 

ivory 8 61-1112 83 
j Engraving tool handle, ivory . . . 8 61-1116 84 
k Brow band fragment, antler 6 62-420 77, 78 
1 Comb fragment, antler 8 61-1009 85 
m Handle fragment, ivory 8 61-1108 85 
n Handle fragment (?), ivory 8 61-1147 79 





Plate 43 

Sealing equipment and other organic objects from early 
Western Thule House 7 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Socket piece fragment, antler 60-2233 80 
b Socket piece, antler 60-2292 80 
c Finger rest, ivory 60-2262 81 
d Point, bone 60-2032 81 
e Inflation nozzle, ivory 60-2266 81 
f Sealing dart head, ivory 60-2248 80 
g Wound pin, ivory 60-2253 81 
h Wound pin, ivory 60-2234 81 
i Inflation nozzle, ivory 60-2263 81 
j Sealing dart head fragment, antler . . . . 60-2221 80, 95 
k Harpoon foreshaft, ivory 60-2252 80 
1 Harpoon foreshaft, ivory 60-2220 80 
m Harpoon ice pick, ivory 60-2001 82 
n Harpoon ice pick fragment, ivory . . . . 60-2602 82 





Plate 44 

Harpoon heads from early Western Thule House 7 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Harpoon head, antler 60-2416 80 
b Harpoon head, ivory 60-2012 80 
c Harpoon head, antler 60-2014 80 
d Harpoon head, antler 60-2026 80 
e Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2027 80 
f Harpoon head fragment, antler 60-2131 80 
g Harpoon head fragment, antler 60-2022 80 
h Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2031 80 
i Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2028 80 
j Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2190 80 
k Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2017 80 
1 Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2023 80 
m Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2019 80 
n Harpoon head, antler 60-2029 80 
o Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-2012 80 
p Harpoon head fragment, ivory 66-8124 80 





Plate 45 

Organic objects from Western Thule houses at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Bone tube 6 62-402 77 
b Bone tube 27 62-1246 66 
c Awl, bone 6 62-361 74 
d Pointed implement, antler 27 62-1014 70 
e Object, ivory 6 62-401 76 
f Object, ivory 6 62-340 76 
g Object, antler 6 62-405 76 
h Ice pick, antler 27 62-1045 68 
i Ice pick (?), antler 6 62-396 75 
j Ladle (?), antler 6 62-371 72 
k Brow band fragment, antler. . . . 27 62-1006a 70 
1 Object, antler 27 62-1214 69 
m Object, antler 27 62-1215 69 
n Harpoon line (?) fastener, 

ivory 5 62-115 76 
o Flaking hammer, ivory 4 62-29 76 
p Bag handle, antler 27 62-1004 66 
q Bow reinforcement piece, 

antler 27 62-1006 68 
r Baleen strand 4 62-25a 77 
s Baleen in matrix 4 62-25b 77 
t Baleen in matrix 4 62-25c 77 





Plate 46 

Arrowheads, bow stop, and bola weights from Western 
Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Small arrowhead, antler 7 60-2137 81 
b Small arrowhead, antler 8 61-1068 81 
c Small arrowhead, antler 8 61-1042 81 
d Small arrowhead, antler 8 61-1059a 81 
e Small arrowhead, antler 8 61-1059b 81 
f Small arrowhead, antler 8 66-1929 81 
g Small arowhead, bone (?) 6 62-387 74 
h Small arrowhead, antler 6 62-365 74 
i Small arrowhead, antler 8 61-1020 81 
j Small arrowhead, antler 27 62-1054 68 
k Small arrowhead, antler 6 62-368 74 
1 Small arrowhead, antler 7 60-2503 81 
m Arrowhead, bone 27 62-1354 68 
n Arrowhead, antler 27 62-1046 68 
o Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 27 62-1083 68 
p Arrowhead fragment, antler . . . 27 62-1058 68 
q Arrowhead, antler 27 62-1080 68 
r Arrowhead, antler 6 62-260 74 
s Arrowhead, antler 6 62-414 74 
t Arrowhead, antler 6 62-415 74 
u Arrowhead, antler 6 62-367 74 
v Arrowhead, antler 27 62-1065 68 
w Arrowhead, antler 6 62-366 74 
x Brow band fragment 

(later bow stop), antler 6 62-420 77 
y Bola weight, bone 27 62-1012 68 
z Bola weight, ivory 27 62-1009 68 
aa Unfinished bola set, bone 27 62-1015 68 





Plate 47 

Dart heads, wound pins, and other organic objects from 
Western Thule houses at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Harpoon foreshaft, antler 25 60-2777 62 
b Harpoon foreshaft, ivory 8 61-1139 80 
c Harpoon ice pick, ivory 8 61-1237 82 
d Sealing dart head fragment, 

ivory 8 61-1183 80 
e Sealing dart head, antler 8 61-1104 80 
f Sealing dart head, antler 8 61-1083 80 
g Harpoon dart head (?) 

fragment, ivory 8 62-146 80 
h Dart socket piece fragment, 

antler 8 61-1110 81 
i Ferrule, ivory 6 62-404 74 
j Ferrule, antler 8 62-95 81 
k Wound pin, ivory 8 62-108 81 
1 Wound pin, ivory 8 62-109 81 
m Wound pin, ivory 8 61-1208 81 
n Wound pin, ivory 8 61-1209 81 
o Wound pin, antler 8 61-1210 81 
p Wound pin, antler 8 61-1207 81 
q Socket piece fragment, i vo ry . . . 5 62-149 74 
r Socket piece, antler 5 62-142 74 
s Socket piece, antler 8 61-1189 80 
t Socket piece, antler 5 62-231 74 
u Ice pick (?), bone 6 62-505 75 
v Whaling harpoon head blank, 

ivory 8 61-1834 80 





Plate 48 

Cable stops, side prongs, bola weights, and other organic 
objects from early Western Thule houses at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Bird spear side prong, i vo ry . . . . 7 60-2626 82 
b Bird spear side prong, antler . . . 6 62-382 75 
c Blunt arrowhead fragment, 

antler 6 62-399 75 
d Bow cable stop (?), antler 8 61-1229 81 
e Bow cable stop (?), ivory 8 61-1224 81 
f Bow cable stop (?), antler 7 60-2227 81 
g Bow cable stop (?), antler 7 60-2232 81 
h Bow cable stop (?), antler 7 60-2231 81 
i Bow cable stop (?), wood 8 61-1228 81 
j Bow cable stop (?), antler 7 60-2229 81 
k Bow cable stop (?), antler 6 61-1206 75 
1 Bow cable stop (?), wood 7 60-2618 81 
m Bow cable stop (?), antler 8 61-1223 81 
n Bow brace, antler 7 60-2218 81 
o Bow brace, antler 7 60-2217 81 
p Bola weight, tooth 7 60-2589 82 
q Bird spear side prong fragment, 

ivory 7 60-2258 82 
r Bola weight, ivory 7 60-2536 82 
s Bola weight, ivory 7 60-2585 82 
t Bola weight, tooth 8 61-1218 82 
u Bola weight, ivory 8 61-1214 82 
v Bola weight, ivory 7 60-2564 82 
w Bola weight, bone 7 60-2590 82 
x Bola weight, ivory 8 61-1217 82 
y Bola weight, ivory 8 61-1212 82 
z Bola weight, ivory 7 60-2583 82 
aa Marlinspike (?), bone 8 61-1136 81 
bb Marlinspike, antler 7 60-2604 81 
cc Marlinspike (?), bone 6 62-395 81 
dd Marlinspike, bone 7 60-2606 81 
ee Sinew twister, bone 7 60-2608 81 
ff Sinew twister, antler 8 61-1175 81 
gg Sinew twister, bone 7 60-2222 81 
hh Feather setter, bone 7 60-2262 81 
ii Bow fragment, wood 7 60-2214 82 
jj Bow fragment, wood 7 60-2233 82 





Plate 49 

Containers of wood from early Western Thule House 1 
at Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Basket fragment, birch bark 60-1150 87 
b Dish fragment, wood 60-1151 87 





Plate 50 

Organic objects from early Western Thule House 1 at 
Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Sealing dart head, antler 60-1044 88 
b Harpoon head blank, antler 60-1191 88 
c Awl, bone 60-1015 87 
d Pointed object, ivory , 60-1131 87 
e Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-1038 88 
f Arrowhead, antler 60-1035 88 
g Side prong for bird spear, antler 60-1043 89 
h Bow fragment, wood 60-1122 89 
i Sled runner fragment, ivory 60-1128 90 
j Bow fragment, wood 60-1008 89 
k Harpoon head fragment, ivory 60-1039 88 
1 Inflation nozzle for float, ivory 60-1149 88 
m Bola weight, ivory 60-1112 89 
n Handle fragment, antler 60-1017 87 
o Beaver tooth 60-1130 90 
p Pointed object, ivory 60-1041 87 
q Tube, bone 60-1136 87 
r Fish leister prong fragment, antler . . . . 60-1127 89 
s Composite knife handle half, antler . . . 60-1042 89 
t Bola weight, ivory 60-1113 89 
u Ice scoop fragment, antler 60-1036 89 
v Object, ivory 60-1046 90 
w Bola weight, ivory 60-1007 89 
x Pick head, ivory 60-1134 90 





Plate 51 

Scrapers, knife blades, and other objects of stone from 
early Western Thule House 1 at Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a End scraper, chert 60-1056 90 
b End scraper, black chert 60-1091 90 
c Side scraper, red jasper 60-1057 90 
d Spear point fragment 60-1065 89 
e Notched point, chert 60-1068 89 
f End scraper, chert 60-1063 90 
g Large knife fragment, slate 60-1087 89 
h Side scraper fragment, chert 60-1066 90 
i Side scraper, chert 60-1072 90 
j Bow drill bit, chert 60-1070 90 
k Biface fragment, chalcedony 60-1081 89 
1 Harpoon end-blade inset, slate 60-1051 88 
m End scraper, chalcedony 60-1090 90 
n Knife blade fragment, slate 60-1067 89 
o Graphite 60-1047 89 
p Knife blade, slate 60-1095 89 
q Ulu blade fragment, slate 60-1092 87 
r Knife blade fragment 60-1084 89 
s Ulu blade fragment, slate 60-1075 87 
t Ulu blade, slate 60-1088 87 
u Lance or knife blade, slate 60-1085 89 
v Knife blade, slate 60-1089 89 





Plate 52 

Whetstones, scrapers, and other objects of stone from 
early Western Thule House 1 at Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Whetstone, igneous rock 60-1224 89 
b Skin softener, schist 60-1193 87 
c Tci tho, red ochre impregnated, 

schist 60-1074 87 
d Whetstone, igneous rock 60-1203 89 
e Tci tho, schist 60-1082 87 
f Adz blade head, silicified slate 60-1194 90 
g Hammerstone fragment, sandstone . . . 60-1311 90 
h Tci tho, schist 60-1094 87 
i Cleaver, schist 60-1077 87 
j Ax head or chopper, silicified slate . . . 60-1205 90 
k Tci tho, schist 60-1242 87 





Plate 53 

Sinkers and adz blades from early Western Thule House 1 
at Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Net sinker, limestone cobble 60-1207 89 
b Splitting adz blade or hammer head, 

igneous rock 60-1209 90 
c Net sinker (?), igneous cobble 60-1208 89 
d Splitting adz blade head, igneous 

rock 60-1211 90 
e Net sinker, metamorphic cobble 60-1210 89 





Plate 54 

Objects of wood from early Western Thule House 2 at Sisualik 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Bow fragment 60-1187 89 
b Bow fragment 60-1148 89 
c Kayak frame fragment 60-1142 90 
d Toy kayak (?) 66-1930 90 
e Pointed object 60-1189 90 
f Lance head 60-1188 89 
g Bow fragment 60-1170 89 
h Object 60-1021 90 
i Bow drill shaft fragment 60-1092 90 
j Ladle (?) fragment 60-1143 87 
k Bow drill shaft fragment 60-1020 90 
1 Bow drill shaft (?) 60-1025 90 
m Sealskin float bar 60-1026 88 
n Bow drill shaft (?) 60-1016 90 





Plate 55 

Antler, bone, ivory, and bitumen artifacts from Birnirk- period House 
32 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Comb, antler 62-2000 97 
b Bead, bone 66-8125 97 
c Brow band, antler 62-2362 97 
d Arrowhead, bone 62-2367 95 
e Detachable harpoon foreshaft, 

ivory 62-2021 95 
f Detachable harpoon foreshaft, 

ivory 62-2378 95 
g Arrowhead, antler 62-2368 95 
h Labret blank, bitumen 66-1931 97 
i Gaming piece (?), antler 62-2372 97 
j Bola weight, ivory 62-2364 96 
k Bola weight, ivory 62-2363 96 
1 Reinforcement piece, drilled, antler . . . 62-2377 97 
m Leister prong, antler 62-2022 96 
n Leister prong, antler 62-2373 96 
o Leister prong, ivory 62-2374 96 
p Leister prong, antler 62-2375 96 
q Wedge, antler 62-2015 96 
r Kayak rib fragment (?), antler 62-2 97 
s Sealing dart head fragment, antler . . . . 62-2412 95 
t Pointed object, antler 62-2376 97 
u Cut antler tine 62-2001 97 





Plate 56 

Knife blades, points, scrapers, and other objects of stone from 
Birnirk-period House 32 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Large side blade, chert 62-2009 96 
b Large side blade, chert 62-2054 96 
c Large side blade, chert 62-2012 96 
d Large side blade blank (?), chert 62-2098 96 
e Large side blade, red jasper 62-2103 96 
f Large side blade, chert 62-2004 96 
g Arrowhead end-blade inset, basalt . . . 62-2051 96 
h Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2089 96 
i Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2014 96 
j Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2092 96 
k Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2061 96 
1 Harpoon side-blade inset (?) tip, 

black chert 62-2045 95 
m End-blade inset base, chert 62-2084 95 
n End-blade inset, basalt 62-2008 95 
o Side-blade inset, chert 62-2102 95 
p Side-blade inset fragment, chert 62-2100 95 
q Discoidal scraper, chert 62-2003 94 
r Discoidal scraper, black chert 62-2049 94 
s Discoidal scraper, chert 62-2068 94 
t Drill, chert 62-2105 96 
u Flakeknife, chert 62-2429 96 
v Drill or graver, chert 62-2058 96 
w Graver, chert 62-2435 96 
x Graver, chert 62-2104 96 
y Flakeknife, chert 62-2428 96 
z Flakeknife, chert 62-2056 96 
aa Drill, chert 62-2079 96 
bb Side scraper, silicified slate 62-2067 96 
cc Side scraper, black chert 62-2040 96 
dd Side scraper, black chert 62-2048 96 
ee Artifact blank or core, black chert . . . . 62-2044 97 





Plate 57 

Knife blades and other objects from Birnirk-period House 32 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Whetstone, sandstone 62-2033 96 
b Saw (?) fragment, schist 62-2030 96 
c Knife blade fragment, slate 62-2006 96 
d Harpoon end-blade inset fragment, 

slate 62-2032 95 
e Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 62-2007 96 
f Chalcopyrite 62-2017 97 
g Red ocher 62-2034 97 
h Knife blade, slate 62-2018 96 
i Adz blade fragment, silicified slate . . . 62-2027 96 
j Ulu blade fragment, slate 62-2002 94 
k Ulu blade fragment, slate 62-2024 94 
1 Ulu (?) blade, slate 66-8126 94 





Plate 58 

Knife blades, points, scrapers, and other objects from Birnirk-period 
House 33 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Side blade, black chert 62-2320 95 
b Side blade, chert 62-2342 95 
c Side blade 62-2317 96 
d Knife end blade, chalcedony 62-2346 96 
e End-blade inset fragment, chert 62-2409 95 
f End-blade inset fragment, chert 62-2837 95 
g End-blade inset or knife blade, 

black chert 62-2315 96 
h End-blade inset, chert 62-2344 96 
i End-blade inset, chert 62-2338 96 
j End-blade inset, chert 62-2352 96 
k Drill, chert 62-2405 96 
1 Side-blade inset, chert 62-2345 95 
m Side-blade inset, chert 62-2359 95 
n Flakeknife, black chert 62-2351 96 
o Side scraper 62-2408 96 
p Knife blade chert 62-2343 95 
q Flakeknife, chert 62-2332 96 
r Discoidal scraper, black chert 62-2324 94 
s Discoidal scraper, chert 62-2355 94 
t Discoidal scraper, chert 62-2410 94 
u Flakeknife, chert 62-2401 96 
v Flakeknife, chert 62-2348 96 





Plate 59 

Ground slate artifacts from Birnirk-period House 33 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife blade 66-1932 94 
b Knife blade 66-1933 94 
c Ulu blade 62-2304 94 
d Knife blade 62-2632 96 
e Knife blade, tanged 62-2341 96 
f Ulu blade 62-2309 94 
g Ulu blade 62-2306 94 
h Knife blade, tanged 62-2326 96 
i Ulu blade 62-2303 94 
j Siltstone whetstone 62-2313, 96 

62-2328, 
and 62-2311 





Plate 60 

Sled and kayak crosspieces and shovel blade from Birnirk- period 
House 32 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 62-2106 97 
b Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 62-2387 97 
c Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 62-2786 97 
d Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 66-1934 97 
e Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 62-2388 97 
f Sled crosspiece fragment, antler 62-2385 97 
g Kayak crosspiece fragment, antler . . . . 62-2390 97 
h Kayak crosspiece fragment, antler . . . . 62-2391 97 
i Shovel blade fragment, bone 62-2384 96 





Plate 61 

Organic objects from Singauruk Site 2: Western Thule and older 
cultures 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Inset, bird bone 60-3255 104 
b Pointed implement, antler 60-3259 104 
c Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-3257 104 
d Bird spear side prong, ivory 60-3271 104 
e Weapon head fragment, antler 60-3256 104 
f Center prong fragment, ivory 60-3268 104 
g Fishline sinker, ivory 60-3267 104 
h Pointed instrument, ivory 60-3262 104 
i Harpoon head, antler 60-3258 104 
j Arrow point, antler 60-3264 104 
k Composite knife half, ivory 60-3275 104 
I Gauged drill, bone 60-3176a 104 
m Object for suspension (broken), 

ivory 60-3265 104 
n Spoon-like object, antler 60-3261 104 
o Pointed object, antler 60-3269 104 
p Whaling harpoon head fragment, 

ivory 60-3253 104 
q Whaling harpoon foreshaft fragment, 

ivory 60-3272 104 
r Whaling harpoon foreshaft fragment, 

ivory 60-3174a 104 
s Harpoon ice pick fragment, ivory . . . . 60-3254 104 
t Pointed object, ivory 60-3260 104 
u Wedge fragment, ivory 60-3270 104 





Plate 62 

Shovel, adz blades, pottery, and other objects from 
Singauruk Site 2: Western Thule culture and older 
cultures 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Potsherd, curvilinear-stamped 66-1935 104 
b Adz blade, silicified slate 60-3145 105 
c Adz blade, silicified slate 60-3134 105 
d Adz-like scraper, basalt 66-1936 105 
e Potsherd, rim 66-1937 98 
f Adz-like scraper, silicified slate 60-3159 105 
g Drill fragment (?), silicified slate 60-3121 105 
h Burin-like fragment, silicified slate. . . 66-1938 104 
i Adz-like scraper, basalt 60-3233 105 
j Split (?) ball of pyrite 60-3211 104 
k Shaft smoother, schist 60-3112 104 
1 Whetstone fragment, sandstone. . . 60-3111 104 
m Shovel fragment, scapula 60-3251 104 





Plate 63 

Ground slate knife blades from Singauruk Site 2: Western Thule and 
older cultures 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Ulu blade fragment 60-3125 105 
b Knife blade fragment 60-3155 105 
c Knife blade fragment 60-3139 105 
d Knife blade fragment 60-3210 105 
e Ulu blade fragment 60-3124 105 
f Knife blade fragment 60-3126 105 
g Knife blade fragment 60-3132 105 
h Knife blade 60-3133 105 
i Ulu blade 60-3137 105 
j Ulu blade fragment 60-3180 105 
k Knife or cleaver 60-3140 105 





Plate 64 

Knife blades, points, and other stone objects from Singauruk Site 2: 

Western Thule and older cultures 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Lance blade fragment, polished 

slate 60-3158 105 
b Lance blade fragment, polished 

slate 60-3143 105 
c Stemmed point fragment, polished 

slate 60-3474 105 
d Point fragment, polished slate 60-3146 105 
e Stemmed point fragment, polished 

slate 60-3176 105 
f Stemmed point fragment, polished 

slate 60-3150 105 
g Point fragment, polished slate 60-3177 105 
h Stemmed point fragment, polished 

slate 60-3160 105 
i Side blade fragment, chert 60-3118 105 
j Biface, chert 60-3113 105 
k Flakeknife with drill tip, chert 60-3215 105 
1 Flakeknife, chert 60-3120 105 
m Flakeknife or drill (?), chalcedony 60-3185 105 
n Side blade (?), chalcedony 60-3191 105 
o Side blade, chert 60-3119 105 
p Side blade, red jasper 60-3106 105 
q Drill (?) fragment, red jasper 60-3213 105 
r Flakeknife or drill fragment, chert . . . . 60-3115 105 
s Plano-convex object, chert 60-3189 106 
t End scraper, basalt 60-3122 106 
u Knife (?), chert 60-3218 106 
v Discoidal scraper, chert 60-3197 106 
w Two-edged knife, chert 60-3117 106 
x Unifaced blade, chalcedony 60-3187 106 





Plate 65 

Slab knives and other objects from Singauruk Site 2: 
Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Side blade, silicified slate 60-3172 105 
b Stemmed blade or point, slate 60-3208 105 
c Point fragment, slate 60-3114 105 
d Slab knife, slate 60-3110 105 
e Side blade, silicified slate 60-3109 105 
f Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3107 105 
g Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3108 105 
h Point, slate 60-3151 105 
i Knife blade, silicified slate 60-3195 105 
j Adz-like scraper, silicified slate 60-3202 105 
k Blank (?) for point or drill, silicified 

slate 60-3160 105 
1 Biface fragment, silicified slate 60-3204 105 
m Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3239 105 
n Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3221 105 
o Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3237 105 
p Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3184 105 
q Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3222 105 
r Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3181 105 





Plate 66 

Whaling harpoon head and miscellaneous organic objects 
from Ipiutak House 17 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Composite knife handle, antler 66-1939 123 
b Awl fragment, ivory 66-1940 123 
c Whaling harpoon head, ivory 66-1941 122 
d Weapon head fragment, reworked, 

ivory 66-1942 123 
e Notched antler object: brace (?) 66-1943 123 
f Grooved antler section 66-1944 123 
g Flaking hammer, ivory 60-6026 123 





Plate 67 

Miscellaneous objects from Ipiutak House 18 at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife end blade, straight base, chert . . 66-1945 124 
b Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 66-1946 124 
c Weapon side-blade inset, chert 66-1947 124 
d Weapon side-blade inset, chert 66-1948 124 
e Arrowhead end-blade inset fragment, 

chert 66-1949 124 
f Arrowhead (?) side-blade inset 

fragment, chert 66-1950 124 
g Arrowhead side-blade inset, chert . . . . 66-1951 124 
h Arrowhead side-blade inset, chert . . . . 66-1952 124 
i Arrowhead fragment, antler 66-1953 124 
j Arrowhead fragment, antler 66-1954 124 
k Arrowhead fragment, antler 66-1955 124 
1 Knife end blade, chert 66-1956 124 
m Knife side blade, chert 66-1957 124 
n Knife side blade, chert 66-1958 124 
o Knife side blade, chert 66-1959 124 
p Weapon or knife side-blade inset, 

chert 66-1960 124 
q Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 66-1961 125 
r Awl shaped implement, ivory 66-1962 125 
s Burin spall (?), chert 66-1963 125 
t Lancet, chert 66-1964 125 
u Graver, chert 66-1965 125 
v Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 66-1966 124 
w Graver, chert 66-1967 125 
x Curved knife blade, chert 66-1968 124 
y Flakeknife, chert 66-1969 124 
z Discoidal scraper fragment, chert . . . . 66-1970 124 
aa Side scraper, concave, chert 66-1971 124 
bb Flakeknife, chert 66-1972 124 
cc Whetstone, sandstone 66-1973 125 
dd Slab knife, schist 66-1974 125 
ee Slab knife, schist 66-1975 125 





Plate 68 

Weapon parts and knife blades from Ipiutak House 30 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-5241 131 
b Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-5270 132 
c Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-5265 132 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-5273 132 
e Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-5310 132 
f Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 61-5287 132 
g Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 61-5305 132 
h Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 61-5340 132 
i Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 61-5334 132 
j Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 61-5271 132 
k Side scraper, chert 61-5356 132 
1 Knife side blade, straight base, chert. . . 61-5246 132 
m Knife side blade, chert 61-5321 132 
n Harpoon shaft (?) fragment, wood. .. . 61-5437 132 
o Knife side-blade fragment, chert 61-5326 132 
p Knife side-blade fragment, straight 

base, chert 61-5297 132 
q Knife side blade, chert 61-5262 132 
r Knife side blade, chert 61-5355 132 
s Handle (?) fragment, antler 61-5435 134 





Plate 69 

Knife side blades from Ipiutak House 30 at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5260 132 
b Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5252 132 
c Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5259 132 
d Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 66-1976 132 
e Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5253 132 
f Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5255 132 
g Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5261 132 
h Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5280 132 
i Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5258 132 
j Knife side blade, chert 61-5293 132 
k Knife side blade, chert 61-5256 132 
1 Knife side blade, chert 61-5292 132 
m Knife side blade, chert 61-5275 132 
n Knife side blade, chert 61-5294 132 
o Knife side blade, chert 61-5264 132 
p Knife side blade, chert 61-5360 132 
q Knife side blade, chert 61-5300 132 
r Knife side blade, chert 61-5332 132 
s Knife side blade: broad, semilunar, 

chert 61-5344 132 





Plate 70 

Knife side blades from Ipiutak House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife side blade, chert 61-5329 132 
b Knife side blade, chert 61-5336 132 
c Knife side blade, chert 61-5359 132 
d Knife side blade, chert 61-5282 132 
e Knife side blade, chert 61-5276 132 
f Knife side blade, chert 61-5307 132 
g Knife side blade, chert 61-5309 132 
h Knife side blade, chert 61-5277 132 
i Knife side blade, chert 61-5335 132 
j Knife side blade, chert 61-5281 132 
k Knife side blade, chert 61-5254 132 
1 Knife side blade, chert 61-5266 132 
m Knife side blade, chert 61-5203 132 
n Knife side blade, chert 61-5200 132 
o Knife side blade, chert 61-5301 132 
p Knife side blade, chert 61-5228 132 
q Knife side blade, chert 61-5284 132 
r Knife side blade, chert 61-5265 132 
s Knife side blade, chert 61-5263 132 
t Knife side blade, chert 61-5323 132 
u Knife side blade, chert 61-5274 132 
v Knife side blade, chert 61-5395 132 





Plate 71 

Discoidal scrapers and artifact blanks from Ipiutak 
House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Discoidal scraper, chert 61-5275 132 
b Discoidal scraper fragment, chert . . . . 61-5346 132 
c Discoidal scraper, chert 61-5357 132 
d Discoidal scraper, chert 61-5317 132 
e Discoidal scraper, chert 61-5352 132 
f Discoidal scraper, chert 61-5336 132 
g Knife side blade blank, chert 61-5328 134 
h Artifact blank, chert 61-5341 134 
i Knife side blade blank, chert 61-5331 134 
j Discoidal scraper fragment, chert . . . . 61-5320 132 
k Artifact blank, chert 61-5337 134 
1 Artifact blank, chert 66-1977 134 





Plate 72 

Flakeknives, curved knives, and side scrapers from 
Ipiutak House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Flakeknife, concave, chert 61-5373 132 
b Curved knife blade, chert 61-5364 132 
c Curved knife blade, chert 61-5330 132 
d Flakeknife, concave, chert 61-5376 132 
e Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert . . . . 61-5353 132 
f Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5368 132 
g Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5324 132 
h Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5375 132 
i Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5374 132 
j Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5333 132 
k Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5354 132 
1 Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert . . . . 61-5315 132 
m Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert . . . . 61-5312 132 
n Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert . . 61-5318 132 
o Flakeknife, concave, chert 61-5361 132 
p Flakeknife, convex-edged, chert. . . 61-5363 132 





Plate 73 

Flakeknives, curved knives, and gravers from Ipiutak 
House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Graver, chert 61-5385 133 
b Graver, chert 61-5371 133 
c Graver, chert 61-5379 133 
d Graver, chert 61-5367 133 
e Graver, chert 61-5380 133 
f Graver, chert 61-5386 133 
g Curved knife blade, chert 61-5382 132 
h Graver, chert 61-5393 133 
i Graver, chert 61-5384 133 
j Graver, chert 61-5389 133 
k Pointed implement: graver (?), chert. . . 61-5365 133 
1 Pointed implement: graver (?), chert. . . 61-5319 133 
m Curved knife blade or end scraper, 

chert 61-5383 132 
n Pointed implement: graver (?), chert. . . 61-5372 133 
o Pointed implement: graver (?), chert. . . 61-5311 133 
p Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5391 132 
q Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5387 132 
r Graver, chert 61-5388 133 
s Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5379 132 
t Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-5366 132 





Plate 74 

Adz blades and sockets from Ipiutak House 30 at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified 

slate 61-5421 133 
b Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified 

slate 61-5422 133 
c Adz socket, antler 61-5230 133 
d Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified 

slate 61-5425 133 
e Adz blade, flat bevel, silicified slate . . . 61-5423 133 
f Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified slate, 

and socket, antler 61-5420 133 
g Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified slate, 

and socket, antler 61-5418 133 
h Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified slate, 

and socket, antler 61-5419 133 





Plate 75 

Adz blade, burin-like implements, and drill points from 
Ipiutak House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Planing adz blade, silicified slate 61-5434 133, 297 
b Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 61-5247 132 
c Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 61-5245 132 
d Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 61-5246 132 
e Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 61-5240 132 
f Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . 61-5249 132 
g Burin-like implement, silicified slate, 

hafted in a wooden handle 66-1978 132 
h Drill point, silicified slate 61-5243 133 
i Drill point, silicified slate 61-5244 133,297 





Plate 76 

Shovel heads, whetstones, and arrowhead from Ipiutak 
House 30 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead fragment, with wedge-

shaped tip, antler 66-1979 132 
b Shovel head, whalebone 61-5237 133 
c Shovel head fragment, whalebone . . . . 61-5237a 133 
d Whetstone, sandstone 61-5416 133 
e Whetstone, hollow ground, 

sandstone 61-5432 133 
f Whetstone, sandstone 61-5409 133 
g Whetstone, sandstone 61-5304 133 
h Whetstone, sandstone 61-5398 133 



fcainiiMiiitiiimiii iiiiiMiliuillll III! minium Ill II 



Plate 77 

Weapon parts, knife blades, scrapers, and other objects 
from Ipiutak Houses 37 and 38 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Slab knife, beach pebble 38 61-5522 134 
b Uniface, purpose unknown, 

chert 38 61-5515 134 
c Side scraper, chert 38 61-5523 132 
d Discoidal scraper, chert 38 61-5517 132 
e Knife side blade, straight base, 

chert 38 61-5516 132 
f Side scraper, chert 38 61-5524 132 
g Curved knife blade, chert 38 61-5512 132 
h Side scraper, chert 38 61-5521 132 
i Side scraper, chert 38 61-5550 132 
j Hand drill, chert 38 61-5518 133 
k Arrowhead with wedge-shaped 

tip, antler 38 61-5439 132 
1 Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 37 61-5503 132 
m Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 37 61-5564 132 
n Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 37 61-5565 132 
o Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

chert 37 61-5567 132 
p Hand drill, chert 37 61-5555 133 
q Knife side blade, chert 37 61-5558 132 
r Knife side blade, chert 37 61-5567a 132 
s Flakeknife, concave, chert 37 61-5556 132 
t Discoidal scraper, chert 37 61-5551 132 
u Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 37 61-5549 132 
v Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 37 61-5559 132 
w Side scraper, chert 37 61-5540 132 
x Knife side blade, chert 37 61-5554 132 
y Knife side blade: broad, 

semilunar, chert 37 61-5553 132 
z Knife side blade: broad, 

semilunar, chert 37 61-5547 132 





Plate 78 

Weapon parts and knife blades from Ipiutak Houses 36, 
36a, and 39 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

chert 36 61-5530 132 
b Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 36 61-5534 132 
c Weapon side-blade inset 

fragment, chert 36 61-5535 132 
d Flakeknife, straight-edged, 

chert 39 61-5446 132 
e Weapon side-blade inset (?), 

chert 36a 61-5548 132 
f Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 39 61-5545 132 
g Knife side blade, chert 36 61-5447 132 
h Knife side blade, chert 36 61-5442 132 
i Knife side blade, chert 36a 61-5445 132 
j Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 39 61-5443 132 
k Knife side blade, chert 36 61-5531 132 
1 Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 36 61-5529 132 
m Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 39 61-5444 132 
n Knife side blade fragment, 

chert 39 61-5450 132 
o Knife side-blade fragment, 

chert 36 61-5537 132 
p Knife side blade, chert 36 61-5540 132 
q Flakeknife, straight-edged, 

chert 36 61-5538 132 
r Curved knife blade, chert 36 61-5528 132 
s Knife side blade: broad 

semilunar, chert 36 61-5541 132 
t Knife side blade: broad 

semilunar, chert 36 61-5539 132 





Plate 79 

Miscellaneous objects from Ipiutak House 61 and from 
the Ipiutak seal skull mound at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Knife side blade, chert 61 62-2606 136 
b Knife side blade, chert 61 62-2605 136 
c Flakeknife fragment, straight-

edged, chert 61 62-2597 136 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

chert 61 62-2591 136 
e Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

chert 61 62-2594 136 
f Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 61 62-2604 136 
g Wedge, antler SS 61-5456 130, 134 
h Rod, use unknown, antler SS 61-5454 130, 134 
i Knife side-blade blank, chert . . . 61 62-2609 136 
j Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

chert SS 61-5461 130 
k Awl-like fragment, ivory SS 61-5452 130, 134 
1 Adz socket, antler SS 61-5455 130, 133 
m Shovel head, mammoth ivory . . SS 61-5451 130, 133 





Plate 80 

Incised pebbles from Ipiutak Houses 38 and 40 and 
Birnirk House 33 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Incised pebble 40-8 141 
b Incised pebble 66-1980 141 
c Incised pebble 66-1981 141 
d Incised pebble 66-1982 141 
e Incised pebble 61-2010 141 
f Incised pebble 61-2012 141 
g Incised pebble 66-1983 141 
h Incised pebble CKH-33 97 
i Incised pebble 62-2521 141 
j Incised pebble CKH-40 141 
k Incised pebble 62-2506 141 
1 Incised pebble CKH-38 134 
m Incised pebble 62-2505 141 
n Incised pebble 66-1984 141 
o Incised pebble 66-1985 141 
p Incised pebble 66-1986 141 
q Incised pebble 66-1987 141 
r Incised pebble 66-1988 141 





Plate 81 

Weapon parts and other objects from Ipiutak House 40 
at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-1968 139 
b Pointed object, bird bone 61-1973 141 
c Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1954 139 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1965 139 
e Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-1969 139 
f Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-5149 139 
g Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1951 139 
h Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1963 139 
i Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1944 139 
j ' Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1943 139 
k Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1960 139 
1 Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-1952 139 
m Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1953 139 
n Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1955 139 
o Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1962 139 
p Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1958 139 
q Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-1930a 139 
r Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-1925 139 
s Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 61-1961 139 
t Pendant, ivory 61-1941 141 
u Weapon head, antler 61-1975 139 
v Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-1967 139 
w Weapon side-blade inset, pointed 

edge, chert 61-1964 139 
x Weapon side-blade inset, chert 61-1924 139 
y Shaft midsection, antler 61-5147 141 
z Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-1970 139 





Plate 82 

Flakeknives and other objects from Ipiutak House 40 at 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Microblade-like flake, quartzite 61-1959 141 
b Hand drill, chert 61-1934 141 
c Lancet (?), chert 61-1949 141 
d Graver (?), chert 61-1828 141 
e Flakeknife, concave-edged, chert 61-1862 141 
f Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-1819 141 
g Flakeknife, concave-edged, chert 61-1864 141 
h Flakeknife, convex-edged, chert 61-1885 141 
i Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-1908 141 
j Flakeknife, straight-edged, chert 61-1850 141 
k Side scraper, concave, chert 61-1830 141 
1 Flakeknife, convex-edged, chert 61-1888 141 
m Flakeknife, concave-edged, chert 61-1811 141 
n Adz blade, sharp bevel, silicified 

slate 61-1930 141 
o Whetstone, hollow ground, 

siltstone 61-1982 141 
p Whetstone, hollow ground, 

siltstone 61-1980 141 
q Flakeknife, convex-edged, chert 61-1845 141 





Plate 83 

Miscellaneous objects from Ipiutak Houses 41-43 and 
from Structure 44 at Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Whetstone, hollow ground, 

siltstone 42 61-1981 141 
b Knife side blade, straight base, . 41 

chert 66-1989 141 
c Flakeknife, straight-edged, 

chert 44 61-2018 141 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, 41 

chert 66-1990 139 
e Weapon side-blade inset 41 

fragment, chert 66-1991 139 
f Knife side blade, chert 44 61-2017 141 
g Knife side blade, chert 41 66-1992 141 
h Knife side blade, chert 43 61-1993 141 
i Knife side blade, chert 42 66-1993 141 
j Flakeknife, concave-edged, 

chert 43 61-1988 141 
k Curved knife blade, chert 43 61-1989 141 
1 Burin-like implement, silicified 

slate 43 61-1991 141 
m Weapon side-blade inset, 

chert 43 66-1994 139 
n Whetstone, sandstone 43 61-1986 141 
o Adz socket, antler 41 61-1985 141 
p Adz blade, edge broken, 

silicified slate 41 66-1995 141 
q Flakeknife, straight-edged, 

chert 43 61-1990 141 
r Discoidal scraper, chert 42 61-1984 139 





Plate 84 

Burial goods from Ipiutak Burial 1, Beach 40, at Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2668 147 
b Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2662 147 
c Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2661 147 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2654 147 
e Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2674 147 
f Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2671 147 
g Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2659 147 
h Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2658 147 
i Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2677 147 
j Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2660 147 
k Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2670 147 
1 Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2673 147 
m Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2675 147 
n Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2656 147 
o Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2655 147 
p Arrowhead end-blade inset fragment, 

chert 62-2663 147 
q Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2664 147 
r Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2667 147 
s Weapon side-blade inset, chert 62-2657 147 
t End- or side-blade inset, chert 62-2672 147 
u Weapon side-blade inset, chert 62-2666 147 
v Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2688 147 
w Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 62-2653 147 
x Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 62-2680 147 
y Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 62-2665 147 
z Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 62-2681 147 
aa Weapon side-blade inset, chert 62-2679 147 
bb Weapon side-blade inset, chert 62-2678 147 
cc Weapon side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 62-2669 147 
dd Weapon side-blade inset, chert 62-2676 147 
ee Rod, ivory 62-2686 147 
ff Piercer, split bone 62-2685 147 
gg Utilized flake or side scraper, chert . . . 62-2682 147 
hh Handle, ivory 62-2634 146 
ii Labret, bitumen 62-2683 147 
ij Pendant, sandstone 62-2684 147 





Plate 85 

Arrowheads, arrow points, and other objects from 
Ipiutak period Features 1 and 5, Battle Rock site 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
Feature 1 
a Arrowhead, side-bladed, antler 61-3409 147 
b Arrowhead, side-bladed, antler 61-3413 147 
c Arrowhead, side-bladed, antler 61-3411 147 
d Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3414 147 
e Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3405 147 
f Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3403 147 
g Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3408 147 
h Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3406 147 
i End-blade inset, red jasper 61-3430 148 
j End-blade inset, chert 61-3429 148 
k End-blade inset, chert 61-3428 148 
1 End-blade inset, chert 61-3425 148 
m End-blade inset, chert 61-3426 148 
n End-blade inset, red jasper 61-3427 148 
o Side blade, chert 61-3431 148 
p Side blade, chert 61-3434 148 
q Side blade, chert 61-3437 148 
r Side blade, chert 61-3432 148 
s Side blade, chert 61-3433 148 
t Side blade, chert 61-3436 148 
hh Object, antler 61-3400 148 

Feature 5 
u Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3572 149 
v Side-blade inset, chert 61-3568 149 
w Side-blade inset, chert 61-3570 149 
x Side-blade inset, chert 61-3513 149 
y End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3569 149 
z End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3576 149 
aa End-blade inset, chert 61-3567 149 
bb End-blade inset, chert 61-3571 149 
cc End-blade inset, chert 61-3566 149 
dd Openwork carving, ivory 61-3584 149 
ee Flaker handle, antler 61-3586 149 
ff Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3581 149 
gg Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3580 149 





Plate 86 

Carvings, insets, and other objects from Ipiutak-period 
Feature 2, Battle Rock site 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Openwork carving, ivory 61-3495 148 
b Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3443 148 
c Arrowhead, side-bladed, antler 61-3457 148 
d Side-blade inset, chert 61-3483 148 
e Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3480 148 
f End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3489 148 
g End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3487 148 
h Chain link, ivory 61-3500c 148 
i Side-bladed inset fragment, chert 61-3481 148 
j Side-blade inset, chert 61-3492 148 
k Openwork carving, ivory 61-3497 148 
1 Openwork carving, ivory 61-3498 148 
m Openwork carving, antler 61-3496 148 
n Chain link, ivory 61-3500a 148 
o Chain link, ivory 61-3500b 148 
p Ornamental chain, ivory 61-3499 148 
q Ornamental chain, ivory 61-3502 148 
r Ornamental chain link fragment, 

ivory 61-3501 148 





Plate 87 

Arrowheads, points, and other objects from Ipiutak-
period Features 3 and 4, Battle Rock site 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
Feature 3 
a Flaker handle, antler 61-3536 148 
b Arrowhead, side-bladed, antler 61-3524 148 
c Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3522 148 
d Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3523 148 
e Arrowhead, end-bladed, antler 61-3521 148 
f Fish spear barb, antler 61-3535 149 
g Shaft fragment, ivory 61-3533 149 
h Spoon like object, ivory 61-3534 149 
i Plummet fragment, schist 61-3520 149 
n Side-blade inset, black chert 61-3513 148 
0 Side-blade inset, chert 61-3507 148 
p Side-blade inset, chert 61-3506 148 
r End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3505 148 
s End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3509 148 
t End-blade inset, chert 61-3512 148 
u End-blade inset, chert 61-3510 148 
v End-blade inset, chert 61-3504 148 
y Fish spear center prong, antler 61-3537 149 
Feature 4 
j End-blade inset, chert 61-3550 149 
k End-blade inset, chert 61-3558 149, 175 
1 End-blade inset, chert 61-3557 149, 175 
m End-blade inset, chert 61-3554 149, 175 
q End-blade inset fragment, 61-3559 149 
w Arrowhead, antler 61-3564 149 
x Arrowhead fragment, antler 61-3583 149 





Plate 88 

Blades, knives, and other objects from Agulaak Island,, 
Site 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Shaft smoother fragment, sandstone. . . 60-3361 162 
b Side blade, chert 60-3362 162 
c End-blade inset, silicified slate 60-3363 162 
d Projectile point fragment 60-3364 162 
e Projectile point fragment 60-3365 162 
f Projectile point fragment 60-3366 162 
g Harpoon end-blade inset (?) fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3367 162 
h Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3368 162 
i Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3369 162 
j Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3370 162 
k Retouched flake, chert 60-3371 162 
1 Bifaced fragment, chert 60-3372 162 
m Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3373 162 
n Potsherd, check-stamped 60-3374 162 
o Pumice abrader 60-3375 162 
p Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3376 162 





Plate 89 

Pottery from Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Rim sherd, interior 60-3583b 164 
b Wall sherd, linear-stamped 60-3584 163 
c Rim sherd, linear-stamped and 

perforated 60-3585 164 
d Wall sherd, check-stamped 60-3651 164 
e Rim sherd, check-stamped 60-3587 164 
f Rim sherd, linear-stamped 60-3588 164 
g Wall sherd, linear-stamped 60-3589 164 
h Wall sherd, linear-stamped 60-3590 163 
i Wall sherd, check-stamped 60-3592 164 
j Wall sherd, linear (corded?) 

impression 60-3591 164 
k Wall sherd, interior, textile-

impressed (?) 60-3593 163 
1 Wall sherd, check-stamped 60-3643 164 
m Wall sherd, painted (?) 60-3595 163 
n Wall sherd, painted (?) 60-3586 164 
o Wall sherd, linear-stamped 60-3594 164 





Plate 90 

Organic objects from Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, 
Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Fish spear side prong, wood and bone, 

baleen lashing 60-3475 165, 199 
b Fish spear side prong barb (?), bone .. . 60-3711 165 
c Decorated rod fragment, ivory 60-3679 167 
d Sealing harpoon head, antler and 

chert 60-3476 164 
e Decorated object, ivory 60-3477 167 
f Spatulate object, antler 60-3478 167 
g Pointed object, wood 60-3686 167 
h Arrowhead fragment, antler 60-3479 165 
i Pick (?), ivory 60-3697 167 
j Gauged drill, bone 60-3480 166 
k Wedge, wood 60-3687 166 
1 Slotted fragment, antler 60-3481 167 
m Cylindrical object, antler 60-3602 167 
n Unidentified fragment, ivory 60-3482 167 
o Spoon-like object, mammoth ivory . . . 60-3483 167 
p Stepped carving, ivory 60-3690 167 
q Notched cylinder, wood 60-3694 167 
r Button (?), wood 60-3484 167 





Plate 91 

Stone objects from Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, Norton 
culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Flakeknife, black chert 60-3508 166 
b Flakeknife, chert 60-3509 166 
c Flakeknife, chert 60-3510 166 
d Flakeknife, chert 60-3511 166 
e Semi-lunar knife side-blade, 

chert 60-3512 165 
f Semi-lunar side-blade, chert 60-3513 165 
g Semi-lunar knife side-blade inset, 

chert 60-3514 165 
h Weapon side-blade inset, chert 60-3515 164 
i Weapon side-blade inset, chert 60-3516 164 
j Weapon side-blade inset, chert 60-3517 164 
k Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 60-3518 165 
1 Arrowhead end-blade inset, chert . . . . 60-3519 165 
m Harpoon end-blade inset, 60-3520 164, 165 
n Harpoon end-blade inset, 60-3521 164, 165 
o Harpoon or arrowhead end-blade 

inset, red jasper 60-3522 164, 172 
p Drill fragment, chert 60-3523 166 
q Drill fragment, black chert 60-3524 166 
r Drill fragment, chert 60-3525 166 
s Drill bit, chert 60-3526 166 
t Drill bit, chert 60-3527 166 
u Harpoon end-blade inset (?), che r t . . . . 60-3528 164 
v Arrowhead end-blade inset fragment, 

chert 60-3529 165 
w End- or side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 60-3530 165 
x Knife blade, black chert 60-3531 166 
y Triangular biface, chert 60-3532 166 
z Knife blade fragment, chalcedony . . . . 60-3533 166 
aa Utilized flake, chert 60-3534 166 
bb Burin, chalcedony 60-3535 166 
cc Microblade (?) fragment, chert 60-3536 166 
dd Microblade (?) fragment, black 

chert 60-3537 166 
ee Microblade (?) fragment, chert 60-3538 166 





Plate 92 

Insets, knives, drills, and other stone objects from 
Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead end-blade inset fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3485 165 
b Side blade fragment, silicified 

slate 60-3486 165 
c Projectile point fragment, silicified 

slate 60-3487 165 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, polished 

slate 60-3488 165 
e Knife blade fragment, polished slate . . 60-3667 165 
f Knife blade fragment, polished slate . . . 60-3489 165 
g Arrowhead end-blade inset, silicified 

slate 60-3490 165 
h Knife end blade, silicified slate 60-3491 165 
i Knife end blade, silicified slate 60-3492 165 
j Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3493 165 
k Whetstone fragment, schist 60-3494 166 
1 Whetstone fragment, schist 60-3495 166 
m Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3660 165 
n Burin-like implement fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3496 166 
o Burin-like implement fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3497 166 
p Burin-like implement fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3498 166 
q Side blade or burin-like implement 

fragment, silicified slate 60-3499 166 
r Drill fragment, silicified slate 60-3500 166 
s Drill, silicified slate 60-3501 166 
t Drill, silicified slate 60-3502 166 
u Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3503 165 
v Discoidal scraper, quartz 60-3504 166 
w Adz blade (unfinished), silicified 

slate 60-3665 165 
x Discoidal scraper, quartz 60-3505 166 
y Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3506 165 
z Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3657 165 
aa Adz head, silicified slate 60-3182 165 
bb Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3507 165 





Plate 93 

Slab knives and other objects from Kugzruk Island 
pond, Site 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Saw fragment, schist 60-3848 166 
b Grooved "pointer," vesicular basalt . . 60-3733 166 
c Knife, lance, or whaling end blade, 

polished slate 60-3931 165 
d Side scraper, basalt 60-3818 166 
e Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3632 166 
f Slab knife fragment, silicified s l a t e . . . . 60-3822 166 
g Slab knife fragment, basalt 60-3870 166 
h Slab knife fragment, silicified s l a t e . . . . 60-3833 166 
i Slab knife fragment, basalt 60-3901 166 
j Slab knife fragment, silicified s l a t e . . . . 60-3825 166 
k Slab knife, basalt 60-3820 166 
1 Slab knife fragment, silicified s l a t e . . . . 60-3882 166 





Plate 94 

Net sinkers from Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, Norton 
culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3928 165 
b Net sinker, igneous pebble 60-3918 165 
c Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3935 165 
d Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3937 165 
e Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3860 165 
f Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3722 165 
g Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3940 165 
h Net sinker, schist pebble 60-3878 165 





Plate 95 

Organic objects from Kugzruk Island pond, Site 1, 
Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Frame part, antler 60-3691 166 
b Pointed object, wood 60-3689 167 
c Knife handle, antler 60-3671 166 
d Knife handle, antler 60-3704 166 
e Drill bearing, wood 60-3683 166 
f Shaft fragment, wood 60-3698 166 
g Wedge, antler 60-3716 166 
h Wedge, ivory 60-3705 166 
i Wedge, ivory 60-3713 166 
j Wedge, bone 60-3674 166 
k Flint flaker, bone 60-3680 167 
1 Marlinspike (?), antler 60-3684 167 
m Hook fragment, bone 60-3682 165 
n Tube, bone 60-3676 166 





Plate 96 

Slab knives and other stone objects from Kugzruk Island 
pond, Site 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Slab knife or whaling harpoon end-

blade inset fragment (?), basalt 60-3539 166 
b Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3890 166 
c Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3804 166 
d Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3625 166 
e Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3613 166 
f Burin-like instrument fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3728 166 
g Burin-like instrument fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3623 166 
h Burin-like instrument fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3949 166 
i Slab knife fragment, silicified slate. .. . 60-3801-2 166 
j Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3741 166 
k Slab knife, silicified slate 60-3869 166 
1 Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3831 166 
m Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3949a 166 
n Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3808 166 
o Adz blade fragment, silicified slate . . . 60-3728a 165 
p Adz blade, basalt 60-3863 165 
q Knife, basalt 60-3889 166 
r Drill, basalt 60-3730 166 
s Adz blade, silicified slate 60-3741a 165 





Plate 97 

Bifaces, drills, flakeknives, and other objects from 
Kugzruk Island, Site 1, House 1, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife or harpoon side-blade fragment, 

chert 60-3540 167 
b Harpoon side-blade inset, chert 60-3541 167 
c Knife side blade, chert 60-3542 167 
d Knife side blade, black chert 60-3543 167 
e Knife side blade, black chert 60-3544 167 
f Knife side-blade fragment, chert 60-3545 167 
g Knife side-blade fragment, chalcedony . 60-3546 167 
h Knife side-blade fragment, chert 60-3547 167 
i Biface fragment, red jasper 60-3548 167 
j Ulu-like blade, silicified slate 60-3549 167 
k Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3550 167 
1 Drill point fragment, chalcedony 60-3551 167 
m Graver on end scraper, chert 60-3552 167 
n Flakeknife or graver, chert 60-3553 167 
o Retouched flake, chert 60-3554 168 
p Retouched flake, chert 60-3555 168 
q Flakeknife (?), black chert 60-3556 168 
r Flakeknife (?), chert 60-3557 168 
s End blade, silicified slate 60-3558 168 
t Knife blade, silicified slate 60-3559 168 
u Knife blade, silicified slate 60-3560 168 
v Whetstone fragment, shale 60-3561 168 
w Whetstone fragment, shale 60-3562 168 
x Slab knife fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3563 168 
y Shaft smoother, sandstone 60-3564 168 
z Shaft smoother, sandstone 60-3565 168 
aa Hand drill, silicified slate 60-3566 168 
bb Hand drill, silicified slate 60-3567 168 
cc Burin-like fragment, silicified slate. . . . 60-3568 168 
dd Burin-like fragment, silicified s la te . . . . 60-3569 168 
ee Adz blade, unfinished, silicified 

slate 60-3570 168 
ff Adz blade, silicified slate 60-3571 168 





Plate 98 

Bifaces, potsherds, and shaft smoother from Kugzruk 
Island, Site 1, House 2, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Shaft smoother, sandstone 60-3572 168 
b Knife blade fragment, silicified slate . . . 60-3573 168 
c Arrowhead side-blade inset, chert . . . . 60-3574 168 
d Knife (?) side-blade inset, chert 60-3575 168 
e Adz blade, silicified slate 60-3576 168 
f Bifaced side-blade inset, slate 60-3577 168 
g Side- or end-blade inset, chalcedony . . . 60-3578 168 
h Bifaced side-blade inset fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3579 168 
i Potsherd, rim segment 60-3580 168 
j Potsherd, rim segment 60-3581 168 
k Potsherd, basal segment 60-3582 168 
1 Potsherd, lateral segment 60-3583 168 





Plate 99 

Points, scrapers, potsherds, and other objects from 
Singauruk, Sites 1 and 3, Norton culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife or projectile point fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3350 168, 169 
b Drill, silicified slate 60-3349 168, 169 
c Drill (?) fragment, chert 60-3356 168, 169 
d Side-blade inset fragment, 

chalcedony 60-3298 168, 169 
e Flakeknife fragment with possible 

burin facet, chert 60-3376 168, 169 
f Biface fragment, chert 60-3204 168, 169 
g Uniface knife blade, silicified slate 60-3468 168, 169 
h End scraper or graver, chalcedony.. . . 60-3299 168, 169 
i Projectile point fragment, ground 

slate 60-3292 168, 169 
j Scraper fragment, silicified slate 60-3295 168, 169 
k End scraper, chalcedony 60-3469 168, 169 
1 Knife side-blade fragment, 

chalcedony 60-3308 168, 169 
m Knife side blade, silicified slate 60-3302 168, 169 
n Potsherd with raised design 60-3470 168, 169 
o Potsherd with curvilinear 

impression 60-3471 168, 169 
p Potsherd, rim, check-stamped 60-3472 168, 169 
q Potsherd, interior, textile-

impressed (?) 60-3473 168, 169 





Plate 100 

Potsherds from Feature 774, Norton-Near Ipiutak beach 
38, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 66-1996 171 
b Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 66-1997 171 
c Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 66-1998 171 
d Potsherd, interior surface 66-1999 171 
e Potsherd, interior surface 66-8100 171 
f Potsherd, interior surface 66-8101 171 
g Potsherd, interior surface 66-8102 171 
h Potsherd, interior surface 66-8103 171 
i Potsherd, interior surface 66-8104 171 





Plate 101 

Arrowhead end-blade insets from cache, Feature 267, Norton-Near Ipiutak beach 40, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page Object Description Number Page 
a Arrowhead end-blade inset, s Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

translucent chert 63-2089 171, 172 translucent chert 63-2109 171, 172 
b Arrowhead end-blade inset, t Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

translucent chert 63-2081 171, 172 mottled gray chert 63-2110 171, 172 
c Arrowhead end-blade inset, u Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

red jasper 63-2082 171, 172 translucent chert 63-2108 171, 172 
d Arrowhead end-blade inset, v Arrowhead end-blade inset, 

translucent chert 63-2086 171, 172 translucent chert 63-2094 171, 172 
e Arrowhead end-blade inset, w Arrowhead end-blade inset 

black chert 63-2084 171. 172 translucent chert 63-2106 171, 172 
f Arrowhead end-blade inset, x Arrow point, chert 63-2102 171, 172 

translucent chert 63-2088 171, 172 y Arrow point, chert 63-2093 171, 172 
g Arrowhead end-blade inset, z Arrow point, chert 63-2103 171, 172 

red jasper 63-2083 171, 172 aa Arrow point, chert 63-2105 171, 172 
h Arrowhead end-blade inset, bb Arrow point, chert 63-2092 171, 172 

gray chert 63-2087 171, 172 cc Arrow point, chert 63-2116 171, 172 
i Arrowhead end-blade inset, dd Arrow point, chert 63-2097 171, 172 

translucent chert 63-2085 171, 172 ee Arrow point base, cher t . . . . 63-2114 171, 172 
j Arrowhead end-blade inset, ff Arrow point base, cher t . . . . 63-2125 171, 172 

red jasper 63-2101 171, 172 Arrow point tip, chert 
k Arrowhead end-blade inset, (now joined with base 39) 63-2112 171, 172 

gray chert 63-2091 171, 172 gg Arrow point tip, chert 171, 172 
1 Arrowhead end-blade inset, (now joined with base 11) 63-2112 

chert 63-2098 171, 172 hh Arrow point tip, chert . . . . 63-2113 171, 172 
m Arrowhead end-blade inset, ii Arrow point midsection, 171, 172 

gray chert 63-2096 171, 172 gray chert 63-2121 
n Arrowhead end-blade inset, jj Arrow point base, cher t . . . 63-2126 171, 172 

mottled gray chert 63-2090 171, 172 kk Arrow point fragment, 171, 172 
o Arrowhead end-blade inset, chalcedony 63-2107 171, 172 

translucent chert 63-2095 171, 172 11 Arrow point base, chert. . . 63-2111 171, 172 
p Arrowhead end-blade inset, mm Base of gg, chert 63-2112 171, 172 

black chert 63-2100 171, 172 nn Arrow point base, cher t . . . 63-2117 171, 172 
q Arrowhead end-blade inset, oo Arrow point base, chert. . . 63-2119 171, 172 

black chert 63-2099 171, 172 pp Arrow point base, cher t . . . 63-2120 
r Arrowhead end-blade inset, qq Arrow point base, chert. . . 63-2115 171, 172 

black chert 63-2104 171, 172 rr Arrow point base, 
chalcedony 63-2124 171, 172 

ss Arrow point base, 171, 172 
chalcedony 63-2122 

tt Arrow point base, chert. . . 63-2123 





Plate 102 

Points, bifaces, adzes and other objects from Norton-
Near Ipiutak beaches 40 and 43, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Arrowhead end-blade 

inset, red jasper 782 40 63-2071 173 ,175 
b Arrowhead end-blade 

inset base, chert . . . . 263 43 63-2070 173, 174, 175 
c Arrowhead end-blade 

inset base fragment 
chert 263 43 63-2061 173 

d Drill (?), mid-segment, 
chert 263 43 63-2060 173 

e Burin (?) on end-blade 
fragment, black 
chert 390 43 63-2067 174 

f Arrow point, or end-
blade inset, black 
chert 390 43 63-2069 174 

g Adz blade, silicified 
slate 381 43 63-2080 173 

h Flake fragment, chert . 381 43 63-2065 174 
i Arrowhead end-blade 

inset, asymmetric, 
chert 381 43 63-2064 174, 175 

j Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert 698 43 63-2079 174 

k End- or side-blade inset 
fragment, silicified 
slate 698 43 63-2066 174 

1 Arrowhead end-blade 
inset base fragment, 
chert 555 43 63-2059 174 

m Side-blade inset (?) 
fragment, chert 555 43 63-2068 174 

n Arrow point or end-
blade inset, chert . . . 633 43 63-2074 174 

o Piece of baked s h a l e . . . 698 43 63-2076 174 
p Knife biface fragment, 

black chert 555 43 63-2078 174 
q Worked fragment, 

chert 555 43 63-2072 174 
r Arrowhead end-blade 

inset base, chert 785 — 63-2062 175 
s Weaponhead end-

blade inset base, 
chalcedony 785 — 63-2075 175 

t Arrowhead end-blade 
inset, chert 785 — 63-2073 175 

u Knife blade or scraper, 
chert 785 — 63-2077 175, 210 





Plate 103 

Antler prongs and arrowheads from Battle Rock Burial 
4, Battle Rock phase 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Prong for fish or bird spear 61-3051 183 
b Prong for fish or bird spear 61-3083 183 
c Arrowhead, Type 2 61-3066 180 
d Arrowhead, Type 1, with chert end-

blade fragment in place 61-3177 178, 182 
e Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3132 178 
f Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3149 178 
g Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3120 178 
h Arrowhead, Type 4, with chert side-

blade fragment in slot 61-3081 180, 182 
i Arrowhead, Type 2 61-3079 180 
j Arrowhead, Type 3 61-3048 180 
k Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3129 178 
1 Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3176 178 
m Arrowhead, Type 1 61-3102 178 





Plate 104 

Antler projectile heads from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle 
Rock phase 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3216 182, 211 
b Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3214 182, 211 
c Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3218 182 
d Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3220 182 
e Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3212 182 
f Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3222 182 
g Arrowhead, Type 5 61-3208 181 
h Arrowhead, Type 5 61-3207 181 
i Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3219 182, 211 
j Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3215 182 
k Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3213 182 
1 Thick projectile head, Type 3 61-3217 182 
m Thick projectile head, Type 2 61-3201 182 
n Thick projectile head, Type 2 61-3205 182 
o Thick projectile head, Type 2 61-3204 182 
p Thick projectile head, Type 1 61-3209 182 





Plate 105 

Miscellaneous objects from Battle Rock Burial 4, Battle 
Rock phase 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Pick or marlin spike, walrus bone . . . . 61-3313 185 
b Awl or pin, bone 61-3316 183 
c Flaker handle, antler 61-3311 184 
d Flaker tip, antler 61-3175 184 
e Flaker tip, antler 61-3236 184 
f Fish spear side prong, antler 61-3312 183 
g Ice pick (?), antler 61-3325 185 
h Whetstone, shale 61-3329 184 
i Spatulate object, antler 61-3286 183 
j Spatulate object, antler 61-3279 183 
k Fish spear barb, antler 61-3317 183 
1 Handle fragment, antler 61-3331 185 
m Potsherd, exterior 61-3340 178 
n Potsherd, exterior 61-3340 178 
o Potsherd, exfoliated 61-3340 178 
p Potsherd, exterior 61-3340 178 
q Two-hand scraper fragment, b o n e . . . . 61-3305 183 
r Splitting adz head, limestone 61-3330 184 





Plate 106 

End- and side-blade insets from Battle Rock Burial 4, 
Battle Rock phase 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a End-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 61-3397 183 
b End-blade inset fragment, chert . . . . 61-3342 183, 211 
c End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3343 173, 183 
d End-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 61-3374 183 
e End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3346 183 
f End-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 61-3373 183 
g Side-blade inset fragment, 

chalcedony 61-3367 183 
h End-blade inset fragment, chart 61-3354 183 
i End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3344 183 
j End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3389 174, 183 
k End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3349 173, 183 
1 End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3386 183 
m End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3341 173, 183 
n End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3350 183 
o End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3359 183 
p End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3382 183 
q End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3381 183 
r End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3388 183 
s End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3348 183 
t End-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3378 183 
u End-blade inset fragment, chert 

(burinated) 61-3390 183 
v End-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 61-3376 183 
w End-blade inset fragment, chalcedony 61-3377 183 
x Side-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 61-3392 183 
y Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3369 183 
z Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3395 183 
aa Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3375 183 
bb Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3370 183 

c c Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3366 183 
dd Side-blade inset fragment, chert 61-3368 183 





Plate 107 

Engraved antler objects from Battle Rock Burial 4, 
Battle Rock phase 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Object, hollowed 61-3303 184 
b Burial mask fragment 61-3309 184 
c Burial mask fragment 61-3304 184 
d Burial mask fragment 61-3303 184 
e Burial mask fragment 61-3307 184 
f Object 61-3306 184 





Plate 108 

Adz head, flaking tools, and other objects from Choris 
houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Adz head, antler 1 60-482 200 
b Handle, antler 1 60-483 201 
c Spoon, antler 3 60-489 195 
d Tube, bone 2 60-21 198 
e Knife blade, silicified slate 2 60-506 199 
f Adz blade, black chert 1 60-488 200 
g Bone grooved for needles 2 60-29 195 
h Object, ivory 2 60-17 208 
i Handle, antler 1 60-190 208 
j Brow band (?), antler 1 60-70 205 
k Flaking hammer head, ant ler . . . 1 60-64 204 
1 Beaver tooth 2 60-303 199 
m Gauged drill fragment, bone . . . 3 60-19 201 
n Flaker tip, bone 1 60-78 204 
o Flaker tip, bone 1 60-77 204 
p Object, antler 3 60-8 208 
q Knife handle, antler 2 60-1 199 





Plate 109 

Dart heads, figurine, needles, and other objects, from 
Choris houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Harpoon dart head, antler, with 

chalcedony point 2 60-488 196, 197 
b Harpoon dart head fragment, 

ivory 1 60-496 196 
c Figurine fragment, ivory 3 60-495 206 
d Bow guard (?), ivory 3 60-494 198 
e Needle, bone 2 60-502 195 
f Needle, bone 2 60-501 195 
g Plate for swivel (?), ivory 3 60-491 206 
h Harpoon dart head, ivory 2 60-500 196 
i Pendant, ivory 3 60-497 205 
j Ornamented object, ivory 3 60-498 206 
k Shaft fragment, ivory 1 60-75 207 
1 Object, ivory 3 60-499 206 
m Labret, ivory 2 60-492 205 
n Object, ivory 3 60-487 198 
o Socket piece, antler 2 60-493 206 





Plate 110 

Harpoon parts, arrowheads, and other objects from 
Choris houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Harpoon dart head, antler 1 60-486 196 
b Harpoon dart head fragment, 

antler 3 60-15 197 
c Throwing board peg, bone . . . . 2 60-18 197 
d Object, ivory 3 60-39 208 
e Harpoon foreshaft (?) fragment, 

ivory 1 60-59 208 
f Harpoon foreshaft (?), ivory . . . 1 60-74 208 
g Fixed (?) harpoon head 

fragment, antler 1 60-76 196 
h Fixed (?) harpoon head, 

antler 3 60-485 196 
i Barb fragment, ivory 3 60-20 199 
j Barb, bone 3 60-12 199 
k Barb, ivory 2 60-22 198 
1 Arrowhead (?) fragment, 

antler 1 60-65 197 
m Arrowhead (?) fragment, 

antler 1 60-66 197 
n Arrowhead (?) fragment, 

antler 1 60-67 197 
o Arrowhead (?) fragment, 

antler 2 60-10 197 
p Arrowhead (?), antler 3 60-9 197 
q Fragment, antler 2 60-7 208 
r Blunt arrowhead, antler 3 60-484 199 





Plate 111 

Scrapers, drill bearings, and other objects from Choris 
houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Drill bearing, ivory 1 60-60 201 
b Drill bearing, antler 1 60-63 201 
c Scraper or wedge (?), ivory . . . . 2 60-2 208 
d Wedge, antler 1 60-52 200 
e Punch, antler 1 60-39 200 
f Reinforcement shaft, antler 1 60-53 208 
g Ice pick fragment, bone 1 60-65 197 
h Scraper, scapula 1 60-73 196 
i Potsherd 1 66-8105 192 
j Worked scapula 2 60-456 207 
k Scraper, scapula 2 60-72 192 
1 Pointed scapula 1 60-463 207 





Plate 112 

Bifaced projectile points from Choris houses, Choris 
Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Dart head point, chalcedony . . . 3 60-509 196, 197, 295 
b Dart head point, chert 1 60-510 196, 197, 217 
c Dart head point, black chert . . . 3 60-503 197 
d Point, black chert 1 60-413 197 
e Point, black chert 1 60-527 197 
f Point fragment, chert 2 60-224 197 
g Point fragment, black chert 3 60-211 197 
h Point fragment, red jasper 1 60-425 197 
i Point fragment, chert 1 60-439 197 
j Point fragment, chert 1 60-419 197 
k Point fragment, chert 1 60-421 197 
1 Point fragment, chert 1 60-436 197 
m Point fragment, chalcedony... . 3 60-228 197 
n Point fragment, black chert 1 60-411 197 
o Point fragment, black chert 3 60-225 198 
p Point fragment, chalcedony... . 2 60-221 198 
q Point fragment, chert 3 60-232 198 
r Point fragment, chert 2 60-230 198 
s Point fragment, chert 1 60-426 198 
t Point or blade fragment, black 

chert 3 60-213 198 
u Point fragment, black chert 1 60-420 198 
v Point fragment, silicified slate. . . 1 60-415 198 
w Point fragment, chert 1 60-422 198 
x Point fragment, chert 1 60-417 198 
y Point fragment, black chert 3 60-226 198 





Plate 113 

Scrapers and flakeknives from Choris houses, Choris 
Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Side scraper, chert 3 60-112 201 
b Scraper, black chert 1 60-546 201 
c Side scraper, black chert 2 60-111 201 
d Side scraper, black chert 1 60-536 201 
e Side scraper, black chert 3 60-119 201 
f Flakeknife, chert 2 60-511 202, 296 
g Flakeknife, chert 2 60-97 202 
h Flakeknife, chert 2 60-113 202 
i Scraper, chalcedony 3 60-129 201 
j Flakeknife, red jasper 1 60-410 202 
k Flakeknife, black chert 3 60-209 202 
1 Scraper fragment, black chert . . . 3 60-370 202 
m Scraper with a graver tip, 

chalcedony 3 60-126 201 
n Scraper, chalcedony 3 60-130 201 
o Scraper fragment, black chert . . . 3 60-136 201 
p Scraper fragment, black chert . . . 3 60-117 201 





Plate 114 

Large bifaces from Choris houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Spear (?) point fragment, black 

chert 2 60-196 198 
b Spear (?) point fragment, 

chert 1 60-441 198 
c Spear (?) point fragment, 

chert 3 60-191 198 
d Knife blade, black chert 3 60-205 199 
e Knife blade, black chert 3 60-505 199 
f Knife blade, chert 1 60-406 199, 210 
g Knife blade, chalcedony 2 60-195 199, 210 
h Knife blade, black chert 3 60-190 199 
i Biface fragment, black chert . . . 3 60-543 199 
j Biface fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-192 199 
k Biface fragment, black chert . . . 3 60-554 199 





Plate 115 

Knives, burins, and drill bits from Choris houses, Choris 
Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Bifaced knife (?), black chert .. . 3 60-219 199 
b Bifaced knife fragment with 

burin facet, black chert 1 60-427 199, 203 
c Bifaced knife or point fragment, 

chalcedony 2 60-104 199 
d Bifaced knife fragment, black 

chert 3 60-105 199 
e Drill bit fragment, chert 1 60-423 201 
f Bifaced knife blade, chert 1 60-438 199 
g Knife blade, basalt 2 60-98 199 
h Knife blade, basalt 2 60-218 199 
i Knife blade fragment, basalt . . . 1 60-566 199 
j Side blade fragment, 

chalcedony 2 60-231 198 
k Burin fragment, chert 2 60-135 203, 296 
1 Bifaced knife fragment, black 

chert 3 60-90 198, 199 
m Burin fragment, chert 2 60-149 203 
n Burin on bifaced point, chert . . . 3 60-102 203 
o Burin fragment, chert 1 60-433 202 
p Burin on point fragment, 

chert 2 60-216 203 
q Burin, basalt 2 60-215 203 
r Burin, red jasper 1 60-412 202, 203, 218 
s Burin spall, red jasper 1 60-448 203 





Plate 116 

Adz blades, knives, and other objects from Choris 
houses, Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Adz blade, chert 2 60-92 200, 218, 220 
b Adz blade, chert 2 60-94 200, 218 
c Drill, black chert 3 60-96 201 
d Drill, chert 3 60-101 201 
e Drill bit, black chert 1 60-409 201 
f Adz blade (?) fragment, 

chalcedony 2 60-103 200 
g Adz blade (?), red jasper 1 60-407 200 
h Flakeknife fragment, with 

graver dp, black chert 1 60-567 201, 202 
i Blade-like knife fragment, 

chalcedony 1 60-559 202 
j Adz blade, black chert 3 60-504 200, 218, 296 
k Flakeknife fragment, with 

graver tip, chert 3 60-222 201, 202 
1 Flakeknife fragment, with 

graver tip, black chert 1 60-426 201, 202 
m Thin unifaced cutter, chert 2 60-131 203 
n Flakeknife, chert 2 60-223 202 
o Blade-like knife fragment, 

chert 3 60-220 202 
p Blade-like knife fragment, 

chert 3 60-206 202 
q Blade-like knife fragment, 

chert 3 60-199 202 
r Flakeknife, chert 2 60-197 202 
s Blade-like knife fragment, 

chert 3 60-203 202 
t Blade-like knife fragment, 

chert 2 60-99 202 
u Blade-like knife fragment, red 

jasper 2 60-194 202 
v End scraper (?), chert 2 60-120 202 
w Blade-like knife fragment, red 

jasper 1 60-517 202 





Plate 117 

Slab knives and other slate work from Choris Houses, 
Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Adz head fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-193 200, 297 
b Object, sandstone 1 60-447 208 
c Slab knife or chopper, silicified 

slate 1 60-446 204 
d Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-188 204 
e Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-189 204 
f Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 2 60-230 204 
g Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-201 204 
h Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 1 60-424 204 
i Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 1 60-416 204 
j Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate 3 60-198 204 
k Drill or awl, slate 3 60-166 204 
1 Drill or awl fragment, slate 3 60-197 204 
m Drill or awl (?) fragment, 

slate 2 60-408 204 
n Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 1 60-514 195 
o Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 1 60-552 195 
p Knife fragment, polished 

slate 1 60-534 203 
q Knife fragment, polished 

slate 1 60-516 204 
r Knife fragment, polished 

slate 3 60-100 204 
s Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 1 60-524 195 
t Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 1 60-555 195 
u Ulu (?) blade fragment, slate . . . 1 60-551 195 
v Blade fragment, polished 

slate 1 60-542 204 





Plate 118 

Abraders and other objects from Choris houses, Choris 
Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Grooved abrader, sandstone . . . 1 60-512 205 
b Grooved abrader, sandstone . . . 3 60-82 205 
c Hammerstone, quartz 2 60-573 205 
d Whetstone, sandstone 1 60-575 204 
e Pick (?) fragment, sandstone . . . 2 60-615 205 
f Grooved abrader, mica schist... 3 60-80 205 
g Pick (?) fragment, schist 3 60-576 205 





Plate 119 

Points, blades, drills, and other objects from Choris 
beaches 44 and 45, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Weapon point 

fragment with burin 
facets, black 
chert 765 44 63-2010 211 

b End-blade inset 
fragment, 
chalcedony 723 44 63-2016 210 

c Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert 723 44 63-2014 210 

d Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert 723 44 63-2012 210 

e Bifaced knife blank, 
silicified slate 723 44 63-2020 210 

f Flakeknife, chert 723 44 63-2005 211 
g Drill bit, chert 723 44 63-2008 211 
h Side-blade inset (?) 

fragment, chert . . . . 723 44 63-2013 211 
i End-blade inset base 

fragment with burin 
facet, silicified 
slate 723 44 63-2011 211 

j Weapon point or end-
blade inset base 
fragment, chert 723 44 63-2023 211 

k Weapon point 
fragment, chert . . . . 265 44 63-2004 210 

1 Side-blade inset, 
silicified slate 699 44 63-2019 210 

m Drill fragment, 
chert 728 44 63-2022 211 

n Flake with multiple 
burin facets, 
chert 728 44 63-2007 211 

o End-blade inset 
fragment, chert 259 44 63-2021 210 

p Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert 780 45 63-2017 215 

q Side-blade inset 
fragment, 
chalcedony 780 45 63-2018 215 

r Flakeknife, chert 725 44 63-2006 211 
s Knife side blade, black 

chert 780 45 63-2024 215 
t End-blade inset 

fragment, chert 780 45 63-2015 215 
u Bifaced knife blade, 

black chert 699 44 63-2009 210 





Plate 120 

Potsherds from Feature 259, Norton-Choris beach 44, 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
b Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
c Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
d Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
e Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
f Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
g Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
h Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 
i Potsherd, exterior check-stamped 

surface 63-2002 210 





Plate 121 

Potsherds from Feature 725; Norton-Choris beach 44, 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface, rim 63-2001 211 
b Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
c Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
d Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
e Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
f Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
g Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 
h Potsherd, exfoliated surface 63-2001 211 
i Potsherd, exterior linear-stamped 

surface 63-2001 211 



Muni! 



Plate 122 

Points, knife blades, burins and other objects from 
Choris beaches 45-46, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Burin spall core, chert . 700 45 63-2047 214 
b Weapon point or knife 

blade fragment, 
chert 700 45 63-2053 214 

c Flakeknife with burin 
facet, red jasper . . . . 700 45 63-2048a 214 

d Flakeknife with burin 
facet, red jasper 700 45 63-2048b 214 

e Weapon point base 
fragment, with burin 
facets, chert 700 45 63-2046 214 

f Weapon or point 
fragment, chert . . . . 700 45 63-2045 214 

g Burin spall core, black 
chert 700 45 63-2041 214 

h Burin spall core, 
chert 700 45 63-2055 214 

i Leaf-shaped imple
ment, black 
chert 707 46 63-2049 216, 281 

j Burin spall core (?), 
chert 708 46 63-2050 216 

k Burin, chert 708 46 63-2052 217 
1 Burin spall, 

chalcedony 708 46 63-2043 217 
m End-blade inset stem 

fragment, chert 708 46 63-2042 217 
n Bifaced knife blade 

fragment, black 
chert 707 46 63-2054 216 

o Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, 
chalcedony 395 45 63-2051 214 

p Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, chert . . . . 707 46 63-2057 216 

q Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, chert 707 46 63-2056 216 

r Burin, chert 395 45 63-2058 214 





Plate 123 

Knife blades, scrapers, and other objects from Choris 
beaches 46 and 47, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Bifaced knife side 

blade, black chert . . . 236 46 63-2030 215 
b Curved utilized flake, 

black chert 236 46 63-2037 215 
c Harpoon or arrowhead 

end-blade inset, 
chert 236 46 63-2040 215 

d Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, black 
chert 240 47 63-2025 218 

e End scraper and burin 
spall core (?), black 
chert 715-17 47 63-2035 219 

f Flakeknife or graver, 
chert 715-17 47 63-2034 219 

g End-scraper fragment 
and burin spall core, 
chert 715-17 47 63-2029 219 

h Hand drill or 
graver (?), chert . . . . 715-17 47 63-2033 219 

i Discoidal implement, 
black chert 715-17 47 63-2039 219 

j Core (hammer 7), 
chert 715-17 47 63-2032 219 

k Burin spall core, 
chert 715-17 47 63-2028 219 

1 Flakeknife, chert 715-17 47 63-2027 219 
m Discoidal implement, 

chert 715-17 47 63-2036 219, 226 
n Side scraper, che r t . . . . 715-17 47 63-2038 219 
o Utilized flake, chert. . . 715-17 47 63-2026 219 
p Knife blade, chert . . . . 715-17 47 63-2031 219 





Plate 124 

Cache of weapon points and knife blades from Feature 486, Choris beach 46, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
rr Weapon point tip fragment, 

silicified slate 63-2227 216 
ss Weapon point basal frag

ment, silicified slate 63-2226 216 
tt Weapon point, chert 63-2221 215 
uu Weapon point, chert 63-2239 215 
vv Weapon point fragment, 

chert 63-2244 215 
ww Weapon point, chert 63-2219 215 
xx Weapon point, chert 63-2245 215 
yy Flakeknife, chert 63-2194 216 
zz Bifaced knife blade, chert . . 63-2207 215, 216 
aaa End-blade inset, 

chert 63-2209 216 
bbb Spear point basal 

fragment, chert 63-2215 215 
ccc W e a p o n point basal 

fragment, chert 63-2210 215 
ddd Weapon point basal frag

ment, silicified slate 63-2213 215 
eee Weapon point midsection, 

red jasper 63-2214 215 
fff Weapon point fragment, 

red jasper 63-2206 215 
ggg End-blade inset fragment 

with bur in facet, 
chert 63-2216 216 

h h h Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, chert 63-2201 216 

iii Burin-faceted flake, cher t . . 63-2212 216 
jjj Weapon point basal 

fragment, chert 63-2217 215 
kkk Weapon point basal 

fragment, chalcedony . . . . 63-2208 215 
111 Retouched cortex flake, 

chert 63-2211 216 
mmm Bifaced knife blade, black 

chert 63-2205 216 
nnn Bifaced knife blade, chert . . 63-2204 216 
ooo Bifaced knife blade, silicified 

slate 63-2197 216 
ppp Bifaced knife blade, silicified 

slate 63-2196 216 
qqq Lance head, chert 63-2199 216 
rrr Bifaced knife blade, silicified 

slate 63-2200 216 
sss Bifaced knife blade, silicified 

slate 63-2202 216 
ttt Bifaced knife blade, chert . . 63-2195 216 
uuu Bifaced knife blade, chert . . 63-2203 216 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Weapon point, black chert . 63-2175 215 
b Weapon point, chert 63-2182 215 
c Weapon point, chert 63-2174 215 
d Weapon point, chert 63-2180 215 
e Weapon point, chert 63-2181 215 
f Lance head, black chert . . . . 63-2198 216 
g Weapon point, chert 63-2184 215 
h Weapon point, black chert . 63-2183 215 
i Weapon point, chert 63-2177 215 
j Weapon point, chert 63-2185 215 
k Weapon point, chalcedony . 63-2189 215 
I Weapon point, chert 63-2191 215 
m Weapon point, chert 63-2186 215 
n Weapon point, chert 63-2178 215 
o Weapon point, black chert . 63-2193 215 
p Weapon point, chert 63-2192 215 
q Weapon point, silicified slate 63-2187 215 
r Weapon point, chert 63-2176 215 
s Weapon point, chert 63-2179 215 
t Weapon point, red jasper . . 63-2190 215 
u Weapon point, chert 63-2173 215 
v Weapon point, chert 63-2225 215 
w Weapon point, chert 63-2224 215 
x Weapon point, chert 63-2240 215 
y Side-blade inset, chert 63-2230 216 
z Notched point, black chert . 63-2188 216, 260, 295 
aa Side-blade inset, chert 63-2229 216 
bb Weapon point, chert 63-2222 215 
cc Weapon point, chert 63-2243 215 
dd Weapon point, chert 63-2218 215 
ee Side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 63-2232 216 
ff Side-blade inset fragment, 

black chert 63-2233 216 
gg Side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 63-2235 216 
hh Stemmed end-blade inset, 

jasper 63-2236 216 
ii Side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 63-2231 216 
jj Side-blade inset, chalcedony 63-2228 216 
kk Side-blade inset (?) frag

ment, translucent chert . . 63-2234 216 
II Weapon point, red jasper . . 63-2220 215 
mm Weapon point, chert 63-2223 215 
nn Weapon point, chert 63-2242 215 
oo Weapon point, chert 63-2238 215 
pp Weapon point, chert 63-2241 215 
qq Stemmed point or blade, 

chert 63-2237 216 





Plate 125 

Adz blades, flakeknives, and other objects from Feature 
392, Choris beach 47, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Bifaced knife or adz blade, 

chalcedony 63-2127 218 
b Bifaced knife or adz blade, 

chalcedony 63-2137 200, 218 
c Bifaced knife or adz blade, chert 63-2130 200, 218 
d Burin, red jasper 63-2132 218 
e Bifaced knife blade fragment, chert . . . 63-2131 218 
f Bifaced knife blade fragment, silicified 

slate 63-2135 218 
g Flakeknife, chert 63-2128 218, 296 
h End- or side-blade inset fragment, 

chert 63-2129 219 
i Flakeknife, chert 63-2133 219 
j Bifaced knife or adz blade, chert 63-2136 218 
k Flakeknife or scraper, black chert . . . . 63-2134 219 
1 Hammer stone, beach pebble 63-2138 219 





Plate 126 

Potsherds from Features 715-717, Choris beach 47, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
b Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
c Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface of rim 63-2003 219 
d Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
e Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
f Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
g Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
h Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
i Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
j Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
k Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
1 Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 
m Potsherd, exterior cord-marked 

surface 63-2003 219 





Plate 127 

Knife blades, points, scrapers, and other objects from 
Feature 226, Choris beach 48, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Bifaced knife or weapon point 

fragment, silicified slate 63-2162 220 
b Bifaced knife blade fragment, black 

chert 63-2153 220 
c Delicate pointed biface fragment, 

black chert 63-2168 220 
d Bifaced knife or weapon point 

fragment, chert 63-2171 220 
e Bifaced knife blade fragment, black 

chert 63-2161 220 
f Side scraper, black chert 63-2159 220 
g Bifaced knife or weapon point 

fragment, black chert 63-2166 220 
h Bifaced knife or weapon point 

fragment, black chert 63-2167 220 
i Bifaced knife or weapon point 

fragment, chert 63-2169 220 
j Bifaced knife blade fragment with 

burin facets, black chert 63-2165 220 
k Bifaced knife blade fragment, black 

chert 63-2158 220 
1 Bifaced knife blade, black chert 63-2154 220 
m Potsherd 63-2164 220 
n Potsherd 63-2157 220 
o Bifaced knife blade fragment, black 

chert 63-2163 220, 270 
p Bifaced knife blade fragment, black 

chert 63-2170 220 
q Discoidal, black chert 63-2155 220 
r Side scraper, black chert 63-2160 221 
s Needle sharpener, sandstone 63-2156 221 
t Used flake, chert 63-2172 221 





Plate 128 

Projectile points and knife blades from late Choris 
"Areas," Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Burin-treated weapon point, 

chalcedony 60-310 223 
b Stemmed weapon point, chert 60-236 223, 253 
c Bifaced weapon point fragment, red 

jasper 60-172 223 
d Bifaced weapon point or knife blade 

fragment, black chert 60-235 223 
e Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chert 60-296 224 
f Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chalcedony 60-297 224 
g Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chalcedony 60-311 224 
h Bifaced weapon point or knife blade 

fragment, black chert 60-309 224 
i Bifaced weapon point fragment, black 

chert 60-301 224 
j Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chalcedony 60-183 224 
k Knife blade fragment, black chert 60-182 224 
1 "Crooked knife" blade fragment, black 

chert 60-185 199, 224 
m Burin-treated weapon point or bifaced 

knife blade fragment, black chert. . . 60-294 224 
n Bifaced weapon point or knife blade 

fragment, chert 60 -287 224 
o Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chert 60-313 224 
p Unifaced knife fragment, translucent 

chert 60-302 224 
q Burin spall core (?), chert 60-286 224 
r Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

chalcedony 60-292 224 
s Bifaced weapon point fragment, 

translucent chert 60-321 224 





Plate 129 

Flakeknives, knife blades, scrapers, and other objects 
from late Choris "Areas," Choris Peninsula 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Flakeknife, red jasper 60-187 224 
b Bitumen, worked 60-246 224 
c Flakeknife fragment, chert 60-303 224 
d Fishhook shank, antler 60-342 224 
e Bifaced knife blade fragment, silicified 

slate 60-314 224 
f Bifaced knife blade fragment, chert . . . 60-306 224 
g Bifaced knife blade, basalt 60-307 224 
h Knife blade or scraper, chalcedony . . . 60-305 224 
i Knife blade or scraper fragment, 

chalcedony 60-170 224 
j Knife blade or scraper, silicified 

slate 60-171 224 
k Whetstone fragment, shale 60-527 224 
1 Slab knife, scratched slate 60-318 224 
m Scraper or knife fragment, black 

chert 60-315 225 
n Hammerstone, igneous rock 60-233 225 
o End scraper (?), chalcedony 60-316 225 
p Bifaced knife blade fragment, 

scratched slate 60-240 225 
q Grooved pumice 60-386 205, 225 





Plate 130 

Points, knife blades, and other objects of Norton-Choris 
culture, from Site 3, Agulaak Island 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Rubbed, baked shale 60-3432 225 
b Bifaced weapon point, silicified slate. . . 60-3433 225 
c "Crooked knife" blade (?) fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3434 225 
d Slab knife or weapon point fragment, 

silicified slate 60-3435 225 
e End-blade inset or weapon point 

fragment, silicified slate 60-3436 225 
f End-blade inset or weapon point 

fragment, silicified slate 60-3437 225 
g End-blade inset or weapon point 

fragment, silicified slate 60-3438 225 
h Burin-like implement, silicified slate . . . 60-3439 225 
i Scraper, quartz 60-3440 225 
j Hand drill, chert 60-3441 225, 286 
k Bifaced knife blade, chalcedony 60-3442 225 
1 Knife blade or scraper, chert 60-3443 225 
m End-blade inset fragment, black 

chert 60-3444 225 
n End-blade inset, chert 60-3445 225 
o Weapon point, chalcedony 60-3446 225 
p End-blade inset base, chert 60-3447 225 
q Flakeknife, chert 60-3448 225 
r Bifaced knife blade (7), black chert .. . 60-3449 225 
s Flakeknife, black chert 60-3450 225 
t Microblade (?) fragment, chert 60-3451 225 
u Burin fragment, chert 60-3452 225 
v Microblade (?) fragment, chert 60-3453 225 
w Burin, chert 60-3454 225 
x Burin, chert 60-3455 225 
y Burin, black chert 60-3456 225 
z Burin fragment, chert 60-3457 225 
aa Weapon point or bifaced knife blade 

base, chert 60-3458 226 
bb Retouched flake, chalcedony 60-3459 226 
cc Bifaced implement, black chert 60-3460 226 
dd Side-blade inset, chalcedony 60-3461 226 
ee Weapon point or bifaced knife blade 

fragment, chalcedony 60-3462 226 
ff Side-blade inset, chert 60-3463 225 
gg Whetstone fragment, shale 60-3464 225 
hh Whetstone fragment, sandstone 60-3465 225 
ii Potsherd, linear-stamped 60-3466 225 
jj Adz blade fragment, jade (nephrite) . . 60-3467 226 





Plate 131 

Stone and pottery from early Choris sites on the C and 
DC beaches at Cape Espenberg 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Beach Number Page 
a Bifaced discoidal scraper or 

adz blade, black chert DC 60-3047 226, 298 
b Potsherd, rim, interior DC 60-3048 226 
c Potsherd, wall, interior C 60-3049 226 
d Potsherd, wall, exterior C 60-3050 226 
e Scraper, quartz DC 60-3053 226 
f Potsherd, rim, exterior C 60-3051 226 
g Potsherd, wall, interior C 60-3052 226 
h Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate DC 60-3054 226 
i Potsherd, wall, exterior DC 60-3055 226 
j Potsherd, rim, interior C 60-3056 226 
k Potsherd, wall, exterior C 60-3057 226 
1 Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate DC 60-3058 226 
m Potsherd, rim, exterior DC 60-3059 226 
n Potsherd, wall, exterior DC 60-3060 226 
o Potsherd, wall, interior DC 60-3061 227 
p Slab knife fragment, silicified 

slate DC 60-3063 226 
q Polished fragment, silicified 

slate DC 60-3064 226 
r Potsherd, wall, exterior DC 60-3062 226 
s Potsherd, wall, exterior DC 60-3065 226 
t Potsherd, wall, exterior DC 60-3066 227 





Plate 132 

Points, blades, and other objects from Choris sites on 
the DC beach at Cape Espenberg 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife blade fragment, black chert . . . . 60-3076 227 
b Weapon point fragment, chalcedony. . 60-3077 227, 260 
c Weapon point or knife blade 

fragment, chert 60-3078 227 
d Burin, chert 60-3079 227 
e Point fragment, black chert 60-3080 227 
f Side blade inset, black chert 60-3081 227 
g Point or knife blade fragment, 

chert 60-3088 227 
h Uniface fragment, chert 60-3082 227 
i Flakeknife, obsidian 60-3083 227 
j Chisel-like object, chert 60-3084 227 
k End-blade inset, chert 60-3085 227 
1 Flake fragment, chert 60-3086 227 
m Flake, chalcedony 60-3087 227 
n Scraper fragment, chert 60-3089 227 
o Scraper fragment, chalcedony 60-3090 227 
p Flakeknife or scraper fragment, 

chert 60-3091 227 
q Knife or scraper fragment, chert 60-3092 227 
r Scraper (?) fragment, chalcedony 60-3093 227 





Plate 133 

Knife blades and points from Old Whaling Houses 20 
and 21, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chert . . . 20 61-500 235, 260 
b Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon end-blade inset, 
chert 21 61-3000 239, 260 

c Broad biface, possibly a whaling 
harpoon end-blade inset, 
chalcedony 20 61-3015 235, 260 

d Broad biface with straight base, 
chalcedony 20 61-502 235, 260 

e Large straight-based point 
fragment, red jasper 20 61-568 235, 260, 261 

f Large biface point fragment, 
chalcedony 20 61-892 235 

g Large side-notched point, 
brown jasper 20 61-533 236, 237, 260 

h Small side-notched point, 
chert 20 61-565 236, 261 

i Small side-notched point, 
chert 20 61-561 236, 237, 261 

j Small side-notched point, 
chert 20 61-566 236, 261 

k Small side-notched point 
fragment with graver tip, 
translucent chert 21 61-3004 239, 261 

1 Small side-notched point 
fragment, translucent c h e r t . . . 20 61-3002 236, 261 

m Small side-notched point 
fragment, chert 20 61-532 236, 261 

n Small side-notched point 
fragment with burin blows, 
translucent chert 21 61-3008 239, 261 

o Small side-notched point base, 
translucent chert 20 61-3006 236, 261 

p Weapon side-blade inset 
fragment, chalcedony 20 61-5184 236, 261 

q Narrow elongate biface, 
possibly a lance head, 
chalcedony 20 61-536 236, 260 

r Nar row elongate biface, 
possibly a lance head 
fragment, chalcedony 20 61-3014 236, 260 

s Biface fragment, burned 
chalcedony 20 61-501 236, 260 

t Large straight-based point, 
chalcedony 20 61-564 236, 260 





Plate 134 

End scrapers from Old Whaling Houses 20 and 21, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Irregular end scraper, 

translucent chert 20 61-894 236, 262 
b Irregular end scraper, 

chalcedony 20 61-3032 236, 262 
c Irregular end scraper, 

chalcedony 20 61-558 236, 262 
d Ovoid end scraper, translucent 

chert 20 61-3025 236, 262 
e Ovoid end scraper, chert 20 61-556 236, 262 
i Irregular end scraper, 

translucent chert 20 61-506 236, 262 
g Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 20 61-3038 236, 261 
h Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-3016 236, 261 
i Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-514 236, 261 
j Tanged end scraper (?), 

translucent chert 20 61-515 236, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-557 236, 261 
1 Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-507 236, 261 
m Tanged end scraper, 

chalcedony 20 61-3019 236, 261 
n Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 21 61-547 239, 261 
o Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-3024 236, 261 
p Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-505 236, 261 
q Tanged end scraper, 

chalcedony 20 61-545 236, 261 

r Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-549 236, 261 
s Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-559 236, 261 
t Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-3039 236, 261 
u Ovoid end scraper, chert 20 61-542 236, 262 
v Ovoid end scraper, chert 20 61-3003 237, 262 
w Tanged end scraper, chert 20 61-503 237, 261 
x Tanged end scraper, 

chalcedony 20 61-540 237, 261 





Plate 135 

Flakeknives, scrapers, and other objects from Old 
Whaling Houses 20 and 21, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Utilized flake, chalcedony 20 61-541 237, 265 
b Straight, elongate flakeknife 

fragment, translucent chert . . . 20 61-517 237, 262 
c Utilized flake, translucent 

chert 20 60-5816 237, 265 
d Convex flakeknife, chert 20 61-524 237, 263 
e Straight, elongate flakeknife 

fragment, chert 20 61-528 237, 262 
f Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 20 61-535 237, 262 
g Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chert 20 61-551 237, 262 
h Utilized flake, chert 20 60-5817 237, 265 
i Convex flakeknife, chert 20 61-3029 237 
j Steep-edged flakeknife, 

unnotched, chert 20 61-3033 237, 262 
k Steep-edged flakeknife, 

unnotched, translucent 
chert 20 61-3037 237, 262 

1 Steep-edged flakeknife 
fragment, notched, chert 21 61-3034 239, 262 

m Steep-edged flakeknife 
fragment, unnotched, chert . . 20 61-512 237, 262 

n Chopper or pick, silicified 
slate 20 61-3030 237, 255, 264 

o Convex flakeknife, translucent 
chert 20 61-516 237, 263 

p Ulu, chalcedony 20 61-891 237, 263 
q Ovoid scraper, chalcedony . . . . 20 61-548 237, 264 





Plate 136 

Bifaces and points from Old Whaling House 21, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chalcedony . . . 61-600 239, 260 
b Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chalcedony . . . 61-3013 237, 239, 260 
c Large side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-599 239, 260 
d Large straight-based point, chert 61-3001 239, 260 
e Small side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-3009 239, 261 
f Small side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-3007 239, 261 
g Small side-notched point, chert 61-577 239, 261 
h Large biface point fragment, chert . . . . 61-580 239, 261 
i Small side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-3012 239, 261 
j Small side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-3011 239, 261 
k Small side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-605 239, 261 
1 Small side-notched point, black 

chert 61-734 239, 261 
m Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

whaling lance head, chalcedony . . . . 61-597 239, 247, 260 
n Biface blank, chalcedony 61-3017 239, 260 
o Broad biface, chalcedony 61-3018 239, 260 





Plate 137 

End scrapers, flakeknives, and other objects from Old 
Whaling House 21, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-3010 239, 262 
b Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-597 239, 262 
c Straight, elongate flakeknife, chert . . . 61-585 239, 262 
d Straight, elongate flakeknife, chert . . . 61-3036 239, 262 
e Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-573 239, 262 
f Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

notched, translucent chert 61-3035 239, 262 
g Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-579 239, 262 
h Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-584 239, 261 
i Tanged end scraper, chert 61-3022 239, 261 
j Tanged end scraper, chert 61-578 239, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, brown jasper . . . . 61-3020 240, 261 
1 Tanged end scraper, chert 61-3021 240, 261 
m Ovoid end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-3023 240, 262 
n Ulu, chalcedony 61-598 240, 263 
o Pointing stone, shale 61-3027 240, 263 





Plate 138 

Large and small points and other bifaces from Old 
Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Large, side-notched point, chert 61-627 241, 260 
b Large, side-notched point, silicified 

slate 61-638 241, 260 
c Large, side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-615 241, 260 
d Large, straight-based point, chert . . . . 61-691 241, 260 
e Small, side-notched point, chert 61-644 241,261 
f Small, side-notched point, chert 61-623 241, 261 
g Small, side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-895 241, 261 
h Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

lance head, chalcedony 61-612 241, 260 
i Large biface point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-646 241, 261 
j Small, stemmed point fragment, 

chert 61-643 241, 261 
k Small, side-notched point fragment, 

chalcedony 61-650 241, 261 
1 Small, side-notched point, chert 61-641 241, 261 
m Large, straight-based point fragment 

with burin blows, chert 61-642 241, 260 
n Ridged flake; chalcedony 61-647 241, 265 
o Large, straight-based point, chert . . . . 61-618 241, 260 
p Broad biface blade, chert 61-613 241, 260 
q Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

lance head, chalcedony 61-610 241, 260 





Plate 139 

Scrapers and flakeknives from Old Whaling Houses 21 
and 22, beach 53, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Ovoid end scraper, translucent 

chert 22 61-708a 241, 262 
b Irregular end scraper, 

translucent chert 22 61-685 241, 262 
c Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 22 61-645 241, 261 
d Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 22 61-708b 241, 261 
e Ovoid end scraper, translucent 

chert 22 61-636 241, 262 
f Tanged end scraper, 

chalcedony 22 61-622 241, 261 
g Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-631 241, 261 
h Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-632 241, 261 
i Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-639 241, 261 
j Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-714 241, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-652 241, 261 
1 Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-629 241, 261 
m Tanged end scraper, 

chalcedony 22 61-617 241 ,261 
n Tanged end scraper, red 

jasper 22 61-628 241, 261 
o Tanged end scraper, chert 22 61-630 241, 261 
p Convex flakeknife, 

chalcedony 21 61-625 240, 263 
q Convex flakeknife, chert 22 61-640 241, 263 
r Convex flakeknife, 

chalcedony 22 61-675 241, 263 
s Concave flakeknife, translucent 

chert 22 61-684 241, 263 





Plate 140 

Flakeknives, gravers, and other objects from Old 
Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

unnotched, chert 61-624 242, 262 
b Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-620 242, 262 
c Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

unnotched, chert 61-634 242, 262 
d Pointed flakeknife, thin, chert 61-621 242, 262 
e Knife side-blade biface, chert 61-716 242, 260 
f Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-658 242, 262 
g Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-711 242, 262 
h Graver, chert 61-719 242, 263 
i Graver, chert 61-718 242, 263 
j Graver, translucent chert 61-696 242, 263 
k Convex flakeknife, chert 61-693 242, 263 
1 Convex flakeknife, chert 61-625 242, 263 
m Convex flakeknife fragment, cher t . . . . 61-568 242, 263 
n Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-616 242, 262 
o Ulu, chalcedony 61-611 242, 263 
p Bifacially flaked pebble, igneous 

rock 61-626 242, 264 





Plate 141 

Lamps from Old Whaling House 22, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Lamp fragment of igneous rock 61-2098 242, 263 
b Lamp of vesicular basalt 61-2099 242, 263 





Plate 142 

Organic objects from Old Whaling beach 53, Houses 21, 
22, 23, and 24, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Object, possibly a fragment of a 

harpoon dart head, ivory . . . . 22 66-8107 242 
b Toggle sealing harpoon head, 

antler 24 61-874 248, 261, 264 
c Object, ivory 21 66-8127 240 
d Chip, ivory 23 61-879 245 
e Flaking hammer head, ivory . . . 23 61-875 245, 264 
f Object, ivory 23 66-8108 245 
g Needle, bone 22 66-8109 242, 264 
h Needle, bone 22 66-8110 242, 264 
i Arrow shaft (?) fragment, 

wood 23 61-878 245, 264 
j Shaft fragment, wood 23 61-877 245 





Plate 143 

Large and small points and bifaces from Old Whaling 
House 23, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

lance head, chalcedony 61-728 244, 260 
b Broad biface, chalcedony 61-731 244, 260 
c Large, side-notched point, chert 61-764 244, 260 
d Large, stemmed point, chalcedony . . . 61-736 244, 261 
e Small, straight-based point, 

chalcedony 61-748 244, 260, 295 
f Small, straight-based point, 

translucent chert 61-794 244, 260 
g Small, side-notched point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-793 244, 261 
h Small, stemmed point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-790 244, 261 
i Small, side-notched point, red 

jasper 61-780 244, 261 
j Small, side-notched point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-798 244, 261 
k Biface fragment, chert 61-752 244, 260 
1 Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chert 61-789 244, 245, 260 
m Broad biface, chert 61-751 236, 244, 260 
n Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

lance head, chalcedony 61-747 244, 260 





Plate 144 

End scrapers and biface blanks from Old Whaling House 
23, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-797 244, 261 
b Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-762 244, 261 
c Irregular end-scraper fragment, 

chalcedony 61-796 244, 262 
d Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-741 244, 261 
e Tanged end scraper, chert 61-783 244, 261 
f Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-739 244, 261 
g Tanged end scraper, chert 61-779 244, 261 
h Tanged end scraper, chert 61-757 244, 261 
i Concave flakeknife, chert 61-766 244, 263 
j Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-765 244, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, chert 61-732 244, 261 
1 Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-733 244, 261 
m Biface blank fragment, translucent 

chert 61-746 244, 260 
n Biface blank fragment, chert 61-769 245, 260 
o Biface blank fragment, chert 61-770 245, 260 
p Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-749 245, 260 





Plate 145 

Flakeknives, gravers, and other implements from Old 
Whaling House 23, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-742 245, 262 
b Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-738 245, 262 
c Graver, chert 61-781 245, 263 
d Concave flakeknife; chalcedony 61-730 245, 263 
e Concave flakeknife, translucent 

chert 61-775 245, 263 
f Graver, chert 61-767 245, 263 
g Pointed flakeknife, thin, chert 61-763 245, 262 
h Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-743 245, 262 
i Tanged end-scraper fragment, chert . . 61-787 245, 261 
j Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-759 245, 262 
k Concave flakeknife, chalcedony 61-744 245, 263 
1 Ground adz blade fragment, silicified 

slate 61-761 245, 263 
m Ulu fragment, chalcedony 61-729 245, 263 
n Convex flakeknife, chalcedony 61-737 245, 263 





Plate 146 

Large and small points, bifaces, and other objects from 
Old Whaling House 24, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Large, side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-872 246, 260 
b Small, side-notched point, 

red jasper 61-864 246, 261 
c Small, side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-871 246, 261 
d Ridged flake, translucent chert 61-826 247, 265 
e Small biface point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-840 247, 261 
f Narrow, elongate biface, possibly a 

lance head fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-865 247, 260 
g Large biface point fragment, chert . . . . 61-855 247, 261 
h Large biface point fragment, 

chalcedony 61-820 247, 261 
i Knife side-blade fragment, 

chalcedony 61-824 247, 260 
j Small, stemmed point, obsidian 61-813 247, 261, 264 
k Knife blade, ground slate 61-828 247, 263 
1 Biface blank fragment, black chert 61-800 247, 260 
m Biface blank fragment, chert 61-827 247, 260 
n Biface blank fragment, black chert 61-810 247, 260 





Plate 147 

Flakeknives and end scrapers from Old Whaling House 
24, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

notched, chert 61-861 247, 262 
b Ovoid end-scraper fragment, chert . . . 61-832 247, 262 
c Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-836 247, 262 
d Convex flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-833 247, 263 
e Tanged end scraper, chert 61-814 247, 261 
f Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-867 247, 261 
g Unidentified artifact fragment, chert. . . 61-854 247, 264 
h Tanged end scraper, chert 61-856 247, 261 
i Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-869 247, 261 
j Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-812 247, 261 
k Tanged end-scraper fragment, 

translucent chert 61-862 247, 261 
1 Tanged end-scraper fragment, 

translucent chert 61-816 247, 261 
m Ovoid end-scraper fragment, 

chalcedony 61-866 247, 262 
n Ovoid end scraper, chalcedony 61-870 247, 262 
o Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-868 247, 262 





Plate 148 

Flakeknives and other objects from Old Whaling House 
24, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Convex flakeknife, translucent 

chert 61-835 247, 263 
b Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-817 247, 262 
c Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-807 247, 262 
d Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

translucent chert 61-860 247, 262 
e Abrader fragment, sandstone 61-839 247, 263 
f Biface blank fragment, translucent 

chert 61-830 247, 260 
g Biface blank fragment, silicified 

slate 61-829 247, 260 
h Ulu, chalcedony 61-863 248, 263 
i Adz (?) blade fragment, chalcedony . . 61-802 248,264 





Plate 149 

Flakeknives, end scrapers, bifaces, and other objects 
from Old Whaling House 201, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Steep-edged flakeknife, notched, 

translucent chert 61-917 250, 262 
b Steep-edged flakeknife, notched, 

translucent chert 61-904 250, 262 
c Irregular flakeknife fragment, cher t . . . 61-906 250, 251, 263 
d Small, side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-907 250, 261 
e Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-931 250, 261 
f Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-912 250, 261 
g Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-932 250, 261 
h Hand drill, chalcedony 61-933 250, 264 
i Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chalcedony . . . 61-963 250, 260 
j Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-930 250, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-915 250, 261 
1 Unidentified artifact fragment, 

chalcedony 61-926 250, 264 
m Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

chert 61-914 250,251,262 
n Unidentified artifact fragment, 

chalcedony 61-935 250, 264 
o Small biface point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-909 251, 261 
p Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-916 251, 262 
q Steep-edged flakeknife, unnotched, 

translucent chert 61-898 251, 262 
r Graver, chalcedony 61-928 251, 263 
s Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . .. 61-929 251, 260 
t Convex flakeknife, translucent 

chert 61-901 251, 263 
u Unidentified artifact fragment, 

chalcedony 61-922 251, 264 





Plate 150 

Organic objects from Old Whaling Houses 21, 201, 202, 
203, and 205, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description House Number Page 
a Chip, ivory 203 66-8106 254 
b Chip, ivory 203 66-8111 254 
c Worked fragment, ivory 203 66-8112 254 
d Worked fragment, antler 203 66-8113 254 
e Object, polished ivory 205 66-8114 257 
f Chip, ivory 205 66-8115 257 
g Chip, ivory 205 66-8116 257 
h Chip, ivory 205 66-8117 257 
i Pointed object, bone 203 66-8118 254 
j Object, antler 201 61-991 251 
k Shaft fragment, antler 201 61-992 251 
1 Tube, bone 21 61-576 240 
m Yoke-shaped object, antler . . . . 201 61-993 251 
n Chip, ivory 202 66-8119 253 
o Chip, ivory 202 66-8120 253 
p Object, antler 201 66-8121 251 
q Worked fragment, antler 201 66-8122 251 
r Object, antler 201 61-962 251 





Plate 151 

Large and small bifaces, points, and other objects from 
Old Whaling House 202, Cape Krusenstern. 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Broad biface, possibly a whaling 

harpoon blade inset, chalcedony . . . 61-955 252, 260 
b Small, side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-938 252, 261 
c Small biface point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-930 252, 261 
d Large, stemmed point fragment, 

chalcedony 61-946 252, 261 
e Small, side-notched point fragment, 

chert 61-951 252, 261 
f Small, side-notched point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-932 252, 261 
g Large, stemmed point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-960 252, 261 
h Broad biface, chalcedony 61-947 252, 260 
i Biface blank fragment, chert 61-961 253, 260 
j Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-936 253, 260 
k Biface blank fragment, chert 61-933 253, 260 
1 Tanged end-scraper fragment 

chert 61-937 253, 261 
m Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-952 253, 260 
n Biface blank fragment, chert 61-931 253, 260 
o Ridged flake, chalcedony 61-953 253, 265 
p Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

chalcedony 61-943 253, 262 
q Straight, elongate flakeknife, 

chalcedony 61-945 253, 262 
r Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-949 253, 260 





Plate 152 

Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 203, 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Large, straight-based point, 

chalcedony 61-970 239, 253, 260 
b Small, stemmed point, chalcedony . . . 61-965 253, 261 
c Small, side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-971 253, 261 
d Asbestos fragment, worked 61-995 253, 256 
e Small, side-notched point fragment, 

chalcedony 61-964 253, 261 
f Large, straight-based point,chert 61-967 253,260 
g Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

chalcedony 61-982 253, 262 
h Spokeshave (?), chert 61-972 253, 264 
i Convex flakeknife, translucent 

chert 61-976 253, 263 
j Ridged flake, translucent chert 61-979 254, 264 
k Uniface, stemmed, translucent chert . . . 61-977 254, 264 
1 Unidentified artifact fragment, chert. . . 61-988 254, 264 
m Tanged end scraper, chert 61-973 254, 261 
n Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-974 254, 261 
o Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

chert 61-975 254, 262 
p Biface blank fragment, chalcedony . . . 61-968 254, 260 
q Adz (?) blade fragment, chalcedony . . 61-969 254, 264 
r Biface blank fragment, chert 61-987 254, 260 





Plate 153 

Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 24, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Broad biface, chalcedony 61-2019 254, 260 
b Broad biface, chert 61-2020 254, 260 
c Biface blank fragment, quartzite 61-2029 255, 260 
d Knife side blade, chert 61-2021 255, 257, 260 
e Small biface point fragment, chert . . . . 61-2024 255, 261 
f Small, side-notched point fragment, 

chert 61-2027 255, 261 
g Large, stemmed point fragment, 

chert 61-2026 255, 261 
h Small, side-notched point, 

chalcedony 61-2023 255, 261 
i Small, side-notched point, translucent 

chert 61-2022 255, 261 
j Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-2039 255, 261 
k Tanged end scraper, chert 61-2035 255, 261 
1 Tanged end scraper, chalcedony 61-2037 255, 261 
m Tanged end scraper, chert 61-2034 255, 261 
n Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

chalcedony 61-2049 255, 262 
o Graver, chalcedony 61-2040 255, 263 
p Tanged end scraper, chert 61-2036 255, 261 
q Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-2038 255, 261 
r Bifacially flaked pebble, translucent 

chert 61-2033 255, 264 
s Ulu, chalcedony 61-2052 255, 263 
t Straight, elongate flakeknife fragment, 

chalcedony 61-2044 255, 262 
u Biface blank, chert 61-2028 255, 260 





Plate 154 

Miscellaneous objects from Old Whaling House 205, 
Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Small, straight-based point, 

chalcedony 61-2062 256, 260 
b Small, side-notched point, chert 61-2054 256, 261 
c Small, side-notched point, chert 61-2056 256, 261 
d Small, stemmed point, translucent 

chert 61-2055 256, 261 
e Small, stemmed point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-2065 256, 261 
f Small, biface point fragment, chert . . . 61-2058 256, 261 
g Convex flakeknife, chalcedony 61-2077 256, 263 
h Biface blank fragment, chert 61-2064 256, 260 
i Small, straight-based point, chert . . . . 61-2057 256, 260 
j Small, side-notched point fragment, 

translucent chert 61-2059 256, 261 
k Small, straight-based point fragment, 

chalcedony 61-2060 256, 260 
1 Tanged end scraper, translucent 

chert 61-2069 256, 261 
m Convex flakeknife, chalcedony 61-2074 256, 263 
n Tanged end scraper, chert 61-2068 256, 261 
o Tanged end scraper fragment (?), 

chert 61-2071 256, 261 
p Used flake, chalcedony 61-2092 256, 265 
q Pointed flakeknife, thin, 

chalcedony 61-2082 256, 262 
r Ulu, chalcedony 61-2073 256, 263 
s Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-2086 257, 262 
t Steep-edged flakeknife fragment, 

translucent chert 61-2085 257, 262 
u Concave flakeknife, chert 61-2087 257, 263 





Plate 155 

Knife blades, adz blade, burin spalls, and other objects 
from early Choris beaches 53, 54, 57, and 59, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Flakeknife, chert 394 53 63-2152 269 
b Side scraper, 

chalcedony 
(probably Old 
Whaling culture) . . . 59 53 63-2150 231 

c Adz blade, silicified 
slate 617 54 63-2151 270, 297 

d Used flake, chert 394 53 63-2149 269 
e Side-blade fragment, 

chert 617 54 63-2139 270 
f Weapon point or knife 

blade fragment, 
chert 710 59 63-2146 270 

g Blade or point 
fragment, chert 711 57 63-2144 270 

h Knife blade or side-
blade, chert 712 57 63-2145 270 

i Blade or point 
fragment, chert . . . . 711 57 63-2147 270 

j Knife blade fragment, 
black chert 711 57 63-2143 270 

k Knife blade, black 
chert 711 57 63-2148 270 





Plate 156 

Miscellaneous artifacts from early Choris beach 78, Cape 
Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Knife, bifaced, chert 500 60-5157 271 
b Harpoon end-blade 

inset fragment, 
chert 500 60-5158 271 

c Burin fragment, 
chert 500 60-5159 271 

d Burin fragment, red 
jasper 500 60-5160 271 

e Point, stemmed, 
chert 500 60-5161 271 

f End-blade inset base 
fragment, chert 618 60-5162 271 

g Flakeknife, base 
fragment, chert 500 60-5163 271 

h Flake, black chert 618 60-5164 271 
i Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 618 60-5165 271 
j Bifaced implement, 

with burin facets 
(burin spall core ?), 
chert 618 60-5166 271 





Plate 157 

Miscellaneous objects from early Choris site at Cape 
Espenberg 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Flakeknife, chert 60-3067 272 
b Flakeknife, chert 60-3068 272 
c Harpoon end-blade inset (?) fragment, 

chert 60-3069 272 
d Burin, translucent chert 60-3070 272 
e Microblade fragment, translucent 

chert 60-3071 272 
f Flakeknife fragment, chert 60-3072 272 
g Burin spall core, chalcedony 60-3073 272 
h Knife or side-blade fragment, black 

chert 60-3074 272 
i Burin spall, translucent chert 60-3075 24, 272 





Plate 158 

Blades, microblades, burins, and other objects of late Denbigh Flint beaches 80 and 90, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Bifaced knife side 

blade, black chert . . . 750 90 60-5103 277 

b Projectile point 

fragment, chert 768 80 60-5104 277 

c Flakeknife, silicified 

slate 451 80 60-5105 274 

d Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert 451 80 60-5106 274 

e Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert 451 80 60-5107 274 

f Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert 451 80 60-5108 274 

g End-blade inset 

fragment, silicified 

slate 451 80 60-5109 274 

h Burin spall, chert 451 80 60-5110 274 

i Burin spall, chert 451 80 60-5111 274 

j Burin spall fragment, 

chert 451 80 60-5112 274 

k Burin spall, chert 451 80 60-5113 274 

1 Burin spall artifact, 

chert 451 80 60-5114 274 

m Burin spall fragment, 

chert 451 80 60-5115 274 

n Burin spall artifact, 

chert 451 80 60-5116 274 

o Burin spall, red 

jasper 451 80 60-5117 274 

p Burin spall, chert 451 80 60-5118 274 

q Burin spall, chert 451 80 60-5119 274 

r End scraper, chert 451 80 60-5120 274 

s End scraper, chert 451 80 60-5121 274 

t Microblade fragment, 

obsidian 451 80 60-5122 276 

u Microblade fragment, 

chert 451 80 60-5123 276 

v Microblade fragment, 

chert 451 80 60-5124 276 

w Microblade, chert 451 80 60-5125 276 

x Microblade fragment, 

chert 451 80 60-5126 276 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 

y Microblade core 

fragment, chert 451 80 60-5127 276 

z Microblade, chert 451 80 60-5128 276 

aa Used flake, silicified 

slate 451 80 60-5129 276 

bb Burin fragment, cher t . . 451 80 60-5130 276 

cc Burin fragment, 

translucent chert . . . . 451 80 60-5131 276 

dd Burin fragment, 

silicified slate 451 80 61-5132 276 

ee Burin, chert 451 80 60-5133 276 

ff Burin, silicified s l a t e . . . 451 80 60-5134 276 

gg Burin fragment, 

translucent chert . . . . 451 80 61-5135 276 

hh Burin fragment, red 

jasper 451 80 60-5136 276 

ii Microblade (?), 

silicified slate 453 80 60-5137 276 

jj Burin spall, basalt 453 80 60-5138 276 

kk Burin spall, basalt 453 80 60-5139 276 

11 Burin spall, basalt 453 80 60-5140 276 

mm Burin, silicified slate . . . 456 80 60-5141 276 

nn Burin spall artifact, 

chert 456 80 60-5142 276 

oo Plano-convex object, 

chert 456 80 60-5143 276 

pp Side-blade fragment, 

chert 456 80 60-5144 276 

qq Side-blade, chert 456 80 60-5145 276 

rr Burin spall, chert 456 80 60-5146 276 

ss Microblade, chert 456 80 60-5147 276 

tt Microblade, chert 456 80 60-5148 276 

uu Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 456 80 60-5149 276 

vv Flakeknife fragment, 

black chert 456 80 60-5150 276 

ww End scraper, chert 456 80 60-5151 277 

xx Side- or end-blade 

fragment, silicified 

slate 456 80 60-5152 277 

yy Microblade fragment, 

chert 456 80 60-5153 277 

zz Microblade, chert 456 80 60-5154 278 





Plate 159 

Bifaces, microblades, burins and other objects from late 
Denbigh beaches 75 and 80, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Burin, black chert 619 80 60-5167 277 
b Burin fragment, 

chert 619 80 60-5168 277 
c Burin, red jasper 619 80 60-5169 277 
d Burin spalls, chert 619 80 60-5170 277 

60-5171 
e Burin spall artifact, 

chert 619 80 60-5172 277 
f Burin spall, chert 619 80 60-5173 277 
g Burin spall artifact, 

chert 619 80 60-5174 277 
h Burin spall chert 619 80 60-5175 277 
i Arrowhead end-blade 

inset base fragment, 
chert 619 80 60-5177 277 

j Flakeknife (?) 
fragment, black 
chert 619 80 60-5179 277 

k End-blade inset 
fragment, chert 619 80 60-5180 277 

1 Tip of an end- or side-
blade inset, chert . . . 619 80 60-5182 277 

m End-blade inset 
fragment, chert 619 80 60-5183 277 

n Microblade, 
obsidian 619 80 60-5184 277 

o Microblade, 
obsidian 619 80 60-5185 277 

p Microblade, chert . . . . 755 80 60-5176 277 
q Burin spall artifact, 

chert 250 75 60-5178 270 
r Microblade fragment, 

chert 755 80 60-5181 277 
s Microblade, chert . . . . 755 80 60-5186 277 
t Microblade, chert . . . . 755 80 60-5187 277 





Plate 160 

Flakeknives, flakes, burin spalls, and other objects from late Denbigh Hint beaches 80-82 (segment Va) Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Flakeknife, chert . . . 346 60-5188 278, 296 
b Burin, black chert . . 346 60-5189 278 
c Burin, chert 346 60-5190 278 
d Burin spall artifact, 

black chert 346 60-5191 278 
e Graver, translucent 

chert 346 60-5192 278 
f Side-blade inset 

fragment, black 
chert 346 60-5193 278 

g Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert . . 346 60-5194 278 

h Burin spall artifact, 
black chert 470 60-5198 279 

i Burin spall artifact, 
chert 470 60-5199 279 

j Burin spall 
fragment, chert . . 470 60-5200 279 

k Burin spall 
fragment, chert . . 470 60-5201 279 

1 Burin spall, black 
chert 470 60-5203 279 

m Burin spall 
fragment, chert . . 470 60-5202 279 

n Flakeknife fragment 
(?) chert 428 60-5195 278 

o Burin spall 
fragment, black 
chert 428 60-5196 278 

p Flakeknife, chert . . . 428 60-5197 278 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
q Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 470 60-5216 279 
r Graver (?) 

fragment, chert . . 470 60-5217 279 
s Side-blade inset, 

chert 470 60-5218 279 
t Arrowhead end-

blade, inset, 
black chert 470 60-5219 279, 295 

u Bifaced chopper (?), 
chert 470 60-5204 279 

v End- or side-blade 
inset fragment, 
chert 470 60-5205 279 

w Flakeknife (?) 
fragment, chert . . 470 60-5206 279 

x Burin fragment, 
chert 470 60-5207 279 

y Burin fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 470 60-5208 279 

-/. Knife side blade (?) 
fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 470 60-5209 279 

aa Used flake, c h e r t . . . 428 60-5210 278 
bb Burin, chert 470 60-5211 279 
cc Flake, black chert . . 428 60-5212 279 
dd Used flake, chert . . . 428 60-5213 279 
ee Blade-like flake, 

chert 428 60-5214 279 
ff Flake, chert 428 60-5215 279 





Plate 161 

Flakes, microblades, burin spalls, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
x Microblade frag

ment translucent 
chert 475 60-5243 280 

y Microblade frag
ment, translucent 
chert 475 60-5244 280 

z Microblade frag
ment, translucent 
chert 475 60-5245 280 

aa Burin spall artifact 
fragment, chert . . 475 60-5246 280 

bb Burin spall artifact 
fragment, chert . . 475 60-5247 280 

cc Burin spall artifact 
fragment, chert . . 475 60-5248 280 

dd Burin fragment, 
chert 475 60-5249 280 

ee Burin, chert 475 60-5250 280 
ff Burin, black chert . . 475 60-5251 280 
gg Arrowhead end-

blade inset (?) 
fragment, chert . . 475 60-5252 280 

hh Harpoon end-blade 
inset, chert 475 60-5253 280 

ii End- or side-blade 
inset fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 475 60-5254 280 

jj End-scraper 
fragment, chert . . 475 60-5255 280 

kk Biface fragment, 
chert 472 60-5257 279 

11 Drill, chert 475 60-5258 280 
mm End-blade inset (?) 

fragment, chert . . 475 60-5259 280 
nn Flakeknife, black 

chert 475 60-5260 280 
oo Flake, chert 475 60-5261 280 
pp Bifaced knife side 

blade, chert 476 60-5256 280 
qq Bifaced knife blade 

or weapon point 
fragment, chert . . 476 60-5262 280, 282 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Microblade, 

obsidian 471 60-5220 279 
b Burin spall artifact 

fragment, chert . . 471 60-5221 279 
c Burin fragment, 

black chert 471 60-5222 279 
d Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 472 60-5223 279 
e Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 472 60-5224 279 
f Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert . . 472 60-5225 279 
g Burin, chert 472 60-5226 279 
h Side hafted knife 

blade, red jasper . 472 60-5227 279 
i Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 473 60-5228 279 
j Burin spall artifact, 

chert 473 60-5229 279 
k Harpoon end-blade 

inset or large 
knife blade 
fragment, chert . . 473 60-5230 279 

1 Used flake, cher t . . . 472 60-5231 279 
m Flakeknife 

fragment, chert . . 472 60-5232 279 
n Flake fragment, 

translucent chert . 473 60-5233 279 
o Burin fragment, 

black chert 473 60-5234 279 
p Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 474 60-5235 279 
q Burin spall, chert . . 474 60-5236 279 
r Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 474 60-5237 279 
s Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 474 60-5238 279 
t Burin, black chert . . 475 60-5239 280 
u Flakeknife, chert . . . 475 60-5240 280 
v Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 475 60-5241 280 
w Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 475 60-5242 280 





Plate 162 

Flakes, blades, burins, and other objects from late Denbigh Hint beaches 80-82 (segment Va), Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Flake, silicified slate 477 60-5263 280 
b Burin, chert 477 60-5264 280 
c Burin spall artifact, 

chert 477 60-5265 280 
d Burin spall frag

ment, black chert 477 60-5335 280 
e Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 477 60-5266 280 
f Flake fragment, 

chert 477 60-5267 280 
g Burin fragment, 

chert 477 60-5268 280 
h Implement fragment 

with a burin 
facet, chert 477 60-5269 280 

i Knife side blade 
fragment, chert . . 477 60-5270 280 

j Burin, translucent 
chert 477 60-5271 280 

k Burin fragment, 
black chert 477 60-5272 280 

1 Burin, chert 477 60-5273 280 
m Burin, black chert . . 477 60-5274 280 
n Burin, red jasper . . . 477 60-5275 280 
o Burin, red jasper . . . 477 60-5276 280 
p Flakeknife (?) frag

ment, silicified 
slate 477 60-5277 280 

q Microblade (?) 
fragment, chert . . 477 60-5278 280 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
r Microblade (?) chert 477 60-5279 280 
s Biface knife 

fragment, chert . . 480 60-5280 281 
t Retouched flake, 

chalcedony 479 60-5281 281 
u Bifaced knife blade 

fragment, chert . . 479 60-5282 281 
v Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 480 60-5283 281 
w Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 480 60-5284 281 
x Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 480 60-5285 281 
y Used flake, chert . . . 480 60-5286 281 
z Biface, chert 480 60-5287 281 
aa Burin spall artifact, 

chert 480 60-5288 281 
bb Flakeknife or 

weapon point 
fragment, chert . . 480 60-5289 281 

cc Weapon point 
fragment, chert . . 480 60-5290 281 

dd End scraper, chert. . 480 60-5291 281, 282 
ee Blade-like 

implement, chert . 480 60-5292 281 
ff Arrowhead end-

blade inset 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 482 60-5293 281 





Plate 163 

Flakes, scrapers, blades, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 80-82, (segment Va), Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
u End scraper, chert. . 753 60-5314 282 
v Flakeknife base 

fragment, chert . . 753 60-5315 282 
w Blade-like flake, 

chert 753 60-5316 282 
x Side-blade inset 

fragment, 
translucent chert . 754 60-5317 282 

y Utilized flake, chert 754 60-5318 282 
z Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 756 60-5319 282 
aa End- or side-blade 

inset fragment, 
chert 756 60-5320 282 

bb Side-bladed knife 
fragment, chert . . 1001 60-5321 282 

cc Biface weapon 
point fragment 
(?), chert 754 60-5322 282 

dd Retouched leaf-
shaped flake, 
chert 754 60-5323 282 

ee Side scraper, chert . 754 60-5324 282 
ff Drill, chert 754 60-5325 282 
gg Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 1001 60-5326 282 
hh Microblade 

fragment, 
obsidian 1001 60-5327 282 

ii Burin spall artifact, 
chert 1001 60-5328 282 

jj Flake, chert 1001 60-5329 282 
kk Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 1001 60-5330 282 
11 Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 1001 60-5331 282 
mm Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 1001 60-5332 282 
nn Burin fragment, 

black chert 1001 60-5333 282 
oo Burin, chert 1001 60-5334 282 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Burin fragment, 

black chert 483 60-5294 281 
b Burin fragment, 

chert 485 60-5295 282 
c Burin spall artifact, 

chert 483 60-5296 281 
d Side- or end-blade 

inset fragment, 
chert 483 60-5297 281 

e Harpoon end-blade 
inset (?) fragment, 
chert 483 60-5298 281 

f Microblade 
fragment, black 
chert 483 60-5299 281, 291 

g Knife biface 
fragment, chert . . 483 60-5300 281 

h Microblade 
fragment, 
obsidian 483 60-5301 281 

i Leaf-shaped 
implement, chert. 483 60-5302 281 

j Flake fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 483 60-5303 281 

k Utilized flake, chert 483 60-5304 281 
1 Utilized flake, black 

chert 483 60-5305 281 
m Flake fragment, 

chert 483 60-5306 281 
n Flake fragment, 

silicified slate . . . . 483 60-5307 281 
o Flakeknife with 

graver tip, chert . 483 60-5308 281 
p Flakeknife or 

weapon point 
fragment, chert . . 483 60-5309 281 

q Flakeknife or 
weapon point 
fragment, chert . . 483 60-5310 281 

r Scraper fragment, 
black chert 483 60-5311 281 

s Flake, chert . 753 60-5312 282 
t Arrowhead end-

blade inset 
fragment, chert . . 753 60-5313 282 





Plate 164 

Blades, microblades, and other objects from late Denbigh Flint beaches 82 or 83 and Segment Va, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 
a Flakeknife fragment, 

red jasper 487 Va 60-5335 282 
b Burin, chert 487 Va 60-5336 282 
c Microblade fragment, 

chert 487 Va 60-5337 282 
d Microblade fragment, 

chert 487 Va 60-5338 282 
e Microblade fragment, 

chert 487 Va 60-5339 282 
f Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5340 283 

obsidian 83 
g Microblade fragment, 

obsidian 487 Va 60-5341 282 
h Burin spall artifact, 

chert 487 Va 60-5342 282 
i Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5343 283 

translucent chert . . 83 
j Burin spall artifact, 751 82 or 60-5344 283 

chert 83 
k Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5345 283 

chert 83 
1 Burin (?), chert 751 82 or 60-5346 283 

83 
m Microblade, 751 82 or 60-5347 283 

translucent chert . . 83 
n Microblade fragment 

(?), translucent 
chert 487 Va 60-5348 282 

o Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5349 283 
chert 83 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Beach Number Page 

p Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5350 283 
translucent chert . . 83 

q Microblade, obsidian 751 82 or 60-5351 283 
83 

r Burin, chert 763 82 or 60-5352 283 
83 

s Microblade fragment, 751 82 or 60-5353 283 
translucent chert . . 83 

t Burin spall artifact, 751 82 or 60-5354 283 
chert 83 

u Side-blade inset 751 82 or 60-5355 283 
fragment, chert . . . 83 

v Side-blade or end- 751 82 or 60-5356 283 
blade inset, chert. . 83 

w Arrowhead end-
blade inset 751 82 or 60-5357 283 
fragment, chert . . . 83 

x Side-blade inset 
fragment, 751 82 or 60-5359 283 
translucent chert . . 83 

y Harpoon end-blade 751 82 or 60-5370 283 
inset (?), chert 83 

z Burin, chert 751 82 or 60-5358 283 
83 

aa Burin fragment chert 751 82 or 60-5371 283 
83 

bb Drill fragment, chert 751 82 or 60-5372 283 
83 

cc Hake, chert 751 82 or 60-5373 283 
83 





Plate 165 

Burins, side blades, microblades, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Burin fragment, 

chert 757 60-5418 286 
b Burin, chert 432 60-5419 284 
c Burin fragment, 

chert 432 60-5420 284 
d Burin, translucent 

chert 432 60-5421 284 
e Burin, translucent 

chert 434 60-5422 284 
f Microblade core, 

chert 432 60-5423 284 
g Burin spall artifact, 

chert 432 60-5424 284 
h Burin spall artifact 

fragment, chert . . 432 60-5425 284 
i Burin spall artifact 

chert 432 60-5426 284 
j Burin spall artifact 

fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 432 60-5427 284 

k Burin spall, chert . . 757 60-5428 286 
1 Side-blade inset, red 

jasper 432 60-5429 284 
m Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert . . 432 60-5430 284 
n Harpoon end-blade 

inset base 
fragment, chert . . 430 60-5431 283 

o Side-blade inset 
fragment, chert . . 757 60-5432 286 

p Microblade 
fragment, black 
chert 431 60-5433 284 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
q Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 430 60-5434 283 
r Microblade, chert . . 430 60-5435 283 
s Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5436 284 
t Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5437 284 
u Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5438 284 
v Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5439 284 
w Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5440 284 
x Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5441 284 
y Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5442 284 
z Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5443 284 
aa Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5444 284 
bb Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5445 284 
cc Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5446 284 
dd Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5447 284 
ee Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5448 284 
ff Microblade, chert . . 432 60-5449 284 
gg Flakeknife fragment, 

red jasper 432 60-5450 284 
hh Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 757 60-5451 286 
ii Drill (?), black 

chert 434 60-5452 284 
jj Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 432 60-5453 284 
kk Flakeknife base 

fragment, chert . . 432 60-5454 284 
11 Adz blade 

fragment, 
silicified slate . . . . 434 60-5455 284, 291 

mm Knife or lance blade 
(?), silicified slate 431 60-5456 284 

nn Core or adz blade 
(?), chert 431 60-5457 284, 291 





Plate 166 

Burins, burin spalls, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Burin, chert 436 60-5458 285 
b Burin fragment, 

translucent chert . 436 60-5459 285 
c Burin, translucent 

chert 436 60-5460 285 
d Burin, translucent 

chert 436 60-5461 285 
e Burin, translucent 

chert 437 60-5462 285 
f Burin fragment, 

chert 441 60-5463 285 
g Burin fragment, 

chert 442 60-5464 286 
h Burin, translucent 

chert 442 60-5465 286 
i Burin, chert 442 60-5466 286 
j Burin, translucent 

chert 442 60-5467 286 
k Burin, chert 442 60-5468 286 
1 Bui in, black cher t . . 441 60-5469 285 
m Burin spall artifact, 

chert 436 60-5470 285 
n Burin spall artifact 

fragment, chert . . 436 60-5471 285 
o Burin spall artifact, 

chert 436 60-5472 285 
p Burin spall, chert . . 436 60-5473 285 
q Burin spall artifact, 

chert 436 60-5474 285 
r Burin spall artifact, 

chert 436 60-5475 285 
s Burin spall artifact, 

chert 436 60-5476 285 
t Burin spall artifact, 

black chert 436 60-5477 285 
u Burin spall 

fragment, chert . . 438 60-5478 285 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
v Burin spall artifact, 

chert 439 60-5479 285 
w Burin spall artifact, 

chert 439 60-5480 285 
x Burin spall, chert . . 439 60-5481 285 
y Burin spall artifact, 

chert 439 60-5482 285 
z Burin spall, chert . . 439 60-5483 285 
aa Burin spall artifact 

(?), chert 439 60-5484 285 
bb Utilized flake, 

obsidian 488 60-5485 286 
cc Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 441 60-5486 285 
dd Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 441 60-5487 285 
ee Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 442 60-5488 286 
ff Microblade core (?), 

obsidian 441 60-5489 285, 291 
gg Burin, chert 442 60-5490 286 
hh Burin, chert 488 60-5491 286 
ii Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 438 60-5492 285 
jj Flake fragment, 

chert 439 60-5493 285 
kk End- or side-blade 

inset, chert 488 60-5494 286 
11 Flake fragment, 

chert 438 60-5495 285 
mm End- or side-blade 

inset, black chert. 441 60-5496 285 
nn Flakeknife base 

fragment, chert . . 488 60-5497 286 
oo Blade-like flake, 

chert 441 60-5498 285 
pp Bifaced knife side 

blade, black chert 488 60-5499 286 





Plate 167 

Burins, microblades, and other objects from Denbigh Flint beaches 102-104, Cape Krusenstern 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
a Burin, translucent 

chert 760 60-5374 286 
b Burin, chert 760 60-5375 286 
c Burin fragment, 

chert 760 60-5376 286 
d Burin fragment, 

silicified slate 762 60-5377 287 
e Burin, translucent 

chert 762 60-5378 287 
f Burin, translucent 

chert 762 60-5379 287 
g Burin spall artifact, 

chert 762 60-5380 287 
h Burin spall artifact, 

chert 761 60-5381 286 
i Burin spall, red 

jasper 761 60-5382 286 
j Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert . . 760 60-5383 286 
k Side-blade inset 

fragment, chert . . 762 60-5384 287 
1 Burin, chert 761 60-5385 286 
m Burin fragment, 

translucent chert . 761 60-5386 286 
n Microblade, 

translucent chert . 760 60-5387 286 
o Microblade, chert . . 760 60-5388 286 
p Microblade 

fragment, chert . . 760 60-5389 286 
q Microblade 

fragment 
translucent, chert 762 60-5390 287 

r Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5391 287 

s Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5392 287 

t Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5393 287 

u Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5394 287 

v Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5395 287 

w Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5396 287 

Feature Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Number Page 
x Microblade 

fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5397 287 

y Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5398 287 

z Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5400 287 

aa Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5399 287 

bb Microblade 
fragment, 
translucent chert . 762 60-5401 287 

cc Microblade 
fragment, chert . . 761 60-5402 , 286 

dd Microblade 
fragment, chert . . 761 60-5403 286 

ee Harpoon end-blade 
inset (?) fragment, 
translucent chert . 760 60-5404 286 

ff Bifaced knife blade 
fragment, chert . . 760 60-5405 286 

gg End- or side-blade 
inset fragment, 
chert 760 60-5406 286 

hh Implement 
fragment, chert . . 762 60-5407 287 

ii Flakeknife fragment, 
chert 761 60-5408 286 

jj Arrowhead end-
blade inset 
fragment, chert . . 761 60-5409 286 

kk Drill fragment, 
chert 760 60-5410 286, 291 

11 Flakeknife, chert . . . 760 60-5411 286 
mm Utilized flake, chert 760 60-5412 286 
nn Flakeknife fragment, 

chert 760 60-5413 286 
oo Flakeknife fragment, 

red jasper 762 60-5414 287 
pp Flake, translucent 

chert 762 60-5415 287 
qq Flake, translucent 

chert 761 60-5416 286 
rr Flakeknife, chert . . . 761 60-5417 286, 291 





Plate 168 

Microblades, flakeknives, burin spalls, and other objects from Agulaak Island, Sites 1 and 3, Denbigh-related culture 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
From Site 1: 
a Microblade, translucent 

chert 60-3377 287 
b Microblade fragment, 

translucent chert 60-3378 287 
c Microblade fragment, 

translucent chert 60-3379 287 
d Microblade, obsidian 60-3380 287 
e Microblade fragment, cher t . 60-3381 287 
f Flakeknife or scraper 

fragment, chert 60-3382 287 
g Flakeknife fragment, cher t . . 60-3383 287 
h Flakeknife (?) fragment, 

chert 60-3384 287 
i Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3385 287 
j Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3386 287 
k Burin spall artifact, chert . . . 60-3387 287 
1 Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3388 287 
m Burin spall artifact, chert . . . 60-3389 287 
n Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3390 287 
o Burin spall, chert 60-3391 287 
p Burin spall, chert 60-3393 287 
q Burin spall, chert 60-3394 287 
r Burin spall, chert 60-3395 287 
s Burin spall, chert 60-3392 287 
t Bifaced knife blade 

fragment, chert 60-3396 287 
u Bifaced end- or side-blade 

inset fragment, chert 60-3397 287 
v Bifaced end- or side-blade 

inset fragment, chert 60-3398 287 
w Bifaced inset fragment, 

black chert 60-3399 287 
x Retouched flake, chert 60-3400 287 
y Retouched flake, chert 60-3401 287 
z Flake scraper, chert 60-3402 287 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
aa Flake scraper, chert 60-3403 288 
bb Flake scraper, chert 60-3404 288 
From Site 3, locality 2 
cc Core, chert 60-3405 288 
dd End-blade inset, chert 60-3406 288 
ee Drill (?) fragment, chert 60-3407 288 
ff Burin, chert 60-3408 288 
gg Burin, chert 60-3409 288 
hh Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3410 288 
ii Burin spall artifact, cher t . . . 60-3412 288 
jj Burin spall, chert 60-3411 288 
kk Burin spall (?) fragment, 

chert 60-3413 288 
11 Microblade, translucent 

chert 60-3414 288 
mm Microblade, translucent 

chert 60-3415 288 
nn Microblade fragment, chert . 60-3416 288 
oo Pointed object, translucent 

chert 60-3417 288 
pp Burin, chert 60-3418 288 
qq Burin, chert 60-3419 288 
rr Burin, chert 60-3420 288 
ss Burin fragment, red jasper. . 60-3421 288 
tt Drill bit (?) fragment, chert . 60-3422 288 
uu End scraper, chert 60-3423 288 
vv Flake scraper on microblade 

(?), chert 60-3424 288 
ww Flake scraper, chert 60-3425 289 
xx Drill bit (?), chert 60-3426 289 
yy Worked fragment, c h e r t . . . . 60-3427 289 
zz Worked fragment, c h e r t . . . . 60-3428 289 
aaa Worked fragment, c h e r t . . . . 60-3429 289 
bbb Worked fragment, c h e r t . . . . 60-3430 289 
ccc Drill bit (?), chert 60-3431 289 





Plate 169 

Microblades and other objects from Lower Bench site, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
oo Microblade, translucent chert 60-5596 302, 303 
pp Microblade, silicified slate . . . 60-5597 302, 303 
qq Microblade, translucent chert 60-5598 302, 303, 304 
rr Microblade, translucent chert 60-5599 302, 303 
ss Microblade, translucent black 

chert 60-5600 302, 303 
tt Microblade, translucent chert 60-5601 302, 303 
uu Microblade, translucent chert 60-5602 302, 303 
vv Microblade, translucent chert 60-5603 302, 303 
ww Microblade, translucent chert 60-5604 302, 303, 304 
xx Microblade, translucent chert 60-5605 302, 303 
yy Microblade, translucent chert 60-5606 302, 303 
zz Microblade, translucent chert 60-5607 302, 303 
aaa Microblade, translucent chert 60-5608 302, 303 
bbb Microblade, translucent chert 60-5609 302, 303 
ccc Microblade, white chert 60-5610 302, 303, 304 
ddd Microblade, translucent chert 60-5611 302, 303 
eee Microblade, translucent chert 60-5612 302, 303 
fff Microblade, gray chert 60-5613 302, 303, 304 
ggg Microblade, translucent chert 60-5614 302, 303 
hhh Microblade, translucent chert 60-5615 302, 303 
iii Microblade, translucent chert 60-5616 302, 303, 304 
jjj Microblade, translucent chert 60-5617 302, 303 
kkk Microblade, translucent chert 60-5618 302, 303 
111 Microblade, translucent chert 60-5619 302, 303 
mmm Microblade, translucent black 

chert 60-5620 302, 303 
nnn Microblade, translucent chert 60-5621 302, 303 
ooo Microblade, translucent white 

chert 60-5622 302, 303, 304 
ppp Microblade, black chert 60-5623 302, 303 
qqq Microblade, translucent chert 60-5624 302, 303 
rrr Cortex flake, obsidian 60-5625 302, 303 
sss End-blade inset, translucent 

chert 60-5626 302, 303 
ttt Flake, chert 60-5627 302, 303 
uuu Flake, used, translucent chert 60-5628 302, 303 
vvv Graver, black chert 60-5630 302, 304 
w w w Graver, translucent chert . . . . 60-5629 302, 304 
xxx Core fragment, red jasper . . . 60-5631 302, 304 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Microblade, translucent chert 60-5557 302, 303 
b Microblade, translucent chert 60-5556 302, 303 
c Microblade, translucent chert 60-5558 302, 303 
d Microblade, translucent chert 60-5559 302, 303 
e Microblade, translucent chert 60-5560 302, 303 
f Microblade, translucent chert 60-5561 302, 303 
g Microblade, translucent chert 60-5562 302, 303 
h Microblade, translucent chert 60-5563 302, 303 
i Microblade, translucent chert 60-5564 302, 303 
j Microblade, translucent chert 60-5565 302, 303 
k Microblade, translucent chert 60-5566 302, 303 
I Microblade, translucent chert 60-5567 302, 303 
m Microblade, translucent chert 60-5568 302, 303 
n Microblade, translucent chert 60-5569 302, 303 
o Microblade, translucent chert 60-5570 302, 303 
p Microblade, translucent 

black chert 60-5571 302, 303 
q Microblade, black chert 60-5572 302, 303 
r Microblade, translucent chert 60-5573 302, 303 
s Microblade, translucent chert 60-5574 302, 303 
t Microblade, translucent chert 60-5575 302, 303 
u Microblade, red jasper 60-5576 302, 303 
v Microblade, translucent chert 60-5577 302, 303 
w Microblade, translucent chert 60-5578 302, 303 
x Microblade, translucent chert 60-5579 302, 303 
y Microblade, translucent chert 60-5580 302, 303 
z Microblade, translucent chert 60-5581 302, 303 
aa Microblade, translucent chert 60-5582 302, 303 
bb Microblade, black chert 60-5583 302, 303 
cc Microblade, translucent chert 60-5584 302, 303 
dd Microblade, translucent chert 60-5585 302, 303 
ee Microblade, chert 60-5586 302, 303 
ff Microblade, black chert 60-5587 302, 303 
gg Microblade, translucent chert 60-5588 302, 303 
hh Microblade, translucent chert 60-5589 302, 303 
ii Microblade, translucent chert 60-5590 302, 303 
jj Microblade, red jasper 60-5591 302, 303 
kk Microblade, chert 60-5592 302, 303 
II Microblade, translucent chert 60-5593 302, 303 
mm Microblade, black chert 60-5594 302, 303 
nn Microblade, chert 60-5595 302, 303 





Plate 170 

Miscellaneous finds from Battle Rock site 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Microblade, chert 61-3599 304 
b Microblade, chert, 61-3598 304 
c Microblade, chert 61-3396 304 
d Microblade fragment, black chert . . . . 61-3621 304 
e Projectile point base, black chert 61-3591 304 
f Microblade fragment, chert 61-5680 305 
g Microblade fragment, chert 61-5681 305 
h Microblade fragment, chert 61-5683 305 
i Microblade fragment, chert 61-5682 305 
j Microblade fragment, chert 61-5672 305 
k Core fragment, chalcedony 61-3615 305 
1 Blade fragment, chert 61-5674 305 
m Microblade fragment, chert 61-5677 305 
n Microblade fragment, chert 61-5673 305 
o Burin on a microblade fragment, 

chert 61-5671 305 
p Microblade fragment, chalcedony . . . . 61-5679 305 
q Core fragment, chalcedony 61-3614 305 
r Blade fragment, silicified slate 61-5676 305 





Plate 171 

Unaltered cherts: points, knives and scrapers, Palisades 
site, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Side-notched point, chert 60-5647 308 
b Side-notched point, chert 60-5641 308 
c Side-notched point, chert 60-5642 308 
d Side-notched point, chert 60-5636 308 
e Side-notched point, chert 60-5635 308 
f Side-notched point fragment, chert . .. 60-5637 308 
g Side-notched point fragment, chert . .. 60-5638 308 
h Side-notched point fragment, chert . . . 60-5640 308 
i Side-notched point fragment, chert . . . 60-5634 308 
j Side-notched point, chert 60-5644 308 
k Side-notched point fragment, chert . . . 60-5646 308 
1 Side-notched point, chert 60-5645 308 
m Side-notched point, chert 60-5648 308 
n Side-notched point fragment, chert . .. 60-5639 308 
o Side-notched point, chert 60-5673 308 
p Side-notched point fragment, chert . . . 60-5649 308 
q Unifaced scraper, straight-edged, 

chert 60-5650 309 
r Unifaced scraper, straight-edged, 

chert 60-5651 309 
s Bifaced point fragment, chert 60-5633 308 
t Straight-based projectile point, 

chert 60-5632 308 





Plate 172 

Unaltered cherts: knives, scrapers, and other objects, 
Palisades site, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Knife biface fragment, chert 60-5654 309 
b Unifaced scraper, convex-edged, 

chert 60-5665 309 
c Unifaced scraper, convex-edged, 

chert 60-5679 309 
d Knife biface, bipointed, chert 60-5652 309 
e End scraper, chert 60-5658 309 
f End scraper, chert 60-5667 309 
g Utilized flake, chert 60-5700 309 
h End scraper, chert 60-5660 309 
i End scraper, chert 60-5659 309 
j End scraper, chert 60-5661 309 
k Knife biface fragment, chert 60-5656 309 
1 Graver, diorite 60-5668 309 
m End scraper, chert 60-5667 309 
n End scraper, chert 60-5662 309 
o Point fragment, straight base, chert. . . 60-5655 308 
p Unifaced scraper, steep-edged, chert. . . 60-5664 309 
q Unifaced scraper, straight-edged, 

chert 60-5669 309 
r Unifaced scraper, convex-edged, 

chert 60-5683 309 
s Notched flake, chert 60-5663 309 





Plate 173 

Weathered artifacts: choppers and core tools, Palisades 
site, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Biface core tool, weathered chert 60-5510 309 
b Biface cobble tool, weathered chert . . . 60-5511 309 
c Biface fragment, weathered chert 60-5512 309 
d Biface cobble chopper, weathered 

chert 60-5514 309 
e Biface cobble chopper, weathered 

chert 60-5513 309 





Plate 174 

Weathered artifacts: projectile point and flakes, Palisades 
site, Cape Krusenstern 

Catalog Reference 
Object Description Number Page 
a Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5518 309 
b Weathered flake 60-5519 309 
c Bifaced point, single-shouldered, 

weathered chert (?) 60-5528 308, 310 
d Weathered flake 60-5525 309 
e Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5517 309 
f Weathered flake 60-5515 309 
g Weathered flake 60-5516 309 
h Weathered flake 60-5521 309 
i Weathered flake 60-5529 309 
j Weathered flake 60-5524 309 
k Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5535 309 
1 Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5523 309 
m Weathered flake 60-5522 309 
n Weathered flake 60-5536 309 
o Weathered flake 60-5526 309 
p Weathered flake 60-5531 309 
q Weathered flake 60-5520 309 
r Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5523 309 
s Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5530 309 
t Weathered flake 60-5533 309 
u Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5534 309 
v Weathered flake from manufacture of 

artifact 60-5527 309 
w Weathered flake 60-5537 309 
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